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Preface

Background and Scope of the Book This book continues, extends,
and unites va.rious developments in the intersection of probability theory and
dynamical systems. I will briefly outline the background of the book, thus
placing it in a systematic and historical context and tradition.
Roughly speaking, a random dynamical system is a combination of
a mca.'mre-preserving dynamical system in the sense of ergodic theory,
(S2,F,II',(O(t))'ET), 'If = JR+, JR, Z+, Z, with a smooth (or topological) dynamical system, typically generated by a differential or difference equation
,t = J(x) ar Xn+l = <p(xn), to a random differential equation:i; = J(O(t)w,x)
Of random difference equation Xn+l = tp(8(n)w, xn)'
Both components have been very well investigated separately. However)
a symbiosis of them leads to a new research program which has only partly
been carried out. As we will see, it also leads to new problems which do not
emerge if one only looks at ergodic theory and smooth or topological dynamics separately.
From a dynamical systems point of view this book just deals with those
dynamical systems that have a measure-preserving dynamical system as a
factor (or, the other way around, are extensions of such a factor). As there is
an invariant mea.<;;ure on the factor, ergodic theory is always involved.
Our book is a "continuation" of that by Guckenheimer and Holmes [162]
on Nonlinear Oscillations, Dynamical Systems, and Bifurcations of Vector
Fields. In their own words (Preface, page xi), their book "should be seen
us an uttempt to extend the work of Andronov et al. (i. e. the analysis of a
single degree of freedom nonlinear oscillator, L. A.) by one dimension (i. e.
by adding a small periodic forcing term, L. A.)". Specifically, they look at
certain equations of the form ± = f(8(t)w,x) in]R2 where fJ(t)w is periodic.
We will go further and beyond the periodic "noise" to a general measureprc8erving dynamical 8ystem to which the ordinary differential equation i8
coupled. In yet other words, we take the step from autonomous systems
;1; = f(x) to nonautonomous systems, but of the special kind ± = f(8(t)w, x),
i. e. to those which are coupled to a dynamical "bath".
If the flaw w H O(t)w in the equation ;i; = J(O(t)w, x) is a flow of homeomorphislm, of a compact space we are in the realm of skew-product flows
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in the sense of Sacker, Sen and Johnson (sec e.g. [187], [298], [2!l!!], [3IG]).
We go beyond this again by stripping off all the topology from w I---t H( t)w,
and instead adding an invariant mca..'mre -- short.ly, hy going frolll "almost
periodic" to "random".
We also extend and generalize Maiie's book [249] Oil Ergodic 11woryand
Differentiable Dynamics. He has a measure p iuvariant with respect t.o til{'
How 4'(t) of a deterministic vector field:i; = f(x) OIl a manifold /1./. Hefe, we
have a measure Jl on fl x !vI with marginal JPl all fl invariant with f{'Slwd. t.o
the skew-product flow (w, x) H (B( t)w, "'( t, w):r), where ",(t, w) is t.11(' solutioll
flow generated by the random vector field i; = f(B(t)w, :E).
From a probabilistic point of view this book offers another look at the
quite classical subject of random difference equations and of random Itnd
stochastic differential equations, i. e. ordinary diffcrential equations drivcn
by real or white noise.
During the last 20 to 30 years an impressive structure called "stochastic
analysis" has been erected, part of which is a theory of differential equations
with semimartingale (rather than only Gaussian white noiHc, or Wiener) driving processes, providing us with a unified theory of random and stocha."itic
differential equations.
Around 1980 it was discovered by Elworthy, Baxendale, BisIllllt, Ikeda,
Watanabe, Kunita and others (see e.g. [137], [53], [72], [178], [223]) that a
stochastic differential equation generates "for free" a much richer structure
than just a family of stochastic processes, each ~jQlving the stocinL'itic differential equation for a given initial value. It gives us in fact a flow of random
diffeomorphisms. We can now bridge the gap betwecn stochastic a.nalysis
and dynamical systems by proving that a random or stochastic differcntial
equation generates a random dynamical system.
This makes it possible to re-evaluate and improve all the clasHical results
(which are based on one-point motions and Markov transition probabilities)
on stochastic stability, existence of invariant meASures, etc. by Kushner [225],
Khasminskii [206], Bunke [84] and many others. In [8] I have describcd the
extension of the horizon when going from Markov processes to stochastic
flows and cocycles.
The present book also adds a new chapter to the volume by Horsthernke
and Lefever [175] entitled Noise-Induced Transitions and re-interprcts their
findings: Their noise-induced transitions are nothing but bifurcations OIl the
static level of the Fokker-Planck equation. We will also study bifurcation
scenarios on the dynamic level.
The book closest to ours in spirit and content is the OIle by Kifer [207] all
Ergodic Theory of Random Transformations. He, however, deal::; excluH'ivdy
with the i.i.d. case, i. e. with the case of iterations of random mappings choscn
independently with identical distribution. In this case the orbits in statc spa('('
form a Markov chain. We go beyond that by allowing a. sta.tionary stodmstic
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sequence of mappingH to be it.cratcd, keeping the i.i.d. case as an important
particular ca.';c.
It is a characteristic feature of the theory of random dynamical systems
that cvery problem involves some ergodic theory and ergodic theorems. The
Illost crucial and Illost important ergodic theorem applies to the linearization
of smooth random dynamical systems. It is traditionally called the Multipizcative Ergodic The01~m and Wall proved by Oseledets [268] in 1968. This
theorem provides a ranciom substitute of linear algebra and hence makes a
local theory of smooth random dynamical systems possible. Without it tl:e
whole field (in particular this book) would not exist.

Structure of the Book As this is the first monograph on random dynamical systems, my main intention is foundational. This forces me to adopt
a systematic, maybe sometimes even pedantic, style, and put my emphasis
011 theory rather than applications. I hope nevertheless to present a useful,
reliable, and rather complete source of reference which lays the foundations
for future work and applications.
Part I (Random Dynamical Systems and Their Generators) introduces the
subject matter, settles the subtle perfection question, develops the theory of
invariant measures (Chap. 1) and gives a (hopefully ultimate) treatment of
the problem of which random dynamical systems have infinitesimal generators
(Chap. 2).
Part II (Multiplicative Ergodic Theory) is the heart of the book. I first
present and prove the cla.o:.;sical Multiplicative Ergodic Theorem for products
of random matrices in ]Rd (Chap. 3), then present its various modifications
and the concept of random norms which turns out to be basic (Chap. 4). In
Chap. 5 the multiplicative ergodic theory of related linear random dynamical systems obta.ined by taking the inverse, the adjoint, and exterior and
tensor products is studied. The same is done with the systems induced by
a linear random dynamical system on the unit sphere, the projective space,
and Gras. . mannian manifolds, culminating in the Furstenberg-Khasminskii
formula..'i for Lyapullov exponents. Finally, a multiplicative ergodic theorem
for rotatiun numbers is proved (Chap. 6).
Part III (Smooth Random Dynamical Systems) addresses the three most
fundamental problems regarding nonlinear systems. The first one is the construction of invariant manifolds (Chap. 7). We adopt the new method of
Wanner [340] which provides a unified approach towards invariant manifolds
and the Hartman-Grobman theorem. The second basic problem is the simplification of a random dynamical system by means of a smooth coordinate
transformation (normal form problem) (Chap. 8). I finally present the state
of the art of random bifurcation theory (Chap. 9) which is still in its infancy
and is not much more than a collection of (numerical) examples.
Part IV (Appendices) collects some facts from measurable dynamics (Appendix A) and smooth dynamics (Appendix B).
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This book is a research monogra.ph which belongs to t.he richly st.ructured
interface of probability theory and dynamical systems. Therefore. ~lIhstalliial
mathematical knowledge is required from the reader.
The book as a whole is probably not suitable for a course. There are,
however, various possibilities to use subsets of the text as the il<l.-;is of 11
graduate course or seminar or for private st.udy. For exalllple:
(i) The multiplicative ergodic theorem: Extract the ha.-;ic definitions frolll
Chap. 1, then read Chaps. 3 and 4.
(ii) Smooth random dynamical systems: Read Chaps. 1, 3 alHl 4. th(,Il
choose one or several of the Chaps. 7, 8, or 9.
(iii) Stochastic bifurcation theory: Read Chap:;. 1, :l and 4, !.hen go to
Chap. 9.

Omissions The exclusion of the following topics from this hook is partly
compensated by some recent publications which augment this hook and COIllplete the overall picture of the subject.
I completely omitted topological dynamics of random dynamical systellls
and reCer instead to the book by Nguyen Dinh Cong [261].
Fortunately, I do not need to include Pcsin's theory, probably the deepest
of recent developments in random dynamical Hystems, tl.'l it is beautifully and
completely presented in the book by Liu and Qian [244].
With many scrupleH, I decided to omit the beautiful "geometry of
stochastic flowH" (see the work of Baxendale [56, 55, 59, 61, 62], Baxendale and Stroock [64], Carverhil! [91], Carverhil! and Elworthy [95], Elworthy
[139, 140, 141], Elworthy and Rosenberg [144], Elworthy and Yor [145], Elworthy, Le Jan and Li [142], Elworthy and Li [143], Kunila [224: section 4.9]
Li [234], Liao [236, 237, 238, 239], and the reCerences therein). The snhject is
worth a book of its own.
I also did not include the theory proper of product.s of randOlll mat.rices.
On the one hand, this area with its elahorate methods and numerons applications is so vast that it would easily fill a volume in itself. On the other hund.
the subject is already quite well-documented: Besides the boob hy Bongcroi
and Lacroix [77] and Hogna..<; and Mukherjca [172], there arc nUlJlerous COlltributions, survey articles, and further references in the three proccediugs
volumes [104], [39], and [14].
Finally, I omitted infinite-dimensional random syst.ems and illstead refer the reader to the work of Crauel and Flaudoli [I17, 110], Flalldoli and
SchmalfuB (151]' Mohammed [255, 25G], Mohamllled aIHI SchclI!.z()w [257],
Schaumloffel [3011, in addition to many others.
Acknowledgements Beginning with my collaborat.ion with Peter Sagirow
in the late 1960's in Stuttgart, I have always maintained strong and ext.remely
fruitful contacts with engineers, to whom I am indebted for 111llllCroUS snggestions and problems. In addition to my nestor Peter Sagirow, I would like to
explicitly mention Walter Wedig, S. T. Ariaratnam, Mike Lin, and N. Sri Na-
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machchivaya. My CCltltacts with them gave me the badly needed reassurence
that I wa~ doillg something that would be usefuL
Some of my former students and collaborators also deserve an extra special
acknowledgement, as they took very active part in the unfolding ofthe subject
and taught me much of what. I know today: Wolfgang Kliemann, Volker
WihstutL";, awl HaIL.'> CraneI.
I would al:-;o like to thank all tho:-;c who proof-read parts of preliminary
verSiOtlH, in particular Peter Baxendale, Thomas Bogenschiitz, Hans Crauel,
Matthia.... Gundlach, Stefan Hilger, Peter Imkeller, Peter Kloeden (who very
efficiently served a..... my default "native English speaker"), Liu Pei-Dong,
Hans-Friedrich Miimmer, Nguyen Dinh Cong, Gunter Ochs, Klaus Reiner
Schenk-Hoppe, Michael Scheutzow, N. Sri Namachchivaya, Bjorn SchmalfuB,
Stefan Siegmund and Thomas Wanner.
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figures. Gabriele Blcckcrt also did the extensive numerical studies of the noisy
Duffing-van der Pol oscillator in Chap. 9.
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Part I

Random Dynamical Systems
and Their Generators

Chapter 1. Basic Definitions.
Invariant Measures

Summary
In this first chapter we introduce the concept of a random dynamical system
and study its invariant meaSllres - objects which characterize the possible
long term hehavior of the system.
The definition of a random dynamical system or cocycle is given in Sect.
1.1 and ba.'iic properties are derived (Theorem 1.1.6). The local concept (allowing for explosion) is introduced in Sect. 1.2.
Sect. 1.3 dcahi with the key but tricky technical problem of "perfecting" a
"crude" cocycle (as generated by a stochastic differential equation). We give
a satisfactory answer in Theorem 1.3.2 and its two corollaries. This section
can be omitted at first reading.

The basic Sects. 1.4 to 1.7 are devoted to the study of invariant mea~mres

of random dynamical systems. We describe invariance in terms of the
factorization of the measure (Theorem 1.4.5). For a Polish state space we
introduce a topology of weak convergence of measures which permits us to
carryover the Krylov-Bogolyubov procedure (Theorem 1.6.4) and to prove
that each continuous random dynamical system on a compact state space has
at lca.'lt one invariant measure (Theorem 1.5.10; for a useful generalization to
a random compact set see Theorem 1.6.13).
In Sect. 1.7 we relate our general definition of an invariant measure to the
classical olle for Markov processes (Corollary 1.7.6).
Theorem 1.8.4 in Sect. 1.8 stating that all invariant measures for continuous random dynamical ~ystemb' with state space IR are random Dirac measures will be frequently quoted later as we will explicitly work out several
one-dimensional examples.
FinallYI in Sect. 1.9 we introduce the bundle version of a random dynamical system and provide several notions of isomorphism which are used later
to identify different systems of similar structure.

1.1 Definition of a Random Dynamical System
Imagine a mechanism which at each discrete time n tosses a (possibly complicated many-sided) coin to randomly select a mapping i.{Jn by which a given
l
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point Xn is moved to Xn+l = 'Pn(xn). The select.ion mechanislJl is perllJitted
at time n to remember the choices made prior t.o 1t, and evell to foresee the
·future. The only assumption made is that the same mechanism is I\s('d at.
each step. This scenario, called a product of mndom mapping.'l, is Ollt' of t.he
prototypes of a random dynamical sy.-;tem (see Fig. 1.1).

-.-

'Pn

--.-

"noise", "randomness"
Fig. 1.1. Product of random mappings

In continuous time t.he random select.ion at timc t would be from a. sd of
differential equations (or vector fields) x = f( t, x), agaiu with the st.ipulation
that the statistics of f( t, .) be independent of t.
We will now give a formal definition of a random dYHamical system which
is tailor-made to cover the most important families of dynamical systems
with randomness which are currently of intcrest, ill particular random and
stochastic ordinary and partial differential equations.
We will often describe the above situation by saying that. a certain type
of noise influences or perturbs a dynamical system.
A random dynamical system thus com;istll of two ba.llic ingredientll:
- a model of the noise,
- a model of the system which is perturbed by the noise.
Throughout the book, noise will always be modeled by a llletric (i. c.
measure-preserving) dynamical system in the Hcnlle of ergodic theory (see
Appendix A for all ba.sic notions and some examples), aud the syst.em will in
most cases be modeled by a difference or a differential equa.t.ion or itt; solutioll
flow, respectively.
Dynamics studies those properties of a. collection of sdf-mappillgs of SOIll('
space which become apparent asymptotically through iteration. This collection of maps is (algebraically) always a scmigrollp, oftell a group 1[' which
we call time. Throughout the book, time 1I' always st.audt; for the following
(additive) semigroups or groups:

1.1 Definition of a Random Dynamical System
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- 'IT' = IR.: Two-sid(~d continuous time,
- 'lr = 1R+ := {t E IR : t ::> a} (sornetimes 'lr = 1R- .- -1R+): One-side4
continuous time,
- 'lr = Z := {a, ±1, ±2, ... }: Two-sided discrete time,
N .- 'lr = z+ := {a, 1, 2, ... } (sometimes 'lr = z- := -Z+ or 'lr
{1, 2, 3, ... }): One-sided discrete time.

We will now give a hierarchy of definitions.
1.1.1 Definition (Random Dynamical System). A measurable random
dynam.ical system! on the mcasurable space (X,8) over (or covering, or
extending) a metric dynamical system (n,F,I', (O(t)),o) with time 'lr is a
mapping
"': 'lr x n x X --+ X, (t,w,x) H ",(t,w,x),
with the following properties:
(i) Measurability, '" is B('lr) ® F ® B, B-merumrable.
(ii) Cocycle p1YJperty: The mappings ",(t,w) := ",(t,w,') : X --+ X form a
r:oryclc over B(·), i. e. they satisfy

",(D,w) = id x

a E 'lr),

for all

wEn

(if

",(t+s,w) = ",(t,O(s)w) o ",(s,w)

forall

s,tE'lr,

wEn.

(1.1.1)
(1.1.2)

Here "0" means composition, which canonically dcfines an action on the left of
the semigroup of self-mappings of X on the space X, i. e. (f 0 g)(x) = f(g(x)).
This fact creates, as we will see, a certain "break of symmetry" in the theory.
If we want to emphasize that equation (1.1.2) holds identically, we call <p
a perfect cocyele. We call '" a crude cocycle if (1.1.2) holds for fixed sand
all t E 'IT', IP-a. s. (where the exceptional set Ns can depend on s). We call
'" a very crude cocycle if (1.1.2) holds for fixed s, t E 'lr, I'-a.s. (where the
exceptional set Ns,t can depend on both sand t).
•
Note that axiom (1.1.1) of Definition 1.1.1 is not redundant. However, if the
IlIappings ",(t,w): X --+ X are known to be invertible, (1.1.2) implies (1.1.1).
It is very useful to imagine an RDS move on the (trivial) bundle [} x X,
as Fig. 1.2 depicts: While w is shifted by the dynamical system 0 in time s
to the point O(s)w on the base space [}, the cocycle rp(s,w) moves the point
J' in the fiber {wi x X over w to the point ",(s,w)x in the fiber {O(s)w} x X
over O(s}w. The cocycle property is also clearly "visible" on this bundle.
1.1.2 Definition (Continuous RDS). A continuous or topological RDS
on the topological 'pace X over the metric DS (n,F,I', (O(t)hET) is a measurable RDS which satisfies in addition the following property: For each
w E fl the mapping
1

"Dynamical system(s)" and "Random dynamical system(s)" are henceforth often
abbreviated a.s "DS" and "RDS", respectively.
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{Ott

{O(.,)w} x X

+ s)w}

x X

I

{wI x X

'i'I.':5')w)
'f'('~'w)x

'f'(t.(}(8)W)('f'(.~,w).r) =

x

'f'(t +

.~,w);r

'f'(t+s,w)

(flJ.

w

O{s)w

~)

O(t.)8(J;)w=O{t+s)w

Fig. 1.2. A random dynamical system as all action on a bundle

<p(-,w,'): 1r x X --> X,

(t,x) --> <p(t,w,x),

is continuous.

•

1.1.3 Definition (Smooth RDS). A smooth lIDS of class e', or a e'
RDS, where 1:S k:S 00, on ad-dimensional (COO) manifold X is a topological
RDS which in addition satisfies the following property: For each (t, w) E 1r x fl
the mapping
<pIt, w) = <pIt, w,·) : X --> X,

x --> <pIt, w, 3:),

k

is C (i. e. k times differentiable with respect to x, and the derivatives arc
continuous with respect to (t,x)).
•

1.1.4 Definition (Linear RDS). A continuous RDS on a (for simplicity)
finite-dimensional vector space is called a linear RDS, if <p(t,w) E ((X) for
each t E 1[', w E fl, where .c(X) hi the space of linear operators of X.
•

If we endow the vector space X with its natural manifold structure, then
((X) C C=(X,X). Hence a linear RDS is automatically e=.
Notations: (i) We often omit specifically mentioning the underlying metric
DS (n,.1', 11', (O(t))'ET) (or abbreviate it as 0) and speak of an "RUS <p" (ov"r
()), thus identifying an RDS with its cocycle part. Whenever we speak of a
C k RDS we assume 1 :S k :S 00.
(ii) We denote by C(X, X) or Homeo(X) the semigroup or group of COIltinuous mappings or homeomorphisms of a topological space X endowed with
its compact-open topology. If X is a locally compact Hausdorff space, this
is a Hausdorff topological semigroup or gronp, and the evaluatioll mapping:
(f,x) --> fIx) is continuous.

L.l Definition of a Rrmdom Dynamical System
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(iii) Finally, we denote by Ck(X, X) or Diffk(X) the semigroup or group of
C k mappings or C k diffeomorphisms of a manifold X, respectively, endowed
with its compact-opcn topology (for the definition see Appendix B.2 for X =
]RII and 1l.5 for the manifold case). This is a Polish topological semigroup or
group, and the evaluation mapping (j, x) c-; f(x) is C k with respect to x. In
the manifold case also Homeo(X) is a Polish group.
1.1.5 Remark. (i) If '][' is discrete, measurability of (t,w,x) c-; <p(t,w)x is
equivalent to measurability of (w,x) H r.p(t,w)x for each fixed t E ']f, continuity of (t,x) I--t r.p(t,w)x for each W E fl is equivalent to continuity of
x c-; I"(t,w)x for each fixed (t,w) E '][' x n, and the C k smoothness of
xc-; I"(t,w)x is just with respect to x for each fixed (t,w) E'][' x n.
(ii) A measurable/continuous/Ck RDS with continuous time ']f is also a
measurable/continuous/Ck RDS if restricted to discrete time 'If n Z.
(iii) A measurable/continuous/Ck RDS with tw(}-sided time 'lI' is also a
measurable/continuous/Ck RDS if restricted to one-sided time 1['+ = 1rnIR+.
(iv) We stress that we never allow our exceptional sets in the definition
of a cocyde to depend on x EX. In fact, it is one of the basic problems of a
theory of RDS in an infinite-dimensional space X that
I"(t

+ s,w,x)

= l"(t,8(s)w,<p(s,w,x))

often holds only outside a set of measure zero which depends on 8, t E 1['
and on x E X. See e. g. Skorokhod ([319: Chap. II and [320: Chap. IV]) for
examples of linear stochastic differential equations in Hilbert space.
(v) Example: Deterministic DS and DS in the sense of ergodic theory
arc particular cases of RDS. Indeed, if r.p is independent of w then the
RDS decouples into a metric DS (n,F,II', (8(t)hET) and a deterministic
•
measurable/continuous/Ck DS r.p on X.
In case time 1[' is a group, the underlying metric DS () is invertible with
8(t)-1 = 8( -t). Equations (1.1.1) and (1.1.2) then force the coeyele to be
invertible too. More precisely, we have the following far-reaching consequences
of the eoeyde property.
1.1.6 Theorem (Basic Properties of RDS with Two-Sided Time).
Suppose'][' is a group (i. e. '][' = lll. or Z).
(i) Let I" be a measumble RDS on a measumble space (X, B) over 8. Then
for all (t,w) E '][' x n, I"(t,w) is a bimeasumble bijection of (X,B) and
1"(t,W)-1 = 1"(-t,O(t)w)

for all

(t,w) E '][' x

n,

(1.1.3)

or, rquivaltmtly,

I"(-t,w) = l"(t,8(t)-I W)-1

for all

(t,w) E '][' x

Moreover, the mapping

(t,w,x) c-; <p(t,W)-l x

n.

(1.1.4)
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is measurable.
(ii) Let rp be a continuous RDS on a topological .'ipfl.(:e X. 'J'lw7/. for' (til
(t,w) E T x n we have 'I'(t,w) E Homeo(X). If

1.T=Z,or
2. T = lR and X is a topological manifold, or
3. T = lR and X is a compact Hausd01jJ space

(t, x) rl rp( t, w) -1 X is contiTl1uJ1L.'I for a.ll wEn.
(iii) Let 'I' be a C k RDS on a manifold X. Then fm' oil (t,w) E 1r x fI,
'I'(t,w) E Diffk(X). Moreovcr, (I,x) H 'I'(t,W)-I:r i8 C' lInlh 71:"l'er:( /0 ". for
allwEn.
then

Proof, (i) We use the fact that 9 = I-I if and only if f 0.'1 = id and .'/0/
Put t = -8 in (1.1.2) and use (1.1.1) to obtain
idx = '1'( -8, O(s)w)
Now use (1.1.2) for

8

= -t and

w=

° '1'(8, w)

8 =

id.

w, ,'.

O(t)w and relation (!.l.l) to ohtain

id x ='I'(t,w)0'l'(-I,O(t)w)
yielding for

for all

=

forall

w,/,

I equation (1.1.3). The mapping (t,w,:r)

H

'I'(t,w)-L,.

'P( -t, 8(t)w)x is measurable since it is the composition of the measurable
maps (t,w,x) H (-t,O(t)w,x) and (t,w,x) H 'I'(t,w):r. The mea"urahility
of the inverse mapping with respect to x follows from that of (f,w,.r.) N
'I'(t,W)-I X by freezing (I,w).
(ii) Equation (1.1.3) says that the left-hand side is continuous with respect to x since the right-hand side is, by Definition 1.1.2. Thus 'I'(I,w) E
Homeo(X), In ca.se 1 the continuity of (t,x) H 'I'(I,w)-l x is trivially satisfied. In case 2 observe that (t, x) rl (t, 'P( t, w)x) is a continuolls (by Definition 1.1.2) and bijective (by part (i) of this proof) mapping of IR x X onto
itself. This mapping is thus a homeomorphbm by Brouwer's theorem (sec
Dieudonne [127: p. 52]), so the inverse (t, x) H (I, '1'(1, w) -I x) is continuous,
in particular (t, x) rl 'P{t,w)-lx is continuous. Case 3: A contimlOlls hijection
of a compact space into a Hausdorff space is a homeomorphism (sec Dunford
and Schwartz [132: p. lSi). We apply this to 1/!(w) : K x X --+ [{ x X, where
K c IR is a compact interval and 1jJ(w)(t,x) = (t, 'I'(t,w)x).
(iii) The C k diffeomorphism property of rp( t, w) -1 follows again from eql1ation (1.1.3) and Definition 1.1.3. For the last statement we use the facts that.
the derivative of a diffeomorphism is nonsingular and that. the derivative of
the inverse is given by the formula

Hence (t,x)

- (t,x)

rl

N

D'P(t,w)-lx is continuolls since

D'P{t,w)x is continuous by a..<;sumpt.ion,

1.1 Definition of a H.andom Dynamical System
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(i,.r) N ip{l.,W)-I X is continuous by part (ii) of thi:; proof (we are in the
ca.'ie where X is a COQ manifold), and
- q N g-I is continuous in Gl(d,IR).

Similarly for high!'r order derivatives.

o

1.1.7 Renlark. (i) It is somewhat surprising that under the assumptions of
part (ii) of the above theorem the function

is continuous in t although ip(t,w)x was assumed to be only measurable in w.
(ii) Let 'P be a continllolls RDS with time 1l' = Ill.. If X is not locally
Euclidean or compad I1aulldorff we can in general not conclude that (t, x) I-t
'P(t, w)-Lr, = 'P( -t, O(t)w):r is continuous. This b due to the appearance of the
shift operator O(t) in formula (1.1.3) for the inverse. This suggests replacing
the continuity requirement in Definition 1.1.2 by the following weaker (for
discrete time: eqnivalent) one: For each (t, w) E 1I' x [l the mapping

'P(t,w): X --> X,

x

H

'P(t,w)x,

is continuous. We still could conclude that ip(t,w) h; a homeomorphism. In
fact, this weaker a.ssumption suffices for most things we do with continuous
RDS. The rcason we stay with the stronger version of a topological RDS
as given in Definition 1.1.2 is that we automatically obtain such continuous
RDS when solving random or stochastic differential equations (see Sects. 2.2
and 2.3).
•

1.1.8 Remark (RDS as a Skew Product). Given an RDS 'P. Then the
mapping

(w,x) H (8(t)w,'P(t,w)x) =: A(t)(w,x),

t E T,

(1.1.5)

is a measurable DS 011 (fl X X,F 0 B) (exercise) which is called the skew
product of the metric DS (n,F,I',(8(t))tET) and the cocycle 'P(t,w) on X.
Conversely, every such measurable skew product DS
defines a cocycle ip
on its x component, thus a measurable RDS. We can consequently use "RDS
!p", "cocycle ip" and "skew product en synonymously.
_

e

1.1.9 Remark (RDS have Stationary Increments). Let 'P be a measurable RDS. For n E Nand ti E 1I' for i = 1, ... , n, where tl ::; t2 :S ... ::; tn,
tit£' X X -valued falHloIll variables
(1.1.6)

are called the (forward) increments. If time is two-sided the cocycle property
yields
'P(t - s,8(s)w) = 'P(t,w) 0 'P(S,W)-l for t ~ s,
so that. the quant.it.ies in (1.1.6) arc indeed (mUltiplicative) increments.

10
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The 8-invariance of IP implies that the joint distrihutioll of the increlllents
does not change if the ti are replaced by ti + h E 'IT', i. c. ea.ch HDS ha. . .
stationary increments. In particular

£(<p(t - 5,8(s)·)) = £(<p(t - s,·J)

for all t

~

s,

where .c(~) denotes the probability dh;tributioll of the raIl(iolH variable ~.
Similarly for backward increments if time il) two-l)idcd.
•
1.1.10 Remark (Backward Cocycles). A fallliIYVJ(t,w) of ,"appi"~s of
a l)pace X which satil)fics all of the requirements of all !lDS except that.
instead of the (forward) cocyc1c property (1.1.2) it sat.isfies the /)(L(:kw(l.TlL
cocycle property
(1.1.7)
1/1(t + 5,W) = 1/1(t,w) o1/1(s,O(t)w)
is called a backward cocycle. Since composition 0 il) canonically a left action
on X, backward cocycIes are l)omewhat unnatural (or "acansal"), since ill the
first step one applies a mapping which dcpendl) on the second l)tep.
Backward cocycIes typically occur as companion::; of cocycles. For example, if,][, is two-sided then tp( t, w) is a cocycle over () if and only if

1/1(t,w)

:=

<p(t,w)-'

is a backward cocycle over (), and, since tp is a cocyc1e (hackward cocycJe)
over () if and only if r.p( -.) is a cocyclc (backwa.rd cocycle) over 0- 1 ,

X(t,w) :=1/1(-t,w)

= <p(-t,w)-' = <p(t,8(-t)w)

is a backward cocyclc over B-1. (Remark: X cau also he defined for one-sided
time aud non-invertible <p, but invertible 8 as X(t,w):= <p(t,8(1)-'w), which
is important for the ~tudy of random at tractors, see for example Amold,
Demetrius and Gundlach [15], Craue! and Flandoli [117], Schlllalfu(l [307]).
The differences between the cocyclc tp and the two backward cocycles Vi
and X in asymptotic behavior for t ---+ 00 arc quite dramatic. The rea..-mIl is, in
the bundle picture, that <p(t,w) maps x E {w} x X to <p(t,w)x E {O(t)w} x X
at time t, while 1/1(t,w) maps x E {8(t)w} x X (which iH moving wit.h t)
to 1/1(t,w)x E {w} x X, the fixed fiber at time O. Similarly, X(t,w) maps
x E {8(-t)w} x X at time -t to X(t,w)x E {w} x X at time 0, sec Fig. 1.3.
In general, in contra.''>t to autonomous systems, it makes a big difference
in the non-autonomous case (with which we arc conccrllcd here) hetwc(,ll
moving point~ from a to t, and moving them from -I. t.o O. Gilly ill t.ilt'
second case will the rel)ult be in the same fiber for all t, hcnce ('au be st.udied
for t ---+ 00. This is the reason why the backward cocycles '1/' and \ will prow
to be of fundamental importance for the construction of t.he invariaut. ()hj{~c\.s
(measures, attractors) of thc cocycle cpo
In Sect. 6.1 forward and backward cocycles are cOllsidered frolll t.he }>prspective of actions of groups on spaces.
In the deterministic (autonomous) ca.~e, forward coeyc\es and hack ward
cocycles coincide, namely with a flow.
•

!. 2

Local ROS

11

(O(t)w) x X

{Ow} x X
"'(t,w) ~ ,,(t,w)-'

(wI x X

y

\(t,w) = )C'(-t,wr

1

x(t,w)z

/~-

,

,,(t,w)
ip(t,w)x

x

(fl,F,P)
O(t)w

w

__ ------------

8( -t) w

Fig. 1.3. A cocycle

i.p

and corresponding backward cocycles '1/J and X

1.2 Local Random Dynamical Systems
It is well-known that a deterministic vector field in general only defines a local
flow, due to the possibility of explosion (exit from the state space in finite
time), see Appendix B.3 and BA. Explosion is a continuous time phenomenon
which originates from the fact that we can define a DS via an "infinitesimal
generator" with the potential for explosion built in. In the random case we
will find a similar situation: It will turn out that the solution of a random
or stochastic differential equation will generally explode in finite time, so we
Heed the concept of a local RDS which allows for this possibility. We restrict
our attention to time 'H' = lR and the continuous/Ck case.

1.2.1 Definition (Local RDS). Suppose 11' = IR and (n,.F,Il', (B(t»),ER) is
a two-sided metric DS. A local continuous/Ck RDS over e on a topological
:-;pace/manifold X i:-; a measurable mapping

'P: D --; X,

(t,w,x)

H

'P(t,w,x),

where D C IR x fl x X is a mensurable set, with the following properties: For
aIlwEfl
(i) The raudoIll domain

D(w):= «t,x) E IR x X: (t,w,x) E D)
is lion-void and open, and

c

IR x X
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'P{w): D(w) --> X,

(t,x)

H

'P(t,w"r),

is continuous/Ck (meaning that it is k times continHollsi.), dif[('r!'llt.iahl(' wit.h
respect to x).
(ii) For each x E X

D{w,x):= {t E IR: (t,w,x) E D} = (t E IR: (t,:r) E D{w)} c IR
is an open interval containing 0, hence caB be writtell a....

(iii) 'P{w) satisfies the local cocyele p1'Operty:

'P{O,w) = id x

(L2,I)

and for all x E X and all S E D(w, x) we have the followillj:!; propert..Y:
t E D{9{s)w,'P{s,w,x)) if and only if t + s E D{w,x), eqnivalently

D(w,x) = s + D{8{s)w,'P(s,w):r),

(12.2)

'P{t + s,w)x = 'P{t, 9{s)w){'P{s,w)x).

(1.2.:))

In this case we have

The local continuous/C k RDS is said to be global if D = IR x fl x X.

•

1.2.2 Remark. (i) r+(w,x) and T-(W,X) are, respectively, the forward and
backward explosion times of the orbit rp(·,w)x starting at time t = 0 in the
position x. The set D(w, x) C IR is automatically open by part (i) of Definitioll
1.2.1 as a section of the open set D{w).
(ii) A local RDS which is global in the sense of Definition 1.2.1 is an
RDS in the sense of Definitions 1.1.2 and 1.1.3, respectively. The following
conditions are obviously equivalent for a local RDS to be global:

- D{w,x) = IR for all (w,x) E fl x X,
- T+{W,X) =00 andT-{w,x) = -00 lor all (w,x) E flxX,
- D{t,w) = X for all (t,w) E IR x fI, where
D{t,w)

:=

{x EX: (t,w,x)

E

D} c X

is the (in general pof:isibly empty) set of iuitial values:r E X for which t.1H'
trajectories still exist at time t. As a section of D(w), D(I,w) is opell. If
O:S t:S s, then by definition D{t,w) J D{s,w) and D{-t,w) J U(-s,w).
(iii) We have

t
since D{t,w)
lA.

= (x: t

E

D{w,x) <=* x

E

D{t,w),

E D{w, xll and D{w,:r)

=

(t : :r E D(t.w)}. St'e FiK.
•

1.2 Local RDS
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D(t,w)

Fig. 1.4. The domain of a local random dynamical system

1.2,3 Theorem (Basic Properties of Local RDS), Let <p be a local
continuous/C k RDS over the metric DS (n,r,lI', (B(t))tEit) with time T = IR
on a topological space/manifold X. Then
(i) T+ and T- are measurable.
Furthermore, for all w E fl the following assertions hold:
(ii) x t----t T+(W,X) E (0, +00] is lower semicontinuous and x H T-(W,X) E
[-00,0) is upper semicontinuous.
(iii) For all (t, x) E D(w)
D(w,,:) = t + D(O(t)w,<p(t,w)x),
(iv) For all t E IR
<p(t,w): D(t,w) -; R(t,w) = D(-t,O(t)w)
i,.,

u

horneomurphi8m/Ck diffeomorphism and

<p(t,W)-1 = <p(-t,O(t)w): D(-t,O(t)w) -; D(t,w).
(v) If X is a manifold, then the mapping

(t,x) c-> <p(t,W)-I X = <p(-t,O(t)w)x

(1.2.4)

14
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Proof. (i) For t > 0 fixed,

{(w,x): T+(W,X) > tj = {(w,x): (I., w, J.') E Dj
is measurable as the section of a measurable set. Similarly for " < 0

{(W,x): T-(W,X) < tj = {(w,:r): (t,w,:r) E Dj.
hence the T± are measurable.
(ii) For fixed wand t > 0,

{x: T+(W,X) > tj

= {:r:

(t,w,:r) E Dj

= D(I.w)

is open, hence T+(W,.) is lower semicontiullolls. Analogously for T~(W, .).
(iii) This is (1.2.2) since (t, x) E D(w) if and only if t. E D(w, :f).
(iv) It suffices to prove the inversion formula (1.2.4). By part. (iii) of
Definition 1.2.1, we have for t E D(w, x)
-t E D(O(t)w,<p(t,w)x)

= ()

E D(w.x),

which is always the case. Thus the local cocycle property holds for t awl -'-,
yielding
<p(O,w)x = x = <p(-t,O(t)w)(<p(t,w)x).
Similarly, with t and -t interchanged,

<p(O,w)X = x = <p(t,w)(<p(-t,O(t)w)x).
We conclude from either of these two equations for <p(t, w) : D(t, w) --) R(t, w)
that R(t,w) C D(-t,O(t)w) and D(t,w) C R(-t,O(t)w). Taken together

R(t,w)

= D(-t,O(t)w)

for all t,w,

from which the inversion formula follows.
(v) Fix wand consider the mapping (t, x) H (t, <p(t, w)x) from D(w) into
1R x X. This mapping is continuous with respect to (t,x) by definition and
bijective by part (iv) of the theorem. The set D(w) C ll!. x X is open hy
definition and connected since D(w,x) is an interval containing O. As we
have restricted ourselves to the case where X is a ma.nifold, we can (a.-; in
the global case of Theorem 1.1.6) appeal to the principle of till' ill\'ariance of
domain (d. Dieudonne [127: p. 521) which sa.ys ill particular that the llIitppill).!;
(t,x) I----t (t,'P(t,w)x) is a homeomorphism, so

(t,x)

H

<p(t,w)-lX = <p(-t,O(t)w):r

is continuous. That it is C k follows from the formulae for the derivatives of
the inverse of a C k diffeomorphh;m, as in the proof of Theorelll 1.1.6.
u
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1.2.4 Remark (Globality Test for Positive Time). Whether a local
system is global or not can be checked using positive time only as follows:
Assllme we have already verified that r+(w,x) = 00 for all (w,x) E fl x X,
i. c. that D(t,w) = X for all t ?: 0 and w E fl. Then
T-

=

(w, :r) = -00 for all (w, x) E fI x X
",(t,w): X --+ X is surjective for all (w,t) E fI

X

JR+,

i.e. H(t,w) = X for all (w,t) E fI X \R+ By Theorem 1.2.3(iv), this is
equivalent to D(t,w) = X for times t S O.
We stress, however, that T+ = 00 and T- = -00 are two independent
criteria. Many nonlinear RDS relevant in applications are only forward global,
but explode backwanlti ill time, e. g. the noisy Dulling-van der Pol oscillator
(see Sect. 9.4 and Schenk-Hoppe [303, 304]).
•

1.3 Perfection of a Crude Cocycle
In Sect. 2.3 we will sec that it follows from the uniqueness of the solution
of a stochastic differential equation that the solution is a crude cocycle. The
question is: how close is a (very) crude cocycle to a perfect one? More specifically, can a (very) crude cocycle 'P be perfected, i. e. is there a 'Ij; which is
indistinguishable from 'P ()lee Appendix A.2) for which the cocycle property
holels identically? This is a technical point of great importance. For example,
only for perfect cocycles does the formula

",(t,W)-1 = ",(-t,O(t)w)
hold, and the skew product e = (0, 'P) is a flow if and only if 'P is perfect.
The )ltrongest argument, however, in favor of perfection is the fact that
the llluitiplicative ergodic theorem for a perfect linearized cocycle holds on
ali invariant set il of full measure (sec Chap. 3). This makes constructions
ba.sed 011 it (like invariant manifolds, normal forms, stochastic bifurcations
etc.) much easier to handle.
Perfection techniques were first developed for crude multiplicative functional, by Walsh [3341 and then applied to the perfection of crude helices by
de Sam Lazaro and Meyer [123]. However, these methods are strictly limited
to cocycles where ~(t,w) E (lFt,+) (i.e. where composition is addition) and
call1lot be applied to cocycles consisting of mappings which are elements of
lIlore getl(~ral groups. This wa.'j clearly seen by Bismut [72: p. 69] who doubted
the posHibility of perfection in general.
Perfecting a crudc cocycle 'P needs quite sophisticated changes on sets of
probability zero in order not to arrive at contradictions, since the cocycle
property couples those w at which we have to change 'P with those where it
is already correctly defined. For example, a.";smne that 'P is an almost perfect
cocyde, i. c. satisfics thc cocycle property identically outside a null set N E :F.
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The first idea for cOll!:ltructing a perfect VI wOlllel be t.o put. ~J(t.,w) = I.PU,uJ)
for all t E T if w ¢ N, and 1f;(t,w) = idx (say) for all t E T if wEN. SlIjljlose
for some wEN there exists an s E 1[' for which w := O(.'i)w ~ N. If 1/ r were
a perfect cocydc we would have idx = ",(t.,O(s)w) 0 id x , t.11I" ",(t.,w) = id x
for all t E 'll' which i!:l typically a contradiction.
Fortunately, the perfection problem has a satisfactory solution ill all ]'('\evant situations. For discrete time, a simple universal answer is possihle.
tp fw a VC1'!} ('nulr~
measurable/continuous/Ck cocycle over () with tii.'wretc time 'll'. Then UUTC
exists a measurable/continuous/Ck cocyclc '1/) over' () which i.'i pcrfect nnll
indistinguishable from tp, i. e. there exists an N E F 'With JP(N) = 0 (Hul

1.3.1 Theorem (Perfection for Discrete Time). Let

{w: Ij)(t,w)

¥ ",(t,w)

for some t E T} C N.

Proof. Let N.~,t be the w-set for which (1.1.2) doC's not. hold for :-;OIIlC fixed
s, t E 1['. Let N := Us,tETNs,t and flo := N'. Consider tIl(' :-;('\. of filII IIll'HSlln'

1fT = Z then

ii := ntETO(t)-l nil.
O(s)-lD = D, i.e. il is invariant and

f!,

.p(t,w):= {",(t,w), wE
t E T,
idx,
w ¢ fl, t E T,
is obviously a perfect cocycle, which is indistinguishahle from tp sinn' 1/1 = tp
on fl. Hence we can choose N = tZC.
1fT = Z+ (extension from N to Z+ is always possible by putting ",(O,w) =
idx) then O(s)fl c fl, i. e. [} is forward invariant. Define the random variable

T(W):= min{t:o 0: O(t)w E fl},
which is the first entrance time of 0 into D. Note that (a) T(8(tl",) = (T(W)t)+ and (b) O(t)w E D for all t E [T(W),OO) (this statement is vacuous for
T(W) = 00). Define

",(t,w),

.p(t,w):=

idx,
{
",(t - T(W),O(T(W))W)),

wE fl, t E T,
w 1 fl, 0 ~ t < T(W),
W 1 fl, t :0 T(W).

(1.3.1)

If T(W) = 00 then the second line of (1.3.1) applies. Since V' = tp 011 {l, 1/1 awl
tp are indistinguishable. It can be easily checked that VJ is a perfed co('yc\e
of the same regularity category as tp (exercise).
II
For continuous time, the perfection of a crude cucyelc is a milch more suhtle
problem. The following theorem of Scheutzuw (see Arnold and Schellt:tow
[35]) and its proof were inspired by a theorem of Zimmer [35:l: TheoreIIl
B.9]) on the perfection of measurable cocyeles.
We will discuss the perfection problem for the following more gencral
setting:

1.3 Perfection of a Crude Cocycle
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1. The group (JR, +) i~ replaced with a locally compact Hausdorff topological
group (G,*). Our proof relics OIl the fact that such a group has a Haar
measure.

2. II: G x fl-+ fl, (t,w)
fl, i. e. it sati.'·ifies

O(t)w, is an action of G (on the left) on the set

H

for all w

O(cc)w = w
O(t

* s)w =

E

fl,

CG

the identity of G,

for all t, s E G, w E fl.

O(t)O(s)w

:1. The probability measure IP invariant under f} is replaced with a a-finite
measure 11- which is quasi-invariant under f}, i. e. A E F and I1-(A) = 0
implies (O(tli,)(A) = 0 for all t E G.
4. The cocyclc as a family of self-mappings <p(t,w) : X -)0 X of some space
X is replaced with a group-valued cocycle over f}, i. c. a function <p :
G x fl -)0 H with values in some topological group (H, 0) satisfying the
perfect, or cnloe, or very crude cocycle property: For all t, s E G

",(t

* s,w) =

",(t,O(s)w)

° ",(s,w)

(1.3.2)

for all w E fl, or w ¢ N" or w ¢ N,." respectively. Note that (1.3.2) and
the fad that we are in a group implies that
<p(eu,w) = eH,

eH the identity of H,

for all w E fl, or l1--almost all w E fl, respectively.

1.3.2 Theorem (Perfection for Continuous "Time" '[ = G). Assume
that (H, 0) and (G, *) are Hausdorff topological groups with a countable base
of their topologies, with re ..,pective Borel a-algebras 1£ and g. In addition, assmne that G is locally compact, and let (il, F, 11-) be a a-finite measure space,
o : G x fl -+ fl be 9 :.;) F, F -measumble such that
O(eG)w=w

Joral/wEfl,

CG

theidentityoJG,

and

O(t

* s)w = O(t)O(s)w

Jar every s, t E G, wE fl.

Further, assume that p. is non-trivial and quasi-invariant underB, i. e. A E F,
I.(A) = 0 implies (O(t)I,)(A) = 0 Jor all t E G and let",: G x fI--> H satisfy

(i) '" zs 9 @ F, 1l-measurable;
(ti) ",(·,w): G -+ If is continuous Jor r-almost every wE fl;
(iii) Very crude cocycle property: For every s, t E G there exists Ns,t E F such
that I,(N",) = 0 and
",(t*8,W) = ",(t,O(s)w)
Then there exists

1/1 : G x

[l

-)0

° ",(s,w)

Jorw ¢ N"t.

H which satisfies (i),
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(ii)' ,p(·,w): G --> H is continuous for all wE fl.
(iii)' Perfect cocyele property:
,p(t*s,w)=,p(t,O(s)w)o1jJ(s,w)

forC1JC1Y",tEG,wEfl.

In particular, ,p(ee,w) = eH for all wE fl.
(iv) <p and 1/1 are indistinguishable. Moreover, iJ <p(·,w) is conlimw1l,., J01" all
wE fl, then
N:= {w: <p(t,w) f.,p(t,w) for some t E G) E 1",
and /lIN) =

o.

Proof. Step 1: Preparations: By (ii), there exists N E 1", /lIN) = 0, such
that {w: <p(',w) is not continuous} C N. Redefining <p on N to be i(lentically
equal to CH, we see that we can assume that <p ~atisfies (i), (ii)' and (iii).
Let Go C G be countable dense, and define Ns := UtEGoNs,t for .'i E G.
Then Ns E :F, J..L(Ns ) = O. Since every t EGis the limit of a generalized
sequence from Go, since <p(·,w) is continuous, and since the limit of a gelleralized sequence is unique in the Hausdorff space H, we have:
(iii)" Crude cocycle property:

<p(t * s,w) = <p(t,O(s)w) 0 <p(s,w)

for every t,8

E

G, w

rt N,.

Hence we can, and will, assume that <p satisfies (i), (ii)' and (iii)".
Let 1/ be a probability measure on (G, Q') which is equivalent to a Banr
measure and assume without loss of generality that J..L is a probability mea.,"}Ufe
(for the construction of such an equivalent probability meaHllfe find a positive
function which is integrable with respect to the original measure) (exercise).
Define

M:= {(s,w)

E G

x fl: <p(t. s,w) = <p(t,O(s)w) 0 <p(s,w)

flo:= {w E
fl,

:=

{w

[I:

(s,w) E At for v-a.a. 8 E G),

E fl:

O(,)w E flo for v-a.a. s E G).

for all t E G),

Step 2: We show that flo, fl, E 1", /l([lD) = I,(fl,) = I and that. [I, is
invariant under 8, i. e. wEill implies 8(t)w E ill for all t E G.
Note that since <p is continuous, H is Hausdorff and, by the definition of a.
Haar measure, 1/ charges all non-empty open subsets of G, the set AI rcma.iIu;
unchanged if we replace "for all t E G" by "for I/-a.a. t E G" .
The map
(8,t,W)

H

<p(t * s,w) 0 <p(8,W)-' 0 <p(t,0(8)W)-' =: A(s, t,w)

is 90901", 1l-measurable since for topological spaces (T, T), (U,U) with a
countable base the Borel a-algebra of T x U coincides with T ®U (see Dudley

l.:~
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[131: p. 90]), hence cOlltinuity entails measurability. Since H is Hausdorff,
{ell} is closed, hence Borel, and

A-I(eH) E 9090F.

Using (iii)" and Fllbini's theorem we get (v0V01,)(A-I(eH)) = 1. Again
by Fubilli's theorem, using
(",w) E AI

{=}

i

lA-'leH)(s,t,w)dv(t) = 1,

we obtain M E 90 F, (v 0 ,,)(M) = 1. Similarly, flo E F and ,,(flo) = 1.
Further, fll E :F follows from Fubini's theorem and the relation
wE fll

{=}

ii

lM(S,8(u)w) dv(s) dv(u) = 1,

and J.1( fld = 1 again by Fubini's theorem and also since v is equivalent to a
Haar measure.
Finally, ni is invariant under 0 since v is equivalent to a Haar measure.
Step 3: Define

1/,(t,w)

:= {

cp(t

* 8- 1, 8(s)w) 0 cp(S-I, 8(s)W)-I,

eH,

wE fll, 8(s)w E no,
W¢nl'

Remember that for w E flI' O(s)w E flo for v-a.a. s E G. We show that 1jJ is
well-defined.
Assume that W E fll, 8(s)w E flo and 8(u)w E flo. By the definition of
flo and since v is equivalent to a Haar measure, we have for all t E G and
T ¢ NS'u, where NF"U is a v-null set,

cp(t

* 8- 1 , 8(s)w) =

cp(t

I
H- ,

8(r)w)

0

cp(r

* s-I, 8(s)w)

(1.3.3)

and

cp(t

* u- I , 8(u)w)

= cp(t

* r- I , 8(r)w) 0 cp(r * u- I , 8(u)w).

(1.3.4)

Now for r ¢ NS'u and consecutively using (1.3.3) for t = 0 to transform cp(s-I,8(s)W)-I, (1.3.4) for t = 0 to transform cp(r- I ,8(r)w)-I,
(1.3.4) to transform cp(r * u- I , 8(u)w), and finally (1.3.3) to transform
cp(r * S-I, B(S)W)-I 0 cp(t * r- I , B(r)w)-I we deduce that

cp(t

* ,,-I, 8(,,)w) 0 cp(S-I, O(")W)-I =

cp(t * u- I ,8(u)w)

0

cp(u- I , 8(U)W)-I.

Helice 1jJ is well-defined.

Step 4: Obviously 1jJ(·,w) : G -7 H is continuous for all wE fl. (iv) follows
since 'P and 1jJ agree on the set flo n fll n N;G of full J.1-rneasure, where NeG
is the exceptional set constructed in step 1 for s = eG.
Step 5: We show that 'Ij) satisfies the perfect cocycle property (iii)': Fix
.'I, t E G and wEn. The assertion is clear for w ¢ aI, so we assume w E n I ,
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hence 0(8)W E n1. Pick U E G such that lI(u)w E Jlo and O(u
(this holds even for v-a.a. u E G). Then by the definition or ~]

"'( t * s, w)

Ell"

* s * U-1, O(u)w) 0 '1'( u - I, O( II)W) - I,
'1'(8 * u- I , O(u)w) 0 '1'(11.- 1, II(U)W)-I,

= '1'( t

"'(8, w) =
and

"'(t, O( 8)W)

* s-I)w

= '1'( t

* -' * U-I, O(1I.)w) 0 <p(s * 11-1, O( lI)w r

I .

so (iii)' follows.
Step 6: It remains to show (i) for 1/). Define
wE Jl I , lI(s)w E flo.

otherwise.
Then B is 9 0 9 0 F, 'H-measurable (recall that flo E F and 6 is jointly
measurable). According to step 3, '1'( t * 8- 1 , O( s)w) 0 '1'(8- 1 , O( 8)W) -I docs not
depend on s as long as w E n1 and 6(s)w E nu, the latter happeniIlg for va.a. s E G by the definition of n l . Since the countable base of II generates 11
and separates points, (H, tl) is isomorphic as a measurable space to a subset
of [0, 11 (see Zimmer [353: p. 194]). Consequently,

"'(t,w) =

fa

B(s,t,w)dv(s)

for all t,w, so by Fubini's theorem 1j; is 9 0 F, tl-measurahle.
If !p(·,w) is continuous for all wEn then

{w: <p(t,w) = ",(t,w)

for all t E G) =

{w: <p(t,w) = ",(t,w)
thus proving the last statement of (iv).

for all t EGo} E F,
II

1.3.3 Remark. (i) If G = (II!., +) and in (ii) and (ii)' "continuons" is n,placed by "right continuous" or "left continuom;" (or "cad lag" , "cagin( I" , S(~t'
Appendix A.2) then Theorem 1.3.2 rClnaillS true.
(ii) If G = (II!.,+) and a complete filtration (F')'ER or (:F:)'~' is given
on (n,:F", 1") (see Sect. 2.3) and if in addition 'I' is adapted (i. e. <p(t,.) is
Ft-measurablc, or 'P(t,w) 0 !p(s,W)-l is F;-measllrable), then obvio1lsly V) is
also adapted. Moreover if H is also metrizable, then both 'P and 4' art' ill fact
progressively measurable.
_
We now apply this general theorem to our situation and obtaiH t h(' itlllowillg
corollaries.
1.3.4 Corollary (Perfection of a Very Crude Continuous Cocycle).
Let 'll' = JR.. Let!p be a very crude continuous cocyde Oller' th(' metric DS' (J
on the Hausdorff topological space X, where X is either
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- compact mdT'ie, or'
- locally C01ll1md and locally connccled'2 with a countable base (e. g. a manifold).
Then t,p can bc pe1fected to a rontinuous cocycle 1jJ which is indistinguishable
Iwm t,p.

Proof. Oy the definition of a continuous cocycle and by Theorem 1.3.2,
I---t t,p(t,w) E lIomeo(X) is continuous for all wEn. It is known (see
Arens [3]) that, under the above conditions, (H, 0) = (Homeo(X), 0) endowed
with the compact-open topology is a Hausdorff topological group which has
0
a countable base (in fact, is even a Polish group).

IR. :3 t

1.3.5 Corollary (Perfection of a Very Crude C k Cocycle). Let '][' =
Jl{ and let t,p be a very crude C k coeycle, where 1 ~ k ~ 00. Then <p can
be perfected to a C k cocycle ¢ which is indistinguishable from t,p.
Proof. It is known that Diffk(X), 1 ~ k ~ 00, endowed with the C k
compact-open topology is a Hausdorff topological group which has a countable base (in fact, is even a Polish group). For more details see Appendix B.5
or Ilaxendale [54: p. 21].
0

1.3.6 Remark. (i) If 'P take, values in a subgroup H of Homeo(X) or
Diffk(X) (endowed with its ","pective relative topology) then the perfected
¢ also takes values in H.
(ii) One-sided time 1f = IR+: The fact that we need to assume that time
is a group leaves the perfection problem unsolved here for the case 'II' =
IR+. However, in case t,p is generated by a random or stochastic differential
equa.tion, the latter driven by a continuous semimartingale helix, we can
always assume (lmsically without loss of generality) that 1f = IR (see Sects.
2.2 and 2.3).
If a Htochastic differential equation in IRd is driven by a semimartingale
helix which is not necessarily continuous we have a genuinely one-sided situation, since the solution (scmi-)ftow only takes values in the semigroup
C(JR", JRd) or Ck(JR", JRd). The perfection problem in this case is considered
by Kager [1931 and Kager and Scheutzow [1941.
•

1.4 Invariant Measures for Measurable Random
Dynamical Systems
Let. tp be a mcasnrable RDS over (J. Suppose the probability lIleasure 11, 011
(fl xX,:F 12) 8) is invariant for the skew-product e corresponding to t,p, i. e.
:1

A topological space is called locally connected, if the connected open sets form a
ba.<>e of the topology.
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8(t)/1- = /1- for all t E 'lI'. As 1Ta 0 8(-) = 0(-) 0 1Tf}. where 1Tf} : f2 x X -> fl.
'lrn(w, x) = W, is the projection onto fl, we ha.ve
1Tf} I' = O(t)(1Tf} /1-)

for all t E 'lI' .

Hence the marginal 7rg IL of Jl on (fl, F) is 61-invariant. As our philosophy is
that noise is something given to us and not at. our disposal, w(, l'('qllin' t.hat.
7rn J.L = lP, which leads to the following definition.
1.4.1 Definition (Invariant Measure for RDS). Givcn a Illeaslll'ahle
RDS I.{J over 61, a probability measure Jl on (n x X,F ~ 8) is said to lw
an invariant measure for the RDS 'P, or 'P-invari(mt, if it satisfies

1. 8(t)/1- = /1- for all t E 'lI',
2. 1Ta/1- = 11'.

•

Define

Pp(fl x X) := {/1- probability on (fl x X,F05) with marginal II' on (fl,F)}
and

Ip(<p)

:=

{I' E Pp(fl x X) : /1- <p-invariant},

which are both convex sets, if we define (nl"
and 8(t)(a/1-' + (J/1-') := a8(1)/1-' + {J8(1)/1-,.

+ lil")(-)

:=

"1"(')

+ lil"(')

1.4.2 Remark. (i) For two-sided time, it sufficeb' to requirc conditioll 1 only
for t > 0, since 8( -1)/1- = 8( -1)8(1)/1- = /1-.
(ii) For discrete time, condition 1 follows from 8(1)1' = It.
(iii) Invariant measures which are a-finite, but not finite, are interesting
in stochastic bifurcation theory, see Sect. 9.5.
•
Note, however, that an RDS in general does not come equipped with an
invariant measure (it comes only with a 61-invariant lP on (fl,Y)). In fact,
finding and studying the invariant measures of an RDS which arc lifts of a
given II' on (fl,F) to (fl x X,F 05) will be one of the major \l1.'ks of our
theory of RDS.
Note also that an invariant measure is not a product meaSllre in general,
see the examples below.
Suppose /1- E Pp(fl x X). We call a function /1-.(') : fl x B -> [0,11 a
factorization (or disintegration, or sample measure) of Jl with rcspcct to IP
if
1. for all B E 5, W H I'w(B) is F-mcasurablc,
2. for lP-a.a. W E fl, B H 11.w(B) is a probability mea.'illr(' on (X. B),
3. for all A E F 0 5
(14.1 )
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We write symbolically

1,(d"J, (ll;) = I'w(dx) lI'(dw).
Condition 3 is also equivalent to the following one: For all

r

Joxx

f d" =

Illtroducing the sections Aw

r (r

Ju Jx
:=

f E £1 (JL)

f(w, x) I'w(dX)) lI'(dw).

{x: (w, x) E A}, (1.4.1) can be written as

The following proposition gives sufficient conditions for the existence and
uniqncncss of a factorization.
1.4.3 Proposition (Existence and Uniqueness of Factorization).
Let I' E Pp(fl x X). Suppose
(i) B is countably generated,
(ii) the marginal 7r x I' on (X, B) can be compactly approximated.
Then a factorization of Jl. exists and is JP'-a.s. unique.
Conditions (i) and (ii) are satisfied for any I' if (X, B) is a standard
measurable space', in particular if X is a Polish space with its Borel o--algebm.
For a proof see Ganssler and Stute [156: p. 196J.
Let £ c F be a sub-O"-algebra and I' E Pp(fl x X). If the conditions
(i) and (ii) of Proposition 1.4.3 are satisfied, then the factorization of the
restriction of JL to E ® B with respect to the restriction of 1P' to E is said
to he the conditional expectation of Jl. with respect to E, and is denoted by
w H 1E(1'.1£)w' Note that

1E(1'.1£)w (B) = IE(I'. (B)I£)(w)
for any B

E

II'-a. s.

B.

1.4.4 Lemma (Factorization of Image Measure). Let 'P be a measurable RDS on a standard space and let I' E Pp(fl x X). If B is measurably
invertible (e. g. if T is two-sided) then the factorization of e( t)1' is given by

(B(t),,)w

= 'P(t,B(t)-lW)"9(t)-<w = 'P(-t,W)-11'9(_t)w,

II'-a.s.,

where the second equality holds for two-sided time.

:1

See Appendix A.l for the definition of a standard measurable space.

(1.4.2)
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Proof. We check equation (1.4.2) on product sets F x IJ wilen' F' E F,

B E B. We obtain
(8(t)I')(F x B)

(

('P(t,w)I'w)(!i) ll'(dw)

JO(t)-IF

In

Ip(8(t)w)('P(t,W)I'w)(B) ll'(dw)

!nlF(W)('P(t, 8(t)-I W)I'O(W'w)(B) ll'(dw),
using the B-invariance of lP' for the la..<;t equation.

[J

The next theorem rewrites invariance of It ill tenus of its faet.oriJ';at.ioli.
1.4.5 Theorem (Invariance in Terms of Factorization). Let ip I)(~ a
measumble RDS on a standard space (X, B) and let I' E p.(J? x X). Then

(i) I' E Ip(<p) if and only if for all t E 1r

1E(<p(t, ')1,18(W 1 F)w = I"(')w

ll'-a. s.

( 1.4.:l)

(ii) If 8 is measumbly invertible (e. g. if1r is twu-slded) then 0(1)-1 F
for all t E 1r, and I' E Ip( <p) if and only if for all t E 1r
<p(t,W)l'w = l'oU)w

=F

(1.4.4)

ll'-a. s.

Proof. (i) It suffices to check equation (1.4.3) for product sets F x B, F E F,
B E B. We have for those sets
(8(t)I')(F x B)

= 1'(8(Wl(F x

r
= r
J
=

B))

1"w(<p(t,W)-1 £3) ll'(dw)

JO(t)-IF

(<p(t,W)I'w)(£3) ll'(dw)

O(t)-IJ"

and
I'(F x B)

= fF l'w(B) J1'(dw)

= tlL,.,(B)(O(t)ll')(dW)
=

r

1"(t)w(B) ll'(dw).

JO(t)-IF

Thus if J], is invariant, then for each fixed Band t, the O(t.)-lFmeasurable function J],o(t).(B} is a version of the condit.iona.! ('xI)(~ct.ati()n
lEt '1'( t, .)1'. (B)IO( t) -1 F) of the F-mmJ."lfablc fUllCtioll ('P(t, .)11.. )( £3) (n'I11(oI11ber that 8(W 1 Fe F).
The exceptional set here can depend OIl Band t. Since B is count.ahly
generated we can find a universal exceptional set, first for a countahle generating algebra, then by the extension theorem for all of B (in continuolls time
still depending on t) outside of which (1.4.3) holds.
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Conversely, if we start with (1.4.3) we arrive at the invariance of J-l.
(ii) In the c,,",e that 9(t) is meaBurably invertible we have 9(t)-'F = F
and thus
(<P(t,W)/'w)(B) = Jlo(t)w(lJ) lI'-a.8.,
form which we continue

tl.<;

in (i).

0

1.4.6 Remark. (i) Ifpropcrty (1.4.4) is satisfied Jlw is also called equivariant
(with respect to i.p over 0).
(ii) Of course (1.4.4) is sufficient for (1.4.3) and thus for the invariance of
fl' also ill the case where 0 is not necessarily invertible.
(iii) Let I' E :Z:.(<P) with marginal p = 7rxJl = IE Jl. on X. Then (1.4.3)
alld the (J-invariance of IP itnply that

Pi := IE <p(t, .)Jl. = p for all t E 11'.
(iv) A i.p-invariant measure p. is called a random Dirac measure if there
exists a random variable Xo : fl --+ X with J-lw = dxo(w) JPl-a. s. Invariance in
the case of two-sided time then reads a.<;

<p(t,w):ro(w) = xo(9(t)w)

lI'-a.8.

for ail

t E 11',

(1.4.5)

i. e. the orbit of the cocycle starting at the random initial value xo(w) is a
stationary stochastic process in X. Relation (1.4.5) is also sufficient for the
illvariancc of 11 for one-sided time.
Thi.s situation in which J-l is supported by the graph of a random variable
will be encountcred quitc frequently. Sec Sect. 5.6 for affine RDS (and Remark
5.G.2 for nonlinear RDS) and Sect. 7.6 and Chap. 9 for various examples. •
1.4.7 Example (Invariant Product Measures). When is a product
mca-'mre It = IP x P i.p-invariant?
(i) In the ca....e that is measurably invertible (in particular, if 1[' is twosided) I'w = p II'-a.s. if and only if <p(t,w)p = p lI'-a.8. for ail t E 11', i.e.
almost all mappings i.p(t.,w) leave the measure p invariant - which will be a
rare case.
(ii) If 0 is not ncressarily invertible, J-l = IP x P is invariant if and only if

e

1E(<p(t, ')pI9(W'F) = p lI'-a.8.
for all t E 1r. Suppose '][' = Z+ or lR+ and i.p(t,·) and O(t)-l F are independent
for each t. E 11'. Since then (<p(t,w)p)(B) =
1B(<p(t,w)x) p(dx) and 8(t)-'F

Ix

are jIl(iPpclldent, the

1E(<p(t,)p)(B)

la~t

=

condition becomes in this case

L

lI'{w: <p(t,w)x E B) p(dx)

ill short

1E<p(t,)p = p,

= p(B),

(1.4.6)
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meaning that p is invariant on the avcmgc with respcct to <po For BDS which
are either iterations of i.i.d. mappings (see Sect. 2.1) or solutions of (classical)
stochastic differential equations (see Sect. 2.3), the above-mentioned independence condition can be satisfied by a proper choice of the set-up. 1toreover,
the one-point motions arc a Markov family with transitjoll prohabilit.y

P(t, x, Ii) = ll'{w : <p(t,w)x

E

Ii}.

Then (1.4.6) reads as

L

P(t, x, B) p(dx) = p(Ii).

Hence in these cases J.l = lP x p is rp-invariant if and only if pis rp-illVll.rill.llt 011
the average if and only if p is a stationary measure of the Markov t.rallsition
probability P of the one-point motion of <p.
•
The next lemma shows that if we arc willing to accept an extcnsion of the
underlying DS () (and if we only deal with onc invariant probahility It) we
can assume without loss of generality that J.l is a random Dirac mca.'illfC.

1.4.8 Lemma (Every Invariant Measure is Dirac on Extension).
Let J1, E Ip(<p) for a measurable/continuous/C' RDS '1'. If we extend the
RDS by
(!1,.t,Jii>,(Ii(t))tET):= (D x X,F0B,IL,(B(t))tET),
",(t,w):= <p(t,w),

then cp is a measurable/continuous/Ck RDS on X over OJ and the measure p. defined through its factorization P.w(dx) := Dx,(w)(dx), where :ro(w) =
xo(w,x):= x, is ",-invariant, p. E I.(",).
Proof, p. is invariant if and only if e(t)p.(J) = p.(J) for all me,",urahle
bounded functions Ion !1 x X, where e(t)(w,y) = (8(t)(w,;e), <;,(t,w)y).
But, putting f(w,x):= l(w,x,x),
e(t)p.(J) = 8(t)IL(I) = IL(I) = li(J).
o

1.5 Invariant Measures for Continuous RDS
1.5.1 Polish State Space
We can sometimes construct, or at least can a..,sure existence of, illvariant
measures for continuous RDS.
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Let in this whole subsection (unless stated otherwise) X be a Polish space
(covering, it} particular, any locally compact Hausdorff space with a countable ba.'·,e (see e.g. Bauer [51: 29.13]) such as R d , a manifold, or a compact
Illctrizahle Hausdorff space).
By Propositioll 1.4.3 a.ny probability measure 1-L E Pp(fJ x X) ha.... timB a
IP-a. s. unique factorization

fl(ch,;, dx) = flw(dx)ll'(ch,;),
a.wl Ii can bc uaturally identified with this factorization. Let Cb(X) be the
llanach space of real-valued bounded continuous functions on X, with sup
norm IIfllb := SI'PXEX If(x)l·
Call a fnnction f : fI --> Cb(X) measurable if (w,x) --> f(w,x) is measurable, and define

L~(fl,Cb(X)) = {f: fI --> Cb(X) measurable, IIfll:=

In Ilf(w,

')lIbdll' < oo},

where, as usual, f and 9 are identified if IIf - 911 = O.
1.5.1 Remark. (i) Since X is separable, w --> IIf(w, ')lIb is measurable.
(ii) The joint measurability of f could be rewritten using the following
well-known lemma (see Castaing and Valadier [96: Lemma 3.14]).
1.5.2 Lemma. Suppose f : fI x X --> Z, where X is separable metric, Z
is metric, w I--t f(w,x) is measurable for each x E X, and x H f(w,x) is
continuous for each w E fl. Then (w,x) --> f(w,x) is measurable.
(iii) For each f E L~(n,Cb(X)) and fl E P.(fI x X) we have f E L'(fl), and,
putting as usual flU) = J fdl"

IflU)1
Further,

f

H

<;

IIfll·

flU) is linear for each I', and fl

H

flU) is affine for each f· •

1.5.3 Definition (Topology of Weak Convergence in P.(fI x X)).
We call the smallest topology in Pp( fI x X) which makes fl H flU) continuous for each f E L~(fI,Cb(X)) the topology of weak convergence on
Pp(fl x X). A net {flO} converges in this topology to fl if flOU) --> flU) for
each f E L~(fl,Cb(X)).
•
Suppose Pp(fl x X) and P(X) are endowed with their respective topologies
of weak convergence. Then the projection "x : Pp(fI x X) --> P(X) defined
by ,",signing to each fl E Pp(fI x X) its marginal p = "x(fl) = IE fl. on X is
continuous.
For a thorough study of the topology of weak convergence we refer to
Crauel [114]. In particular, Crauel gives criteria for compactness ("Prokhorov
theory") and proves that P.(fI x X) endowed with the topology of weak convergcnce is itself a Polish space if and only if the probability space (fJ,F,lP')
is countably generated (Theorem 5.6, p. 55).
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It follows from the next lemma that the topology of weak cOllvcrgcllel' is
Hausdorff.

1.5.4 Lemma. Let X be a metric

,,= v =

8JH1CC

and

Il,

v E Pp(fl x X).

J =J
f rI"

f rIv fur all

f

E

Tht'TI

L~([I,Cb(X)).

Proof. We prove only the non-trivial directioll -{=. It, sllffiees \.0 show lhat.
,,(A x F) = v(A x F) for all A E l' and all closed F. This is illlplied hy
Lebesguels theorem if we can exhibit a sequence fll(w,.r) = lA(w)!J>t(.I:) E
L~(n,Cb(X)) with g" ~ IF' But 9n(.r) = (1 - nd(.r, F))+, wIH'I"(' d is t.he
metric on XI is such a sequence :-;ince d(:I;, F) = 0 {::::=> .r E F.
11
Let c.p be a measurable RDS with corre:-;polluing :-;kew-prodlld (w, .r)
8(t)(w,x):= (8(t)w,<p(t,w)x). 8(t) acts on fllndions on fI x X via

(8(t)f)(w,x)

:=

t-+

f(8(t)(W,1:)).

It also acts on measures I' on (n xX, l' 18 B) via

(8(t)I,)(A):= 1,(8(W'A),

A

E

1'0B,

or
(8(t),,)(f) := 1,(8(t)f),

f E L 1 (,,).

1.5.5 Proposition. Let c.p be a continuous RDS 4 on a Polish 8]Jacc X. Then:

(i) The mappings f t-+ e(t)/, t E 'If, are a commuting Jamily of contin1to1t8
linear mappings of L~(n,Cb(X)) to itself (isometries ifT is tUIU-sided).
(ii) The mappings" H 8(t)/" t E T, are a comrrmtin9 family of afjine
mappings oj Pp(fJ x X) to itselJ which arc (;ontiTw,ons with respcct to the
topology oj weak convergence.

Proof. (i) For fixed t, (8(t)f)(w,x) = f(8(t)w,<p(t,w)x) is Ille'l.snrahle
and for fixed w continuous with respect to x. Since 1I(8(t)f)(w, ,)11" S
Ilf(8(t)w, ')llb (and the last inequality is an equality for two-si,led time Sill"C
<p( t, w) is bijective),

118(t)fll

s Ilfll,

au)

with equality for two-sided time. This implicl:-l that
is h01lnded. Linearity
is clear.
(ii) Clearly 8(t) is affine since by definitioll 8(1.)(01' + (1 - o)u) =
0:8(t)" + (1 - 0:)8(t)v for all a E [0,11. We prove that fI(t) is cOlllillllous. Take a net
-+ ", i.e.I'OU) -+ ,,(f) for each f E L~(fI.C,,(X)). Then
also (8(t),,0)(f) -+ (8(t),,)U) since by definition (8(t)IL)(f) = /,(flU)!).
and 8(t)f E L~(n,Cb(X)), by part (i) of the proposition.
u

,,0

4

All statements of Sects. 1.5, 1.6 and 1.7 remain true if til(> assnmpt.ion that i.p
is a continuous RDS is replaced with the more general a.ssllIupt.ioll that. '-P is a
measurable RDS of continuons mappings.
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1.5.6 Corollary. Let I{J be a continuous RDS on a Polish space X. Then
1:.('1') is a (possibly empty) convex and closed sabset ofPp(D x X).
Proof. COllvexity and clo::)cdllcs::) follow from the fact that J.t
aHille and cOlltinuous on Pp(fl x X), respectively.

~

8(t)1-l is
0

1.5.7 Remark. Suppose IF i::) ergodic. Then the set of extreme elements of
the convex set Ip( I{J) coincides with the set of B-ergodic elements (i. e. those
for which there is no Iloll-trivial invariant set for B, see Definition 1.6.8), and

any two distinct extreme elements are mutually singular. See Crauel [1l4:
Lemma 6.19].
•
So fa.r we do not know whether or not there are in fact elements in Ip(ip).
The following procedure sometimes produces such elements.

1.5.8 Theorem (Krylov-Bogolyubov Procedure for Continuous RDS).
Let I{J fw a continuous RDS on a Polish space X. Define for an arbitmry
v E Pp(D x X) and N E 'lI', N > 0,

"N(-) =

tv L,~:01 e(n)v(·),
{ tv foN e(t)v(-)dt,

'lI'discrete,
(1.5.1)

'lI'continuous

(similody for N < 0 if'lI' is two-sided). Then every limit point of I'N for
N -+ 00 in the topology of weak convergence (or for N -+ -00 for two-sided
time) is in 1:.('1'), and any,' E 1:.('1') arises in this way.
Proof. For the final assertion put v = J1., which produces the constant seqnence J1N = J1..
We treat only the continuous time case. Assume J1.NIc -t J1. This implies
that for each fixed to E 'lI', e(tO)I'N, -+ e(toll' since I' H e(to)1' is continuous.
Let now f E L~(D,Cb(X)), to > 0 fixed and Nk > to· Since t H e(t)v(f)
is mea.,urablc and bounded (by Ilfll), hence locally integrable, the integral in
(1.5.1) is meaningful. We have

~k

1

(1:'HO -f)

e(t)v(f)dtl

2to
Nk IIfll -+ 0 (k -+ (0),
hellce (-1(t U )I,(f) = ,,(f). By Lemma 1.5.4, e(to)1' = 1'. Since to > 0 is
arbitrary, /1 is I{J-invariant (this is true also for two-sided time, by Remark
1.4.2(i)).
0
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1.5.9 Remark. (i) If in Theorem 1.5.8 8 is mea... mrably invertible (ill particular, if time is two-sided) then the factoriwd form of IJ.N in (J .~.1) i~

J1.N,w = {

0-" W )Vo~"w = N1 "N-1
(
)-1
1 "N-1 (
Iii
L...n=O 'P n,
L...n=O 'P -n,w
Vo-n w ,
1
N
-1
I
·N
.·.1
Iii Jo 'I'(t,B(t) W)VOltl-'w dt = Iii.lll '1'( -t,w) VO(,'}w dt ,

where the second expression is valid for two-sided time. Thi~ follows frolll
Lemma 1.4.4We can see that (for two-sided time) the random Krylov-I3ogoIYllhov procedure builds up a measure Ji.N,w in the w-fiber {w} x X (i. e. at time t = 0) by
first transporting for each fixed t the measure V8( -t)w from {8( -t)w} x X by
means of the mapping '1'( -t, W)-l to a mcaBure '1'( -t, W)-l vOl -t}w ill {w} X X,
and then by averaging all tho!:>c mea."iurcs in {w} x X with respect to t E [0, N]
(see Fig, 1.5),
(ii) Particular case: If Vw = 6"K(W) , K. : [} -+ X a random variable,
then J1.N,w(B) is the proportion of time from [0, N] which the orhit t H
'I'(-t,w)-',,(B(-t)w) E {wi x X spends ill the subset nEB,
(iii) The Krylov-Bogolyubov procedure remains valid if the init.ial mea.sure'
•
v is replaced with a sequence V n , and if in (1.5.1) I1'N is formed with V n .

{w} x X
{9{-t)w} x X
V9(~t)w

O(-t)w

w

(f1,F, f)

Fig. 1.5. The mechanism of the Krylov-Bogolyubov procedure

1.5.2 Compact Metric State Space
If the Polish space X is a compact metric space we can use cla.."Hical duality
theory,
For a compact metric space X the Riesz representation theorem asserts
that Cb(X)* = M(X), where M(X) is the Banach space of signed Illpasures
on (X, 8) of finite total variation (this holds for any compact span'). As a.
consequence,

1.5 Invariant Measures for Continuous RDS

L~([l,Cb(Xlr = L.,(n,M(X)),
with the duality pi.\iring given by

(I,J1.) =
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(1.5.2)

r r f(w,x)J1.w(dx)li'(dw),

if} Jx

where Lp(fl,M(X)) is the space of li'-esgentially bounded M(X)-valued
mcwmrable fUllctions. Here measurability is meant with respect to the Borel
a-algebra of the weak' topology on M(X) (see Ledrappier [230: p. 329[
or Bourbaki [78: chapitre 6, § 2, N° 61). We identify p.(n x X) with
Lp(n, P(X)) by identifying I' E pp(n x X) with its factorization (J1.w) E
Lp(n, P(X)),

pp(n x X) "J1.

'"

(J1.w)

E

Lp(fl, P(X)).

( 1.5.3)

By the duality (1.5.2) and the identification (1.5.3) the topology of weak
convergence of pp(n x X) as defined in Definition 1.5.3 coincides with the
weak" topology in u.(n, P(X)).
1.5.10 Theorem (Existence of Invariant Measures). Let X be a compact metric space. Then
(i) pp(n x X) ~ Lp(n, P(X)) is a convex compact subset of

Lp(n, M(X)).
(ii) If <p is a continuous RDS on X, then the convex compact set of its
invariant measures Ip( <p) is non-void.

Proof. (i) Since by Alaoglu's theorem for each Banach space B the closed
unit ball of B· is compact in the B topology of B·, the closed sets
Lp(fI, P(X)) and 1:p (<p) are weak' compact in B" = L,:'(n, M(X)).
(ii) By Proposition 1.5.5(ii), the mappings J1. H e(t)J1., t E T, are a
commuting family of affine weak* continuous mappings of L~(n, P(X» ~
Pp(fI x X) to itself. Hence by the Markov-Kakutani fixed point theorem
(sec Dunford and Schwartz [132: p. 456]) there is an element J1. for which
e(t)J1. = I' for all t E T, i. e. 1:.('1') # 0.
0
1.5.11 Remark. (i) The Markov-Kakutani theorem can be applied to a not
necessarily measurable cocycle of continuous maps.
(ii) By the Krein-Milman theorem (see Dunford and Schwartz [132: p.
440]) 1:.('1') is equal to the closed convex hull of its extremal points. See
Remark 1.5.7.
(iii) For a compact metric space X, Cb(X) is separable. Hence
L~([),Cb(X)) is separable if and only if the probability space (fl,F,Ii') is
countably generated (see Appendix A.I). Assuming this , the topology of weak
convergence of the compact Hausdorff space Pp( n x X) will be even metrizable. Hence Choquet's theorem (see Phelps [2771) applies to 1:.('1') and gives
the following ergodic decomposition theorem: Suppose IF is ergodic, then for
each Jt E Ip(rp) there exists a unique Borel probability measure QIJ such that
Q,,(E) = 1, E the extremal points of 1:.('1'), such that J1.(f) = JE e(f) dQ.(c)
for all f E L~(n,Cb(X)).
•
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1.6 Invariant Measures on Random Sets
Again in this section let X be a Polish space.
It often happens that we want to construct a <p-invariant
which I'(A) = 1 for some A E :F ('9 B, equivalently

lII{'ftSIlH'

II for

11w(Aw) = 1 I"-a. s. ,
where, to recall, Aw:= {x EX: (w,x) E A} E B is the w-sectioll of A.
Let A : fl -t 'l3(X), w I----t AWl be a. function whose values are subsets of
X. Such a function is uniquely determiucd by its graph

graph(A.)

:=

{(w,x) E fi x X: x E Awl

c

fi x X.

Conversely, every subset A c fl x X defines such a function via w I----t Aw.
Let for a metric space (X, d) the distance of :r and B be defined by
d(x,B):= inf{d(x,y): y E B).

The following notion of a set-valued random variable will turn out to be
crucial.

1.6.1 Definition (Random Set). The set-valued lIlap A : II -) ~(.r),
I----t A w , where Aw is clm;ed (compact) for all w E fl, is called a rnndom
closed (compact) set if for each x E X the map w I----t d(x, Aw} is lll(}wmrahic.
A random open set is a set-valued map U such that Ur: is a raudolll dosed

w

set.

•

If A is a random closed set, then so is Ac, the closure of AC. if U is a randolll
open set, then V is a random closed set. If A is a random closed set, then
int(A), the interior of A, is a random open set. If C 1 and C 2 arc random
compact sets, then so is C, n C 2 (see Crauel [114: Chap. 31 for ftll th"K"
statements).
The following important fact~ arc quoted from Castaing and Valadicr [U(i]
(Theorem 1I1.9, p. 67, and Theorem I1I.30, p. 80).
Recall that the a-algebra :;:u of universally mea.mmble set!! a..''i.sociated
with the measurable space (fl,:F) is defined (1..<;

:;:1<

=

nQ:FQ ,

where the intersection is taken over all probahility 1ll(',lSlIITS (J
and j-Q denotes the completion of F with respect to q.

OIL

(fl, F),

1.6.2 Proposition. Let the set~valucd map A : f? ---t 'l3(X) lakr valw;.'! in
the subspace of closed subsets of a Polish space X. Then:
(i) A is a mndom closed set if and only if for all open 8cL, U C X the 8<:1.
{w: Aw n ! 0) is measumble.
(ii) If A is a mndom closed sct then

u
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graph(A) E F 0 B.
(iii) Convc1'.'wly, if:F contains the a-algebra P of universally measurable
set., (in particular', if F is P-complete), then graph(A) E F 0 B implies that
A is a random closed set.

The property of A being a random closed set is thus slightly stronger than
graph(A.) being rnc;-J,.'mrahle and Aw being closed.

1.6.3 Proposition (Measurable Selection Theorem). Let the
setvalued map A : fI -+ \I3(X) take values in the subspace of closed non-void
.mbsets of a Polish space X. Then A is a random closed set iJ and only if
Utc7'C c:cist,<; a ,<;(;quence (an)nEN oj measurable maps an : n --+ X such that

Aw

~

closure {an(w) : n E N)

for all wE fl.

In partinLiar, if A i8 a random dosed set, then there exists a measurable
selection, i. e. a measurable map a :
--+ X such that a(w) E Aw Jor all
wE fl.

n

1.6.4 Definition (Support of a Measure). Let I' E 1'p(fI x X).
(i) /' is said to be supported by the set C E F 0 B (and C supports".) if
/,( C) ~ 1, equivalently if

I'w(Cw) ~ 1 P-a. s.
Define

1'.(C) :~ {I' E 1'p(fI x X) : I'(C)
(ii) The support of It is the set-valued map

~

I}.

sUPPl'w,
w t--+ C w:= { X
,

which by definitionS takes its values in the subspace of closed non-void subsets
of X. Here NIL E F is a i?-null set outside of which Jlw is a probability measure .

•
1.6.5 Corollary. The support w >-> C w of /' E 1'p(fI x X) is a mndom closed
set. In particular, graph(C.) E F 0 B.
Proof. Since for any non-void open set U C X and w E N~, Jlw(U) > 0 if
and only if U n SUPP/tw f- 0,

N" U {w E N~ : sUPPl'w n U c10}
N" U {w E N~ : I'w(U) > O}
which is in F by the definition of J.tw. Hence C is a random closed set (with
Cw cI 0) by Proposition 1.6.2(i).
0
~ The sUIJport SIlPPV of a measure v on (X, B) is the intersection of all closed sets
which support v. We have V(SUPJHI) = 1, which in fact holds for any topological

space with a countable base.
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1.6.6 Lemma. LeL J.t 0 be a net in Pp(!l x X) convc-rginq f.o II. in thl' /.OlW/OYY
of weak convergence. Then for each random clD.'ied Bet C
lim sup I'" (C)

<: 1'( C),

"
and for each random open set U
lim inf ,,"(U)

:> ,,(U),

"
Proof. Let C be a random closed set. Then W 1-----)0 d(x, C w ) is mea."iurable for
each x and, clearly, x 1-----)0 d(x, Cw) is continuous for each w. Hence
fn(w,x):= (1- nd(x,Cw)j+ E L~([I,Cb(X)),

In

~ Ie, and

fn..i. Ie· For each fixed n,
limsUP/'"(C)

<: lim/'OU,,)

a

= ,'U,,),

"

consequently

lim sup ,,"(C)

<:

inf "Un) = I'(C),
n

The last statement of the lemma follows by taking complements.

o

The final justification of the notion of a random set is given by the following
consequence of the previous lemma.

1.6,7 Corollary. (i) The set Pp(C) of measures supported Ily (l mndo7ll
closed set is convex and closed.
(ii) Let cp be a continuous RDS and C be a random closed set. Then the
set

of <p-invariant measures supported by C is convex and dO.'ied.

Proof. (i) If ,," --+ " and ,,"(C)

= 1 then by

Lemma 1.6.6 also I'(C)

(ii) Ip(cpIC) is the intersection of two convex and closed set.s.

= 1.
0

The key question is of course whether Ip(<pIC) is non-void. To apply the
random Krylov-Bogolyubov procedure or the Markov-Kakutani fixed point
theorem we have to assure that It 1-----)0 8(t)J.t maps PIP(C) into itself. This is
guaranteed by an invariance property of C which W(' arc going to illtroduce
now.

1.6.8 Definition (Invariant Sets of RDS). Let
and C c Jl x X a set.
(a) C is called forward invariant if for t > [)
C w C 'P(t,W)-lCB(t)w
equivalently

II'-a.s.

tp

be a mea.s1ll'ahlc HDS
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i1'-a.s.

(b) C is called t1!Variant if for all t E 11'

Cw ~ 'P(t,W)-ICO(t)w

i1'-a.s.,

for two-sided time equivalent to

'P(t,w)Cw ~ CO(t)w

i1'-a.s.

•

1.6.9 Remark. (i) If there is no exceptional set in the definition of a (forward) invariant set we call it strictly (forward) invariant. A set C is strictly
forward invariant if and only if C c e(t)~lC for all t > 0, and strictly
invariant if and only if C ~ EJ(t)-IC for all t E 11'.
(ii) For two-sided time, it suffices to assume (strict) invariance for t > 0
only.
(iii) The definition of (strict) backward invariance is obtained from the
forward definitions by replacing "t > 0" with "t < 0" .
(iv) The term "positively invariant" is also used in place of "forward
invariant" .

•

1.6.10 Exercise (Algebra of Invariant Sets). Prove the following random analogues of some properties of deterministic invariant sets (see Bhatia
and Szeg6 [68: Sect. II.!]):
(A) Let 'P be a measurable RDS. Then
1. arbitrary unions and intersections of strictly (forward) invariant sets are

strictly (forward) invariant;
2. countable unions and intersections of (forward) invariant sets are (forward) invariant;
3. C is (strictly) forward invariant {=::::} CC is (strictly) backward invariant;
4. C is (strictly) invariant {=::::} CC is (strictly) invariant.
The (.strictly) invariant measurable sets hence form a sub-a-algebra of F®B.
(B) Let 'P be a continuous RDS. Then
1. If C is (strictly) forward invariant, then so is C.
2. If time is two-sided, and if C is (strictly) (forward) invariant, then so is
C, int(C), and ac.

The proof consists in applying the operations (1, iIlt(·) and 8(·) on the relation defining the invariance of C.
•
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1.6.11 Proposition. Let i.p be a continuous RDS and II
random closed set C w := sUPP/tw is
(i) f01Ward invariant if () is invertible,
(ii) invariant if time is two-sided.
Proof. (i) For any continuouH

f :X

f(oupp/L)

---t
C

E

Ip(tp). '1'11.('11. (11.(:

X and any 13on'l lllea.'.;ure II.

SlIPP(JIL).

For invertible 0, It is i.p-invariant if and only if i.p(t,W)ltw = Ito(t)w JP'-a. s. ilelln'

<p(t,w)Gw C GO(t)w

lI'-a.s.

(ii) For a homeomorphioIIl f, f(oupP/L) = OUpp(JIL).
1.6.12 Proposition. Let i.p be a continuou.'i RDS on a Poli.<;h space X.
(i) Let G E F 0 B be a forward invariant set. Then for caelt t > ()
e(t)pp(G)

c PrIG).

(ii) If, in addition, C is a forward invariant random closed set, then
any limit point of the random Krylov-Bogolyuboll procedu.n; with an ar"bitmrll
initial measure v E P.(G) is in I,(<pIG).

Proof. (i) Take p. E Pp(C). Since C is forward invariant,
lew (x) :S le""w (<p( t, w)x)

thus

l fx

e(t)j.I(G)

lI'-a. s. ,

le(e(t)w, <pIt, w)J.·) ILw(,iJ:) lI'(dw)

r r le""J<p(t,w);r,) ILw(iJ:) lI'(dw)

JflJ X

2

l

j.lw(Gw) lI'(d.w)

= j.I(G) = l.

(ii) By Corollary l.6.7(i) Pr(G) io closed.
1.6.13 Theorem (Existence of Invariant Measures on Random Sets).
Let <p be a continuous RDS on a Polish space X. Let J( : n --; '13(.<),
w r+ Kw #- 0, be a forward invariant random compact .'id.. Th(;n Pr(I{) i,<;
compact, and the compact subset Lp(i.pIK) of ~-invari.ant mca..<;1I.T(;,<; ,mpIJ01·ted
by K is non-void.
Proof. If X is compact metric then Pp(K) is convex and compa.ct ill the
topology of weak convergence, and J.L r+ 8(t)/.I., t > 0, iH a COlllllHltillg family
of affine continuous mappings of Pp(K) into itself, by the previolls tll{'ofeIII.
Hence the Markov-Kakutani theorem applies.
For the much more difficult case of a HOIl-compact X we I"pfer to Craw'l

[114: Corollary 6.131.

n
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1.7 11arkov 11easures
This section is ha.'icd on the work of Crauel [112) 113) 1141.
1. 7.1 Definition (Past, Future of an RDS). Let 'I' be a measurable
BDS on a standard space (X) 8) with two-sided time. We call a sub-a-algebra
F- c F past of cp if it satisfies for all t 2: 0
(1) 1'(-1.,.) is F--measurable,
(2) 8(-W'F- c .1'-.
The pa.st .1'- is called exhaustive if .1';;' := 0"(0(t)-1F- : t 2: 0) = F.
Allalogom..ty) F+ C F is called futm'c of cp if it satisfies for all t 2: 0
(1) 'P(t,·) is F+-mea.,urable,
(2) 0(1.)-1.1'+ C .1'+
The fut.ure .1'+ is called exhaustive if F!= := O"(O( -1.)-1.1'+ : t 2: 0) = F. •
The smallest possible (but in general not exhaustiye) choice for F± is of
cOllrse the past
.1'- = O"{ '1'( -t,')x: t 2: 0, x E X}
awl the future
.1'+ = O"{'P(t, ·)x: I. 2: 0, x E X}

generated by cp.
The concept of pa.... t and future of an RDS with two-sided time allows one
t.o restrict the RDS 'I' t.o RDS '1'+ = 'I' and '1'- = '1'( -.) with one-sided time
'f+ = 'f n 1R+ over the DS (n, F±, Il'IF±, (O(±t))'ET+), where replacing .1' by
F± amounts to Hthrowing away information" in a controlled way.

1.7.2 Theorem (One-t€rOne Correspondence of Invariant Measures for Two-Sided and One-Sided Time). (i) Let 'I' be a continuous
RDS on a Polish space (X, B) with two-sided time 'f with exhaustive future
.1'+ C F. Let '1'+ be the corresponding RDS with one-sided time 'f+ introduced above. Then there is a one-to-one correspondence between the set of
cp-inva7-iant measures 'Ip(cp) and the set of cp+ -invariant measures Tp(cp+)
givcn by
(1.7.1)
and

(1.7.2)
The limil. in {1.7.2} e:risl.sll'-a.s. and IE (1'1.1'+) = 11-+
In l",rtienlar, I' E I.('P) is ergodic if and only if 1'+ = 1E(I1-IF+) E I.('P+)
is ergodic.
(ii) A completdy analogous statement holds for the restriction cp- to an
f'.J:hausiivl! past F- .
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Proof. We first prove (1.7.1) and assulIle that It satisfies

'P(t,W)I'w = "O(')w,

f E

11'.

We now assume t 2: 0 and take the conuitiollal expectatioll
the last equation with respect to O(t)-1 F+ which yields

011

Guth

~itlcs

of

Conditioning both sides on F+ leaves the right-hand side unchangcd since
9(t)-1 F+ C F+, while the left-hand side can be rewritten as

where we used the fact that 'P(t,') is F+-measurable. Hence It+ E I p (tp+).
We now prove (1.7.2). We show that (for any fixed D E 8, hut we omit.
the argument)

v(t):= 'P(t,O(-tn,'tl _,).
is a martingale with respect to the filtration

O( _t)-1 F+ Notice that 9,
Indeed, for

(~It)tET+'

where

t 900 = F~oo = F.

9t

a '0 8 '0 t

lE(v(t)19,)

1E('P(t, .),,+ 0 O( -t)19,)
'1'( -8,' )-IIE('P(t - s,' ),,+ 0 O( -t)19,)
'1'( -s, r11E('P(t - s,' ),,+ 10(t - S)-1 F+)
'1'( -8, .)-1,,+ 0 O(t - .,) 0 O( -t)

0

O( -I)

V.(8),
where we have used the cocycle property and the fact that 'P(~s, .)-1 is 9smeasurable for the second equality sign, 9, = 0(-tJ- 1 0(t - s)-IF+ for the
third, and the assumed tp+ -invariance of p,+ for the fourth.
Since vw(t)(B) E [0, I] the martingale is uniformly integrable. It hence
converges II'-a.s. and in £1(11'),
lim v.(t) =: v

1->00

lI'-a.s. and Ll,

and v.(t) = lE(v.19,).
The limit is F~oo-measurable by construction, hence F-measllrahle ~illce
F+ is exhaustive.
Notice that the limit in (1.7.2) is the fibcrwise expressioIl of
v = lim e(t)I'+
1->00

Since 8(s) : Pp(fl x X) -4 Pp(fl x X) is continllous for all s E 1I' (here we lise
the assumption that X is Polish and tp(t,') is contilluous), the tp-invarianc(,
of the limit v follows.
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It remains to show that if we start with I' E I.(<p), go to 1'+ = 1E(I'I.1'+) E
I.(<p+) and then construct v E I.(<p) by the above procedure, then v = 1'.
By the definition of v(t), the y,-mea.<mrability of <p(-t,·)-1 and the '1'invariance of It
v(t) = 1E(1'.IY,), t 2 O.
While the left-hand side converges to II the right-hand side converges to
1E(l'ly=) = 1E(I'I.1') = I' by the exhaustiveness of .1'+.
0
1.7.3 Remark. If in the last theorem :;:+ is not exhaustive the proof shows
that the one-to-one correspondence is between those JL E Lp(cp) which are
.1':,"=-nw,u;urable, and I.(<p+), For a general I' E I.(<p) only 1E("I.1':,"=) can
be recovered from 11,+ = JE(J1,I:;:+) by the above procedure.
_
Similarly if F- is not exhaustive.
1.7.4 Definition (Markov Measure). Let 'I' be a measurable RDS with
two-sided time with past :;:- and future F+ .
A probability measure JL E Pp(fl x X) for which the factorization W H JLw
is F- -measurable or F+ -measurable, i. e. 1E (JL.IF±) = JL. IP-a.s., is called
a Mar'kov measure. More specifically, an F- /F+ -measurable JL is called a
fonvanl/backward Markuv measure.
_
There is the following useful improvement of Theorem 1.6.13.
1.7.5 Theorem (Existence of Invariant Markov Measures). Let'P be
a continuous RDS on a Polish space X with two-sided time, 'past F- and
future F+. Let W H Kw I- 0 be a forward invariant F- -measurable random compact set. Then the set Ip,F- (<pIK) of <p-invariant forward Markov
mca8ures supported by K is compact and non-void.
In particular, each limit point of the (forward) Krylov-Bogolyubov procedure with a jonoard Markuv initial measure supported by K yields a 'Pinvariant forward Markov measure supported by K.
Similarly, if ]( is a backward invariant F+ -measurable random compact
set then the set Lp,:F+ (<pIK) of cp-invariant backward Markov measures supported by /( is compact and non-void.

r

r

Proof. Let be the set of forward Markov measure supported by K. Then
is non-void, convex and compact in the topology of weak convergence (Crauel
[114: Theorem 4.43]). Further, by our assumptions,

8(t)r

c r,

which follows from the formula
(8(t)l')w = <p(t,B(-t)W)"6(_')w

(Lelllma 1.4.4) a1ld the definition of F-.
Similarly for the backward case.

o
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The reason for naming those measures Markov mea.'illfCS alld for t 11(' attributes "forward" and "backward" is foreshadowcd hy the followill).!; ('orollary to Theorem 1.7.2 and will be discussed ill Subsects. 2.1.3 (for 11' = Z)
and 2.3.8 (for 11' = JR).

1.7.6 Corollary (Past and Future Independent). Ld. 'P Iw (/. nml.iu1l.ous RDS on a Polish space wzth past F- and futun: F+. Suppo.'w that Fand F+ are independent. Then there i .., a onc-to-o7U; corrc8pondnuT Iwtllwrn
the set Lp,.F-(ip) of invariant forward Markov measures of tp anrll.hf' suhsd
of those elements of Lp(ip+) which arc product mca8nrC!l, Il+ = lP' X p+.
Analogously for the invariant lmckw(},ni Markov rnCfl.'mn:.'i.

1.8 Invariant Measures for Local RDS
Let ip be a local continuous RDS with two-sided tillie 11' = lR on a Polish()
space X.
An invariant measure J1 for a local RDS tp is formally ddillc<i H.'i for a
global one, e. g. by the equivariancc property

<p(t,w}l'w = I'O(tiw

I'-a.s. for all t E R

Can we have invariant measures in the presencc of

a.1I

explosioll '!

1.8.1 Definition (Set of Never Exploding Initial Values). Dl'fillc

E(w}:= n'ERD(t,w}
to be the set of never exploding initialtJa.lues (or initial vall1c~ for which the
trajectories "live from eternity to eternity"), i. e. those :r fur which D(w,.r,) =

JR.

•

Note that E{w) C X is not necessarily connected and could \w cmpt.y. Vv('

can write

where E±(w) are limits of a decrea....,ing family of OpCH sets.

1.8.2 Theorem. Let ip be a local continu()u.5 RDS on a Poli8h .'IJla.r(~. Then:
(i) graph(E(·)) E F 0 B, and E(w} is a G, set for ali wE fl.
(ii) E is strictly invariant,

B(t)-' E = E

for ali t E JR,

and any other strictly invariant sct is contained in E.
(iii) E supports all t,p-invariant mea:ml'CS, i. e.

only needed here to fl.<>sure existence and lllliqll('IlCiiS of t.11I' fadorizat.ion
of I' E Pp(fl x X).

6 This is
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Proof. (i) We have in fact E(w) = ntEzD(t,w), whence E(w) is a G; set.
Now

graph(E(-))

{(w,x):.X E E(w))
ntEZ{(W,X): x E D(t,w))
n'EzD(t) E :F 0 B

since D(t), the t-section of the measurable set D c IR x n x X, is measurable.
(ii) Let t E lIl. be fixed. We have x E E(w) if and only if x E D(s + t,w)
for all "' E lIl. if and only if s + t E D(w,x) for all S E lIl.. By the local cocycle
property, this is equivalent to s E D(B(t)w,'P(t,w)x) for all s E lIl., hence
equivalent to '1'( t, w)x E D(." 8( t)w) for all s E lIl., meaning that '1'( t, w)x E
E(B(nw). This proves

'P(t,w)E(w) = E(B(t)w)

for each (w,t),

(1.8.1)

hence E is strictly invariant.
(iii) Since 'P(t,w) : D(t,w) --+ D(-t,B(t)w), we necessaxily have
I'w(D(t, w)) = 1 for each t E lIl., II'-a. s. to render 'P(t, w)l'w meaningfulll'-a. s.
Since E(w) is the intersection of countably many sets of full fLw-measure. This
implies Ilw(E(w)) = 1 II'-a. s.
0
1.8.3 Remark. (i) t,p restricted to E is It nontrivial global "bundle RDS" in
thc sel,"C of Sect. 1.9 with fibers E(w) C X. By (1.8.1), E(w) and E(B(t)w)
are topologically equivalent via the homeomorphism t,p(t,w).
(ii) int(E) and DE n E are also strictly invariant.
(iii) If there is a sequence ... < Ll < to = 0 < tl < ... with tlnl ---* 00
as Inl--+ 00 such that D(todl,W) C D(tn,w), then E+(w), E-(w) and hence
E(w) = E+(w) n E-(w) are closed.
(iv) See the appearance of E in the theory of random attractors (Subsect.
9.3.4).
•

Local RDS with State Space X = lIl.
I t is an elementary fact that every ergodic invariant measure of a local dynamical system generated by a C 1 vector field j; = I(x) in lR is a Dirac
mcmmre at an equilibrium point. This follows, for example, from Hale and
KQ(;ak [167: Lelllma 7.1]. It basically carries over to local continuous RDS
with state space JR.
1.8.4 Theorem (Invariant Measures in X = lR). Let <p be a local continnous RDS with time 1r = JR and state space X = lR. Then
(i) r.p is monotone with re,<;pect to initial conditions, i. e. for each t, wand
Xl, ;t2 E D(t,w) such that Xl < X2

'P(t,W)Xl < 'P(t,W)X2 .
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(ii) For each t and w, D(t,w) is an open interval.
(iii) FaT each w, E(w) is a (possibly empty) intc"m/.

(iv) Each ergodic '.jJ-invariant measure /lw is a
P.w = oxo(w)'

mndo1Tl

Dirac

1fH'(1'iUTY~,

Proof. (i) Since t M r.p(t,w)x iti continuouH, :Cl < X2 hut. rp(/,w):c\ 2:
<p(t,W)X2 implies the existence of a to for which 'I'(to,w)x, = 'I'(to,w)J-,.
As a consequence, r.p(to,w) : D(to,w) ----+ R(to,w) is not injective which b a
contradiction.
(ii) If the open set D(t,w) is not an interval, there exist Xl < X < J,'2 with
XI, X2 E D(t,w), but X ~ D(t,w). This contradictH the injeet.ivity of some
'I'(to,w), as in the proof of (i).
(iii) The set E(w) := nnEzD(n,w) is the iutersectiull of open intervals,
hence is an interval.
(iv) (Communicated by Hans Crauel) Suppose Il is an ergodic rp-invari;.wt
measure. Let xo(w) be the smallest median of Ilw, i. c. the infimulIl of all
points x for which

I'w([x,oo)) 2'

1

'2 s I'w(( -00, J:])

(the set of medians is a compact interval and xo(') il:i Illea.:mrablc).
Consider

C-(w) := (-00, xo(w)!
for which /lw(C-(w» 2: ~ by definition. We claim that C- is an invariant
set.
Indeed, (i) implies that x is a median of Itw if and ouly if <p(t,w)J: is a
median of r.p(t,w)J-tw' Since J-t is invariant

xo(8(t)w) = 'I'(t, w)xo(w),
implying <p(t,w)C-(w) = C-(O(t)w). Since I' is assullIed to he ergodic
I'w(C-(w)) = 111'-a.s.
Using the same argument for C+(w) := 1:I:,,(w),oo) we ohtain for

{xo(w)} = C-(w) n C+(w)
!'w({Xo(w))) = 1,
thus J-tw = Oxo(w) IP-a.s.

o

We will encounter many applications of this useful theorCHl (s{'{' Exercises
2.2.9, Subsect. 2.3.7 and Sect. 9.3).
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1.9 Random Dynamical Systems on Subsets
and Bundles. Isomorphisms
1.9.1 Bundle RDS
We will HOW introduce two useful extensions of our notion of an RDS which
both have to do with replacing the trivial bundle fl x X, in the first case
with a subset of fl x X which is not a product set, in the second case with a
nontrivial bundle. We will for convenience call both generalizations I'bundle

RDS".
RDS on Subsets
The r('striction of an RDS OlltO a strictly forward invariant or strictly invariant subset of [l x X (see Scct. 1.6) creates an RDS on this subset. Here is a
formal definition (see Bogcnschutz [73]).

1.9.1 Definition (RDS on a Subset). Let C c fl x X, C E F 0 S, be a
,ubset with Cw := {x : (w, x) E C) ,< 0 for all w E fl. An RDS on the subset
C or a bundle RDS with fibers C w is a measurable mapping

e: 11' x C -> C,

(t,w,x) >-t e(t)(w,x) = (O(t)w,'I'(t,w)x),

such that the mappings 'P(t,w) : C w --+
i. e. satisfy identically

CO{t)w,

x

t-+

'P(t,w)x, form a cocyle,

'I'(O,w) = ide.,
'I'(t

+ s, w)

=

'I'(t, O(s)w) 0 'I'(s, w).

•
If 'P is an RDS on the subset C, then C h; obviously strictly forward invariant
for one-sided time, and strictly invariant for two-sided time, with rp(t,W)-l =

'1'( -t, O(t)w).

An invariant measure j.t for an RDS <p on C has to satisfy j.t(C) = 1 (see
Sect. 1.5). In particular, if X is a Polish space and C is a random closed set,
thell Pp(C) is clo,ed.
We also saw in Sect. 1.8 that to each local RDS there corresponds a
natural global bundle RDS on the set E of the never exploding initial values.
RDS on Measurable Bundles
NOlltrivial buudle OS arise naturally already in the deterministic case: A
smooth DS rp Oil a ma.nifold X generates through its linearization Ttp a DS
on the tangent bundle TM (typically a non-trivial bundle). The chain rule is
equivalellt to T'I' being a skew product (x, v) >-t ('I'(t)x, T'I'(t, xlv) which is
linear OIl fibers, i. c. the mappings
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form a cocycle of linear mappings over '-P. This motivates om definit.ion of an
RDS on a bundle, for which we Heed the followiIlg lIleasurable vcrsioll of til('
notion of a bundle.

1.9.2 Definition (Measurable Bundle).
(i) A mcasurabh: lmndle
(Y, fl,n) with typical fiber X consi:;ts of a. lIlea..';urabll' space (Y, Y), a lIIeasurable space (fl,F) whose one-point sets are lIlca.'illrail\e, it IlWClsma\l\c
space (X, B), a measurable onto Illap IT : Y ---4 fl, alHl a global mc(/.slL1·able triviaiization, i. e. a bimeasllrable bijection tP : Y --+ fl x X sHeh that
ITnotjl = id{}olT = n (equivalently: preserves tIhers) (scc Fig. l.G). III part.icular, for any w E fl
ljJ(w):= PI'-'Iw): ,,-I(W) -+ {wI x X
is a bimeasllrable bijection (in the respective trace a-a.lgehras).

y

w

.nxx

~/
n

Fig. 1.6. Measurahle bundle

(ii) If the typical fiber X 11<1..<; the additiona.l structure of a d-diluensiowt!
vector space (topological space, smooth manifold) we assume the same strllCture for all fibers n- 1 (w), and 'IjJ(w) is assumed to preserve thiH structllre (i. e.
is a vector space isomorphism (homeomorphism, diffeomorphism)). We then
speak of a linear (continuous, smooth) mcasumble bundle. Notice that there
is no probability measure involved in thiH definition.
_

1.9.3 Definition (Bundle RDS). (i) Let (fl, F, 1', (O(t))IET) be a metric
DS and let (Y,fl,n) be a measurable bundle with typical filwr X. A (rnmBumble) bundle RDS over () is a measurable DS
on Y which covers (j
(equivalently: preserves fibers), i. e. it satisfies

e

"0 8(t) = O(t)

0"

for all

t E T.

(1.9.1) is equivalent (exercise) to the statement that the filwr

(1.9.1 )
lIlap}Jin~s

ip(t,w):= 8(t)I'-'lw): ,,-I(w) -+ ,,-I(II(t)w)
constitute a cocycle, i.e. ip(O,w) = id'-'Iw), ip(t+s.w) = ip(t,O(s)w)0'i'(s,w).
(ii) If (Y, fl, n) is a linear (continuous, smooth) measurable lJlludle and if
the fiber mappings
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respect thi~ ~tructure, i. e. are linear (continuous, Ck) - in the two-sided
time case they arc even 1illl~ar isomorphisms (homeomorphisms, C k diffeomorphi~llls), we speak of a linear (continuous, C k ) bundle RDS.
_
The theory of invariallt measures developed in Sects. 1.4 to 1.6 for RDS
011 the trivial bundle fl x X carries over in an obvious manner to RDS on
lIlea"'ilIrable bundles.
Linear bundle RDS arc extensively treated in Sect. 4.1.

1.9.4 Remark (RDS as DS with a Metric Factor 0). An even more
general Hot ion of an RDS would be a OS
with a metric factor (), i. e.
there is a mea..<;urable mapping 71" which satisfies

e

rro8=(}o7l".

e

For Lebesgue spaces,
can be represented as a skew product over (), see
•
Sinai [318: p. 24] for details.

1.9.2 Isomorphisms of RDS
One of the basic tflliks of the theory of ROS is classification. For this task
we need concepts enabling us to decide when two RDS can be considered
ba..'>ically identical or isomorphic. Our concepts for ROS are made to be consistent with and to extend those concepts already available in ergodic theory
(metric isomorphism) and in the theory of topological or smooth dynamical
systems (topological or smooth equivalence or conjugacy).
We will certainly not be willing to identify two RDS 'PI, r.p2 if the metric
OS (}l and (}2 over which they are defined are not isomorphic. Hence the first
requirement is that (both systems have the same time]' and) the metric factors ([h F t , Pi, «(}i(l))t-ET), i = 1,2) are metrically isomorphic (see Appendix
A.I). We thus can and will assume that for the purpose of classification all
RDS are defined over the same DS (n, F, 11', (O(t))'ET) .
The second requirement depends on the category of RDS under consideration. For any category, we assume that the two ROS are measurably isomorphic or cohomologous in the sense of the following definition.

1.9.5 Definition (Measurable Isomorphism of Bundle RDS).
Given two measurable bundle ROS 8 1 on Y1 and 8 2 on Y2 over (). They
arc called measurably isomorphic, if there exists a measurable isomorphism
1fr of the corresponding bundles (i. e. a bimeasurable bijection I[t : Y1 ---+ Y2
which covers the identity idn, i. e. 71"2 o!Jt = id n 0 71"1) such that

8,(t) 0 'l! = 'l!

0

8 1 (t)

for all t E T.

(For RDS 'Pi on subsets C~ c n x Xi replace }'j by C i in the definition).
".~,Jca,'mrably isomorphic" is an equivalence relation.
_
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The definitions immediately yield (exercise) the following proposition.

1.9.6 Proposition (Cohomology of Cocycles). Two mcasmnble lmndlc
RDB 8 1 and 8 2 are measurably i,<;omorphic via tP if and onl1/ if thc ('01TCsponding cocycles

'Pi(t,W):= Eii(t)I.,-'(w) : 1Ti-'(W) -) rr'--'(9(t)w)
are cohomologous tlJith cohomology

which means that

'P,(t,w)

0

1jJ(w)

=

1jJ(O(t)w)

(For RDS 'Pi on subsctB C i C n x X t replacc

0

'P'{I.,w).

lI'i-

( 1.0.2)

I (W) by C,w)'

See Fig, 1.7 for the diagram of cohomology,

IT,, !

,,(WI

(()(t) w)

,p(o(t.)W)

O(l)
W

Fig. 1. 7. Cohomology of cocycles

1.9.7 Remark (Origin of the Notions "Cocyle", etc.).
The notions cocycie, cohomology (and also cobo1Lnda7',l/, It cocyck which is
cohomologous to the trivial cocycle r.p(t,w) = idx) have their orip;in in homological algebra and are fundamental in algebraic ergodic theory. sc(' (\ p.;.
Schmidt [312, 313] and Zimmer ]353]. In the c",c of " gronp 11' = :I: or IR
and a cocycle 'P taking values in a topological group H the coeyde property is exactly the condition that 'P be a Borel l-cocyclc 011 11' ill the Sf'IlSC
of Eilenberg-MacLane with values ill the 1I'-modnle of lllva..'iurahic f\lnctiolls
from [) to H, where the lI'-action i, defined by U,J(w) := f(O(t)w). Similarly.
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coholllology in the sense introduced in Proposition 1.9.6 is cohomology in the
sense of Eilcnberg-MacLanc (u:~ing only Borel cochains). See Zimmer [353:
pp. 66--67] for further references.
_
If we have invariant mcaHurcs for the HDS, or more structure on the
fihers, we take these into account with the following more refined notion of
"isomorphism" .
1.9.8 Definition (Metric, Linear Isomorphism; Topological, C k
Equivalence).
(i) Two mea.surablc bundle ROS 8 1 and 8 2 with invariant measures J1-1
and 112 are called metrically isomorphic, if there is a measurable isomorphism
tjJ in t.he sense of Definition 1.9.5 which satisfies

"Metrically isomorphic" is an equivalence relation.
(ii) Two linear (continuous, Ck) bundle RDS '1'1 and '1'2 on linear (continuous, smooth) bundles Y1, Y2 are called linearly isomorphic (topologically,
C k equivalent),
if there is a measurable isomorphism 1[1 for which for all

wEn

VJ(W) :~ oJ'l"~,(w) : 1rj'(w) -+ 1r,'(W)
is a linear isomorphism (homeomorphism, C k diffeomorphism). "Linearly iso_
morphic" ("topologically, C k equivalent") is an equivalencc relation.
1.9.9 Exercise. Suppose two measurable bundle RDS 'PI and 'P2 having
invariant mea.<;ures III and J1-2 are metrically isomorphic with isomorphism tft.
Suppose further that the typical fibers are standard spaces so that the two
invariant measures uniquely factorize as

Then

oJ'(jJ.,) ~ 1'2

=

1jJ(w)l'~ ~ I'~

lI'-a. s.

There has been great progres8 in the classification problem in recent years.
For the metric isomorphism problem see Gundlach [164]. For the topological
classification of RDS see Subsect. 9.2.1 and Nguyen Dinh Cong 12611 for a
complete treatment. For a random version of the Hartman-Grobman theorem
see Sect. 7.4. For smooth equivalence (normal form problem) see Chap. 8. The
linear classification problem i:.:; discussed in Sect. 4. I.

Chapter 2. Generation

Summary
In this foundat.ional chapter we will as~jQciate (infinitesimal) generators with
all reasonably regular RDS.
The task is ea.-;y for discrete time where all RDS have obvious generators,
their time-one maps (Sect. 2.1). Products of Li.d. random mappings and their
~"sociated Markov chains arc studied in more detail in Subsect. 2.1.3.
In the continuous time case we ask for the stochastic equivalent of the deterministic one-to-one correspondence between dynamical systems and vector
fields, symbolically written as

dynalllical system = exp(vector field).
There arc two basically different answers:

(1) In Sect. 2.2 we obtain the following one-to-one correspondence: Every
w-wisc random differential equation of the form Xt = !((JtW,Xt) generates an
RDS which h; absolutely continuous with respect to time t (see Theorem 2.2.1
for the local case and Theorem 2.2.2 for the global case). Conversely, every
RDS I.{J for which t H I.p(t,w)x is absolutely continuous is a solution of such
a random differential equation (Theorem 2.2.13). All we need for the proof
is a new look at classical results for ordinary differential equations.
(2) It seems surprising at first sight that there is a large and very important class of RDS for which t H I.p( t, w)x is, though continuous, not of
bounded variation, and yet have generators. The key extra property is that
t H I.p(t,w)x is a semimartingale. The generators are stochastic differential
equations (Sect. 2.3).
As we are again aiming at a general one-to-one correspondence between
tho~e RDS and their generators we have to use Kunita's [224] general concepts, extended to two-sided time. Our main results are: Every stochastic
diH'crcntial equation drivcll by a semimartingale helix (additive cocycle) generates a scmimartingale RDS (Theorem 2.3.26 for the global case, Theorem
2.3.29 for the local case). Conversely, every semimartingale RDS is generated hy a stochastic differential equation driven by a semimartingale helix
(Theorem 2.3.30). This one-to-one relation can be succinctly written as
selllimartiugaie c:ocycle = exp(semimartingale helix).
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The proof relics crucially on our Perfcction Thcorcm 1.3.2.
Criteria for when a cla.'lsical (i.e. l3rownian motion drivcll) stochast.ic differential equation generates a continuous or k RDS arf' ~ivclI ill Su hscct.
2.3.6.
Subsect. 2.3.7 is devoted to the detailed treatmcnt of a olie-dilllensional
example.
In the final Subsect. 2.3.9 we sketch the route {historically (\.Jui sYSt.('IIIatically) that lead from Markov processes via cla.'·;sicai stocha.'-itic differential
equations to random dynamical ljystenll'i. As a climax, we characterize thos('
invariant measures which are related to the solutions of t.he Fokkpr-Plalll"k
equation (Theorem 2.3.45).
Our hope is that this chapter can ljcrve as a reference t.ext for t,he !!;('Il(,("ation problem.

e

2.1 Discrete Time: Products of Random Mappings
2.1.1 One-Sided Discrete Time
Let I{J be a measurable/continuous/Ck RDS on X over 0 with tillie 1f
Introduce the time-one mapping

",(w) := <p(l,w) : X -+ X.

= Z+

I.

(2.1.1 )

By repeatedly applying the cocyele property (1.1.2) we obtaiu
I{J ( n,w )

",(on-lw)

= { ·d
I x,

0··' 0

~)(w),

11:0:

1,

n =0.

(2.1.2)

The RDS I{J is measurable if and only if (w, x) t-+ 1j;{w)x is measura.ble. It i~
continuous/Ck if and only if x t-+ 'Ij;(w)x is, in addition, continuotls/C k .
Conversely, given a family of mappings 1jJ(w) : X ---t X ;mdl that
(w, x) >-+ ",(w)x is measurable, in addition x >-+ ",(w):r is contil11l01lS/C"Then <p defined by (2.1.2) is a l11esurable/continuolls/C k RDS. We say that
<p is generated by "'.
Hence everyone-sided discrete timc RDS has the fonn (2.1.2), i. c. in a
product of (a stationary sequence of) random mappings, or an iterated function system, or a system in a mndom environment (sce Fig. 2.1).
To emphasize the dynamical pcrljpective, we can write the di~crcte time
cocycle 'P(n,w)x as the ":mlution" of an initial value problelll for a mndom
difference equation
(2.1.3)
The sequence of random points (l{J{n,w)X)n;:::O in state spacc X is the orbit
of the point x under the RDS <p.
1

Recall that an RDS on N can be trivially extended to Z+ hy putting 'P(O,w)
idx.

=

'2.1

])i:-;(Td.(~ Till](~: Produd.:-; uf

Random Mappings
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{O'w} x X

(Ow) x X
{w} x X

,p(Ow)

:ru

(n,F,!')

Ow

O'w

Fig. 2.1. Product of random mappings

2.1.1 Example (Linear and Affine RDS). Suppose a generator 1/J takes
values in some sub-semigroup S of the semigroup (with respect to composition
0) of all self-mappings of X. Then the cocycle will stay there for all time.
Cases of particular importance are for X = lR d
(i) Linear RDS, products of random matrices: Let S = jRdxd be the semigroup of all d x d matrices, with matrix multiplication as composition. A
linear RDS has thus the form

P(n,w) = A,,_l(W)··· Ao(w),

Adw):= A(Okw),

lR dxd

where A : {l -+
is measurable. The theory of products of random
matrices with the multiplicative ergodic theorem (see Chap. 3) is the core of
the theory of RDS, with many fundamental papers such as Furstenberg and

Kesten [1541, Furstenberg [153], Oseledets [268], Ruelle [292], Guivar'ch and
Raugi [163], Goldsheid and Margulis [161]. See also the books by Bougerol
and Lacroix [77: Part A], and by Carmona and Lacroix [86: Chap. IV].
(ii) Pmducts of p08itivc random matrices: Let S be the semigroup of matrices A = (alj)dXd with nonnegative (or positive) entries. For a random PerrollFrobenius theory (and a survey of earlier results) see Arnold, Demetrius and

GlllHllach [151.
(iii) Affine RDS: Let S be the semigroup of all affine mappings of lI!.d,
hence ljJ(W)X = A(w)x + b(w) with A : n -+ lI!.dxd and b : n -+ lI!.d measura.ble. Affine RDS are iterated function systems in the classical sense. They
are important for encoding and visualizing fractals, see Hutchinson (177],
llarnsley [49], and Sect. 5.6.
•
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2.1.2 Two-Sided Discrete Time
For 1r = Z the time-one mapping 1jJ(w) := 1f'(I,w) and the tillle-minnS-OIl('
mapping i.p(-I,w) are, by the cocyclc property, related hy

so the generator 1jJ(w) : X --+ X is invertible for all w. The repeated a.pplication of the cocycle property forwards and backwa.rds in timc gives
n ?: 1,
n = 0,

n'S

(2.1.4)

-1.

This defines a measurable RDS i.p if and only if

(w,x) H 1jJ(w)x

and

(w,:") H ~'(W)'IJ:.

(2.1.5)
k

are measurable. Moreover, the RDS If' is contiullollH or C if and oIlly if
1jJ(w) E Homeo(X) or Diffk(X), respectively.
Conversely, given for each w an invertible mapping 'Ij)(w) : X --+ X
such that the two mappings in (2.1.5) are measurable (in addition 'Ij)(w) E
Homeo(X) or Diffk(X)). Then 1jJ defines via (2.1.4) a In"<lsuralll" (in luldilion
continuons or C k ) RDS <po
Consequently, all two-sided discrete time RDS have the form (2.1.4). The
corresponding random difference equation

can now be solved forwards and backwards ill time.
Suppose that a generator 'I/J takes values in some subgroup of the group of
invertible self-mappings of X. Then the cocyclc will i-itay thcre for all timc.
The CllBes X = ll!.d, 1jJ(w) E Gl(d, ll!.), or 1jJ(w) an invertible affine mapping,
arc of particular importance, see Example 2.1.1.

2.1.2 Exercise (Affine Equation). For 11' = Z and X = ll!.d let ~'(w)x =
A(w)x + b(w) be the time-one mapping of the affine cocyele <po We have
<p(l,w)x = A(w)x + b(w),

<p(-l,w)x = A(O·IW)·I(X - b(O'l w))

and by induction

4'(n,w)

(x + L,;~~ 4'(j + 1,w)·I/,(OJ w)) ,

<p(n,w)x = ( x,
4'(n,w)

(x - L,j~n 4'(j + 1,w)'lb(OJw)) ,

n

?: 1,

n = 0,
n'S-l,

where cP is the linear cocycle generated. by A. Let now A he dctefllliuistic and
have the form

2.1 Discrete Time: Products of Random Mappings

A= (

A0
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0)

A+

with A-having its ~pectrum inside and A+ outside the unit disc in C and
with log+ Ibl E L1(IP). Put b = (:~). Then the unique 4?-invariant measure is
the random Dirac measure oxo(w) with base point
L~~! (A -

-

)"-!b- (o-n w )

L~~o(A+)-n-!b+(onw)

Affine cocyclcs will be treated Hystcmatically in Sect. 5.6.

).
•

2.1.3 Exercise. In the proofs of Lemma 7.3.6 and Proposition 7.5.2 we will
make use of the following observation: Let

>jJ(w)x:= A(w)x + F(w,x),

(w,x)

E

n x llI.d ,

be 111eo.,urable, and A(w) E Gl(d,llI.). Then >jJ is the time-one mapping of a
two-sided measurable RDS if and only if x H h(w, x) := (I +A(w)-! F(w,' ))x
is (jointly) mea.'mrably invertible. It is, moreover, the time-one mapping of
a two-sided continuous RDS if and only if x t--+ F(w, x) is continuous and
h-1(w,.) is continuous.
_
2.1.3 RDS with Independent Increments
We now have a closer look at those RDS 4? on X which are products of Li.d.
random mappings, equivalently, have independent increments (see Remark
1.1.9). It turns out that they have the extra property that their k-point
Illotions (",(n)x!, ... , ",(n)x')nET are a Markov family in X' for each k E
N forwards in time (for]" = Z+), respectively forwards and backwards in
time (for]" = Z). We will in particular study the relation between invariant
measures for the RDS i.p and stationary measures for the one-point Markov
transition operators P±.
One-Sided Time
This case has been sYbtematically dealt with by Kifer [207[.
2.1.4 Theorem (Markov Chain Corresponding to RDS). (i) Let '"
be a measurable cocycle with time 1f = Z+ which is a product of i.i.d. random

mappings >jJn = >jJ(on.). Then for any fixed x E X (or a random variable
Xo indcpendfmt of (VJn)nEZ+), the orbit (x~) of Xn+l = 'l/Jnxn, Xo = x (the
one-point motion), is a homogeneous Markov chain with state space X and
tran,<;ition probability

P(x, il)
Mo7'(~

:=

lP'{w : 'i'(w)x

E

B}.

(2.1.6)

generally, the k-point motions are homogeneous Markov chains for any

!: E N.
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(ii) If r.p is continuous and X is a metric spaee, Own Ute Markov chain i.'i
Feller, i. e. the tmnsition operator f ..... P(f) defined iJy

P(f)(x):~

L

fly) P(:r, dy)

~ IEf(1/I(-)x)

maps Cb(X) to itself.

Proof. (i) We only treat the case k = 1 awl show first that P df'nllCd by

(2.1.6) is a stochastic kernel.
(a) For each fixed x, P(x,·) is a probability on (X, B) sillce it is the
distribution of the random variable w t--t 'ljJ(w):r.
(b) P(., B) is measurable for each B E B. Indeed, delloting the lllapping;
(w, x) ..... 1/I(w)x by I/f, we have
P(x,B)~lI'(Ax)'

Let A

~

A~I/f-1BEF(/)B.

{A E F 0 B: lI'(Ax) is measurable in x}. It can be easily se('n that

A contains product sets, is an algebra and a monotone system. Hence it is a
<1-algebra, and A ~ F 0 B.
For tlie proof of the Markov property
II'(X~+l E BIF.) ~1I'(x~+l E Blx%),

Fk ~<1(xO, .. ·,Xk;X EX),

k ~ n,

we need the following well-known lemma.

2.1.5 Lemma. Let (n,:F, JP') be a probability space, (X,8) a 7ncasumble
space, h : X x n --+ lR bounded measurable, C c F a sub-<1·algebra, ~ : fI --+ X
C, B measurable, and hex, .) and C independent for each :r EX. ThC1t
lE(h(~(·),

')IC) ~ lE(h(~(·), ')10 ~ H o~,

We apply the lemma with h(x,w)
which yields
lE(h(x" ')Ih)

~

H(x):~

IEh(x, .).

IB(1/In(w)o" . o1j;.(w).c) , C ~ h,

~ ~

:c.,

lI'(X~+l E BIF.)
lI'(X~+l E Blxn

1I'(1/In

0··· 0

1/I.z E B)I,=x;

Pk •n +1 (x/;, B).
This proves the Markov property as well as a representation for the transitioll

probability.
In particular, for k = n we obtain
lI'(x~+1 E Blx~ ~

z)

~

1I'(1/Inz E B)

~

lI'{w: 1j;(w)z E IJ}

~

P(z, Ii).

i. e. the Markov chain i!:! homogeneous dne to the fact that th(' (tlJ,,) are

identically distributed.
In fact, (X~)XEX is a Mark01) family with common traHsitioll probabilit.y

P.
(ii) See Kifer [207: pp. 16-171.
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While the passing from a product of i.i.d. random mappings to a Markov
chain is uniqne, the solution of the inverse problem of constructing a
lllcrumrable/continuous/C k RDS of i.i.d. random mappings with a prescribed
transition probability is typically not unique (and so far largely unsolved).
The general obvious reason for non-uniqueness is that a transition probability only determines the statistics of the one-point motion of a possible RDS,
while the mapping 1jJ(w) abo describes the simultaneous motion of k points
for arbitrary kEN.
However, there is always the following affirmative abstract answer to the
illverse problcm.

2.1.6 Theorem (RDS Corresponding to Markov Chain). Let (X,B)
be a ,<;tandard mmsumble space and P(x, B) be a stochastic kernel. Then
there exists a O'-algebm 1-£ on the semigroup H of measurable self-mappings
of X such that (f,x) H f(x) is 1I.0B, B measumble, and a probability m on
11. ,"ith P(x, B) = m{J : f(x) E B}. Consequently, the coordinate mappings
1/J(onw) = Wn on (il, F, P, (on)nEZ+), where il = H Z +, F = ll z+, IF = m Z+ ,
o the shift on fl, genemte an RDS on X of i.i.d. mndom mappings for which
the tmnsition probability is the prescribed one.
For a proof and for more literature see e. g. Kifer [207: pp. 8-12]. Results on
the representation of a Markov chain on a manifold by smooth maps were
obtained by Quas [283], [284]. An up-ta-date survey on the representation
qucstion is given by Dubischar [130j.
If the statc space X is compact metric, then every continuous RDS 'P has
at lea..'lt one invariant measure J.L (see Sect, 1.5) and every Feller transition
probability P has at least one stationary measure p (see Appendix AA), For
an RDS which is a product of i.i.d. random mappings with one-sided time
Z+ we have the following simple one-ta-one correspondence (discovered by
Ohno [266]) between <p-invariant product measures fJ, = II' x p on fl x X and
stationary measures p of the corresponding Markov chain on X.

2.1.7 Theorem (One-to-One Correspondence Between Invariant
Product Measures and Stationary Measures). Let 'P be a measurable
RDS of i.i.d. mndom mappings 1jJ(onw) with discrete time 11' = Z+ on a stan·
dam measurable space (X,8) in its canonical representation, i. e, over the
canonical metric DS (fl, Y, 11', (on)nEZ+) introduced in Theorem 2.1.6. Then
(i) (;?(n,·) and e-nF arc independent for all n E Z+,
(ii) A measure It = r x p E 'Pp(!? x X) is 'P-invariant if and only if
p E P(X) is stationary for P(x, B) = lI'{w : 1jJ(w)x E B}.
(iii) A 'P-invariant measure J1. = IF x p is ergodic if and only if p is ergodic.
Proof. (i) is obvious. The proof of (ii) uses the characterization of invariant
men.."HlfCS given in Theorem 1.4.5 and relies on the independence of rp(n, .)p
a.nd e-n:F, Details were already given in Example 104.7.
A proof of (iii) is given by Kifer [207: Theorem 2.1].
0
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We stress that even for a product of i.i.d. ntlH.lom IIHtllpill,l.!;s ill c1tlloHi('al
respresentation there exist in general <p-invariant llle,k-;lIres which are not
product measures (see Exercise 2.1.2 and Sl1hscet. S.u.:l).
The "colored noise" version where <p{1, (Jnw) = g(~1I) and (~,,) is it stationary Markov chain was treated by Amold and Kliemanll [24] alld Crane!

[112], among many othe".

Two-Sided Time
Let <p be a product of i.i.d. random mappings (VJn)llEZ with two-sided timp
= Z on a standard space (X, 8). Assnme that <p ha.-;. it canonical rcprcs('lltation, i. e. 'IjJ :
-+ G is measurable, where (G, 9) is a. measurable group
of self-mappings of X (i. e. (I, g) H 10.'1 allU I H I-I are lIIe,"<lImble)
acting measurably on X (i.e. (I, x) H I(x) is measurable), Sl = (;", F = 9 z .
1P = m Z where m = £(1/J), () is the two-sided shift and ~'(w) = woo
We will now utilize the theory of past alai future of an H OS developed ill
Sect. 1.7.
For <p in a canonical representation a natural choice of pa."t and futme
clearly is
F- = 17(1/J(0"·): I/.:S -1) = 17('1'(-1/.,'): I/. E Z+)

11'

n

and

F+ = a(1/J(on.) : I/. 2: 0) = 17('1'(11,') : I/. E Z+).
Both F- and F+ are exhaustive, F- n F+ = {0, fl} and F- alld F+ are
independent. Further <p( ~n,·) and ()n F- as well a.<.; <p(n, ,) and 0'-11 F+ a.re
independent for all n 2' O.
We recall from Sect. 1.7 that Ip,:F~ (<p) i:i the set of invariant forward/backward Markov measures of <p and that <p± is the restrictions of
<p to one-sided time Z+ where F is replaced by :;:±.
The following theorem is an immediate consequence of Corollary 1.7 .li,

2.1.8 Theorem (One-to-One Correspondence Between Markov
Measures and Stationary Measures). Let <p be a r:ontimw1Ls RDS with
two-sided time 1l' = Z on a Polish space which is a p1'Odud of i.i.r1. random
mappings in canonical representation. Then
(i) There is a one-to-one correspondenr:e between the set Lp,;:- (<p) of invariant forward Markov measures of <p and the set

i, e. the set of stationary measures of the forward one-point Marko1J f,1'fLn.'iifion

probability P+(x, B) = ll'{w : 1/J(-)x

E

B}. The

e-

C01Tc81'ondc1u:c 1S .<Jillen

Iry

J.Lw = limn--too <p(n, lI w)p+.
In particular, a <p-invariant forward Markov rnm,'mrc JI, i,<; c1'w}(lic if and
only if JEj.L. = p+ is ergodic.

J.L t-+

lE J.L, = p+ and p+

t-+
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(ii) Simiia1"iy, there is a one-to-one correspondence between the set
LP.F+ (tp) of invariant backward Markov measures of <p and the set of statiOT/.nry mca!mrcs of the backward one-point Markov transition probability

r

(;t, lJ)

= lI'{w : 'P( -1, ·)x E lJ} = lI'{w : ,pU-'x E lJ}.

The two-sided RDS <p typically has invariant measures which are not Markov
IIIca.'iures (see Exercise 2.1.2). Since Lp(<p) and LIP(<p±) are in a one-to-one
correspondencc by Thcorcm 1.7.2 the one-sided time restrictions <p± of r.p
also typically have more invariant measures than those corresponding to stationary mcasures of P±.
The two transition probabilities p+ and P- are obviously not independent of each other, hut their precise relation is still unclear. We have
lj)(w)x = y if and only if "ljJ(W)-ly = x, which for a countable state space
yields necessarily
P-(y, {x}) = P+(x, {y})

for all x,y E X,

(2.1.7)

i. c. the transition matrices p± are doubly-stochastic with (P+)* = p-.
The inverse problem, "Is there an RDS of i.i.d. mappings on X which
reproduces prescribed transition probabilities p±?", is largely unsolved. For a
cO\Il1tahlc state space condition (2.1.7) is also sufficient for the representation
by bijections, see Dubischar [130j.

2.2 Continuous Time 1: Random Differential Equations
Generators of deterministic continuous time dynamical systems are autonomous ordinary differential equations (or vector fields) (see Appendix
B.4).
In case of an RDS, we should expect generators to be certain nonautonomous differential equations whose right-hand side depends on w.
In this section we treat the (easy) real noise case in which the generator
iH indeed a certain family of ordinary differential equations with parameter
w, i. e. it can be solved "pathwise" for each fixed w as a deterministic nonautonomous ordinary differential equation. All we need is a new way of looking
at well-known classical results which we have, for convenience, collected in
Appendix B.3.

2.2.1 RDS frorn Randorn Differential Equations
Let 'IT' = JR., X = IRd , and () bc a metric DS. We will now establish a basically one-to-one correspondence between (local) continuous/C k RDS <p over
H which are absolutely continuous with respect to t and random differential
equatiolls .rf, = !(()tW, xd driven by B. The correspondence is given by
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<p(t,w)x = x

+ (' f(O,w, <p(8,W)X) d."

./0

(2.2.1 )

which is valid in the local case for all t E D(w,x), an open interval of IR.
containing 0, and in the global CaEe for all t E Ill.. If (2.2.1) holds, we say
that t I---t 'P(t, w)x solves or is a solution of the ralHiom differential cqHatio1l 2
Xt = fCOtw,xd (sometimes called solution in the ,<;cnsc of Caruthh)(lor-y), or
that the random differential equation generates 'P. Note that (2.2.1) implips
<p(0, w)x = x for all wand x.
If the solution is differentiable with respect to f, alld ~mtisfi('s for f E
D(w,x)
d
(2.2.2)
dt<P(t,w)x = f(O,w, <p(t,w):r), <p(O,w)x = x,
it is called a classical solution of Xt = f(Otw, Xt). Non-cla.-'.;sical solntiolls m·p
important since they allow us to consider dLr.;continuolL'i Boise.
2.2.1 Theorem (Local RDS from RDE). Let f : fl x 1R" -> IR d ilC m",,sumble, consider the path wise random differential equation

x, =

f(O,w, x,) ,

(2.2.3)

and for fixed w let fw(t,x) := f(O,w,x).
{i} If fw E L1oc(lR, CO,I)3 for all w then {2.2. .1} uniqudy genemtc8 thTOU!Jh
its maximal solution a local continuous RDS 'P over 8.
(ii) If fw E Lloc(IR,C·'O) for all w for some k 2' 1 then (2.2.3) uni.qncly
generates a local C· RDS <p over O.
(iii) If fw E CO;O,1 for all w then the continILO"8 RDS <p fm'" (i) i.' a
classical solution, i. e. it satisfies {2.2.2}. It is locally LipBchitz with rCBpect
to (t, x) and Cl with respect to t.
(iv) If fw E cO;.,o for all w for some k 2' I then the C· RDS <p 1m", (ii)
is a classical solution. It is C l with respect to (t, x).
Proof. The existence, uniqueness and regularity proofs are w-wisc adaptations of the deterministic proofs, see e. g. Amann [I: pp. 100 If.].
The only non-standard assertion is the local cocycle property which we
verify here, e. g. for the CaEes (i)/(ii). For this purpose fix (w, x). let D(w, ;r)
be the interval of maximal existence of rp(t,w)x and take S E D(w,:r). We
will show that
s

+t

E D(w, x)

{=}

t E D(O,w, <p(s.w).r),

and in that case we have

<p(t
2

3

+ s,w)x =

<p(t,O,w)<p(s,w)x.

"Random differential equation(s)" is henceforth abhreviated a,r.; "ROE".
For the definition of the space Lloc(1R, CO. I ) etc. sec Appendix I3.1.2.

2.2 Continu011s Time 1: Random Differential Eqs.
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We distinguish hetween the four cases
1. .'> > 0, t > 0,
2. s < 0, t < 0 (analogous to 1.),
3. s > 0, t < 0,
4. s < 0, t > 0 (analogous to 3.),
Ca.", 1, stepl: Let t E D(O,w,<p(."w)x), Hence

'P(t, H"w)'P(s, w):r

'P(s, w):c + fa' f(Bu+"w,

=

x+

10"

+,

<pC'"~ B,w)'P(s, w)x) du

f(Buw, 'P(",w)x) du

"H

f(Buw,<p(u-s,B,w)<p(s,w)x)du,

/.

where we have used the fact that s E D{w, x) and made the substitution
u + S ----i u. Hence both integrals in the last lines are finite. We thus have
found that the function

.I(
)._ { <p(u,w)x,
'I) U,W x.<p(u - s,B,w)<p(s,w)x,

0:0 u:s s,

s:s u:S s+t,

satisfies

1/>(t+s,w)x=x+ fa'+' f(Buw, 1/>(u,w)x) du.
This proves that t

+S

E D(w,x), so by uniqueness of the solution

<p(t + s,w)x = 1/>(t + s,w)x = <p(t,B,w)'P(s,w)x.

C""" 1, step 2: Let t + S E D(w, x). Then
'P(t+s,w)x=x+

['

{'H
J f(Buw, <p(u,w)x) du
o

/.'H

x+ Jo f(Buw,'P(u,w)x)du+,
'P(s,w)x

+

l'

f(OuB.,w),'P(u

f(Buw, <p(u, w)x)du

+ s,w)x)du,

where all integrals are finite. Putting w := (Jsw, x := !pes, w)x and 'IjJ(u, w)x :=
.p( 1J, + s, w)x, we have found that

1j!(t,W)X=X+
i.e. t E D(w,x)

=

l'

f(B uw,1/>(u,w)x)du,

D{B.'lw,lP(s,w)x), so by uniqueness of solution

<p(t,W)i: = <p(t,O"w)<p(s,w)x = 1j!(t,w)x = <p(t + s,w)x.
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Case 3, step I: Let s > 0, t < 0 and t. E D(O .• w,<P(",w)",).
Subcase (a): s + t 2' 0: Since 0 So ,,+ t < s, s + t E D(w, :r) autolllatically.
The local cocycle property then followH from the uniqueness of the solutioll.
Subcase ((3): s + t < 0: Since t < s + t < 0, s + f E DW,w, <p(."w).r)
automatically, and the local cocycle property follows from the IllliqnclIl'ss of
the solution.
Similarly for the remaining cases.
u
As a particular case of the last theorelll we outain slIfliciclIt couciitiolls for
the generation of a global RDS by an RnE.

2,2.2 Theorem (Global RDS from RDE). Assume the sltufltwn oj
Theorem 2.2.1.
(i) If fw E Lloc(IR,C~,l) for all w then equation (2.2.3) uniquriY!/fTlcmtc8
a continuous RDS <p over O.
(ii) If fw E Lloc(lR., ct,o) for· all wand 801TW k 2: 1 t.hen (2.2.,'1) uni(jud:IJ
genemtes a C k RDS <p over O.
(iii) If fw E C~;O,l for all w then the continuo1Ls RDS from (t) i8 (l ciw;8iwl
solution of (2.2.3).
{ivy If fw E C~;k,O for all wand some k 2' I then the C" RDS [10m (ii) i"
a classical solution of (2, 2,,7),
(v) In cases (ii) and (ivY, consider the .fa cobian of <p(/,w) at ,I',

Then (<p, D<p) is a C k - 1 RDS on IRd x IRd over 0 uniquely genet'llicd by
(Xt,Vt) = (J(OtW,Xt), Df(Otw,xdvd. Hence Dtp uniquely 8011Jc8 t1w variational equation

D<p(t,w,x) = 1+

1t

DJ(8"w,<p(s,w)x) D<p(8,W"C)t18,

thus is a matrix cDcycle over the skew product E!(t)(w,x) := (lI,w,<p(f,w):c),
Finally, the determinant det D<p( t, w, x) satisfies Liouville's eqllatioll
det D<p(t,w, x) = exp

and so is a scalar cocycle over

1t

(traceD f)(O"w, <p(8, w):1:) ds,

e.

Proof. The proofs of these facts arc w-wise vcnlions of their dd.CrIlliIlistic
counterparts. The cocyclc property of (<p, Dtp) over 0 and of Dtp awl cld. Di.p
over follow again from the llniquenesH of the w-wise solution of t,l\(~ resI)('ctive equation.
[J

e
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2.2.3 Remark. (i) In both theorems we could have required that fw has the
corresponding property for all w in a O-invariant set of full measure. Outside
this set put 'P( t, w) = id(Rd for all t E IR. to obtain a perfect cocycle.
(ii) Note that it does not in general suffice to have conditions on f(w,')
for each fixed w.
(iii) The sufficient condition for a global continuous RDS in Theorem 2.2.2
(i) can be replaced by the following more general one: fw E Lloc(IR.,CO,l) and

Ilf(w, :e) II :S a(w)llxll + !l(w),
where t

H

a(Otw) and t

f!(Btw) are locally integrable.

H

•

2.2.4 Remark (Variational Equation for Local RDS). The variational
eqllation is valid also for the local C k RDS of Theorem 2.2.1 (ii) and (iv)
aE long '"' x E D(t,w), the domain of ",(t,w). It is globally valid for all
t E IR provided x E E(w) = ntE.D(t,w) (see Sects. 1.2 and 1.8 for details),
because E is strictly ~illvariant, and since D( t, w) is open, 'P( t, w) can be
different.iated at x E E(w) for all t.
•
Sufficient Existence and Uniqueness Conditions
We will now present "static" sufficient conditions for fw E L\oc(lR, CO,I) etc.,
the validity of which can often be read off from the right-hand side of Xt =
f(lI,w, :E,).
2.2.5 Lemma. Let (17,.1',1', (O')tEO) be a metric DS and 9 E £1(17,.1',1').
Then the measurable stationary stochastic process t ~ g( Otw) is locally integrable on an invariant w set of full measure, and for all a, b E IR.

l'

g(Bt·)dt

E

Ll(17,F,I').

Proof. The set of w's for which t H g( Btw) is locally integrable is clearly
mea.surable (exhaust IR by countably many finite intervals) and O-invariant
due to the flow property of (} and the shift invariance of Lebesgue measure. We
show that. this set ha., full meaEure. By Fubini's theorem, utilizing IElg(B,.)1 '"
Tn < 00, for all a, b E IR with a :S b

implying t.hat

1"Ig(
a

0,.) Idt < oc I'-a. s.
o

\Nith this lemma. we call deduce immediately the following theorem from
Th('orcllls 2.2.1 and 2.2.2.
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fI,,,

2.2.6 Theorem (Sufficient Conditions for (Local) RDS). As"""",
situation of Theorem 2.2.1 and 2.2.2, with a rnp-flsumblr. f.
(i) II I E L~(n,CO,,) (or il I E L~(n,Ck,ol), then the"d fJ of tho"" w '"
for whieh Iw = I(O.w,·l E L'o,(IR,CO,ll (or Iw E L'o<.(IR,C k,Ol) is O-invar'ianl.
and has full measure. After having redefined I outside [I by f(w,') "" II I.hc
random differential equation (2.2 ..'1) uniquely fJenemtc.'I n loml conf,ill:/wlI..'1 (or
Ck) RDS,
(ii) II I E L~(n,C~"l (or if f E L~([I,C~'o»), then!w E LI",(IR,C,~"ll (0"
fw E Lloc(lR,C:'O)) on an invariant .'let of full mC(l,'nt1'(~, awl {ap(T lws,'iiMy
redefining f outside this set a.<; in (i)) the mndorn diffcT'Cntial cquulio1/. {2.2.:I}
uniquely generates a continuous (or Ck) RDS. More genemlly, thi.'l is tr1U~ if

Iw

E

L'o,(IR,CO,,) (or illw

E

L'o ,(IR,Ck,O») and

\\/(w,xlll ::: n(wl\\x\\ + !3(w), cr,(J E L'(fI,F, 11').
Proof. We use the definition of the spaces Lloc(lR., CO.I ) etc. and LerulIla. 2.2.[)
for g(w) = II/(w, ')lIo,l;[( etc.
0
2.2.7 Remark. (i) The following conditions are equivalent to the cOIldition

f

4(n, CO,,):
For some Xo

E

1.
2. for all R

E

IRd , IE IIf(', xo)1I <

00,

>0
IIf(w, x) - I(w, y)1I ::: LR(w)\\x -

and IELRU <

yll, 11"'11, \\y\\

::: R,

00.

(ii) The following cOllditio1l8 are equivalent to the conditioll f

E

4(n, C~,,):

l. For some Xo E IRd , IE \\fhxol\\ <
2. for all x, y E IRd

00,

\\/(w,x) - f(w,y)\\::: L(wl\\x and IE LU <

"II,

00,

•
2.2.8 Example (Linear and Affine RDE), (i) Linear HUE: Let, th" lIl"iIsurable function A : n -t IRdxd satisfy A E U(fI,F, 11'). TheIl fw(/.,J:) :~
A(8 t w)x satisfies fw E Lloc (IR,Cb') JP-a.s. ,hence Xt = A(Bt.w)Xt gellerates <t
unique (up to indistinguishability) Coo (even linea.r) nDS q, satisfying

</>(t,w) = 1+
and

l'

A(B"w)</>(s,w)d8

2.2 Continuous Time 1: Random Differential Eqs.
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lo' traceA(9,w) ds.

Abo, differelttiatiltg p(t,w)p(t,W)-l = [yields (see Sect. 6.1)

p(t,W)-l = [_

r' p(s,w)-lA(9,w)ds .

.fo

(ii) Atlilte RDE: The equation
:;:, = A(ll,w):r,

+ /J(Ii,w),

A,b E Ll(f.I,F,II'),

generates a unique (up to indistinguishability) Coo RDS. The variation of
constants formula yields

'I'(t,w)x

=

p(t,w)x+

10' p(t,w)p(u,w)-lb(9uw)du

p(t,w)x +

10' p(t - u, 9uw)b(9uw) du,

where q, iH the matrix cocycle generated by Xt = A(9t w)xt. Consequently) the
RDS 'I' consists of affine mappings (see Sect. 5.6).
•

2.2.9 Exercise (RDE with Polynomial Right-Hand Side).
Let f(w, x) = L;~o aj(w)x j be a random polynomial with N 2: 2. If
1
rLj E L (Sl,F) IP) for all]) then the random differential equation
N

X, =

L Uj(9,w)xl
j=O

uniquely generates a local Coo RDS in lR 1 .
The ca.<;e

x, =

a( 9,w )x,

+ b( 9,w )xf

can be explicitly solved by transforming the equation to an affine equation
via y = x 1 - N j(I-N). Write down explicitly all ingredients of the local RDS,
in pa.rticular the domains D(t,w) and ranges R(t,w) of V;, the set of never
exploding initial values E(w)) and the invariant measures. The cases N = 2
a.nd N = 3 are treat.ed by Xu [347] and in Subsect. 9.3.5. For the white noise
case sec Subsects. 2.3.7 amI 9.3.1.
•
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2.2.2 The Memoryless Case
In

mo~t

applications equatioll (2.2.3) hel..''; the particular form

x, = f(B,w, x,) = g(~,(w), x,),

(2.2.4)

where €t(w) is a "nice" stationary stochastic process on SOIllC state space
(E, &). In other words, we assume that the ri,!!;ht-lta.nd side of (2.2.t1) is mnT/.oryless in the sense that only the value of the perturhatioll at time t elllen;
into the generator at t.
We assume for simplicity that E = ]RTIl (everythill,!!; remaills valid if E
is a manifold or a Polish space). We are interesteu ill allowing dii'i(:OlllillllOllS
processes € such as jump Markov processes. A good cla.'ls of processes to work
with is the one whose paths are cadlag (i. e. arc right cOlltiuuOllS wit.h left
hand limits, see Appendix A.2 for details). This cla.'ls is well-snit.cd t.o dpal
with semimartingales and Markov processes, since, under mild coudit.ions,
those processes have cadlag versions.
We will now describe the canonical setting in which w(' stndy (2.2.4): \Ve
choose the measurable DS constructed in A.2 with sample space eqllal to t.he
Polish space fl := V(IR, IR m ), with its Borel a-algebra :F and the classical
shift Btw(·):= w(t + .). JED can be any B-invariant mea.'illre.
Define
rr : [l --+ IR m, w H w(O), rr(l") = p.
Then the coordinate process
~,(w) :=

w(t) = (rr 0 e,)(w) = rr(B,w)

is the canonical measurable stationary stochastic procei'iS with cadlaJ,!; paths
and prescribed distribution P. Now let
9 : ]Rm

x

]Rd

-+

]Rd

be continuous (this could be ellSily genemlized), and put. f(w, :r) := y(w(O), ,,:).
Since now !(B,w,x) = g(w(t),x) = g(~,(w),x), we have an RDE uf the forIll
(2.2.4).
The function (t,w,x) H g(~,(w),x) is mellSurable, t H !J(~,(w),;r) is cadlag for all (w,x) and x H g(~,(w),x) is continuous for all (t,w).
We next give sufficient conditions on the function g assuring t.hal (2.2.4)
generates an RDS.
2.2.10 Theorem (Sufficient Conditions for Local RDS). Ii) SUP]J().,,·
cadlag and 9 E CO;O,l Then g(~.(w),·) E Lloc(lll.,C O. I ) for· all wE fi
and the mndom differential equation Xt = g(€t(w),Xt) has a nni.'Jne 1I1.a:ri.71/.al
solution which is a local continuous RDS 'P. The junction 'P(-.w) i,~ dilTc'f'l'1I.tiable with respect to t at those times at which ((w) is conf.in1toU.'l.
If 9 E CO;k,O then g(((w),·) E Llo,(IR,C k,o), and the loealRDS i, C'"

~ is

2.2

CUlltiuUO\l~
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(ii) S'uppose (i.'i contimwus and!J E CO;O,I. Then g(f(w),·) E CO;O,1 for
nll LV E Sl and Xt = g((t(w), Xt) has a unique maximal classical solution which
is a local continno1L!' RDS 'P.
I/!I E CU;k,O then g«((w),·) E CO;k.O and the local RDS is Ck.
Proof. We ju~t deal with the case (i) and show that 9 E CO;O,1 implies
!I(~.(w),·) E L,o,{iR,CO,!). Indeed,
Ilg(~,(w),x)1I =: C(w)

Slip

< 00

(t,x)E[a,blxK

since!l is continuolls and ~ is cadlag, thus bounded on compact sets. Further,
by definition 9 E CO;0,1 means that 9 is locally Lipschitz with respect to x
which is equivalent to being uniformly Lipschitz with respect to x on compact
sets I(! x I( c II!!" X 1R"' But since ~ is cadlag, ~[a,bl(w) C 1(2(W), 1(2(W) a
compact set in JR.m. Consequently, the local Lipschitz constant of g(~.(w),·)
can he estimated 11..'> follows:
Ilg(~,(w), .r) - g«(,(w),

:-mp
tEla,bl, X,YEK, xi-y

:0

Slip

y)1I

Ilx-yll
Ilg(~, x) - g(E, y)1I

(EK,(w), x,yEK, #y

=:

L(w) <

00,

IIx - YII

As a rc"tlt, g«((w),·) E L'o,{IR,C U,!),

o

2,2,11 Theorem (Sufficient Conditions for Global RDS). Suppose
is cudlag, 9 E CU;U,! (or g E CO;k,O) and

E

where t >-+ a«(,(w)), t >-+ fJ«(,(w)) are locally integrable {this will hold on an
invariant set of full measure if Q : lRm ---+ iR, {3 : IFt m ---+ lR are continuous,
or i/o, fJE L!(IJ!.'",B'",p), p=1I'(JI') =£«(0)), then the rifE is continuous:
classical) solution of the mndom differential equation Xt = g(Et(w),Xt) is a
glulml continuolLs (or C k ) RDS.

2.2.12 Example (Noisy Parameters in ODE). Consider an ordinary
differential equation Xt = g(A, xd whose right-hand side depends on a parameter ...\ E lRm. In numerous applications it has to be assumed that such a
parameter is "noisy" . This amounts to replacing the fixed A with a stationary
stocha.,>tic process ~t(w). We therefore arrive at Xt = g(Et(w), xd.
Assume, iu particular, !J(...\,x) = A("'\)x + b(...\), with continuous functions
A : JR.nt ---+ IR dxd , b : IR m ---+ ]Rd. We have 9 E C~;oo. If Et(w) is cadlag then
there is a global C= RDS 'P of affine mappings generated by
:" = A«(,(w))x,

+ b«(t(w)),

and given by the formula of Example 2.2.8(ii).

•
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2.2.3 Random Differential Equations from RDS
We now deal with the inver~e problem of when for a given BDS I.{J on J]{d over
() with time 1r = 1R there exist~ a random differential eqllation :i:( = F(t, W, .t l )
which generates I.{J. We will also determine the only possible form ill which F
is coupled to 0, namely F(t,w,x) = f(O,w,:r).

2.2.13 Theorem (RDE from RDS). (i) Let 'P be a local continnons IWS
for which t

H

'P(t,w)x is differentiable at t = 0 for all (w,:r). Put

d

f (w,x):= -'P(t,w)x],~o.
dt
Then f is measurable, t H 'P(t,w)x is differentiable for all t E D(w,:r) and

d

dt'P(t,w)x

= f(O,w,'P(t,w)x),

'P(O,w):r

= x,

i. e. I.{J is a classical solution of It = f(()tw, xtl and f is uniquely determined
by'P.
(ii) Let I.{J be a local continuous RDS for whieh t ~ l.{J(t,w)x i.<; absolutdy
continuous with respect to t E D(w, x) for all (w, x). Then then-~ ex'i.<;f,s a
measurable function f : [I x IRd --> IRd for which for all (w, x)

'P(t,w)x = x+

l'

f(O,W,'P(s,w)x)d8,

/. E D(w,:r),

i.e. I.{J is a solution of It = f(Otw,Xt)· The function f is uniqne in the
sense that if 1 is another generator then for all (w,x), f(O,uJ,'P(t,w):r) =
l(o,w,'P(t,w)x) for Lebesgue-almost all t E D(w,x).

Proof. (i) We fix (w,x) and choose an arbitrary t E D(w,x). Since D(w,x)
is open, we have t + hE D(w,x) for all h with Ihl <: ho(t,w,x). By the
definition of a local RDS t + h E D(w, x)
h E D(O,w, 'P(t, w):t:), amI

=

'P(t

+ h,w)x =

'P(h,O,w)'P(t,w)x.

Subtracting <p(t, w)x from both sides, dividing by 11., taking the liIllit. for h ---+ 0
and taking into account that <p is differentiable at t = 0 yiolds

(ii) By assumption there is a 9 such that
'P(t,w)x - x =

l'

g(s,w,:c)ds =: G(t,w,;:).

9 can be chosen to be memmrable, in fact put for

.<;

E D(w, ./;)

2.2 Continuous Time 1: Random Differential Eqs.

g(s, W, :1;)

:=

.

lmump

G(s+l,w,x)-G(s,w,x)
n

11--+00

1

n
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(

.

2.2.5)

This function g is mea.,>urablc, it is a version of the Radon-Nikodym density
of G for all (w, x), and the limit exists for Lebesgue-almost all S E D(w, x).
The local cocycle property of <p over () translates into the local helix property of Gover E:i = (0, '1'): For s E D(w,x) we have t + S E D(w, x)
tE
D(E:i(s)(w,x», and

=

G(t

+ s, w, :c) =

G(t, E:i(s)(w, x»

+ G(s, w, x).

Insert.ing t.his into (2.2.5) yields

.
G(~,8(s)(w,x»
g(s,w,x) = hmsllp
1
= g(O,8(s)(w,x».

(2.2.6)

n

n--+oo

Now define f(w,x):= g(O,w,x) which is certainly measurable. By (2.2.6)

g(s,w,x) = f(O,w,<p(s,w)x),
i. e. we have constructed an

!

Illeaning that <p has generator

for which for all (w, x) and t E D(w, x)

f,

and

f

is unique in the sense claimed.

0

The final result is t.hat the following classes of objects are basically in onet.o-one correspondence:
- solutiulls of RDE of the form Xt = !((}tW, Xt), i. e. "driven" by the metric
DS () (note that t H !((}tW,') can also be viewed as a stationary stochastic
process taking values in the space CO,1 etc. of vector fields},
- continuuus/Ck RDS <p which are differentiable or absolutely continuous
with respect to t.

2.2.4 The Manifold Case
If X = M is a d-dirnensional (C=) manifold, all statements made so far
in t.his section (except the statcments about the generation of global RDS)
rcmain valid if properly interpreted (see Appendix B.5 for more details). For
ease of refercnce, we collect some basic facts in the following theorem.

2.2.14 Theorem (Local RDS from RDE on Manifold). Let
:rk(M), 1 S k S 00, be measurable, and consider the RDE

x,

= f(9,w, .~,)

on AI. Let for' ji.,rd w, t. H fw(t,.):= f(9,w,·) E :rk(M) satisfy

f :n

-t

(2.2.7)
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(2.2.H)
(a sufficient condition for {2.2.8} is f E L~(n, C"O)).
Then
{i} Equation (2.2.7) uniquely generates a local C' liDS 'I' (J1/(T O. IJ Jw E
COjk,o fOT all w then tp is a classical solution oj (2.2.7), awl is C 1 with respect
to (t,x).
(ii) The derivative Ttp : TAl -----t TAl is a loral C k - 1 RDS which nniqudy
solves
= TJ(B,w, v,),
(2.2.9)

,i,

where T J is the natural liJt oj J to T!II.
(iii) IJ M is a Riemannian manifold, and iJ we usc the Rit;man1l-ian
connection on M to decompose TvT M into horizontal and ve1'tical components, then TJ(w,v) has horizontal component J(w,:x) and ve1·timl component \l f(w, x)v, where \l denotes the covariant de1'ivativc, a.wi equation
{2.2.9} is equivalent to the coupled system oj the original RDE {2.2.7} and
the variational equation
v;

= \! f(B,w, 'P(t, w)x)v,.

Here the absolute derivative v~ is taken along the intcg1rL1 curve t I----t t.p(f, w);r
in the direction of the vector field J(B,w,·) (see Appendix 11.5).
Furthermore, we have Liouville's equation for dctTtp(t,w,;r): F'm" t E
D(w, x)
detT'P(t,w,x)

exp
exp

l'

l'

divJ(B,w,'P(s,w)x)ds

trace\! f(B,w, 'P(s,w)x) ,f."

{ivy The RDS 'I' is global in case !II is compact (but J still "atisfi:"s
(2.2.8)), aT, by embedding Minto JRN, J(w,·) i,., i.he 1'(~Sf.1·icl.i()n oj (l T(l1I.dam vector field i(w,·) on IRN Jar which
E Llo,,(IR,C,~·o).

L

2.3 Continuous Time 2:
Stochastic Differential Equations
2.3.1 Introduction. Two Cultures
We can go a big step beyond Sect. 2.2 and can ~'k<';Sigll geuerators to all important and large class of RDS which are just contiuuolls imt not. absolut<'iy COIltinuous, in fact nowhere differentiable, and locally not of hounded variat.ion
with respect to t, Such generators cannot he patliwise differential equations,
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but will turn out to be so-called .<jt,ochastic differential equations4 • An SDE
contains stochastic integrals, one of the central objects of stochastic analysis,
which are defined only as limits in probability and not as w-wise limits. In
particular, w-wise deterministic re~;ults cannot be utilized (as in Sect. 2.2) to
establish the existence and uniqueness of an RDS generated by an SDE.
More specifically, the class of RDS which have an SDE as generator consists of those ({J which have the additional statistical property of t t-7 <p( t, w)x
being a semimartingalc for each fixed x. The generating SDE will turn out
to be driven by a semimartingale with stationary increments (called a "helix"). This establishes a basically one-to-one correspondence which can be
sllccinctly expressed as
semi martingale cocyclc = exp(semimartingale helix),
where "exp" symbolizes an "engine" the implementation of which is the subject. of this section.
For example, consider the simplest possible SDE,

dXt

=

dWt ,

W = Brownian motion (sec Appendix A.3).

It generates the C= RDS <p(t,w)x = x + W,(w) of random translations over
the canonical DS () describing Brownian motion. But t t-7 <p(t,w)x is known
to be nowhere differentiable and of unbounded variation.
The general case i::i conceptually and technically very complicated and can
only be fully appreciated with a good knowledge of stochastic analysis, which
we assume for this ::iection. The theory of SDE and stochastic analysis have
oeen laid down in numeroU::i excellent textbooks, of which we just mention
a few more recent one's in alphabetic order: Belopolskaya and Dalecky [65],
Elworthy [138], Gard [158], Gihman and Skorohod [160], Ikeda and Watanabe
[178], Karatz".- and Shreve [197], Malliavin [247], Protter [281], Revuz and
Yor [286], Rogers and Williams [287], Stroock and Varadhan [326].

Two Cultures
In the theory of R.DS, two well-established mathematical cultures meet, overlap, and sometimes collide:
1. Dynamical systems: the flow point of view. Typically'll' = lR or Z unless
mappings are non-invertible which typically happens only for discrete time,
or infinite-dimensional state space. On the measurable level, ergodic theory
a.<.;sumes an invariant lllea.'HlfC, where invariance is defined with respect to the
mappings of the flow. "Time" is purely algebraic and non-physical. There is
no sHch thing a..'; "pa...,t") "present", "future", or "evolution".
2. Markov processes, stuchastic analysis: Here time is almost exclusively
one-::iidcd, i.e. 1I' = .IR+ or Z+ (or part of it). Markov processes are defined
and st.udied via their transition semigroup forward in time. The necessity
<\

"Stochastic differential cquation(s)" is henceforth abbreviated as "SDE".
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to really construct stocha.':!tic processes with prcHcribcd transitioJl S('llliJ,!;roIlP
(their existence follows from Kolmogorov's fundamelltal theorem) lIIotivated
the creation of the theory of differential equations with white noise illpnt,
in other words: the theory of SDE, and finally stochastic analysis. Contin1lous time is lR+, and a filtration (Fdt~o (i. c. all increa..'-iing family of sub (Jalgebras of (the completion of) F) collects the information available aL tilll{'
t. Everything (at least until recently) has to be adapted, i. e. Ft-measurable.
"Invariant measure" now means that the measure is stationary with respect
to the Markov transition semigroup. The filtration .'l;ivcs a directioll to tilllt'
and allows one to speak of the past etc. of t, thus getting closer to a physical
concept of time.
In short, the key object of (continuous time 1[' = JR) dynamical systems is
a flow (Bt)tER of mappings, and (in ergodic theory) a measure IP invariant with
respect to it, while the chief ingredient of stochastic analysis is a filtratioB
(Fdt~O (on 'H' = IR+) which allows to study evolution in time.
The first people who clearly spelled-out this gap between ergodic theory and stochastic analysis and made a first attempt to bridge it wen~
de Sam Lazaro and Meyer [122], [123] with their theory of filtered lIows
(fl, F, 11', (Btlt~o, (Ft)t~o) (for even earlier work see Krengel [220: p. 34]).
J. de Sam Lazaro and Meyer wrote on p. 2 in [123]: "AIais la them'if:
ergodique ... est plus proche, dans bien des cas, de ia tlu!orie des qnmpcs que
de celie des processus stochastiques, car il y manque I'idee probabilistc C8scntielle: ceUe d'une evolution dans ie temps." Such a concept of evolution ill
time is the filtration Ft.
The work of de Sam Lazaro and Meyer WR..'l continued by Prottcr [280]
who was able to characterize the class of semimartingales with stationary
(but not necessarily independent) increments. These scmimartingales qualify
as integrators (driving noise) in SDE which generate RDS. The work of de
Sam Lazaro, Meyer and Protter can be considered a.." a preparation for OHr
systematic study of the relations between RDS and SDE presented below. We
closely follow Arnold and Scheutzow [35] in our presentation which is based
on the fundamental work of Baxendale [54], Lc .Jan and Watanabe [228] aud
Kunita [224].
In order not to overburden matters we first deal with the global ca.<;c in
X = lRd , and discuss the local and manifold case later.
The gate from stochastic analysis to dynamical systems was really opened
around 1980, when several people (Elworthy [137, 138], Baxendale [53], Bismut [70, 72, 71], Ikeda and Watanabe [178], Klluita [222, 223], !\leyer [252]
and others) realized and proved that writing down a cla.'-i!;ical SDE lllCalllj
much more than originally intended by the "fathers" of stochastic analysis:
An SDE does not only generate a Markov family of solution processelj indexed
by the initial time and initial position, but it generates a two-parameter flow
rp""t(w) of random homeomorphisms or diffcolIlorphisllls. However, this is still
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a sta.tic object and not yet an RDS. To prove that <f'o,t(w) is in fact a cocycle
over the DS by which the driving noise is modelled, more work is necessary.
There are certain "obstacles" in our way: While we can and will assume
that our metric DS 8 has two-sided time 1I' = JR, classical stochastic calculus,
a...'i already mentioned above, ha...<; been almost exclusively developed for oncsided tillle 'IT' = IR+ and a onc-parameter filtration (Ft)tEIR+. Hence the first
ta.'ik we will have to accomplish (in Subsects. 2.3.2 and 2.3.3) is the extension of stocha...<;tk calculus to two-sided time 1I' = IR. Quite naturally we will
work with a two-parameter filtra.tion (.1'!).'l::;,;t, which we will have to make
consistent with 8.
Besides its aesthetic appeal, two-sided time is fundamental for the theory
of smooth RDS as it allows a "better" multiplicative ergodic theorem (providing an invariant splitting of subspaces rather than only an invariant flag,
hence making general invariant manifolds, normal forms, bifurcation theory
etc. possible).

2.3.2 Semimartingales and Dynamical Systems:
Stochastic Calculus for Two-Sided Time
Let (f2,.1',lP) denote from now on a complete probability space.

,r;,

2.3.1 Definition (Two-Parameter Filtration). Assume
s, t E lR,
s :-:; t, is a two-parameter family of sub-a-algebras ofF with the following
properties:
1. F.~ c .1'~ for u ::; s ::; t :-:; v,
2. F.!+ := nu>tF.~ = F.!, .1'!_:= nu<s~ = .1'!
for s :-:; t,
3 . .1'; contains all IP'-null sets of :F for every s :-:; t.

Theil F.!, s::; t, is called a (two-parameter) filtration (on (n,F,p)). We define

•
As we want to solve an SDE from an initial time forwards as well as backwards
in time, we follow Kunita [224] and introduce the following notions.

2.3.2 Definition (Forward/Backward Semimartingale). Let F!, s ::;
t, be a filtra.tion on (f2, .1', lP'). a.nd let F : lR x lR x f2 --+ lRd , (s, t, w) 1-----+ Fs(t, w),
be measurable and jointly continuous with respect to s, t for all wE fl.
(a) F is called all .1'!-forward semimartingaie, if for each s E JR,
(F~(s + t,w))t>o is an (F.:+t)t>o-semimartingale.
(b) F is called an F!-backward semimartingale if for each s E lR,
(FB(S - t, w))t>o is an (.1':_t)t>o-semimartingale.
(c) F is called an F!-scrnirnarting~le (or just semimartingale) if F is both a
forward and a backward semimartingale.
_
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2.3.3 Remark. (i) As in the classical cu,,''';c the elm.;s of ..F.!. (forwanl , rcspectively backward) semimartingales rernaiJL<i invariant undcr all equivalent
change of the underlying probability 1'.
(ii)
is non-trivial in general.
•

F:

F's'

2.3.4 Definition (Filtered OS). Let (f1,
1', (Ot)'ER) be a Itl('tric I)S,
let Fbe the P-completion of FJ, and let F;,:i t, he H filtratioll on (fl, F, lP').
We call
(fl, P', 1', (Ot)tER, (F;)'9) a filtered DS, if for all 8, t," E JR, .9 <; f. w(' hav('

(r;: l.r:!

= F.:!;~.

•

2.3.5 Remark. One can construct a filtered DS from a metric DS in t.he
following way in complete analogy with the construction of de Salll Lazaro
and Meyer [123: p. 4] in the one-parameter CH..",e.
Let (f1, P',1', (Btl tER ) be a metric DS, F the I'-completion of F", and let,
F- and F+ be two sub-a-algebra.'l of .1' (representing "pa.<;t" and "futme" .
reHpectively; see Sect. 1.7) both containing all lP'-nuli sets of .1' slIch that
B,I(F-)

c

F-

for all t <; 0

and
Then define

Ft

:=

O,I(F-),

F::= F, n F'

F,:= O;I(F+),

for s <; t.

Clearly :;::t is increasing in t and .1's is decre'lsing in 8. Further Ff and ..F.~
and hence F! contain all P-null sets of ..F. By definition

0;;1 (F.) n B,~I(F')
O;;10~'(F+)

F!!::

n O;;'O,I(F-)

for a.lln E JR,

8

S t.

It is proved in [123: p. 4] that P, t 2: 0, is right-continuous. It follows
immediately that (57, P, IP, (t'h)tER, (F;).s::;t) i!:i a filtered DS whi('h llIon'over
satisfies

.r:! =

n F!~~

=: F.!~

for,'j

S

L

00

•
It will turn out that generators of cocycles are again cocyclcs with composition of mappings replaced by addition in a vector space. Additive cocydes
were called helices by de Sam Lazaro and Meyer [123] (the expression f,!;oe!';
back to Kolmogorov [218]). Here is an abstract definition, alr(,Hcly used in t.he
Perfection Theorem 1.3.2
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2.3.6 Definition (Helix). Let (n,F',II',(O')'ER) be a metric DS, and
(ll, 0) " group. F : IR x {t -+ H is called a (perfect) helix or (perfect) cocycle
if
(2.3.1)
F(t + ""w) = F(t,O,w) 0 F(s,w)

for all s, t E IR and all w E {t.
F is called a (very) crude helix or a (very) crude cocycle if for every
,,/,1, E JR, (2,3.1) only holds up to a ](D-null set (which may depend on s (and

I».

•

We will only use the term "helix" if H is Abelian, e. g. H = (JR d , +), whereas
we will continue to use "cocycle" if H is a (non-Abelian) group of selfmappings of a space with rCHpeet to composition, Note that in contrast to
Definition 1.1.1 all abstract cocycle/hclix in the sense of Definition 2,3.6 automatically satisfies F(O, w) = eH for all WEn, eH being the identity of the
group (H, 0), sillce we have assumed that F takes values in a group.

2.3.7 Proposition. Let (H, 0) be a group.
{i} Assume (n,F',II', (O')'ER) is a metric DB,
H satisfies

E

>

°

and F: [O,Ej x

n-+

(2.3.2)
F(t + h,w) = F(h, O,w) 0 F(t,w)
for all 0<: t <: t + h <: E, WEn. Then F can be uniquely extended to a helix
F. If {2.:1.2} holds only up to a lI'·null set depending on It and t, then F can
be e.rtended to a very crude helix F. If(H,o) is a topological group and F is
continuous/cad/cadlag/cag/caglad for all wEn then the same is true for F.
{ii} Assume (n, F', 11', (O')'ER, (F;),~,) is a filtered DB, F is an H -valued
very crude helix and 1i is some a-algebra on H such that the composition
map "0" is measurable, If for some c > 0, F(h,·) is Ft;, 1i-measurable for all
~ It ~ E, then F is F;-adapted, i. e. F(t,·) 0 F(s, .)-1 is:!='!, ll-measurable
for all -00 < s <: t < 00.

°

Proof. (i) Define F(s,w)

:=

F(."w) for

F(kc + s, w) := F(s, O(kE)W)
F(kE + s, w) := F(s, 8(kc)w)

0

0

°<: s <:

c and,

F(O, O(kc)w)-1

F(E, O(kE)W)-1

0

by induction over k,

F(kE, w)

0

if k E H,

F«k + I)E, w)

if k E -H,

for 0 ~ s ~ c. Note that P is well-defined. It is straightforward to check that
P is a helix (resp., a very crude helix). If F satisfies equation (2.3.2) without
an exceptional null set, then it is clear that P is the only function which
extends F to a helix on JR.. The last assertion is also clear.
(ii) For 0 ~ h ~ E -- using the assumption that F(h,') is F~, 1iIllc;-l.'mrablc and the definition of a filtered DS -- we see that F(h,B t ·) is
F:+'t, 1-i-lIIcas1lrable for any t E JR.. Dy the very crude helix property and the
completeness of F:+ h the same iH true for F(t+h, .)oF(t, ,)-1. For 2c 2: h 2: c
we have

F(t
which

+ h,') 0
iH

F(t,· )-1

=

F(t

+ It,,) 0

F(t

+ c, Tl

0

F(t

+ E,')

0

F(t,' )-"

F:+II, 1i-measurable. The a..'>sertion now follows by induction.

0
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Next we study processes which a.re both
same time.

~emilllartillgaJc~

and

hdk{~s

at the

2.3.8 Definition (Semimartingale Helix). Suppose we a.rc giwll a filtered DS (D, F', 11', (9')'ER, (F;)'9). An (JRd, + )-valucd helix F is called (101·ward resp., backward resp.) scmimartingalc heli.T if
F,(t,w):= F(t,w) - F(B,W)
is an F;-(forward resp., backward resp.) semimartingalc.

•

The next proposition shows that there is a canonical way in which a SClllimartingale with stationary increments can be "ameliorated" to be a scmimartingale helix over a filtered DS

2.3.9 Proposition. Let E be a locally compact Hausdorff space with a ronntable base, let C(E, IRd) be the space of continuous function.<; fT'OTn E to IRll
endowed with the (metrizable) topology of uniform convergence on compact
sets, and let Co(JR,C(E, JRd)) be the space of continuous C(E, JRd)-valucdfunctions on lR which are zero at zero, also equipped with the topology of nnijorm
convergence on compact sets.
Let :t;, s :S t, be a filtration on the complete probability space (fl,:t, IP).
Assume P: IR x E x fl-t lR,d, (t,x,w) I-t F(t,x,w), is jointly continuou,<; in
(t, x) for all wE fI, F(O,x,w) = 0 for all x E E, w E fl, and tha.t
F,(t,x,.):= F(t,x,.) - F(s,:c,·)

is an F;-(forward resp., backward rcsp.) sernimartingale jor (!vcry x E E.
Further assume that P has stationary increments in the sense that Ow law of
{F(t+h,x,·)-F(t,x,.), xEE, hEJR) onCo(JR,C(E,JR d )) docs not deJlcnd
on t E JR.
Then there exists a filtered DB (D,F', II', (B')'ER, (F;).,St) Vlith (Jmlll",.d
resp., backward resp.) semimartingaie helices F(·,x, .), x E E, whirh aIT al.-;o
jointly continuous in (t, x) for every w E fl such that the la.w.<; of P and F
on Co(JR,C(E,JR d )) coincide.

Proof. Define
D:= Co(JR,C(E,JR d )),
and let :f'J be the Borel a-algebra of fl (which coincides with thc a-algebra
generated by the evaluations). Note that the continuity and IIlea.~urability
assumptions imply that P is an (fl,:f'J)-valucd random varia.ble. Let IP he its
law. Define a shift 9 by
(9,w)(s) := w(t

+ s) -

w(t),

wE fI,

t," E JR.

Clearly ()s+tW == (}t((}sw) for all w E fl, s, t E JR. IP is invariant nuder (J
since P has stationary increments. Further, (J : IR x !l -+ [l is B (Xl PJ, ;:u
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measurable since it it-> contiIluOUn and nand JR are both topological spaces
with a connt.tblc base, nee Dudley [131: p. 90]. Define

F(t, ·,w)

:=

wit),

t

E

JR,

wE fl.

Then F is an (H,o) = (C(E,JRd),+)-valued helix since

F(t

+ ii, ·,w) - F(t, ·,w)

= wit

+ h) - wit)

= O,w(h) = F(h,·, O,w).

F and P havc the samc law by construction. Let F- resp. F+ be the a-algebra
generated by the I'-null sets of F (the I'-completion of:F") and ,,(w(s), s :::: 0)
rcnp. a(w(s), s 2: 0). Define F! as in Remark 2.3.5, i. e. Fa is the completion
of a(w(v) -w(u), s :::: 1l :::: v :::: t) by all F-null sets. In particular,
is trivial
for all s E IRIt remains to show that F(·, x,·) is an F;-(forward resp., backward resp.)
semiIIlartingalc for every x E E. We only prove the forward statement - the
backward onc is analogous. The mapping

F:

P: (n,f:, (.1::)'9, JP)

-t

(fl,:F, (F;)'9, 1')

is F,F-Illcasurable, PiP = lP and Q; := P-l(F!) c .f:!, t 2: s. Fix S E JR.
Stricker's theorem (see Protter [281: p. 45]) implies that Pis + u,x,·) F(s,x, .}, u2: 0, is also a (Q;+U}u~o-semimartingale for every x E E. Finally
Theorem (10.37) in Jacod [185: p. 3291 shows that F(s + u,x,·) - F(s,x,.),
u 2: 0, in an (F~~+U}u~o-scrnimartingale. This proves the proposition.
0
The next proposition connects, for the helix case, our definition of a semimartingal with the usual one-parameter definition.

2.3.10 Proposition. Given a filtered DS (fl,:F", 1', (O'),ER, (F!l,<,) and F :
JR x [) -t JRd
F is (l forward semimartingale helix if and only if F is a helix and FI[o,oo)
is an (F6}t~0-semimartingale in the usual sense.
Similarly, F is a backward semimartingale helix if and only if F is a helix
and F( -.) 110,(0) is an (.P!.-th~o-semimartingale in the usual sense.
Finally, F is a semimartingale helix if and only if F is a helix, FI[o,oo) is
an (F6)t;:::0-semimartingale and F( -·)1[0,00) is an (:F!..t)t~o-semimartingale,
both in the u.'!Ual sense.
Proof. We only prove the forward ~tatemellt. By Proposition 2.3.7(ii) and
the filet that O(-s) : ([!,F,(FJ)'2o,l') -t (fl,F,(F:+<),20,1') is an isomorphism by Definition 2.3.4, Jacod [185: Theorem (10.37), p. 3291 and the
helix property of F imply that if Fho,oo) is an (F6)t~0-semimartingale then
(F(s + n) - F(s))u~o i~ an (F:+U)u~o-semimartingale.
0
2.3.11 Example. A forward semimartingale helix need not be a backward
sClIlimartingalc helix. As an example consider Brownian motion on lR defined
011 the canonical space and choose for sSt the filtration F! := a(W(u) lV(v), -00 < v < u ::; t) completed by null sets. Clearly W is a forward
martingale helix hut not a hackward Hernimartingale helix.
_
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Next we introduce the forward and backward (local) characterit-;tics of a (forward, backward) semimartingale helix.

2.3.12 Proposition. Given a filtered DS (fl. F", 1', (O')'E., (:F:) .• ~I)'
(i) Let F be an lR d -valued forward semirnarlingulc helix. Let

be the canonical decomposition of the. (Fri)t?o-semi1narlilt.(}uic FI[o.'X.I) (ef.
Theorem 2.3.10). Then there exist
1. a strictly increasing continu01J,.'; real-valued F{~-ad(J.J!led 117"OeC8S 11+ (I.),
t 2: 0, with A+(O,w) = 0,
2. an Po -predictable JRd -valued process b+ (t), t 2: 0,
3. an Po-predictable process a+(t}, t 2: 0, taking values in the set of nonnegative definite d x d matrices,
such that for all t 2: 0, wEft we have
B+(t,w) =

l'

b+(s,w)dA+(s,w),

Q;';(t,w):= (M/Cw),M/Cw)), =

l'

a;';(s,w)dA+(s,w).

(ii) Analogously, let F be an JRd-valued backward scmimartin9ul(~ hdi:c,
consider the canonical decomposition

of the (J1kso-semimartingale FI(-oo,o] (backward directicm). Then there exist
1. a strictly increasing continuous real-1Jalued .rjl-adapted proce8,~ A - (t),
t ~ 0, with A-(O,w) = 0,
2. an J1-backward predictable JRd-valued process b-(t), t ~ 0,
3. an J1-backward predictable process a-(t), t:S 0, taking values in the set
of non-negative definite d x d matrices,

such that for all t :S 0,

W

E fl we have

B-(t,w) =

l'

b-(s,w)dA-(s.w),

Q;:;(t,w):= (Mi-(-,w),M,-(-"w)), =

l'

a;:;(s,w)dA-(s,w).
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Proof. (i) Take

t;/.£
d

A+(t,w):=

/"

+(

t

IdB,+(s,w)1 + (Mtl,) + t,

t 2: 0,

)
.
B;(t,w) - B;(s,w)
P +(
t,w :=hmsu
A t,w )-A+( S,W )
8jt

and
+
.
Qi;(t,w) - Qi;(s,w)
O'j(t,w):= hmsup
A+( t,w ) _ A+( S,W ) .
.~jt

b;

ni

Then
(re~p. at;) is a version of the Radon-Nikodym derivative of
(resp.
Qt) with respect to A+, according to Lebesgue's differentiation theorem (see
e.g. Carmona and Nualart [87: pp. 69f.]).
All claims follow immediately.
(ii) Take the same definitions as in (i), with 1_' quantities replacing all
corresponding 1+' quantities, and l.r replacing It'.
0

2.3.13 Definition (Local Characteristics of Semimartingale Helix).
Let (n, 1"',11', (e')'ER, (.F;)'9) be a filtered DS, and let F be an Rd-valued
(forward resp., backward resp.) semimartingale helix. Then the quantities
(a+,b+,A+), resp. (a-,b-,A-) are called the (forward, resp. backward) local
characteristics of F.
In case of a semi martingale helix we can and will piece the 1+' quantities
and the ~ -' quantities together to yield the canonical decomposition

F(t) = M(t)

+ B(t),

t E R,

and a triple (a, b, A) now defined on all of R and called the local characteristics
of F. They satisfy for all t E Rand wEn

B(t,w) =

l

b(s,w) dA(s, w),

Q,)(t,w):= (M,(·,w),M)(·,w)), =

l

aij(s,w)dA(s,w).

•
2.3.14 Renlark. (i) We defined the local characteristics of the forward semimartingale helix F as the local characteristics of the (F6)-semimartingale
Fi[o.oo). Using Jacod's result we can argue as in the proof of Theorem 2.3.10
that for each s E R the (F;+t),~o-8emimartingalc F(s + t) - F(s), t 2: 0, h""
the canonical decomposition

F(s
where

+ t,w) - F(s,w) = M<'i(t,w) + B<'i(t,w),
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M(')(t,w) = M+(t,e.,w),

B(·')(t,w) = U+(t,II,w)

are both F.:+t-mea."iurable, and the local characteristics ((/,(.~), ll~), A(·~)) are
related to (a+,b+,A+) via
a(")(t,w) = ,,+(t,II,w),

/'<")(t,w) = /)+(t.O,w),

and
A(')(t,w) = A+(t,II,w).

Similarly for a (backward) semimartingale helix.
(ii) Given a semimartingale helix F, it is clear that the quadratic variation
processes
Q-(t,w), t <: 0,
Q( t w)',
.- { Q+(t,w), t 2 0,
is a very crude helix and hence, by Theorem 1.3.2, has a versiolt which i.s a helix. Further Q(t) - Q(s) is F!-memmrablc. A and B however genera.lly do not
enjoy the (very crude) helix property, nor are A(t) - A(s) and B(t) - U(8) F!measurable in general. Hence the canonical decomposition of a. st'lllimartiugale helix does not in general consist of helices. One may ask whet.her we
have chosen the "wrong" definition. As an alternative one could try to decompose the forward semimartingale helix F into F = !vI + B, where AI and
B are a forward local martingale helix and an (.r:!)-aciapted helix of locally
bounded variation, resp. Then (M) should also be an (F!)-adapted helix.
_
Unfortunately, such a decomposition does not exist in general.
2.3.3 Semimartingale Helices with Spatial Parameter
In this subsection we develop stochastic calculus for semimartingalc helices
depending on a parameter x E JRd. Our exposition is largely analogous to
that of Kunita [224J (and similar to that of Carmona and Nualart [87]), hut
differs conceptually in two respects:
- We consistently consider two-sided time.
- We assume the helix property.
To save space we only formulate our statements for the (forward as well as
backward) semimartingale case.
2.3.15 Definition (Semimartingale Helix with Spatial Pararneters).
Let (n,.r",IP',(O')'ER, (F,),$') be a filtered DS, dE 1\1, k E Z+, 0 <: 8 <: I.
Assume that for each x E ]R.d, F(x, t, w) is an JRd-valued semilllarliugale helix
and let
F(x, t,w) = M(x,t,w) + B(:c, t,w), t E JR,
be its canonical decompm,ition. F is called C/~,o -,';rminwrl.inqale hi'lL/: if for
IP'-almost all wEn
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1. M(·,t,w) and IJ(',t,w) are in C~" for all t E JR,
2. for Inl :S. k, the spatial derivative D~M(x,t,w) is continuous with re~pect to (:1:, t) and for each .r a local martingale (i. e. M(x, t), t ?: 0, is
an (F~)t>o-local martingale, and M(x, -t), t 2: 0, is an (~t)t>o-local
Iltart.ingaJc), and D'; D(:rJ, w) i~ continuous with respect to (x, tfand for
each x of locally bounded variation in t.

We will also use the corresponding notion with C~,o replaced with Ck,o.

•

2.3.16 Remark. If the ~emilllartingale F(x, t, w) with spatial parameter x
is only as:mmed to be a. very crude helix, but if F i.s continuous with respect
to (x, t) for IP-almost all w E fl, then F is a very crude helix with values in
the topological group (CO,O, +) (which has a countable base). The reason is
that for fixed s, t E JR
F(x, t

+ s,w)

~ F(x,

t, O,w)

+ F(x, s,w)

holds for all x E IRd on the complement of UyEQdNs,t,y, where Ns,t,y is the
set of measure zero where the helix property fails.
By Theorem 1.3.2, F can be perfected, i. e. there is a semimartingale helix
P illdistinguishable from F.
•
For a semimartingale helix with parameter x E IRd the local characteristics
(a, b, A) (Hce Definition 2.3.13) will of course also depend on x. However, in
order to develop a reasonable theory of SDE driven by semimartingale helices
we Heed to have more uniformity of the local characteristics with respect to
1:. We follow Kunita [224: pp. 79 and 841, and make the following assumption.

2,3.17. Assumption (Uniformly Controlled Local Characteristics),
We a..o:.;surnc that for t.he semimartingale helix F(x, t,w) there exists a continuous adapted (without loss of generality strictly) increasing process A(t,w)
with A(O,w) ~ 0 such that
1. there exists a measurable function b(x,t,w) which for every x is a predictable process, such that for all x E lRd, t E JR, and wEn

IJ(x,t,w)

~

l'

b(x,s,w)dA(s,w),

2. t.here cxistH a measurablc function a(x,y,t,w) which for every X,y E lR d
is a predictable process, such that for all X, y E ]Rd, t E JR, wEn

Q(x,y,t,w)

~ (M(1:,t,w),M(y,t,w)) ~

l'

u(x,y,s,w)dA(s,w),

The triple (a, b, A) is called the local characteristics of F. We will say that F
is -uniJonnly contmllr;d by A.
•
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2.3.18 Remark. 0) If the local characteristic::; of F' are (a, h, A) 1,11<-'11 hy
Remark 2.3.14 the local characteristics of

F(x, s + t, w) - F(x, 8, w)

= F(x, t, O,w) = M(x, I., O,w) + I3(.r,l, Ii,w)

are (ao()I!,bo()s,Ao()II)'
(ii) Carmona and Nualart [87: p. 101] introduce a similar a.'isulIlptioll and
say F is "uniformly controlled" by A, which we adopt in om case ahove.
(iii) Le Jan and Watanabe [228: p. 314] restrict thelll.'idvL'::; just. t.o t.he
case A(t, w) =0 t.
(iv) Let F be a Co,o-scmimartingale helix. Thc fact. that q(:r, J/, f" w) is
uniformly controlled holds without loss of generality a.nd follow::; from KUJlita
[224] (Exercise 3.2.10(ii), p. 91). Kunita's argument need::; a countahly gPIlerated :PJ, which is the case for the canonical set-up of Theorem 2.:J.!l By
exploiting the joint continuity of lvI(x, t), it is not hard to see that the re::;lllt
remains true without the hypothesis that ;:0 be count.a.bly gcnerat.ed.
(v) A sufficient condition for B to be uniformly controlled is that f H
B(·,t,w) is locally of bounded variation as a function with values in the
Fnkhet space CO,O (a similar condition is given by Carmona and NuaJnrt [87:
pp. 37 and 40]).
•
To describe further regularity conditions for the local characteristic'h' of a
semimartingale helix we introduce the following spaces.
2.3.19 Definition. Let k E Z+ and 0 <:; J <:; L Define

ct,,:= {g E C(JRd

X

1R",lR d ):

IIgllk:,

< (Xl)

where

_

IIg(x,y)1I

"

Ilgllk,o =~~~ (1 + Ilxll)(1 + lIyll) + L. HupIID;;D~'y(:t:,y)11
l::::l(tl::::k

and in case

(j

>0

- -II 11II 9 11 k 05 - 9 k 0 +
,

x,y

.

L

.

sup

x#'.y,oy' lal~k

Ilg(·r"

y) - g(x', 11) - g(x, y')

+ y(:r',y')11

<

IIJ: - ;r'lI"119 - y'II'

•

•

Define Ck,J analogously.

2.3.20 Definition. Let k E Z+, 0 ~ {} ~ 1 and let A : lR --+ lR tw a coat.illllous increasing function with A(O) = O. Define L[(){.(lR, dA, C~··6) to he thl' set.
of measurable functions f : lR d x lR --+ lR d for which

- Ie t) E ct"

for every t E IR ("for A-almost all t" would suffice).
- for every t E lR

I

l'

lin, ")Ik, dA(s)1 < 00.

(2.3.:1)
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With the system of seminorms (2.3.3), Lloc(IR,dA,C~'O) is a Frechet space.
In addition, we have the continuous inclusions

L]oc(lR,dA,C;")
The spaces

Lloc

8

Y

L]oc(lR,dA,C;'o)

-k 8

Y

L]oc(lR,dA,C;-1,,).

-k 8

for Ck , ,Cb ' and C, are analogously defined.

•

Stratonovich Stochastic Integrals with Respect to a Semimartingale Helix5
Let now F(x, t, w) be a C1 ,o-semimartingale helix with local characteristics (a, fJ, A) satisfying a E L\oc(IR, dA, 6"2,0) for some c5 > 0 and b E
L]oc(lR,dA,C " U) (meaning that it holds for all wE Sl). Let j,(t) be a semimartingale (in the sense of Definition 2.3.2(e)).
Forward Stratonovich Stochastic Integral. Let sSt. Then
I, (t)

l'

F(J.,(u), od+u)

n-l 1
lim in pr. ' " -{F(j,(tk+,), tk+')

L- 2

Ll-+O

+ F(j,(tk), tk+,)

k=O

-F(.f,(tk+1), tk) - F(j,(tk),tk)},
where the limit in probability runs through a sequence of partitions of [8, tl
for which the mesh L1 := maxO$k$n-l (tk+l - tk) --+ O. This limit exists and
is a forward semi martingale.
2.3.21 Remark. For

8

S r S t the integral

l

F(j,(u), od+u)

also makes sense since F(x, s+r+u)-F(x, 8), fs(r+u), u 2: 0, are (.r;+U)u>osemimartingales.
- •
Backward Stratonovich Stochastic Integral. Let t S

8.

Then

I, (t)
11-1

lim in pro ' "

Ll-+O

~{F(j,(tk+,)' tk+1) + F(j,(t.j, tk+1)

L- 2

k=O

-F(j,(tk+1), tk) - F(j,(tk), tk)}'
[, The stochastic integrals can, of course, be defined with respect to semi martingales which are not necessarily helices (see Kunita [224: pp. 84-86]) - but this is
not needed here.
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where the limit in probability rUIlS through a scquence of part.itions of [/,.<;]
for which maxOSkSn-l(tk+l - tk) ---t O. This limit exish; and is it ba('kw1lrcl
semimartingale.
We stress that there is no relation whatsoever bctween t.he furwllrd alld
backward integrals.
Collecting both cases into onc, we conclude that. (Is(t.)).~,tEIR is It sC~llli
martingale.
The helix property of F allows us to reduce one endpoint of the integral
to zero.

2.3.22 Proposition. Let SEll!. be fixed.
(i) Let t 2: O. Then

lHt

F(f,(u) , od+,,)

~

l'

(B,F)(J.,(s

+ u), o,[+u)

where B,F(x,t,w) :~ F(x,t,8,w). In case f,(8

t 2: 0 and w rt N,

l'H

F(f,(u), od+,,)

~ 8,

it

+ t,w)

IP-a..8. ,

~

F(fo(u), o,[+u)

lP-a.8.

(ii) Let t :5 O. Then

f'

Js + t

F(f,(u), od-,,)

~

1
0

(O,F) (J., (s

+ u), od-u)

In case f,(s +t,w) ~ fo(t,8,w) for all t:5 0 and w

l'

11'-0. S.

t

F(f,(u) , od-u)

8+t

~ 8.,

1

rt N.,

0

F(fo(u), ocru)

11'-0.

s.

t

This follows immediately from the definition of the corrcsponding; integ-rals.

2.3.4 RDS from Stochastic Differential Equations
We will now establish the essentially one-to-one correspondcllc(' hetwpcn
semimartingale helices and sernimartingale cocydes.
2.3.23 Definition (Semimartingale Cocycle). Ld 'P be a cocyde

OVI..'I' 11

filtered DS 8 for which
G,(x,t,w):~ <p(t,w)<p(s,W)-lr. -./'

is a Ck'''-semimartingale. Then r.p is called a Ck'''-8f'mirrwrtillqalc owyeic. Pili
G(x,t,w):~

Go(:r.,t,w)

~

<p(r.,w).r -

.1'.

•
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2.3.24 Lemlna. Given a rnetr'ic DS (j, The following statements are equiv-

aicnt:
(i) <p is a cocycle over B, i.e. <p(t + s,w) = <p(t,B,w) 0 <p(s,w).
(ii) G,(x, t, w) = G(x, t - s, B,w).
(iii) G is a helix over the skew-product flow e = (8, cp), i.e,
G(x,t

+ s,w) =

G(<p(s,w)x,t,B,w)

+ G(x,s,w).

The proof follows from the definitions.
2.3.25 Corollary. Given a cocycle <p over a jiltered DS B. <p is a Ck ,'_
semimariingale cocycle if and only if G(·,t,w), t ;:::: 0, is an (Pok:~'O-Ck,6semimariingale, and G(·, -t,w), t 2: 0, is an (.:P!.t)t"?o-C k,6. semimariingale.
The canonical decomposition

satisfies for all 5, t E IR.
M(")

(x, t,w) = M(x, t - s, B,w),

where G(x,t,w) = M(.T,t,W)
G.

B(')(x, t,w) = B(x, t - s, B,w),

+ B(x,t,w)

is the canonical decomposition

01

The proof is the same a.') for the helix ca..<;e (see Remark 2.3.14).
In a first step we move from a semimartingale helix to a semimartingale
cocycle via a Stratonovich SDE driven by the helix.
2.3_26 Theorem (Global RDS from Stratonovich SDE). Given a jiltered DS (D,.F",I',(B')'ER,(F;),5t). Let F be a C~"-semimartingale helix
over (j, where k 2: 1 and 0 > O. Assume that F has local characteristics
(tlF,bF,A F ) sati.,lying aF E Lloc(lll.,dAF,C~+l.,), bF E Lloc(lll.,dAF'C~")
and CF E Lloc(lR., dA F , C~,6), where CF is the Stratonovich-It6 correction term
given in (2.3.5) below. Then there exists a unique (up to indistinguishability)
global C k RDS cp over (j which for any c < 0 is a Ck,c -semimartingale cocycle
which "wIves the SDE
dXt = F(xt,O dt),
i. c. more specifically, for each fixed x E IR. d

0::; t,

(2.3.4)

t :S 0

(this holds Jur fixed t and x outside a IP-null set Nt,x)' The semimariingale
eor:yclc :p has the local characteristics A<p = A F ,

awl
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b~(x,t,w) =

bF(<p(t,w)X,t,w)

+ CF(<p(t,W)X,t,W),

where

1

8a;

d

CF(X,t,W):= - ' " - 8 (x,y,t,w)ly~x.
2 L.. X·
j=l

(2.:1.5)

J

Proof. 1. Existence and uniqueness: We call use Kunita's results ill [224]
(we need the global versions of Theorem.s 4.7.3 and 4.7.4 for the Stratollovich
case which Kunita did not state explicitly, but could be derived from Theorem 4.6.5 and Corollary 4.6.6 for the Ito case, taking into account the correction term CF). The key point is that our driving process Fs(x,t,w) :=
F(x, t,w) - F(x, s, w) is a forward as well as backward semimartingalc whose
local characteristics (as, bs , As) = ((Jsa, (Jsb, (JsA) satisfy the corresponding
regularity conditions for each s E IR provided they do for s = 0, which we
have assumed.
Consequently, there exists a Ck,E-semimartingale of C k diffcoInorphislIls
(<p,,(W))','ER which for each x E IRd satisfies
s ::; t,

t ::; s.
2. Tw(}-parameter flow property: There is a version of <p which satisfies

<p,,(w) = id

and
(2.3.6)
identically. Indeed, since our mappings are invertible with <p-;/ = <Pts it suffices to prove the flow property for the case s < u < t, which was done by
Kunita [224: pp. 161f.].
3. Crude cocycle property: We claim that

<p(t,w) := <Po,(w)
satisfies the crude cocycle property in the following form:

<p(t+s,w) = <p(t,O,w) o <p(s,w)

for all t,s E JR,

w</.N."

(2.3.7)

where Ns is a IF-null set which possibly depends on ,<; (the dependence on t
can be removed by utilizing the continuity with respect to t).
In view of (2.3.6), (2.3.7) is equivalent to

<P,.,+t(w) = <Po,(O,w)

for all s, t E JR,

Consider first the case t > 0: We have for fixed s E IR.

w </. N,.
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r+' F(<Psux,od+u)

is

10' B,F('I'",+u x , od+u)
by Proposition 2.3.22(i), where B,F(x,t,w):= F(x,t,B,w).

Now, obviously, tpOt.Y: uniquely solves dx = F(x,od+t) if and only if
'I'Ot(O.,·)x uniquely solves dx = (B.,F)(x,od+t). lIence for each fixed S E lll,
and for all t > 0
'I'.".,+,(w) = 'I'o,(B,w) for w ¢ N,.

The case t < 0 is analogous, using the backward integral and Proposition
2.3.22(ii).
4. Perfection: The topological group Diffk (lll,d) of C' diffeomorphisms of
lll,d endowed with the usual complete metric is a Polish group (see Kunita [224:
p. 115]) and hence has a countable base. Theorem 1.3.2 applies, providing us
with an indistinguishable perfect cocycle.
5. Local characteristics: By definition the local characteristics of tp are
those of the semimartingale

G(x,t) = 'I'(t)x - x =

I~ F('I'(s)x,od+s),

°

{ - I,

o ~ t,

F('I'(s)x, od- s), t :S O.

Decompose G as

G(x, t,w) =

M~(x,

t,w)

+ B~(x, t,w).

First consider the case t ::> 0: By Theorems 3.2.5, 3.2.4 and Lemma 3.2.2 of
Kunita [224],

with

Q~(x,y,t,w) =

l'

aF('I'(s,w)x,'I'(s,w)y,s,w)dA F(s,w),

and
B~(x,

=

t,w)

l'

bF('I'(S,W)x,s,w)dA F(s,w)

+

l'

CF('I'(s,w)x,s,w)dA F(s,w),

with CF given by (2.3.5) (Kunita [224: p. 132]).
For the case t :S 0 we use formula (24) on p. 112 of (224) and obtain first

M~(x, t) =

-1°

M F('I'(s)x, d- s),
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and then (with our convention having aCt) 2: 0 aIld (An, incwa..'-iillg'

JR)

Q~(x,y,t,w) =

l'

f tO f dg =: J~ f dg

B~(x,t,w)

also for t

~

1\.11 of

aF('P(s,W)X,'P(s,w)y,s,w)rlAF(s,w)

also for t < O.
F'urthe-;, with our convention -

l'

011

bF('P(s,w)x, s, w) dAF(s, w)

+

l'

for t < 0,

cd'P(·" w).r, s, w) rlA1··(s, w)

O.

D

2.3.27 Remark (Unified SDE for Two-Sided Time). So far, all of our
stochastic integrals have lower limits le~"S than or equal to upper limits. For a
more symmetric formulation we introduce, as in the case of ordinary Lebesgue
integral, the following convention: For each fixed S E lR and allY sClllimartillgale i,(t) put

1.,,

F(f,(u), odu)

;= {

J: F(f,(u), od:u),

sSt,

F(!,(u),od u),

IS·'·

- i,

Then (2.3.4) can be simply written ""
'P(t)x - x =

l'

F('P(s)x, ods),

t

E

JR,

in complete analogy to the deterministic case.

(2.3.8)

•

2.3.28 Remark (SDE Based on Ito Integral). There is a similar, but
less symmetric, theory based on the Ito (instead of Stmtonovich) forward
and backward stochastic integrals (see Kunita [224]). We will consider it only
for the classical SDE, see Subsect. 2.3.0.
•
Local RDS from Stochastic Differential Equations
2.3.29 Theorem (Local RDS from Stratonovich SDE). Let
(n,.ro, )P, (BdtER, (F!)s:::;t) be a filtered DS and let F be a Ck,li -.<,cmi1Tl(lrtingflie
helix over (), where k 2: 1 and c5 > O. Assume that P has local characteristics (uF,bF,A F ) satisfying UF E Lloe(lR,dAF,Ck+l.li) awl fJF E
L1oc(IR, dAF, Ck,O). Then there exists a lLniqlLe (up to iwiistingw:.<;hab7:hty) local C k RDS <p over B which for any E: < c5 is a local C1.:,£ -srmimmLingaM; tho.!.
is the lLnique maximal solution of the SDE

dx, = F(xto 0 rit).
6 For the definition of a local Ck'£-semimartingale see KUlIita [224: p. DIJ.
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M 01'(: prCc1..'leiy:
(i) (a) The f011J}(lrd e;r,piosion time r+ (w, x) is an accessible stopping time
in the following sense:
For· each fixed :r, r+(-, x) is an (.1"6)t>0 stoP1Jin9 time,
- there exists a sequencc r,T(w, x) < -r+(w, x) of (F6k~:0 stopping times
which are lower semicontinuous with respect to x and for which r;t(w,x) t
T+(W, x) for all .• , II'-a. s.
(Ii) For eaeh n E Nand:r E IR d , the stopped process t H 'P(tt\T;t(W, x), w)x
is the uniquc (up to indistinguishability) solution of the forward SDE
'P(t t\ T,;(X))x - x =

r' F('P(s t\ r;t(x))x,od+s),

.fo

0 <; t .

(ii) (a) The backward explosion time r-(w,x) is a backward accessible
stopping time in the following sense:
- For mch fixed x, r-(·,x) is an (.r?)t<o backward stopping time,
- there exists a sequence r;(w,x) > r-(w,x) of (.r"?)t<o backward stopping times which are upper semicontinuous with respect to x and for which
T,~(W,X) t T-(W,X) for all x, II'-a. s.
(b) For each n E N and x E IR d , the .,topped process t H 'P(tVr;(w, x), w)x
is the unique (up to indistinguishability) solution of the backward SDE

We refrain from giving details of the proof of this theorem as it can be derived
from the previous proof combined with the usual truIlcation techniques, see
Knnita [224: pp. 107-112].

2.3.5 Stochastic Differential Equations from RDS
We finally deal with the inverse problem: Given a cocycle tp, when is there a
helix F which generates tp, i. c. such that dtpt = F( tpt, odt)?

2.3.30 Theorem (Stratonovich SDE from RDS). Given a filtered DS
8. Let 'I' be a C k RDS over such that

e

G.~(.r,

f.,w)

'P(t, w )'P(s, W)-lX - x = '1'"(w)x - x
M(")(x
I.{)
"t w) + nl')(x
I.{)
, t , w)

is n Ck ,6 -scmimartingale with local characteristics (al.{)1 bl.{)' AI.{)) satisfying al.{) E
Llo,(IR,dA~,Ck,,), b~ E Llo,(IR,dA~,Ck,,) for some k 2: 3 and 6> O. Then
there e:rists a unique (up to indistinguishability) stochastic process F(x, t, w)
which for some E: E (0,0") is (), Ck-l,E-semimartingalc helix, such that tp is
yrnrmt.rd by F, i. c. tp and F satisfy
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<p(t)x - x =

l'

F(<p(s)x, ods),

t E JIl..

The local chamcteristics of F are obtained from those of'P as follows:
AF = A~,

aF(x, y, t, w) = a~(<p(t, W)-l x, <p(t, w)-ly, t, w),
bF(X,t,W) = b~(<p(t,W)-lx,t,W) - d~(x, t,w),
where

Proof. 1. Consider first the forward case and put for s :::; t
F,(x,t):=

l'

G,(<p;';x,od+u).

Gs(x, t) is a Ck,o-forward semimartingalc by a8ljumption and we have (lIP E
Llo,(JIl.,dA~,Ck,.), b~ E Llo,(JIl.,dA~,Ck,.). Further, h,(x,t) := <p.~,':r is a
Ck-1'€-forward semimartingale for some e E (0,8) (Kunita [224], Theorem
4.4.2 and its proof) with local characteriljtics of correljponding regularity.
Hence Theorem 3.3.4(i) of [2241 applies and says that F,(x, t) is a Ck - l ,,,_
forward semimartingale for some p E (0, e), with local characteristic!':> of corresponding regularity.
We can thus use Fs(x, t) as a forward integrator. Then Theorem :t3.4(ii)
of Kunita [2241 yields

Gs(x,t}=Y'stX-x= ltFs('Psux,od+u),

s:::;t,

G(x,t)=<p(t)x-x= 1'Fo(<p(S)X,od+S),

O<:t,

in particular

so Fs(x, t) is a forward generator of Y'st, s':::; t.
2. We now consider the backward case t -:; s and put

F,(x,t):= 1'G,(<p;';x,Od-U).
This is now a Ck-1,p-backward semimartingalc with local characteristics of
corresponding regularity which satisfies

-1 }""s('P.~1Jx,od-1L),
s

Gs(x,t) = 'Pst x - x =

t:o:;

8,
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in particular

G(.~,t)='P(t)X-x=-l°FO('P(S)X,Od-S),

tSO,

so Fs (x 1 t) is a backward generator of tp st 1 t :$. s.
3. We next show that in fact (up to indistinguishability)

l\,(x,t,w) = F(x,t,w) - F(x,s,w),

sSt,

where F is a (forward semimartingale) helix.
A, a COl,"equence of the flow property we have (see Kunita [224: p. 129])
FS(X,U,W) = FS(X,t,W) +Ft(x,u,w),

O:$.. sSt:$.. U, wEn.

Putting

F(x, t,w)

:=

Fo(x, t,w),

we obtain

F,(x, t,w) = F(x, t,w) - F(x,s,w),

+ s,w) = G(x, t, O,w), we have

Since by Lemma 2.3.24(ii) G,(x, t

H

F,(x, t

+ s)

1
1

'

8

,

0 S sSt, wEn.

'+'

l'

Gs(tp;~x, od+u)
(O,G)('P:;~X, 0 d+(u - s))

(O,G)('P;'!+u X, 0 d+u).

Again the cocycle property 'P,,,,+u(w) = 'P(u,O,w) and Proposition 2.3.22(i)
lead to

F,(x, s + t)

0.,

l'

G('P(u)-I X, 0 d+u)

(2.3.9)

O,F(.T, t), 0 S sst, w ¢ N,.
As a result,

F(x, s + t,w) - F(x, s, w) = F(x, t,O,w),

s, t

E JR+,

W

¢ N,.

By Proposition 2.3.7{i}, F can be extended to a (continuous) crude helix on
JR, abo called F.
Now Theorem 1.3.2 applies with (H,o) = (C k- 1,P,+) and F can be perfected (the perfect version is again denoted by F).
By Proposition 2.3.10, F is a forward semimartingale. It satisfies for any
s :$. t

F,(x,t,w)

= F(x,t,w) - F(x,s,w) = F(x,t - s,O,w).
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We have thus found a forward semimartill~ale helix F which
the forward semimartingalc cocycle ipst, S :s; t. In particular,

~('ll('ratcs

4. In step 2 we have constructed the backward generator F:~(1:, 0, t :s; 8.
By the same arguments 8.') in step 3 we prove that there it-; in fact a hackward
semi martingale helix F on lR for which for each t :s; .'>

F,{x,t,w) = F{x,t,w) - F{x,s,w) = F{",t - ",Ii,w).
In particular,

5. It remains to show that

P and

F are indistinguishable, i.c.

F{x,t,w) = F{x,t,w)

for all x,t,

II'-a.s.

But this is exactly what Kunita [224] proves on pp. 150-151 (for the Ito case
and hence involving a correction term which di~:iUppears here). \Vc have thus
found an F which is a Ck-1'£-semimartingale helix for some E E (0,0) awl is
the generator of our Ck,rJ -semimartingale cocycle.
6. Finally we calculate the local characteristics of F from those of ip. For
t 2: 0 (to which we restrict ourselves)

F{x, t)

i'
i' M~{'P{s)-I.T,
+- ~ i' aM~

G{'P{s)-l x ,od+s)

1 ~{

2.

J=1

0

d+s)

+

i' b~{'P(8)-IX,8,W)dA,{s,w)

~('P {s)- I x,d + s),
vX J

{'P{t) -1 x)j).

Hence the canonical decomposition of F(x, t) = lVIp(x, t)
by

+ Bp(:c, I.)

where we have used formula (I) on p. 148 of Kunita [224].

is given
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COIl~cql1elltly

and

o

Summarizing our results, we have proved that the following classes of objects
are basically the same:
- solutions of SDE dXt = F(xt. odt) driven by a semimartingale helix over a
filtered DS
- semimartingale cocycles (or RDS) over

e,

e.

The ~\engine" \\semimartingale cocycle = exp(semimartingale helix)" that we
have implemented in this section converts vector-field valued additive helices
into multiplicative helices with values in a group of diffeomorphisms, and vice
versa. This mechanism is the most general one for the generation of RDS,
as semimartingales are known to be the most general class of reasonable
integrators.
2.3.6 White Noise

Let (.fl,.ru,IP', «(Jt)tER) be the canonical metric DS describing JR.m-valued
Brownian IIlotion Wt(w) = w(t} (see Appendix A.2.2). Let F be the 1"completion of the Borel a-algebra ;FJ. 7 Define

F!

:=

a(Wu -

Wv : s :S u, v :S t) V N,

s:S t,

where N are the null sets of F. In particular, F: is trivial for each s.
2.3.31 Lemma. (i) We have

F!+

=

F!

=

F!-

:=

F.!_

= F.~ =

F!+

:= a(Us<u$t.F!),

a(Us$u<t.r:1 ),

and (J;;I.F! = .r:!t~ for allu E JR.. Hence (f.?,.:PJ, «(Jt)tEIR, (F!)s<t) is a filtered
DS.
7

-

Recall that (t,w) t-+ etw is not B 0:F, ;: measurable, but only B 0;:fJ,
measurable. This is why we have to keep yo for the DS.

p)
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(ii) W t is an (JRm, + )-valued helix.
(iii) (a) For all S E JR., (Ws+t - Ws)t;::o is an (F;+tk?u-Browniau motion,
in particular an F;-Jorward martingale. (b) For all .., E JR, (W,,-t - YV~)t>()
is an (F:_tk?o-Brownian motion, in particular an F!'-backward martingale.
Hence W t is a (Jonnard as well as backward) F! -martingale hchx with
local characteristics A ::::: t, b ~ 0 and a == 1, thus
(Wti , WI) = tI,

I =

Tn X

m unit matrix.

Proof. (i) Since W. - Ws is left-continuous at t and adapted, lV/- - H;:~ is
for the argument ,<; for fixed
t: Since W t - W. is right-continuous at s and adapted, F; = F.!+.
As for the right-continuity of F! with respect to t, we can appeal to
a well-known theorem stating that for a Feller Markov process with rightcontinuous paths on a Polish state space the completed natural filtration is
right-continuous, see e. g. Doob [129: p. 5561.
(ii) Clear, by definition of 9.
(iii) (a) Fix s E JR. By definition, (W'H - W,),>o is an (F:+')t>uBrownian motion if for each t 2: 0, Ws+t - Ws is F;+(mcrumrable and for
each U E [0, tJ, F;+u and Ws+t - W s+u are independent, which is the case. In
particular, (Ws+t - Ws)t>o is an (F:+t)t>o-martingale since for each t 2: 0
and u E [a, tl
-

F!- -measurable, so :F! c :F!- c F!. Similarly

Case (b) is analogous.

0

Note that the canonical filtered DS describing Brownian motion could
also have been constructed via Theorem 2.3.9.
RDS from Classical Stratonovich Stochastic Differential Equations
Let

10 E c~'o, h, ... ,1m

E C~+l,O, k

2: 1, 6 > 0, and let

m

F(x, t,w) = tfo{x)

+L

WI (w)fj(x) = B(x, t, w)

+ M(x, t,w).

j=l

This is a C:,o-semimartingale helix with (non-random) local characteristic:)
A(t,w) '" t,
m

a(x,y,t) '" Lf,(x)f;(y),
j=l

and Stratonovich-It6 correction term

b(x,t) '" fo(x),

2.3 Continuous Time 2: Stochastic Differential Eqs.
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Honly fo E Ck,o, fl, ... ,1= E Ck+1,d, then F is only aCk,o-semimartingale
helix with the same local characteristics. Clearly a E Lloc(1R, dt,ctbr,d) if and
. II .
011 [Y I'f a E C-k+l"
(b)
, w[ IIC
IS .Imp[.Ied by our assump t'Ion f 11"" f m E Ck+l"
(b)
•

Further, b E Lloc(JlI., dt,C~b:) if and only if b = fo E C~b:' and similarly for
c. Hence we can apply Theorem 2.3.26 to obtain the following basic theorem
for cla.-';.sical Stratonovich SDK
2.3.32 Theorem (RDS from Classical Stratonovich SDE). Let fo E
k 1
a f j E Cbk" ,Jor some k >
Cbk" -' f I,"" f m E Cb + " J an d L....j=1 "d
L....i=l fij ax;
_ 1
and b > O. Then:
(i) The classical Stratonovich SDE

"m

m

dx,

= fo(x,)dt + L

m

MXt)

a

dW!

=L

f;(Xt)

a

dW!,

t E IR,

(2.3.10)

j=O

j=1

(with the convention odWP := dt) generates a unique (up to indistinguishability) C k RDS '" over the filtered DS describing Brownian motion. For any
c E (0, b), '" is a Ck"·semimartingale cocycle and (t,x) H ",(t,w)x belongs
to CO,~;k" for all (3 < ~ and c < b.
(ii) The RDS", has stationary independent (multiplicative) increments,
i. e. for all to S; tl S; ... S; tn the random variables

, ... ,
are independent, and the law of ",(t + h) a ",(t)-1 is independent of t (homogeneous Brownian motion in the group Diffk(IR d »).
(iii) If D",(t,w,x) denotes the Jacobian of ",(t,w) atx then (""D",) is a
C k - 1 RDS uniquely generated by (2.3.10) together with
m

dv, = LDfj(xt)VtodW!,

tEllI..

j=O

Hence Dcp uniquely solves the variational Stratonovich SDE on IR,
D",(t,x)

=I +

f l'

j=O

Df;(",{s)x)D",{s,x) odwl,

t E IR,

0

and is thus a matrix cocycle over e = (0, cp).
Finally. the determinant det Dip( t, w, x) satisfies Liouville's equation on
JR,
det D",{t, x) = exp

(~1' traceDfj{",{s)x) a dW;),

and hence is a scalar cocycle over e.

t

E JR,
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Proof. Assertions (i) and (iii) are particular cases of Theorem 2.3.26. Assertion (ii) follows since the random variables in question are measurahle with
respect to F;~, F;~, ... , FL7_1' hence independent.
0
2.3.33 Remark. By applying the Stratonovich rule for calculating stochastic differentials to (D<p(t,X))-lD<p(t,x)
J, we obtaill a forward
Stratonovich SDE for the inverse of the Jacobian,

•
2.3.34 Example (Affine SDE). C011tiidcr 011 11' = II!. the a!fille SDE
m

dXt = 2:(Ajxt

+ bj ) a dW/,

Aj

E

lR. dXd ,

bJ

E lIt(i.

j=O

Since fJ(x) = Ajx + bJ E Cgo and (2::;:1 A;)x E Cb\ it uniquely generates a
global Coo RDS, which consists of affine mappings given by the variatioll of
constants formula

<p(t)x = <I'(t) (x

+

f l'
)=0

<I'(s)-lb)

0

dW.i) ,

0

where if> is the fundamental matrix of the corrcspoIllling linear SDE
no

dXt =

2: AjXt a dtV/
)=0

which is a linear RDS over O.

•

2.3.35 Remark (Cocycles with Independent Increments).
We can also recover the general rl,"1)ults of Baxendale [54] and Kunita [224:
Sect. 4.2]: Under assumptions on the local characteristics similar to ann;
above, a C:,o -valued helix F with independent increments (i. c. homogeneolls
Brownian motion in the linear space C;,6) generates a Ck·E"_valued cocycle
'P with independent increments (i. e. homogeneous Brownian lIIotion in the
group Diffk(JRd)). Conversely, every Ck.8_valucd cocycle with iu<iepclldclli increments is generated by a Ck,t-valued helix with indepcndt'nt increments.
It is exactly this converse that forces one to go beyond the classical modd
(2.3.10) of finitely many vector fields and consider more general vector field
valued driving processes.
In short, the result can be symbolically written (l,,'i
cocycle with indep. increments = exp(hclix with indep. increments).

•
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For completcness, we also state the local result.

2.3.36 Theorem (Local RDS from Classical Stratonovich SDE).
Let fa E Ck .' and ft, ... , f= E ck+ I .' for some k ::: 1 and 8 > 0. Then
the classical Stratonovich SDE (2.3.10) uniquely generates a local C k RDS '"
over the filtered DS 0 in the sense of Theorem 2.3.29. For any e E (0,8), '"
is a local Ck,f: -sernimartingale cocycle and (t, x) t----+ 'P(t, w)x is in CO,/3;k,E for
allfl< ~ ande<8.
Criteria for Global RDS from SDE
2.3.37 Definition (Strict Completeness of RDS). The local RDS '" of
Theorem 2.3.36 is called strictly forward complete if

ll'{w: T+(W,X) = 00 for all x E IR d} = 1,
and strictly backward complete if

ll'{W: T-(W,X)

= -00 for all

x

E

IR d }

= 1.

It i::; called strictly complete if it is strictly forward complete and strictly
backward completc. For the::;e notions see Kunita [224: p. 182].
•
The local RDS t.p of Theorem 2.3.36 is clearly indistinguishable from a global
RDS if and only if it is ::;trictly complete.
The only general conditions known for globality in the case of X = lR,d
are the global Lipschitz conditions for the local characteristics built into the
a..%umptions of Theorem 2.3.32.
There is a weaker version of completeness for solutions of SDE related to
the ollc-point motions of the local RDS t.p: t.p is called forward complete (or
conservative, regular, non-explosive, see e. g. Khasminskii [206: Chap. III])
if ll'(T+(W,X) = 00) = I for all x, and backward complete if ll'(T-(W,x) =
-(0) = 1 for all x. In contrast to the deterministic case, the fact that the
local ~olution does not explode IP-a. s. for each fixed initial value in general
does not imply that the local RDS is global. Examples are given by Leandre
[229], and Carverhill and Elworthy [94]. Possibly, the simplest example in 1R2
is
dXt

=

xlxl)
2,
( -X
t X2

0

dWt

I

+

(

2XIX2
)
2
2

X 2 -X I

2

a dWt

!

or (Lz t. = -zr 0 dWt in complex notation (z = Xl + iX2, W = WI + iW 2 ),
with solution ",(t,w, z) = z/(1 + zW,(w».
Many important nonlinear physical and engineering systems (such as the
noisy Duffing-van der Pol oscillator) are strictly forward complete, but not
backward complete, sec Schenk-Hoppe [303, 304] and Sect. 9.4.
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While forward/backward completcness is detcrmined by the transition
probabilities of the corresponding Markov process, and therefore by t.he forward/backward generators L±, strict completclle~s is not so determined. Indeed, Carverhill [88] constructed a pair of SDE with the same forward generator, but one generating a strictly forward complete RDS, and the other not
doing so (this example is reproduced in Elworthy [139: p. 294].
By collecting the exceptional sets for a countable dense set in JR.d, we can
conclude from forward (backward) completeness that the open set D{t,w) is
dense in JRd Il'-a.s., for t > 0 (t < 0).
For X = JR. and two-sided time '][' = JR., forward/backwanl completeness
of a local continuous RDS 'P imply its strict forward/backward compietenel-is
and thus that it can be perfected to a global continuous RDS. Indeed, for
each t, the open and JP-a.s. dense set D(t,w) is an interval (see Theorem
L8.4(ii)), and the only open and dense interval in JR. is JR. itself. Consequently,
D(t,w) = JR Il'-a.s. for all t E IR. Now the continuity of (t,x) >-+ ",(t,w):r
implies that D(t,w) = JR for all t E JR, Il'-a. s. (see Kunita [224: pp. 178-181]).
Redefining 'P on the exceptional w-set as 'P(t,w) = idlR for all t gives a crude
global eocycle which can be perfected.
The last remark and Feller's well-known necessary and sufficient nOllexplosion criteria for one-dimensional diffusions can be combined to give the
following conditions which often can be verified in specific examples.

2.3.38 Theorem (Criterion for Global RDS from Scalar SDE). Lut
dx, = b(x,)dt

+ a(x,) 0 dW,

= (b(x,)

±

~a(x,)a'(x,j)dt + a(x,jd±W,

be an SDE8 on X = lR with time 1I' = JR.. Assume b E Ck / i , a E Ck+1,o,
k 2: 1, 8> 0, and a(x) > 0 for all x E lR. Then the local C k RDS generated
by the above SDE is global if and only if ±oo are natural (i. c. non-exit and
non-entrance) boundary points. The points ±oo are non-exit boundary points
(i. e. the RDS is forward complete and thus strictly forward complete) if and
only if K+(±oo) = 00, where
K+(x) =

1
{"2b
({Y 1
t2b
)
10f" a(y)
exp(- 10 a,dz) 10 a(z) eX P(l a,du)dz
o

dy.

The points ±oo are non-entrance boundary points (i. e. the RDS is backward
complete and thus strictly backward complete) if and only if K-(±oo) = 00,
where
K-(x) =

8

1 eXP(lo{"2ba,dz) ({.1
b)
10f" a(y)
10 a(z) exp(- 10t 2
(J,du)dz dy.

The 1t6 SDE is defined below.

2.:3 Continuous Time 2: Stochastic Differential Eqs.
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For a proof see Kunita [224: pp. 181-1841.

RDS from Ito Stochastic Differential Equations
For convenience we include the corresponding basic statements about the
gcneration of RDS by classical Ito SDE.
Recall that for a continuous process 1s(u), s ::; u ~ t, adapted to:P; and
a scalar W t the forward ltD integral is defined by

and that the forward Stratonovich integral (which needs a semimartingale
integrand, see Subsect. 2.3.3) is related to the forward Ito integral by

J,r' f

0

d+W =

1
J,r' fd+W + 2«(J,
W), - (J, W).),

where (j, W)t denotes the quadratic covariation process of the semimartingales f and W. The backward Ito integral of a continuous process 18(U),
t ~ 11. ~ s, adapted to the filtration :F~ is defined by

and the backward Stratonovich integral is related to it by

We stress that in each of the four stochastic integrals introduced above the
lower integration limit is always less than or equal to the upper limit.
rEck"
a f.J E c bk" ,lor
Le t JO
b ' f 1,···, f m E Ck+l"
b
all(I L.j=1 "d
L.i=l fij ax;
some k ~ 1 and J > O. Then the following forward/backward Stratonovich
and Ito SDE arc cquivalent in the sense that they generate the same C k RDS:

"m

m

d ± x,

m

" !;(x,) 0
= 'L-

d ± Wi,

d ± x,

" fj(x,)d ±
.
= fo± (x,)dt + 'LWi,

j=O

j=l

where
±

LL

Itnd

a

i
fo (x) = fo(x) ± fj(x)-a
fj(X).
2)=It=1
..
Xl

Here i:; the

Ito counterpart of Theorem 2.3.32.
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2.3.39 Theorem (RDS from Classical Ito SDE).
I E Cb"
.. f 1,"" f Tn E CHI.'
d
fijux,
i) f
c""
Let)O
b
an d &j=1 "Li=l
J E
I, f or some
k 2: 1 and 0 > O. Then there is a unique (up to indistingui... hability) C k RDS'
<p over the filtered DS describing Brownian motion whieh solve.'! (again using

,,=

the convention dW? := dt)

0::; t.
(2.:1.11 )

t ::; O.
where fj*

= fJ

for j

= 1, ... , Tn

and

For any < E (0,6), <p is a Ck"-semimartingale cocyclc and (i,x) H <p(t,w):c
< and £ < O. The RDS 'P has stationa1"y independent
increments.
Further, the Jacobian of'P and its determinant satisflJ the same pmper-tics
as in Theorem 2.3.32, where the variational /to SDE is now obtained fmm
linearizing (2.3.11).
is in CO,/3;k,e for all (3

!

We close with the following well-known conditions under which a j01"1lJunl Ito
SDE generates a continuous or C k RDS. These conditions are in general too
weak to conclude the existence of a backward generator.

2.3.40 Theorem (RDS from Classical Forward Ito SDE). (a) Let
E C~,l for j = 0, ... , m. Then there is a unique (up to indistinguishability)
continuous RDS 'P over the filtered DB describing Brownian motion which
solves the forward It6 SDE

Ii

<p(t)x - x =

= ['
Lin
fj(<p(s)x)d+W!,
j=O

0

For any £ < I, <p is a Co,e·sernimartingale cocycle and (t,x) ~ <p(t,w)x i.'i
in CO,/3;O,e for all (3 < ~ and c < 1. The RDB 'P has stationary independent
increments.
(b) If fo, .. ·, f= E c~" for some k :0: 1 and J > O. then <p is C'.

2.3.7 An Example
If the parameters a and (3 in Xt = aXt - fJxt', N 2: 2, are perturbed by white
noise of intensities 0"1 and 0"2, respectively, we obtain

dXt = (axt - fJxf')dt

+ O"IX/,

0

dJtV/ - 0"2xf'

0

dJtF/.

2.:1 Cuntinuous Time 2: Stochastic Differential Eqs.
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This equat.ion can be explicitly ~olved by transforming it to an affine equation
via y = J: 1 - N /(1 - N). We obtain the affine SDE
dll, = (1 - N)rt!J,dt - lidt

+ (I

- N)alY'

0

dW/

+ a2 0 dW,',

with solution

!/(t; !/o) = ,,(I-N)(o'+a, w,')

(Yo + l'

e(N-l)(oHa, W,')

(-j3ds

+ a2 0 dW;))

.

Transforming back via :r, = (( 1 - N)y) ~ gives the following explicit expression of the local Coo RDS tp for the original SDE:
xeot+alW/

'I'(t, ·)x =

(I + (N -

l)x N - 1 J~ e(N-l)(a,+a, WiI(j3 ds -

,
a2 0

.

dW;')) -=r

(2.3.12)
We can read off from this expression the explosion time r±(w,x) as the
fin:it time at which the denominator (which is positive for small t) becomes
zero, hence determining the domain D(t,w) and range R(t,w) of tp(t,w) :

D(t,w) --+ R(t,w).
We first observe that for (T2 i- 0 the explosion time r±(w,x) is finite with
positive probability for any x i- 0, and T±(W, 0) = ±oo. This implies that the
set of never exploding initial values (which al1)o carries all invariant measures)
is trivial for thC1)C cases, E(w) = {OJ. In particular, 60 is the only invariant
measure (and the only solution of the Fokker-Planck equation).
It thu1) suffice1) to consider the case (T2 = 0. We can also assume (possibly
after time reversal) that j3 > 0, put for definiteness j3 = 1 (and a := all.
Then the local C= RDS for the SDE
dx, = (ox, - xfi)dt + ax,

0

dW,

(2.3.13)

is explicitly given by
xeat+aWt{w)

:r>-+ 'I'n(t,w)X=

(1
\Ve

IlOW

+ (N -

, . (2.3.14)
1)XN- 1 J~ e(N-l)(aHaW,(w))ds) 1=I

determine the domain Dn(t,w) and the range Rn(t,w) of I.Pn(t,w) :

Dn(t.,w) --+ RQ(t,w).
Case N Even:

We have

Da(t,w)
where

=

(-da(t,w),oo),
JR,
{ (-oo,da{t,w)),

t > 0,
t = 0,
t < 0,
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and

(-eXl,ra(t,w)),

f

JR,

f

(-""(t,w),oo),

t

Ra(t,w) = DaH,O(t)w) = {

> 0,
= 0,
< 0,

where
co:t+uWt(W)

ra(t,w) = da(-t,O(t)w) =

((N - I) If; e(N-l)(a.+aw.(wlldsl)

,

> ().

N=T

We can now determine

and obtain

[O,d;;-(w)],
Ea(W) =

{OJ,

{

[-d;t(w),O],

Q

> 0,

" = 0,
Q

< 0,

where

=

0< d;(w)

The result for

Q

=

1

((N -1) Ifo±oo e(N-l)(a,+aW.(W))dsi)

,

<

00.

N=r

0 is a consequence of the following fact.

2.3.41 Lemma. For any" E JR,

1
0

e"w,(w)ds

=

-00

Proof, Put"

> 0 and

1

roo e"w,(w)ds =
Jo

00.

N(w):= {t 2: 0: W,(w) 2: OJ. Then

1

00

00

e"W'(W)ds 2:

IN(w)(s)ds = Lcb N(w).

By the arc sine law,
.
Leb{s S t: W,(w) 2: OJ
]Im8Up
= 1 IP'-a. s. ,
t

t-+oo

so that Leb N(w) =

00,

IJ'-a. s.

0
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0"

4- 0, and d~ t 0 for

0"
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The ergodic invariant measures (which by Theorem 1.8.4 are random
Dirac measures) are:
(i) for 0: > 0: J.l.l,w = 00 and f..L~,w = 0d;;(w) which are both P:...oo-measurable
(i. e. Markov measure::;; the density of E,u1 is determined by solving the
Fokker-Planck equation in Example 4.2.15),
(ii) for 0: = 0: f..L?,w = 00,
(iii) for 0: < 0: f..Ll w = .50 and ,us w = O-d;t(w)' the latter being Ftfmea.<;urable.
'
,
Besides thcl:ic, there are no other ergodic invariant measures, since any
other measure Vw would have to satil:ify vw{intEa(w)) = 1, JP'-a.s. , which is
contradicted by the fact that 'Pa( t, w)x --+ 0 as t --+ 00 (t --+ -00) for any
x E intEa(w) for " < 0 (n > 0).
Case N Odd:

Now

t 2: 0,
Da(t,w) = { ( - da (t, W,
lIl.)'d0: (t, w )) , t < 0,
Ra(t,w) = Da(-t,O(t)w) = { (-ra(t,wkro(t,w)),
E a (W )

_ { [-d;;:(w),d;;:(w)],

0:

-

n

{OJ,

t > 0,
t ::; 0,

> 0,
:S O.

The ergodic invariant measures are:
(i) for 0: > 0: the three random Dirac measures J.l.l,w = .50 , ,u~,w = O_d;;(w)
and Ii.s,w = 0d;;(W)l which are all Markov measures (for the corresponding
solutions of the Fokker-Planck equation see Example 4.2.15),
(ii) for n = 0: M~.w = 00,
(iii) for 0: < 0: ,ul,w = 00.
That there are no other ergodic invariant measures is proved as in the
case of an even N.
The Lyapunov exponent of i..p for all invariant measures is calculated in
Example 4.2.15. A study of the bifurcation behavior for the cases N = 2 and
N = 3 is given in Subsect. 9.3.1. See Exercise 2.2.9 for the real noise case.
Other explicitly solvable SDE are given e. g. by Horsthemke and Lefever
[175: pp. 139ff.], and Kloeden and Platen [214: pp. 117ff.].
2.3.8 The Manifold Case
There is a similar theory of semimartingale cocycles and their generation
by semi martingale helices via SDE for the state space X = M, a manifold,
which we refrain from developing in detail here (see Baxendale [54], Lc Jan
and Watanabe [228] and Kunita [224: Sect. 4.8] for more details).
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Let us briefly discuss the case of a classical SDE. Givcn a standard Brownian motion W in IRffl and vector fields fJ' j = 0, ... , m, the (forward as
well as backward) Stratonovich SDE on thc manifold AI with time 1[' = IR
formally written (with dW,o := dt) ru;
m

dXt = L

fJ (xt)

0

(2.3.15)

dW!

j:=O

has the following coordinate-free meaning: A process 4?(f"w):r with vahws ill
M is called a solution of (2.3.15) if for each te~t function h E C7«(Al, IR), the
space of C= function~ on M with compact support,
L:;:o
h(<p(t)x) - h(x) = {

m

-L:Fo

I~ fJ.(h)(<P(S)X) 0 d+W;.,
0

_

'J

It f,(h)(<p(s)x)od VI."

o :S

t,

t ::; o.

For more details on SDE on manifolds see e. g. Belopol~kaya and Dalccky [65],
Emery [146J, Elworthy [138, 139], Hackenbroch and Thalmaicr [165J, Ikeda
and Watanabe [178J, Kunita [224], and Roge" and William" [2871.

2.3.42 Theorem (Local RDS from SDE on Manifold). Consider the
Stmtonovich SDE on M with time 11' = IR
no

dXt =

L f, (xt)

0

(2.3.1G)

dW!

j:=O

and assume that fo E Ck,o and fJ E Ck +1 ,o, j = 1, ... , In, k 2: 1, 0 < b ::; 1.
Then:
(i) There is a unique local C k RDS'P over the canoniral filtered DS corresponding to W which solves (2.3.16).
(ii) The derivative T<p : T M --> T M is a local C k - 1 RDS which is the
unique solution of
no

dVt = LTfj(vt)odWl,

Vo =v E TM,

(2.:1.17)

j=O

where T fj is the natuml lift of the vector field f, to a vector field on T Af (in
local coordinates, Tf(x)v = (x,v,f(x),Df(x)v)).
(iii) If M is a Riemannian manifold, and if we use the Ricmannian connection on AI to decompose TvTM into horizontal and ver·tical component... ,
then Tfj(v) has horizontal component fJ(x) and 1wrtical component. V JJ{:r}u,
where V fJ(x)v denotes the covariant derivative of the vector field fj in the
direction ofv E T:r:M, and equation (2.3.17) i.e; equivalent to the two coupled
SDE (2.3.16) and the variational equation
m

DVt = I:Vfj(Xt}Vt odW{,
j=O

Vo =

11

E TxAf.
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HF.rF. DVt denotF.8 the absolute stochastic differential.
Fnrther'17wre, we have LiouvillF.'s equation for detT~(t,w,x): For t E

D(w, x)

rt

tiel, T<p(t, x)

til

cx p }" LdivI,(<p(s)x) odW;
o j=O

r'

m

cxp}o L(traceVf;)(<p(s)x)odW;.
o j=O

(i1l) The RDS <p is global in case !vI is compact, or if, by embedding M
into an ]RN, the vF.cior fields fj are restrictions of vector fields jj in IRN for
.

-

k,o

-

-

k+l,o

winch 10 E Cb ,fl , ... ,1m E Cb

d

m

' and I:j~1 I:i~1

-i 8

Ij

-

k,o

ax; f, E Cb

.

Conditions for strict completeness of SDE on general non-compact manifolds
(which is in general not implied by completeness if dim M 2: 2, see Elworthy
[137: p. 198]) are given by Li [235, 234].
2.3.9 RDS with Independent Increments
We now return to the Hituution and notation of Subsect. 2.3.6 and discuss
the connection between SDE and Markov processes. This subject is classical
and is treated in most of the books mentioned in Subsect. 2.3.1. For our brief
survey (following Arnold 18]) we choose a more conceptual and descriptive
style, often omitting technical conditions under which our statements hold.
The following problem is historically from the beginning of the theory of
SDE: Suppose we are given an elliptic differential operator
d

L=

aId

a2

L. bi(x)~aXi + -2 L akl(x)-a
a
xk Xl

(2.3.18)

k,l:::ol

~=l

in ]Rd with smooth coefficients, where a(x) = (ak1(x)) is for each x E ]Rd a
non-nep;ative definite symmetric d x d matrix, we seek a differential equation
m

Xt = fo(x,)

+ L~U,(x,),

Xo

=x

E

IR d ,

(2.3.19)

j=1

(alHo called Langevin equation) such that for each initial value Xo = x its
solution (X{)tER.+ is a (homogeneous) Markov process for which the transition
semigroup

T,g(:r) = IEg(x;') =

1.

g(y)P,(x, dy)

(2.3.20)

R'

ha.,> the illfinitesimal generator L and the vector fields fo, ... , fm are determined by the coefficients b and a of L.
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It turns out that ~t = (~t, ... , e;n) has to be Gaussian white nobe (lH~Ilce
a generalized random process). Ito [182, 184, 183] gave a rigorous llIeallillp;
to a "stochastic generator" of the form (2.3.19) by introdllcing :-;tocha..o..;t.ie
integrals and writing (2.3.19) as an (Ito) SDE
m

dXt = fo(xt)dt

+ L!i(xt)dWi,

Xu =:r E

IR

d

(2.:1.21 )

j=1

The f, in (2.3.21) are derived from b and a as follows: Put fo = b. Take any
factorization a(x) = O'(x)O'(x)', where O'(x) = (O'!(x), ... ,O',,,(x)) is a d x TIl
matrix with columns aj(x), and put fj = aj, j = 1, ... , m.
The SDE (2.3.21) indeed generates a Markov family of processes (X')'ER"
with time lR+ indexed by their initial conditions, all with the same tram;ition
probability

Pt(X, B) = ll'{x:+<

E

Blx; = x} = ll'{w: xi

E

B}.

(2.3.22)

The semigroup T t given by (2.3.20) has generator L given by (2.3.18), and
the coefficients b and a can be obtained from the solutions as infinitesimal
mean
lim ~1E(xf - x) = b(x)
t.}O

t

and infinitesimal variance

. 1
hm -1E(xf - x)(xf - x)' = a(x).
t..).o

t

Note that the semigroup Tt , hence the law lP'x on C(JR+, JRd) of the solution
(Xt)tER+ of (2.3.21) is (in "nice" cases, e. g. under Oleinik's theorem, see
Stroock and Varadhan [326: p. 77]) uniquely determined by L, hence by a
and b, and is thus independent of the way we factorize a(x). There are in
general many different ways of factorization, thus many different SDE for the
one and the same (in law) Markov family.
What we of course expect is that the RDS '" generated by the SDE (2.3.21)
for different factorizations are different - which turns out to be the case. After
all, the RDS describes the simultaneous motion of all initial points (and not
just of one).
First of all, the RDS <p "remembers" all one-point motions since by the
definition of <p, t I----t <p(t, ·)x =: xi is the solution of the SDE with initial
value Xo = x, but it also describes the simultaneous motion of n points, the
forward n-point motion

1R+ " t >-> ",(t, w )x(n)

:= ("'( t, w )X!,

... , "'( t, w }xn),

where x(n) := (XI, ... , Xn) E (JRd)n. The (JRd)n-valued stocha.,">tic procc:-;s
<p(t,·)x(n) is obtained by solving n copies of (2.3.21) with the same \Vicner
process, but with different initial conditions.
Similarly, the two-sided RDS <p also describes the backward n-point motions 1R- "t >-> ",(t,w)x(nl.

2.~
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2.3.43 Theorem (Solution of SDE as Markovian RDS). Assume the
conditions of Theorem 2.3.39 for the SDE (2.3.21), so that it generates a
tW(h<;ided C k RDS 'P with independent increments. Then 'P is Markovian forwards and backwards in time in the following sense: For each n E Nand
xCn) E (lRd)n,
(i) the forward n-point motion 1R+ 3 t H <p(t, .)x Cn ) is a homogeneous
Feller Markov process with respect to F6 with transition probability
Pi")+(xCn),il) = Il'{w: <p(t,w)xCn) E

ill,

t E 1R+,

(ii) the backward n-point motion IR- 3 t ~ 'P(t, .)x(n) is a homogeneous
Feller Markov process with respect to .ry with transition probability
Pi")- (x Cn ), il) :=
Il'{w: <p(-t,w)x Cn ) E

ill

= Il'{W: <p(t,W)-lX Cn ) E

ill,

t E 1R+

The proof just uses the fact that 'P has stationary independent increments,
scc Baxendale [54] or Kunita [224].
:For each fixed n E N, the sernigroup of the forward n-point motions

uniquely determines the law of the forward n-point motions. The family
(Tt)+)n=1,2, ... is consbtent in an obvious way and thus uniquely determines
the distribution of the RDS (<p(t»'ER+' But the latter can be accomplished
with much less information, which we will now explain.
The generator of Tt)+,

is (for 9 E C2 with compact support)
d
n
D ( Cn»)
LCn)+g(xCn» = ' " ' " bi(x ) 9 X
L....JL....J
p
8 i
xp

i=l p=l

d

n

+ ~2 '"
'"
L....J L....J

aij(x x)
p,

i,j=l p,q=l

q

82 ( Cn»
9 x .
8 i8X!, ,
xp

q

where b(x) = fo(x) and
a(x,1)) := lim
t./.O

~lE(<p(t,w)x t

x)(<p(t, w)y - y)'.

The d x d matrix a(x, y) i1i the infinitesimal covariance of the forward twopoint Illotion (<p(t, wlx, '1'( t, w)y), which for the case of the SDE (2.3.21) is
given hy
m

a(:r,y) = LMx)fj(Y)' = u(x)u(y),.
j=l
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Now observe that the infinitesimal characteristics a(:c, y) a.nd b(x) can he read
off from £(2)+ (but not from £ = L(1)+), and if this is done the cocflicicnt.:-;
of all the £(n)+ are determined.
In nice cases (see above) Tt(n)+ i~ uniquely determined by /)11)+. The
final result is quite surprising: The law of the RDS tp H..'i a stor.hastic pro("(~ss
Ill.+ ') t M ",(t,w) E DifIk(lll.d) i, uniquely determined by n(x, y) awl b(;r) alld
thus by the laws of the forward two-point motions (Baxendale [54]).
2.3.44 Remark. (i) The ~ta.temeut that the law of an HDS wit.h statiOllHry
independent increments is uniquely determined by the laws of iU,; forward t.wopoint motions is essentially a consequence of the fact that \IF is Ganssian.
The statement is thus generally wrong in the discrete time ca.'ie.
(ii) With the above findings, we have alb'o brusically solved the rC]Jrcsrntation problem for continuom; time: Given a generator L of the form (2.:3.18)
with coefficients a(x) and b(x), is there an RDS tp whose forward one-point
motions are homogeneous Markov processes with generator L?
We seek a representation by a Markovian RDS, in particular by one generated by an SDK Then the law of tp is uniquely determined by the law of
its two-point motions, hence by the functions a(x, y) and b(x). The one-point
motions, however, only prescribe the diagonal values a(:r, :r) = o.(.r:).
Suppose we have a factorization a(x) = O'(x)O'(:Z:)*, where 0'(.1') =
(Ul(X), ... ,O'm(X)) is a d x m matrix with columns O'j(:Z:), which is regular
enough. Then

a(x, y)

;=

O"(;c)O"(y)'

is an infinitesimal covariance, and £ can be ~~realized" by the SDE (2.3.21)
with fo(x) = b(x) and J,(x) = O"j(x), 1 <: j <: m.
The factorization, hence the representation, is in genera.l not Iluiqnc. •
Analogous facts hold for the backward n-point motiolls: The genera.tor of thc
semigroup
is

where

b-(x) = - fo(x)

+ ~ ~ f'(x) iJ/i(.")
LL
i=l j=1

J

axl

.

We stress that both L(n)+ and £(n)- describe the n-point motion:-; of the
same two-sided RDS tp, but L(n)+ forward:-; and £{n)- backwards in t.ime. III
general L(n)+ #- £(n)-, so the Fokker-Planck equations (L(u)+)*v;; = 0 and
(L(n)-)*v;;- = 0 usually have different solutions.
Based on the concepts of past and future of an RDS developed in Sect. 1.7
it is now straightforward to carryover the statCll1Cllts all !\larkov IIH'il..'illf('S

2.:~
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formulated ill SuLsect. 2.1.3 for products of i.i.d. random mappings to the
white noise case.
Assume the situation of Theorem 2.3.43 and denote by <p the C k RDS
with time 1[' = 1R over the canonical DS (.!?,F,IP,(BdtEIR:) describing BrowniHil motion. We choose the past F- = a(w(t) : t $ 0) and the future
F+ = a{w(t) : t 2: 0) which are both exhaustive. Also, F- and F+ are independent. Recall that those /-L. E LIP'(ip) which are F- /F+-measurable are
called forwfinl/hackwanl Markov mea..'mrcs of <p and their sets arc denoted
by Lp,F:d<p). The restriction of tp to oIll'-sided time is denoted by <p±. The
justification of this name is given by the next theorem.

2.3.45 Theorem (One-to-One Correspondence Between Markov
Measures and Stationary Measures). Assume the conditions of The07'em 2.3.39 fur the SDE (2.3.21), so that it genemtes a two-sided C k RDS
<p with independcnt increments. Then
(i) There is a one-to-one correspondence between the set of invariant forward Markov measures I •. F - ('P), the set {j,+ E I.{'P+) : 1'+ = II' x p+} and
the set of stationanJ measures for L +, the generator of the forward one-point
motions, given by
/,."" Ep..

= p+"" f1.w = H
lim 'P(t,e~tw)p+
=

In particular, /-L E LIP',F- (<p) is er'godic under <p if and only if p+ is an ergodic
stationary measure.
(ii) A completely analogous relation holds between the set of invariant
backward Markov measures I.,F+ ('P), the set {f1.~ E I.('P~) : f1.~ = II' x p~}
and the set of stationary measures for L -, the gcnerator of the backward
one-point motions.
We stress that <p typically helli marc invariant measures than those which can
be ",een" by the two Fokker-Planck equations (L+),p+ = 0 and (L~)'p~ =
0.
Partial statements of Theorem 2.3.45 were obtained by Carverhill [89].
The matter was systematically treated by Crauel [110, 112, 113[.
If we start with the Stratonovich SDE dXt = L:;:o f,(xt)odW! instead of
an Ito SDE, the forwarclibackwarcl generators are more symmetric and have
coefficients

b±(x) = ±fo(x)

+ ~ ff;(x)a~;~)
)=1

and

m

a{x, y) =

L, f,(x)f,(y)'·
j=l

In HOl"mancier

fOrIli

m

L± =

±fo + L,fJ.
j=l

Part II

Multiplicative Ergodic Theory

Chapter 3. The Multiplicative Ergodic
Theorem in Euclidean Space

Summary
This chapter is devoted to the presentation of Oseledets's multiplicative ergodic theorem, the most fundamental theorem of the book. It provides a
spectral theory for linear cocycles, and one can say without exaggeration
that all what follows are just applications of this one theorem.
We hence have tried hard to give complete and precise formulations and
clearly strnct.ured proofs of the various versions of the multiplicative ergodic
theorem (Theorem 3.4.1 for one-sided time 1I' = Nand 1I' = 1R.+) Theorem
3.4.11 for two-sided time 1[' = Z and 1[' = IR). In particular, we carefully
describe the invariance properties of the w sets on which the statements
hold.
As the proofs of the various versions of the multiplicative ergodic theorem are ba.<.;ed on corresponding versions of the Furstenberg-Kesten theorem
(Theorem 3.3.3 for one-sided time 'II' = Nand 1[' = 1R.+, Theorem 3.3.10 for
two-sided time 'II' = Z and 1[' = JR.), the same care has to be taken for the
formulations and proofs of the latter.
A certain pedantry of our style is motivated by the aim of making this
chapter a source of reference.

3.1 Introduction
It is well-known that the dynamics of the autonomous linear system Xt = AXt
is complctely described by linear algebra, more precisely, by the spectral
theory of A.
The local theory of smooth nonlinear dynamical systems (such as stability theory, invariant manifold theory, local bifurcation theory, normal form
theory) is now ba..':icd on the following idea: Suppose the nonlinear vector
field J hn•. ., a :;ingularity at Xo, J(xo} = o. We can regard the nonlinear system Xt = J(Xt) as a "small perturbation" of the linearized system Xt = Axt,
A = ~ (:1:0), in a neighborhood of Xo. We can then try to "lift" or "carryover"
the dynamics (in particular, the stability properties of xo) of the linearized
systelH to the original nonlincar system.
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This approach was adopted by Lyapullov ill his celcbrated cln.'.;."ic
Probleme general de la stabilite du mouvemcnt [240] (original Russian edition 1892, French translation 1907) also for nonautonornous systems. It call
indeed be successfully carried over from a fixed point to a periodic orhit
thanks to Floquet theory (spectral theory of X, = A(t)x" where A(·) is"
continuous periodic matrix function) and then only partly further to <luasiand almost periodic orbits via the spectral theory of Sacker, Sell and ,Johnson
[187, 298, 299, 316[. The key obstacle is the pOS8ibility of very complicated
dynamical behavior of nonautonomous linear systcms Xt = AU}r,..
It might come as a surprise that an important cla.:;1) of nonallt.OllUlliOIlS
linear systems, namely those driven by a metric DS (e. g. those generated
by Xt = A(Btw)Xt or Xn+l = A(onw)xn) has a bona fide spectral theory,
with probability one. This is the content of the celebrated muitiplimti1}C ~1'
godic theorem' of Oseledets [268J. The MET provides us with exactly the
right substitute for deterministic linear algebra, i. e. with the right kind of
spectral objects (invariant subspaces, exponential growth rates = Lyapunov
exponents) which allow the lift to nonlinear RDS and hence a local theory
for nonlinear RDS. The MET thus occupies a pivotal po~ition in this book.
Since the appearance of Oseledets' paper [268\ in 1968 there have been llUmerous attempts to find alternative proof~ of the MET2. The original proof
relies on the triangularization of a linear cocycle and the classical ergodic
theorem for the triangUlar cocycle. This technique was also used in the COlltemporaneous paper of Millionshchikov [254] who independently derived a
portion of the MET, and was then taken up again by Palmer [269\, John~on,
Palmer and Sell [192J (assuming a topological setting for the metric DS) and
Margulis [251: Appendix AJ.
Another class of proofs use~ the singular value decomposition of matrices in combination with Kingman's [209, 210, 211] subadditive ergodic theorem (see Raghunathan [285J, Ruelle [292J, Crauel [108J, Ledrappier [230],
Krengel [2201, Cohen, Kesten and Newman [103J, Goldsheid and Margulis
[161], Berger [67]). The subadditive ergodic theorem allows a proof of the
FUrstenberg-Kesten theorem [154] in a few lines, and the FUrstenberg-Kc~ten
theorem is then a key ingredient of the proof of the MET.
Now begins the "hard work" (consisting of matrix calculations) in thi~
class of proofs. It concerns the construction of invariant subs paces ill which
the smaller Lyapunov exponents are realized as limits. Thiil "hard work"
can be converted into the direct construction of complementa.ry sui>spaccs of
lower growth rate (see Mane [249]) or to the iltudy of the action of the linear
cocycle on projective space (also using the subadditive ergodic theorem) (sec
Walters [337]).

1
2

"Multiplicative ergodic theorem" is henceforth abbreviated as "MET".
In August 1997 I counted fifteen published proofs besides Oseledets'.
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For extensions of Oseledets' theorem to semisimple Lie groups see
Kaimanovich [195[ and Zakharevich [350J, and to local fields see Ragunathan
[2851·
For infinite-dimensional versions of the MET see e. g. Ruelle [293], Mane
[248J, Thicullen [329], Mohammed [255, 256], Mohammed and Scheutzow
[257], Flandoli and Schaumliiffel [150], Schaumliiffel [301J, Lindemann [241,
242J.
Here we will follow the "established" approach via the subadditive ergodic theorem, the singular value decomposition and exterior powers, and
the Furstenberg-Kesten theorem, basically following Goldsheid and Margulis
[161] in doing the "hard work".

3.2 Lyapunov Exponents, Singular Values,
Exterior Powers
3.2.1 Deterministic Theory of Lyapunov Exponents
For an autonomous linear differential equation Xt = AXt or difference equation Xn+l = AX n the origin 0 E IRd (and thus every point) is asymptotically
stable if and only if it is exponentially stable if and only if all eigenvalues of
A have negative real parts or absolute values less than I, respectively. This
can be rcadily seen by looking at the real Jordan canonical form J of A and
by observing that if A = P-1JP, P E Gl(d,lR), then .p(t) = etA = p-1etJp
or .p(n) = An = p-1J"p.
For stability theory of nonautonomous linear systems Xt = A(t)Xt where
A(·) is locally integrable, or Xn+l = Anxn it turns out not to be the right
thing to study the eigenvalues of A(t) or An as they have little or nothing to
do with the asymptotic properties of solutions.
We thus need to find a dynamical formulation of spectral theory of A,
i. c. a formulation which describes spectral objects in terms of the long-term
behavior of solutions.
Lyapunov [240] was aware of this problem when he introduced his characteristic exponents which today bear his name. We will give a brief review of his
theory, following the profound monograph [85J of Bylov, Vinograd, Grobman
and Ncmytskii, in which proofs and many more facts on the deterministic
theory of Lyapunov expoIlent~ for nonautonomous differential equations can
be found. Other good sources of examples and counterexamples are Cesari
[97: Chap. IIJ and Hahn [166: Chap. VIIIJ.
A~ a preparation we quote a simple, but useful lemma.
3.2.1 Lemma (Lyapunov Index of a Function). Let 'II' = lR+ or Z+ or
Pl, I: 1l' -+ lRd , and call
),(1) := lim sup
t-hx>

! log II/(t)1I E lR U {-oo, oo}
t
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the Lyapunov index of f. Then
(i) A{C) = 0 if c = const ..p 0 (put A{O) := -00),
(ii) A{ 0<J) = A(f) for all 0< E JR \ {O},
(iii) AU + g) S max{A(f), A{g)) with equality if A(f)
(iv) If 1: = JR+ and f is locally integrable, then

(1'

f{s)

dS)

S A(f)

if A{J) 2: 0,

(foo

f{s)

d.s) S A(f)

if AU) < O.

A
A

..p

A(9)·

If f is measurable and locally bounded and 9 is locally integrable, then

Similarly for ']['
(v)

=

z+

or N with integrals replaced by sum ....

A( (I, g)) S A(f) + A{g)

A(lIIII") =

O<A(f)

(if the right-hand side makes sense),
for

0<

E

JR

(put O{±oo) = 0).

The proof follows from the definition of AU) and is left as an exercise.
We now apply this to the function f{t) = <P{t)x.
3.2.2 Definition (Lyapunov Exponent). The (forward) Lyapunov exponent of the solution c1i(t)x of a non-autonomous linear differential equation
Xt = A(t)xt or difference equation Xn+l = Anxn starting at time t = 0 at
the state x E JR" is defined ta be the Lyapunav index of <P{t)x,

A+(x) = A{X) := lim sup ~ log 11<P{t)xll,
t-too t
and for two-sided time the backward Lyapunov exponent of 4>(t)x is defined
as the Lyapunav index af <P{ -t)x,

A- (x)

t

:= lim sup - log
t--too

t

II<P{ -t)xll

= lim sup
t--t-oo

t

-II log 1I<P{t)xll·
t

•
Suppose A{t) ar (An) is bounded. Then A{') (and also A-C)) satbtics
1. A{X) E JR U {-oo} for all x E JR", and A{O) = -00,
2. A{O<X) = A{X) far all 0< E JR \ to},
3. A{X + y) S max{A{x), A{Y)) with equality if A{X) ..p A{y)·
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A mapping A : JRd -; JR U {-<X)} with these three properties is called a
chamcteristic exponent (see e. g. Pesin [275]).
Further, the number p of distinct values that A(x) can take on for x =f 0
is at most d. This can be seen by noting that vectors with different Lyapunov
exponents are linearly independent. Write
-00

:S Ap <

Ap~1

< ... < Al <

00

for the different values of A(X) and call them the Lyapunov exponents of the
system. Call Al the top Lyapunov exponent.
The sets VA := {x : A(X) S A} are linear subspaces of JRd, V; := VA, form
a filtmtion (flag of subspaces)
{OJ =: Vp+ 1 C Vp C ... C VI = JRd

(where all inclusions are proper), and

A(X) = Ai

¢:::::::}

x E Vi \ Vi+l,

i = 1, ... ,p.

The integer di := dim Vi - dim Vi+l is the multiplicity of Ai and the set
(Ai, d.)'~I ..... p is callcd the (forward) Lyapunov spectrum.
If At < 0, then Xt = A(t)Xt is exponentially stable. It is, however, in
general not true that Al < a implies the stability of the origin of the perturbed
nonlinear system

Xt = A(t)xt + g(t,Xt),

Ig(t,x)1 S Clxll+

Q

for

Ixi S h, C,OI > O. (3.2.1)

For this to hold true one needs a property of the linear system called regularity. The equation Xt = A(t)Xt or Xn+l = Anxn is said to be forward regular
if
p
1
' " diAi = lim inf -log I det p(t)l.
L
t-+oo t
i=1

For a forward regular system all lim sup's are in fact limits, and Al < a
implies exponential stability of (3.2.1).
For two-sided time, analogous facts hold for A-(X): It has p- different
values
-00

:S

A;_

< ... < Al <

00

with multiplicities d;, the filtration
{OJ =: Vp~+1 C ... C VI- = JRd,

and

A-(X) =

A;

<=> x E V;-

\ V;:;:I'

The system Xt = A(t)Xt or Xn+l = Anxn is called backward regular if
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In general the forward and backward Hpectrmn and flltratioll aw not related. We introduce such a relation as followH: The two-sided lincar system
is called regular if
1. it is forward regular and backward regular,
2. p=p-, d i =d;+I_i' Ai = -A;+l_i' i= 1, ... ,]),
3. V;+1 n V;+l_i = {OJ, i = 1, ... ,1'-1.

(2) and (3) imply that dim V;+ 1 + dim V;;+,-, = rl for i = 1, ...• P - 1. and it
makes sense for a regular system to define the suhspaccs

where dimEi = d i , and which form a splitting of lR d ,

The filtrations can be recovered as Vi = EB~=iEj and Vp~l_i = EB~=IEj. The
splitting is dynamically characterized by

lim

t---+±oo

~t log IIp(t)xll =

Ai

=

X

E Ei \ {O}.

(3.2.2)

3.2.3 Example (Autonomous Case). (i) Two-sided continuous time:
Consider Xt = AXt, A E IRdXd, t E lR. It follows immediately from the .Jordan canonical form for A and c,P(t) = etA that Xt = AXt is regular with
-00 < Ap < ... < Al the different real parts of eigenvalues of A, Ei the sum
of the generalized eigenspaces to eigenvalues with real partl:l equal to Ai. We
have cf>(t) a 7ri = 7ri 0 Ij)(t) where 7rl is the projection onto Ei along EBj#-iEj,
equivalently P(t)Ei = Ei for all t E JR, i = 1, ... , p. Also L:i diA, = traceA.
(ii) Two-sided discrete time: Consider Xn+l = Ax n , A E Gl(d, lR), n E Z.
Then cp(n) = An, nEZ, and the system is regular with Ai equal to the
different values of log 1M\' M an eigenvalue of A, and Ei the corresponding
sum of generalized eigenspaces. Again A01ri = 7ri oA, equivalently AE = E i ,
and L:i diAi = log I det AI·
(iii) One-sided discrete time: Consider Xn+l = Ax n , A E lR dXd , n E Z+.
The system is forward regular with Ai as in (ij), where Ap = -00 if p, = () is
an eigenvalue of A, and filtration
j.

Vp

c ...

CV1 =lR d ,

A""'c~,

where Vi is the sum of the generalized eigenspaecs for eigenvalues It of A with
log 11'1 S .\;. Note that the knowledge of A(X) only allows us to reconstmcL the
filtration Vi = {x : A(X) :S Ai}, and not the eigenspace Ei correspouciillg to
Ai, as Ei is not dynamically characterizable for one-sided time (sec (3.2.2) .

•
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3.2.4 Example (Periodic Case). Let A : llI. -; llI. dxd be continuous and
periodic with period r > O. Then Xt = A(t)Xt is regular. Indeed (see
e. g. Coddington and Levinson [102: Sect. 3.5[ or Farkas [148: Sect. 2.2]),
write 4>(2r) = e2TR with R E llI. dxd . The eigenvalues of R are called Floquet characteristic exponents and the fundamental matrix is represented by
4>(t) = P(t)e tR , where P: llI. -; GI(d,llI.) is C 1 and 2r-periodic, and P, p-l
and P a.re bounded OIl IR. The new moving coordinates x = P(t)y transform
Xt = A{t)xt to ilt = RYt. Now the Lyapunov exponents Ai are the different
values of
log I/tl, where It is an eigenvalue of q>(2r), i. e. they are the different real parts of the Floquet characteristic exponents - which are uniquely
determined by A(·). The Ei are the sums of the generalized eigenspaces of R
corre~ponding to Ai. Note that

fr

liT

L diAi =

-

i=l

T

P

traceA(t) dt.

0

The inY'"riance property of the splitting now reads 4>( t) 011'i(0) = 11'i (t) o4>(t),
where 11'i(t) is the projection onto Ei(t) := P(t)Ei along Fi(t) := $#iEj(t),
so 4>(t)Ei(O) = Ei(t). This foreshadows the more general invariance property
of the Ei's in the random cw;e. For the embedding into an RDS see Example
4.1.12.

•

Although it il:i hard if not impossible to verify regularity for a particular
system, the surprise (and the key statement of the MET) is that linear RDS
(including constant, periodic, quasi-periodic and almost-periodic A(·)) are
regular with probability one.

3.2.2 Singular Values
Let llI. d be endowed with the standard scalar product, let (ei) be the standard
basis and let O(d, llI.) := {U E Gl(d, llI.) : U'U = I} be the orthogonal group.
We say for A E IR dxd that
A=VDU
il:i a singular value decomposition of A if U, V E O(d,IR) and D =
diag(6" ... ,6d ) with 01 :> 6, :> .. ' :> 6d :> O. The Oi are called the singular
values of A.
3.2.5 Lemma (Singular Value Decomposition). Any d x d matrix A
has a .<;ingniar value decomposition. Moreover, the 01 2: ... 2: Od 2: 0 are
necessarily the eigenvalues of v' A'" A (also of v' AA '" ), and the columns of U*
arc corresponding eigenvectors of J A' A. In particular, IIAII = 61, where 11·11
is the operator norm associated with the standard Euclidean norm in IR d , and
IdctAI = 61 ... 6d •
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Proof. Any A may be written as A = W v' A- A with W E O(d, 1R) (polar
decomposition, see Gantmacher [157: IX.14[). Now v' A- A::> 0, so it may he
written as vA"'A = U- 1 DU with D = diag«h, ... ,6d), where the 0i are tile
eigenvalues of v' A- A. Together A = WU- 1 DU = V DU with U, V E 0(<1, 1R).
Conversely, if A = V DU, then A- A = U'D 2 U, thus v' A' AU' = U'D, and
the Oi, U"'ei are the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of J A'" A, respectively. 0
The geometric meaning of the singular value decoll1po~ition i~ a..., follows: 6i
is the length and U'" ei the direction of the i'th principal axis of the elliplSoid
A(Sd-1) obtained as the image of the unit sphere Sd-1 := {x E IRd : (":,x) =
I} under the linear mapping A.

3.2.3 Exterior Powers

:s :s

Let E be a real vector space of dimension r1 and for 1 k d, let 1\'" E, the
k-fold exterior power of E, be the vector space of alternating k-linear forms
on the dual space E' (see e. g. Temam [328: Chap. VI or Kowalsky [219: §45[).
Naturally 1\1E = E""" ~ E, I\dE ~ IR. The space /\kE can be identified with
i
the set of formal expressions L::1 Ci (U~i) /\ ... /\ ») with mEN, Ci E lR and

uk

uji) E E if we do computations with the following

1.

u, /\ ... /\ (Uj + uj) /\ ... /\ Uk

=

(U1 /\ ... /\

u, /\ ... /\ Uk) + (U1

2. Ul/\ ... /\ cui /\ ... A uk = C(UI A ... /\

3. for any permutation

7r

convention~:

Uj

/\ ... /\

uj /\ ... /\ Uk),

A ... /\ ud,

of {I, ... , k}

u tr (1) A ... A Utr(k) = sign(1r) 11,1 /\ ... /\ Uk·
The elements in Ak E of the form 11,1 /\ ... A uk are called decomposable kvectors and the set of decomposable k-vectors is denoted by /\~E. Clearly
/\kE = span(/\8E ).
The following facts can be readily checked.

3.2.6 Lemma (Exterior Powers of Spaces and Operators). Let /\k E
be the k-fold exterior power of E, where I:S k:S d = dimE.
{i}Ifeb· .. ,ed isabasisofE, then {eit/\ ... /\eik : 1 :Sil < ... < ik:S d}
is a basis of /\kE. In particular,

(ii) We have Ul A ... /\ Uk = 0 if and only if Ul,.·., Uk arc linearly drpendent.
(iii) Two sets til, ... , Uk and VI, ... , Vk oj k linearly independent vcctor.'!
in E have the same linear span if and only iJ
Ul /\ ... A Uk = A(VI /\ ... /\ 11k)

for some A E JR..

3,2 Lyapunov Exponents
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Hence the image of the set /\~E of decomposable k-vectors in the projective space P(lI k E) can be identified with the Grassmannian G.(E) of kdimensional subspaces of E,
(iv) If E has the scalar product (., .), then the bilinear extension of

(u,II··· II Uk, v,II···1I Vk) := det«ui, Vi).Xk
defines a scalar product in /\k E, In particular,

is the volume of the k-dimensional parallelepiped spanned by 11,1, . , • , Uk. Further, the generalized Hadamard's inequality holds: For 1 :S: p < k

(v) If A: E

--4-

E is a linear operator then the linear extension of

Ilk A(u,II···1I Uk) := Au,II···1I AUk
defines a linear operator /\k A on /\k E, the k-fold exterior power of A, with
II'A = A, IIdA = detA and IIkI = I. IIkA has eigenvalues P'i, ···Ai, : 1:':
i l < '" < i k :S: d}, where AI"", Ad are the eigenvalues of A. Further,

and
detllkA = (detA)(::D.
If A is an upper/lower triangular matrix in some basis then so is /\ k A in the
corresponding basis of (i).
(vi) Let E have a scalar product and let /\k E be endowed with the scalar
product introduced in part (iv). If U is orthogonal, then /\kU is orthogonal.
FUTOuT,

hence, with

II /\k All

denoting the corresponding operator norm,

II Ilk (AB)II

:':

II Ilk All II Ilk BII,

(Ilk At = Ilk A'.
(vii) Suppose A is a linear operator on E. Then
/\k(e tA ) = etA",

whc1'e the linear operator
of

A,k : /\k E --4- /\k E

is defined by the linear extension
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_

k

A

A

A

A

+ f3B) = aA k + f3Bk, ex, f3 E JR, A' = A, Ad = lraceA,
Ak has eigenvalues {Ail + ... + Aik : 1 ::; i l < ... < i k ~ d} if

and satisfies (aA

and jku = ku.
AI, .. " Ad are the eigenvalues of A. In particular,

, (d - 1)

traceA k

=

k - 1

,

traceA.

-k

If E has a scalar product then (Ak)' = (A') , and

A... AUk), Ul A... AUk)

(A."(ul

= lrace(APk)lIu,

A... A1I.kll',

where Pk is the orthogonal projector onto the subspace span( Ul, ... , Uk) of E.

lI.4.kll S kiIAIi.

In pariicular,

The importance of exterior powers in the study of linear systems stems mainly
from the following two propositions.

3.2.7 Proposition (Singular Values of Exterior Power). Let A be (l
d x d matrix, let A = V DU be a singular value decomposition and let
01

:2' ...

~ Od

:2' 0 be the singular values of A. Then

(i) Ak A = (AkV)(Ak D)(AkU) is a singular value decom.position oj Ak A.
(ii) "k D = diag(bi, '" Oik : 1 ~ i l < '" < i k ~ d). In particular, the top
singular value of "k A is 15 1 ", 15 k , and the smallest is bd - k + l ... bd . ,MoT'cover',
if A is positive,definite (semi,definite) then so is Ak A.
(iii) II Ak All = <h··· 0", in particular II Ad All = 0,··· Od = I del AI,
and II Ak +m All S II Ak All II Am All, 1 S k, m, k + m S d, in particular
II Ak All S IIAlik. Here II . II is the corresponding operator nom, associated
with the standard Euclidean norm in lRd .

For later use we also note

3.2.8 Proposition (Metric on Projective Space). Let

pd-l be the projective space of one-dimensional subspaces of lR d , and denote by x the class
of x E JRd \ {OJ in p d - 1 . Then

(i)
o(:t, jj)=
is a metric in

pd-l

(ii) We have

(

1-

(II~~I' Ir~lI)

2) '/2

X,YElIl.d\{O},

which makes it a complete metric .'Ipace.

__
o(x, y) =

IIx Ayll
IIxlillyli'
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Proof. (i) To prove the triangle inequality, note that

o(a . x, a . f))

=

o(x, f))

for any U E O(d,ll!.), where we have put a· x := Ux. It hence suffices to
prove
o(x, f)) <: o(x, z) + 0(2, f))
for unit vectors of the form z = el, x = Xlel + X2e2, Y = Ylel + Y2e2 + Yaea,
which is left as an exercise.
If 0: denotes the angle between the lines through x and Y, (x, y) = cos a,
then 6(x,y) = Isinal (see Fig. 3.1). Thus 0 has the same set of Cauchy
sequences as the natural Riemannian metric (arc length) on pd-l which is
complete.
(ii) By definition

IIx A Yl12 =

det ( (x, x)
(y,x)
o

17

y

Fig. 3.1. The metric 6 on projective
space
x

3.3 The Furstenberg-Kesten Theorem
As a final preparation for the MET we prove a theorem of Furstenberg and
Kesten (154] which now bears their names. As the MET (of which we present
several versions) is directly based on the Furstenberg-Kesten theorem we also
need several versions of the latter.
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3.3.1 The Subadditive Ergodic Theorem
We first introduce a generalization of subadditivity to stochastic processes.

3.3.1 Definition (Subadditive Stochastic Process). Let 11 = N or IR+
A measurable stochastic process (!t(W»tET with values ill IRU {-oo) is called
(perfectly) subadditive over the metric DS (n, T, 1', (O(t»'H) if
f,+t(w)

holds identically. We call

<:

f,(w)

+ ft(B(s)w)

f superadditive if - f is subadditive.

•

As an example, let f : fl --+ 1R. be measurable and let for 1f = IR+, t t--+
f(B(·)w) be locally integrable. Then St(w) := L~:~ f(O(k)w) (for 11 = N)
and St(w) := J~ f(O(s)w) ds (for 11 = IR+) are sub- as well as superadditive.
3.3.2 Theorem (Kingman's Subadditive Ergodic Theoreln).
Let (In) be a subadditive sequence of random variables over the metric DB
(n, T, 1', (on)nEN)'
Assume it E Ll(fl,F,P), where a+:= max(O,a), and put

,:=

inf .!clEfnn

nEN

Then:
(a) There is a forward invariant set [1 E F of full mea.5Ul'e and a mmsumble function j : n --> IR U {-oo} with j+ E Ll such that on [)

1
lim - fn(w) = f(w),
n

(3.3.1)

n----HX)

and j(O(k)w)

=j(w) for all kEN, j(w) =, in the ergodic case. Further,
1

-

lim -lEfn=,=lEfEIRU{-OO}.

n--+oo

n

{b} If, in addition, fn E Ll for all n and if, > -00, then assertion {a}
holds with JELl, and convergence in {3.3.1} also holds in L1

We decided to omit the proof as it is easily available in the literature, see
e. g. Krengel [220] or Steele [324].
3.3.2 The Furstenberg-Kesten Theorem for One-Sided Time

Let <I'(n,w) be a linear RDS with time T = N (or Z+) over the metric DS
(n, T, 1', (on)nEN)' Then
<I'(n,w) = A(on-l w )··· A(w),

n

where A(w):= <I'(1,w) E IR dxd is the generator of <1'.

e: 1,

(3.3.2)

3.3 l<urstenberg-Kesten Theorem
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We want to study the asymptotic behavior of p{ n, w), in particular of its
singular values 6k(q,{n, w)), k = 1, ... , d, for n --+ 00.
The cocycle property

p(n + m,w) = p(rn, 8nw)p(n,w)

lifts to "kIR d, 1 S; k S; d (see Lemma 3.2.6, part (v)):
"k p(n + m,w) = ("kp)(m, 8n w)("kp)(n,w).

(3.3.3)

3.3.3 Theorem (Furstenberg-Kesten Theorem, One-Sided Time).
Let q, be a linear cocycle with one-sided time 1[' = N or 1R.+ over the metric DS (f.?,F,1I',(8(t))'ET) . Then the following statements hold:
(A) Non-invertible case 1f = N: If the genemtor A: f.? -+ JRdxd satisfies
log+
then
(i) For each k

IIA(-)II

E L'(f.?,F,lI'),

1, ... , d the sequence

=

f~k)(w):= log II "k p(n,w)11.

n E N,

fi

is subadditive and k )+ ELI.
(ii) There is a forward invariant set fI E F of full measure and measumble
functions ,(k) : f.? -+ IR U {-oo) with ,(k)+ E L' such that on fI

lim .t. log II "k p(n,w)1I = ,(k)(w)
n

n-+oo

and
,(k) (8w) = ,(k)(w),

,(k+m)(w) S; ,(k)(w) +,(m)(w),

,(k)(w) = 1E,(k) in the ergodic case. Further,

lim .t.1E log II "k p(n, ·)11 = 1E,(k) = inf .t.1E log II "k p(n, ·)11.
n
nEN n

n-+oo

(.ii) The measumble functions Ak successively defined by
A,(W)

+ ... + Ak(W)

:= ,(k)(w), k = 1, ... ,d,

(where we put Ak(W) = -00 if,(k)(w) = -00) have the following properties
on
Ak(W) = lim .t.logo.(p(n,w)),

n:

n-+oo

n

where ok(P(n,w)) are the singular values ofP(n,w), and

Ak{w} = lEAk in the ergodic case.
Further,
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.
1
hm -IE 10go,(<1>(n,')) =IEAk·
n

n-t(X)

(8) Invertible case 11"

=]\1:

log+ IIAII E L l (n,F,lI')

If A:

n -t GI(d, JR)

and

log+IIA- 1IIEL 1(fl,F,1I'),

and

(3.3.4)

then there exists an invariant set fl E :F of full measure on which tlw W-W£8f:
statements of part (A) hold and all ,Ikl (hence all ilk) are jimtc.
Moreover, ailE ,(k) (hence allE 11 k ) are finite, and ronvrrgr:nc(' also hold.,;
in Ll.
(e) Invertible case 11" = lR+'· Let <1>(t,w) E GI(d,lR), define

a+(w):= sup log+ 1I<1>(t,w)lI,
O:S;t::;1

and assume that 0:+ E Ll and a- ELI. Then all statements of part (B)
hold with nand B replaced with t and 8(t), and fl E :F is now invariant with
respeet to (B(t))tER+'

Proof. Part (A):
(i) The cocycle property (3.3.3) for 1I'<1>(n,w) and Lemma 3.2.6(vi) imply
that f~kl(w) := log II Ilk <1>(n,w)1I is subadditive. Furthermore, f;l)+ E £1
by assumption. This fact and II Ilk All <: IIAII' (Proposition 3.2.7(iii)) yield

fl"l+ E U.
(ii) This is an immediate con~equence of Theorem 3.3.2. The forward
invariant set i'l can be taken to be the inter~ection of the d forward invariant sets flk for k = 1, ... , d. The property 111Ik+ m <1>11 <: 1111' <1>111111'" <1>11
(Proposition 3.2.7(iii)) implies ,Ik+ml(w) <: ,lk)(W) +,Im)(w). In particnlar,
if ,Ikl(w) = -00 for some k, then ,Iml(w) = -00 for all m 2 k.
(iii) By Proposition 3.2.7(iii) for k = 1, ... , d

11k
_logllilk <1>(n,w)1I = - Llogo;(<1>(n,w)).
n
n i=1
We proceed successively as follows: Choose

1

,II =

exists. If ,11I(w) =

-00,

W

E

fl.

For k = 1

.
1
hm -logol(<1>(n,w)) =: Al(W)
n

n-t(X)

we are finished. For ,(l)(w) >

-00

,(2)(W) _ ,11I(w) = lim .!c log 02 (<1>(n, w)) =: il2(W)
n-too n
exists, and so on. If finally ,Id-ll(w) >

,Id)(w) _ ,ld-ll(W) = lim
n-too

-00,

.!c log od(<i>(n, w))
n

=: Ad(W)

3.3 Furstenberg-Kesten Theorem

cxi~t~. By thi~ construction,

,(k)(w) =

inequalities A,(w) 2: ... 2: Ad(w) on

-00

if and only if Ak(W) =
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-00.

The

ii follow from 0,2: ... 2: Od.

For the expectatiol1t), the limit

exist~. If IE,(l) = -00 we are done as all other expectations IE,(k) are also
equal to -00. If not, the limit

IE,),(') -1E')'(') = lim .!:.IE 10go,(4)(n, .)) = lEA,
n-+<XI n

exists, and so

OIl.

Part (B):
(a) We want to apply part (b) of Theorem 3.3.2, for which we have to
verify that
f~k)(.) := log II Ilk 4>(n, ')11 E £'
for all nand k, and that 1E')'(k) >

-00

for all k. Now

II Ilk 4>(n + 1,w)ll:S II IIk4>(n,Ow)1I II Ilk A(w)ll,
IIlIk4>(n,Ow)lI:S II Ilk 4>(n + 1,w)11 II Ilk A(w)-'II
and

log II Ilk All :S k log+ IIAII
result in

(3.3.5)

Since 11' is O-invariant our assumptions (3.3.4) imply that
logllilk All E £l
(b) From 1 = IIAA-'II :S IIAIlIIA-'1I it follows that

fAk ) E £' if fi k ) =

-log+ IIA-'II :S log IIAII :S log+ IIAII
and
Similarly,

Ilogllilk Alii :S k (log+ IIAII

+ log+ IIA-'II).

Therefore fi ) E £' if log+ IIA±'II E £'.
(c) We check that 1E')'(k) > -00. Indeed,
k

lim .!:.IIE 10gllllk4>(n,w)1I1
n

n---+<XI

.

:S

k ,!I,~

1 n-l

nLIE Ilog II A(O'w) II I = k IE Ilog II All I <
i=O

00
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by step (b) of the proof.
(d) Dividing equation (3.3.5) by n we see that
¢::::::}

(kl
in (Ow) --+ ,
n

(k l ( " )

uW,

and in that case ,,/kl(Ow) = -y(kl (w). Hence the set ii on which the limit exists
and is finite for each k is invariant whenever A(w) E GI(d, JR) for all wEn.
On this set, the limits are invariant. We know from Theorem 3.3.3(i) that
has full measure.
Part (C):
(a) Since log+ \I<P(l,w)±'\1 E L' part (3) applies. Let ii, be the 0(1)invariant set of full measure of those w's for which the limits ,(k)(W) exist
and are finite. These limits are B(l)-invariant on 1 .
(b) By the continuity of tJ> with respect to t, o:± is measurable. The integrability conditions o:± E Ll and the ergodic theorem assure that the B( 1)invariant set i'h on which lim n-4oo a±(B(n)w)/n = 0 has full measure. Hence
ii := ii, n ii2 is 8(1)-invariant and has full measure.
(c) We next prove that ii2 is O(t)-invariant. We have for t E [0, I]

n

n

a+(8(t)w)

sup log+ \I<P(s

+ t,w)<p(t,w)-'\1

0::;s9

S

sup log+ [[<p(s,w)\1

+ a-(w)

O::;s~2

S
.S

a+(w) +a-(w)
2a+(w)

+

sup log+ \I<P(s,O(l)w)<P(l,w)\1
0::;89

+ n+(O(l)w) + a-(w),

n

Similarly for 0:-. Hence 2 is forward invariant.
For the converse, use for s, t E [0,1]

<p(s + 1 - t, O(t)w) = <p(s, O(l)w)<P(l - t, O(t)w),
which gives

n+(O(l)w) S 2n+(O(t)w)

+ ",+(8(1)8(t)w) + a-(8(t)w),

similarly for a-. Hence 8(t)w E ii2 implies 8(1)w E D2 which holds if and
only if w E tho
(d) We now prove that for each wE fl the limit
. 1
hm -log\l/\k<p(t,w)]]

t-too

(3.3.6)

t

exists and is equal to ,(k)(W).
The cocycle property gives for t E jR+ and n

=

it], the integer part of t,

/\k<p(t,W) = /\k<p(t _ n,8(n)w) /\k <p(n,w),

3.3 Furstenberg-Kesten Theorem
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whence by the invcrtibility of iP

lI'q>(n,w) = 1I'<I>(t - n,O(n)w)-I I1' <I>(t,w).
Hence

log 1111' <I>(n,w)ll- k,,-(O(n)w)

:S log II Ilk <I>(t,w)11
(3.3.7)
:S log II Ilk <I>(n,w)1I + k,,+(O(n)w).

We conclude from (3.3.7) that for wE ii the limits (3.3.6) exist and are equal
to 'Y(k) (w).
(e) We finally prove that ii is O(t)-invariant, i.e. O(t)-lii = ii, and that
for w E ii and t E IR+, 'Y(k)(O(t)w) = 'Y(k)(W). Consider the case k = 1 only,
let n = [tl, and 3..,,>ssume that s 2: n + 1 - t. By the cocycle property,

+s -

log 1I<I>(t

(n

+ 1), O(n + l)w)1I

-log 1I<I>(n + 1 - t, O(t)w)-111

:S 10gli<l>(s,0(t)w)11
(3.3.8)
:S log 1I<I>(t + s - (n + 1), O(n + l)w)1I + log 1I<I>(n + 1 - t, O(t)w)lI.
For w E ii, the left-hand side and the right-hand side of (3.3.8) divided by
s tend to "1(1) (O(n + l)w) = 'Y(I)(w) for s --> 00, by step (iv). Consequently,
O(t)w E ii, i. e. ii is forward invariant. Moreover,
.

1

hm -logli<l>(s, O(t)w)1I

s-+oo S

lim

n-+oo

~n log 1I<I>(n, O(t)w)1I

=: 'Y(I)(O(t)w) = 'Y(I)(w).

Rearranging the string of inequalities (3.3.8), we can also conclude that if
O( t)w E ii, then w E ii, i. e. ii is invariant.
0

3.3,4 Corollary (Lyapunov Index of Determinant), We have
1

d

lim -logldet<l>(n")1 ='Y(d) = ' \ ' Ak = IE (log Idet A(')I II)
n-+oo n
~
k=l

where I

c :F

is the a-algebm of O-invariant sets, and
d

1E'Y(d)

= LIEAk = IE log IdetAI E IRU {-oo},
k=l

where the expectations are finite under the assumptions (3.3.4).

ll'-a.s.,
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Proof. By Proposition 3.2.7(iii)
n~1

II II d 4>(n,w)1I = Idct4>(n,w)1 =

II Idct A(O'w)l·
i=O

We know that ~ log(·) of the left-hand side converges
=

L

Ak

=

to

1
lim -logll II" 4>(n,w)lI.
n

d

,(d)

011 {]

n-+(X)

k=l

The (generalized) ergodic theorem applies to the right-hand side !:iincc
d
log+ IdetAI =
)+ E £1 (Theorem 3.3.3(i)) and yields

fi

n~l

lim.!.
n

n-+(X)

L

log I det A(o'w)1 = IE (log I det A(-)III) E IR U {-oo}

II'-a. s.

i=O

o

3.3.5 Remark (Furstenberg-Kesten Theorem for Other Norms.) We
have worked with the standard scalar product in JRd to define "orthogonal",
"singular value decomposition", the corresponding operator matrix norms
in I\k]Rd, etc. However, as all norms in IR dxd are equivalent, the integrability
condition (3.3.2) is satisfied or not for all norms simultaneously, and all limits
are independent of the norm chosen.
The representation
1E,(k) =

.
1
m! -IE log II

n

nEN

Ilk

4>(n, ')11

is, however, only valid for so-called matrix nonns, i. e. norms on IR dxd with
the additional property IIABII :S IIAIIIIBII·
This remark equally applies to the other versiou!:i of the FurstcllbcrgKesten theorem that we will present.
•
3.3.6 Remark (Furstenberg-Kesten Theorem for Backward Cocydes). The Furstenberg-Kesten theorem ah:io holds for JRdxd-valued backward
cocycles lJi(n,w) over 0, satisfying

tP(n

+ m, w)

= tP(n, w)tP(m, gnw).

Indeed, also in this case for any matrix norm
log II Ilk tP(n

+ m, w) II

:S log II

Ilk

hence log II Ilk tP(n,w)1I is subadditive.

tP(n, w)1I

+ logll Ilk

tP(m, O"w)ll,

•
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a., in step (c) of the last proof we can derive in any
IE ""!Ik) S k IE log IIAII,

so IE ""!I') > -00 implies that IE log IIAII > -00.
Oi) Under the llSsumption log+ IIAII E L' we have
log+ IIA-'II E L'

=

logldetAI E L'

=

aU IE ""!(k) are finite.

Ily Theorem 3.3.3(1l), log+ IIA±' II E L' implies that 1E""!(d) = IE log I det AI is
finite. Conversely, since IIA-'II = l/od , IdetAIIIA-'1I = 0, .. 'Od-1 S ot-' =
IIAli d - ' whence IIA-'II S IIAll d - 1 /ldetAI· This gives
log+ IIA-'II S (d - 1) log+ IIAII

+ I log IdetAil·

This proVCti the first equivalence. The second one follows from Corollary 3.3.4 .

•
3.3.8 Definition (Lyapunov Spectrum). Suppose cP is a linear cocycle
over () for which one of the vertiions of the Furstenberg-Kesten theorem holds.
Denote by A,(W) > ... > Ap(w)(W) the different numbers in the sequence
A,(w) 2: ... 2: Ad(W) (possibly Ap(w)(W) = -00) and denote by di(w) the
frequency of appearance of Ai(W) in this sequence. On the corresponding
forward invariant or invariant set ii of full measure the functions p : il -+
{l, ... ,d}, di : (w E ii: p(w) 2: i} -> {l, ... ,d} and Ai: (w E ii: p(w) 2:
i} --+ IRu {-<X)} are invariant, and constant in the ergodic case. The functions
Ai(') are caUed the Lyapunov exponents of <P, and the di (·) their multiplicities.
The set
S(B,<P):= ((Ai(·),d,(-)): i = 1, ... ,p(.)}
is called the Lyapunov spectrum of CPo We also write 5(8, A) if p is generated
by A. By Remark 3.3.5, the Lyapunov spectrum is independent of the choice
of thc norm in the space IR dxd . If () is ergodic, we will agree that the Lyapunov
spectrum consists of the corresponding set of constants (where possibly Ap =

-00).

•

3.3.9 Example (Products of 2 x 2 Triangular Matrices). Let
A : n -> Gl(2, JR), where
A( ) = (a(w)
w
0

c(W))
b(w)
,

a(w) "f 0, b(w) "f O.

These matrices form a subgroup of GI(2, JR) and the cocycle on 'll'
() generated by A hi

<P ( n,·) = An-, .. ·Ao =

an-I··· aO
(

o

E~:6

=

N over

an_I··· ak+lCkbk-l ... bo )

bn_, .. ·bo

where a.{w) := a(Bkw), /).{w) := b(Bkw) and c.{w) := c(Bkw).

,
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The following facts are readily verified (assume for simplicity 0 to be
ergodic):
(i) log+ IIA±111 E L' <=* log lal, log Ibl and log+ lei E L1, which we
assume from now on.
(H) By our assumptions,

1 n-l

;; L log lakl --+ IE log lui =:

1>,

o
1

n-l

-n L

log Ibkl --+ IE log Ibl

=:

IJ,

0

hence

1

-log I det4>(n, ')1 --+ -/') = Al + A, =: 2A,; = ,,+ (J.
n
(iii) The Lyapunov index of 4>(n, W)ll is <>, that of 4>(n, W)22 is {3, and that
of 4>(n, Wh2 is less than or equal to max(a, ,8). Using the Euclidean norm in
IR 2x 2 we obtain by Lemma 3.2.1
1
-log 114>(n,w)11 --+

n

hence for <>

1'(1)

= Al = max(<>, {3),

# {3
1
Al = max(<>,i3) > A,; = 2(<>

+ i3) > A,

= min(n,{3).

For a = /3, Al = AE = a = f3 with multiplicity d 1 = 2.
(iv) Generalization: Suppose the generator of p{n,w)

in)Ftd

ha.'i the form

o
If 10gla,,1 E L' for 1 ~ i ~ j ~ d, then log+ IIA±111 E L1 If the "k :=
E log [au! are arranged in decreasing order, G:k 1 2:- ... 2:- O!kd) then Ai = O'k, ,

i=1, ... ,d.

•

3.3.3 The Furstenberg-Kesten Theorem for Two-Sided Tilne
We now deal with the asymptotic behavior of the singular values of a co<:yclc
with two-sided time for t --+ -00 and its relation to the one for t --+ 00.
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3.3.10 Theorem (Furstenberg-Kesten Theorem, Two-Sided Time).
Let cJ> be a linear cocyclc with two-sided time over the metric DS

(n,F,Il', (O(t))'ET) .
(A) Discrete time case 11' = Z: Assume that the generator A : n -+
Gl(d,lR) of<P satisfies
log+

IIAII

and

E L ' (n,F,Il')

log+

IIA- l ll

E L'(n,F,Il').

Then wen, w) := <P{ -n, w) is a cocycle over (J-l generated by A-I
on an invariant set ii of full measure we have for k = 1, ... ,d

and

0

(3.3.9)
(J-l,

and

I
n

A.(w):= lim -logbk(<P(-n,w)) = -A d + l _k(W),
n-+oo

where

')'(k)

and

Ak

are the corresponding limits for cJ>(n,w). In particular, if

S(O,<P) = {(Ai,d,): i = I, ... ,p} is the Lyapunov spectrum of <P(n,w) (as
a cocycle over 0 on 11' = N), then the Lyapunov spectrum of <P(-n,w) (as a
cocycle over (J-l on 1r = N) is
5(0- ' , <P( -.)) = -5(0, <P) := {( -A"d,) : i = I, ... ,p}.

(B) Continuous time case 11' = 1R: Assume a+ E L (n,F,Il') and a- E
'
L'(fl,.F,Il'), where

a±(w):= sup log+ 1I<P(t,W)±II1.
O$.t$I

Then all assertions of part (A) hold with nand N replaced with t and 1R+
Proof. Part (A):
Clearly if! = <P( _.) is a cocycle over 0- 1 with generator A -1 00- 1 The
generator satisfies the integrability conditions (3.3.9). The cocycle property
relates positive and negative times via

<P(-n,w) = <P(n,O-n w )-l
If 6, ::: ... ::: bd > 0 are the singular values of A E Gl(d, 1R), then I/bd :::
.. ?: 1/.5 1 > 0 are the singular values of A-I. Hence

(3.3.10)
We now apply Theorem 3.3.3(B) first to cJ>(n,w) which yields an invariant
set iiI of full measure on which the corresponding statements hold, and then
to <P( -n, w) which yields an invariant set fh of full measure on which for
k = I, .. . ,d
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where Ak is invariant on t'l2, and convergence ah:io hold.s in Ll. Now Y7I ---+ gill
probability or £1 and goO = 9 JP-a. s. implies 9n oon - t 9 in probahility or L 1.
This applied to equation (3.3.10) give! Ak = -Ad+l-k IP-a..s., conseq11cntl.Y
A;(w) = -Ad +1 -dw) for all w in the invaria.nt set of full IIlCH....mre

a:=

a na
1

2

n {w:

Ak(w)

= -Ad+l-dw),

k

=

I, ... ,d}.

(In the ergodic case we could have just taken IE loge) in (3.3.1O) to ill1111Cdiately arrive at the result.)
Part (B):
Theorem 3.3.3(C) can be applied to both cocyeleH. The integrability COIldition for p( -t, w) is satisfied, due to the following lemma.

3.3.11 Lemma. The following three statements are f'Jfuivalent:
1. a±(w):= sUPo<t<ll14>{t,W)±ll1 E £I,
2. iJ±{w):= sUPO~t~l 114>{-t,w)±ll1 ELI,
3. ,,/±{w):= sUP_~$~$ll14>{t,w)±l1l ELI.
The proof is an exercise in the use of the cocycle property.
The remaining statements follow as in the proof of part (B).

o

3.3.12 Remark (Average Lyapunov Exponent). Let cP be a linear cocycle for which the assumptions of one of the versions of the Fur.stenbcrgKesten theorem are satisfied. Then we have
1

Ap S As :=

I

p

i=l

1

d

d LdiAi = d L

Ak =

dIE (log Idet AliI)

SAl,

k=l

where A = 4'(1,·) in case of 1I' = ]R+ and An, the average Lyapunov exponent,
can be calculated by using I det AI only (in contrast, the Lyapunov exponentH
are quantities about which explicit information is usually hard to obtain).
In the invertible (in particular: two-sided) case, we can without loss of
generality assume that AJ; = a IP-a. s. since

•
3.3.13 Example (RDE with 2 x 2 Triangular Right-Hand Side.) Let
It = A(Otw)Xt in]R2 with A : [ l - t ]R2x2 given by
A(w ) =

(a{w)
c{w»)
0
b{w)
.

Assume for simplicity that 0 is ergodic.
(i) We have A E L1 if and only if a, b, cELl, which we ,\SsmllC from
now on. It implies that the RDE generates a linear cocycl(' cP(t,w) with time
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11' = IR (see Example 2.2.8). It also implies the integrability conditions of the
FurHtcllbcrg-Kesten theorem for '][' = lR (see Example 3.4.15).
(ii) Put (Y:= lEa, (J:= IEb,

c>,(w) :=

l'

a(8,w) dB,

(J,(w):=

l'

b(8.• w) ds,

Ct(w):= c(8,w).

The cocyclc ha.':i the form

<[>(t,·) =

eO,
( 0

(iii) From tlet<[>(t,·) = exp(",

+ (J,)

t1 log I det <[>(t, w)1 -> 1'(2) =

we obtain
Al

+ A2

= 2AE = a

+ (3.

Since the Lyapunov index of 4>( t, w) 11 iH Q, that of 4>{ t, wh2 is f3 and that of
4>(t,w)12 iH less than or equal to max(o,f3), we obtain (using Lemma 3.2.1
and the Euclidean norm in JR 2X2 )
I

t
Hence for the case

log 114>(t,w)ll->
0

1'(1)

= Al = max(a,(J) .

=I f3
I

.

Al =max(a,(J) >AE = 2(a+(J) >A2 =mm(a,{3),
while for a = (J, Al = AE = a = {3 with multiplicity d 1 = 2.
(iv) Generalization: Consider Xt = A(Otw}Xt in lRd with the triangular
matrix

Af' : . . :1

Clearly A E U if and only if ai, E £1 for all I :S i :S j :S d. Arranging
the Ok := Eakk in decreasing order Okl 2: ... ?: Qk d , we obtain Ai = Ok;,
i = I, ... ,d. See Oseledets [268], Crauel [108] and Johnson, Palmer and Sell
[192: Lemma 6.2].
•
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3.4 The Multiplicative Ergodic Theorem
This section is devoted to the presentation, proof and discu~sion of the various versions of Oseledets's multiplicative ergodic theorem (MET), the Illost
fundamental and most important theorem in this book. See Sect.3.1 for an
overview of the scope and the various proofs of the MET.
We will first prove the MET for time 'li' = N (and morc gcnerally for
one-sided time) following Goldsheid and Margulis [161] and then deal with
tw(}-sided time. We consider it worth the space to formulate and prove all
versions in detail.

3.4.1 The MET for One-Sided Time
3.4.1 Theorem (MET for One-Sided Time). Let <P be a linear cDeyde
with one-sided time over the metric DS (n, Y, 11', (O(t))'ET) . Then the Jollowing statements hold:
(A) Non-invertible case 11' = N: IJ the generator A : n -+ IRdxd sat,sjies
log+ IIA(·)II E L 1(n,F,II'),

then there exists a forward invariant set ii E F of full measure such that for
each wE fl
(i) The limit limn~=(<P(n,wt<P(n,w))1/2n =: I/>(w) :> 0 exists.
(ii) Let e""w,(w) < '" < e"'(w) be the different eigenvalnes oj I/>(w)
(possibly A,,(w)(w) = -00) and let Up(w)(w), ... , U1(w) be the corresponding
eigenspaces with multiplicities di(w) := dim Ui(w). Then

p(Ow) = p(w),
>.,(Ow) = >.,(w)

Jar all i E {l, ... , p(w)},

di(Ow) = di(w)

Jar all i E {I, ... ,p(w)}.

(iii) Put Vp(w)+l(W):= {O} andJori = 1, ... ,p(w)
V;(w) := Up(w) Ell ... Ell Ui(w),
so that
Vp(w)(w)

c ... c V;(w)

C ... C V1(w) = IRd

defines a filtmtion of IRd. Then for each x E IRd \ {o} the Lyapunov exponent.

A(W,X):= lim !.logll<P(n,w)xll
n--too

n

exists as a limit and

A(W, x) = Ai(W) <= x
equivalently

E

V;(w) \ V;+, (w),
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V;(w) = {x E IRd: A(W,X) S Ai(W)}.
(iv) For all x E IRd \ {OJ
A(OW, A(w)x) = A(W, x) ,
whence

A(w)V;(w)

fl,

c

V;(Ow) for all i E {I, ... ,p(w)}.

(v) If ([), F, 1', (0" )nEN) is ergodic, then the function p(-) is constant on
and the junctions Ai(-) and d i (·) are constant on {w E fl : p(w) 2: i},

i = 1, ... , d.
(B) Invertible case 11' = N: If A: [) --> GI(d,lR) and

log+

IIAII

E

L ' ([),F,I')

and

then the set fl of full measure on which (A) holds (and on which in the ergodic
case p(.), Ai(-), di(-) are constant} can be chosen to be invariant. Further,
Ap(w)(W) > -00 on fl, and
A(w)V;(w)

= V;(Ow)

for all i E {I, ... ,p(w)}.

(C) Invertible case 11' = IR+'· Let <I>(t,w) E GI(d,IR). Assume
a- E £1, where
,,±(w):= sup log+ 1I<I>(t,W)±II1.

,,+ E L'

and

O$t$1

Then all statements of part (B) hold with fl, 0 and A(w) replaced with t, ott)
and <P(t,w}, and the set il E:F of full measure is now invariant with respect
to (O( t) )tER+ .
(D) Measurability: The function w H p(w) E {I, ... ,d} (measurablyextended from fl to [)} is measurable. The functions w H Ai (w) E IR U { -00 },
W H di(w) E {I, ... , d}, w H Ui(W) E U%~IGk(d) and W H V;(w) E
U~~1 Gk(d), Gk(d) the Grassmann manifold of k-dimensional subspaces of
IRd (measurably extended to {w : p(w) 2: i} E F} are measurable.
In particular, W H V;(w) E '.J!(IR') are random closed sets on their domain
in the sense of Definition 1.6.1.
(E) Lyapunov spectrum: The collection {(Ai (.), d i (-) )i~I, ... ,p( -)} of quantities from part (A) of the theorem coincides with the Lyapunov spectrum
S(O, A) of the cocyele <1>(-, w) (see Definition 3.3.8).
The proQf of the MET follows in a few lines from the Furstenberg-Kesten theorem and the following deterministic proposition, the proof of which requires
the "hard work" alluded to above.

3.4.2 Proposition (Deterministic MET). Let (An)nEN be a sequence of
d x d matrices which satisfies the following two conditions:
1.

.
1
hmsup -log IIAnl1 SO.
n--too

n

(3.4.1)
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2. Putting q,n

:=

An' .. AlJ
(3.4.2)

exists for i = 1, ... ,d.
Then:
(i) The limit limn--+oo(q,~cpn)1/2n =: tJ! .2 0 exists and the cigenvahu;s ofl]!
coincide with (e A ;), where the Ai are successively defined by Al + ... + Ai :=
,(i), i = l, ... ,d (put Ai = -00 if,(i) = -00) and sati.<fy

A,= lim

n--+oo

~IOgOi(Pn)'
n

i=l, ... ,d,

where <\(q,n) is the i-th singular value ofcpw
(ii) Let eA. < ... < eO.' be the different eigenvalues of '/I (posszbly Ap =
-00) and let Up, ... , Ul be their corresponding eigenspace.'> with multipliritic8
d i = dim Ui . Write Vp+z := {OJ,

Vi :=UpEB ... EBUi ,

i= 1, ... ,p,

so that
Vp

c ...

C

Vi

C ... C

deftnes aftltration oflll."- Then for each x

A(X):= lim

n-+oo

E

V, = Ill. d
Ill. d \ {OJ the Lyapunov exponent

~ log UPn.xll

n

exists as a limit and

equivalently

Vi

= {x E Ill.d :

A(X) ::; A').

To derive the MET from this proposition, part of the following elementary
lemma is needed.

3.4.3 Lemma (Growth of a Stationary Sequence). Suppose we arc
given a metric DS (0, F, 11', (on)nEN) and a random variable f : [! --+
IRU{-oo). Then:
(i) If f+ E L', then the invariant set

0,

:=

1

{w : lim sup n--+oo

n

f(on~'w) ::; O}

has full measure.
(ii) Let f : fl ....-t IR. Then the invariant set
1
1
O 2 := {w : liminf - f(on~'w) ::; 0 ::; lim "'P - f(O"-'w))
n--+oo n
n--+oo 11
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has full measure. If in addition f+ ELI, then the invariant set

has full measure.
II 1- ~ max(O, ~ I) E Ll, then the invariant set
.o4:~

1

(w: liminf ~ f(on- 1w) ~ O}
n ...... OCI n

has full measure.

(f

0

(iii) Let I : fl --> JR. II I E Ll (or if only (f 0 0 ~ f)+ E Ll, or il
0 ~ 1)- E L', both implying 100 ~ I E Ll and E (f 0 0 ~ f) ~ 0), then

the invariant set
[15

:~ (w:

lim 2. f(O,,-I W )
n

n-tOCl

~ O}

has full measure.

Proof. The invariance of il ll il2l !?3 and 0 4 follows from their definition.
(i) That ill has full measure is a consequence of the Borel-Cantelli lemma
since
OCI
1
OCI
OCI
1
Lll'(~/(on-l.) > £) ~ Lll'(f > m) ~ Lll'(f+ > m):S -Et+ <
n=l
n
n=l
n=l
E

where we have

u~ed

the elementary fact that for

e f:ll'(f > m):S Ef
n=l

~e

1

00,

f 2: 0 and any E > 0

00

ll'(f > et) dt:Se f:ll'(f >m).
n~

0

(ii) If I is finite-valued, then for any e > 0
lim ll'(I2. IW-1W)1 > e)

n ...... OCI

n

~ nlim
ll'(I/(w)1 > en) ~ 0,
......
OCI

whence ~f(on-l.) --+ 0 in probability, from which the assertion follows. If
f+ E Ll combine (i) with what we have just proved.
(iii) If (f 0 0 ~ 1)+ E Ll, then the representation

n-l
foon~/+ L(foO~l)oo'
i=O

and the (extended version of the) ergodic theorem say that limn-tOCl ~ f oon =:
z exists (and is possibly ~oo) with Ez ~ E(foO~f) (possibly ~oo). By (ii)
this limit is necessarily equal to 0 F-a. s. Hence lE z = IE (f 0
f) = 0, in
particular I 0 0 ~ I E L'. Analogously for the case (f 0 0 ~ I) - E L1
0

e-
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Proof of Theorem 3.4.1
(A) Under the asssumption log+ IlAIi E L', condition (:1.4.1) of Proposition 3.4.2 is true for the sequence An = A( on -lW) for w in an invariant Hct
fl, of full measure, by Lemma 3.4.3(i) applied to few) = log IIA(w)ll.
Under the same assumption, the Furstenberg-Kesten theorem 3.3.3(A),
hence in particular (3.4.2), holds on a forward invariant .set fl2 of fulllllc[t.<mre.
Consequently, (i), (ii), (iii) and (v) arc true on ii := fit n fl2 which is
forward invariant and full.
For (iv) just note that .p(n,Ow)A(w) = .p(n + l,w) which immediately
implies ),(Bw,A(w)x) = ),(w,x).
Take x E V;(w) which by (iii) is equivalent to ),(w, x) S ),,(w). Hence

),(Ow, A(w)x) = ),(w, x) S ),i(W) = ),i(OW),
entailing A(w)x E V;(Bw), or A(w)V;(w) c V;(Ow).
(B) follows from the fact that the Furstenberg-Kesten theorem 3.3.3(B)
furnishes an invariant set of full measure on which all statements are true
and all limits are finite (and constant in the ergodic case).
As for the invariance of Vi(w), note that since A(w) is Ilon-sillgular,
dimA(w)V;(w) = dim V;(w). Hence (A)(iv) and dim V;(w) = dim V; (0,,,) imply A(w)V;(w) = V;(Bw).
(C) The continuous time case can be reduced to the discrete t.ime ca.<;e as
follows:
(i) The integrability conditions assure that the corresponding continuous
time Furstenberg-Kesten theorem 3.3.3(C) is valid on a set ii of full measure
which is B(t)-invariant.
(ii) For fixed w E ii we introduce, as for 11' = N, the flag F(t,w) corresponding to (.p(t,w)·.p(t,W))'/2 and show that

- (F(t, W))tER+ converges in F,(d) to F(w)

:= limn~=

F(n, w) (the latter

limit is known to exist on ii),
- the convergence is exponentially fast,

.
1
hmsup -logo(F(t,w), F(w)) S -h,
t

t--wo

(3.4.3)

from which all other steps of the proof follow.
(iii) The claims in (ii) would follow from
lim sup ~ 10go(F(n,w), F(n
n-HXl
n

+ s,w))

which replaces (3.4.12). Writing n
.

S -h uuiformly in s E [0,11,

+ s = t,

n=

ttl

(:1.1.4)

in (3.4.4) we obtain

1

hmsup-logo(F([t],w),F(t,w)) S -h,
t-l-OO
t
in particular F(t,w) --> F(w), and (3.4.3) follows, by (3.4.13) and the triangle
inequality.
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(iv) All that remains to be proved is (3.4.4). An inspection of the proof
of Theorem 3.4.1 (step 3, case 1 and case 2(a» shows that we have to assure
that the right-hand side of

II P)·(n + t,w)Pi(n,w)11 <
-

,,("(n,w))
1 ~(t ,u"( n )w )11 oj(4)(n+t,w))
'
':l'

..

))

)-III';(
.. (n+t,w
{ II~("()
':l' t, u n w
o;(<J>(n,w» ,

1.

> },

.

<},.

1.

decays to a with exponential speed -IAi - Ajl uniformly with respect to
t E [0, 11. This is the case provided
.
1
.
1
Iimsup- sup log 1Jq,(t, O(n)w)±11J = Iimsup-a±(O(n)w) ~ 0
n-HXl n O$t$l
n-+oo n

(3.4.5)

(note that since q,(O,w) = I, sup log = suplog+). The integrability conditions
a± E Ll and the ergodic theorem assure that in fact limn .... = a±(O(n)w)/n =
o on a set of full measure which is invariant with respect to 0(1). In step (iii)
of the proof of part (e) of Theorem 3.3.3 we showed that this set is even
O(t)-invariant, and its defining property was built into the O(t)-invariant set
ii on which we are working.
(D) The measurability of p, Ai and di is a consequence of the measurability of the ,ei) which is assured by the FUrstenberg-Kesten theorem.
There remains to be considered the measurability of Ui and Vi. The following will become clear in the proof of Proposition 3.4.2: On the measurable set
fl"k := {w E Ii : d,(w) = k}, U,(w) will be the limit of a sequence U,(n,w)
of measurable functions with values in the Grassmannian Gk(d) and hence
measurable itself, similarly for Vi. Vi is a random closed set by Proposition
1.6.2(i) and the fact that for an open set U C IRd

{w

E

fl"k : V,(w) n U

¥ 0} =

{w

E

fl"k : V;(w)

E

U.},

where Uk = {V E G.(d) : V n U ¥ 0} is open in Gk(d).
(E) is clear as we have constructed the objects in (Al by the FurstenbergKesten theorem on which Definition 3.3.8 is based.
0
It remains to prove Proposition 3.4.2. For pedagogical reasons we first
present the proof for dimension d = 2 and later for general d.

Proof:1 of Proposition 3.4.2 for d = 2
By assumption (3.4.2), the limits

and
:$

This proof wa<> presented by Ilya Goldsheid in a lecture at the University of
Bremen in June 1990.
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exist, and since

111\' <l>nll
lim

»---+00

>

= 01 (<I>n)O,(<I>n) and if A,

~ log 0,(<1>,,) = -P) -

n

Al

-00,

= A,

exists (if A, = -00, put A, = -(0).
Let cfJn = VnDnOn be the singular value decompositioll of q)n with DlI =
diag(o,(<I>n),o,(<I>n))' Then
(4)~<p>>)1/2n = O;lD~/nOn

e A , and eigcnvectors equal to the tolllllms 0;1('\'
O~e2 of O~. We will in general not be able to prove that. 0" COllverg,cs, clue to
the non-uniqueness of the singular value decomposition. However, it suflices
to show that the spaces spanned by the eigenvectors converge.

has eigenvalues Di (4)n) l/fl

----t

3.4.4 Lemma. Let S be a symmetric d x d matrix with spectral l'eprcS(;nf.(Ltion S = E AkPk, where Ak are the eigenvalues and P k are the orthogonal
projections onto the eigenspaces Uk corresponding to Akl uniquely given by

r (zI-S)-ldz,

Pk=~

(3AG)

21T~ ) r k

where Fk is a circle in the complex plane C around .\k which cxclnrles all
other eigenvalues of S. Let Sn = L Adn)Pdn) be a sequence sitch that JOT
n -+ 00

t

1. Ak(n) -+ Ai for k E Ei 0, a group of indices,
2. Fi(n):= LkEE, Pdn) -+ Pi'
Then Sn -+ S.
Proof. By our assumptions,

Sn - S =

L (L (Ak(n) i

Ai)Pk(n)

+ Ai(

kEE,

L 1'.(11.) - 1',»)

-H)

kEE,

~n-+oo.

D

1. Case .A, = A, =: A,
Here D~/n --+ e>'lI and ?l(n) = Pt(n)
(p~<Pn)I/2n --+ eAII, which proves (i).

The filtration in (ii) is trivial, VI

=

+ P2(n)

=

I, hence b.y

But with Onx

= Xn

~

lim
tI-HXl

~ log 11<1>",1'11

n

.3.4.4

lR? We need to prove that for each

XEIR'\{O}
A(X)

LClHllia

= AI·
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and all n

£

>
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°

there is a Cg E (0,00) such that for i = 1,2

~(,n(A'-')
<
Co: .
- J.(<1> n) <
- Cg en(A,+,) ,
~

Hence for every
n awl all .J; f-

°

€

there it; a Co: E (0,00) independent of x 4 such that for all

whence A(X) = Al for all x
A(x) = -00 for all :c # O.

f-

O. If Al =

-00,

then the same estimates give

2. C,,-,c Al := Al > A2 =: A2
n
Now D:/ -+ diag(e>'1,c>'2). The eigenvectors of (p~Pn)I/2n are ul(n) =
O~el for (5t(Pn)l/ n -+ e>'l and u2(n) = O~e2 for (h(Pn)l/ n -+ e..\2, We now
prove that for the corresponding projections PI(n) -+ PI and P2(n) -+ P2,
hence by Lemma 3.4.4

This (in fact, a much sharper result) will follow from the next two lemmas.

3.4.5 Lemma. Let P and Q be orthogonal projections in JR2 with dim U =
dim V = 1, where U = imP and V = imQ. Then

liP - QII

= J(U, V) =

IIx A yll,

x E U, Y E V,

IIxll = lIyll

= 1,

where 0 denotes the distance in the projective space pi introduced in Proposition 3.2.8.

Proof. For elementary fact" on projections see Kato [199: pp. 55-58].
(i) If P, Q are two orthogonal projection", then always liP - QII :; 1. We
have liP - QII = 1 if and only if U 1- V if and only if J(U, V) = 1.
(ii) In general, if x E U, Y E V, Ilxll = lIyll = 1, then, using x = (x,y)y +
(x, y.i)y.i,

II(I - Q)PII
If II(I - Q)PII < 1, then
and the result follows.

-t

I(x, y.i)1 = IIx A yll = J(U, V).
liP - QII = II(I - Q)PII (Kato [199: Theorem 6.34]),
=

0

The fact that here and at later occasions C", is independent of x will be needed
ill the proof of a uniform convergence result for two-sided time, see Theorem
3.4.1I(v).
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3.4.6 Lemma. Assume d = 2 and the conditions of Proposition ,'1.4.2 with
Al > ).2. Let 0 denote the distance in pI introduced in Proposition 3.2.8
and let U1(n) and U2(n) be the eigenspaces of (p;tl/>n)l j 2n corresponding to
the eigenvalues o,(P n )' n > 02(P n ),/n (this inequality holds for all n ? no).
Thenfori = 1,2
lim sup .!.IOgo(U,(n), Ui(n
n-HXl

n

+ 1)) <;

A2 - A,

(3.4.7)

(which is also true if A2 = -00). In particular, the seqllence (U,(1I.)) i.'l a
Cauchy sequence in pI and thus converges,

lim Ui(n) = Ui,

n->=

and the convergence is exponentially fast,

.
1
hmsup-logo(Ui(n),U,) <; A2 - A,.
n--+oo

n

(3.4.8)

Proof. (i) It suffices to consider the case i = 2 since U,(n) = TU2(n),
T E 0(2, JR), thus O(U, (n), U, (n + 1)) = o(U2(n), U2(n + 1)).
(ii) First observe that we have l/>nUl(n) = 01 (c[>n)V,ICI 1 4'n1L2(n) =
0, (Pn)Vne2, thus IIpnu, (n)1I = O,(Pn ), IIpnU2(n)1I = 02(Pn ) and
Pnu,(n)-LPnU2(n). By the definition of P n+"

Represent u2(n) as u2(n) = QnUl(n + 1) + f3nU2(n

+ 1)

and note that

IIQnPn+1U,(n + 1)

IIPn +,u2(n)11

(Q~o,(pn+,)2

?

I

+ f3nPn+,u2(n + 1)11
+ f3~02(Pn+,)2)'/2

Qnlo'(Pn+1).

By Proposition 3.2.8

so

(note that oI(4'n+d > 0, otherwbe Al = A2 = -00). The a..'i8Ulllption~
(3.4.1) and (3.4.2) of Proposition 3.4.2 and Lemma 3.2.I(v) yield (3.4.7).
(3.4.8) follows from

o(U2(n), U2) <;

L= o(U2(i), U2(i + 1))
1=n

and the discrete time version of Lemma 3.2.1(iv).

o
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We now complete the proof of Proposition 3.4.2 for d = 2. The result of
Lemma 3.4.6 is that (both the eigenvalues and) the eigenspaces of (4)~4>n)'12n
converge to limits (e A' and) Ui . By Lemma 3.4.5, this is equivalent to the
convergence of the corresponding orthogonal projections, proving part (i) of
the proposition.
To prove part (ii) take x E V2 \ {O} where V2 = U2 C V, = HI?, write
x = Ilxllv, v = rl'nUI(n) + i3"u2(n) with IIvll 2 = a~ + i3~ = 1, thus

(3.4.9)
We have proved in the above lemma that
.
1
.
1
hmsup - log lanl = hrnsup -log 6(U2 (n), U2) ~ A2 - A"
n-+oo n
n-too n

thus i3~

-4

I. Lemma 3.2.1 (iii) and (v) applied to (3.4.9) gives

A2

~ lim
inf ~ log l14>nxll
n-+oo n
~

.
1
hmsllp -log l14>nxll ~ max(A, - Al
n-+oo

n

+ A" A2)

=

A2.

°

More precisely, for each € > there is a CE E (0,00) independent of x such
that for all n and x E V2 \ {O}

IIxll ~, en(A,-'J ~
whence

A(X) = lim

n-too

l14>nxll s; IIxIlC,en(A,+'J,

~n log II4>nxll

= A2 if x E

V2 \ {O}.

Now take x E ]R2 \ V2 and write x = au + (3v with unit vectors U E U I ,
E U, = V2, and a = (x,u) t- O. Write v = anuI(n) + i3nU2(n), U =
/71UI(n) + DnU2(n). By the above lemma an ---7 0, Dn ---7 0 with exponential
speed :S .\2 - A1, so (J~ ---7 1, f~ ---7 1. We obtain the estimate

V

1''II""InI6,(4)n) ~ II4>n xll
((a""l" + i3an ),6 , (4),,)2 + (a6" + i3i3,,)'62(4)n)2)'12.

°

More precisely, by Lemma 3.2.1(iii) and (v), for each € > there is a CE E
(0, (0) independent of x such that for all n and all x E JR2 \ V2

whence

~ log 114>"xll = AI for x E lll.' \ V,.
n
ThiH completes the proof of Proposition 3.4.2 for the case d = 2.
A(X) = lim

n-+oo

o
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3.4.7 Remark. The crucial fact in the proof of A(.X) = A2 for :1: E V2 \ {O} is
that lanl = o(U2, U2(n)) = IU2 A u2(n)1 = I(uf, u2(n))1. u2 E U2, decays with
rate $ A2 - AI, thus cancelling the rate Al of c)I(Pn ) in the term !<l'nIOl(Pn)
on the right-hand side of (3.4.9). It i::; therefore not just the convergence
U2(n) -+ U2 but its particular speed that make::; the proof work.
_
Proof of Proposition 3.4.2 for general d
The geneml idea, abstracted from the proof for d = 2, is fe, follows: Let
Wn = VnDnOn, Dn = diag(c)l (qin)' ... , Od(P n )), be the singular val Ill! decomposition of Wn . By assumption
lim D;/n = diag(e A \, ... , e Ad ).
n~=

Denote by Al > ... > Ap the different numbers aIllong the iii. Let for
i = 1, ... ,p, Ui(n) be spanned by the group Ei of tho::;e eigenvector::; of
(p~4'n)1/2n = O;ID~/nOn corresponding to eigenvalues Jk(~)(Pn) I/n ---+ c A,.
Let Pi(n) be the corresponding orthogonal projection. We prove that
1. Pi(n) -+ Pi (n ---+ (0) for i = 1, ... ,p, which, by Lemma 3.4.4, yields
(p~Pn)'/2n -t of! = l:e"Pi (,,",sertion (i)),
2. the convergence in 1. has just the right ::;peed to ensure a..'isertion (ii).

Step 1: Construction of a sequence (F(n)) of flags
We can assume d 2: 2 since the case d = 1 is trivial. Let
A, > ... > Ap
be the different numbers in the ::;equence Al 2: ... 2: Ad, let d i be the multiplicity of Ai. If p = 1 we can use the proof for d = 2 (case Al = A 2 ) verbatim.
Let now p ~ 2. Assume Ap > -00. The modifications necessary if AI' = -00
are either obvious or given in the course of the proof.
Put

L1 :=. min

l""}, ... ,p-1

Choose an

E:

L1i > o.

E (0, .1) and then an N, such that for all i = 1, ... ,p

I~ logok(i)(Pn ) - Ail < €

for all n 2: No.

where k(i) runs through the group Ei of di indice::; for which
.
1
hm -logOk(i)(P,,) = A,.

n-+oo

Let

and

n
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The nested sequence of subspaces of IRd given by

F(n) ~ (Vp(n) C .. ' C Vi(n) C ... C V1(n))

forms a filtration or flag, corresponding for all
the vector of dimensions

E:

E (0, Ll) and all n

~

Ne to

which is independent of E: and n.
The set Fr (d) of all flags corresponding to the vector of dimensions T
can be given the structure of a compact Coo manifold in a natural way (see
Husemoller [176: Chap. 8]). The flag manifold FT(d) can be endowed with a
complete metric as follows:
Take F ~ (Vp C ... C VI) E FT (d) and define Up ~ Vp, U, ~ orthogonal
complement of Vi+l in ~, i = P - 1, ... ,1, so that

Vi = Up E!:1 ... EBUi , i= 1, ... ,p.
Choose h ~

d": 1 and define for any F, F E FT (d)

o(F, F) :~.

max..

!llax

I(x, y)lh/IA,-A,I.

(3.4.10)

i,)=l,···,Pi i¢') xEU.. , yEUj ; Iixli=liyli=l

If Ap ~ -00, replace h/lAp - Ajl and hilA, - Api by d':I' Then 0("') is a
complete metric on FT(d) compatible with the natural topology. For a proof
(which mainly consists of verifying the triangle inequality) see Goldsheid and
Margulis 1161: pp. 17--191·
3.4.8 Remark. (i) It follows from the formula

IIAII

~

I(Ax, y)1

sup
IIxIl9,1I.1I51

tha.t for two orthogonal projection8 P, Q in a Hilbert space

IIPQII ~ IIQPII ~

max

xEimP, yEimQ; Iixli=liyli=l

l(x,y)l·

If for F E FT(d), Pi denotes the orthogonal projection onto Ui • the metric
o(F, F) defined by (3.4.10) can be written as

o(F, F)

~ ..

max .IIP,Fjllh /I A,-A,I.

i,)=l, ... ,p; t¢')

(3.4.11)

~ 2 we obtain hl(Al - A2) ~ 1 which yields exactly the metric in
pI", F(1.2) (2) used above in the proof for d ~ 2 (case AI> A2)' Indeed, for
F ~ (U C 1R2), F ~ (0 C 1R2)

(ii) For d

o(F, F) ~ l(x,y~)1 ~ l(y,xJ.)I,
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where x E U, xl. E Ul., yEO, yl. E 01. arc unit vectors, and hellce with
x = (x, y)y + (x, y~ )y~
o(U,O)

= IIx /I yll = I(x, Y~)IIIY~ /I yll = o(F, F).

•
Step 2: Reduction to a lemma on the convergence of the sequence
(F(n» of flags
Proposition 3.4.2 is a consequence of the following lemma.

3.4.9 Lemma. We have
.
1
hmsup - log o(F(n), F(n
n---J.oo n

+ 1»

S -h.

(3.4.12)

In particular, the sequence (F(n)) is a Cauchy sequence and thus conve.rges
in Fr(d),
lim F(n) = F,
n~=

and this convergence is exponentially jast,
.
1
hmsup-logo(F(n),F) S -h.
n--too n

(3.4.13)

We first derive Proposition 3.4.2 from this lemma. By (3.4.13) and the definition of the metric 0 we have F(n) = (Vp(n) c ... c V,(n» --+ F = (Vp C
... c Vd if and only if for each i, Ui(n) ---* Ui in Cd, (d), where we use the
complete metric on Gdd) given by
o(U,O) := II {I -

P)QII

=

II {I -

Q)PII.

where P and Q are the orthogonal projections onto U and 0 in Gk(d). Indeed,
denoting by Pi and Pi(n) the orthogonal projections onto U1 and Ui(n),
respectively, and using the identity I = E~=l Pj(n),
o(U" U,(n» =

II {I -

P,(n»P,11

S

IIP,(n)

P,II

--+ O.

j=l, ... ,p;ji=i

Recalling the form (3.4.11) of the metric on Fr(d), F(n) --+ Fin Fr(d) implies
U,(n) --+ U, in Cd,(d) for i = 1, ... ,po
Conversely, assume o(Ui , U,(n» --+ 0 for all i. A result of Kato 1199: p. 561
applies saying that if P and P are orthogonal projections with dim imP =
dimim? and 11(1 - P)?II = c < 1, then

liP -?II

=

II(I -

P)?II =

II(I - ?)PII =

c.

(3.4.14)

Hence Pi(n) --+ P, for all i which implies o(F(n), F) --+ O.
In particular, F(n) --+ F implies (<p~Pn)1/2Tl --+ E c A' P,_, i. c. part (i) of
the proposition.
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= 1, and write

IIxll
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= 1, ... ,p, x E Vi \ Vi+l,

p

p

x=LP,(n)x=LPjx,

By ru;sumption PiX

i' O.

j=l

j=i

The vectors

(pnP,(n)x)j~l,

.. ,p are orthogonal and

IIPj(n)xll Q,(P n ) :S IIPnPj(n)xll :S IIP,(n)xll 6j (Pn),
where

with
Hence
p

L

p

1IP,(n)xI12 Qj(Pn )2 :S

2

IIPi(n)xll Qi(Pn ) :S

IIPnx11 and IIPi(n)xll -+

Ai :S

IIPixll > 0

liminf ~ log IIPnxll.
n-.--+oo n

We now estimate the summands in (3.4.15) from above. For j
use the trivial estimate IIPj(n)xll :S 1 to obtain

For j

=

(3.4.15)

j=1

j=1

Since

IIPj (n)xII 2 6j (P n )'.

IIp nx l1 :S L

=

i, ... ,p we

1, ... , i-I we use
p

p

PkxlI :S L

IIPj(n)xll = IIPj(n) L
k=i

IIPj (n)Pk II

k=i

and (3.4.13) to obtain from (3.4.11) A(IIPj(n)pkllh/l"i-".I) :S -h and

A(IIP,(n)xll 6j (P n )) :S Aj + max

k=t .... ,p

-hlAj - Akl =

h

Hence lim sUPn-.--+oo ~ log IJtPnxll ::; Ai and altogether
.

1

lun -log

n-.--+oo n

which is part (ii) of the proposition.

Ilpnxll

= Ai,

Aj + (Ai

- A,) = Ai'
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Step 3: Proof of Lemma 3.4.9
Since

6(F(n), F) :S

00

L 6(F(k), F(k + 1))

(3.4.13) follows from (3.4.12) by the discrete time version of Lelllma 3.2.1(iv).
It thus suffices to prove (3.4.12) which, introducing

is equivalent to

(3.4.16)
Casel:i>j
Now Ai < A,. For a unit vector x E Ui(n) and y

IIPn+1XIl ~ IIAn+1p nxll :S

~

PJ(n + 1):1: E UJ(n+ 1)

IIAn+1I1 Ji(Pn)

and

so

whence

A(Llij(n)):S Ai - Aj ~ -IAi -

A,I·

For Ap ~ -00 we obtain A(Llpj(n)) ~ -00 for j ~ 1, ... ,p - 1.
Case2:i<j
Now Ai > Aj.
(a) We first show that we can repeat the argument of case 1 if we have
the additional assumption that An E Gl(d, 1Il.) and
lim sup
n--too

~ log IIA;;'11 :S o.

For a unit vector x E U,(n + 1) and y

~

Pi(n)x E Ui(n)

IIpnxll ~ IIA;;!,Pn+,xll :S
and

so

and hence

(3.4.17)

n

IIA;;!,11

J,(Pn+l)
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(b) In the general ~ituation we can reduce case 2 (i < j) to case 1 (i > j)
follows:
(i) Observe that A(LliJ(n)):S ~IAi ~ Ajl for i > j implies

lim II(I ~ Pi(n + 1))P,(n)1I = 0,

i = 1, ... ,p,

(3.4.18)

n~=

hence by Kato's result (3.4.14)
lim IIPi(n)

n~=

~

Pi(n + 1)11

= 0,

i

= 1, ... ,p.

To prove (3.4.18), we procccu by induction. For i = p, using I =
1},
p-I

2:;=1 Pj(n+

p-l

II(I - Pp(n+ 1))Pp(n)1I = I12:Pj(n+ I)Pp(n)1I :S 2:Llpj(n) -> 0 (n -> 00).
j=1

j=1

Suppose we have proved the claim up to the index i ::; p. Then it also holds
for i-I 2: 1. For, with
i-2

P

I= 2:Pj(n+l)+Pi-1(n+l)+ 2:PJ(n+l),
j=1

j=i

i-2

:S

P

2: IlPi-l(n}P,(n + 1}1I + 2: IlPi-l(n)P,(n + 1)11
j=1

:S
:S

j=t

i-2

P

j=1

j=i

i-2

P

2: Lli_1,j(n) + 2: IlPi-l(n}(I ~ Pj(n) + Pj (n))Pj (n + 1)11
2: Lli_1,j(n) + 2: II(I ~ P,(n))P,(n + 1)11
j=1

->

0 (n -> (0).

We can thus assume from now on that n is chosen so large that

IIP,(n} ~ Pi(n + 1)11 :S

1 .
2'
,=

1, ... ,p.

(ii) If A, A' and B are bounded operators in a Banach space with A2 = A,
IIA ~ A'II :S 1/2, then
(3.4.19)
IIABII :S 2I1 A'ABII·
For,

IIA2 B ~ (A ~ A'}ABII 2: IIA2 BII ~ II (A - A')ABII

IIA' ABII

2:

IIABII-IIA

~ A'IIIIABIl

2:

~IIABII.
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(iii) For i

i

j
p

0= Pi(n + l)P,(n + 1) =

L Pi(n + I)P.{n)P (n + 1),
j

k=l

thus

Pi(n + I)Pi(n)Pj (n

+ 1) = -

Pi(n

+ I)Pk(n)PJ (n + 1).

k=l, ... ,pj k#i

For n big enough by (3.4.19) and since IIPi(n) - Pi(n

L1ij(n)

<:
<:

2l1Pi(n + l)Pi (n)PJ (n

L

2

+ 1)11 <:

~

+ 1)11

II Pi (n + I)Pk(n)2P,(n + 1)11

k=l, ... ,pj k#i

<:

2
k=l, ... ,p; k#i

Since 1 ~ i < j

~ p,

(3.4.20)
where we have omitted the variable n and have marked those terms with a
superscript 0 for which case 1 applies.
(iv) The Lyapunov index of the last term in (3.4.20) can be estimated <l..'i
follows using the trivial bound L1ij (n) ~ 1 and the result of case 1:

"(t,L1~i(n)L1~j(n))

"(t,L1~Jn))

<:

max

k=), ... ,p

(-I"k - "il)

=

-I", - A,I.

(v) We first derive the following crude estimate: For 1 ~ i < j

The proof proceeds by induction. First put i = 1 and use
first sum in (3.4.20) is not present and
max (

-

max

k=2, ... ,)-1

Using this for the first term in (3.4.20),

~kJ (n) ~

(-IAk - Ad), -lA, - Ad)

min .IAk -All

k=2, ... ,J

.

= -.1 1 ,

~ p

1. The
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.\( Lh, (n))

<;

max(-Ll"

max

k=3, ... ,J-l
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(-I.\k -.\,I),-I.\j -.\,1)

max( -Ll" -Ll,) = - min(LI" LI,),
in general
'\(Lli,(n)) <; - min(LI" ... , Ll i )
and finally

.\(Llp_',p(n)) <; - min(LI" ... , LIp-I! = -Ll.

(vi) We improve this crude estimate as follows: For the terms of the first
sum in (3.4.20) we have k < i < j, and the crude estimate gives

For the terms of the second sum we use the estimate of case 1 for Ll~i and
the crude estimate for Llkj to obtain

Altogether

<;

max( -2L1,

max

k=t+l, ... ,J-l

(-I.\k - .\il - LI), -I.\i - .\J I}

max( -2L1, -Lli - LI, -I.\i - .\jl}

max( -2L1, -1.\,

-

.\jl)·

(vii) We have now two ca::;es5 ;

- Either -I.\i - .\JI:> -2L1. Then .\(Llij(n)) <; -I.\i - .\jl, and we are done.
- Or -I.\i - .\jl < -2L1.
In the second cru;e the new estimate .\(..1 ij (n)) ~ -2..1 is strictly better than
the crude estimate.
The first term on the right-hand side of (3.4.20) is estimated as

Applying the estimate of step (vi) and taking into account the definition of
..1 we arrive at
.\(LI .. ) <;

max

k=1, ... ,1-1

(-2L1, -I.\k - .\il) <; -LI

for each k = 1, ... , i - I .

On the other hand

-I.\k
rc~ulting
r,

-.\,1 < -1.\, -.\,1 < -2L1

for each k= 1, ... ,i-1,

in

I am indebted to Anna Kwiecinska for suggesting an improvement in this step.
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A(Llkj) S

max

k=l, ... ,l-l

and finally
A

(I:

(-2L1,-IAk - A,I)

~

-2L1,

LlkiLlk') S -3L1.

k=l

Now the second term on the right-hand side of (3.4.20) b estimated as

for some ko E {i + 1, ... ,j - I}. Applying the estimate of step (vi) t.o t.he
right-hand side of the last estimate we obtain

A(LI~,.) + A(Llk,,)
S -IAk, -A.I+max(-2L1,-IAko -A,I)
_
-

{-IAk' - A.I-IAk, - Ajl ~ -IA. - Ajl,
-IAk, - A.I - 2L1 S -3L1,

For the third term on the right-hand
step (iv) and obtain

A

~ide

IAk" - A,I S 2L1,
IAk" - A,I > 2L1.

of (3.4.20) we use the estimate of

(tLl~.LI~,) S -IA. - Ajl·
k=J

Collecting the three estimates together we finally obtain
A(LI.j(n))

),A(k~l Ll2.Llk,), A(~ Ll2.LI~,))

S

max (A(% LlkiLlk,

S

max( -3L1, -IA. - Ajl).

(3.4.21)

We again have two cases:
- either -IA. - A,I2: -3L1. Then A(LI.j(n)) S -IA. - A,I, and we are done,
- or -IA. - A,I < -3L1.
In the second case we apply the estimate (3.4.21) to the right-hand
(3.4.20) to obtain the new estimate

~idc

of

A(LI.,(n)) S rn=(-4L1,-IA, - A,I).

We continue this procedure until we obtain in finitely many steps
A(LI.j(n)) S -IA. - A,I,

which was to be proved.
For Ap = -00 the same procedure gives '\(LliJ(n)) = -00 for all i =
l, ... ,p-l.
This completes the proof of Lemma 3.4.9 and thus of Proposition 3.4.2. 0
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3.4.10 Remark. (i) The filtration and the spectrum of a linear cocyele are
independent of the choice of the vector norm and a corresponding matrix
norm in lR d I see also Remark 3.3.2.
Moreover I let V be a real normed vector space of dimension d with norm
11·11 and let w >-t T(w) E C(V) be a measurable random linear operator with
log+ IIT(·)II E LI Then the MET Theorem 3.4.1 holds for the linear cocyele
S(n,w) := T(on-lw) 0 · · · 0 T(w) for any norm in V and the filtration and
the spectrum are independent of that norm, similarly for the other versions
of the MET that follow.
To sec this, choose a basis F in V. The coordinate mapping kF : V -+ ]Rd
becomes an isometric isomorphism if we choose the standard scalar product
(',')8 inIR d and (X,Y)F:= (k F (x),kF(Y))8 in V. The norm II·IIF is equivalent
to any other norm in V.
(ii) The MET is also valid in Cd (or any finite-dimensional normed Cvector space V). Our proof, now based on the polar and singular value decomposition in a unitary space (see Gantmacher 1157: IX.12]), holds verbatim.
(iii) Uniqueness of spectrum and flag: Suppose the linear cocycle 4»{n,w)
satisfies the conditions of Theorem 3.4.1. Then its spectrum and flag are
unique. This means that whenever there is another flag
{OJ C Wq C ... C W,

= IRd

and numbers I'q < ... < 1'1 with '\(x) = I'k if and only if x E Wk \ Wk+l,
then q = p, ILk = Ak and W k = Vk . The proof is left as an exercise.
_
3.4.2 The MET for Two-Sided Time
3.4.11 Theorem (MET for Two-Sided Time). Let <P be a linear cocycle
with two-sided time over the metric DS (fJ,F,Il', (O(t))tET) .
(A) Discrete time 1r = Z: Let
<P(n,w) =

A(on-l w )··· A(w),
I,
{ A-l(on w)··· A-l(O-lw),

n >0,
n=O,
n <0,

be generated by A : fJ --> GI(d, IR) and assume

log+ IIA(')II E L'(fI,F,Il')

and

log+ IIA-lUIl E L'(fJ,F,Il').

Then there exists an invariant set ii of full measure on which the statements
of the MET for 1r = N (Theorem 3.4. 1(B)) hold. Moreover, for each wE fi
there exists a splitting

IRd = E,(W) $ ... $ Ep(w)(w)
of IRd into random subspaces E,(w) (so-called Oseledets spaces) (depending
measurably on w, hence are random closed sets) with dimension dim Ei{W) =
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di(w) (so-called Oseledets splitting) with the following propcrttes: For i E
{I, ... ,p(w))
(i) if Pi(w) : I!l.d --> E,(w) denotes the projection onto E,(w) olong
Fi(W) := (fJj;!iEj(W), then
A(w) Pi(w) = Pi (Ow) A(w),
equivalently

A(w)Ei(W) = Ei(Ow),
(ii) we have
lim .!:.logl\<P(n,w)xll = Ai(W) => x E Ei(W) \ {OJ,
n

n-+±oo

(iii) convergence in (ii) is uniform with respect to x E Ei(W) n Sd-l for

each fixed w.
(B) Continuous time 1['

=

lR.: Assume that

0-+

E £1 and

0--

E £1, where

,,±(w) :=' sup log+ 1I<P(t, w)±lll.
099

Then all statements of pari (A) hold with n, 8 and A(w) replaced with t, Ott)
il E :F of full measure is now invariant with respect

and p(t,w), and the set
to (8(t)ltER.

Proof_ Part (A):
Theorem 3.4.1 (A) and (B) applied to the cocycle <P(n,w) yields, on
invariant set of full measure, the finite spectrum
S(O,<P)(w) =

ali

{(Ai(W),di(W))i~I.,p(w)J

and the forward filtration

Vp(w)(w) C ... c V1(w) = JRd,

A(w)V;(w) = V;(Ow).

The same theorem applied to the cocycle <J>(-n,w) with time n E N, over
yields, on an invariant set of full measure, the finite spectrum

(J-l

and the backward filtration

The two-sided Furstenberg-Kesten theorem 3.3.10 assures that on an invariant set il of full measure all statements above are true and

S(O,<P)(w) = -S(O-l,<p(_))(w),
more precisely, p(w) = p-(w) and for i = 1, ... ,p(w)
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(3.4.22)
We now construct the spaces Et{w) as intersections of certain spaces from
the forward and the backward filtration. We set

Ei(W) := V;(W) n Vp(w)+l-i(w),

1 SiS p(w)

(in particular, EI{w) := Vp(w)' Ep(w) := Vp(w». As a preparation we prove
3.4.12 Lemma. On an invariant set fJt c ii of full measure
(i) V;+l(W) n Vp(w)+l_i(w) = {O}, 1 SiS p(w),

and

(ii) V;+l(W) Ell Vp(w)+l_i(W) = IRd, 1 SiS p(w).
Proof. We show that the statements of the lemma hold on a full set ii2 C ii.
Passing to iiI = nnEZO n ii2 we have an invariant set of full measure on which
the lemma and the above statements hold. This set iiI also qualifies for the
invariant set of full measure mentioned in the theorem.
(i) Select Po E {2, ... , d} arbitrary, but fixed. Define Opo := {w EO:
p(w) 2 Po}. This is an invariant set. Assume II'(Opo) > 0 and choose i E
{I, ... ,Po -I}. We prove that II'(B) = 0, where
[]:=

{w E Op, : V;+l(W) n Vp(w)+l_,(W) 'i {O}}.

The idea of the proof is as follows: We move for an wEB the vector

x E V;+l(W) n Vp(w)+l_JW) from time 0 back to time -N by <P( -N, w) with
rate at most -Ai(W). Then we move the same point from time -N forward
to time 0 by <P(N,O-NW) with rate at most ),i+l(W). Since ),i+l(W) < ),i(W)
the result will be a small quantity. But this would contradict the cocycle
property which gives x = <P(N, O-N w)<P( -N, w)x, unless x = O.
Put J(w) := ~(),i(W) - ),i+l(W)). For each' > 0 choose an integer N, so
big that II'(C,) > (1 - ~)II'(Opo) and II'(D,) = II'(ON'D,) > (1 - ~)II'(Op,),
where

C,

{W E Opo: II<P(-N"w)xll < e N• C-',Cw)H Cw»lIxll
for all x E Vp(w)+l_i(w) \ {O}}

and

D,

Op, : 1I<P(N"w)xll < eN • C',.,Cw)H Cw))lIxll
for all x E V;+l(W) \ {O}}.
{W

E

By the proof of Theorem 3.4.1, these estimates hold for all n 2: No{w) independently of x, hence we can choose an integer Ne such that
-

,

-

lI'{w E [lp, : No(w) S N,} > (1 - "2)11'([lpo).
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Now
I'(B)

=

I'(BnC,ne N'D,)+I'(Bn(C,ne N'D,j')

:S I'(B n C, n eN, D,) + E.
We prove that B n CEn ()N~ DE = 0 by the above argument. Suppose w E
B n C, n eN, D,.
(a) Since wEB there exists an x E V;+l (w) n V;,(w)+l-. (w) \ {OJ slIch that
without loss of generality
1=

Ilxll =

1I<P(N"e

-N
<P(-N"w)x
'wI 11<P(_N"w)xllllll<P(-N"w)xll.

(3.4.23)

where we have used the cocycle property.
(b) Since w E C,
II<P(-N"w)xll

< eN'(-"dw)H(w))

(3.4.24)

(e) Since w E eN'D" for any W E V;+l(e-N,W) \ {OJ
1I<P(N"e-N'w)wll

< eN,(,,;+,(w)H(w))lIwll,

where we have used the invariance of Ai+l and
V;+1(e- N,w) on fl,

o.

(3.4.25)

Since W(-Ne,w)VI+dw) =

_ <P(-N"w)x
-N,
w - II<P(-N"w)xll E V;+I(B
wI·

Estimating (3.4.23) with (3.4.24) and (3.4.25) gives

which is a contradiction. Thus I'(B) < E with E arbitrary, proving (i).
(ii) By (i) the sum in (ii) is direct. We have dim V;+I(W) = L:~::')+l d.(w)
and by (3.4.22)
i

dim V,;zw)+l_,(w) =

L ddw),
k=l

giving dim V;+I(W)

+ dim Vp(W)+I_.(W)

= d and thus (ii).

D

Continuing the proof of part (i) of Theorem 3.4.11(A) we llse the elelllentary
formula

dim(U n V) = dimU + dim V - dim(U
and V;

+ VP+1 _ i ::> V;+1 + Vp+1 _ i

+ V),

U, V C JRd,

= JRd (Lemma 3.4.12(ii)) to obtain
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dim Ei(W)

dim V;(w)

+ dim Vp(W)+I_,(w)

- dim(V;(w)
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+ Vp(W)+I_i(w»

i

pew)

Ld.(w)

+ Ldk(W)-d

k=i

k=1

di(w).

We now prove that the sum of the Ei is direct. This is the case if and only if
Ei n Fi ~ {O} for all i, where Fi :~ Lj~i E j . By definition
i-I

EinFi~Ein(U+V),

p

U~LEj,

V~

L

Ej

,

j=i+l

j=1

where for i = 1, U is not present, and for i = p, V is not present. Note that
i-I

U ~ L(V}

n VP+ 1_j ) C Vp+1_(i_l)

j=1

and

p

V ~ L

(V, n VP+ 1_})

C

V;+l.

]=i+l

+

Suppose x E Ei n F i . Then x E Vi and x E Vp 1 _ i and x = u + v, U E U,
v E V.
Since x E Vi and v E Vi+l C Vi, we have x-v = U E Vinvp 1_(i_l) = {O}
(Lemma 3.4.12(i», i. e. u ~ O.
Since x E
1---: i and~ = v E Vi+l, we have v E Vi+l n Vp 1_i =- {O}
(Lemma 3.4.12(1», 1. e. v - O.
Hence L: Ei is direct, in particular dim L: Ei = L: dim Ei = d.
(ii) Using the invariance of the forward and backward filtration (the latter
one with w replaced by Ow), the invariance of p(.) and the elementary relation

+

\f.+

I

I

I

A(U n V)

I

I
I
I

+

~

AU n AV

for A E Cl{d,ll!.)

we obtain

I
I

I

A(w)Ei(W)

I

A(w)V;{w) n A{w)Vp(w)+I_i{w)

I

V; (8w) n Vp('w)+I_,(8w)

I

Ei(8w).

I
I

Since the complementary space Fi(W) := tBj#iEj(W) is also invariant, i. e.
satisfies A{w)Fi{W) ~ F i {8w) we even have A{w)Pi{w) ~ P;{8w)A{w).
(iii) By the two one-sided versions of the MET

lim .!c log 1I<p(n,w)xll
n

n-+±oo

~ Ai(W)
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if and only if

Now
Mi =

Vi

+

n ~:"l n V p

1_ i

n (Vp~l_(i_l))c.

Since Vi n Vp~l-(i-ll = {O} (Lemma 3.4.12(i)), Vi
similarly "i+l n Vp 1 _ i = Vp 1 _ i \ {OJ. Hence

+

Mi

+

= (Vi \

{O}) n (V;"l-i \ {O})

n (VP~l-(i-ll)' = Vi \ {O},

= Ei \ in}.

(iv) Uniform convergence in Ei n Sd-I; We consider the ca.<;e n ...--7 00
only and recall certain facts from the proof of Theorem 3.4.1 and Proposition
3.4.2. Since Vi = Vi+l EBUi , x E Ei C Vi can be represented ru:; x = Rix+QiX,
where Ri and Qi are the corresponding orthogonal projections.
By the proof of Proposition 3.4.2 (and explicitly formulated in our proof
for the case d = 2), for each c > 0 there exists a random variable C e : li ...--7
(0,00) which is independent of x such that for all n
- iiP(n,w)xll S IIxllen (",( w1 +o1c,(w) in Vi(w) \ Vi+1(W),

- IIp(n,w)R;(w)xll S IIRi(w)xiien(",+,(w1+'lC,(w) for all R,(w)x E V,+l(W),
- IIQi(w)xiie n(",(w 1-'lC,(w) S IIp(n,w)Qi(w)xii for all Qi(w).r E Ui(W) C
Vi(w) \ Vidw).
Since sUPxEE,(wlns'-' IIRi(w)xll S 1 and

Ci(W)

:=

inf

XEE.(w)nS d- 1

IIQi(w)xll > 0

the above estimates yield for x E Ei(W) n Sd-l

C,(ci(w)en(",(w1-'1 - en(",+,(w1+'1) S IIP(n,w)xll S en(",(w1H1C"
where the left-hand side and the right-hand side are indepencicllt of x E

E,(w) n 5 d - 1
Part (B):
The continuous time case can be reduced to the discrete time case aB in
the proof of Theorem 3.4.1(C). Note that the integrability conditions assure
that the continuous time Furstenberg-Ke&ten theorem 3.3.10(3) is va.lid Oil a
set
of full measure which is O(t)-invariant.
0

n

3.4.13 Remark. (i) The uniformity statement of Theorem 3.4.11(iii) remains valid if Sd-l is replaced with a set in JRd bounded away from 0 and
00.

(ii) For all W E fl the cocycle is (forward and backward) regular in the
sense of Sect. 3.2.
(iii) The forward and backward filtration can be recovered frum the Oseledets splitting via
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V,(W)

= EIl;~) E,(w),

Vp(w)+l_i(W)

(iv) Part (i) of the theorem gives for

W

E
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= EIlj~lEj(w).

fI

p{n,w)Pi(w) = p.(onw)p{n,w)

for all n E Z.

This commutativity of the cocycle with the corresponding projections is a
crucial advantage of tw(}-sided time and will playa key role in the theory.
(v) The invariant splitting

JRd = El{W) Ell ... Ell Ep(w)(w)
is in general not orthogonal (and the orthogonal splitting JRd = U1 (w) Ell ... Ell
Up(w)(w) appearing in Theorem 3.4.1 and its proof is generally not invariant).
(vi) Represent x i 0 as x = EIlf~lP,(W)X. Then

A{w, x) = Ak(w,x),
where k(w,x) := min{i: Pi{w)x i OJ.
(vii) Uniqueness of spectrum and splitting: For a linear cocycle tP satisfying the conditions of Theorem 3.4.11 its spectrum and splitting are unique.
This means that if there is another splitting Fq EB ... EB Fl = ]Rd with

.
1
hm -log IIp{n, ·)xll = 1'.
n

n---+±oo

if and only if x E Fi \ {OJ, then q = p, 1'. = Ai and Fi = Ei . This follows
•
from Remark 3.4.10{iii) applied to (V,) and (v,-).
3.4.14 Remark (Measurability Properties of Filtration). Let 11" = Z
or JR and define F+ := <1(p(t,·) : t :>: 0) (for discrete time we have F+ =
<1(A(on.), n:>: 0)) to be the future and F- := <1(p(t,·) : t 5 0) (for discrete
time F- = <1(A(on.), n 5 -1)) the past of the cocyele (see Sect. 1.7). By
construction, the filtration (Vk) (in particular Ep = Vp ) is F+ measurable,
and (Vk-) (in particular El = Vp-) is F- measurable. If the sequence (A{on.))
is i.i.d. or if tJ> solves a linear stodlastic differential equation, then F+ and
F-, hence (Vk) and (Vk·), in particular Ep and El are independent.
•
3.4.3 Examples
3.4.15 Example (Linear RDE in JRd). By Example 2.2.8 the equation
X, = A(O,w)x,

generates a linear cocycle tP on '][' = 1ft provided A ELI. We now prove that
this condition also implies the integrability conditions o:± E £1 of the MET
for '][' = IR. Take an w in the invariant set for which t I---t A(ihw) is locally
intcgrable. Then for t E JR+ (see Example 2.2.8)
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1I<P(t,w)±ll1 <:: 1+1' IIA(O,w)III1<P(·"w)±llld".
By Gronwall's lemma B.3.4
1I<P(t,w)±111 <:: exp

l'

IIA(O,w)llds

for all

t

E

1R+,

and finally
sup log+ 1I<P(t,w)±ll1 <:: {' llA (O,w)llds.

10

09$.1

The right-hand side of the last equation is in £1 by Lemma. 2.2.5. The
Furstenberg-Kesten theorem and the MET for '][' = 1R are thus valid. In
particular, the average Lyapunov exponent is, by Liouville's formula and the
ergodic theorem (note that ItraceAI <:: eliAII E L')
I

A,,; = dtracelE (AI I).

A prototypical and well-investigated example (sec the articles in Arnold and
Wihstutz [39] or Arnold, Crauel and Eckmann [14]) is the damped linear
oscillator with a random restoring force,

iit + 2{3i1t + (I + r;f(Otw))y,
Putting

Xl =

y,

X2

=

=

0,

{3,r; > 0, fELl

ii,

Xt = A(O,w)Xt = (

o
-1- r;f(O,w)

In this case A,,; = -{3.

•

3.4.16 Example (RDE with 2 x 2 Triangular Right-Hand Side, Continued). We continue Example 3.3.13 and explicitly calculate the Oseledets
splittings (see also Crauel [!O8: Chap. 6]).
Case I: a={3
In this case, the filtrations and the splitting are trivial, El = VI = Vl- = JR 2 .
Assume for example that a = b, c = 0, a = (3 = 0, and that the law of the
iterated logarithm holds for at. Then the orbits 4>(t,w)x = exp(nt(w))x typically undergo fluctuations of the order exp v'2t log log t.. Note, in contrast,
that the deterministic "cocycle" exp( tA) has at most polynomial growth inside an eigenspace corresponding to an eigenvalue with vanishing real part.
Case 2: Al = a > {3 = A2
El = V; = 1R el is deterministic, and

which is :;:+ measurable. The orbit of (~) is

3.4 Multiplicative Ergodic Theorem
_eU,(W)

p(t,w) ( U(W))
1
= (

J'~ e~·lw)-u.lw)c (w) ds )
t

8

= e{3t(W)

(U(8 W))
t

That u. makes sense and the orbit of (~) has Lyapunov exponent
consequence of the following simple lemma.
U

E

1=

L' and v,(w) be continuous with v,(w)/t

e"dw)u.(Btw) dt

and
lim sup
t---+=

~ log
t

.

1

ef3dw)

3.4.17 Lemma. Let
JP-u. s. Then
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exists

f3 is a

- t .\

<0

JP-a. s.

Ij= e"·lw)u(8,w) dsl s.\.
t

Proof. For each fixed to and c > 0

Now for cl > 0 with
such that

-c = ).

+ Cl <

0 and

C2

> 0 choose a to

Vt(w) S -ct for t 2: to at least with probabbility 1 Since

1'0 e",IW)lu(8,w)ldt <

= to(cl,£2)

£2.

(Xl

and C2 is arbitrary, the first assertion follows.
The second claim follows from the first by observing that

f.~ e"·lw) lu(8,w) Ids S e IM2 ,,),
with probability at least 1 side is bounded.

£2,

l"

e-"'lu(O,w)lds

where the second factor on the right-hand
0

Case 3: .\, = (3 > a = .\2
Now E2 = V2 = lR el is deterministic, and

which is :F- mea.<Jurable.

•

3.4.18 Exercise (Products of 2 x 2 Triangular Matrices). Continue
Example 3.3.9 by explicitly calculating the Oseledets splitting, analogous
to the continuous time ca;;e of Example 3.4.16 (see also Berger [67: p. 155]) .

•
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3.4.19 Example (Linear SDE in JRd). The lillear SDE ill JR"
m

dXt = AoXtdt

+ L AjXt 0

<llVI

j=1

generates a linear cocycle w(t,w) on ']f = IR over the canonical (ergodic) DS
associated with Brownian motion. The integrability con<iitiollH of the MET
are automatically satisfied, see Theorem 6.2.11. Liouville's formula (Theorem
2.3.32{iii» yields the scalar cocycle
det 4'{t, w) = exp«traceAo)t

+ 2)traceA,)Wt'(w»,
j=l

so

I

AE' = "dtraceAo .
We have det4'{t,w)

= 1 for

all t E JR Jl'-a.s. if and only if trace A,

=0

for all

j = 0, ... ,m. The SDE

I

dx, = {Ao - (iraceAo)I)x,dt

I

m

+ L{A j

-

(dtraceA,)I)xt

0

dW;'

J=1

generates the volume preserving cocycle (det4'(t,w»-I/d4'(t,w) E SI{d,JR),
for which AE' = 0, hence Ap ::; 0 ::; AI. An important problem in whether
actually Ap < 0 < Al holds. In dimension d = 2 we have either Al = 0 with
multiplicity d 1 = 2 or Al > 0 > A2 = -AI.
For criteria for Al > 0 or for the simplicity of the Lyapunov spectrum
in the white and Markovian noise case see e. g. Guivarc'h and Raugi [163],
Bougerol and Lacroix [77J, Arnold and Kliemann [25], Bougerol [76, 75J and
Goldsheid and Margulis [16IJ. For genericity results see Knill [215, 216J and
Arnold and Nguyen [29J.
•

Chapter 4. The Multiplicative Ergodic
Theorem on Bundles and Manifolds

Summary
This chapter deals with extensions of the MET from matrix cocyc1es in IRd
to linear cocycles on bundles, in particular to the linearization of a nonlinear
nns on the tangent bundle, by which we prepare the smooth ergodic theory
of Part III.
In order to facilitate the transfer of data of the MET from one bundle to
another we need a "tempered" version of coordinate change called Lyapunov
cohomology (Sect. 4.1).

In Sect. 4.2 the MET for the linearization of a nonlinear smooth RDS
on a manifold is derived (Theorem 4.2.6). In case the RDS is generated by
an RDE or SDE, we also give criteria in terms of the vector fields and the
invariant IIleasure ensuring the validity of the integrability conditions of the
MET (Theorem 4.2.10 for the RDE case, Theorems 4.2.12, 4.2.13 and 4.2.14
for the SD E case).
Sect. 4.3 is devoted to one of the most important techniques of smooth
ergodic theory, namely the use of (random) norms which "eat up" the nOIluniformity of the MET (Theorem 4.3.6). It is of course crucial that the random norms do not change the Lyapunov exponents (Corollary 4.3.10). We
ai1)o obtain what is called the "strong version" of the MET (Theorem 4.3.12).

4.1 Tempered Random Variables and Lyapunov
Cohomology
4.1.1 Tempered Random Variables
We fir:-:;t introduce a concept which is of fundamental importance for most
parts of the theory of RDS and can even be considered one of its characteristic
features.
In many estimates for RDS we will have random "constants" whose values
have to be controlled along the orbits of the DS B. For example, the MET
for 11' = Z gives for each E: > 0 a finite random variable Cf; such that

(4.1.1)
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There are reasons to consider the norm of p( -n, w)-l

= pen, o-nw) for which

we obtain from (4.1.1) that
1i'I'(n,8-"w)11 S C,(8-"w)e iA ,+,)n,

n E Z+

In order not to destroy this estimate we have to exclude exponential growth
(at other occasions: exponential decay) of the sequence CE;((J-nW).
4.1.1 Definition (Tempered Random Variable). (i) A random variable
R: n -+ (0,00) is called tempered with respect to the DS 0 if for the a.'>..,",ociated stationary stochastic process t I---t R(O(t)·) the invariant set for which

lim

t--t±<.Xl

~t log R(8(t)w)

= 0

(4.1.2)

(t -t -00 applies only to two-sided time) has full I'-measure.
(ii) R: fI -t [0,00) is called tempered from above if
lim -111Iog+ R(8(t)w) = 0 I'-a.s.,

t--t±<.Xl

while R : [l -+ (0,001 is called tempered from below if
above, equivalently, if, with log- x := max(O, -log x),

lim

t--t±<.Xl

(1.1.3)

t

1

- I1log-

t

-h

is tempered from

R(8(t)w) = 0 I'-n. s.

(4.1.4)

-+ IR. d is called tempered (from above or
below) with respect to the DS 0 if the stationary stochastic process t I---t
(iii) A random variable f :

[l

IIf(8(t)')11 is tempered (from above or below).

•

Since

lim -111IOg+ R(8(t)w) 2: lim sup -llllogR(8(t)W)

t--t±<.Xl

and
lim

t--t±<.Xl

t

1
t

-I1log-

t-doo

t

1
R(8(t)w) 2: -liminf -lllogR(8(t)w),
t--t±<.Xl t

R is tempered if and only if it is tempered from above and from Lelow.
The following lemma follows immediately from the properties of thc fnnction x I---t log+ x.
4.1.2 Lemma. The set of real-valued tempered rnndom variable ... with respect
to a DB 0 is a commutative ring with unit element.

There is the following remarkable dichotomy foulld by Tanny [327] and

O'Brien [264].

4.1 Temperedness. Lyapunov Cohomology
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4.1.3 Proposition (Dichotomy for Linear Growth of Stationary
Process). Let (n,F,II',(O(t))'ET) be a metric DB and let f : n -; IR be
measurable. Then

lim"UP~f(O(t)w) =

limoup-111f(O(t)w) E (O,ooj
t.-+-oo t

II'-a.s.

1
1
lim inf - f(O(t)w) = lim inf -I1f(O(t)w) E {-oo, OJ

JP-a. s.

t

t-+oo

and

t-+oo

t

t-+-oo

t

(t -; -00 applies only for two-sided time).
(ii) For discrete time
f+ E L' ,*limsup-111f(onw) =0
n-+±oo n

II'-a.s.

({:::} in the i.i.d. case) and

f- E L'

1
'* liminf
-IIf(onw) =
n-+±oo n

0

JP-a. s.

(<* in the i.i.d. case).
For continuous time

Oup r(O(t)·) E L'
099

'*

liIlloUP-11If(O(t)W) = 0

'*

liminf -lllf(O(t)w) = 0

t

t-+±oo

II'-a.s.

and
sup r(O(t)·) E L'

0$t9

t-+±oo

t

II'-a. s.

The JP-a. s. statements hold on an invariant set of full JP-measure.
(iii) If () is ergodic the above limsup's and lim inf's are constant on an
invariant set of full IP-measure.
Proof. (i) We follow O'Brien [264) but restrict ourselves to the case where
() is ergodic, time is discrete and to the consideration of the limsuPn -+ oo '
By ergodicity the invariant random variable limsupf(On·)/n is
lP'-a. s. constant. Thb constant c satisfies c E [O,ooJ since f(on·)/n -+ 0 in
probability.
Assume 0 < C < 00. The event

Un = ma.x(..I. f(on+k.) - k)
kEZ+ 2c
is defined lP'-a.s., and the sequence (Un) is stationary ergodic. Also, Un _ 1 =

lllax(f(on-1.)!2c,Un -I) so that
;/(on.) :c:: Un :c:: Un - 1

+1

II'-a. s. for all n.

(4.1.5)
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For some t E JR, JP(Un ~ t) > 0 so that JP(Un ::; t i.o.) = 1 ('~i.o." stands for
"infinitely often"). Let nt, n2,'" be the random positive epochs for which
Un ::; t, with ni < n 1 +1 for all i. Let In = 1 if Un ::; t and In = 0 ot.herwise.
Applying the ergodic theorem to the stationary ergodic sequence (In), we see
that
lim ni_l = 1 ]P-a. n.
(4.1.6)
For ni-l ::; n < ni, we deduce from (4.1.5) and (4.1.6) that
_l_f(on.)::; Un ::; Un._ 1
2cn
n

+n
n

-

ni-l

< t + Hi

-

Hi-J ----t

0

n!-1

as i ----t 00. This implies lim sup f(on·)/n = 0 and hence contradicts our
assumption.
(ii) All statements are e<lliY consequences of the I3orel-Cantelli lclilina. 0

Applied to f = log 11911 for a measurable 9 : n --> IR d the lemma yields a
dichotomy for the Lyapunov index of the stationary process t H 9(0(t)·).
If this index is non-zero it is automatically equal to infinity. Temperedne~'S
hence prevents the case of superexponential growth of a stationary proceHs
from happening.
4.1.4 Remark (Existence of Non-Tempered Random Variables).
Let (n,F,IP) be a standard space and 0 be aperiodic. Then there exists
a random variable which is not tempered with respect to e. The proof relies
on the Rokhlin-Halmos lemma (see Arnold, Nguyen and Oseledets [31: Sect.

.

~).

4.1.2 Lyapunov Cohomology

We have stated the MET in Chap. 3 only for linear RDS on the trivial bundle
n x lRd • We need to extend it to nontrivial linear bundle RDS in the sense
of Definition 1.9.3(ii) to cover e. g. the linearization T<p of a C' RDS <p on a
manifold M or the case of random norms II . IIw on 1R"The key notion to facilitate the tram;fer of spectral objects from one linear
(bundle) RDS to another is the notion of Lyapunov cohomology which we will
introduce first.
Let (n,F,Il', (O(t))tET) be a fixed metric DS. In this chapter we consider linear measurable bundles (Y, fl, 1T) with typical fiber JR.(/ (sec Defillitioll
1.9.2(ii)) and a linear (bundle) RDS (e(t))tET on it, i. e. the cocycle
<P(t,w):= e(t)I"-'(w) : ,,-'(w) --> ,,-'(B(t)w)
is linear.
Assume that two linear RDS (e i (t))tEl, i = 1,2, over 0 on linea.r measurable bundles (Vi, n,7ri) with typical fiber lR. d are linearly isomorphic (see
Definition 1.9.8(ii)), i. e. there is a linear measurable isomorphism tJ! of the
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corresponding bundles (Y;,

n, "i) such that e,(t) o <Ii =
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<Ii oe l (t) for all t E 11'.

For the corresponding linear cocyclcs defined by

this is equivalent to being cohomologous with cohomology
for all t E '[

p,(t,w)

1/) = !P17rl10l

1f;(w) = 1f;(O(t)w) OPl(t,W).

0

i. e.

(4.1.7)

"Cohomology" is an equivalence relation in the set of linear RDS on measurable linear bundles with typical fiber IRd.

4.1.5 Definition (Normed Linear Bundle). A linear measurable bundle
(Y, n, Jr) is said to be normed if there is a measurable function on Y which
is a norm 1I·lIw 011 each fiber Jr-l(W}. The norm can in particular be induced
by a scalar product C ')w, in which case we speak of a Euclidean bundle. •

For linear RDS on normed linear bundles we can define the Lyapunov exponent of a vector x E Y by

,\(x)

:=

lim sup ~ logllp(t, w)xllo(t)w,
t-4oo

t

x E ,,-l(w) .

We would like to carry "spectral theory" (i. e. the objects of the MET:
Lyapunov exponents, filtrations and splittings) from one linear RDS to a
cohomologous one. To make this work we have to impose a condition on the
cohomology.

4.1.6 Definition (Lyapunov Cohomology). A cohomology

e

of two linear cocycles <PI and <P2 over 011 normed linear bundles is called a
Lyapunov cohomology if 1/) and 1j;-1 are tempered, i. e. if there is a B-invariant
set of fulllP-measure on which

lim

t-4±OO

~t log 111f;(O(t)w)lIo(t)w =

0,

lim

t-4±OO

~t log 111f;(O(t)W)-lllo(t)w =

°

(4.1.8)
(t --+ -00 applies to two-sided time). Here 111f;(w)llw and 111f;(w)-lllw are the
operator norms of 1f;(w) : ("jl(W), II . II~) --+ (",l(w), II· II~) and its inverse .

•
"Lyapunov cohomology" is an equivalence relation in the set of linear RDS
on Honned linear bundles with typical fiber IRd.

4.1.7 Proposition (Conditions for Lyapunov Cohomology). A sufficient condition for a cohomology 1j; between two linear RDS <PI and P2 on
normed bundles to be a Lyapunov cohomology is that it satisfies
(i) for discrete time
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(ii) for continuous time
sup log+ 1I1jJ(O(t)·)II,(t),
09$1

"'p log+ 11~)(O(t»-'IIO(t). E L'(II')

0::; t:S 1

Proof. This follows from Proposition 4.1.3(ii) for J,(w)
f2(w) ~ log 1I1jJ(w)-'lIw, noting that

~

log

1I~'(w)lIw

and

o ~ log-II1jJ(w)lIw ~ log+ 1I1jJ(~)llw ~ log+ 1I~)(w)-'llw'
o

4.1.8 Definition (Spectral Theory of a Linear RDS). We say of a linear RDS P on a normed linear bundle that it ha.<; spectral theo11} if there
is a forward invariant (for the invertible ca..,>e: an invariant) set fl of full IP
measure on which we have a spectrum 5(0, <p) ~ «Ai(')' di(-»'~', .. ,,,(.)} and
a filtration Vp(w)(w) C ." C V,(w) ~ 11'-'(w) (for two-sided time; a "plitting
E,(w) Ell". Ell Ep(w)(w) ~ 11'-'(w» with the properties listed ill the corresponding MET (Theorem 3.4.1 for one-sided time and Theorem 3.4.11 for
two-sided time).
•
4.1.9 Proposition (Lyapunov Cohomology Preserves Spectral Theory). Let CPI and CP2 be two linear cocycles on normed bundles which m'e
cohomologous via 1jJ.
(i) If CPI has spectral theory and 1jJ is a Lyapunov cohomology of PI and
tP 2J then also <P2 has spectral theory with

and for one-sided time the filtrations ~I,2 are related by

v,2(W) ~ 1jJ(w) V,'(w),
whereas for two-sided time the splittings E:,2 are related by

E;(w) ~ 1jJ(w)E;(w).
(ii) Let 'II" ~ Z or JIl.. If both <P, and <P2 ha1le spectral theary, then 1jJ is a
Lyapunov cohomology of <PI and <P 2 ·
Proof. (i) By assumption

<P2(t, w) 0 1jJ(w)
thus

~

1jJ(O(t)w) 0 <p,(t, w),

(4.1.9)
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lim ~ log 11<p1(t,w)xll~(t)w -lim
S

lim
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~ log 11,p(O(t)w)-ll1e(t)w

~ log 1I<P2(t,W)1/)(w)xll~(t)w
t

Slim! log 1I,p(O(t)w)lle(t)w + lim! log 1I<P1(t,w)xll~(t)w'

t

t

Since tjJ is Lyapunov, on an invariant set of full measure

lim

t-l-oo(-oo)

~t log 1I<P2(t,W),p(w)xll~(t)w =

lim
t-l-oo(-oo)

-tiiog 1I<P1(t,w)xll~(t)w'

from which all statements of the MET for <P2 follow from those for <P,.
(ii) We stick to the case 11' = Z and use the cohomology relation (4.1.9)
in the form
,p(onw) = <P2(n,w) o,p(w) o<P1(n,w)-1
The assumptions and Lemma 3.4.3(ii) yield

o

S
S

I

lim sup -log 11,p(onw)llenw
»-l-OO n
lim

~logll<p1(n,w)-111~nww+
lim ~logll<p2(n,w)lI~enw
'
»--+00 n
'

»--+00 n

<00.

Hence by Proposition 4.1.3(i)
lim sup ~ log 11,p(onw)llenw = O.
n-l-OO n
The same reasoning yields
I

liminf -log 1I,p(onw)lIenw = O.
n--+oo n

Similarly for

tj;-l

and n

-t -00.

Hence'IjJ is a Lyapunov cohomology.

0

4.1.10 Remark. (i) Proposition 4.1.9(i) says that each member of an equivalence class of Lyapunov cohomologous cocycles has spectral theory provided
one member has and that the Lyapunov spectrum S(fJ, tP) is an invariant of
a cocycle with respect to Lyapunov cohomology.
(ii) Proposition 4.1.9(ii) says that in the set of linear RDS having spectral
theory cohomology and Lyapunov cohomology are identical.
_
There remains the basic problem of whether the integrability conditions of
the METl for a linear RDS cf> on a normed linear bundle imply that cf> has
spectral theory, i. e. whether the MET holds. The answer is affirmative for a
Euclidean bundle by the following theorem.
1

"Integrability conditions of the MET" is henceforth abbreviated as "IC of the
MET".
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4.1.11 Theorem (MET on Euclidean Bundle). (i) }<I)T a Eudulcan
bundle, the triviaiizing isomorphism 1ft can be chosen to fw an i80metry on
jibers, i. e. if

1jJ(w) : (".-l(W), (-, ')w) -+ ({w) x ]Rd, (-, ')s)

then
(1jJ(w)x,1jJ(w)y)s = (x, Y)w

for all x, Y E

".-1

(w).

(ii) Assume that a linear RDS cP on a Euclidean bundle 8uti8jir.8 the
of the MET, namely 0+, 0- E Ll (IP), where fur di8crdc time

Ie

(the second condition only applies in thc invcr'tiblc case), for' continuous time

,,+(w):= sup log+ 1l<P(t,w)llw,o(t)w,
O:5t:S 1

Then the MET holds.
Proof. (i) Define a positive-definite operator A(w) of {w}

(A(w)1jJ(w)x,1jJ(w)y)s = (1jJ(w)x,A(w)1jJ(w)y)s = (x,Y)w,

x]Rd

to itself by

X,y E ".-l(W).

Define a new trivializing isomorphism by

1jJ'(w) := A(W)'/2 a 1j)(w) ,
which is an isometry since

(1jJ'(w)x, 1jJ'(w)y)s = (A(w)1jJ(w)x, 1jJ(w)y)s = (:/', y)w'
(ii) The isometric trivialization constructed in (i) obviously satisfies the
integrability conditions of Proposition 4.1.7, hence the cocycle

<P(t,w):= 1jJ(O(t)w) a <P(t,w) o1jJ(W)-l
on the trivial bundle fl x ]Rd is Lyapunov cohomologous with cP and satisfie.s
the Ie of the MET. Thus the MET holds for <P, hence also for <P.
D
4.1.12 Remark (Classification of Linear RDS). The im.-;ic classification problems for linear RDS on normed linear bundles are t.o decide whether
two linear RDS are (Lyapunov) cohomologous, to characterize the equivalence classes by invariants, and to determine in each equivalence cla.-;s the
simplest possible element ("normal" or "canonical" form).
If we consider the classification problem with respect to Lyapunov cohomology for linear RDS on Euclidean bundles for which the Ie of the MET
hold, then the problem can be reduced by Theorem 4.1.11 to considering
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matrix cocycles on the trivial bundle [} x IR.d (IR d endowed with the standard
scalar product) for which the MET holds.
Let CPl(t,W) be the matrix representation of a linear cocycle in IRd with
respect to random bases F(w) = (Ui(W))i~I, ... ,d and F(O(t)w). If q,,(t,w) is
the matrix representation in a second basis G(w) and G(O(t)w) then

where P(w) = P(w)~\:\ E GI(d,IR) is the basis transfer matrix from F(w) to
G(w). If we want to "simplify" CPl by choosing a more appropriate basis we
have to make sure tha.t P defines a Lyapunov cohomology.
Corollary 4.3.12 states that if the two-sided MET holds, then the change
from the standard basis in ]Rd to a random basis which draws d i orthonormal
vectors from Ei defines a Lyapunov cohomology. Hence every cocycle cP with
spectrum {(Ai, di)i=l, ... ,P} is Lyapunov cohomologous to a block-diagonal cocycle
_

4>,(t,W)

o

0

4>,(t,w)

~

q,(t,w) =
[

o

where cPi(t,w} is di x di and has just one Lyapunov exponent Ai with multiplicity d i . Classification of cocycles with the same spectrum is hence reduced
to classifying the blocks, i. e. cocycles with one-point spectrum. By changing
from 4>i(t, w) to 1 det 4>i(t, w)l- l / d '4>i(t, w) (see Remark 3.3.12) we can assume
without loss of generality that the cocycle to be classified has one-point spectrum {OJ. For a detailed study see Arnold, Nguyen Dinh Cong and Oseledets

1311·

•

4.1.13 Example (Periodic Case). We continue Example 3.2.4 and reconsider Xl = A(t)Xt, where A : IR --7 IRdxd is continuous and periodic with
period T. Let q,(t) = P(t) etR be a real Floquet representation with Lyapunov exponents Ai and E? the corresponding splitting.
We embed the equation into an RDS by associating the following (ergodic)
metric DS to it: n := [0, T) '" 8 ' (w 0-+ exp(2?l'iw/T)), II' := normalized
Lebesgue mea.."iure, B(t}w := w + t mod T. The cocycle generated by :i;
A(O(t)w)x = A(t + w)x is

q,(t,w) = q,(t +w)q,(W)-1 = P(O(t)w)e tR p(W)-l
Since P and p-l arc bounded, 4>( t, w) is Lyapunov cohomologous to e tR with
•
Lyapnnov exponents Ai and splitting Ei(W) = P(w)E?
4.1.14 Example (Same Cocycle Under Different Norms). The use of
appropriate random norms is a fundamental technique in the theory of continuous and smooth RDS, e. g. for the construction of invariant manifolds
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(Chap. 7) and for normal form theory (Chap. 8). We will devote Sect. 1.3 to
their construction.
Consider for example one linear cocycle rJ> on a linear bundle tinder two
different norms II'II~ and II·II~· Since all norms on a finite-dimensiollal vcctor
space are equivalent, there are finite-valued random variables ('i : f} --+ (0, (0)
with
1
- (-) Ilxll~
IIxll~ cl(w)lIxll~ for x E 7[-l(W).

c, w

s

s

The cohomology of if> under II . II~ with if> under II . II~ is given by the identity
mapping 1jJ(w) = id7l'-l(w) which together with its inverse needs to be tempered in order to be Lyapunov. The integrability conditions of Proposition
4.1.7 assuring this will certainly be satisfied if the norms of 'Ij!(w) and1j;(w)-l
are bounded away from +00 by a non-random constant (sec the case of two
non-random norms discussed in Remark 3.4.10 and the case of the tangcnt
bundle of a compact Riemannian manifold in Remark 4.2.7).
•

4.2 The Multiplicative Ergodic Theorem
for RDS on Manifolds
4.2.1 Linearization of a

c'

RDS

The most important and historically oldest particular case of a nontrivial
linear bundle RDS is the linearization Tc.p of a C 1 RDS c.p on a manifold,
which will now be considered in detaiL
First assume that c.p is a (global, nonlinear) Cl RDS on lRd with invariant
measure 1-'. The linearization, or derivative of c.p(t,w) at x E 1R.d (for fixed
(w, t)) is the Jacobian d x d matrix

w)x '= (O(<P(t, w)y),)
D c.p (t,w,X ) = o<p(t,
a
'
aYj
x

I
y=x

'

which is a linear mapping of lRd , Dc.p(t,w,x) : IRd --+ JRd. The chain rule and
the definition of a Cl RDS immediately give the following statements.

4.2.1 Proposition. Let c.p be a C 1 RDS over B on 1R.d with invariant mea:l1LT'C
p.. Then
(i) (<p,D<p), (x,v) H (<p(t,w)x, D<p(t,w,x)v), is a continnuns cocyde un
X = JRd X IRd over B.
(ii) Dc.p is a linear cocycle on X = lR d over the metric dynamical system
(!1 x R d , F0B, p., (e(t))tET), where e(t)(w, x) := (8(t)w, <p(t, w):r) is the sk(;w
product associated with c.p.
4.2.2 Example. (i) If fl is not present, Dip is a lillCar cocyclc over the
deterministic flow c.p with invariant measure I-' 011 IRd , a ea.se lllllch studied ill
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smooth ergodic theory (mainly in its manifold version, see Remark 4.2.7(iv)
below).
(ii) If the random variable Xu generates a stationary orbit of <p, i. e.
if 'P(t,w)xo(w) = xo(8(t)w), then the measure /lw(dx) = Oxo(w)(dx) is '1'invariant. In thh; case p(t,w) := D<p(t,w,xo(w» is a matrix cocycle over 9.
A fixed point Xo E IRd with <p(t,w)xo = Xo is a particular case.
_
We now regard JRd as a manifold and identify as usual the tangent bundle
TIRd of IRd with its global trivialization IRd x JRd,

Tlll. d ~ lll.d X lll.d,

Txlll. d ~ {x} x lll.d

With this identification, Dcp(t,w,x) induces a linear mapping of TxJRd 9:'
{x} x lll.d to T~('.w)xlll.d ~ {'P(t,w)x} X lll.d (Le. we also keep track of the
motion of the base point, X I-t <p(t,w)x) and as such we also denote it by
T<p(t,w,x): TxIRd --+ T.p(t,w)xlRd.

Hence T<p := (<p, D<p) is a cocycle over () on TlRd.
We now assume that we have a C 1 RDS <p with invariant measure J1. on a
manifold Jd. The linearization or derivative T<p(t,w,x) of <p(t,w) at x E M
is the linear map

T'P(t,w,x) : TxM -+ T~('.w)xM,

v

H

w = T'P(t,w,x)v,

(4.2.1)

(for its definition see Appendix B.5).
As usual, T<p denotes the mapping on the tangent bundle (TM,M,7rM)
which covers 'I' and is defined on fibers by (4.2.1).
4.2.3 Lemma. (fl x TM,fl x M,7r = (idn,7rM)) is a linear measurable
bundle with typical fiber lll.d

The proof consists in showing that there is a global measurable trivialization
which is linear on fibers. This follows from part (i) of the next lemma.

4.2.4 Lemma (Global Trivialization of the Tangent Bundle). Let
AI be a smooth manifold of dimension d.

(i) The tangent bundle (T M, M, 1rM) is a linear measurable bundle with
base space M and typical fiber lll.d.

(ii) If M is a Riemannian manifold with Riemannian structure (., ')x,
then T!v! is a Euclidean measurable bundle and the global trivialization If! :
TAl --+ M x IRd in (i) can be chosen to be isometric on fibers, i.e.
1jJ(x) : (TxM, (', -)x) -+ (lll.d, (-, ')s)
is an isometry. Her'e (., ')s denutes the standard scalar product of Rd.
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Proof. We just prove (ii) as it contains (i) since every smooth manifold
possesses a smooth Riemannian metric.
The tangent bundle (T M, M, 7r M) is a smooth vector bundle with typical
fiber IRd. By definition for each x E M there exists an open set U containing
x and a diffeomorphism 'IjJ covering idu which trivialize.':i the bundle locally,
Le.1/J: 7r- 1 (U) ----+ U x lRd , and which for each x E U is a linear isomorphism
as a mapping between fibers, ,,-1 (x) = TxM ---> {x} XJRd By Theorem \.8.20
of Klingenberg 1213] this fiber mapping can be chosen to preserve the ::lcalar
product in fibers, i.e. is an isometry between (TxM, (., ')x) and (JR", (., ')5)'
We can now select a countable covering by bundle charts (Uf)V'l) trivialiiling TM locally and isometrically. "Disjointify" the Ui'S by putting ill := U l
and
Bn:= Un \U~/Bi
to obtain a countable covering (Bn) of M by disjoint Borel sets. Finally put

"': TM ---> M x JRd,

V

H 1jJ,,(v)

for v E ,,-I(B,,).

This map is a bimeasurable bijection covering id M and is a linear isometric
isomorphism on fibers.
0

4.2.5 Proposition (Linearization of RDS is Linear Bundle RDS).
Let cp be a Cl RDB on a d-dimensional manifold M over the metric DS
(.f1,l',IP',(8(t)),ET) with invariant measure /'. Let T<p on TM be dejined by
(x,v) H (<p(t,w)x,T<p(t,w,x)v). Then T<p is
(i) a continuous cocycle on T!v! over OJ
(ii) a linear bundle RDS on.f1 x TM over the skew product ([I x M,l'0
B,/" (8(t))tET), where 8(t)(w, x) ;= (8(t)w, 'I'(t, w)x), with jiber mappings

T<p(t,w,x): ,,-I(W,x) = (w,TxM)
---> ,,-1 (8(t)(w, x)) = (8(t)w,T,(t.wlxM).
Proof. The cocyele property for T<p(t,w,x) with respect to 8 follows by
differentiating

<p(t + s,w)x = <p(t,8(s)w)<p(s,w)x
and the chain rule.

o

4.2.2 The MET for RDS on Manifolds
We immediately state the tw(}-sided time ven;ion.

4.2.6 Theorem (MET for RDS on Manifolds). (A) Global case: Let 'I'
be a C 1 RDB on a Riemannian manifold M of dimension d OV('1' the metric DB (fl, F, lP', (()(t)tET) with two-sided time and cp-immriant mea.mIT
Ii. Consider the linear bundle RDS Tcp on fl x T A! over the mdric DB
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(fl x M,F ® S, 1', (8(t))'ET)' where 8(t)(w, x) = (O(t)w, <p(t,w)x) is the corresponding skew product flow. Assume that Tc.p satisfies 0:+, 0:- E L1(P),
where for 'If = Z

,,+(w,x):= log+ IIT<p(l,w,x)lIx,~(I,w)"
,,-(w,x):= log+ IIT<p(l,w,x)-II1~(I,w)X'X
and for 'II' = IR

and

,,-(w,x):= sup log+ IIT<p(t,w,X)-II1~("w)x,x'
099

Then there exists a 8-invariant set Ll c fl x M of tulll'-measure on which
the following statements hold:
There are p(w, x), 1 :S p(w, x) :S d, real numbers
-00

< Ap(w.x)(w,x) < ... < Al(W,X)

with multiplicities di(w,x), Lf~~'x) di(w,x) = d, where p, Ai and di are einvariant random variables (which are constant if Jl is ergodic), and a splitting

TxM = El (w, x) Ell ... Ell Ep(w,x)(w, x)
of the tangent space TxM into random subspaces Ei(w,x) (depending measurably on (w,x), hence are mndom closed sets) with dimension dim Ei(w, x) =
d,(w, x) (the so-called Oseledets splitting) with the following properties: For
i E {I, ... ,p(w,x))

(i) if P,(w,x) : TxM -+ E,(w,x) denotes the projection onto E,(w,x)
along F,(w, x) := EIl""Ej(w, x) then
T<p(t, w, x) a P,(w, x) = P,(8(t)(w, x)) a T<p(t, w, x),
equivalently

T<p(t, w, x)E,(w, x) = E,(8(t)(w, x)),
(ii) we have
.

1

Illn -logllT<p(t,w,x)vll~(,w)x
= A,(W,X) <=* v E E,(w,x) \ {OJ.
t
'

t--t±oo

(iii) Convergence in (ii) is uniform with respect to v in Ei(w, x) n S~-l.
The collection

5(0,'1',1'):= {(A,(),d'())'~I ...p()J
is called the Lyapunov spectrum of c.p under p,.
(B) Local case: Let 'I' be a local C 1 RDS on a Riemannian manifold M
with time 1f' = JR. Let p, be an invariant measure for c.p which satisfies o:± E
£'(1'). Then all statements of Part (A) are true and the 8-invariant set Ll
of fulll'-measure is a subset of graphE(·).
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Proof. Part (A): We use the isometric global trivia.lizatioll W : TAl ----+ AI x
JRd of Lemma 4.2.4. With 1/>(x) : TxM -; {x} x JRd
<t>(n,w,x)

:=

1/>(<p(n,w)x)

0

T<p(n,w,l:) OlJ!CJ:)-1

is a linear cocycle on JRd over ({) x M, /1-, (e(n))nEZ) which i, trivially Lyapunov cohomologous to T<p since 111/>(x)II(...).,( .. )s = 1. Further,
1I<t>(n,w,x)vlls

= IIT<p(n,w,x)1/>(x)-' vll,(n.w)x>

v E JRd,

whence

II

flk

<t>(n,w,x)lIs = II

flk

T<p(n,w,x)llx.,(n.w),'

Ie

In particular, ip satisfies the
of the MET Theorem 3.4.11 which p;ivc~ a.ll
statements for tP and thus for Tr.p by Proposition 4.1.9.
Part (B): We know from Theorem 1.8.2 that every inva.riant IllCH..'mre 11of a local C 1 RDS r.p is supported by the strictly E1-invariant ~ct

E(w):= ntERD(t,w),

<p(t,w): D(t,w) -+ D(-t,O(t)w).

of initial values whose orbits do not explode,

I-'w(E(w)) = 1 Il'-a. s.
Consequently, each x E E(w) satisfies x E D(t,w) for all t E JR, hence
T<p(t, w, x) : TxM -; T,(t,w)xM is well-defined for all t E IR. The IC is as before, where a± are well-defined measurable functions 011 graphE(·) E F 0 B.
o

We saw in Chap. 2 that the conditions for generating a. local RDS by means
of a generator (random or stochastic differential equation) arc much milder
than those for a global RDS. Therefore, part (B) of the last theorem is a very
useful extension.

4.2.7 Remark. (i) The MET remains valid and the spectrum is invariant
if we change the Riemannian metric from (', .)! to (', .); in a way snch that
the smooth functions C1, C2 : M ----+ (0,00) fitting into

are tempered. In particular, if on a compact manifold the MET holds for one
Riemannian metric, then it holds for all Riemannian mdrics with the saIlJe
spectrum and splitting.
We later need to change from a given Riemannian metric (-, ')x to a
random Riemannian metric (', ')w,x in TxM which depends only measurably on (w, x). The MET will hold under the new random norm if the
Cj: {) x M -; (0,00) in
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arc tempered, sec Scct.. 4.3.
(ii) Note that for a C l RDS with two-sided time (t, x, v) >-> T'I'(t, w, X)±lv
is continuous for each w (see Theorem 1.1.6(ii)). Hence the expressions appearing in the integrability conditions of the last theorem are finite measurable functions in (w, x) which depend continuously on x. Therefore (3± E
U(JP'), where

j3(w)± :=

{

sUPxEM log+ IIT'I'(I,w,x)±lll,

11'=2,

sUPxEM sUPOS'Sl log+ IIT'I'(t, w, x)±lli.

11' = JR,

would suffice for the validity of the MET for cp and for any invariant measure

J1., see Subsect. 4.2.5.
A particular case which has been extensively studied is the deterministic
case, where w is not present (see Katok and Hasselblatt 12001. Maiie [2491.
Pesin 1274, 2751. Ruelle 1292]). Here 'I' is a C l DS on a Riemannian manifold
M with invariant measure p on (M,5). Then the MET holds with the dependence on w ignored. If M is compact, the Ie are always satisfied for any
cp and any invariant mea....ure p since IITcp(t,X)±lll is continuous with respect
to (t, x) and thus bounded on a compact set.
_

4.2.8 Remark (Total Measure in the MET). The e-invariant set of
full p:-measure .d c fl x M depends of course on cp. However, it has full
total measure in the sense that J1.{.d) = 1 for all r..p-invariant measures fL satisfying the IC. This eventually follows from the proof of the MET, in which
first L1 is constructed as a e-forward invariant/invariant set and then we
prove that it has full J1 measure.
_
4.2.9 Remark (Sacker-Sell Spectrum). Assume that fL is e-invariant
and ergodic. The MET establishes a mea.'mrable splitting
p

fl x TM =

EB Ei

(as a Whitney sum)

i=l

into p linear measurable subbundles (w, x) >-> {(w, xl) X Ei(W, x) of constant
dimension di and typical fiber JR d ., which are invariant with respect to over
the invariant set L1 c fl x M of full J1.-measure. The bundle Ei is characterized
dynamically as containing exactly those tangent vectors which have Lyapunov
exponent At forwards and backwards in time.
If (O{t))tET happens to consist of homeomorphisms of a compact and
(dynamically) connected Hausdorff space [l and cp(t,w) is a C 1 cocycle on a
compact manifold M, we can consider Tcp as a continuous linear skew product
flow over on fl x M (in which case we do not need an invariant measure).
See Johnson, Palmer and Sell 1192[, Sacker and Sell 12991 and Sell [316J.

e

e
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The dichotomy spectrum Of Sacker-Sell spectrum Sdich of Tip consists of
all those .\ E IR for which 4>,,(t,w,x) := e-"'T'P(t,w,x) fail, to have an
exponential dichotomy. Recall that cP >. has an exponential dichotomy if there
is a continuous projector pew, x) on TxM and constants K '2: 0, 0: > 0 snch
that
114>,,(t,w,x)P(w,x)4>,,(s,w,X)-lll :S KC-n(H), ":S t,

114>,,(t,w,x)(I - P(w,x))4>,,(s,w,x)-lll :S Kc- n (., .. ,),

t:S"

for all (w,x) E fl x M and all s,t E 'If.
The spectral theorem of Sacker and Sell [299] i"itatcs that
Sdkh

= uJ~l[aJ,bJ],

the union of k, 1 :S k :S d, non-overlapping compact intervab, and thaI. to
each interval there is a continuous invariant sublmndle FJ (w, x) such that we
have a continuous invariant splitting
k

n x TM

=

E9Fj

(~a Whitney sum).

j=1

If v E Fj(w, x) \ {OJ then the four numbers

.\;(w, x, v) := lim sup ~ log IIT'P(t, w, :r)v]1.
t--t±oo

t

.\;(w,x, v) := lim inf ~ log ]]T'P(t,w, J:)1I11
t--t±oo

t

lie in [aj,b j ] (Sacker and Sell [299: Theorem 3]).
Let us denote by SJ.l = {Ai(JL) : i = 1, ... ,p} the Lyapllnov exponents of
Tip with respect to the ergodic invariant me3.c;ure 11" the notation emphasizing
the dependence on JL. Johnson, Palmer and Sell [1921 have proved that
8(Sdich) C U{SJ.l : JL e-invariant}

c

Sdich,

where &(B) denotes the boundary of the set B.
More precisely, for each a E 8(Sdich) there exists an ergodic invariant measure JL for which a E Sp. and for each Ai (JL) E Sp. there is exactly one spectral
interval [aj,b j ] from Sdich with '\i(ll) E ]aJ,b j ] and E!'(w,x) C FJ(w,.r) for
all (w,x) E ..:1~, where

Fj(w, x) =
i:-\, (J-I)E la j ,bJ J

For each invariant JL the measurable invariant ::;plitting of the MET thus forms
a refinement of the continuous invariant splitting of the Sacker-Sell theory.
The "price" we have to pay for the refinement of the splitting is the loss of
its continuity.
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.Johnson [189] constructed an example of an almost-periodic linear differential equation in lR. 3 for which Sdich = [al,b1J, but SJJ = {al,a,bt} withal<a<b 1.

We refer to Colonius and Kliemann [105J for an extensive treatment of
_
the various spectral theories of linear nonautonomous systems.

4.2.3 Random Differential Equations
We now search for conditions on the right-hand side of an RDE

x,

~

/(O,w,x,)

(4.2.2)

on a Riemannian manifold M which suffice for the IC of the MET.
For M ~ IR d (4.2.2) generates a unique global C 1 RDS <p provided / E
L~([},C~'o) (see Theorem 2.2.6). By definition and the mean value theorem,
/ E L~([},C~'o) if and only if 11/(',0)11 E Ll(JP) and
sup IIDj(-,x)1I E Ll(JP).

(4.2.3)

xERd

Under this condition we have globally (on an invariant set
measure)
<p(t,w)x
D<p(t,w,x)

n of full IP-

~ x + fo' /(O,w, <p(s,w)x) ds,

(4.2.4)

~ 1+

l'

D/(O,w, <p(s,w)x)D<p(s,w,x) ds,

(4.2.5)

~I

fo' D<p(S,W,X)-ID/(O,w, <p(s,w)x)ds.

(4.2.6)

and
D<p(t,w,X)-1

-

From (4.2.5) and (4.2.6) by Gronwall's lemma,
sup log+ IID<p(t,w,x)±111 <:: r'IID/(O,w,<P(s,w)x)llds.

10

09$1

(4.2.7)

Suppose It is a <p-invariant mea",ure, and IID/(·, ')11 E L 1(,,) then the righthand side, hence the left-hand side of (4.2.7) is in L 1 (,,) and the Ie of the
MET arc fulfilled. But by (4.2.3)

IID/(',')II <:: sup IID/("x)11 E Ll(JP),
xERd

hence under our conditions for the existence of a global RDS, the IC of the
MET are automatically satisfied for any J-l... We summarize this as the part

(A) of the following theorem.
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4.2.10 Theorem (MET for RDE). Consider the RDE {4.2.2}.
(A) Global cose on IRd: If IIf(·,O)1I E L'(II') and ""P'ER" lI/)f",:r)1I E
L'(II'), then (4.2.2) uniquely genemtes a global C' RDS whieh satis];,'s the
Ie of the MET for any cp-invariant measure It.
(B) Local case for Riemannian manifold M: Assume f E L~(n,C"O).
Then (4.2.2) uniquely generates a local C 1 RDS cpo Suppo.'w 11 is (l <p-inV(LTiant
measure which satisfies
II'Vf(',')1I E L'(lt).
Then 'I' satisfies the IC of the MET under It.

Proof. It remains to prove part (13).
The existence and uniqueness of cp is guaranteed by Theorem 2.2.14. A..,,sume that x E E(w). Then Tcp solves Vt = T !(()tW, vt}, which is equivalent
to the pair consisting of the original RDE and the variational equation

v;

= 'Vf(O,w,<p(t,w}l:)1I,.

Using polar coordinates in T M (see Sect. 6.4) we obtain
(4.2.~)

log IIT<p(t, w, x)vll
=

where s =

log Ilvll +

l'

(5<p(u, w, x)s, 'V f(Ouw, <p(u, w)x)S<p(u, w, x),,) du,

R' and Scp is the RDS on the unit .."phcre bundle SM induced by

Tcp. Using the elementary fact that for any A E lR. dxd and any ba.si.." of llllit
vectors (Vi) of IRd , IIAII <:: d max'SiSd IIAvi II , we obtain from (4.2.8)
a+(w,x):= sup log+ IIT<p(t,w,x)11 <:: logd+ {' lI'Vf(Ouw,,,(u,w),t;)lldu.

io

099

The same estimate is obtained for 0:- by using the same argument for
(T<p)'-' which is generated by 11; = (-'Vf)'v,.
0
For both the global and the local case, Liouville's formula yields (for ergodic
1')
1 p
1
1
AE = d
diAi = d IEpdiv f = d IEptrace'V J.

L

i=l

Recall that for M

= IR d , 'Vf = Df.

4.2.11 Exercise (Continuation of Exercise 2.2.9). The rall<iolll differential equation in lR.

x,

= a(Otw)x,

+ b(Otw)x{",

N 2: 2,

a, IJ E L'(II'),

generates a local Coo RDS 'P. Verify the validity of the Ie for its invariant measures and determine the corresponding Lyapunov exponents. F'or the
cases N = 2 and N = 3 see Subscct. 9.3.4.
•
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4.2.4 Stochastic Differential Equations
Now

cOll~ider

the SDE
m

dx, =

L

f,(xtl

0

(4.2.9)

dW!

j=O

on a Riemannian manifold M. We assume that for some 0 < 8 ::S 1
(4.2.10)

Then (4.2.9) generates a local e ' RDS 'P over the canonical DS modeling
Brownian motion (Theorem 2.2.14).
We would like to find conditions in terms of the vector fields Ii and the
invariant measure J.L which imply the Ie of the MET. The task is complicated
by the fact that w t----t /-Lw generally depends on the whole history F = F~oo
of the Wiener process.
For example, if M is a compact manifold, (4.2.9) generates a global C l
RDS 'P (see Theorem 2.2.14(iv)). It was first proved by Carverhill [89: Appendix A.2] (for M a bounded open domain of IRd ) and Baxendale [59: Proposition 2.1] that 'P automatically satisfies the IC of the MET for any !J.. This
follows from the stronger result
IE (sup sup IIT'P(t,·, x)±111)

< 00.

xEM O:;t:; 1

The latter result was considerably improved by Kifer [208] who showed that
for any p 2': 1

where II· Ilk is the norm ill Ck(M,M), provided fo E Ck",
Ck + 1 ,o for Home k 2': 1.
We hence have the following statement.

h, ... ,fm E

4.2.12 Theorem (MET for SDE on Compact Manifolds), Let M be
a compact Riemannian manifold and let the SDE (4.2.9) satisfy (4.2.10).
Then the global e ' RDS'P it generates satisfies the Ie 0/ the MET (Theorem
4- 2. 6) for any I.p-invariant measure J.l.
Let now AI = IR.d and assume the Htrongcr conditions
m

'0
JI

E Cb"

',

/ 1, .. ·,

fm

2

E Cb" '

LDtJ, E c~",

(4.2.11)

j=l

where D f f :=

2:.1=1

fi

a~, f· Then also the It6-Stratollovich correction term
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fo{x):= fo(x) ±

1

TIl

'2 L

D,,f,{x),

(4.2.12)

J=l

where "+" hold~ for time lR+ and "_" holds for lR-, ~atisfics jo E C/:· fJ •
Under (4.2.11) the SDE (4.2.9) generate" a global C I RDS 'P. Further,
the Jacobian D'P{t,w,x) of 'P{t,w) at x solves
m

m

dv, = L

D f,{x,)v,

dWl = Djo{x,)v,dt

0

+ L D f](:1,)I', tlWi-

(·1.2.13)

j=l

j=O

Using polar coordinates r = Ixl E (0,00), s = 1~1 E Sd-1 a.'i in the linear ca.'ic
(see Sect. 6.2) we obtain that the SDE (4.2.13) is equivalent to the two SDE
m

dS, = Lh,(S,)odWl,

So =s E 8",1,

(4.2.14)

j=O

and

=

dR,

=L

m

qj{S,)R,

0

dWl

= Q{S,)R,dt + L

Ro

qj{S,)R, dWl,

(4.2.15)

j=l

j=O

= r E (O,oo). Here h j := Ajs - {Ajs, 8)8, q, := (Ajs, s) and

Q := (Aos, s) ±

1

m

'2 L

({Bjs, s)

+ (Ajs, A,s) -

2(A j s, 8)2) ,

(4.2.16)

j=1

where Aj = DJi{x) and

Bj

= D{Aj{x)Mx)) = Aj{x)' + (D2 f,){x)fJ{x)

is the Jacobian of 9,{X) = Aj{x)f,{x). Hence \qj{x, s)\ :S I\A,{x)1\ anel
1

\Q{x, s)\ :S I\ A o{x)1\

m

+ '2 L{I\Bj {x)\\ + 3I\Aj {x)I\')

=: Qo{x).

j=1

It suffices to deal with the first Ie ,,+ E Ll{I'-). Integrating (4.2.15), proceed.
ing as in the linear case (see Remark 6.2.12), denoting the marginal of It on
]Rd by p and the integral with respect to a measure v by IEI/,

(4.2.17)
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where (e,) is the standard basis of IRd. Due to our assumptions (4.2.11)
Qo(x) <; e, hence IEpQo < 00 for any 11,. The expectation of the stochastic integrals in (4.2.17) can in general not be estimated by means of classical
stochastic analysis.
There is, however, one important particular case which permits the use of
Burkholder's inequality, namely the case where J.t is a forward or backward
Markov measure, i. e. where w I---t J.tw is measurable with respect to the past
F- or with respect to the future F+ of the Wiener process W (see Subsect.
2.9.3).

4.2.13 Theorem (MET for SDE, Invariant Markov Measure).
eon.,ider the SDE (4.2.9) in IRd
(A) Global case: Let (4.2.9) satisfy conditions (4.2.11) so that it genemtes
a global e' RDS'P and let I' be a 'P-invariant Markov measure. Then the Ie
of the MET are automatically satisfied.
(B) Local case: Let (4.2.9) satisfy the conditions (4.2.10) so that it generates a local C 1 RDS 'P and let p, be a 'P-invariant Markov measure with
marginal p. Then the Ie of the MET are satisfied provided IIDfoll E L'(p)
and IID«Df,)fj)lI, IIDfjll' E L'(p) for j ~ 1, ... ,m.
(C) The invariant random variables p, d i and Ai from the MET are independ of w.

Proof. (A) Restricting ourselves to forward Markov measures, they are by
Theorem 2.3.45 in a one-to-one correspondence with the stationary measures p of the one-point Markov process generated by (4.2.9) for time lR+,
equivalently, with the solutions of the Fokker-Planck equation (L+)*p+ = 0,
L+ :~ fo + ~ L';~,(Jj)'. Further, restricting the RDS 'P to one-sided time
1[' = IR+ and to the a-algebra Fa, J.t corresponds to the B-invariant product
lIlC<*iurc J.t+ = IP X p+.
Making this restriction for the stochastic integrals in (4.2.17) Burkholder's
inequality for any p > 0 and S E Sd~l and then Jensen's inequality for p 2: 1
yields
IE" (sup
09$1

<;

11' q,(<p(ll, ·)x, S"("X)S)dW~I)'P

(4.2.18)

0

eplEp IE. ( [ IIAj(<p(u, ')x) 1I2

dU) p <; eplEp IIAj(·)II'P

Ily (4.2.11), IIAj(x)1I <; e, hence the right-hand side of (4.2.17) is finite for
any p 2: 1 and any p. Consequently, even lEp.(Q+)P < 00 for any p 2: l.
(Il) The estimates (4.2.17) and (4.2.18), using for example p ~ 1 in
(4.2.18), show that the Ie of the MET are met provided the conditions listed
in the theorem are satisfied.
(C) If a random variable f : 57 x lR d ---4 lR is 8-invariant and rr x p+ is
an invariant mea.">ure for the RDS restricted to time IR+, then f(w,x) = J(x)
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IP X p+ -a.s. for some measurable f. This is a consequcnce of the ergodicity
of () and the product structure of the invariant mea..'·mrc (for details sc(~ Kifer
[207: §1.2]).

0

Theorem 4.2.13(A) covers in particular the case of a linea.r SDE under the

Markov measure

00

(see also Theorem 6.2.11 and Remark 6.2.12).

We are not able to extend these simple statements from Markov measures to arbitrary invariant measures. We have, however, the following £Illite

satisfactory general criterion (see Arnold and Imkeller [22]).

4.2.14 Theorem (MET for SDE, General Invariant Measure).
Let the SDE (4.2.9) in JRd satisfy the conditions (4.2.11) so that it 9"ncr"
ates a global C 1 RDS 'P. Assume further that D fo is globally L'l's"h.tz. Let
fl be a r.p-invariant measure with marginal p on IRd which 8ati8jic8
(4.2.19)

Then 'P under I' meets the IC of the MET.
We refrain from giving the proof here as it is based on techniquel:i which are
not used otherwise in this book.

4.2.15 Example (Continuation of Subseet. 2.3.7). In Subscct. 2.3.7
we determined all invariant measures (necessarily Dirac mea.<;ures) of the
local RDS 'P generated by the SDE

dXt

=

(O:Xt - xfl)dt

+ aXt 0 dWb

on the state space IR, where N ;::- 2, 0: E IR and a ;::- O. We now calculate the
Lyapunov exponent for each of these measures.
The linearized RDS Vt = Di..p(t,w,x)v satisfies the linearized SDE

dv, = (0< - N('P(t,W)x)N-l)V,dt

+ (J'V, 0

dW"

hence

Thus, if J1.w =

D:z:o(w)

is a r.p-invariant measure, its Lyapllllov exponcllt is
.
1
lun - log IID'P(t, w, x)vll

t-+=

t

11'

a - N lim t--+=

t

0

n-Nf..x~-l,

provided the Ie xi/-l E Ll(ll') iH satisfied.

('P(s,W)X)N-1ds
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Case N even:
(i) For a E IR, the IC for Jlt,w = 00 is trivially satisfied and we obtain

so JLt is stable for 0: < 0 and unstable for a > O.
(ii) For 0: > 0, f-IS,w = Od": (w) is ~OC) measurable, hence the density po. of
(p = lE Jl2', satisfies the Fokker-Planck equation
a2

L~pa = -((ax + 2x - xN)p")'

a2

+ 2(x 2p"),' =

0,

which hal:' the unique probability density solution
p

"( ) _ N
X

-

aX

2
2a/u _1

N

exp

(

2X

1
-

(N _ 1)0-2

)

'

x>

0

(see Ariaratnam [4: Equation (15)]). Since

1E,,~xN-l

= IE (d",)N-l =

100

xN-lp"(x)dx < 00,

the IC is satisfied. The calculation of the Lyapunov exponent is accomplished
by observing that

lji(t)'
(N - l)lji(t)'
where

lji(t) =

1'00 c(N-l)(",+W'(W))ds.

Hence by the ergodic theorem

1
. 1
IE (d",)N-l = - - hm -loglji(t) = a,
N - 1 t-loOC) t
finally
A(Jl~) =

(iii) For a < 0,
and N is even,

Jlg,w

-(N - l)a < O.

= O-d+(w) is FCf measurable. Since £(d+) = £(d=O!)

thus
A(Jl~) =

Case N odd:
(i) For 0' E IR,

,ll,w =

00, and

-(N - l)a > O.
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(ii) For a > 0, J.L~,w = J'_d: (w) and J-L1,w = ad: (w) are .P~(X) mCll.'mrabh
The solution p~ of the Fokker-Planck equation corresonding to 1-'2 is given
by the same expression as for the case N even and P3 (x) = 1'2 (-:t). The Ie
can be verified directly using the expression for P2' and
IE (_d,,:)N-l

= lE(d,,)N-l = n,

thus
-,(I'~)

= -'(1'3) = -(N -1)" < O.

A detailed analysis of the bifurcation behavior of this RDS for the
N = 2 and N = 3 is given in Subsect. 9.3.1.

ca."iCS

•

4.3 Random Lyapunov Metrics and Norms
One of the key technical steps in the construction of invariant manifolds of a
deterministic diffeomorphism t.p at the hyperbolic fixed point is the change
from the standard Euclidean norm in ]Rd to a norm under which Dt.p(O} is
contracting on its stable space and expanding on its unstable space. See e. g.
Irwin [181: p. ISS] or Ruelle [295: p. 19]. These new norms are called adapted
to c.p or Lyapunov norms.
This is also possible, in fact essential, in the random case. For the transfer
of the results of the MET from the linearized RDS <P(t,w) = D<p(t,w,O) to
the original nonlinear RDS c.p( t, w) in a neighborhood of 0 wc need control
of the non-uniformity in the MET which is duc to the fact that Lyapunov
exponents are an asymptotic concept. Since the non-uniformity in c.P(t,w}
that has to be suppressed by the new norm depcnds on w, the ncw norm will
inevitably depend on w too.
The construction of the new random norms has to be done carefully since
we want our linearized cocycle under the new norm to be Lyapunov cohomologous to itself under the original norm in order not to change the Lyapllnov
spectrum.
This section is based on the now c1asHical work of Pesin [274], followed by
that of Fathi, Herman and Yoccoz [149] and of Pugh and Shub [282]' who all
treat the case of the iteration of a deterministic diffeomorphism on a manifold
M which leaves a measure invariant (smooth ergodic theory). We go beyond
these papers and follow Boxler [79] and Dahlke [120] who develop random
versions of the construction in which

°

- every subspace from the OseledetH Hplitting is equipped with a HC'W scalar
product,
- the dynamics in both time directions (t ---* -00 and t ---* oo) is taken into
account,
- time can also be continuous.

4.3 Random Lyapunov Metrics and Norms
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In this section we make the following standing assumptions on our underlying DS (fl,F, 11', (O(t»tET):
- time is two-sided, 1[' = Z or 1[' = JR.,
- 0 is ergodic (this assumption is only made to simplify presentation).
4.3.1 The Control of Non-Uniformity in the MET

We treat the cases 1[' = Z and 1[' = IR as one. Assume that a matrix cocycle
<p(t,w) is givcn which satisfies the Ie of the MET Theorem 3.4.11.
We will now introduce an improved temperedness property.
4.3.1 Definition (Slowly Varying Random Variable). Given , 2: 0
and a DS O. A random variable R : fl -+ (0,00) is called ,-slowly varying
with respect to () if lP-a. s.

e"ltIR(w) :0 R(O(t)w) :0 e'ltIR(w)

for all

t E 11'.

•
4.3.2 Lemma. (i) Each of the following conditions is equivalent with Re
being E-slowly varying:
- R,(O(t)w) :0 R,(w)c'ltl for all t E 11', 11'-0. s. ,
- c'ltIR,(w) :0 R,(O(t)w) for all t E 11', 11'-0. s. ,
J~ is c-slowly varying.

-

(ii) If R, is ,·slowly varying then it is 8·slowly varying for 82: , and cR~
is l(lEl·slowly varying for each c > 0 and a E JR.
(iii) If Re,l and R e,2 are c-slowly varying, then so are R e,! + R e,2,
max(Rt;,l, R e,2) and min(Re,l, R e,2). Further, R e,! . R e,2 is 2c-slowly varying. Also, the pointwise limit of c-slowly varying random variables is E-slowly
varymg.
The proof is elementary.
4.3.3 Proposition (Tempered Versus Slowly Varying). (i) If R, is ,.
slowly varying for some c 2:: 0 then it is tempered.
(ii) Conversely, if f : fl -+ (0,00) is tempered and in case 11' = JR if
t H log f(O(t)w) is continuous lI'·a.s., then for any, > 0 there is an ,-slowly
varying random variable RIO for which
1
R,(w) :0 f(w) :0 R,(w).

Proof. (i) We have

-, :0 lim inf ~ log R,(O(t)w) :0 lim sup ~ log R,(O(t)w) :0 "
t~±(X) t
t~±(X) t
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whence the result follows from Proposition 4.1.3(i).
(ii) By definition and utilizing the continuity of t H log f(O(t)w) iu the
case Y = IR, there is for each £ > 0 a CE (in general not €-slowly varying)
with

C,~w) e-'Itl <::

f(B(t)w) <:: C,(w)c'111

for all t E Y. Part (i) of the proof of the next thcorClll shows that tliprp is
then a 2£-s!owly varying random variable R2E for which

1
R,,(w) <:: f(w) <:: R,,(w).
u

4.3.4 Theorem (Non-Uniformity of MET is Slowly Varying).
Assume that the linear cocycle q, with two-sided time satisfie8 the Ie of the
MET. Then for each £ > 0 there exists an £-slowly varying mndom variable
Re : n -+ [1,00) such that on the invariant set fl of the MET the cocyele ha..,
the following properties:
(i) For each i = 1, ... ,p, x E E,(w), t E 11'

R'~W)e>'t-'ltlllxll <::

114>(t,w)xll <:: R,(w)e,·t+<ltlllxll.

(ii) If M and N are disjoint subsets aflR and if'y(EM(w), EN(W)) E 10, ~l
is the angle between EM(W) := EIl>'EMEi(W) and EN(W) := EIl>,ENEi(w)
defined by

then

lj throughout.
Assume we have found R E,! for (i) and R E,2 for (ii) then RE :=
max(R"I, R",) will satisfy both (i) and (ii).
(i) Let £ > o. The MET implies that there is a random variahle N(£,w)
such that for each t E 11' with It I > N(£,w), i = 1,··· ,]i, x E E,(w)
Proof. We work on the invariant set

e>,t-'Itlllxli <:: 114>(t,w)xll <:: e"t+<I'ilkll·

N(£,w) does not depend on x due to the uniform convcrgcllce of
log 114>(t,w)xll = Ai on the set Ei(W) n 5 d - l . Define the random

limt_>±~

t

variables

.
.
.
114>(t, w)xll
A"I(W) := ~===l,
. 1Il1Il
mill mill
> I Itlll x II'
... ,p tET O#xEE,(w) C
.'!;
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114>(t,w)xll
Ae 2(W):= max max max
.
,
i~!, ... ,p tET O#EE.(w) e,·t+'ltlllxll
We have Ae,l (w) > 0 and A e,2(w) < 00 since mintET ~ 1 and maxtET 2: 1
outside of a finite interval of times and since for '][' = lR it is part of the
definition of a linear cocycle that t I---t 4i(t,w) is continuous.
Now take B,,! := min(l, A"J) :; 1, B", := max(l, A",) 2: 1 and finally
1

C,(w):= 111ax(~-(-),B",(w))
Be,!

E

11,00).

W

Then for all i = 1, ... ,p, x E Ei(w), t E 1['

(4,3,1)

Ce is in general not yct c-slowly varying. Rather, by the cocycle property for
any s, t E ']['
max

O#EE.(9(,)w)

114>( t, O( s)w )xll
e'.tHltlllxll
114>(1, O(s)w)4>(s, wM
(4,3,2)

whence

A",(O(s)w):; A",(w) A,,:(W)e"I'I,
With a similar estimate for A e ,! we obtain

Working with 8( -t)w instead of w we arrive at

JC,(w)e- 2'lt l :; C,(O(t)w) :; C,(w)'e',lt l for all

t E ']f,

(4.3,3)

It will turn out to be crucially important that for continuous time, t I---t
C e (8(t)w) is continuous (hence sup's and inf's are measurable - with no need
of completion of F), as follows from (4.3.2) and the continuity of t >-+ 4>( t, w),
We now prove that there exists a 3c-slowly varying random variable Re,l with

(4,3.4)
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Indeed, put

R~, (w) := inf(l, C,(O(t)w)r"'III),
,

tET

R~ ,(w):= sup(I,C,(8(t)w)r- 3'lt l ).
,

tET

R~,l and R~,l are mea.<;urable and R~,l (w) > 0, R~,l (w) <
Hence

3
R'E,l (w)e- 3,lt l <
_ CE (8(t)w) <
- RIt
E,l (w)c 'ltl

for all

00

by (4.:3.:n.

t E 11'.

(4.:1.5)

Now for all t, S E 11' by (4.3.5)

C,(e(t + s)w) <; R~" (w)c 3 '1'lc 3 'ltl

(4.3.6)

and also

(4.3.7)
By definition R~,l is the smallest number satisfying the right-hand side iuequality of (4.3.5) for all t and all w E ii. Comparing (4.3.6) with (4.3.7),
R~" (8(s)w) <; R~" (w)e 3 '1'1

i.e.

R~,l

for all

s E 11',

is a 3c-slowly varying random variable. Similarly

R'E,l (w)e- 3'1'1 <
- R'E,l (8(s)w)

for all

s E 11'.

Finally,

is 3c-slowly varying and satisfies (4.3.4) and thus, by (4.3.1), the a"';scrtioll (i)
of the theorem.
(ii) By Corollary 5.3.10, the angle -y is tempered on ii. For each £ > 0
there are thus random variables ME,l) M E ,2 for which for all t E 'II'

By the same procedure as in the proof of (i) we construct now a 3t:-slowly
f N
varying random variable
2 satisfying for all t E '[

R:

R~2~ (w) e- 3 'l t l <; -y(EM(8(t)w), EN(8(t)w))

<; R:,l,N (w)r"'ltl.

Taking finally

R", := max{R~,N : AI n N = 0}
we have found a 3c-slowly varying random variable which satisfies (ii).

0
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4.3.5 Corollary. Choose (and then fix) a constant" > O. Then for each
> 0 there exists an €-s[owly varying random variable G~ : n --+ [1,00) such
that on the invariant set ii for all i = 1, ... ,p, x E Ei(w), t E 1r

E:

(4.3.8)

Proof. Take lS(c)

min(c 1 1\:) and choose a IS-slowly varying random variable
G~ = Ro(~) is €-slowly varying since
IS :S c and satbfies equation (4.3.8) since IS :S 1\:.
0
=

Ro according to Theorem 4.3.4. Then

4.3.2 Random Scalar Products
The following is the main theorem of Sect. 4.3.

4.3.6 Theorem (Random Scalar Product). Assume that the linear cocycle.p satisfies the IC of the MET with two-sided time. Choose (and then
fix) a constant I\: > o. Introd1J.ce on the invariant set ii of the MET and for
any x = EBf=lX~ and Y = EBf=lYi, with Xi) Yi E Ei(W)
p

(x, y)".,w

:=

2::)Xil Yi)/'i.,Wl
i=l

11" = JR,
(4.3.9)

11"=2.
Put (x, Y)"w := (x, y) for w if ii. Then
(i) C ·)""w is a random scalar product in JRd which depe

easurably
on wand under which the Ei(W) are orthogonal.
(ii) For each c > 0 there exists an €-slowly varying random variable B~ :
[) -) [1,00) such that

1
li,(w)

11·11 <: 1I·1I.,w <: B,(w)II'II,

where

p

IIxll~.w

= (3;, x).,w =

I: IIXill~,w'
i=l

and
2

IIx,II •. w= {

f=

-00

I p(t,.)x,,'
dt
2
e

>',t+ot

t

,

'"
!I<l>(n,w)x, 11
L...nEZ e2(>.,n+otin1l

I

11" - JR
1

-,

T- Z
-

defines the square of the random norm corresponding to

I

C ·)".,w.
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(iii) The function
(x, y, t)

>->

(x, Y)K,9(t)w

is continuous with respect to the Euclidean metric in IRd x IR(i X 1f' and lR. In
particular, (x,y,t) >-> (<P(t,w)x,<P(t,W)Y)K,9(t)w and (x,t) >->1I<P(t,w)J:11..9(t)w
are continuous.
(iv) For all i = 1, ... ,p, x E E,(w), t E 'If

e,·t-Kltlllxllw :S
Proof. (i) For T
fl since

=

11<P(t,w)xIIK,9(t)w

:S e"t+Kltlll:rllw.

(4.3.10)

Z note first that the series in (4.3.9) convergt'S for each

wE

"'" 1I<P(n,w)ullll<P(n,w)vll

I(u, v)K,wl

L- eAin+ttlnl

eA,n+ttlnl

nEZ

:S G,(w)'

(z= e-

Klnl )

lIullllvll,

nEZ

where we have applied Corollary 4.3.5 with K, replaced with ~ and the fact
that Ge is an c-slowly varying random variable. Clearly (x, Y)tt,w is meal"illrable
with respect to w as a series of measurable random variables. For (~ach w E fl
it is a scalar product in IRd and by definition (x, Y)tt,W = 0 if :}; E Er{w) and
Y E Ej(w), i -I j. For 1f = lR the arguments are essentially the t-l(tllle.
(ii) First take 'If = Z. We first verify the estimate of IIxllK,w frolll below.
The series defining (x, Y)tt,W in Ei(W) contains in particular the' sumIlland
(x,y) for n = 0, hence IIxll:S IIxll..win E,(w). For a general x = Ell;~lx, this
yields

II xll :S

p

p

i=l

i=l

z= II x<ll :S z= Ilx,ll..w :S v'vllxllw

The estimate of !\xlitt,w from above is more complicated. Denote by

7r,(w) : IRd -> E,(w)
the projection onto E,(w) along F,(w) := EllJi",Ej(w). Then for .r
l:r~l 7r,(w)x
p

IIxll~,w

=

z= l17ri(w)xll~,w'
i=l

Choose an ~-slowly varying random variable Ge/ 2 corresponding to
ing to Corollary 4.3.5. Then

where c

= c(,,) = l:nEZ e- Klnl

E (1,00). Consequently

~

accord-
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To estimate the norm of 7ri(W) (which is an orthogonal projection in the new
norm, so II"i(W)II.,w = 1) we use the following lemma,
4,3,7 Lemma (Norm of Projection). Suppose that (U, (-, .)) is a vector
!jpace with scalar produr:t and 7r : U -+ U is a projection, i.e. 7r2 = 7r. Let
'Y := 'Y(iII17r, ker 7r) E [0, ~ 1 be the angle between im7r and ker 7r. Then
1

11"11

= sill'Y'

For a proof see Pugh and 81mb 1282: p. 91.
By Lemma 4.3.7
1

1I",(w)1I

=

sill''f(E,(w),F,(w))

By TheoreIll 4.3.4 there is an c/2-slowly varying random variable R e / 2 for
which for all i = 1, ... ,p, sin,(Ei(w), Fi(W)) 2: h(Ei(W), F,(w)) 2: 'R,:,(w)'
thus
""i(W)1 <: 2I4/2(W).
Altogether

where the random variable BE: : [l -+ [1,00) is e-slowly v mg by Lemma
4.3.2.
We now treat the case 'IT' = JR.. The proof of the pper estimate is the
same as for 'IT' = Z. Denote the resulting c-slowly v ying random variable
by BE,t. For the lower estimate, take the c-slowly rying random variable
G,(w) from Corollary 4.3.5 and use the lower esti ate in (4.3.8) to obtain

1 IIp(t,w)1t(w)xll'
=

1I",(w)xll~ w

dt

e2(A; +ltltl)

-=

and hence

~ ""i(W)xl~,w )

y"C(K)

1

G,(w) yIP
1

-.

y"C(K) (

"\ 1/2

p

(

2:

G:(~i ~ 117r,(w)xll'
P

P
y"C(K)
'~1 ""i(W)xll 2: y'PG,(w) Ilxll

B,.2(W) IIxll·

) 1/2
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The final c-slowly varying random variable i.s BE = mux(l3E ,l, l.J:. 1 ).
(iii) This follows readily from the definition (4.3.9), the cocycic property,
and the (crucial) fact that, by our definition of a linea.r cocycie, (.r,
1--7
cP(t,w)x is continuous. A detailed proof is given by Nguyen DiHh COIl~ [260:
Theorem 3.71.
(iv) For 'II' = Z, x E Ei(W) and s E 'II'

n

1I<1'(s, w)xll~,9(')w

=

"

~

II <1'(t, O(s)w )<1'( s, w)x11 2
c2(",thl t ll

tEZ

"

1I<1'(t + s,w)xIl

2

~ C2(A,(t+S)+Klt+sl) e

2(",-'+'11+.'1-<1111

tEZ

~

c2(""+'I'llllxll~,w'

analogously for the lower bound and for

1['

= IR.

o

4.3.8 Remark (Lyapunov Metric, Lyapunov Norm). The quantities
(X'Y)K,W and UxliK,w and their relatives on the tangent bundle are called the
Lyapunov metric and the Lyapunov norm (e. g. by Pesin [274]). n x JRd with
(., ')K,W on the fiber {w} x IRa is a Euclidean bundle in the sense of Definition
4.1.7. We stress that the Lyapunov metrics (x, Y}K,W also depend on the fixed
parameter K, > O.
•
4,3,9 Remark (Uniformity Properties of <1' in the Random Norm).
(i) The key property of 1I·1I.,w is that the random factors which are still present
in equation (4.3.8) and which account for the non-uniformity of the cocycle
in the original norm have disappeared in equation (4.3.10). An equivalent
formulation of (4.3.10) is

c",t-'Itl ~ 1I<1'(t,w)IE,(w)ll.,w,9(t)w ~ "",'+'Iti.
For T = Z and n = 1 and n = -1 we c. g. obtain the uniform bOUIHLs
e- A, - , ~ [[A(w)IE,(w)ll..w,ow ~ c A,+<,

e-"'-'

~ IIA(w)-'IE,(9w)lk,w,w ~ e A,+,.

If A, < 0 (Ai> 0) and" i" so small that Ai +" < 0 (Ai - K > 0), then <1'(t,w)
i" contracting (expanding) on Ei(W) for t ::> O.
(ii) More generally, if Me JR and EM(W):~ Elh,EMEi(w), tlH'n for each
x = Ei1'>";EMXi E EM(W), 114>(t,w)xIl K ,8(t)w is continuous with respect to t hy
Theorem 4.3.6(iii) and
2
"L- e2(",I-'llllll x 1 112K,W <
"
- 11<1'(t , w)x11 K,O(t)W <
_ ~

A,EM

A,EM

lll 111' II'
. ~l ",w·

,,2(', lh l
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for

t 20:

eIA"",,-'I'lIxlkw S 1I<P(t,w)xll,,9(tlw S e(Am .. +'I'lIxll..w,

for

t SO:

e(A",",+'I'lIxlkw S 11<P(t,w)xll,,9(tlw S e(Am'''-'ltllxll..w.

(iii) For M = (-00,0), M = (0,00), M = {O} we obtain the stable,
umitable ano center subspa.ccs

For K, > 0 small enough the cocycle in the new norm is thus uniformly
contracting on Es(w) and uniformly expanding on Eu(w) (hence uniformly
hyperbolic if E,(w) is not present).
More specifically, if (3 is any number in (0, min{ -As - K" Au - K,}), where
As := max At < -K, <
A,G

then

°<

K,

< Au

1I<P(t,w)IE.lwlll"w,9('lw S e- Pt
11<P(t,w)-IIE,,(9('lwlll,,9('lw,w S e- pt

:= min Ai,
~>o

(4.3,11)

for all t 2 0,

(4.3.12)

for all t 20,

and on E,(w) (if present at all)

c-'Itl S 11<P(t,w)IEo (wlll.,w,9('lw S e'I'1

for all

(4.3,13)

t E 'lI'.

(iv) For M = IR

e(A,-'lt S 1I<P(t,w)II"w,9('lw S e(A,+'lt

for

t 2 0,

e(A,+,lt S 1I<P(t,w)II"w,9(tlw S e(A,-'lt

for

t SO,

and so together, with A:= max(Al1-Ap)

c-(M'II'I S 1I<P(t,w)II.,w,9(tlw S e(Ahlltl
e-(M'lltl S 1I<P(t,w)-IIIK,9(tlw,w S e(M'1It1

for all
for all

t E 'lI',

t

E

'lI',

(4.3.14)
(4.3,15)

i.e. the cocyclc and its inverse are uniformly bounded in the random norm .

•
4,3.10 Corollary. The cocyele <P(t,w) with respect to the Lyapunov norm

II . 11.,w (fOT' any" > 0 fixed) is Lyapunov cohomologous to itself with respect
to any fir-cd norm in IRd.
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Proof. By Remark 3.4.10 we can assume without loss of gellerality that the
fixed norm is the standard Euclidean norm \1. \I.';> By Example 4.1.14 we havp
to check whether we have (suppressing K.)

lim ~t log lIidli s'9(t)w = 0,

t-+±cx;>

where

.
IIxllw
IIldlls,w := sup
-II-II '
x:;iO x s

By Theorem 4.3.6{ii) for each
1

B,{w) :S

.

IIldlls,w :S

lim

~t log lIidI19(t)w 's = 0,

and

.
11:"118
Illdllw,s:= Sill'
-11.-11-·
x:;iO .r w

t-+±cx;>

(4.3.16)

E

B,(w),

which implies (4.3.16) by Proposition 4.3.3(i).

o

4.3.11 Corollary (Projections to Oseledets Spaces). Let AI (Lnd N be
disjoint subsets of IR whose union is IR, and let 1rM,N(W) be the projection
onto EM{W) := Elh,EMEi{W) along EN(W) := EllA,ENE,(w). Then Jor each
e > 0 there exists an e-slowly varying random, variable Rf; such that

In particular,

7rM,N

is tempered.

Proof. Combine Theorem 4.3.4{ii) with Lemma 4.3.7 to obtain the Hrst
sertion. Then use Proposition 4.3.3{i).

11..'l0

4.3.12 Corollary (HStrong Version" of the MET). Assume that the
matrix eoeycle <l>{ t, w) is written in the standard basis S = (u,) oj llI. d endowed
with the standard scalar product and its corresponding Euclidean norm. Construct a new mndom basis G{w) = (Vi{W)) adapted to the Oseledcts splitting
IRd = EI(w) $ ... $ Ep(w) as Jollows: Pick measurable unit vectors (in the
standard Euclidean norm) in such a way that the VI (w), ... , Vd, (w) are orthogonal and takenlrom EI(w), the Vd,+I(W), ... ,Vd,+d,(W) m'e orthogonal
and taken from E2(W), ... , and the Vd,+ .. +d._,+I(W), ... ,Vd(W) are orthogonal and taken from Ep(w). The matrix representation of the cocyclc with
respect to the bases G{w) and G{O{t)w) is
w(t,w) = P(O(t)w)<l>(t, w)p(W)-I,
where P{w) = P6(w) is the basis transJer matrix Jrom S to G(w). Then the
cocycle w( t, w) is block-diagonal,
w(t, w) =

diag(wl (t, w), . .. , wp(t, w)),

where the blocks !Jii(t,w) are cocycles of size d t and one-point .'i!w('/rurn
{(Ai, di)}' Moreover, the cocycles ~ and!Ji are Lyapuno1J co}wmologou.'i.
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P roof. The exh;tence of a measurable selection of a basis G (w) is guaranteed
by the Measurable Selection Theorem (Propo~ition 1.6.3) since by the MET
the Osclcdcts spaces Ei(W) a.re random closed sets (the procedure is carefully
carried out by Crauel [1081 and Walters [337]).
The columns of Q(w) := P(W)-l are the coordinates ks(vj(w)), where
q,j(w) is obtained as the orthogonal projection of the unit vector Vj(w) onto
the subspace JRui, thus 1%(w)1 S 1 and hence IIP(w)-lll S C.
Further, the columns of P(w) are the coordinates kC(w)(uj) obtained by
first applying one of the projections 'lTi(W) : IRd --+ Ei(W) and then by orthogonal projection onto one of the Vk(W) in Ei(W), Thus

IPij(w)1

<:

l11ri(W)11

1

=.sm"Yi ()'
W

where 'Yi(W) is the angle between Ei(W) and Fi(W) = fll#iEj(w) (see Lemma
4.3.7). By Theorem 4.3.4(ii) there exists for each € > 0 an €-slowly varying
random variable R,(w) ~ 1 for which 2sin'Yi(w) ~ 'Yi(W) ~ l/R,(w), thus
1

C <:

IIP(w)1I

<: 2C R,(w).

Ana.logously,
1
2C R,(w)

<:

IIP(w)-lll

<: C.

Summarizing, we have the following lemma.
4.3.13 Lemma. Let P(w) be the basis transfer matrix from a fixed basis to
a basis adapted to the Oseledets splitting. Then there exists a constant C > 0,
and for each E > 0 there exists an €-slowly varying random variable Rg 2:: 1
such that
1

C <:

IIP(w)11

<: 2C R,(w),

1
1
2C R,(w) S IIP(w)- II

<:

C.

Continuing the proof of Corollary 4.3.12, the lemma implies in particular that
P and p-l are tempered, hence P is a Lyapunov cohomology between the
two cocycles.
0
4.3.3 Random Riemannian Metrics on Manifolds

Consider now a Cl RDS IP(t,w) on a Riemannian manifold (M, (-, ')x) over
an ergodic DS (n, Y, 11', (O(t)ltET) with two-sided time. Assume that J1. is an
ergodic IP-invariant measure. The linearized cocycle TIP is a linear bundle
RDS over the skew product e(t)(w,x) = (O(t)w,<p(t,w)x).
Assume that TIP satisfies the IC of the MET Theorem 4.2.6 with respect to
IL. Using the global trivialization iff : TM -+ M x JRd such that on fibers ",(x) :
(TxM, (-, -)x) -+ (JRd, (., ')8) is an isometry (see Lemma 4.2.5), all results of
the l&'it subsection and their proofs carryover verbatim since they can be
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transferred from the cocyele 4>( t, w, x) = >1)('1'( t, w):r) 0 T<p( t, w, :r) 0 </(r) -1

011

IRd to T<p(t,w,x), where

(T'I'(t, w, x )11, T'I'(t, W, x )v),("w)x = (4)( t, w, x )>lJ(x )u, 4>( t, W, J') </! (J}n)s.

4,3.14 Theorem (Non-Uniformity of MET is Slowly Varying),
Let <p be a C 1 RDS on a Riemannian manifold (M, (', 'lx). Let I' be an ergodic rp-invariant measure and assume that Trp satisfies the Ie of the AfET
with respect to I' (Theorem 4.2.6). Then for each, > 0 there i8 an ,-slowly
varying random variable R, : n x M --> [1,00) over e(t) such that on the
invariant set L\ c
x M of full,t·rneasure the cocyclF~ Trp(t,w,x) has th(~
following properties:
(i) For each i = 1, ... ,P, U E Ei(w, x), t E 1I'

n

R /
~

W,X

)e)"'-'I'llIu li x <; IIT<p(t,w,x)ull,,,.w)x <; R,(w,J;)eA,I+'llllInli x '

(ii) If M and N are disjoint subsets ofR and iJ-y(EM(w,x),EN(w,x» E

[0,

~l is the angle between EM(W,X) .- Ell)"EMEi(w,x) and EN(w,x)

Ell),.ENEi(w,x) defined by
COS,",! (E M (W,X ) ,EN (w,x » :=

1(11,11),1

lIlax

IInlix IIvll.r

uEEM(W,X),vEEN(W,X), u,ll#o

,

then

4.3,15 Corollary, Choose (and then fix) a constant" > 0. Then for each.
e > 0 there exists an e-slowly varying random variable G fl x Al -+ [1,00)
E

such that on the invariant set Li
t E 'lI'

c

:

fl x]l.1 for all i = 1, ... ,p, u E E 1 (w,:rL

4,3.16 Theorem (Random Riemannian Metric). Let

<p be a

C 1 RDS

on a Riemannian manifold (M, (., ·)x). Let J.L be an ergodic rp-invariant mea·
sure and assume that T<p satisfies the IC of the MET with respect to !l..
Choose (and then fix) a constant" > and introduce for any (w, x) E LI and
u = ffif=IUi, V = ffif=IVi E TxM, U H Vi E Ei(w, x),

°
p

(u, V)K:,(w,x)

:=

L (Ui,

Vi)K:,(w,x),

i=1

where for Ui, Vi E Ei(w, x)

(u" Vi).,(w,x)

f

oo
-00

(T<.pCt,w,.-r)u;,T<p(t,w,x)v.)",(t,,,,)x
e 2 p.,t+",ltl)

dt
,

'lI' = R,

:= {

T=Z.

4.3 Random Lyapullov Metrics and Norms
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Put (U,V)K,(W,X) = (u,v)x for (w,x) <f- ,1. Then
(i) (-, ')-'I:,(w,x) iB a random scalar product on TM which depends measurably on (w, x) (i. c. is a meaBurable Riemannian metric) and under which the
E,(w, x) are orthogonal.
(ii) For each € > 0 there exists an c-slowly varying random variable Be :
fl X M -> [1, (0) such that for the corresponding meosurable Lyapunov norm

11·IIK,(w,x)
1

B (
) 11·lIx
c W,x

::; II·IIK,(W,X) ::; B,(w,x)II' IIx-

{iii} For all i = 1, ... ,p, u E Ei(w,x), t E ']['
c",t-KltllluIlK,(W,X) ::;

IIT<p(t,w,x)uIl K,8(t)(w,x)::; e",t+KltllluIlK,(W,X)'

4.3.17 Corollary. The cocyele T<p(t,w,x) with respect to the Lyapunov
norm lIuIlK,(w,x) = (u, u) ::~w,x) is {for any" > O} Lyapunov cohomologous

to itself with respect to the norm
mannian metric on !vI.

lIuli x =

(u, u)~/2 associated with the Rie-

4.3.18 Remark. (i) Remark 4.3.9 carries over to the manifold case in an
obvious way, In particular, IIT<p(t,w,x)IIK,(W,x),8(t)(w,x) is uniformly bounded
under the Lyapunov metric, and in case 0 f/. S(8,1-') and for K > 0 small
enough T~( t, w, x) is uniformly hyperbolic.
(ii) Pesin [2741, Fathi, Herman aud Yoccoz [1491 and Pugh and Shub
[282] considered the case 1[' = Z and <p independent of w, the classical case of
smooth ergodic theory. See also Katok and Streleyn [201] for an account and
generalizations of Pesin's theory and Liu and Qian [244] for Pesin's theory
for RDS.
•

Chapter 5.
The MET for Related Linear and Affine RDS

Summary

Let V be a finite-dimensional vector space, and A : V --+ V be a linear
operator. Then the standard constructions of linear algebra yield A-Ion V,
A'" on the dual space V", Ak A on ;\kV (the k-th exterior power of V where
1::; k S d), in particular AdA = detA on /\dV. If U c V is A-invariant, A
induces operators Alu on U, A'" on the quotient space U"" = VjU and Al.
on the orthogonal complement Ul.. Further, if B : W -+ W is another linear
operator, we have A $ B on the direct sum V EB Wand A 0 B on the tensor
product V 0 W.
Assume now that if' and IJ! are linear coeydes on V and W, respectively.
In Sects. 5.1 to 5.4 we will systematically study the multiplicative ergodic
theory of those coeydes obtained from the given ones by means of
(i) the above constructions, i. c. of .p-l, .p*, I\k.p (in particular, I\d.p =
dct<P), <P~, <P~, <pffj'fr and <P0'fr;
Oi) time reversal, i. e. by considering.p( _.)j
(iii) by studying the above objects over 0 and 0- 1
The results of our study will be used in subsequent chapters of the book, e. g.
exterior powers in the theory of rotation numbers (Sect. 6.5), tensor products
and affine RDS in normal form theory (Chap. 8).
In Sect. 5.6 we apply multiplicative ergodic theory to the simplest possible
nonlinear cocycles, namely those taking their values in the affine group, in
the discrete time case also known as iterated function systems. The main
result is Theorem 5.6.1 on the existence of a unique invariant measure for
hyperbolic affine RDS.

5.1 Inverse and Adjoint
Suppose we are given a linear cocycle .p on IRd over an ergodic l DS
(fI,F,I",(O(t))'H) with two-sided time 'll'. For 11' = Z (see Sect. 2.1) and
with A(w):= <P(I,w)
t

In the whole Chap. 5 we assume that the underlYing DS is ergodic - but only
to simplify presentation. All statements hold, with obvious modifications, in the
non-ergodic case, too.
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4'(n,w)

=

{

A(on-'w) ... A(w),

n > 0,

I,

11

= 0,

A- 1 (yn w ) ... A-'(O-'w),

1!

< 0,

(;,.1.1)

and the IC of the MET are log+ IIA±'II E L'(II'). We say, ""> usual, that <P is
generated by (0, A).
For 'If = lR, the two ways of generating a linear cocyc1c arc by ~.;olvillg it
linear RDE (real noise case, see Sect. 2.2)

x, =

A(O,w)x"

A: fl --> IR

dxd

(5.1.2)

,

or a linear SDE (white noise case, see Sect. 2.3)
m

dx t = AoXtdt +

L

AjXt 0 dW!,

Ao, AI,"" Am

E

IR dxd .

(5.1.3)

j=l

In C!l.'le (5.1.2) the IC for 4' are implied by A(-) E L'(II') and wc "'y that 4'
is generated by (8, A). In case (5.1.3) the canonical underlying DS, the shift
on Wiener space, is ergodic and the Ie of the MET are always satisfied (see
Theorem 6.2.11). We say that 4' is generated by (O,AD,A" ... ,A m , W).
Once P is generated by one of the above mechani::;ms, we can consider it il..'i
a GI(d,IR)-valued cocyc1e (see Sect. 6.1), to which we can apply an arbitrary
combination of
(i) the operation of time revcrsal 4'(.) H 4'( -'),
(ii) matrix inversion PM p-l,
(iii) matrix transposition P M P*,
and by considering the result over f) or f)-I. This yields 16 different objects (0,4'), (0,4'(-·)), (0,4"), ... ,(0- 1,4'(-.)'-'), of which four turn out
to be cocycles, namely (0,4'), (0,4"-1), (0-',4'(_.)), (0-',4'(_·),-'). Auother four are GI(d,IR)-valued backward cocydeR, namcly (0,4'-'), (0,4"),
(0- 1,4'(_.)-1), (0-,,4'(-·)'), while the remaining eight objects (0,4'(-.))
etc. are neither cocycles nor backward cocycles. By the canonical left action (g, x) M gx of GI(d, lR) on lRd , the four cocycles induce linear cocycles,
while the four backward cocycles induce linear backward cocycles on IR d , see
Remark 1.1.10.
We have the following facts about generators, spectrum awl splitting of
the four resulting linear cocycles.
5.1.1 Theorem (MET for Inverse and Adjoint). Let ((I, <P) be t/", linear cocyele genemted by (O,A) with log+ IIA±'II E L'(II') in caHe 11' =:1:, by
(O,A) with A E Ll(lI') in case of an RDE and by (O,AD,A" ... ,A""W)
in case of an SDE. Let E := S(f), p) be its LyapuTlov spectrum and
E,(w), ... ,Ep(w) its splitting" Then the following holds:
2 In this chapter, all splittings arc written in the order of decreasing Lyapllllov

exponents.

5.1 Inverse and Adjoint
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(i) The cocycle (0,<1'0-1) has generator (0,A"-1) in case1I' = Z, (O,-A")
in the RDE ca8e and (0, ~Ao, -Ai, ... , -A:n, W) in the SDE case. Its spectrum is ~ E, and its 8plitting is

where Fi(W) = ff!j#iEJ(w), i = 1, ... ,po
(ii) The coeycle (0- 1 , <1'( -.)) has generator (0- 1 , A-laO-I) in case 1I' = Z,
1
(0- , -A) in case of an RDE and (0- 1 , -Ao, AI,'''' Am, W( -.)) in the SDE
case. Its spectrum is -E, and its splitting is Ep(w), ... ,El(W).
(iii) The cocycle (0- 1,<1'(_.)'-1) has generator (0-1,A" a 0- 1) in case
1I' = Z, (0- 1 , AO) in the RDE case and (0-" Ao, -Ai, ... , -A;", W( _.)) in
the SDE case. Its spectrum is E and its splitting is Fl(W)J., ... , Fp(w).1.

-------------

Proof. (iii) follows from (i) applied to the data in (ii), so we only need to
prove (i) and (ii).
(i) The generator of <1'0-1 is obtalned for 1I' = Z by applying (-)0-1 to
(5.1.1). For the RDE case we differentiate N- l = I with respect to time t to
obtain 4;-1 = _p-l4;p-l, use,p = Ap and transposition to arrive at <1>*-1 =
_A*p*-I. Formally the ~ame calculation goes through for a Stratonovich
SDE.
The cocycle 1>(t,w):= <I'(t,W),-1 satisfies

(1)(t,W)'1>(t,W))I/2t -+ 1>(w)
by the MET, but

l
(1)(t,w)'1>(t,w))I/2t = «<I'(t,w),<I'(t,W))1/2'f -+ <I'(W)-I,
hence

1>(W) = <I'(W)-I.
In particular, following the proof of the MET 3.4.1,
.x. k = -A 11 +1-k1 a.nd
-

Vk(w) = Vp + 2_k(W)

P=

p,

dk =

dp + 1-

k1

~

(this is a one-sided result - we only need one-sided time and <I'(t, w) E Gl(d, JR)
for this to hold). Now everything applied to the cocycle 1>(-t,w) over 0- 1
(following now the proof of the two·sided MET 3.4.11) gives the spectrum
ji- = P = p, J:;;+l_k = Jk = dp + 1_ k , .x.;+l_k = -.x.k = Ap +l-k, and the
backward filtration
Dy definition for 1 ::; i ::;

Remembering that

p
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Vp +2_i (W)

V.:;:I (w) = El)~;;; Ei(w),

= Elll'~p+2_iE, (w),

and noting that for ~ubspaces U, V we have U 1.. n V 1.. = (U

-

Ei(W)

~

= (Elln'P+I-iEj(W)) = Fp+I_,(w)

~

+ V)·l , \V(' obtain
.

(ii) The calculation of the generators of 1>( t, w) = 1>( - t, w) for 11' = Z 11nu
the RDE case are as above. In the SDE ewe for all x E IRd and t E IR

r-

1>(t,·)x=x+ in
o

I

r

m

A o1>(s,·)xds+ Lin
J=1

l

A,1>(s,·):r o dW;.

0

with the interpretation of the two-sided stochastic int.egral given in Sect. 2.3.
By the calculus developed there,

r-

r

I

io

l

f(s)odW,= io f(-s)odW_ •.

Using this and inverting time in the

Lebe~gue

['

m

1>(t, ·)x = x - in Ao1>(s, ·)x ds
o
i.e.

integral gives

1
I

+L
j=1

A,1>(s, ·):e 0

dW~.",

0

1> has generator (O-',-Ao,A" ... ,Am , W(-·)).
The rest of the statement follows readily from
1
lim -logll1>(t,w)xll = -

t-+±oo

t

if and only if x E Ei(W),

1
lim -logll1>(t,w).Tii = -Ai

t--t=!=oo

t

D

The cocycle being generated by (8~1, A *) means in more detail in the RDE
case that it solves XI = N(O( -t)W)XI, in particular XI = A'(~_I(w))xI if the
original system h"" the form XI = A(~I(W))XI' etc.
5.1.2 Remark (More Cocycles). Inspecting the generators of the four
linear cocycles above, e. g. for the RDE case, shows that some generators are
"missing" in the list of Theorem 5.1.1, namely the family (0, A*), (0, -A),
(O~l, -A*), (B~I, A). These are the generators of the four cocyc1es obtained
from the four Gl(d, lR)-valued backward cocyclcs through the right action
(g,x) 1--7 g-lx of Gl(d,lR) on ]Rd. Spectrum and splitting of the members of
this family are again closely related with each other (the statement analogous
to Theorem 5.1.1 is left as an exercise), but have in general nothing to do
with the spectrum and splitting of the first family, hence there is no general
relation between 5(0, A) and 5(0- 1 , A) = 5(0, A'). However, the following
condition ensures equality.
_

5.1 Inverse and Adjoint
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5.1.3 Proposition. (i) Let for 11' = Z or in the RDE case the genemting
1)7·OCC.'18 A(-) of a linear cocycle be time reversible, i.e.

£((A(O(t)))'ET) = £((A(O(-t))),ET)'
1lJhe1Y~

£(0 denote.,; the probability law of the random variable

~.

Then

(5.1.4)

hcnce S(O,A) = S(O-I,A).
(ii) In case of an SDE we always have
£(<P1'.Ao,A" .... Am,W)) = £(<P1'-',Ao,A" .. ,Am,-wI-·))),
hence S(O,A) = S(O-I,A).
Proof. (i) For 11' = Z and n > 0

£(<P"A(n,w))

£(A(on-1W)'" A(w))
£(A((O-1 )n- 1w) .. , A(w))
£(<P'-',A(n, w)).

Similarly for n < 0 and any finite-dimensional distribution of 4>O,A(')'
For 11' = lR: the solution of 4>(t) = A(t)<P(t), <P(O) = I, is a certain measurable function of A, <P = f(A). If £(A) = £(B) then £(f(A)) = £(f(B)).
Relation (5.1.4) implies

£( lim (<P, A(t,Wj'<P, A(t,W))I/2t) = £( lim (<P,-, A(t,W),<P,-, A(t,W))I/2t)
t--too"

t--too'

,

and hence £(S(O, A)) = £(S(O-I, A)), in the ergodic case S(O, A) =
S(O-I, A).
(ii) The solution of dx, = Aox,dt +
Ajx, 0 dW j and dYt = AOYtdt +
j
AJy, 0 dW with W := - W( -.) have the same law since £(W) = £(W).

z=

z=

o

The hypothesis of time revcrllibility cannot be dropped (for an example see
Key [203]).
For 1[' = Z time reversibility is implied by exchangeability and exchangeability is implied by (A(on'))nEZ being i.i.d.
For the RDE case assume that X, = A(~t(w))x" where (~t)tER is a Feller
Markov process on a locally compact state space E with a countable base
(see Appendix A.2.3). Then time reversibility follows from reversibility (or
"detailed balance") of the transition probability of ~ which in turn is equivalent to the generator being self-adjoint in £2(E, p), where p = £(~o) (see e. g.
Ikeda and Watanabe [1781, p. 280).
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5.2 The MET on Linear Subbundles
and Quotient Spaces
Let in this subsection <P be again a linear cocyclc in IRa over all ergodic OS (}
with two-sided time.
Recall from Sect. 1.6 that a mapping w I----t U(w) taking values ill the set
of linear subspaces of IRd is called a rnndom linear SlLbsp(LCe if w I----t (l(x, U (w))
is measurable for euh x E \Rd, where d(x,C):= inf{]x -!i]:!J E ct.

5.2.1 Lemma. If U and V are rnndom linear subspar.c.'i, then
+ V. Further, w I----t dim U(w} i." mca.'iumbir:.

80

an; U1.,

Un V and U

The proof is left as an exercise (note e.g. that U + V = (U~ n V~)~).
A random linear subspace U(w) C IRd is calleu imHwiani. with respect t.o
p if
p(t,w)U(w) = U(9(t)w) for all t,w.
Since m(w);= dimU(w) is a O-invariant random variable and thus a constant
m, U(·) is a measurable linear bundle over (fI,F,1l',(9(t)),ET) with typical
fiber IRm. An important particular case is a deterministic invariant subspace
U c \R"'
The restriction of P on U(·),

pu(t,w):= p(t,w)]U(wl : U(w) -+ U(9(t)w)
is a linear cocyde on the bundle U(·}.
We define a second linear cocycle {jI'" on the quotient space U(w}'" ._
[(,djU(w) of equivalence classes (with respect to the equivalence relation:r '"
Y ¢=} X-YEU(w))by

U(w)- 3 [xJw H p-(t,w)[xl w := [p(t,w)xIO(tlw E U(O(t)w)-,
where [xl w is the equivalence class containing x E IRd over the fiber w.
Finally, let U(w)~ be the orthogonal complement of U(w) in \R,t (with
respect to the standard scalar product)3 and let the cocycle (jI1. on the linear
bundle U(.)~ be defined by
U(w)~ 3 x H p~(t,w)x:= (p(t,w)x)~tlw E U(9(t)w)\

where y I----t y;; = n1.(w)(y) is the orthogonal projection onto U(w)1. over w.
The restriction of the canonical projection 7r(w} : [(,d ---t U(w)"', :1: I----t [J:Jw,
to U(w)1. defines an isomorphism of U(w)1. ancl U(w)""', which is an isometry
if we define a scalar product on U(w)- by ([xl w, [yJw) := (:,,~, y~). With thi,
done we can identify the cocycles tJj1. on U(·)1. and tV""' on U(·)'" for our
purposes.
3

Note that U(w)l. is in general not invariant with respect to P.

5.2 MET on Linear Subbundlcs
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Choose an adapted measurable random basis

in !R d , i. e. such that Fdw) = (VI (w), ... , vm(w)) is an orthogonal basis of
U(w) and F2(W) = (Vm+I(W), ... , Vd(W)) is an orthogonal basis of U(w).l.
Then <P represented in the bases F(w), F(O(t)w) takes the Lyapunov coholllologous (exercise) form

4>(t w) = (<Pll(t,w)
,

0

<P 12 (t,w)),
<P 22 (t,W)

where the cocyelc <Pll(t,w) on JRm represents <Pu(t,w) in the bases F,(w)
in U(w) and F,(O(t)w) in U(O(t)w), while the cocycle <P22 (t,W) on !Rd-m
represents <P~(t,w) in the bases [F2(w)[:= ([Vm+I(W)]' ... , [Vd(W)]) of U(w)~
and [F2(0(t)W)] of U(O(t)w)~, and represents <p.l(t,w) in the bases F2(w):=
(vm+,(w), ... ,Vd(W)) of U(w).l and F2(B(t)w) of U(O(t)w)L
We will now determine the spectrum and splitting of 4>u and cjJ""' and
their relation to the spectrum and splitting of 4>. As far as the spectrum is
concerned we can basically follow Crauel [109] (Appendix A.I), who did the
case of a determinbtic invariant subspace and who generalized earlier work
by Furstenberg and Kifer [155] (Lemma 3.6), Hennion [169] (Proposition I)
and Key [203] (Theorem 5).

5.2.2 Theorem (MET for Subbundle and Quotient). Let <P be a linear cocyele in JRd over the ergodic DS ([I,F,Il', (O(t))'ET) with two-sided
time which satisfies the Ie of the MET. Let <P have spectrum S(O,<P) =
{(Ai, di)i=l, ... ,p} and splitting El , ... ,E1" Assume that the random linear subspar:e U(w) C IRd is non-trivial and P-invariant. Then:
(i) The cDcyele <Pu = <Plu(.) satisfies the integrability conditions of the
MET and has spectrum

S(O,<Pu ) = {(Ak"df.)'~I, ... ,r)
and splitting
Ekl

n U, ... , Ek r n U,

where 1 ~ kl < k2 < ... < kr ~ p are the indices for which df := dim(Ek n
U) > O. In particular, U(w) has the form

U(w) =
the

(j)j~1 (U(w)

n E kj (w)) =

(j)f~, (U(w)

n E,(w)).

(ii) The cocycle 1'''' on U,..,. (equivalently, the cocycle pJ.. on U.i) satisfies
Ie of the MET and has spectrum

and splitting

E: , nu.l, ... ,E:n, nuL,
n

where
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E;", = (Ellk,.. (Fk~ n U ~ J) "
andl :Sml < ... <mq:Sp are the indicesjor which d'k :=dill1(F/nU~) =
dim(E~

n U~) > O.

(iii) We have
where the multiplicities of Ai with respect to CPu and <P'" add up to d1> di =
particular, denoting by >"1(<P) the top Lyapunov cE'fJoru:nt oj a
cocyle P,
Al(<P) = max(Al(<pU),Al(<P~)).

dy + di. In

Proof, (i) The

Ie for <Pu follow from

II<pu(t, w)±lllw,9(t)w

II (<p( t, w liu(w)) ±ll\w,O(t)w
sup
11<p(t,W)±lx l\ <: 1\<P(t,w)±III.
xEU(w),lIxll=l

The bundle U(w) can be isometrically trivialized by picking a mca.:.;urable
orthonormal basis F(w) in (U(w), (-, ')8) and taking the coordinate mapping ,p(w) = kF(w) : (U(w)'("')s) -+ (IRm,(-,·)s), implying I\,p(w)±tl\ = I.
By Proposition 4.1.9 the MET holds for <Pu, with spectrum S(O,<pu)
{('\"dj),~I"q}, splitting El(W), ." ,Eq(w) and

U(w) = Ellj~IE,(w).
Let 1 ::; kl < .... < kr ::; p be those indices k for which

df := dim(U(w) n Ek(w)) > 0

df

(note that
is 8-invariant and thus constant).
Now El(W) C U(w) n E k , (w), '\1 = Ak, and d l <: df" ... , E'I(w) C
U(w) n Ek,(W),'\q = Ak" and dq <: df,. Hence q <: c and

U(w) = Ellj~IEj(w) C Ell;~I(U(W) n E,(w)) C U(w),
consequently
q

dimU

=

p

,

i=l

i=l

L:J LdY = Ld~, = dimU,
i ::;

i=l

and hence q = c, d, = df" E,(w) = U(w) n E,(w) and

U(w) =

Ell;~IU(W)

n E;(w).

(ii) It suffices to study the cocycle <pl- on U.l.. The integrability cOIlditions
for <p.L follow from (<p~)-1 = (<p-l)~, 111l'"(w)1\ = 1 awl

11(<p.L)±11\ =

sup
xEUJ..,llxll:::oi

I\(<p~ )±I,r.1\

<: 111,±111 .
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The Ie of the MET then follow lIB in part (i).
:F'urthcr, onc readily checkll that U is invariant for the cocycle cP over () if
and only if U~ is invariant for the cocycle p+-l over (J. Since also (p~)+
(,p')~ ,
The cocycle ,p,-1 over 0 has, by Theorem 5.1.1(i), the spectrum S(O, ,p'-I) =
(3) ( 3 » ) )
.
(3)
(3)
(3)
{(Ai ,di i=I, ... ,p and filtratIOn El , ... ,Ep , where Ai
= -A p+l-i,
d~3) = dp + 1 - i and EJ3) = F:+ 1 _ i , where F i := $j=f.iEj, i = 1, ... ,po
The cocycle (,p~ ),-1 = ,p'-I\U.c has, by part (i) of this theorem, spectrum
S(O , (,p~)'-I) = {(A(4)
d(4»)._
}
1
't
t_l, ... ,q,

A2), d1

where A!4) =
for which

4

=

)

df~) and the indices 1 ~ h < ... < lq ~ p are those

d~3) := dim(Ek3 )

n U~) =

dim(FA1_k

n U~) > a,

while the filtration is

= E(3)
n U~ = F~p+l-li n U~.
Ii

E(4)
t

Now the original cocycle cP~ on U~ is obtained as

By applying Theorem 5.1.1(i) a second time, its spectrum is

where
and
diS) _ d(4)
i

-

_ d(3)

q+l-i -

_.

lq+l_i -

dIm

(F.L

p+l-l q +l_ i

nU

.L)

> 0,

and its filtration is (orthogonal complements to be taken in U ~)
(5 )

Ei

=

G~

q+l-i

n U.L ,

We now introduce the new index
Tni

with 1 ::;

TIt}

< ... < mq
A

and

:= p

(5
1

) =

Am "

::;

+ 1 -lq+l-i,

i = 1, ... ,q,

p. Then
diS) =
1

dim(F~
mi

n U.L)

=: dmi

>a
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Note that
dim(Ul.) - dim(Ellk#i(Ft n Ul.))

dim(E:", nul.)

dim(Ul.) - (dim(Ul.) - dilJl(F,*. n Ul.))

d;';,
as it should be.
(iii) We now prove that

dk
where

=

df = dim(Ek n U) and
(Fk

dimEk

d. =

=

d~

+ d;;,

dim(Ft n Ul.). Since

+ U)l.

= (Ell)#kE)

+ Ell) (E) n U))l.

«Ek n U) Ell Elli#E))l.

(having used relation (5.2.1) below), we have

d k = d - (dim(Ek n U)

+ d - dk)

= dk - df,
o

5.2.3 Corollary (Structure of Invariant Subbundle). Every
P-invariant measurable linear bundle U(w) is subordinate to the Oscledets
splitting, i. e. has the form
U(w) = Ell;~l (U(w) n E;(w)) c Ell;~l E,(w).
Further, if U
then so are

=

EBf=l (U nEi ) and V

=

(5.2.1)

EBf=l (V nEi ) are P-invarianf. bundles,

and
Un V = Ell;~l (U

n V n Ei).

One can repeatedly apply Theorem 5.2.2 to an invariant subbundle V of U,
etc. See the "non-random" MET of Kifer [207: Chap. IIII and Carverhill [911.
5.2.4 Exercise (Triangular 2 x 2 Matrices). Reconsider Example 3.4.16
and Exercise 3.4.18 in the light of this subsection.
_
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5.3 Exterior Powers, Volume, Angle
5.3.1 Exterior Powers

The k-th exterior power /\kp(t,W) in /\klR d , 1 S k S d, of a cocycle rp on
lRd wa.''l already used in our proof of the MET (see Sect. 3.4; for basic facts
on exterior powers see Lemma 3.2.6). We now determine the spectrum and
splitting of I\k<P{t,w).
5.3.1 Theorem (MET for Exterior Power). Let P be a linear cocycle in
JRd over the ergodic DS {n,F,II', {O{t))'ETJ with one- or two-sided time satisfying the IC of the respective MET. Let n c n be the forward' variant (for
two-sided time: invariant) set of full measure on which all statem ts of the
MET for <P hold, where the Lyapunov spectrum 8{0, <P) = {(Ai, di)i~l, ... , } is
constant and
lim (<P(t,w),<p{t,W))'/2' = <P{w)
Hoo

exists. Let
A, ?: A2 ?: ... ?: Ad
be the list of the Ai where Ai appears di times. Then:
(i) The cocyele I\k<P(t,w) on I\kJRd, 1 :S k :S d, satisfies the IC of the
respective MET and the MET holds on the same forward invariant (resp.

invariant) set

fl.

In particular,
lim «l\ k<p{t,w))'{l\ k<P{t,w)))'/2t = I\k<p{w)

Hoo

and the spectrum 8(0,l\k<P) = {{Alk), d;k\~I'''''P(k)} is determined as fol·

lows: The

Ai k )

are the different numbers in the list of (~) numbers

k
where this list starts with Ai ) = A, + .. ·+Ak and ends with A~~~) = Ad+l- k +

... + Ad,

and d~k) is the number of times the value A~k) appears in this list.

(ii) The flag {O}

c

v:t2)(w)

c ... c

V?)(w) = I\kJRd of I\k<p can be

obtained from the flay {O} c Vp(w) c ... c V,(w) = JRd of <p as follows:
Extmct a meawrable basis F(w) = (VI{W), ... ,Vd(W)) ofJRd which is adapted
to t.he flag of <P, i. e. such that the first d , vectors are taken from V,{w) \
V 2{w), ... , the last d p vectors arc taken from Vp{w) \ Vp+l(w). Then
v:(k)

= span{vil /\ ... /\ Vi"

:

Ail

+ ... + Ail<

:$

A!k),

1:$ i l

< ... < ik S d}.

(5.3.1)
(ii,) If t,me is two-sided, then the splitting Eik)(w), 1 :S i :S p(k), of
I\k<P(t,w) can be obtained from the splitting Ei(W) of <P(t,w) as follows:
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Choose the measumble basis F(w) = {Vl(W), ... ,v,,(w)) adapl.ed 1.0 the ",phtting of if>, i. e. such that the first ci l vectors are 'in E1 (w), "', Ow lrLSt. (1 1,
vectors are in Ep (w), Then
(k) {V
Ei-span
t1

A·1\

/\ ... /\ Vi,.·.

.
+ .. , + A·t" -- /\dk) ' 1 <_ 1·1. < ... < l'k::;

d} ,

(5.3.2)
(iv) If cP has a generator, then so has /\ kf], In the disn-cte time case
the generator of /\kcp is (8, /\k A), In the continuou8 time caBC 1I' = lR, thc
genemtors are (9, A,k) for the RDE ca.,e (and AI E Ll if A E Ll) and
k
k
(9, A o ,"" Am' W) for the SDE case, where
A

A

k

.Jk(UI /\ .•. /\ Uk)

:= ~ ul /\ ... /\ U 1-1 /\

AUi /\ Ui+l /\ .. , /\ 'Uk.

i=l

Proof. (i) We assume knowledge of Lemma 3,2.6 and of thc proofs of the
respective MET's in Sect. 3.4. The Ie for I\kp(t,w) follow from

1I(l\k p )±I(t,w)11 = IIl\k p(t,w)±111

<:

IIp(t,w)11I1k.

Elementary manipulations with exterior powers yield

((l\k p (t,w))'(l\k p (t,W)))I/21 = I\k(p(t,w),p(t,W))I/21 -+ I\kp(W) 2' 0,
where the eigenvalues of /\kcp(w) are exp(Ai\ + .. , + Ai,,), exp A being the
eigenvalues of if>(w). This proves the claim about the spectrum of /\k<p(t,w).

(ii) For the flag V,<') remember that

V,<')(w):= U~~~)(w) Ell··· Ell U)')(w),
where U?)(w) is the eigenspace of /\kp(w) corresponding to the eigenvalue
exp A~k) 1 with dim U;k)(W) = d~k). Now the right-hand side of the last equation is equal to the right-hand side of equation (5.3.1).
(iii) If time is two-sided, the splitting of I\kp(t,w) is defined by

Elk)(w):= V;(k)(W) n V;t2)+I_,(W),

1

<: i <: l'(k).

But again the right-hand side of the last equation is equal to the right-hand

side of equation (5.3.2).
(iv) This follows immediately from Lemma 3.2.6(vii).

0

5.3.2 Remark. (i) The baBes F(w) appearing in part (ii) and (iii) of the
theorem are so-called normal bases in the sense of Lyapunov (i.e. ha.,es (vd
for which I:>-(Vi) is minimal).
(ii) The order of the exponentH .\~k) is in general not determincd by the
order of the Ai. It is only clear that the top exponent of /\kc[J(t,w) is
Al

+ .... + Ak

and the smallest exponent is A~~~) =

A d+ 1- k

.\ik) =

+ ... + Ad·

(iii) Extending Remark 3.4.14, the subspace E~k) is F~ mca.,urah1e, while
the subspace E~~k) is F+ measurable, for each k = 1, ... ,d.

•
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Theorem 5.3.1 has several important applications to the distorsion of volumes
and the dynamics of angleii under a cocycle (see in particular the theory of
rotation numbers in Sect. 6.5).

5.3.2 Volume and Determinant
Recall that if (V, (', .)) i, a Euclidean vector space then

lIu, II ... 11 ukll

= vol(u"

... , Uk)

= (det(Ui' U,)kxk)'/2

is the volume of the k-dimensional parallelepiped

U(Ul,'" ,Uk):= {x =

",U, + ... +

",Uk,

0 S; "i S; 1, i = 1, .. . ,k}

c

V

spanned by nI,.· .,uk. Since

Theorem 5.3.1 immediately gives the following result.

5.3.3 Corollary (Lyapunov Index of Volume). Assume the situation of
Theorem 5.3.1. Then on [!- for allul,"" Uk Ell!. d \ {O}, 1 S; k S; d,
. 1
hm - logvol(4)(t,W)Ul'''' ,4>(t,W)Uk) =

t-too

t

where io = io(w):= min{j: ullI ... 1I Uk

E

>.,(kl
,
0

vtl(w) \ Vj~i(w)}.

5.3.4 Definition (Determinant of a Linear Map on Subspace). Let
T: (V,(.,·)v) -> (W,("')w) be a linear map of Euclidean spaces and let
U C V be a k-dimensional subspace (k > O) with basis Ul, .. . ,Uk. We define
the determinant of Tlu by
det Tlu := volw(TuI, ... , TUk) = IIT Ul 11 ... 11 TUkllw.
VOIV(Ul, ... ,Uk)
IlullI ... IIUkllv
Equiva.lently,

and det 1'Iu is well-defined since AkU = JR.(UI A ... A Uk) is one-dimensional.
det 1'Iu thus mea:mres the distortion of volumes in U under T. We have the
usual properties of the determinant:
- det Tlu is independent of the basis of U, and if Au is a matrix representation of Tlu with respect to orthonormal bases of U and T(U), then
detTlu = IdetAu!.
- det Tlu :> 0 and det Tlu > 0
T: U -> T(U) is bijective,

=
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- if T : V -t Wand S : W -t G, then

det(S a T)lu = (det SIT(U))(dct Tlu)·
For U

V

=

detT =

=

W we recover the (absolute value of the) cla.stikal deterlllinant

II t\dTII·

•

5.3.5 Corollary (Lyapunov Index of Determinant on Invariant Subspace). Assume the situation of Theorem 5.3.1 with two-,<;ided time. Let

U(w) = (J)f~l U(w) n E.(w),

dy:= dim(U(w) n Ei(W)) 2' 0,

be a non-trivial tP-invariant bundle. Then dctp(t,w)lu(w) is a positive smlar

cocycle satisfying the Ie of the MET and
lim

t-+±oo

!t logdet4>(t,w)lu(w) = ~
dy Ai.
~
i=l

For discrete time '[ = Z and A(w) = 4>(l,w)
.
1
hm -logdet4>(n,w)lu(w) = IElogdetA(·)lu(.).

n-+±oo

n

Proof. By Theorem 5.2.2(i) the cocyele 4>(t,w)lu(w) hi\,'; "pcctnnn
{(Akil d~'Ji=I,.",r}, where the indices 1 ::; kl < ." < kr ::; p are those
for which dy > O. The cocyele t\m4>(t,w)I,,,,u(w), Tn := dimU(w) =
> 0, is a scalar cocyclc on the one-dimensional AmtP-invariant
subbundle ATnU(w) C AmJR.d and by Theorem 5.3.1 has the single the
Lyapunov exponent
d~Aki =
At· The result follows from

Ef=1 dy

E;=1

det4>(t,w)lu(w) =

Ef=l df

II t\m 4>(t,w)I,"'u(w)lI·

For discrete time, e.g. for n > 0,
n-l

log det4>(n,w)lu(w) =

L log det A(Okw)lu(9'w),
k=O

so that the ergodic theorem can be applied.

o

For continuous time formulM for the Lyapunov index of volumes a.nd determinants see Sect. 6.3.
We list the following important particular cases.

5.3.6 Example (Lyapunov Index of Determinant on Oseledets
Space). Assume the situation of Theorem 5.3.1 with two-sided time. Then:
(i) If Ei(W) is an Oseledets space, then
.
1
hm -logdet4>(t,w)IE(w) = diAi.

t-+±oo

t

'
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(ii) Let E .• (w) := ElJA.<oEi(w). E,(w) := ElJA,~oEi(W), E.(w) .EB>.,>OEi(W) be the Htable, center and unstable Oseledets space, respectively.
Then
Q

= S,

Q

=c,

Q=U,

if E et is

•

non~trivial.

5.3.3 Angles
Recall that the angle ,(x,y) E [0,,,/21 between two vectors x,y E IRd\ {O} is
defined by

5.3.7 Corollary (Lyapunov Index of Angle Between Vectors). Assume the situation of Theorem 5.3.1 with two·sided time. Then for all w E fl:
(i) For all linearly independent x. y E IRd

lim

t-tOCl

~t log sin,(<I>(t, w)x, <I>(t, w)y)

=
=

lim

t-too

~t log,(<I>(t, w)x, <I>(t,w)y)

>.(2) (x 1\

y) - >.(x) - A(Y) ~ O.

(ii) Specifically, let x = ElJf~lXi(W), Y = EIJ;~lYi(W) be linearly independent
and io(w,x):= min{i: Xi(W) fc O}. Then
lim

t-tOCl

if and only if Xio(w,x) 1\
dependent}. Otherwise

lim

t-too

~t log,(<I>(t,w)x,<I>(t,w)y) < 0

Yio(w,y) =

0 (i. e. Xio(w,x) and Yio(w,y) are linearly

~t log-y(<I>(t, w)x, <I>(t,w)y) =

O.

Proof. (i) Equality of the two limits follows from ,/2 ~ sin, ~ " while
existence and the formula follow from Theorem 5.3.1 since

sin,(<I>(t,w)J:,<I>(t.w)v)
.

=

1I<I>(t,w)x 1\ <I>(t,w)yll
1I<I>(t,w)xllll<l>(t,w)yll

(ii) With the repreHentations

x =

=

111\2 <I>(t,w)(x 1\ y)1I .
1I<I>(t,w)xllll<l>(t,w)yll

EBf=l Xi and y = EB~=lYj we have

/

~
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In case io{x)

f. io(Y),

A(2)(x 1\

we always have Xio(x)

y) - A{X) - A{Y) = Aio(x)

1\

::f

Yio(y)

+ Ain(u)

-

U and

Atl)(x) -

'\0(.11)

:0.:

O.

Now assume io:= io(x) = io(Y)· Then either Xtul\Yi o f. 0 (implying d i " > 1),
hence
,\(2) (x /\ Y) - A(X) - A(Y) = 2Ai" - A,,, - Ai" = 0,
or Xio

1\

Yio = O. Then by linear independence of x and y, p 2: 2 aIld

i1(w,x,y):= min{i > io: Xi 10 or Yi 1 O} E {2, .. . ,p}
is well-defined, whence

A(2)(X /\ y) - A(X) - A(Y)

= A" + Ai" - Ai" - Ai" = Ai, - A,,, < n.
o

5,3,8 Example. If either (i) x E Ei(W) \ {O} and Y E EJ(w) \ {O}, i
(ii) x, y E Ei{W) are linearly independent, then
lim

t--+±oo

~t 10g,(<P(t,w)x,<P(t,w)y)

1

j, or

= O.

•
5.3.9 Remark. (i) Since by Proposition 3.2.8 o(x, ti) = sin ,(x, y) is a metric
on projective space pd-l, Corollary 5.3.7 makes a statement about (exponentially fast) clustering of orbits of the cocycle induced by cP OIl pd-l (sec
also Sect. 6.2).
(ii) In particular, inside an Oseledets space there is never exponentially
fast clustering. The clustering is exponentially fast if and only if the "dominating components" of x and yare linearly dependent. Thi~ ii:i e. g. the C<l.se
with probability 1 if the top Lyapunov exponent is simple and io(w,x) = 1
II'-a. s. for any x 'i' O. The latter holds in the 11' = Z (i.i.d.) caBe if the distribution of An E Gl(d, 1R) satisfies certain conditions (Furstenberg [153: Theorem
8.31, Guivarc'h and Raugi [163], Hougerol and Lacroix [77: Sect. VI.3]), and in
the case 1f' = IR for SDE and RDE with Markovian noise under a Lie algebra
condition on pd-l (Arnold et al. [27,321, Imkeller [179]).
•
Recall that the angle between subspaces U, V
sin,(U,v):=

inf

xEU,yEV,x,y"O

c IRd

Hin,(x,y) =

is defined by
inf

xEU,yEV.x,y"O

IIx /\ yll
iixlillyll

---

5.3.10 Corollary (Angle Between Oseledets Spaces is Tempered).
Assume the situation of Theorem 5.3.1 with two-sided time. Then for' all
WEn
(i) For i 'i' j
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.
1
hm ~ log1(Ei(O(t)w), Ej(O(t)w)) = 0,
t

t-l-±OO

i. c. the angle between Oseledets spaces is tempered.

(ii) More generally, if M and N are disjoint subsets of ll!. and

then

lim

t-l-±OO

~t 10p(EM(O(t)w), EN(O(t)W))

= O.

Proof. (i) It suffices again to prove the statement for, replaced by sin,.
With <P(t,w)Ei(w) = Ei(O(t)W),
,in 1(Ei (O( t)w), E j (O( t)w))
. f

III

XEE,lw),YEE,lw),lIxHIYII~l

1I/\2<P(t,W)(x/\y)1I
1I<P(t,w)xllll<P(t,w)yll

Now ),12) (x /\ y) = ,\, + A" A(X) = Ai, A(Y) = Aj, and x /\ y E E(2) (w), where
E(2)(w) is the space in the splitting of /\2<p corresponding to A(2) = Ai + Aj.
By the uniformity statement of the two-sided MET 3.4.11, the convergence
in
lim

t-l-oo

~t log 1I<P(t,w)xll =

Ai

is uniform with respect to x E Ei(W) n Sd-l and convergence in
lim

t ...... oo

~t log 11/\2 <P(t,w)(x /\ y)11 =

Ai

+ Aj

is uniform with respect to x/\y such that x E Ei(W)nSd~l and y E Ej(w)n
Sd~l (these x /\ y form a compact subset of E(2)(w) \ {OJ), so that for each
e > 0 there is a T(w,e) such that for all t:> T(w,e)

1:> sin1(Ei(O(t)w),Ej(O(t)w)):> e~'t,
similarly for t -+ -00,
(ii) For x = EB~iEMxi E EM and y = EB~JENYj E EN, X 1\ Y
where Xi 1\ Yj = 0 if and only if Xi = 0 or Yj = O. Therefore

= LXi 1\ Yj'

Similarly for t -+ -00 with max replaced by min. The result follows again by
uniformity of convergence in the MET and the fact that p(t,W)EM,N(W) =
EA/,N(8(t)w).
0
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5.4 Tensor Product
Let VI' ... ' Vk be finite-dimensional real vector spaces of dimensions dim \Ii =
ni, i = 1, ... , k, and let V = VI 0 ···0 Vk be their tensor product, a vector
space of dimension n = nln2··· nk· Linear cocycles q,i on \Ii uniquely induce
a linear cocycle 4>1 0·· ,®Pk, the tensor product of PI, ... ,I.Pk, 011 V, whose
spectrum, splitting and generator can be obtained from the spectra, :-;plitting:-;
and generators of the Pi.
As we will not need the full machinery, and :-;incc the exten:-;ion to general
k is obvious, we will restrict ourselves to the case k = 2. The matrix vcr:-;ion
of cP 1 0 4>2 in IRnl 0 IR n 2 ~ IRnl n2 is called Kronecker product and will turn
out to be b""ic for normal form theory of RDS (see Chap. 8).
The tensor product V = VI 0 V2 of VI and V2 is defined to he the vector
space L{Vt x V2*' JR) of bilinear forms on Vt x V2* (2-contravariant tensors).
Define for x E V" Y E V, the element x 0 y E VI 0 V, by

Then V1 0V2 can be identified with the set of linear combinations 2.:::1 Ci(Xi0
Yi), mEN, Cj E IR, Xi E Vb Yi E V2 • where the following rules of comput.ation
hold:
L (XI + x,) 0 y = XI 0 Y + X, 0 y,
2. (ax)0y=x0(ay) =a(x0y).

X

0 (YI

+ y,) = x 01/1 + X 0

y"

The following facts (which we also need in Chap. 8) cun be found in
many textbooks on (multi-)linear algebra (see e.g. Kowalsky [219: Chap. 11])
or readily obtained from the definitions.

5.4.1 Lemma (Tensor Product of Spaces and Operators). Let V =
VI 0 V2 be the tensor product of the finite-dimensional vector spaces VI and
V2 with dimensions nl = dim VI, n2 = dim V2 . Then we have the following
properties:
(i) If (e,) is a basis DfVI and (f,) is a basis D/V" then (e,01;) is a basis
of VI ® V2 · In particular,
dim VI 0 V,

(ii) The splittings VI

= (dim VIJ(dim V,) = "In,.

= EBf~1 ~(l), V2 = EBj!:l Vj(2) induce the splitting

V, 01" ~
1

2 ~

$(p"p,)

(~j)=(I,l)

V(l)
i

0

V(2)

i·

(iii) IfTi : \Ii -+ \Ii are linear operators, then the linear e:rtcnsion of

(T, 0 T,)(x 0 y) := Tlx 0 T,y
defines a linear operator Tl ® T2 on VI 0 V2 , the ten~or product of TI nud
T 2 • We have
TI 0 (aT,) = (aTIJ0 T, = a(TI 0 T,),

5,4 Tensor Product

{T,
T,

+ 5Il0 T, =
0 (T, + 5,) =

(T, 0 T,)

0
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+ 5, 0 T"
0 T, + T, 05"

T, 0 T,
T,

(5, 05,) = {T,

0

5Il0 (T,

0

5,) .

(5.4.1)

In particular,

(5.4.2)
where It m'e the identity operators on Vi,
If TI and T2 are invertible, then so is TI 0 T2 and

(T, 0 T,)-' = T,-' 0 T,-'.

(5.4.3)

(iv) 1fT, has eigenvalues (a;) and eigenvectors (Xi) and ifT, has eigenvalues ({3J) and eigenvectors (Yj), then T, 0 T, has eigenvalues (o,{3j) and
eigenvectors (Xi 0 Yj) (with corresponding multiplicities). In particular,
detT, ®T, = {det Tt)n' {det T,)n"

traceT,0T, = (traceTIl{traceT,).

(v) Let in the bases of part (i) the matrix representations of T 1 , T, and
T, 0 T, be A, B and A 0 B, respectively. Then
a'.n,B ]
A0B=

.

,

an1,nl B
i. e. the

Ttl n2 x nl n2 matrix A 0 B is the Kronecker product of the nl x nl
matrix A and the n2 x n2 matrix B.

(vi) We have
(vii) If the spaces Vi have scalar products

C ')i,

then the bilinear extension

of

(x, 0 y" x, 0 y,) := (x" x'),(Y" Y,),
defines a scalar product in VI 0 V2 . In particular,

(a) Iix®yli = Iixli,llyli"
(b) IiT,0T,II = IiT,Ii,IIT,Ii"
(c) (T, 0 T,), = Ti ® Ti.,
(d) If U, are orthogonal, then so is U, 0 U" and (U, 0 U,)' = Ui ® Ui..
The following theorem is a more or less immediate consequence of the lemma.
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5.4.2 Theorem (MET for Tensor Product). Let PI in IR7I1 mid 1>2 in
IRn 2 be linear cocycles over the ergodic DB (n, F, IP, (O( t) )tET) with two-sided
time satisfying the IC of the MET. Let ti = til n ii2 be the l1/.vnriant .<r:f
oj Jull measure on which the statements oj the MET Jor <PI and Q'2 hold
simultaneously. Let S(O,P,) = {(A;i),d;i)) : j = l, ... ,p,j be the spectmrn
and (E?)i=l, ... ,Pi the splitting oj <Pi, respectively. Then:
(i) p(t,w) := PI(t,W) 0 P2(t,W) is a linear eoeyde on JR n , 0JR'" winch

satisfies the IC of the MET.
(ii) The MET holds on ti and
lim (p(t, w)'P(t, W))I/2t = pew) = PI(W) 0 p,(w) > ()
H=

where Pi(W):= 1imt-->=(Pi(t,w)'Pi(t,w))I/2t > O. The '<l'ccimm ofPI0P2
is

S(O,ptl +S(0,P2)
{A

= A(I)
~

+ A(2)
. A(I)
J'

E

t

5(0 ' <I>1,
) A(')
)

E

5(0 ' p.)}
2

and the multiplicity of A E S(0,P I 0<1>2) is
ciA

=

The Oseledets spaces oj PI 18 P2 are

E,

= Ell,,,)+,(,)~,E;I)

,

,

o Ej'),

A E 5(8,<1>10<1>2)'

and dimE, = d,.
(iii) IJ the <Pi have generators then so does <PI ® <P 2 . In the discn~te time

Case 1r = Z, (0, Al 0 A 2) is the genemtor of PI 0 P2. For 1r = JR and the
RDE case <P,(t,w) = Ai(O,W)Pi(t,W),
d
dt (PI 0 P2)(t,W) = (AI(O,w) 0 12

For 1r = JR and the SDE case dPi(t) =

+ II 0

A 2(O,w))(PI 0 p,)(t, w).

2:,;:0 A;i)Pi(t) 0dWi,

m

d(PI 0 P2)(t) = L(A;I) 0 12 + II 0 A;2))(PI 0 p,)(t) 0 tlW/'
j=O

Proof. (i) The cocycle property follows from equation (5.4.1) of IA'lIlIlla
5.4.1, the integrability condition follows from part (vii) (b) of the same lemllla.
(ii) The claim about the matrix pew) follows from

(PI (t, W)'PI (t, w) 0 P 2(t, W),P2(t, w)) 1/2t
= (PI(t,W),PI(t,w))I/2t 0 (P2(t,W),P2(t.W))I/2t.
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The <l..<;sertion about spectrum and splitting follows from

and the dynamical characterization of the splitting.
(iii) If.pi = Ai(OtW)Pi, then

d

~Pj(t,w) <')

dt

p,(t,w)

Aj(Otw)Pj(t,w) <') p,(t,w) +Pj(t,w) <') A,(Otw)p,(t,w)
(Aj(Otw) <') I, + I j <') A,{Otw)){Pj{t,w) <')P,(t,w)).
o

Analogously for the Stratonovich SDE case.

5.5 Manifold Versions
All standard constructions of linear algebra by which we derived the cocycles
investigated in sections 5.1 to 5.4 also make sense on the level of vector
bundles. Hence if tP is a linear bundle RDS on a Euclidean bundle for which
the MET holds (see Theorem 4.1.11) we can derive similar statements, which
we refrain from formulating as they should be obvious for the reader by now.
We briefly recall the basic situation for the tangent bundle of a Riemannian manifold: If rp is a C 1 RDS on a Riemannian manifold (M, (', ')x)
with invariant measure Jl, then Trp(t,w,x) : TxM -t T~(t,w)xM is a linear
bundle RDS on fl x TM over the DS (fl x M,F<')B,fl,{8(t))tET), where

8(t)(w,x):= (O(t)w,<p(t,w)x).
Now if the MET holds for Trp with spectrum E and splitting Ei(w, x) then,
for example, Trp(t,w,x),"-l is a linear bundle RDS over with spectrum-E
and splitting (EBj#P+l_iEj(W,X)).l, etc. Here (TxM)* is, as usual, canonically
identified with TxM.
In Chap. 6, we will use the manifold versions of the MET for AkT<p
on AkTM and its offsprings for the volume, the determinant and the angle
(whose definitions in (TxM, C·),) remain unchanged).

e

5.6 Affine RDS
5.6.1 Representation

The group A( d, JR.) of invertible affine transformations of IRd has the structure
of a semidirect product of Gl(d, JR.) and lR,rt. More specifically, every element
9 E A(d, lIl.) is represented by g = (A, b), where g{x) = Ax + b, with A E
Gl(d, lIl.) and b E lIl. d , and
9j9,

= (AlA" Ajb, + btl,

gi = (A,b i ),
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g-' = (A-', -A-'b),

c = (I,O).

A(d, JR) is a Lie group of diffeomorphislIls of IR. d with dimension d2 + d and
with Lie algebra oed, lR) = g[(d, lR)-i-lR d (scmidircct sum).
Let 'If be two-sided. A mapping <p: 'If x n -> A(d,lR), (t,w) H <p(t,w) =
(p(t,w),,p(t,w)) which is meaBurable and for which t H <p(t,w) b continuous
is called an A(d,lR)-valued cocyele if

<pet + s,w) = <p(t,O(s)w)· <p(s,w).

(5.6.1)

It follows that <p(O,w) = e.
(5.6.1) is equivalent to

p(t + s, w) = pet, O(s)w)p(s, w)

(5.6.2)

(i.e. P is a GI(d,lR)-valued cocyele) and

,p(t + s,w)

= P(t,O(s)w),p(s,w) + ,p(t,O(s)w), ,p(O,w) = o.

(5.6.3)

Every A(d, lR)-cocyele <p(t,w) induces by the left action of A(d, lR) on lR d ,
(g,x) H g(x):= Ax+b, an affine cocyele <p(t,w)x = p(t,w)x+1j;(t,w) in IRd
We now determine its generator and a more explicit form of the cocycle by
means of the variation of constants formula.
(i) 'If =:E: The time-one mapping is <p(w)x = A(w)x+b(w) and the cocyele
c.p is generated by the affine difference equation

x n+' = <p(onw)xn = A(onw)xn

+ b(onw),

Xo

=

x

E

lR d ,

the solution of which is (see exercise 2.1.2)

!

P(n,w) (x

<p(n,w)x =

+ ~j;;~ P(j + 1,w)-'b(Ojw») ,

<:

1,

n = 0,

x,

P(n,w)

n

(x - ~j~n P(j + 1,w)-'b(Ojw») ,

n:S -1,

(5.6.4)
where if> is the linear cocycIe generated by Xn+l = A(onw)xw
(ii) 'If = lR (RDE clllie): Every A(d,lR)-valued cocyele which is absolutely
continuous with respect to t induces an affine cocycle in ~d which is generated
by an affine RDE

Xt = A(Otw)xt + b(O,w) .
If A,b E L'(I') the solution is (see Example 2.2.8)

<p(t,w)x

= p(t,w)

(x + 10' P(S,W)-'b(O,W)dS)

=

10' p(t - s,O,w)b(II.,w)ds,

(5.6.5)
where if> is the linear cocycle generated by the RDE It = A(thw}:rt.
(iii) 'If = lR (SDE cMe): Here the cocyele is generat.ed by the affine SDE
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m

dx, = L(Ajx, + bj ) 0 dW! .
j=O

Its solution is (see Example 2.3.34)

<p(t,·)x=<P(t,·) (x+ f[<p(S,rlbjOdWl)
J=O

0

5.6.2 Invariant Measure in the Hyperbolic Case
If a linear RDS is perturbed by additive noise, then the fixed point x = 0
should survive as a stationary solution. We will prove that this is indeed the

case, provided the fixed point is hyperbolic.
This subsection is mainly based on Arnold and Crauel [13], Arnold and Xu
[42] and for the white noise case on Arnold and Imkeller [19]. We first prove
a general theorem for affine cocycles in ]Rd which do not necessarily have a
generator. The notion of temperedness (see Definition 4.1.1) will prove to be
crucial here.

5.6.1 Theorem (Invariant Measure for Hyperbolic Affine RDS).
(i) Let <p(t,w)x = <P(t,w)x + 1jJ(t,w) be an affine RDS in IRd with two-sided
time such that the linear part cP satisfies the Ie of the MET. Assume that P
is hyperbolic, i.e. that all Lyapunov exponents are non-zero. Further assume
that
tii'(w) := sup IIrr'(w)1jJ(t, O( -t)w)1I < 00 I'-a. s.
(5.6.6)
tET+

and

tii"(w):= sup IIrr U(w)1jJ(t,O(-t)w)11 <

00

I'·a.s.,

(5.6.7)

tET-

where rr"U(w) : IR d --> E"U(w) is the projection onto E"U(w) along EU,,(w),
E 8 ,u being the stable/unstable space ofcJj.
Then there exists a unique tp-invariant measure JJ... This measure is a
random Dime measure, J1.w = o~(w)J where ';(w) is given by
limH= in pr rr'(w)1jJ(t, O( -t)w) )
C(w)) = (
((w) = ( (U(w)
lilIlH_= in pr rr U(w)1jJ(t,O(-t)w)

and C,U(w) := rr·"U(w)((w).
W c have for all x E IR d
C(w) = lim in pr rr'(w)<p(-t,w)-lx
H=

(5.6.8)

and
(5.6.9)
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If the limits in the definition of ~ arc IP-a ..<;., awn the limits in (5.6'.8) awl
(5.6.9) are also I'-a. s.
(ii) If, moreover, the random vari(Lbles rjls,1t are tC1fqwn:d J1'01I/. nl)()ve4 ,
the limit in probability in the definition of ~ is alP-a. s. limit and ~ is (Llso
tempered. Further, the Btationary stochastic process ~(8(t)w) has continuous
trajectories.

Proof. (i) (a) We first prove that the expressions in the defiIlition of ~ make
sense by proving that the sequences in question arc Cauchy in probability.
We use the random norms of Sect. 4.3 and recall that for all E: > 0 there
exists an c-slowly varying function Be: D -----* [1,00), i.c. Hati~fying

such that

1

B,(w) II·
Choose

K,

II :S II . Ikw :S B,(w)II' II

so that
As := max Ai
A;<O

then choose f3 E (0, mine -).s -

<
K"

-K,

< a<

Au -

K,

< min Ai
A, >0

=: AIL>

K)), and finally choo!:ic

E:

> a such that

f3 - 2£ > O.
By (5.6.3),
1jJ(t + T, O(-t - T)W) = 1jJ(t, O( -t)w)

+ <I>(t, O( -t)w)>jJ( T, O( -t -

T)W),

hence

11'"U(w)1jJ(t + T, O( -t - T)W)
= 11'"U(w)1jJ(t,0(-t)w) + <I>(t,0(-t)w)11'"U(0(-t)W)1jJ(T,0(-t - T)W).

Thus for t, T > 0 and the stable part
1111" (w)1jJ(t

+ T, 8( -t -

T)W) -

11"

(w)1jJ(t, O( -t)w) II

:S
:S
:S
:S
:S

B,( 8( -t)w )2 II <I> ( t, 8( -t)w) IE-lei -t)w) 11.,'1 _t)w.w'fJ' (O( -t)w)

--t

a in probability as t --t 00,

1I<I>(t,8(-t)w)11"(0(-t)w)1jJ(T,8(-t - T)w)11
1I<I>(t,0(-t)w)IE'I'I_t)w)II'1I11"(0(-t)w)1jJ(T,0(-t - T)w)1I
B,(8(-t)w)2e-~t'fJ'(8(-t)w)
e(-~+2')t B,(w)2'fJ'(8( -t)w)

where we have used that 1I<I>(t,w)IE-(w)II"w"lt)w :S c- I".
4

We henceforth write "tempered" for "tempered frotn ahove" .
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Consequently, 7r'~(whb(t, fJ( -t}w) is Cauchy in probability, hence converges
in probability as t ---t 00.
Similarly for the unstable component.
(b) Invariance: We now show that J1.w = de(w) is invariant, i.e. that for all
t. Cll'
7r"U( 8( t)w )<p( t, w )€(w) = 7r"u (8( t)w )€( 8( t)w).

For the stable part

7r' (8( t)w )<p( t, w )1jJ( T, 8( -T)W)
4>( t, W)7r' (w )1jJ( T, 8( -T)W)
4>(t,w)7r"(w)€(w)

=

7r'(8(t)w)<p(t, w)€(w).

On the other hand, putting

+ 7r' (8( t)w )1jJ( t, w)

+ 7r'(8(t)w)1jJ(t,w)

.....,

w=

in probability

a.'l

T"""

00

B( -T)W,

7r' (8( t)w )<p(t, w)1jJ( T, 8( -T)W)
4>(t, 8(T)W)7r'(8(T)W)1jJ(T,W)
7r'(8(t

+ T)W)1jJ(t + T,W)

7r'(8(t)w)1jJ(t
.....,

+ 7r"(8(t + T)W)1jJ(t, 8(T)W)

+ T, 8( -t -

T)(8(t)w))

7r'(8(t)w)€(8(t)w) in probability as T .....,

00,

Hence
7r"(8(t)w)<p(t,w)~(w) =

7r'(8(t)w)€(8(t)w),

similarly for the unstable part.
(c) Uniqueness: We show that if J-l is a rp-invariant measure then necessarily /lw = bHw ), IP-a. s.
Since a mCW:lUfe on a product space is a Dirac measure if and only if its
rnarginals are Dirac measures it suffices to prove that

7r""(w)l'w = 8".u(w)'

Let I' be <p-invariant and let
(7r"U(8(t)w)

0

f

E Cb(IR d). Then

<p(t,w))l'w(f) = 7r"U(8(t)w)I',(t)w(f) =: (j,U(8(t)w)

and

(7r"U(8(t)w)

0

<p(t,w))6«w><J)

=

7r"U(O(t)w)8«'(t)w><J)

=:

ryj'"(O(t)w).

COIl:::;cqllcntly,

llf'U(8(t)w) - (j'U(8(t)w)
f(7r",U(8(t)w)<p(t,w)€(w)) -

J

J

(5.6.10)

f(7r"U(8(t)w)<p(t,w)x)dl'w(x)

(f( 7r"'U( 8( t)w )<p( t, w )€(w)) - f( 7r"U(8( t)w )<p(t, w)x) )dl'w(x).
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Due to the affine structure of 'P,
7r""(B(t)w)<p(t,w)~(w)

- 7r""(B(t)w)<p(t,w)x = <1>(t,w)7r"U(w)(~(w) - x).

Since P is hyperbolic, the stable/unstable part of the right-hand side of the
last equation goes to zero for all x E IR.d for t -----t oo/t -----t -00 expolHilltially
fast, IF-a. s.
Suppose f is uniformly continuolls. TheIl, by the dominated convergence
theorem, the last line of (5.6.10) converges to zero <1..'> t -----t oo/t -+ -00, while
the first line is a stationary stochastic process. TIllIS necessarily

1)j'U(w) - q"(w) = 0 II'-a. s.
Since uniformly continuous f E Cb(lR d ) suffice to identify a Inea.,>ure (see
Ganssler and Stute [156: p. 66]), we obtain I'w = 6«w) II'-a. s.
(d) We now prove (5.6.8). Observe that

7r'(w)<1>(t, O( -t)w)(x - <fJ( -I,w))
<1>(t, B( -t)w)7r'(O( -t)w)x + 7r'(w),W, O( -t)w)
<1>(t, B( -t)w)7r'(O( -t)w)x + eiw)
+(7r'(w)<fJ(t, O( -I)w) - ~'(w)).
Now, using random norms and the fact that IInS(w)IIK,W,W
\I<1>(t, w)1 E' (w) \I.,w,'{t)w S exp( - tJt),

\I<1>(t, B( -t)w )7r' (B( -t)w )x\l

S

1 amI

B, (w )e- I" \l7r' (O( -I)w )x\l •. ,! -tiw

S

B,(w)e-~tB,(B(-t)w)\lx\l

S

B,(w)2e{-~+')tllx\l

-----t

0 exponentially fa.<;t as t -----t

00,

JP-a. s,

Hence (5.6,8) follows, with mode of convergence the same as in the definition

of ~.
Similarly for the
(ii) Step (i)(a)
nS,U(w)W(t, O( -t)w)
IF-a. s. exponentially

Ile(w)11

S

S

unstable component.
of the proof shows that, under our assumptioIlH,
is Cauchy IF-a. s. exponentially fast, hence converges
fast. Moreover, for each T > 0 and the stable port,

\l7r'(w)<fJ(r,B(-r)w) - C(w)11 + \l7r'(w)t/J(r,B(-r)w)\I
+ I/f·'(w).

e{-~+2')T B,(w)21/f'(B( -r)w)

e,

Hence
similarly ~u, and thus ~ is tempered.
Finally, ~(B(t)w) = <p(t,w)~(w) has contiuuous trajectories since t
tp(t,w)x is continuous by definition.

H
0
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5.6.2 Remark (Invariant Measures for Nonlinear RDS). Theorem
5.6.1 in combination with the Banach fixed point theorem can be used to
establish the existence and uniqueness of an invariant measure J.tw = o{(w) for
the RDS
<p(t, w)x = <P(t, w)x + 1/1(t, w) + N(t, w, x),
where tP is hyperbolic, 1/) satisfies assumptions similar to (5.6.6) and (5.6.7),
but now with respect to the random norm, and the nonlinear term N fulfills
a. LipHchitz condition
""p

IIN(t, w, x) - N(t, w, y) 11.,9(t)w :S Lllx - yli.,w,

-l:-:;t$l

with L small enough, see Arnold and Xu [42: Theorem 5.1J and (for a local
vc"ion) Arnold and Boxler [l1J.
•

5,6,3 Corollary (Invariant Measure for Linear RDS), Let <P be a linear cDcycle with two-sided time satisfying the Ie of the MET. If <P is hyperbolic, then Us unique invariant measure is bQ , the Dirac measure at O.
5,6,4 Corollary (Spectrum, Splitting and Invariant Manifolds),
The splitting and spectrum of T'{J( t, w) under J1.w aTe the same as for tP I hence
IP-a. s.
Ei(W,~(W)) = (~(w),Ei(w)),

Thus for the stable and unstable manifolds of r..p under J-lw

M"U(w, ~(w)) =

~(w)

+ E"U(w)

and the invariant foliation of [{d is MS,U(w, x) = x
In particular, for '\1 < 0
M'(w,~(w)) = JRd,

+ ES,U(w).

MU(w,~(w)) = {~(w)}.

Proof, For <p(t,w)x = <P(t,w)x + 1/1(t,w),

T<p(t,w,x)v = <P(t,w)v,
hence spectrum and splitting of Tcp under J-l are the same as for CP, so for
i'w-almost all x E JRd, i.e. for x = ~(w),

Ei(w,x) = (x,Ei(w)),
If we define for any x E IRd

M"U(w,x):= {y E JRd: 1I<p(t,w)y - <p(t,w)xll-+ 0 as t -+ ±oo},
then y E M"U(w,x) if and only if <p(t,w)y - <p(t,w)x = <P(t,w)(y - x) -+ 0
(t -+ ±oo) if and only if y - x E E"U(w) or y E x + E"U(w). For x = ~(w)
we obtain the stablc/unstable manifold of r..p under J-l and for arbitrary x we
0
obta.in the invariant foliation of the state space (see subsection 7.4.1).
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We now deal with the case where

'{J

has a generat.or.

5.6.5 Theorem (Invariant Measure for Affine RDS with Generator). (i) 'II' = Z: Suppose '(J is genernted by the affi~nc nLruloTn diifnnwc
equation

Xn+l = A(8"w)xn

+ b(O"w)

(the integrability condition for b can be replaced by the assumption that b
is tempered). If A generates a hyperbolic lincar cocyde <P, then the uniquc
r.p-invariant measure is concentrated at

Moreover,

~

is tempered.

(ii) '[ = JR., real noise case; Suppose

'(J

Xt = A(8 tw)Xt

is generated by the affine RDE

+ b(8,w)

in IRd, where A, bE £1(11') (the integmbility condition for b can be ,"eplacetJ by
the assumption that b is tempered). If A generates a hyperbolic linear cocycle
tP, then the unique r.p-invariant measure is concentrated at

e(w))

(w) = ( u
( (w)

=

(J~~ <P(t,w)-I,,'(8,w)b(O,w)dt )
_

J:' <P(t,w)-I,,"(O,w)b(Otw)dt

"

Moreover, ~ is tempered and the stationary stochastic process ~((hw) has absolutely continuous trajectories.
(iii) 1[' = JR., white noise case: Suppose tp is generated by the aifine SDE

=

dx, = :~:)AJXt

+ bj ) 0

dWt'

j=O

in 1R.d (no Ie needed). If dXt = "L,7=o AjXt odW.1 generates a hypeTbolic linear
cocycle tP, then the unique '{J-invariant measure 1...'1 concentndcd oJ

The integrals exist as limits JPl-a. s. of the non-adapted Stmtono1!ich intrgml8
J~T and
as T -+ 00. Moreover, Eis tempeTPd and the stationary stochastic
process ~(lhw) has continu01LS trajectories.

J:
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~

Z: By (5.6.4) and the cocyele property, we obtain for n
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e: 1

"-1

1r"(w)1jJ(n, O-"w) ~ L 4>(k, O-k W )1r"(O-k w )b(O-k-l w ).
k=O

Using random norms as in the proof of Theorem 5.6.1, we obtain

'i'"(W)

~ Slip

111r'(w)1jJ(n,O-"w)11

n:;::':l
00

k=O
00

<:

B,(w)'Le(-fiHlkllb(O-k-lw)1I <

00

k=O

since b is tempered, or by Lemma 3.4.3(i) if log+ IIbll E £1 (11'). Hence the
expression for C makes sense. Further, 1[18 is tempered, hence ~8 is also tempered and

1r"(w)1jJ(n,O-"w) -+ e(w)
a.'!

II'-a.s.

exponentially fa.'3t

n -----t 00.
Similarly for rJtu and ~u.
(ii) ']]' ~ JR, real noise ca.,e: By (5.6.5),

Using again random norms,

w"(w)

~ sup

111r"(w)1jJ(t,O_tw)11

t:;::':O

<:

1

<:

B,(W)'1°O c(-fi+,)tllb(O_tw)lldt < 00

00

114>(t, O_tW)1r(O_tw)b(O_tw)lIdt

since b is tempered, or by Lemma 3.4.17 if b E Ll(JP'). Hence the expression
for C makes Hell:ie. Further, IjIs is tempered since

and b is tempered, or again by Lemma 3.4.17 if bE L1, Thus

e is tempered

and
1r"(w)1/!(t,O_tw) -+ €",(w)
a."}

t --+

00.

II'-a. s.

exponentially fast
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Similarly for

Ij/U

and

~u.

(iii) For the SDE case the probkms steming from the lloll-adapu'dllc:-;:-; of
E require new techniques which will be developed in Sect. t:;.5. S('c Theorelll

8.5.15.

0

5.6.6 Corollary (Stable Case). If Al < 0 then
(i)

L:~!-=

~(w)

=

(

p(n + l,w)-lb(onw),

1I' = Z,

I~= 4>(t,w)-lb(B,w) dt,

1I'

L:7~o I~= 4>(t,w)-lbJ 0 dWl (w),

1I' = JR (SDE).

= JR

(IWbJ,

In particular, /Lw = b~(w) is a Markov measure.
(ii) For any x E JRd and t --+ 00

'P(-t,W)-I X --+ ~(w),

'P(t,w)x - ~(B(t)w) --+ 0

ll"-a. s. ,

both exponentially fast.
(iii) For any probability measure p on rn:. d

lim'P(-t,w)-lp=8(w)

H=

weakly

ll"-a.s.

and for all x E JRd

lim [.('P(t, ·)x) = [.(~),

H=

where [.(0 denotes the law of the random variable ~.

Proof. As (i) and (ii) are clear, we only prove (iii). For
the fact that 'P(-t,W)-I X --+ ~(w) ll"-a.s.

'P(-t,w)-lp(f)

J
Jf(~(w))p(dx)

f

E C,(JR d ) and by

f('P(-t,w)-'x)p(dJ:)

--+

= 8(wJ<f).

Furthermore,

[.('P(t, ·)x) = [.('P(t,O( -t)·)x) = [.('P( -t, .)-I X) --+ L(~),
by the above for p = 8".

o

5.6.7 Remark (Invariant Measures in the Non-Hyperbolic Case:
Cohomological Equations, and Coboundaries). If an affine cocyclc tp
has a linear part if> which is not hyperbolic, then tp has an invariant measure
only under rare circumstances. For a complete treatment of the ca.<;e of a

non-random A for 1I' = Z and 1I' = JR (RDE) see Arnold and Wihstutz [381.
To find a <p-invariant Dirac measure f-Lw =

random variable

~

for whieh

0e(w)

amounts to looking for a

'P(t,w)~(w) = ~(e(t)w),

or solving the equation

5.6 Affine RDS
~(O(t)w)

-

<p(t,w)~(w) =

1j;(t,w).
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(5.6.11)

1/) is thclI called a cobonndary with respect to the cocycle ip (or twisted by cP

1

,ce Katok and HaE,elblatt [200: p. 100]) if there exists a random variable ~
such that the cohomological equation (5.6.11) is satisfied.
For <P == I, we obtain the definition of a classical additive coboundary,
i.e. 'IjJ(t,w) is a helix which is cohomologous to the trivial helix 0, and two
solutions differ only by a constant if () is ergodic.
For the generator cases, the cohomological equation can be equivalently
written ill the "differential form"
L~ =

(5.6.12)

b,

where L is the cohomological operator. More precisely,
(i) for 11' = Z, L~(w) = ~(Ow) - A(w)~(w) = b(w), i.e. with Uf(w) :=

f(Ow), L = U - A,
(ii) far 11' = IR (RDE), L~(O,w) = ;k~(O,w) - A(O,w)~(O,w) = b(O,w), i. e.
L = ;k - A(O,w),
(iii) for 11' = IR (SDE),

=

=

j=O

j=O

dL(~) = d~ - LAJ~ 0 dWJ = Lbj odWJ,
i. e.

m

dL(·) = d(-) - L A J (-)

0

dWJ

j=O

•

We will make use of this in Chap. 8.

5.6.3 Time Reversibility and Iterated Function Systems
We now compare our results on invariant measures for affine cocycles with
those af Barnsley and Elton [501 and Elton [1361 on stationary measures for
iterated function systems.
Let '(J be an affine RDS with discrete time 1f = Z and time-one mapping
<p(w)x:= <p(I,w)x = A(w)x + b(w).
Under the as,umptions log+ IIA±ll1 E L1(1I'), lag+ IIbli E L1(1I') and),l < 0
we have constructed in Corollary 5.6.6 the unique invariant (Markov) measure
15~(w)l and for any x E Rd, J?-a. s.

i.e. we recover
n --+

~

by moving any x from time -n forward to time 0 and letting

00.

We also have

p:= C(~) = lim C(<p(n,)x) = lim C(<p(on~l.) 0··· a <p(·)x),
n

--HXl

n---t(XJ
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i.e. we recover the law of ~ by moving any x from time 0 forward to lime nand
letting n --+ 00. The orbit 'P(n,w)x it~clf doe::; not converge, but approaches
the stationary process ~(nnw) exponentially fa.'lt.
Barnsley and Elton [50] constructed p in the i.i.d. clt.'·;c and for )q < () by
showing that p = C((), where for all .r E 1R" and 11'-1\. ,.

((w):= lim <p(w)

0 .. ·

o <p(8"-'w):r,

n~oo

i.e. by somehow going from time n > 0 backward to time 0 and let.till~
n --+ 00.
Since obviously { =f ~ ({ is measurable with respect to the past, while ~
is measurable with respect to the future of 'P - in the i.i.<l. case t. and l. are
independent), the question arises why £(0 = £(().
The general answer is given in the next theorem. For the discrete time
case and the continuous time (RDE) case we write 'PO,A,b for the affine cocycle
generated by 8, A and b.

5.6.8 Theorem (Invariant Measure for Time Reversible Case).
Assume the situation of Theorem 5.6.5 and let for 1r = Z or 1r = IR (RDE
case) (A(8(t)·),b(8(1)·))tET be time reversible, i. e.

£( (A( 8( I)·), b( 8( I)) )tET) = £( (A( 8( -t).), b( 8( -tJ.) )tET).
Then

(5.0.13)
For 1r = IR (SDE case) Ihe analogue of (5.6.13) always hold..

In particular, the J?-a. s. limit
~(w):= lim <p'Ab(-t,W)-'x
t--HX)

"

exists if and only if the II'-a. s. limit

((w) := lim <p,-. A b(t, 8(t)w)x
t--too

"

exists, in case of which £(0 = £(0·
If Al < a then both ~ and ( exi"t, and are independent of :c.

Proof. We may -- and will '- restrict ourselves to the ea."iC '][' = Z.
We have for n > 0

Time reversibility implies
£((<p"A,b(~n, rl)n~O) = £((,,(8·) 0'" 0 ,,(e"·)),,~o).

Now

5.6 Affine RDS

'P(Ow)

0···
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0'P(onw) = 'PO-',A,b(n,on W ),

from which (5.6.13) follows. In the SDE case note that C( - W( -.)) = C(W).
If all finite-dimensional distributions of two stochastic processes are the
same, then one of them converges JED-a. s. if and only if the other one does so.
0
Further, the laws of the limiting random variables coincide.
5,6.9 Remark, (i) Note that if (A(O(t)·), b(O(t)-))'ET is time-reversible, then
so is (A(O(t)·))tEY' hence S(O, A) = S(O-', A) by Proposition 5.1.3.
The dbcrete time i.i.d. case is always time-reversible.
(ii) Assume .\, < 0. For the Ca.5e 'lI' = Z (i.i.d.), or for the case 'lI' =
IR (SDE), C(€) = IE "<1') = p+ is the unique stationary measure of the
corresponding one-point motions (<p(t,w)x)t;:::o (see Subsect. 2.3.1 for discrete
time and Subsect. 2.3.9 for continuous time), i. e. the unique solution of

p+(-) =

1.

P,+(x,.)p+(dx),

P,+(x, B) := I'{",: 'P(t,w)x

E

B}.

R'

For 'II' = JR, this is equivalent to p+ being the unique solution of the FokkerPlanck equation (L +)' p+ = 0, L + being the generator of 'P(t, w)x.
For Ap > 0 we have a similar situation, with p- now being the unique
stationary measure of the one-point motions (rp( -t, w)x k:~o, i. e. the unique
solution of

where

P,-(x,B):= I'{'P(-t,w)x

E

B} = 1'{'P(t,w)-'x

E

B}.

For 1f = IR, this is equivalent to p- being the unique solution of the Fokker•
Planck equation (L-)'p- = 0, L- being the generator of 'P(-t,w)x.

Chapter 6. RDS on Homogeneous Spaces
of the General Linear Group

Summary
Following the pioneering work of Furstenberg [153], the study of the asymptotic behavior (law of large numbers, positivity of top Lyapunov exponent
aliru:; Furstenberg constant, simplicity of the Lyapunov spectrum, central limit
theorem, large deviations principle, etc.) of products of Li.d. random matrices
(more generally, products of i.i.d. random variables in a Lie group) became
an important research area. This development was highlighted in 1985 by
Guivarc'h and Raugi's profound paper [163[ and the book [77[ by Bougerol
and Lacroix.
Furstenberg made the following basic observation: In order to determine
the asymptotic behavior of the product <Pn = An" . Al of group-valued Li.d.
random variables (An), one has to let the group act on certain manifolds M
(Furstenberg boundaries - in the matrix case Grassmannian and flag manifolds), (g, x) I-t gx, and study e. g. the stationary measures of the transition
probability P(x, B) = Il'{g : gx E B) of the Markov chain Xn = q;nXo on M.
Flln;tcnberg's approach proved to be extremely fertile and practically every
author investigating products of random matrices has made use of it.
One of the la.'lting outcomes was furstenberg's formula for the top Lyapunov exponent as an integral over projective space [153: Formula (7.5)]. This
formula was independently found by Khasminskii [205, 206[ for linear SDE.
As explained in the Preface, we decided to omit the subject - except for
the study of the action of linear cocycles on certain homogeneous spaces, thus
permitting us in particular to derive Furstenberg-Khasminskii formulas for
all Lyapunov exponents.
More Rpecifically, in this chapter we will study some nonlinear RDS
which are induced by a Gl(d, IR)-valued cocycle tP on homogeneous spaces
of Gl(rl, JR).
The most interesting of these homogeneous spaces for us are: the unit
sphere Sd-l ,the projective space pd-l, the Grassmannian manifold Gk(d) of
k-plancs, the Grassmannian manifold Gt(d} of oriented k-planes, the Stiefel
manifold Stdd) of orthonormal k-frames (the action of GI(d,lR) is followed
by ort.honormalization) and the flag manifolds Fr(d), where T = (dl, ... , dr ),
1 ~ d 1 < ... < dr ~ d, is a multi-index of dimensions di of subspaces Vi and
f = (VI C V2 C ... C Vr ) is a generic element of Fr(d).
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We also need to study RDS on a principal hundle and investigate under which conditions it induces an RDS on the base manifold. In ('a.'-:e thnt
the original RDS has a generator, we determine the generator of the induced system. The cases of particular interest for UI) arc the prillcipal bundles
~

O(k,R)

SO(k JR)

St,(d) -4 F",(d), Stk(d) -> Gdd) and St.(tl) ~ Gi(d) which are
the basis of our theory of rotation numbers in Sect. 6.5.
In Sect. 6.1 we collect some "ahstract nonsense" about group-valued cocycles and cocycles on principal bundles.
Sect. 6.2 is devoted to the dynamics and ergodic thcory I)f tlll~ B.DS induced on Sd-l and pd-l by a linear RDS P. We dcterInille all invariant llleasures (Theorem 6.2.3) and their spectrum and splitting (Theorem 6.2.20). On
this basis we obtain Furstenberg-Khasminskii formula.... (i. c. phase avera.ges
over Sd-l) for all Lyapunov exponents ofp (Theorem 6.2.8 for the real noise
case and Theorem 6.2.14 for the white noise case). The white noise formulas
are derived by anticipative calculus.
In order to obtain Furstenberg-Khasminskii fonnulru; for SUlIl.'i of Lyapunov exponents (Theorem 6.3.3) we have to study the RDS induced hy iP
on Grassmannian manifolds (see Sect. 6.3).
Manifold versions of the above are treated in Sect. 604.
Finally, Sect. 6.5 is devoted to our concept of rotation numbers, a l:iimultaneous generalization of the two-dimensional concept and the notion of
"imaginary part of eigenvalue of a matrix" to d dimensions and to nonlinear RDS. We prove an MET for rotation numbers which states that if the
Lyapunov spectrum is simple, then every two-plane has a rotation number
p, and this p is taken from a finite collection of basic rotation numbers (Jij
realized in the canonical planes Ei A Ej (Theorem G.5.14 for the real noise
case and Theorem 6.5.16 for the white noise case).

6.1 Cocycles on Lie Groups and Their Homogeneous
Spaces
A continuous or C k cocycle with two-sided time on a Htate Hpace X defines
a group-valued cocycle on (Homeo(X),o) or (Diffk(X),o), where "0" means
composition and where those groups act naturally on X ou the left (see Sect.

1.1).
Conversely, if G is a group, then a G-valucd cocyclc induces a cocyde ou
any space X on which G acts on the left. We arc particula.rly interested in
the case where G is a Lie group and X = G / H is a homogeneolls Hpace, for
which case we will determine the generators of the induced cocyclcs.

(i. I

Cocycles on Lie Groups
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6.1.1 Group-Valued Co cycles and Their Generators
6.1.1 Definition (Group-Valued Cocycle). Let (fl, F, 11', (O(t»'ET) be a
metric DS with two-sided time. Let (G,·) be a measurable group. A measurable function
",,:1fxfl-+G
is called a G-valued cocycle if it satisfies!
",,(t

+ s,w)

is called continuous if G is a topological group and t

t.p

(6.1.1)

= ",,(t,O(s)w), ",,(s,w).
I---t

'P(t, w) is continuous .

•
It follows that ",,(O,w) = e, the unit element of G, and ",,(t,W)-l =
<p(-t,O(t)w).
The study of () through its G-valued cocycles and their cohomology invariants has become known as Mackey's program in algebraic ergodic theory
(see Schmidt [312, 313]).

Generators
As all G-valued cocycles with discrete time are obviously generated by their
time-one mapping, we consider the case 11' = lR.
Let G be a Lie group and let 9 be its Lie algebra. A vector field X on G
is called right-invariant if Ry"X = X (for Rg see Definition 6.1.4).
The following reasoning is completely analogous to the one in Sect. 2.2:
Let
A : fl -+ T,G '" g.
be a g-valued random variable. Then there exists a unique right-invariant
random vector field X(w) defined by
X(w,g):= Rg.A(w) E TgG,
giving the corresponding right-invariant RDE on G
0(t,w) = X(O,w,<p(t,w» = R~("w).A(O,w),

<p(O,w) = e.

(6.1.2)

If A(O.w) E L'oc(lll., g), then the RDE (6,1.2) uniquely generates a global
G-valued cocyele (use for example Kobayashi and Nomizu [217: p. 69]).
Conversely, for a G-valucd cocycle which is absolutely continuous with
such that <p solves the
respect to t there exists A(w) := 0(O,w) (if <p is
right-invariant RDE (6.1.2).
We have thus obtained the following statements.

e' )

I

On the group level it would be equally natural to write the factors in (6.1.1) the
other way around. Only when G acts on a space X on the left, or on the right, is
the symmetry broken. In the deterministic case (no w) and in the random case
if G is Abelian, the two notions coincide.
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6.1.2 Theorem (Cocycles Through Right-Invariant RDE). Then! i8
a basically one-to-one correspondence between
(i) G-valued cocycles which arc absolutely continuous with respect to t.
(ii) right-invariant RDE on G of the form (6.1.2).
6.1.3 Example. (i) G = Gl(d,lR}, 9 = lR'xo. Here R".A = Ag, hence Gvalued cocyc1es are generated by right-invariant RDE
<P(t,w}

= A(8,w}p(t,w},

p(O,w}

= I.

(ii) G = lRd , 9 = lR'. G i, Abelian. A G-cocycle (aloo called a helix in the
additive case) satisfies
<p(t
A right-invariant RDE

+ s,w}

OIl

+ <p(s,w}.

= <p(t,O(s}w}

IRd has the form

",(t,w} = <p(t,w}

+ b(O,w},

<p(O,w} = 0,

where b: [l ~ IRd satisfies b(O.w) E L1oc(IR., IR d), with solution

l'

<p(t,w} =

b(O,w}<1s.

This is the most general absolutely continuom; JRd-valued cocycie.
(iii) G = A(d, JR), the group of affine transformations of IRd. This case is
treated in detail in Sect. 5.6. Examples (i) and (ii) above are particula.r ca.sc!:i
cl~}.

•

In the white noise case choose Ao, ... , Am E g. Consider the helix
m

F(t,w} = tAo

+ LW1(w}Aj,
j=l

which is Brownian motion in g. Then the right-invariant SDE generating a
G-valued cocyc1e rcads
m

d<p(t} = R~(t).

0

dF(t} = L

R~(,).Aj

0

dWl,

<p(0} = e.

(6.1.3)

j=O

6.1.2 Cocycles Induced by Actions
6.1.4 Definition (Action of a Group on a Space). Let (G,') be a measurable group, and (X, B) be a measurable space. A rneasnrab1c mapping
I : G x X ~ X, (g, x) 1----+ Ig(x) Huch that x 1----+ IY(X) is a billlea."urabl(~
bijection of X is called a lcft action (G acts Oil X Oil the left) if

6.1 Cocyclcs on Lie Groups
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and a right action (G acts on X on the right) if

•
The group G acts naturally on itself, i. e. X = G,
(i) on the left by (y,x) H "Ig{x) = g'X =: Lg{x), since Lg"g, = L g, oLg"
(ii) on the right by (g,x) H "Ig{x) = X· 9 =: Rg{x), since Rg"g, =
R92 0

Rg \.

We write X = G L or G R for the state space X = G with the left or right
action of G.
Combining a cocycle with a left or right action, the symmetry is broken
as follows.
6.1.5 Lemma. Let'fJ be a G-valued cocycle and let

be a left or right action

"y

of G on X. Define
",,{t,w,x):= "I~(',w){x),

(6.1.4)

Then r:p is measurable and is a cocycle or backward cocycle on X, respectively.

The proof follows immediately from the definitions.
We now investigate the question whether a cocycle r:p induced by the left
action "I of the Lie group G on a manifold M by a cocycle 'P on G via (6,1.4)
has a generator if'P does. The answer is given by the non-autonomous version
of a well-known fact from differential geometry (see Kobayashi and Nomizu
[217: p. 40)).

6.1.6 Theorem (Generator of Cocycle Induced by Action). Let'P be
a G-valued cocycle generated by the right-invariant RDE cp(t,w)
R~("w).A{O,w), 'P(O,w) = e, and let "I be a left action of G on the manifold M, Then the cocyele "" defined by (6.1.4) is genemted by the RDE

Xt = A(Otw, Xt),

Xu = x E M,

(6.1.5)

where the random vector field A{w,·) E X{M) is given by
(6.1.6)
6.1.7 Example. Let G = Gl{d,JR) and M
A{O,w)</>{t,w) and "Ig(x) = gx induce ",,{t,w,x)
cle in JRd, which solves Xt = A(Otw)xt.

=

JRd Then 4>{t,w) =
4i(t,w)x, a linear cocy-

•

In the white nobe case, if'fJ solves (6.1.3) and "Y is a left action on a manifold
M, then the induced cocyele "" defined by (6.1.4) solves the SDE
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m

dXt =

LA,(x,) odWi,

(6.1.7)

j=o

where Aj E .l(M) is the vector field corresponding to the flow <PJ(t, ;1:) =
"Iexp(tAj)(X) on M.
Theorem 6.1.6 becomes even nicer if !vI i8 a homogeneous space of G, i. c. if
G acts transitively on M (meaning that bg(x) : 9 E G) = Ai for all.,' E AI).
Without loss of generality we can 8i:!8UIlle that AI = G / II = (gH)!JEG is the
set of left-cosets of a closed subgroup H c c.
There is a natural left action of G on G / H defined by

"Ig(xH) := gxH.
If IT : G

~

G / H, g r l gH, is the canonical projection then
IT 0

L9 =

"19 0 7r.

6.1.8 Corollary (Generator on Homogeneous Space). Let <p be (J, Gvalued cocycle with generator <jJ(t,w) = R~(t.w).A(O,w). Let Ai = G/H be
any homogeneou.'l space of G with the natural left action 1 0/ G. Then the
cocycle ifJ = 7<p = IT 0 L<p has a generator Xt = A(Brw, Xt) on AI, whe1"(~

Proof. The existence of a generator follow::> from TheofCm 6.1.6. For x E G,

~ ",(t,w, 1T(xlllt~o = ~')~(t.W) 1T(x)lt~u
0

d
dt 1T(",(t,W) . x)l,~o
1T.(",(t,w)· x)R(~(t.w).x).A(Otw)lt~U
1T.(x)Rxo A(w).
o

6.1.9 Corollary (Generator on Homogeneous Space of Gl(d, 1R)).
Let <P be a GI(d,IR)-valued cocycle generated by <P(t,w) = A(O,w)<P(t,w),
<P(O, w) = I. Then on any homogeneous space M of Gl( d, 1R), <P induces a
cocycle if> = 1<1> = IT 0 L<J> with generator A = 1T.A. Here / is the natumlleft
action of Gl(d, JR.) on M and IT : Gl(d, IR) -4 AI is the canonical projection.
For the white noise case, the right-invariant SDE (6.1.3) on G induces an
SDE (6.1.7) on M which for a homogeneous space M = G / H becomes

=

dXt = L(1T.A j )(x,)
j=O

0

dWr

(6.1.8)

6.2 RDS Induced on

Sd-l

and

pd-l
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Cocycles on Principal Bundles
Let P(AI, G) be a principal fiber bundle, i. e. P (the total space) is a manifold,
G is a Lie group (structure group) acting freely2 on the right on P (written
(]I, !I) >-+ ')g(]I) = ]lg), AI = PIG is the orbit space (base space), " : P --+ M
the canonical projection (with 1T 0 "(g = 1T for all 9 E G) such that P is
locally trivial, i. e. for each x E M there exists a neighborhood U such that
,,-1 (U) ~ U x G by a diffeomorphism ,p = ('" X) which intertwines the right
action "(9 of G on P and the right action Rg of G on itself, X 0 "(g = Rg 0 X·
It follows that all fibers 1T- 1 (X) are closed submanifolds of P on which
the right action of G is transitive and free, hence 1l'-l(X) 9:' G.

6.1.10 Theorem (Cocycle on Principal Bundle). Let <p be a eocycle on
the principal bundle P. Then the following is equivalent:
(i) rp projects to a cocycle 1jJ on M via 1l', i. c. tp 0 1l' = IT 0 rp,
(ii) rp is right-invariant with respect to G, i. e.
,)go<p(t,w,·) = <p(t,w,,)o,)g

forallgEG.

In case the cocycle rp has a gcnerator Xt = X(()tW, xd on P, (ii) is equivalent
to either of the following statements:
(iii) X(w) is a right-invariant generator on P, i. e.
')g.X(w) = X(w).

(i1l) X(w) can be projected to M, i. e. X(w) = ".X(w) is a random veetor
field on M that is ,,-related to X(w), in which case X(w) is the generator of

cp.
The proof follows again immediately from well-known facts of differential
geometry.

6.2 RDS Induced on

Sd-l

and

pd-l

We now follow Furstenberg's program [153] and study the action of a linear
cocycle P in lFt d induced on the manifolds Sd-l and p d - 1 (more precisely,
the left action of a Gl(d, lFt)-valued cocycle on the above homogeneous spaces,
see Scct. G.l).
While working on Sd-l i~ very convcnicnt for calculations, the situation
on pd-l i~ "lcHs redundant" since p d - 1 is "smaller" than Sd-l, hence certain
trivia.l ambiguiticH arc removed.
Ouly if necesljary wc will distinguish between a quantity () associated
wit.h Sd-l and () associated with pd-l. We will, however, mainly elaborate
thc cru:;e Sd-l (and then omit the bar in ()) and leave the formulation of the
completely parallel statements for pd-l to the reader.
:1

I is a free act.ion of G on P if IY(X) = x for some x E P implies 9 = e.
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We assume throughout that () is ergodic and that time 1[' is two-sided.

6.2.1 Invariant Measures

The Manifolds Sd-l and pd-l
Although both Sd-l and pd-l arc homogeneous spaces of Gi(d, lR) we give
a more concrete and elementary description here.
The unit sphere of (lRd , (', .» is the manifold

Sd-l:= {x E IRd : (x, x) = I} C lR d
It inherits its natural Riemannian structure from lR.d by the inclusion mapping
i : Sd-l --t IR d , which is an isometric imbedding.
Denote by
it: IRd \ {OJ --> Sd-l,

_

x c-t 7r(X) =

:r
W

= SE S

.1-1

,

the canonical projection onto Sd-1 Note that IRd\ {OJ '>' S"-l x (0, 00) is a fiat.
(principal) bundle over Sd-l with fibers (structure group) it-l(S) = (0,00).
The coordinates s =
r = IIxll of a point x = rs E IRd \ {OJ in this hundle
are called polar coordinates.
The tangent bundle T(IR d \ {OJ) of lR d \ {OJ is globally trivial and is
identified with (lR d \ {O}) X 1R"- We also identify the tangent bundle TS"-l
of Sd-l with the subbundle of Sd-l x IRd defined by identifying (s,1':,Sd-l)
with (s,{v E lR d : (v,s) = Oll = (s,s~),

fxir,

TS d- l = {(s,v): s E Sd-l, (v,s) = O} C Sd-I X IR d C IR d X IR d
(we can also think of T'ISd- 1 as the affine space s + s.l in the spa.ce IRd in
which Sd-l is imbedded).
Now Tit : T(lR d \ {O}) --> TS d- l sends (x, v), x E IRd \ {OJ, 11 E Tx(lR'/ \
{OJ) '>' lR d to (it (x) , Txit(v)) , where

Txit(v) =

1
W
(v -

(v,it(x))it(x)) E it(x)~ = T'Cx)Sd-l,

(6.2.1)

and IIxllTx it is the orthogonal projection of 1R" onto it(.r)L
A C k diffeomorphism f of IRd \ {O} induces a C k diffeomorphism j ou
Sd-l (i. e. 10ft = ft 0 f) if f is positivciy homogeneo1ls (or just homogeneolls
or even linear). In this case the unique j is

f(s) =

f(·')

IIf(s)II'

SES d - l .

As a consequence, a linear mapping A E GI(d, JR) induces natllfally a slIloot.h
diffeomorphism A on Sd-l via
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which satisfies

A0

d-l

IT = IT

0

=>

B M
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A... ~. d-l
IIAsll -. As E S

A) hence

A 0 13,

AB =

A, BE Gl(d, IR).

A 0 9 = goA for 9 E G = {±id s '-' j.
Every linear mapping x H Ax can be described equivalently in polar
coordinates by (s, r) M (As, IIAsllr).
F\lfther, by homogeneity,

A C· vector field X on IRd \ {OJ induces a C· vector field X = T1t(X) on
Sd-l

if X is positively homogeneous) (or just homogeneous or even linear).
X is

III this case the unique

X(8) = X(s) - (X(s), 8)S,
and the corrcHponding flows 'P and

S E

Sd-1,

rp are related by

1t 0 'P(t) = 0(t)

0

1t.

To see this note that X induces the vector field X if and only if X and X
are 1t-related in the sense that for all x, y E 1t- 1 (s), T1t(X)(x) = T1t(X)(y)
(Boothby [74: p. 119[). Now use (6.2.1).
Hence every linear vector field XA(X) = Ax) A E lRdxd , induces a smooth
vector field

XA(S) = As - (As, s)s
on

Sd-l.

The real projective space

pd-l

of one-dimensional subspaces of lRd is the

quotient space IRd \ {OJ I ~, where the equivalence relation ~ is defined by
x,......, y if and only if there exists a A E IR with x = Ay. Let

" : IRd \ {OJ -t pd-"

x

,,(x) =

M

r,

be the canonical projection. IRd \ {OJ is thus a (non-flat) (principal) bundle
over pd-1 with typical fiber (structure group) IR' := IR \ {OJ.
There b yet another way of looking at Sd-l and pd-l: Note that the
group

G = {±ids '-.) '" :1:.,
iH the cyclic group of order 2 with generator 9

pd-1 = Sd-1 IG

=

-idsd-l and that

,

i.c. pd-l is obtained from Sd-l by identifying antipodal points
thUH a two--fold covering:~ of pd-l, with covering projection

:l

We have Sl

~

pl.

±s.

Sd-l

is
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satisfying 7l' 0 9 = 7r for 9 E C. It is al::m a principal bundle wit.h t.ypical
fiber G. We endow pd-l with thc Ricmannian mctric which lllak('s n It local
isomctry. In particular,
where for 9 = -idsd-l, 9. : TS d - 1 -+ TS d - 1 scnds v E T..S d - 1 to 9.(11) =
-v E T_ 8 S d - 1 and Tn : TS,l-l -+ Tpd-l idelltifies v E T~S"f-l awl -'/I E
T_ 8 S d - 1 . Further,
"oif = ir on ll!.d\ {O}.
A C k diffeomorphism f on JRd\ {O} induccs a C k diffeomorphism
(i. e. j 0 = 0 f) if and only if f induces a diffcOluorphislIl f on

* *

j

on P fl - I
Sd-l with

1(-s) = -J(s).
If this holds, the unique

j is given

by

j(x) = fix) = ,,(f(s)).
The conditions are in particular satisfied if f is homogcneous or even linear.
As a consequence, a linear mapping x 1---+ Ax, A E Gl(d, JR), induces
naturally a smooth diffeomorphism A E PGI(d, ll!.) .- Gl(d, ll!.)/ll!.' J, the
projective general linear group, on pd-l via

pd-1 3x I---+Ax=:AxEprl-1
which satisfies

A a '* = ft a A on JRd \

AB=AoB,

{O} and n a

A = A a non Sd-l, hence

A,BEGI(d,ll!.).

Further, a C k vector field X on ll!.d \ {O} induces a C k vector field X =
Tir(X) on pd-l if and only if X induces a vector field X on 8 d - 1 with

X(-s) = -Xis).
If this holds, the unique

X is given by

X = Tir(X) = T,,(X) = (T" 0 Tif)(X)
and the corresponding flows tp, r:p and ,,:p are related by

<jI(t) 0 ir

= ir 0 <p(t),

<p(t)

0

if

= if 0 <pit),

<jI(t)

0"

= " 0 <p(t).

The conditions are particularly satisfied if X is homogeneow; or even linear.
Hence every linear vector field XA(X) = Ax, A E IR dXd , induces a smooth
vector field on pd-l given by

All of the above relations are summarized for the mapping
lowing commutative diagram of Fig. 6.1.

('Cl.'ie

in the fol-
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A
JRd \ {O} - - - - - - - - - _ , JRd \ {O}

pd-l

~

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _~. pd-l

Fig. 6.1. Actions induced by a matrix

Invariant Measures for the Induced RDS on

Sd-l

and

pd-l

With the help of the MET we will determine the invariant measures of the
nonlinear RDS I.{J := fP on Sd-l and <P on pd-l induced by a linear RDS rp
in JRd (but only spell out the results for Sd-l).
6.2.1 Proposition. Let p be a linear RDB in IRd over the ergodic metric DB

8 with two-sided time and let
4>(t,w)s
<p(t,w)s = 4>(t,w)s:= 114>(t,w)sll'
Then:

(i) 'I' is a Coo RDS on 8 d -

1

'1'( t, w)

over 8 satisfying
0

iT = iT

0

4>( t, w) .

(ii) The function
q(t,w,s):= logll4>(t,w)sll
is a helix over e(t)(w, s) := (O(t)w, <p(t,w)s), i. e.
q(t + u, w, s) = q(t, w, s) + q(u, B(t)(w, s))
identically on 1f' x 1f x fl

X Sd-l .

(6.2.2)
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(iii) The set Lp(<p) of <p-invariant measures is nonvoid COTtVf.1: compa.ct
and is invariant with respect to G:::::: {±idsd-l} {i. c. if Jt i.<; <p-im!ar'ianl, then
so is gjl., the measure with factorization gjl.w}·
{ivy Suppose <P satisfies the Ie of the MET, let A, be the large.,t and Ap the
smallest Lyapunov exponent of <P. Then the helix q defined b1l {6.2.2} snti"Jircs
the Ie of the subadditive ergodic theorem for any t,p-invari(J,71t rnm.<;1m: /L. If
J1 is such a measure,
Ap <; ,(,,)(w, s):=

.
1
hIll - log 1I<P(t, wHI <; AI

t--t±oo

t

(6.2.3)

where the limits exist on an inva.riant set of full /t measure and nlso in L I ,
and on this invariant set "Y(J.t) is an invariant random variable.
In case J.t is ergodic,

Proof. (i)(ii) The cocyele property of 'P follow" froIll that of <P and Al3 =
A 0 B. The helix property of q over e follows from the cocyclc property of P
and IIABsll = IIABsIIIIBslI·
(iii) Since 8 d - ' is compact metric, P.(fI x 8"-') and Ip('P) are nonvoid
compact convex sets (see Theorem 1.5.10). If I' E Ip('P), then 91' E Ip('P)
since A 0 9 = goA.
(iv) We have
-log+ 1I<P(t,w)-' 11

<;

-logll<P(t,w)-'1I

<;

logll<P(t,w)sll <; logll<P(t,w)1I <; log+ 1I<P(t,wlll.

Thus the helix q(t,w,s) = logll<P(t,w)sll over e is bounded above
by log 1I<P(t, w)ll, which is subadditive over 8, and bounded below by
-log 1I<P(t,w)-'II, which is superadditive over 8, both sati"fying the Ie of the
Furstenberg-Kesten theorem (Theorem 3.3.3, invertible ca.-;es). Hcnce for allY
e-invariant J1, the subadditive ergodic theorem holds. First assume 1[' = Z.
By additivity and the technique used to prove Theorem 3.3.3(13),

.
1
hm - log 11<P(n, w)sll =: ,(t,)(w, s)
n

n--too

exists on an invariant set of full J1 memmre and also in LI (/1.), awl the limit
is invariant on this set. Further,

(for t'he left-hand side inequality note that <P(n,w)-l iH a backward cocyclc
over () with spectrum -E). For '[ = JR, we use additivity, the dis('n~tc time
result and the technique used to prove Theorem 3.3.3(C) to obtain the same
statements.
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Now q(~t,w,s) h(U) analogous properties with respect to (}-1 and
hence
1
~.xl S ,-(I')(w,s) =: lim -logll<p(~t,w)sll
~.xp"
t-4oo

e-

1

,

s

t

Since by additivity q( ~t,w, s) = ~q(t, 8( ~t)(w, s», the reasoning used in the
proof of Theorem 3.3.10 yields ,-(I') = ~'(I').
Since additivity implies lE"q(t,.) = tlE"q(l, .),
ill the ergodic

o

C(l...'iC.

6.2.2 Remark (Lift of Measure from pd-I to 8 d - 1 ). In this remark
we write ~ and jl for tp and J.L.
The Het Tp(<i) of <i-invariant rnC(l..'mres is also nonvoid convex and compact.
Further, the mapping

7r : Ip(<J» -> Ip(<P) ,

jl

H

ij := 7rjl =

7rgjl,

i~ continuous, affine and ~urjcctive (the latter meaning that if fl is cP-invariant
on pd.-I, then there exists a d)-invariant jl on Sd-l which is a lift of fl, i. e.
nFi. = il.; in this ca..<;e gjl, g E G, is also a lift of fl).
This can be seen as follows: The continuous affine mapping

(6.2.4)
satisfies 7r(Ip(<J») C Ip(<P) since

A0

7r = 7r

0

A and

7r(jl) = 7r(gill since

nog=n.

The existence of a lift jl of i, E Ip(<P) is equivalent to 7r : I.(<J» ->
I.(<P) being surjective. This follows from the surjectivity of (6.2.4) as follows:
A~sume the compact convex set 1r-l(fj) C Pp(il x Sd-I) is nonvoid. For
i' E Ip(<P),
implying that 7r- I UL) nIp(<J» i' 0 (see Corollary 1.6.13).
It remains to be proved that 7r is surjective. By the Krein-Milman theorem,
Pp( fl x pd.-I) is the closed convex hull of its extremal points, which are the
random Dirac IIlc~urcs {tw = O.i(w)' If A : pd-l -+ Sd-l is a measurable
section of 7r : Sd-l -+ pd-l, i. e. 7r 0 A = idpd-t, then jlw ;= O>.(i(w)) =
6.~(w) is an extremal point of Pp(fl x Sd-l) with 7rjl = fj. Now let fl E
Pp{fl X pd-l) be arbitrary a.nd assume l'in -+ fl, l't n = LPk,noxk.n(W)' Then
Mn = LPk, T1 6)'(h.,,(w)) = LPk,n6sk .,,(w) has the property 7rjln = iLn ~ince 7r
is affine.
Now pick a. convergillg ~:mbHeqlleIlCe of (jln), Pn' -+ jl (which is possible
by compa.ctness). By the continuity of 7r,
nit

= n(lim il,n') = lim 7rjln' = lim {tn' = iL,

•
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6.2.3 Theorem (Invariant Measures on Sd-l). Let p I,c (L iinrar RDS
in lRd over the ergodic metric DS with two·,<;idcd time satisfying the Ie
of the MET. Let S(O,4» = {(.X;,d')i~1 .... ,,) be its Lyapuuov .'lwd,.,I71'. ",ul
IRd = E!lf~1E,(w) its Oseledels splitting. Then:
(i) On the invariant set [} of fulllP' meaw"e of the MET.

e

E,(w):= ft(E,(w» = Ei(W) n 5 d -

1

,

i = 1. ... ,1',

are disjoint strictly <p-invariant random compact .'mbrnani.jolds of S'd -\ of
dimension d i - 1.
(ii) For each ergodic <p-invariant measure JL on Sd-l there cxi..'it.'i (L uniqur
i E {I",. ,p} such that J.i. realizes Ai in the sensr that

lim

t-+±oo

~t log 114>(t, w)sll

=

A,

IL-a.s.

Equivalently, J-L is supported by the random compact set

(6.2.5)

E" i. r.

I"w(Ei(W» = 1 lP'-a. s.
Conversely, for each i E {I, ... ,p} there is a <p-invariant measure on Srl-l
which realizes Ai.
(iii) Each ~-invariant measure 11 on Sd-l has the form
P

P

J.L=LQiJ-Li'
i=l

Qi

2: 0,

LOt = 1,

J1t realizes '\'

i=I

Proof. (i) The strict <p-invariance of Ei follows from the Htrict 4>-invariancc
of Ei and A 0 7r = 7r 0 A.
(ii) Since J-L is ergodic both limits in (6.2.3) are equal to the same constant
"'1(1"). But the MET for 4> and the characterization of the Ei(w) ""Hert that
for w E fl the two limits
lim

t--l-±OO

~logll4>(t,w)sll
t

= A±(w,s)

are equal if and only if A±(W, s) = Ai for some i, equivalently if and only if
s E Ei(W) for some i. Since A±(W, s) = ,(J-L) J-L~a.s. this i is independent of
(w,s), I"-a.s., and ILw(E,(w)) = 1, lP'-a.s.
Conversely, let 1'P(<P!Ei) be the weakly compact set of <p-invariant mcasures supported by the strictly invariant (hence forward invariant) random
compact set Ei . By Theorem 1.6.13, Ip(<pIEd is nonvoid and eq\la.l tu the
closed convex hull of its ergodic elements (see Remark 1.5.11). Note that allY
I" E Ip('PIE;} (and not just the ergodic ones) fulfills (6.2.5).
(iv) Assume that J-L is invariant. By Proposition 6.2.1 (iv)

.
1
hm -logll4>(t,w)sll = "'I(,')(W,S)

t-+±oo

t

l"-a.H.

By the MET th~ possible values of the invariant raIldom variahle ,(IL) arc
the Ai, with
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I'{(w,s): '1'(t,)(w,s) = Ai} = I'{(w,s): s E Ei(w)) =: "i:> 0
and

p

Il{(W,S):
Defiue for

(Xi

SE

U;=,Ei(w)) = L"i = 1.
i=l

>a
Ili,w(')

1

:= ~I'w(-

-

n Ei(W»

"i

a.nd for O'i = a choose any Jli realizing Ai (see (ii}). Then Jli is invariant
(though not necessarily ergodic) and realizes Ai, and we have
P

Jlw

=

L

(Xi/-li,w'

o

i=l

6.2,4 Remark (Markov Measures on 8 d -'). The Oseledets space E, is
F- -measurable and Ep is F+ -mealiurable (see Remark 3.4.14). By Theorem
1.7.5 the sets Ip,F- (<pIE.) and Ip,F+ (<pIEp) are nonvoid compact convex sets.
In particular, there is always an (ergodic) invariant forward Markov measure
realizing Al and an (ergodic) invariant backward Markov measure realizing

.

~.

Random Eigenvectors
The block-diagonalization of a linear cocyc1e

if>

with two-sided time satisfying

the IC of the MET can be easily accomplished as follows (see Corollary
4.3.12): We choose a random basis G(w) = (Vi(W)) which is adapted to the
Oseledets splitting. If P(w) = Pg(w) is the basis transfer matrix from the
standard ba.sis 8 to G (w), then

w(t,w) = P(9(t)w)<P(t,w)P(w)-' = diag(w,(t,w), .. , ,wp(t,w»

(6.2.6)

is block-diagonal and Lyapunov cohomologous to CPo For the proof one uses

the fact that the property <P(t,W)Ei(W) = Ei(9(t)w) implies that if v(w) E
E,(w) then both v(9(t)w) E Ei(9(t)w) and <P(t,w)v(w) E Ei(9(t)w), However,
in general <p(t,w)v(w) t v(9(t)w), Can we find random vectors for which
equality holds, i. e. which are If-invariant?
6.2.5 Definition (Random Eigenvector, Eigenvalue). Let if> be a linear RDS in JRd. A random varia.ble 11, : [l----+ Sd-l is called random eigenvector
of p if it satisfies

<p(t,w)u(w) = u(9(t)w),
equivalently

<P(t,w)u(w) = 1I<P(t,w)u(w)1I u(9(t)w) =: Q(t,w)u(9(t)w),
and the cocydc Q(t,w) = 1I<P(t,w)u(w) II > 0 is called the corresponding
random eigenvalue of CPo

u(-} being a random eigenvector is equiva.lent to
(and nece~sarily ergodic).

•
Jlw

=

bu(w)

being 1p-invariant
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For example, if d. = 1 then Ei(W) := ir(Ei(W)) = 7r(E,(w)) iH olle-point.
and there is exactly one ergodic <P-invariant IIl('a..'mre realizing A" Hlulldy
flw = 6Ei {w)' Now Ei(W) consists of two points. it can be eit.her lift.ed to
the two ergodic 'P-invariant Dirac measures I-'w = bs,(w) and !JItw = IL.~,(w),
g = -idsd-I (i. e. glt #1-') or to the Hingle ergodic 'P-invariant 111('<1.'">11[('
(G.2.7)

(the weight ~ coming from glt = 1'/'). In the second casc_ there iH 110 (llICaSIlfable) way of distinguishing betwecn the two point.H in E,(w).
However, if we are willing to accept a possible extension of til(' IllHi('rlying DS (), we can have the following random analogue of the (I('t('rmillistic
diagonalization of a matrix by means of a basis of eigenvectors.

6.2.6 Theorem (Existence of Random Eigenvectors). Lel c/) be (L linear RDS with two-sided time over the ergodic DS () satisfying the Ie of t.he
MET. Then the following holds, possibly over an exten:;ion if of ():
(i) In each Oseledets space Ei(W) there exists at least one mndom eigf:1~
vector u.(w) and the corresponding eigenvalue is Qi(t,W) = 1I<P(t,w)u,(w)11.
with
A, = IE log 1I<P(I, ·)u.(·)II.

(ii) If the spectrum of cP is simple, then there e:rists a bfl.',is of mndom
eigenvectors
G(w) = (Ul(W), ... ,Ud(W)),
where Ui(W) E Ei(W) JIl'-a.s., with random eigenvalues Qt(t.,w)
11<P(t,w)u.(w)lI. Thus lI'(t,w), the cocycle <P written in the bases G(w) and
G(O(t)w), is Lyapunov cohomologous to <P and diagonal,

lI'(t, w) = diag(II<P( t, w )Ul (w) II. ... , II<P( t, w )Ud(W) II),

(6.2.8)

with IE log 1I<P(I, ·)u.(·)11 = A. for all i = 1, ... , d.

Proof. We follow Arnold and Xu [40] (Appendix B).
(i) Assume without loss of generality that the MET hold, without an
exceptional set. We consider the random compact set

which is strictly invariant with respect to !.p. Hence Ip{t.pIC) is llollvoiti COIllpact convex, thus there exists an ergodic 'P-invariant lIle:t.SIIIT II· w sllpported
by C. If Ji-w happens to be a Dirac mea.'">ure OUI(W), ... ,up(w) we arc done.
Otherwise, we consider the extended DS (fl,P,B), where {j = C, 1P' = It,
ii = ((), <p), with '1'( t, w) = '1'( t, w) trivially extended and define random vectors
by

Then
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<p(t,w)u,(w) = <p(t,w)s; = u;(B(t)w).
(ii) Thi, follow, frolll (i) for p = d.

o

If di > 1 the random eigenvector in Ei(W) just constructed might be the only
pORsible one (see the deterministic case). For more examples see Crauel [1081.
Note that all diagonal elements in (6.2.8) are positive, meaning that any
"Hip beha.vior" b built into the basis of random eigenvectors.

6.2.2 Furstenberg-Khasminskii Formulas
The study of the action 'P induced by P on Sd-l in Subsect. 6.2.1 gave rise
to the e-hclix
q(t,w,s);= logll4>(t,w)sll
(Proposition fi.2.1) and for each.Ai there is a B-invariant measure fLi realizing

>."
lim

t---t±oo

~q(t,w,s)=>.;
t

(6.2.9)

(Theorem 6.2.3).
When 11 has a generator, the helix q has a generator too, i. e. it can be
represented as an integral (as a sum if '][' = Z) of a stationary stochastic
process. Hence the left-hand side of (6.2.9) becomes a time average, so that
the classical ergodic theorem applies and gives an expression for .Ai as a
phase average (expectation) with respect to fLi. We call these expressions for
.Ai the Furstenberg-Khasminskii formulas. The prototypes of these formulas
for the top exponent .AI were discovered independently by Furstenberg [153}
for discrete time and by Khasminskii [205] for linear stochastic differential
equations. This was well before Oseledets [268[ proved the MET in 1968.
We only treat the continuous time case here and leave the case '][' = Z as
an exercise.
6.2.7 Exercise (Furstenberg-Khasminskii Formulas, 'II' = :Il). Let A
with log+ IIA±III E LI(I') be the generator of a linear cocyele 4> and let
!.p be the corresponding cocycle on Sd-I. If J.Li is !.p-invariant and realizes 'xi,
then
>., =
log IIA(w)sll dl';(w, s)

r

)f1xS d -

t

•
Real Noise Case

Let rp be a linear cocycle in JRd generated by the RDE

Xt = A(Otw)xt.

In polar coordinates s
equivalcnt to

II~II E 5

d

-

l

,

r =

(6.2.10)

Ilxll

E (0,00), this equation is
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St = h((hw, St),

(6.2.11)

Tt = Q(8,w, S,)T"

(6.2.12)

where

h(w, s)

:=

A(w)s - (A(w)s, s)s

is the projection of the linear vector field A(w)x and

Q(w,05) := (A(w)s, s).
Equations (6.2.11) and (6.2.12) follow ellliily from (6.2.10) by diffcrt'ntiating
s = x/(x,x)'/2 and r = (x,x)'/2 (exercise).
Equation (6.2.11) i~ decouplcd from (6.2.12) and generates the (':ocycle 'P,
while (6.2.12) with c.p inserted is equivalent to
d
dt IOgT,
and yields with initial condition

TO

= Q(6)(t)(w, s))
= 1 the B-helix

q(t,w,05) = logllp(t,w)sll =

l'

Q(B(U)(W,8))du.

Theorem 6.2.3 and the classical ergodic theorem give

6.2.8 Theorem (Furstenberg-Khasminskii Formulas, Real Noise
Case). Suppose A E £'(1'), so (6.2.1O) genemtes a linear cocyde P for
which the MET holds. Let I.{J be the corresponding cocycle on Sd-l generated
by (6.2.11) and Q(w,s):= (A(w)s,s). Then
(i) For any ,!,-invariant measure 1', Q E £'(1').
(ii) If l1i is c.p-invariant and realizes Ai, then

Ai = IE", Q .
Proof. The integrability of Q follows from that of A by

A+A'

A+A'

-IIAII:s Am l n (-2-):S (As,s):S Amax (-2-):S IIAII·

(6.2.13)
o

A very satisfactory theory based un Theorem 6.2.8 can be developed in the
Markovian context for the case where €t is a "nice" ergodic ditfusiotl process
and Xt = A(~t)xt. See Arnold, Kliemann and Oeljcklaus [27], Arnold and
Kliemann [26] and Bougerol [76, 75].
We will finally use the MET to decouple a linear RDE. While ill the deterministic case the (block-)diagonalization of a linear flow p(t) = cxp(tA) and
I
of its generator A are the same problem since TetAT- 1 = Ct (l'AT- ), this is
not true in th~ random case: Suppose we (block- )diagonHliz<' the Iim'af roeyele P by means of a ba..9is adapted to the Oscledcts splittinp.; a.o.; in (6.2.6).
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Then the resulting (bloek-)diagonal cocyele I/i(t,w) = P(Btw)<P(t,w)P(W)-1 is
in general not absolutely continuous with respect to t, hence has no generator.
ThiH meanH that the basis which (block- )diagonalizes if> in general does not
(block-)diagonalize the RDE Xt = A(B,w)x,. What we need to accomplish the
la.tter is a ba..<;is of random eigenvectors (see Theorem 6.2.6 for a condition).

6.2.9 Corollary (Diagonalization of a Linear RDE). Suppose the linmr cocyde <P generated by X, = A(B,w)xt with A E Ll(lI') has a basis
G(w) = (Ul(W), ... , u,,(w)) of random eigenvectors. Then I/i(t,w), the cocyele
<P(t,w) w1-itten in the bases G(w) and G(B,w), is diagonal and generated by
the (d uncoupled scalar) RDE
(6.2.14)
where

Qi(W) := Q(w, Ui(W)) = (A(W)Ui(W), Ui(W))
with..\t =lEQi, i= I, ... ,d. Hencew ha,,; the form

l'

I/i(t,w) = diag(exp

Ql(Brw)dr, ... ,exp

l'

Qd(Brw)dr).

Proof. We start with equation (6.2.8). Since if> has generator A,

l/ii(t,w) = 11<P(t,W)Ui(W)1I = exp

l'

Q(Brw,<p(r,w)ui(w))dr.

Since 11'1(W) is a random eigenvector, l.p(r,w)ui(W) = ui(8r w), hence

,pi(t,W) = Qi(Btw)l/ii(t,w).
o

We will need this corollary in Sect. 8.2. We can write (6.2.14) as

ii,

= diag(.\

+ Q,(B,w))y"

where Qi := Qi - Ai has mean O. This is the closest one can in general get to
an equation with constant coefficients by means of a linear random coordinate
transformation.

White Noise Case
Now let the linear cocycle if> in IRd be generated by the SDE
7n

dXt = AoXt dt

+L
j=l

m

AJ"Xt a

dW/ =

L

AJXt a

dW;'

(6.2.15)

j=O

Since the real noise calculations remain formally valid for Stratonovich integnus, (6.2.15) written in polar coordinates is
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m

d8, =

L h (8tJ
j

dWI,

0

(6.2.16)

j=o
m

dr, =

L q](s,)r,

0

dW!,

(6.2.17)

J=O

where for Aj E IR.dxd

h,(8):= Ajs - (AJ"'s)s,

q](s):= (Ar<,s).

Again equation (6.2.16) is decoupled from (6.2.17) and generates the cocyde cp on Sd-l, while (6.2.17) yields with initial condition ro = 1 tlw A-helix

q(t",8) = log 1I<P(t,· )sll =

f
J=O

l'

q,(<p(u,' )8) 0

dW~.

(6.2.18)

0

The following integrability condition assures the applicability of the MET
to ~ and of the classical ergodic theorem to q in (6.2.18); it ahm a.">sures
the substitution of non-adapted initial values into the stocha..<.;tic integrals of
(6.2.18) in place of 8.
6.2.10 Proposition. For any 1 ::; j ::; m and p 2 1

IE (sup

sup

sES d -109:51

I10r' %(<p(u, ')8) 0 d+w~I)P < 00.

The analogous statement holds for

((j.2.1U)

SUP-19:50'

We omit the rather technical proof which consists of verifying the conciition.s
of Proposition 3 of [19], the application of which yields (6.2.19).
Furstenberg-Khasminskii formulas in the white noise case were derived
by Khasminskii [205] for the largest exponent (but under a rather restrictive
condition), for the largest and smallest exponent by Arnold, Oeljeklans a.nd
Pardoux [32] and for the general case by Arnold and Imkeller [18], the latt.er
paper being based on a non-adapted substitution formula. derived by Arnold
and Imkeller in [19].
6.2.11 Proposition (Preliminary Furstenberg-Khasminskii Fornlulas, White Noise Case). Let rp be the solution of the SDE (6.2.15). Then:
(i) ,,± E U(II') for any p 2: 1, where

,,±(w):= sup log+ 1I<P(t,w)±lll.
099

In particular, <P always satisfies the Ie of the MET.
(ii) For any 'P-invariant measure l-1i realizing Ai we have
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and

where

Q±(s):= qo(s) ±

1

=

'2 Lhj(qj)(s),

(6.2.20)

)=1

and
(6.2.21)
(iii) If IIi is F- -measurable realizing Ai with marginal

If JLi is F+ -measurable realizing Ai with marginal

Proof. (i) Since log is increasing, 1I<1'(O,w)1I

pi

pi

on

Sd-l,

then

on Sd-l, then

= 1 and IQo(s)1

~ IIAol!. relation

(6.2.18) gives

n+(-)

=

sup log+ 1I<1'(t, ')11 =
O~t~l

sup

sup

sup log 1I<I'(t, ')811

sESd-10~t~1

sup L=

sES d - 1 0$t9 j=O

l'

qj(<P(U, ')8) 0 d+W~

0

~ ~.~'~.Lo~~~lll' qJ(<P(U")8)Od+W~1
~

oll

II A + ~ ,:~I', o~~~lll' qj(<P(U, ')8) Od+w~l·

By Proposition 6.2.10, ,,+ E U(II') for any p ~ 1.
As far Q- = sup_l<t<olag+ 1I<1'(t,·)-II1, recall that Ifr(t,w) = <I'(t,W)·-1
is p;cnerated by

- -
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m

dy, =

2) -Aj)y,

0

dWl

j=O

(see Theorem 5.1.1(i») to which the above rea.soning a.pplies.
(U) The first equality signs in the formulas for Ai follow illllHcdiatei.y from
Theorem 6.2.3. The second equality signs are a consequence of the following
form of the Stratonovich-It6 correction term. We have

l'

l'

qj('P(U, ')8) 0 dWZ

q,('P(u, ·)s)

+-sign(t)
1
2

l'

rJW~

h,(q,)('P(U, ·)s) du,

0

where sign(t) takes care of the ca."les t > 0 (forward integra.l) and t < ()
(backward integral), and hj(qj), the function obtained by applyillp; tlj(~ vector
field hj to the function %, is given by

since

grads,-,q,(s) = (Aj

+ Ai)s - ((A, + Ai)s,.,).,.

(iii) If /Ji is F- -measurable then

is adapted, hence using g(8) := ~ hj (qj) (s) and recalling that the expectatioll
of an Ito integral with respect to an adapted integrand vanishes,

r' F(t,·)od+W; =IE )0r' )Sd-t
r g('P(t,w)")/J"w(ds)dt.

IE

)0

Since Jli is tp-invariant,

r

)Sd-l

g('P(t,w)s)/Ji,w(ds) =

r

)Sd-l

g(s)/Ji,o,w(ds) =: G(O,w),

thus
IE",

11

q,('P(t,w)s) 0 d+W;

r r qj('P(t,W)S)/Ji,w(ds)
)0 )Sd-l
1

IE

IEG(-) =

r

)Sd-l

9(S)IElt.(ds)

Similarly for an F+ -measurable J1.i.

0

d+W/

= }Sd-t
r y(,,)p;(t!s).
LJ
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6.2.12 Remark (Ie of the MET). The fact that a± E £p(II') for any p 2
1, hence the Ie for P, can also be directly obtained as follows: First note that
for any A E lR dxd and for any bnsis of unit vectors (Ui) in IRd

IIAII S d l::;i::;d
max IIAu,ll·
Hence

114>(t, ')11 S

dm~x exp (~1' q;(<p(u, ·)u,) d+W~)
0

and
n+

Slogd+IIAull+maxI:
1

sup

I r'qJ(<p(U")Ui)Od+w~l·

j=1099 10

For proving n+ E LP(IP') for all p ~ 1 it thus suffices to prove that for each
fixed S E Sd-l

Converting again the Stratonovich integral into an Ito integral it remains to
show that M~ := sUPo90,IM,I E £p(II'), where

M t :=

l'

qj(<p(U, ')8) d+W~

is a continuOlL"> square-integrable martingale.
By the Burkholder-Davis-Gundy inequality (Ikeda and Watanabe [178: p.
110]), for any p E (0,00)

IE (M;)'P

S

CpIE «M, M),JP = CpIE

S

CpllAjll'P < 00.

r

(1' qj(<p(U, .)s)'du

For showing a- E £p(II') consider the cocyele !II(t,w)
solves dYt = E;r~o( -Aj)Yt 0 dW/.

= 4>(t,w),-'

which
•

6.2.13 Remark (Stationary Measures for Extreme Exponents).
By Remark 6.2.4, there is always a 'P-invariant forward Markov measure JLl
realizing Al and an invariant backward Markov measure IIp realizing Ap.
By Theorem 2.3.45 the !p-invariant forward Markov measures are in a oneto-OIlC correspondence with the stationary measures of the diffusion process
givcII by (6.2.15) for time lR+, i. c. with the solutions of the Fokker-Planck
equation
1~ 2
(L + )' p + = 0, L + ._
.~ ho + "2 L. h .
j

j=l

Likewise, there is a one-to-onc correspondence between 'P-invariant backward
rvlarkov llleasurcH and Holutions to the Fokker-Planck equation of the diffusion
process given by (6.2.15) for time lR-,
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1

L- := -h o + 2

TIl

2:>'].
j=l

•
For obtaining true formula.s for Ai it remains to calculate the l'xpectatiolls of
the stochastic integrals with re.<;pcct to the rnea..'lures J1.l for the gell('ral ca:-;c II.',
explicitly as possible, a highly nontrivial problem oue to t}w non-adapt,('dnl'ss
of these measures. We only elaborate the Cmil' t ----+ 00.

6.2.14 Theorem (Furstenberg-Khasminskii Fornlulas, White Noise
Case). Let q; be generoted by the linear SDE (6.2.15) and assume that q; has
simple Lyapunov spectrum. Then for 1 :S 1. :S d
m

Ai = IE Q+ (1::,) - LlEtrace(A,

+ Aj)NiA,R"

(6.2.22)

j=l

where Q+ is given by (6.2.20), N, is a rondom matrix defined by

Ni(w) := (I - S,(W))-l P,+(W)Pd-+1_,(W) (I - P,+(w)).
S,(w)

:=

p/(W)Pd+1_i(W)Pi+(w) - R,(w),

and Pi+(w), Pd-+ 1_ i (W) and Ri(W) are the orthogonal PTOj(~ctwn8 on V/(w),
Vd+1_i(w) and on the Oseledets spaces Ei(W):= v;+(w) n Vd+1_,(w), respcctively.
Proof. Under the integrability condition (6.2.19) the following anticipative
substitution formula holds: For any random variable X ; fl ----+ 5 11 - 1

t q;(<P(t")S)Od+W1i

Jo

=
s=X(·)

t q,(<p(t,.)XC»od+W;.

Jo

(6.2.23)

where both sides make sense (see Arnold and Imkeller [IU: Corollary 3]).
Now suppose for simplicity that I-Li,w = 6s .(w)) Si(W) E Ei(w), realizes "\.
By (6.2.23) and Proposition 6.2.11

1
1

A, =IE

o

and

m

qo(s,(O..})dt+ LIE
J=l

1
1

0

q,(s,(O,.))od+W/'

6.2 RDS Induced

C" := IE

l'

'1, (8i(0,.))

0

d+Wl = IE

l'

011 Sd-l

and

trace(A,Ri(8,.))

0
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d+Wl

for 1 ::; i S d and 1 S j S m. "All" we have to calculate is Cij which is
a technically formidable t<llik, but can be accomplished by using Malliavin

calculus. For detailH see [18].

0

Particular cases:
1. Case i = 1: Here Nt = 0 HO the correction term in (6.2.22) vanishes
idcntieaJly and we recover the cla.<;sical Furstenberg-Khasminskii formula for
A, ,

(6.2.24)
where PI is the distribution of EI which solves the Fokker-Planck equation
(L+)'p, = 0 since E, is F--Illeasurable.
2. Case i = d: Here Nd = I - Rd, hellce

trace(A,

+ A;)NdAjRd =

thus

Ad

= IEQ-(1O;d) =

L-,

h,(q,)(Ed),

Q-(s)pd(ds),

where Pd is the distribution of Ed which solves the Fokker-Planck equation
(L-tprl = 0 since Ed is F+-measurable.

6.2.15 Remark (Simple Lyapunov Spectrum). Assume that the subgroup G of Gl(d, IR!) generated by the matrices Ao, ... ,Am equals Sl(d, IR!)
or Gl+(d, IR!). Then the Lyapunov spectrum of P is simple (see Bougerol and
Lacroix [77: Example 9.3]). We have G = Gl+(d, IR!) for an open and dense
set of (A o, ... , Am) E (}RdXd)m+l. Thus for matrices from this set (in particular: generically) t.he corresponding SDE dXt = 2::;:0 AjXt 0dWl has simple
Lyapunov spectrum.
_
We would like to draw the reader's attention to a line of research with many
applications (which is, due to our chosen restrictions, beyond the scope of
this book) by quoting the following theorem.

6.2.16 Theorem. Given the linear SDE (6.2. 15}. Assume that the vector
fields of the corresponding SDE (6.2.16) (interpreted on pd-') satisfy the
following hypoellipticity condition
dim CA(ho, ... , hm)(i) = d - 1 for all i E pd-"

(6.2.25)

",here CA( Z) denotes the Lie algebra generated by the set Z of vector fields.
Then the following holds:
{i} The diffusion process on pd-' generated by {6.2.16} with generator
L = ho + ~ E;:1(h j )2 admits a unique stationary measure p. The measure
(J has n Coo density with respect to Lebesgue measure on pd-l .
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(ii) We have

A, = (

Q+(i:)p(d.i:).

(G.2.2G)

}pd-l

In particular, the invariant Markov measure J-L C017·('.8ponding to p i.'; .'fllPP(}Tt(~d
by E1 , and is the only such Markov rneasurc.
(iii) Law of large numbers: For each fixed x '" 0 (more genemlly. for eueh
mndom x(·) E F- )

A(W.X)

.

1

= t-too
lltn -logll<p(t,w)xlI = Al
t

1I"(1..s.

(G.2.27)

In other words, the projection of any fixed vector:c onto the random .<mb8pac('
E1 does not vanish IF-a. s.

The only hard part is to prove the uniquenc:-;:-i of p. Arnold, Oeljeklalls and
Pardoux [32] use a transfer mechaniHm between diffusion proceHscH and geometric control theory known as ~~support theorems" alld the charart.cri"at.ioll
of C = suppp as an invariant control sct by Kliemallll [212, 20]. It turns out.
that under (6.2.25), C is unique and has nonvoid interior. F\)r an up-to-date
account see Colonius and Kliemann [105]. There is also a central limit theorem and large deviation theory associated with (6.2.27), etc. (scc Arnold
and Kliemann [26], Baxendale [58], Arnold and Khasminokii [23]. a!Hl the
references therein).
The formula (6.2.26) has been and still is the starting point of lIumerous
asymptotic studies of Al for small or large white noise, to prove stabilization
or destabilization by noise, the existence of .stochastic bifurcation (see Chap.
9), etc. From the vast literature we just mention Ariaratnam and Xic [7],
Arnold, Eizenberg and Wihstutz [17], Kao and Wih.stutz [196], Pardollx awl
Wihstutz [270, 271], Pinsky [278], and Pinsky and Wihstutz [279].
In Sect. 8.4 we need the following white noise analogue of Corollary u.2.9.

6.2.17 Corollary {Diagonalization of Linear SDE}. SUPTJO,'u; the linear
RDS generated by (6.2.15) has a basis G(w) = (UI (w), ... , ILd(W)) of nmdorn
eigenvectors. Then OP(t,w), the cocycle <p(t,w) written in the ba8c8 G(w) and
G(Otw), is diagonal and genemted by the (d uncoupled scalar) SDE
m

dYt =

L diag(qj(u,(O..)), ... ,qj(Ud(O..)))y(

0

dW!

j=O

with stationary anticipative coefficients.

See Arnold and Imkeller [19: Theorem 9].

6.2.3 Spectrum and Splitting
In Theorem 6.2.3 we have determined all illvariant tneasurCH of rp, the CO<.;
RDS on Sd-l induced by the linear RDS cP on IRd. We now apply the manifold
version of the MET (Theorem 4.2.6) to Trp and a <p-illvariant mcaslUe 11 ami
explicitly determine its Lyapunov spectrum and Oseledets splitting.

6.2 ROB Induced on

6.2.18 Lemma. Lrt 1 ::; k ::; d - 1,
let

VI,'"

,Vk

Sd-l

and

E IR.d and s E
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p<i-l

Sd-l.

Further,

be the orthogonal projection of Vi to s.l. Then

Proof. I3y definition (:;-ce Lemma 3.2.6(iv)), using

E Sd-l and

S

det( ((Wi,WO))kxk

Wi

.1

S,

~)

IlWl II ... II wkll~·

Further, using the elementary rules of Subsect. 3.2.3,
WI /\ ... /\ Wk /\,<;

(Vl -

(Vl,

3)S) II ... II (Vk - (Vk, s)s) II 3

VI /\ ... /\ Vk /\ S

k

- L(Vi, S)WI/\"'/\

Wi-l/\ S /\ Wi+l/\ ... /\ Wk /\ S

i=l
VI /\ ... /\ Vk /\ S.

o

6.2.19 Proposition. Let A E Gl(d, 1R), and A : Sd-l --; Sd-l be the diffeomorphism induced by A. Then for any s E Sd-l the linear operator

i .., given by

TA(s)(v) =

Il~sll

(AV -

IIA~112 (Av, AS)AS) ,

s.L

vE

Moreover,

IIAv II Asil
IITA(s)(v)1I =
IIAsIl 2 '
hence for all s E Sd-l

Proof. Since

A0

if = if

T(A

0

0

A,

ii') = T(ii'

more precisely, since ft(s) =

S)

0

A) = Tii' 0 TA = Tii'

0

A,

C IR

d

(6.2.28)
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TA(s)(v) = TA,it(A,,),
that (6.2.1) gives (6.2.28).
We now use Lemma 6.2.18 for k
and As instead of 8, which gives

SO

IITA(s)(v)1I

=

=

1,

=

VI

1

Av,

WI

= Av - (Au, A.s)As

..

IIAsllliAv ~ (Av, As)Asll
1

IIAsll

liAv

As
II IIAsll 1l

=

111I'A(vIIs)11
IIA.'II'
.

Since by Proposition 3.2.7(iii)

II II' A(v II s)1I <:: II II' Allllvil <:: IIAII'IIvll
and

-1

IIA

II

1

= sup

11811=1

-IIA
II '
s

we obtain

o

6.2.20 Theorem (Spectrum and Splitting oflnduced RDS on S"-l).
Let rp be a linear RDS on lRd over an ergodic DS (J with two-sided time sutiBjying the IC of the MET with spectrum 5(0, <p) = {(A" d,),=" ... ,,,) and splitting
JRd = $f=l E,(w). Denote by 'I' the RDS on Sd-l induced by <P.
Let io E {I, ... ,p}, and let J.L = J.Li o be a 'P-invariant measure r'ealizing
Aio' Then:
(i) T'P and 1'" satisfy the Ie of the MET.
(ii) The Lyapunov spectrum

5(0,'1',1',,) = {('x),d))j=l",,)
is given by
Aj -

0,

Ai o ,

j # i o,
j = i o,

j ic io,
j = in,

where for dio = 1 the case j = io is not present, in which case we only huve
p - 1 Lyapunov exponents.
(iii) On the invariant set oj full 1-40 -measnr'e (which is containrd m
E,,(w) = E" n Sd-l) the splitting T,Sd-l = $)=1 E)(w, s) ts
E)(w,s)
= span{v

~

I
(v,s)s; v E E)(w)) C s ~ = T,S d -,

(ford" = 1, {icio only, andE,,(w,s) is not present).

j = I, ... ,p

6.3 RDS on Grassmannians
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Proof. (i) I3y Proposition 6.2.19,
log+

IITA(s)ll:S 2(log+ IIAII +log+ IIA~lll)·

(ii) and (iii): We prove our assertion by exhibiting a basis of vectors which
span Ej(w, s) and have growth rate Aj - Aio for t -+ ±oo. By uniqueness of
spectflllIl and splitting, we are done.
Pick (w, s) in the invariant set of full Mio-measure (in particular, s E
E,,(w)). Now choose a random basis which is adapted to the splitting (Ei)
(i. e. d1 orthogonal unit vectors in E 1 , dz in E z , etc.) such that s is the first
vector chosen in Eio' Denote the basis vectors without s by F.
The images w = v - (v, s)s of the vectors v E F under Tsft, where Tsft is
the orthogonal projection of Rd onto 8'c defined by T,1i'(v) = v - (v, .)s, form
a basis of T,Sd~l, where Ej(w, s) = T,1i'(E j (w)) is spanned by the images of
the basis vectors in Ej{w).
We have for W E E,(w, s) by Proposition 6.2.19

IIT'P(t, w, .)wlI

IIp(t, w)w 1\ p(t,w)sll/llp(t, W)SIl2
IIp(t, w)v 1\ p(t, w)sll/llp(t, w)8112
111\2 p(t,w)(v 1\ s)ll/llp(t,w)sIl2

Since by construction p(t,w)s has growth rate Ai, and 1\2p(t,W)(v 1\ 8) has
growth rate AJ + Ai, (Theorem 5.3.1),
lim

t--t±oo

~t log IIT'P(t,w, s)wll = A, + Ai, -

2Ai,

= Aj - Ai,·
o

The spectrum of 'P under Mio is thus obtained by subtracting Aio from the
exponents of P and by reducing the multiplicity of the exponent 0 by 1
(multiplicity 0 means removal).
If M realizes a Lyapunov exponent which is simple, then 'P is hyperbolic
under IL.
If cP has simple spectrum, then <p is hyperbolic under any <p-invariant measure. The only stable merumres are the ones realizing AI; a measure realizing
Ad h3-'l exponents Aj - Ad > 0, j = 1, ... , d - 1.
We refrain from treating the RDS d> induced on pd-l for which completely
analogous statements hold.

6.3 RDS Induced on Grassmannian Manifolds
We now aim at FUrstenberg-Khasminskii formulas for sums of k Lyapunov
exponents of <P for which we have to study the RDS 'Pk induced by cP on the
Grru;smannian Gk(d).
6.3.1 Invariant Measures

In this subsectiou we basically follow Crauel [109], [111].
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The Manifolds Gdd) and Gt(d)
Let 1 :=; k :=; d. The Gmssmannian manifold Gk(d) is the manifold of kdimensional linear ~ubspaces of IRd. It i::; a compact slIIooth mallifold uf dimension dim Gk(d) = k(d - k), which can be cru;iiy b"t.'C1i by considcritq.{ Gk (d)
as a homogeneous space G / H of G ~ O( d, JR), where

II

~ ( O(kO,JR)

0
)
O(d-k,lJl.)
.

Note that GI(d) ~ pd-I, Gd_l(d) S< pd-I and G,,(d) i, a Olle-poillt Sl't.
However, we here prefer to represent Gk(d) no.'> a suhset of the projectivp
space p(A.kJRd) obtained as the projection 1t'k(!\t}RrJ) of the set of decomposable vectors !\3lR.d C !\kJRd (for details sec Subsect. 3.2.:3), where
7rk :

IIkJRd -+ P(lIkJRd)

is the canonical projection. Hence

is considered as a k(d - k)-dimensional (proper if 1 < k < d - 1) compact
connected submanifold of P(lIkJRd).
A linear mapping A E GI(d, IR) induces natura.lly a smooth diffeomorphism Ak on Gk(d) via

where Adx) is the image of the subspace :t under A. The IlIHppillg A also
lifts naturally to !\ k]Rd by linear extension of
(Ilk A) (UI II U, II ... II Uk) ~ AUI II Au, II ... II AUk.

obviously leaving the set !\~lRd of decomposable vectors illvariallt.. !\ k A ill
turn projects down to P(!\kIRd) 8..<; 1t'k(A k A) and the latter coincidt's with Ak
from above on the invariant manifold Gk(d).
A linear RDS P in lJl.d hence induces a smooth RDS 'Pk on G k (tI) by

'Pk ~ 7rk(lIkp)IG,(d)'
For computational reasons we prefer to work 011 the oriented GraSSIIHtllllian
(in which every subspace appears twice, but with opposite oricllt.atioIl)

Gt(d) ~ jj'.(II~JRd) c S(lIklll."),
which is a submanifold of the unit sphere S(!\k}Rfl) of !\k}Rrl and a two-fold
covering of Gk(d) = Gt(d)/Z2' As is well-known from linear algebra, two
k-frames (Xl,"" Xk) and (Yl,"" Yk) spanning the same clemellt of Ch(d),
hence satisfying Yl !\ ... !\ Yk = A(XI !\ ... !\ ;Ck) for some).. i- 0, 11Clve the sam£'
orientation if and only if ,\ > O.
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Gt(d) a.nd Gk(d) a.re in exactly the same relation as Gt(d) = Sd-l
and G l (d) = pd-l in Sect. 6.2, hence we will spare most details and abuse
notation by uHing the same Hymbol for corresponding objects of Gt(d) and

Gdd}. If wc write G~+\d}, then the statement holds for both Gk(d} and
Gt(d}.
Invariant Measures for

~k

on Gdd)

AH in the particular case k = 1 (sec Subsect. 6.2.1), the invariant measures of
'Pk can be elru;sified by the MET - but now by the MET for the linear cocyele
I'lp on IIklR d (see Theorem 5.3.1). In fact, Theorem 6.2.3 holds verbatim for
.".dll kp}, now b""cd on the spectrum S( 0, II kp} = {( >.)k) ,d\k) }i~l, ... ,p(k)} and
the splitting 1\ klR d = EB!:~) E?).
But here we are not so much interested in the full system 7rdJ\kq;), but
in its restriction <fJk to Gk(d).
Note first that since E~k) is the span of certain decomposable vectors,

arc nonvoid disjoint ~k-invariant random compact submanifolds of Gdd),
hence Ip('PkIG\k)} is nonvoid. We can thus (but will not) repeat the arguments leading to Theorem 6.2.3 for G~k) and obtain the following theorem.

6.3.1 Theorem (Invariant Measures on Gk(d)). Let P be a linear RDS
on IRd over the ergodic metric DS (J with two-sided time satisfying the Ie of
the MET. Assume the situation described above. Then:
(i) For any i = 1, ... ,p(k), the set Ip('PkIG\k)} of 'Pk-invariant measures
k
) is nonvoid, compact and convex.
supported by
(ii) Each ergodic '-Pk -invariant measure It realizes one of the At), i. e. for
cach I' there is a unique i E p, ... ,p(k)} such that

Gl

.

I)

I1111 t--+±oo

t og

II Ilk p(t,w)ull _
II U II
-

,(k)
Ai

k
equivalently I' E Ip('PkIGi )).
(iii) Conversely, for any A~k) there exists a '-Pk-invariant measure which
realizes ,.\~ k) .
The Hpectrum of the induced RDS <fJk on Gdd) under J.J. can also be deterlllined (see Crauel [111]).
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6.3.2 Furstenberg-Khasminskii Formulas
We now generalize the procedure of SubHect. 6.2.3 and obtain representationf;
of the sum >.~k) = Ail + ... + Aik of any of k exponcnts of P as a piHlse
average of a function Q(k) on Gdd) with respect to a 'Pk-invariant Tllea.'illn~
p.~k) realizing >.~k). For k > 1, these formula..'i were finjt derived hy BaxPlldak
1571 (for the white noise and manifold case; see Sect. 6.5).
Let iP be a linear cocycle in IRd satisfying the Ie of the I\IET. Let. 'PA' =
k
7r k (A q;)\at(d) be the cocyclc induced 011 thc oriclltcu Gra.<';sIlHllllliall
.
Ct(d).
Then

qk(t,w,U):= log II ",k p(t,w)ull = 10gvol(p(t,w)llt, .. . ,p(t,w)ud,

ct

u = til A ... A Uk E
(d), is a helix over (0, 'Pk) and for each >.~k) there is a
'Pk-invariant measure 1.L~k) realizing >.~k), i. e.
.

1
t

lun -qk(t,w,U)

t--t±oo

=.-\Ikl '

Ikl
It i ' -a.f;.

We now assume that P has a generator. Then Akp has a generator (sce
Theorem 5.3.1(iv)), hence 'Pk has a generator (sec Sllhsect. 6.2.3) and the
helix qk has a generator whose explicit form will now he determined.
We will, however, restrict ourselves to the continuous tiIlle white noise
case (from which the real noise case can be recovercd by ignoring the SIBIl

L:j~t)·
Let P be generated by the linear SDE (6.2.15). Then P, hence I\k<1' satisfy
the Ie of the MET and I\kp is generated by the linear SDE

where

Hence 'Pk on Gt(d) is generated by
m

du, = Lh)kl(u,) odW/,
j=O

where, with'

q;kl(u):= (AJu,ll) = traccA,l'k(lI),
Pk(u) being the orthogonal projection onto U := ~pan(u.l"··' Il.d,
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(for convenience of notation, we sometimes write BA,k instead of iJk). Finally,
the SDE for

1',

= II/\k <P(t,w)ull = vol(<P(t,w)"" ... ,<P(t,w)u.)

is

dr,

=

'"
= ~

qj(kl (",)1',0 dW/'.

j=O

Hence we obtain Liouville's formula

logdet<P(t")lu

= {'
= LJo qjkl(<Pk(r,.)u)odWj.
j=O

Converting Stratonovich to
cosc t > 0) yield.

l'

0

Ito integrals for 1 ::; j ::; m (and staying with the

qjkl(<p.(r, ·)u) 0 dW;'

=

l'

qj'I(<p.(r, ·)u)dW;'

+~

l'

hjk\qj"I)(<pk(r, ·)u)dr.

For the calculation of the correction terms we use the following lemma whose
part (i) generalizes Lemma 3.2.6(vii) (note that iku = ku).

6.3.2 Lemma. (i) ForA, B E IR dXd , 1 <; k <; d andu

(;lku, i1 ku)

=

(traceA' BP'(u)

= u,/\ ... /\Uk E /\klR d

+ (traceAP.(u»)(traceBPk(u»

-traceA' P.(u)BP,(u))llull'
(traceA'(I - P.(U»BPk(U)
+( traceAPk (u» (traceBPk (u») Ilull',
where Pk(u) is the orthogonal projection onto span(ull ... l Uk)'

(ii) The correction terms hjkl(qjkl) have the form

hjkl(qjkl)(u) = trace(A j

+ Aj)(I - P.(u»AjP'(u).

Proof. (i) (after notes of SchmalfuB (1994»: We first assume that
is au orthogonal basis of u. By the definition of Ak

(A'k n, B'k u) =

'
"
~(u,/\

u" ... ,Uk

... /\ AUI/\"'/\ "k,U,/\ ... /\ Bu= /\ ... /\ Uk).

I,rn

For each summand we Ilse the definition of the scalar product in !\ kIRd as a
determinant, which we expand along its nontrivial row/column.
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If UI, ... ,uk is not orthogonal, note that both sides of the claimed t'q\lation remain unchanged if UI," ., Uk are replaced with til(' ort.hogOlIa\ ha.sis
Vb' •. ,Vk obtained by the well-known Gram-Schmidt procedure (i. e. the Vj
are orthogonal with Vj E Uj + span(uI."" Uj-I), j = }.... ,k).
(ii) By (6.2.21)

hjkl(qj>l)(u) = «Aj
Since by Lemma 3.2.6(vii) A7

+ (A7)')u,A;u)

- 2(A;It, It)'.

+ (A})' = (A) + Aj)"',

hjkl(qj'))(u) = «A)

+ A;t·ku, A7")

- 2(A;u, It)'.

We now use part (i) of this lemma for both terms on the right-halld side of
the last equation and the fact that traceAjPk(u) = traceAjPk(u).
u

6.3.3 Theorem (Furstenberg~Khasminskii Formula for Sum of
Lyapunov Exponents, White Noise Case). Let cP be gcnemtcd by the
linear SDE {6.2.15} and let 'Pk be the RDS induced by q, on G~+\d). If 11;'1
is a ~k-invariant measure on G~+\d) realizing ,\~k), then
m

>.,Ik)

~.

j=1

1
I

'"
=IE,,)Q Ikl +L.,IE,,)
~t

0

q)Ikl ('Pk(t,·)·)dWi,

(6.3.1)

where

and Pk( u) is the orthogonal projection onto span( UI, ... , Uk), U = 'UJ /\ ••. /\ Itk'
If J1.~k) is a forward Markov measure with marginal p~k) on Ci+)(d), then

A;kl =

r

JG~+)(d)

Qlk)(u) p;k\du).

In particular, there is always a forward Markov me(1.'mrc realizing the top
exponent A\k) = Al + '" + A k .

Proof. Just use Theorem 6.2,11 and Lemma 6.3.2.

o

We could also derive a morc explicit expression of the expectations of t.he
second term in formula (6.3.1) using Malliavin ca.lculus.
For k ::::' d we have Pd(U) = I, qJd) = traceA j ) hence
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6.3.4 Exercise (Flag Manifolds). Let T = (d" ... ,dr ), 1 S d, < ... <
d r ~ d, be a multi-index of dimensions and let

Fr(d) := (Jr = (V,

c '" c Vr ): Vi

C JRd, dim Vi = d,}

be the flag manifold corresponding to T. Determine the generator of the ROS
induced on FT(d) by CPo Develop Furstenberg-Khasminskii formulas for the
r·-vector whose i-th component consists of the sum of di Lyapunov exponents.
In particular, for T = (1,2, ... , d) this gives a formula for the whole Lyapunov
spectrum.

•

6.4 Manifold Versions
For further usc and ease of reference we will now briefly develop the manifold
versions of Sects. 6.2 and 6.3: For a C 1 RDS cp with two-sided time on a
Riemannian manifold M we study the RDS induced by the linearization Tcp
on the unit sphere bundle S M, the projective bundle PM and the Grassmann bundles GkA!. The induced systems are denoted by Scp, Pcp and GkCP,
respectively.
Suppose p. is an invariant measure for cp for which Tip satisfies the Ie
of the MET. Then we are able to describe all invariant measures Sp. of Scp
011 SA!, etc., which are lifts of p., i.e. which project down to p. under the
canonical projection of n : Slvl ~ M, n(Sp.) = p..
If r..p has a generator, then all the above induced RDS have generators,
which we will determine. By introducing polar coordinates in T M, respectively in I\kT 111 := UxEM I\k TxM, we can derive FUrstenberg-Khasminskii
formulas for the Lyapunov exponents, respectively for the sum of Lyapunov
exponents, of <p under p..

6.4.1 Sphere Bundle and Projective Bundle
Let M he a Riemannian manifold of dimension d > 1 with tangent hundle
TM := UXEMTxM, unit sphere bundle SM := UxEMSxM and projective
bundle PM := UxEMPxM (SxM the unit sphere and PxM the projective
space of TxM). To avoid redundancy we only treat the sphere bundle case
here.
The following proposition is the nonlinear analogue of parts of Proposition
6.2.1 and Theorem 6.2.3, with analogous proofs (use fl x M and e in place
of nand 0, and recall that SM has compact fibers).

6.4.1 Proposition. Let <p be a C' RDS on M with two-sided time, let T<p
be the linearization of cp on T M and let

S<p(t, w, x),,:=

T<p(t,w,x)s

II Tr..p(t,w,x )81 Irp{t,w)x '

be the RDS S<p induced by T<p on SM.

s E SxM,

(6.4.1)
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Suppose p, is an ergodic 'P-invariant mea,';1L7·C. Denote /'Y Sit an invfll'iant
measure of SIP which is a lift of It, i. e. the image of which nndrr the ]J1'OjedioH
7r : SM - t M is Jl, and let
I"(S<p) := {SJl: S,' is S<p-tn1lariant and a lift of IL}.
Then the following hold:
(i) I/J(SIP) is a nonvoid convex compact set.
(ii) Let T<p under Jl satisfy the Ie of the MET. Let .1 c fI x AI I", the invariant set of full p, measure on which the MET hold.<; a1ui d('.not(~ hy S(tp, II) =
{(Ai, di)i~l ..... P) the Lyapunov spectrum and by TxAI = (jJ;~1 E,(w . .,,) Ow aseledets splitting. Then

are disjoint strictly SIP-invariant subbundles oj S!l:f and

is nonvoid.
The measures Sp, E LJt(StpISEi ) realize Ai in the sense that thry an~
for which

lim

t--+±oo

~logIIT<p(t,w,x)sll
t

=

Ai,

t/t08!;

S,,-a.s.

Purther, for each ergodic SJl E I"(S<p) there eXtsts a umque i E (l, ... ,]i)
such that Sp, realizes Ai.
Furstenberg~Khasminskii

Formulas for RDS on Manifolds

We restrict ourselves to the white noise case.
Carverhill [90] was the first to carryover the cla..o.;sical FurstcnucrgKhasminskii formula for the top Lyapunov exponent A1 of a linear SDE
to the case of a nonlinear SDE on a manifold. Baxendale [57] and Arnold
and San Martin [331 made further contributions. There is a wealth of deep
and beautiful results about the "geometry of stocha..o.;tic fiOWH" hased on the
Lyapunov spectrum, of which we mention just Baxendale [55, 59, 62], Baxendale and Stroock [64J, Carverhill [92], Carverhill and Elworthy [951, Elworthy
[139, 140J, and the references therein ([62], [92J and [140J are surveys).
Let
m
dx, = Lf,(x,) odWi

(6.4.2)

j=O

be an SDE on a Riemannian manifold !vI of dimension d 2: 1, where 10 E CU
and fJ E C2,o for j = 1, ... ) 1ft, 8 > 0, so that (G.4. 2) gl'Iu:rat('s It local C I
RDS <p (see Theorem 2.3.42). Further, T<p is generated hy
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m

(6.4.3)

<lv, = LTfJ(vtl odW/,
J===O

where T fJ is the natural lift of fJ from M to T M. T Ii (v) ha.'l horizontal
componcnt Ij{:r) and vertical component \7 Ij(x)v. Hence T<p is generated by
(6.4.2) and
m

\7 fJ(x,)v,

Dv, = L

0

(6.4.4)

dW;'

j=O

We introduce pola.r coordinates in YOM = UXEMT~M, T~M := TxM\ {O}

via T;M 3 v +-> (r,s), r = IIvll E (0,00), s = II~II E SxM. Then the local
continuolls RDS S<p on 8M induced by T<p is the angular part of T<p and is
generated by the SDE
m

(6.4.5)

ds, = LSfJ(st! odW/,
j=O

wherc S/i is the natural lift of Ij to 8!-v[ (or: the projection of Tlj from
TO 111 to S 111). The decomposition of S IJ (s) into the horizontal component
fJ(x) and vertical component hJ(x)(s) gives that (6.4.5) is equivalent to the
two coupled SDE (6.4.2) and
m

Ds, = L

Itj(x,)(s,l

0

hj(x)(s) = \7 fj(x)s - (\7 fj(x)s, S)8. (6.4.6)

dW/,

j=O

The radial part

r,

:=

IIv,lI

of T<p is generated by

m

dr, = L

qJ(s,)r,

0

dW/,

Qj(s):= (\7 fJ(x)s, s),

(6.4.7)

j=O

and (6.4.6) is decoupled from (6.4.7).
Therefore for a.ny v E TO !-vI
log Ilvtll = log Ilvll

+

f: l
j=O

Qj(su)

0

dW~,

where St Holves (6.4.5) with ,<; = II~II'
COllverting the Stratonovich integrals in (6.4.8) into

log

IIv,lI

= log

Ilvll +

l'

Q(su)du + Lm

()

where

(6.4.8)

0

J=l

l'
0

Ito

integrals yields

QJ(su) dW~,

(6.4.9)
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1

Q(s) = qo(s)

m

+ 2 LSf,(q,)(s)

(G.4.10)

1=1

and Sf;(q;) is the function obtained by applying the vector field Sf} t.o till'
function qj. Carverhill [90] and Baxendale [55] have calculated the ("orn~dion
terms in (6.4.10) more explicitly, to which we refer for the purdy geollletric
proof.

6.4.2 Lemma. Let f be a C 2 vector field on AI, Sf fw Uw 1w.l.Jtml lifl. of f
to the unit sphere bundle SM and let q(s) = (\I f(xh s). TIt"" for" E S,.AI
Sf(q)(x)(s)

=

(\1(\1 f(x)f(x))8, s)
-2(\1 f(x)s,

+ 11\1 f(x)sll'

(6.4.11)

s? + (R(f(x), 8)f(:<), 8),

where R is the Riemannian curvatur'e tensor on AI.

For the flat space M = lR d, TM ~ JRd x lRd , SM ~ JR" x S"-I, R " 0,
\If(x)s = A(x)s, A(x):= Df(x) the Jacobian of f at J:, \I(\lf(x)f(.1:))8 =
B(x)s, B(x) = D(A(x)f(x)) = (D' f)(x)f(x)+A(.1:)' tlw .Jacohian org(:r):=
A(x)f(x) at x, and
Sf(q)(x)(s) = (B(x)s, s)

+ (A(x)s, A(X)8) -

2(A(x)8. S)2.

For the particular c""e f(x) = Ax we have A(x) " A and BCr) " A',
reproducing the correction term of Theorem 6.2.11.

6.4.3 Theorem (Furstenberg.Khasminskii Formulas for SDE on
Manifold). Assume that the SDE {6.4.2} satisfies the conditIOns of Thcorem 2.3.42 for k = 1 so that it generates a local C I IiDS'P un AI. Let It /)(;
an ergodic 'P-invariant measure fulfilling the IC of the MET. Let S'P denote
the local continuous RDS on S M canonically induced by T<p on TAl and let
I~(S<pISEi) be the (nonvoid) set of S<p-invariant measur'cs which realize Al
and are lifts of 1".
{i} If SI" E I"(S'PISE,), then

Ai

=

r

1SM

Q(s) Sp(ds)

+

f 1 (r'
j=l

(]xSM

q,(S'P(t, .).)dwl) tiSlt, (G.4.12)

Jt=o

where Sp(ds) = iESI".(ds) is the marginal of SI" on SM and Q is given /lY

{6.4.1O}.
{ii} If SI" E I"(S'PISE;) is F- -measurable, then

Ai = iEs"Q =

r

JSM

Q(s) Sp(ds).

(iii) In particular, if <p has an invariant forward Markov measure It (whose
marginal p hence solves the Fokker-Planck equation L" p = 0, when~ L =
10 + ~
is the generator of the diffusion process corresponding to tit(;
SDE {6.4.2}}, then S'P has a forward Markov meMure Sit E I,,(S'PISEd. It
hence realizes'the top Lyapunov exponent"\l and the marginal Sp lifls p and
solves the Fokker-Planck equation (S£)' Sp = 0, where

E7o=:l II
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=

+ 2 ~)Sfj)2
j=1

is the gencmtor of the diffusion process corresponding to the SDE (6.4.5).
Thus
.\, =
Q(s) Sp(ds).
(6.4.13)

r

JSM

The statement under (iii) follows from Theorem 1.7.5 since SEI is an
invariant F- -Illerumrable random compact set. Formula (6.4.13) is the nonlinear analogue of the classical formula (6.2.24).
If Sp. is not a Markov measure, the expectation of the second term in
(6.4.12) can only be treated further by anticipative calculus, as in Theorem
6.2.14.
For the nonlinea.r analogue of Theorem 6.2.16 see Arnold and San Martin
[33[.
6.4.2 Grassmannian Bundles

We now very briefly develop the nonlinear version of Sect. 6.3 in the SDE
CaEe. For the geometry, we baBically follow Baxendale [56[.
Let AI be a Riemannian manifold of dimension d 2: 1. We define the k-th
exterior power of the tangent bundle by
AkTlY[:=

UxEM

AkTxM,

k

=

1, ... ,d,

and the k-th Grassmannian bundle by

GkM := UxEMGk(TxM),

k = 1, ... , d.

We have G,M = PM, and GdM '" M.
As in Subsect. 6.3.1, we consider GkM as a submanifold of the projective
bundle P(lIkT M),

GkM C P(lIkTM),
by representing the fiber Gk(TxM) as the submanifold of those elements of
P(AkTxAl) which are projections of decomposable elements in AkTxM.
Assume that the SDE (6.4.2) on M satisfies the conditions of Theorem
2.3.42 for k = 1 which ensures the exh;tence and uniqueness of a local C 1
RDS <p on M. Then the local continuous RDS T<p generated by (6.4.3) acts
naturally on AkT!v1 and induces a local continuous RDS AkT<p generated by
m

dv;k) =

L

Ilk Th(u;k») 0 dW!,

j=O

where the vector field II kT fJ on II kT M is the lift of f;.

(6.4.14)
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Similarly, T<p acts naturally on G k AI and

ak<P generated by

illdllc(,~

a local cont.illous

nos

m

dS~k) =

L akl,(s~k)}

0

dWl,

(6.4.15)

j=O

akli being the vector field on akM which i, the lift of

I,.

The vertical components of the vector fields "kT fJ and G "JJ call be
explicitly written down by combining the expressions in (6.4.5) and (6.4.7)
with what was done in Subsect. 6.3.2 for "klR d and Gk(d), which we leave as
an exercise.
By introducing polar coordinates in /\ kT oAI, a ciecompmmble vector u =
Ul /\ ... /\ Uk can be represented by the pair (8, r) E GkAI x (0,00), where
s=
and

furr

is the volume of the k-dimensional parallelepiped spanned by
Subsect. 5.3.2). The SDE for
rjk) =

II "k T<p(t, w, x}ull =

1l1,' .. ,1l~.

(sec

vol(T<p(t, w, X}UI, .. . , T<p(t, w, X}"k}

coupled to (6.4.15) is
m

dr(k) = "'q(k)(s(k)}r(k)
t

L-

J

t

t

0

dW j

t,

(6.4.16)

j=O

where
(G.4.17)

Pk(U) being the orthogonal projection onto U := span( U1,' ., ud, "!L = U1 /\
... /\ Uk·
Therefore for any decomposable u E "kTo AI and s = II~II' we obtain
Liouville's equation for det T<p(t,w, x}lu,
logdet T<p(t,·, x}lu

Iog

vol(T<p( t, ., x }UI, ... , T<p( t, ., .r }n,}

VOI(UI, ... , Uk}
(G.4.18)

Converting the Stratonovich integrals in (6.4.18) into It.o integrals yidds

where

6.4 Manifold Versions
Qlkl(s) =

q~kl + ~
2

f

Gkf,(q(k l ).
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(6.4.20)

j=l

The following lemma is a simultaneous generalization of Lemmas 6.3.2 and

6.4.2 and

WaB

proved by Baxendale [561, to whom we refer for the proof.

6.4.4 Lemma. Let f be a C' vector field on M, G d the natural lift of
f to the Grassmann bundle GkM and q(kl(u) = trace'\' f(X)Pk(U)' where
Pk(U) denotes the orthogonal projection onto U = span(Ul, ... , Uk) and U =
U1" ... /\ Uk. Then
Gkf(q(kl)(x)(u)

=

trace('\'('\' f(x)f(x))Pdu)) - (trace('\' f(x)Pk(u»)'
Hrace«'\' f(xJr(I - Pk(U»'\' f(X)Pk(U))
+trace(R(f(x), Pk(u»f(x»,

(6.4.21)

where R is the Riemannian curvature tensor on M.
Finally, assume that Ji. is an ergodic ~-invariant measure fulfilling the Ie
of the MET for T<p. Hcnce the Ie of the MET for /\kT<p are also satisfied.
Let the spectrum be S(/\kT<p,I') = {(A~kl,d~kl)i=I, ... ,p(kl) and the splitting
k
p(kl Ikl
(kl(
)
(kl
/\ TxM = EIli =1 Ei (w,x). Put GkEi w,x:= Ei (w,x) nGk(TxM).
We hence have

6.4.5 Theorem (Furstenberg-Khasminskii Formula for the Sum of
Lyapunov Exponents, SDE on Manifold). Assume that the SDE {6.4.2}
satisfies the conditions of Theorem 2.3.42 for k = 1 which ensures the existence and uniqueness of a local C 1 RDS ~ on M.
Let I' be an ergodic <p-invariant measure fulfilling the IC of the MET. Let
Gk<P denote the local continuous RDS on GkM induced by T<p on TM and let
L1t(Gk~IGkE~k») be the nonvoid set of Gk~-invariant measures which realize

.xi k ) =

Ail

+ ... + Aik

and are lifts of 1'.
{i} If Gkl' E Lp(Gk<PIGkElk l ), then

Alkl

=

1C,M

Q(kl(s) GkP(ds)

+ ~ LC'M

(La

(6.4.22)

qjk\Gk<P(t, .).)dWI) dGkl',

where GkP(ds) = IEGkl'.(ds) is the marginal of GkI' on GkM and Q(kl is
given by {6.4.20}.
(ii) If Gkll. E LI,(Gk<PIGkElkl) is F- -measurable, then
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(iii) In particular, if i.p has an invariant:F- ·me.asumble measun~ It (whose
marginal. p hence solves the Fokker-Planck equation L" p = 0, where L =
fo + ~
fJ is the generator of the diffusion process c01Tesponding 1,0 th(~

2:;:1

SDE {6.4.2}}, then Gk'P has an .:F- -measurable Gkl' E :r,,(Gk'PIG,.E~k»).
k
It hence realize .., the top Lyapuno1J eXl)Onent >.i ) = Al + ... + ih awl Ih('
marginal GkP lifts p and solves the Fokkcr·Planck equation (GkL)*GI.:P = 0,
where
1 m
Gk L = Gkfo + '2 L)Gk f,)2
j=l

is the generator of the diffusion process corresponding to the SDE {6.4.15}.
Thus
k ) = Al + ... + Ak = (
Qlk)(s) GkP(ds).
(6.4.23)

Al

iCkM

For k = 1 we recover Theorem 6.4.3 (for PM instead of SAl).
We finally have a closer look at the case k = d, where
q1d)(x)

= traceV' f(x) = div f(x),
1

Q1d)(x) = divfo(x)

m

+ '2 Lf,(div/j)(:c)
j=1

and (6.4.18) becomes Liouville's equation for detT'P(t,w,x),
m

det T'P(t,', x)

= cxp L
j=O

1
,

div f, ('1'(8, ·)x) a dW;'

0

(see Theorem 2.3.42). This leads to the following formula for the average
Lyapunov exponent.
6.4.6 Corollary (Average Lyapunov Exponent). Under I,he as,mmp·
tions of the above theorem

1

(

d j,
M

+

(divfo(.c)

1

m

+ '2 Lf,(divf,)(.,,))p(d.,,)

t 1,XM (Lo

)=1

diVf,('P(t,))dW;') dl"

If i' is .:F- -measurable with marginal p on M, then
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AE =

I

r(divfo(x)
im
+"2 L!;(div!;)(x)) p(dx).

d j,

M
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(6.4.24)

j=1

Further, if M is a compact manifold and if p has a density p(x) > 0, then

11 L 1
m

(

AE = - 2d

M j=1

and AE

(x)div(p(x)!;(x))

)2 p(x)dx:O; 0,

(6.4.25)

P

= 0 if and only if <p(t,w)(p(x)dx) = p(x)dx II'-a. s.

Formula (6.4.25) can be obtained from (6.4.24) using integration by parts
and the divergence theorem, see Baxendale [57].
The formula for )..E hence does not require the cp-invariant measure to be
lifted, so quantitative information on )..1:' is "easier" to obtain than for )..1.
See the literature quoted at the beginning of this section and Chappell [98[.

6.5 Rotation Numbers
6.5.1 The Concept of Rotation Number of a Plane
Motivation

The MET furnishes through its Lyapunov exponents a random and dynamic
analogue of "real part of an eigenvalue" of a deterministic matrix.
The aim of this section is to propose a random and dynamic analogue of
"imaginary part of an eigenvalue" , called rotation number.
The basic geometric idea, which is due to San Martin [300], is as follows:
While the MET assigns to each tangent vector v E TxM at a "good" base
point (w,x) E [l x M a number )..(v) which measures the exponential growth
rate of Tcp(t,w,x)v as t --+ 00, we will assign to each (two-dimensional) tangent plane p c TxM a number p(p) which measures the rotation of T<p(t, w, x)
inside the moving plane p(t, w, x) := T<p(t, w, x)p with respect to a (paralleltransported) reference direction. These numbers were shown to exist in the
deterministic case for linear, conformal and Killing vector fields (San Martin
[300]) and in the random case, provided the Lyapunov spectrum of <p under
" is simple (sec Arnold and San Martin [34]). Here the analogy goes even
further: As .\(v) is a random variable which takes on only finitely many different basic values realized in canonical directions, similarly pep) takes on
only finitely many basic values, the rotation numbers realized in canonical
planes.
For d = 2, Xt = A(t)xt written in polar coordinates r = (xi + x~)1/2,
0: = arctan !:.<I. reads
x,
Tt = (A(t)u" ut)r"

ro = r E (0,00),
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at

= (A(t)Ut, Vt),

no = " E 10,2,,),

where
v = (-sino t

Ut=

)

COSOt

t

ES'
'

(UI. v,) = 0,

(".) the standard scalar product of]R2
The rotation number of the solution starting in (r,n) is defined to be the
linear growth rate of the (unreduced, i. e. lifted) angular part, i. e. by
p:= lim

T--+oo

Q
2:.

T

=

1

lim -T

T--+oo

iT (A(t)u" vI)dt

(6.5.1)

0

(if the limit exists), and its Lyapunov exponent is the exponential p;rowth
rate of the radial part, i. e.

logrT

1

A:= lim - - = lim -T
T --+00
T
T --+00

iT (A(t)Ut, uI)dt
0

(6.5.2)

(if the limit exists).
In case of a constant matrix A with eigenvalues JLl,2(A), these limits exist
for any initial values and yield
p=

±Im/L'.2(A) for any initial (T, a)

(p > 0 if rotation is counterclockwise and if we use the canonical orientation
of ]R2 by the standard frame (e" C2)) and

A = A,,2 = Re/L,,2(A),
the smaller one of these numbers being realized if and only if we st.art in the
corresponding eigenspace.
The appearance of time averages in formula. (6.5.1) and (6.5.2) calls for
using the ergodic theorem: If Xt = A(t)Xt and A(t) is periodic, almost periodic
or stationary stochastic with finite mean, then the limits in (6.5.1) and (6.5.2)
exist. See e. g. Johnson and Moser [191] for the almmit periodic case and
Subsect. 6.2.2 for the stationary stochastic case.
The rotation number p plays a basic role in the theory of one-dimensional
random Schr6dinger operators as the ~~density of states" (see e. g. BOllgerol
and Lacroix 177], Carmona and Lacroix 1861 and P""tur and Figotin 1273]).
We will first develop the (deterministic) concept of rotation number for a
vector field on a Riemannian manifold M of dimen~ion d 2: 2 . Whether thc
proposed concept is sensible or not will be tested against the following:
- for M = R? and it = A(t)Xb it should reduce to the above elemcntary
concept,
- for M.= lRd and It = AXt, the rotation number p(p) of an cigenplmw
p corresponding to a pair of complex-conjugate eigenvalues of A should yield
the imaginary part of the eigenvalues (modulo sign).
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We ~trc~~ that our concept i:::; infinite:::;imal in the :::;en:::;e that we accumulate
innuite:::;imai rotation:::; ill the time interval [0, TL as already clearly vi:::;ible in
formula (6.5.1), thus
-- it is a continuou:::; time concept (i. e. does not work for discrete time,
but. see Remark 6.5.5(iii)),
-- - it needs a generator (vector field in the deterministic case, RDE or SDE
in the random case), as the rotation numbers will be defined by FurstenbergKhasminskii type formulas.

Linear Case
Let M = II!.d with d ~ 2. Each A E II!.dxd generates a flow <1>(t) = etA E
Gl(d, II!.) which by t.he left action of Gl(d, II!.) naturally induces a flow on the
Grassmann manifold G 2 (d) of two-dimensional subspaces (2-planes) of ]Rd.
Moreover, Gl(d, II!.) also acts on the Gra.ssmann manifold Gj(d) of oriented
2-planes (see Subsect. 6.3.1). We have dimG,(d) = dim Gj(d) = 2d-4. <1>(t)
induces a flow on Gj(d) denoted by p H p(t) := (Gj<1>)(t)p.
We now want to measure the infinitesimal rotation by cp(t) inside the
plane p(t). For this purpose, we pass to the principal bundle 7r : St,(d) ->
Gj(d) with structure group SO(2, II!.), where St,(d) is the Stiefel manifold
of orthonormal 2-frames n = (u, v) of II!.d, and 7r(n) = p = span(u, v) is the
canonical projection which maps n to the plane p oriented by the frame n.
We have dim St, (d) = 2d - 3. By fixing the standard bases in II!.' and II!.d,
we obtain a one-ta-one correspondence between St2(d) and the set of d x 2
matrices n with n"'n = hx2.
Gl(d, II!.) also acts on the left on St,(d) by the action n = (u, v) H
g(n) :=~ (gu,gv), where
(u, v) H~ (u, v) =

(

u

-II-II'
u

v-

~)
"... ,
(u,u}u

Ilv - -"'&ull
(u,u)

E St,(d)

(6.5.3)

denotes orthollormalization of the linearly independent pair (u, v) in such a
way that -L (u, v) and (u, v) have the same orientation. This action covers the
above action of Gl(d,lI!.) on Gj(d). Hence <1>(t) induces a flow n H n(t) :=
(St,<1»(t)n on St,(d) which covers the flow Gj<1> on Gj(d).
In order to measure the rotation of the frame n(t) = (St,<1>)(t)n inside
the plane p(t) = (Gi<1»(t)p = 7r(n(t)), we need a reference frame ;;(t) in the
fiber over p(t). This reference frame ;;(t) = (u(t), v(t)) should be chosen such
that u(t) and {;(t) are both orthogonal to the plane p(t) := span(u(t), v(t)),
and hence, from the point of view of an observer inside p(t), fi(t) does not
rotate. Such a reference frame can be obtained by "parallel transporting" n
by IlleaIlS of a connection in St2(d) -+ Gt(d). Suppose ~uch a connection is
chosen, and since SO(2,1I!.) acts transitively on the fibers of St,(d) -> Gi(d)
frolll the right, we have
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Sl2(d)
5t2 <I>(t)

n(t) = n(t) !I(t)

~~-----:-4 11(t)
lle\ transport
para

n(O) = n(O) = n
p(t)
p(O) = p
Fig. 6.2. Rotation of the frame n{t) inside the plane p(t) relative to i/(t)

n(t) = f'(t)g(t),

g(t) E 50(2, JIl.),

(0.5.4 )

see Fig. 6.2.
Now g(t) E 50(2, JIl.) uniquely corresponds to an angle <>(t) for which we
need a differential equation analogous to at = (AUt, Vt) in the ca.'''c of IR? \A/e
then would define the rotation number of the plane]J under the flow <P{t) (\."
in (6.5.1).
There is the following canonical choice of a connection OIl St 2 (d) ----+
(J)
(see Narasimhan and Ramana" [250]): If n(t) E 5t2(d) is a differentiable path,
then differentiating n(t)'n(t) = I yields

ct

n(t)'n(t)

+ n(t)'n(t) = n(t)'n(t) + (n(t)'it(t))' = O.

Thus the tangent space Tn5t2(d) at n can be identified with the set of d x
2 matrices w such that n*w is skew-symmetric. Therefore the expression
Wn = n'dn: Tn5t2(d) -> so(2,JIl.) defines an so(2,JIl.)-valued I-form ill St2(d).
This 1-form is the connection form of the canonical connection on St2{d) ----+
Ct(d) and its kernel is the horizontal subspace Hn of TnSt 2 (d) = Hn EEl ~t.
The connection is invariant under the left action of SO(d, JR.) OIl St''2{d), i. c.
g,Hn = Hgn for all 9 E 50(d, JIl.).
The interpretation of wn(W) = n*w is as follows: It measures the "infinitesimal deformation" of the 2-framc n = (u,v) E 71'-l(p) without moving the plane p, in the "direction" of W E Tn St2(d). A horizontal curve
11(t) = (u(t), v(t)) in 5t2(d) is thus one for which both ,'i(t) and v(t) arc Ofthogonal to the plane jj(t) := span(lL(t), 11(t)). Hence 11(t) call he cho,,,"
reference frame.

,I.' "
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Each d x d matrix A gives rise to a vector field A on St2{d) by

so that
it, = (iL" iI,) = A{n,).

According to the above, wnCA(n)) measures the infinitesimal rotation of n E
n-l(p) in the direction of w = A(n), so that the following expression offers
itself as the definition of the rotation number of the plane p E G;(d) under
the action of the flow p{t) generated by the matrix A:

liT -

p{p):= lim T-+oo T

(6.5.5)

wn(,){A{n{t»)dt,

0

provided the limit exists and is independent of the element n E
,,-I{p). Strictly speaking, p{p) E so{2,1R) which is identified with IR via

(~ -0")<-><>
6.5.1 Lemma. (i) The vector field on St2{d) induced by A is given for n =
(u, v) E St2{d) by the d x 2 matrix

A(n} = (Au - (Au, u)u, Av - (Av, v)v - «Au, v)

+ (Av, u))u}.

(6.5.6)

-(Au, v) )

(6.5.7)

(ii) The connection form wn(A{n)) is given by

-

wn(A(n)) =

(0
-(iL, v») ( (Au,0v)
(iL, v)
0

=

o

.

(iii) If g(t} in n(t) = il{t)g{t) (see (6.5.4)) is represented as g(t) =
cosn(t) - Sina(t») th
( sin <>(t)
cos <>(t)
, en

&(t) = (,,(t), v(t» = (Au{t), v(t».

(6.5.8)

Proof. (i) By definition, A(n) = 1, .L (e'An) I,~o. To calculate this, replace
(u, v) in (6.5.3) by (e'Au, e'Av) and differentiate with respect to t.
(ii) This immediately follows from the formula wn(w) = n'w and (6.5.6).
(iii) Differentiating (6.5.4) with respect to t and applying Wn(,l) to both
sides gives the following differential equation in SO(2,1R.):
9(W I 9{t) = wn(,)(A{n(t))),
But llsing the representation of g(t), we obtain

g(O) = I 2x2 .
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g(Wlg(t) = (

Q~t)

-,,(t) )
[)

,

so that (6.5.8) follows from (6.5.7).

D

Since only obvious alteration8 of this procedure are necessary to trent IIOllall·
tonomous linear equations instead of autonomous oncs, we filially arrive at
the following definition.
6.5.2 Definition (Rotation Number). Consider the lincar differential
equation Xt = A(t)Xt in IRd for d ~ 2, with t >-t A(t) locally integrahle.
The rotation number p(p) of the oriented 2-plane P E Ci(d) IInder the flow
generated by the above equation is defined by

I1T (Ut, Vt)dt

p(p):= lim -T
T-+oo

0

=

I1T (A(t)"t, vt)dt

lim -T

T-+oo

(G.5.9)

0

(provided the limit exists and is independent of n E lI"-l(p», where (.,.) is
the standard scalar product in ]Rd, and nt = (ut, Vt) i::; the flow induced in
St,(d) with arbitrary initial 2-frame 1I0 = II E 11"-1 (p).
•
Note that the flow
more precisely

Ut
Vt

lit

in St,(d) solves the equation itt

= (Ut, lit) = ;I(t, nt),

A(t)Ut - (A(t)Ut, Ut)Ut,
A(t)Vt - (A(t)Vt,Vt)Vt - ((A(t)Ut,Vt) + (A(t)v"Ut)Ut.

It turns out that this definition passes our test.

6.5.3 Proposition (Rotation Number is Independent of Frame).
(i) The existence or nonexistence of the limit in (6.5.9) and its value; in
case of existence are independent of the particular choice of n E n- 1 (p).
(ii) p(p) changes sign with the orientation of p.

Proof. (i) Let lI,n E lI"-l(p) with II oF n. Then
fit = cos!3tUt

+ sin !3tVt , ih =

- sin f3tUt

+ cos {;tVt,

where t --+ !3t is continuous with 0 < f3t < 2:rr since n H nt is injective.
Using (Ut, Vt) = -(Ut. Vt) which follows from differentiating (nt, v,.) == 0
we obtain
whence

i3T-i30 + -TI1 T(nt,. Vt)dt.

-I1T~(u" Vt)dt =
ToT
Since always "(f3T - f3o)/T --+ 0 as T --+

0

00 the existence or nOll-exi:-;tence of
the limit (and its value in case of existence) is independent of tIl(' chosclt
frame.
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(ii) If n = (il, v) and n = (u, v) have different orientation, repeat the
calculation in (i) with (u, -v).
0
For d = 2, (6.5.9) obviously reduces to (6.5.1). Further, in the autonomous
case Xt = AXt, every 2-plane p C IRa has a rotation number; in particular,
the imaginary parts of eigenvalues can be recovered as rotation numbers of
their eigenplanes (for details see San Martin [300: Sect. 4]).
6.5.4 Example. Com;ider in IR4

A=U

-1
0
0
0

2~2}
0
0
0

In this case the integrand in (6.5.9) is constant and equal to p(p) = n' An. If
Pij := p(span(ei' ej », then P12 = I, P34 = 2, Pij = 0 for i = 1,2 and j = 3,4,
but
p(span(cosiJel

+ siniJe3, cosoe, + sin oe4))

always modulo the
plane.

~ign

= cos f3 cos 0 + 2 sin iJ sin 0,

depending on the orientation of the corresponding
_

Nonlinear Case

Let f be a complete C 1 vector field on a Riemannian manifold M of dimension dim M = d :> 2. So X, = f(x,) generates a flow (<P(t))'ER of diffeomorphi~ms of M. The linearized flow TI.{J on TM is generated by Vt = T!(Vt),
hence its vertical component by v~ = V J(Xt)vt, with v~ denoting the absolute
derivative.
We now want to define the rotation number p(p) of an oriented 2-plane
pC TxM under T<p. T<p induces a flow denoted by Gt<P on the Grassmann
bundle

Gt M := UXEMGt(TxM),

where Ci(TxM) is the Grassmann manifold of oriented 2-planes in TxM.
We want to measure the infinitesimal rotation of Tr.p(t) inside the plane
p(t). For this purpose, we pass to the principal bundle 1r : St2M -+
M
with structure group SO(2,lR), where St 2 M is the Stiefel bundle,

ct

and St 2 (Tx /}f) is the Stiefel manifold of orthonormal 2-frames n = (u, v) in

(TxAJ, (, ·)x).
TI.{J also induces a flow St 2'P on St2M which covers Gi I.{J on
for n = (n, v) E St,M by

ci M

1

defined
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n(t) = (u(t), v(t)) = St,'I'(t)n :=1- (T'I'(t)u, T'I'(t),,),
where 1. is defined as in the linear case by (6.5.3).
Parallel transport of n is now accomplished by the following; canOIlical choice of a connection on St2Al --+
AI: We take the "composition" of the Levi-Civita connection on TIM (for moving along the manifold) with the canonical connection from the linear case (for moving; "inside"
St,(TxM) --> Gj(TxM) for fixed x). It will be of fundamental importance
that this connection is compatible with the Riemannian metric (-, .), i. e. we
can differentiate the scalar product by the usual "product rule".
The comparison of n(t) = St 2 'P(t)n with the parallel-transported reference frame n(t) yields n(t) = n(t)9(t) with g(t) E SO(2,1R) (sec Figure 6.2
with St,(d), St,p and Gj(d) replaced with St,M, St,'I' and Gj M) and the
angle o(t) corresponding to g(t) satisfies a differential equation which we will
now determine.
The flow n(t) = (u(t), v(t)) = St''I'(t)n is generated by ill = Sf,/(n,),
where St,l is the lift of I to St,M, defined by

ct

St,J(n)

d

:= dt(St''I'(t)n)I,~o,

whose horizontal component is the horizontal lift of f to St2fi.I (which, by
definition, does not contribute to rotation) and whose vertical component bi

St,/(n). = (\1 Inn),
where (\1 f)~ is defined as in (6.5.6) with \11 in place of A. Hence

n; = (\1 Inn,)
with
(\1 f)~(n) = (\1 lu - (\1 lu, u)u, \1 Iv - (\1 lv, v)v - ((\1 lu, v)

+ (\1 1/1, u) Jul·
(6.5.10)

From this, as above in the linear case,
c" = (u;, Vt) = ((\1 f)Ut, Vt).
This suggests to define the rotation number of p E
1
p(p):= lim -T
T--+oo

iT
0

1
(u;, v(t))dt = lim -T
T -too

iT
0

ct A! hy

((\1 f)u(t), v(t))t1f

(G.5.1 J)

(provided the limit exists). Clearly we obtain the autonomOllS version of
Definition 6.5.2 as a particular case: For !vI = IRd with the stalldard scalar
product and I(x) = Ax we have (\1 flu = Au.
Now Proposition 6.5.3 remains true since our connection iH compatible
with the Riemannian metric, meaning that 1't(ut.Vt) = (n~,vl) + (7th v;), HO
that the proof for the linear cas·e remain.'·; valid. Hence
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- the cxiHtence or nonexiHtence of the limit in (6.5.11) and its value in
case of existence are independent of the particular choice of n E 7r- 1 (p),
~- p(p) changes sign with orientation of p.
We streH:; that even if J\;f is compact, rotation numbers depend in general
on the Riemannian metric (for examples see [300, 296]). They are therefore
not as robust as the Lyapunav exponents.

6.5.5 Remark (Other Approaches). (i) There are other generalizations
of the two-dimensional linear rotation number to some higher-dimensional
systems, assigning, roughly speaking, a rotation number to a flow in the
symplectic group, see Ruelle [294], Johnson [188, 190], Delyon and Foulon
[125]. However, only one number is obtained even for higher dimensions.
(ii) To measure rotation inside a k-dimensional oriented subspace of the
M, k =
tangent space, we could consider the principal bundle 8tkM --+
2, ... , d with (for k 2: 3: non-Abelian) structure group SO(k, JR) which would
lead to a skew-symmetric rotation matrix p E soCk, JR). For the SDE case this
is treated by Ruffino [296: Chap. 3[.
(iii) Ruffino [296: Chap. 5[ also built a bridge between Poincare's original
definition of rotation number for orientation-preserving homeomorphisms of
8 1 and the continuous time linear concept for Xt = A(t)xt in]R2 by proving a
"sampling theorem": If p(h) is Poincare's rotation number of the discretized
HYHtem (with time increment h) on 8 1 and if p is the rotation number of the
linear system, then (modulo conditions) p(h)jh -+ p as h -+ O.
•

ct

6.5.2 Rotation Numbers for RDE
Let M be a Riemannian manifold of dimension d 2: 2 and assume that the
random vector field few, x) satisfies the conditions of Theorem 2.2.14 which
ensures the existence and uniqueness of a local c 1 RDS r.p on M generated
by
It = J(8,w,x,).
(6.5.12)
The linearized RDS Tip solves

v, =
equivalently, with

v~

(TJ(e,(w, x)))v"

(6.5.13)

denoting the absolute derivative,

v; = \1J(e,(w,x))v"

(6.5.14)

and b a linear bundle RDS over e = ((}, r.p) restricted to the B-invariant set
graphE(-) c n x M, where E(w) is the set of never-exploding initial values
x E M for equation (6.5.12) (see Subsect. 4.2.3).
We will define the rotation number of an oriented 2-plane p C TxM in
complete analogy to the case of an autonomous vector field of Subsect. 6.5.1.
The linear RDS T<p induces an RDS Gi <p on the Grassmann bundle Gi M
and an RDS 8t2IP on the Stiefel bundle 8t2M which covers cir.p.
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The RDS St2'P is generated by an RDE i" = St2/(B,(w, J:), 71.,), whose
horizontal component is the horizontal lift of f and whose vertical component
(V'I)- is explicitly given in (6.5.10) with

n; = (V'I)-(B,(w,:c),n.j.
In view of (6.5.11) it is evident to define the rotation number pep) of l' by

pcp)

lim
T--+oo

lim
T-too

~

{T (,,'(t), v(t))dt

(G.5.15)

T 10

~T 10(V' I(8,(·)),,(t), v(t))dt,

provided the limit exists. As made clear above, Propositi 011 G.!>.:l r('maills
valid.

Lifts of Invariant Measures to the Stiefel Bundle
Let IJ be an ergodic invariant measure for
graphE) which satisfies
IIV'III E L)(I')'

tp

(necessarily supported by
(G.5.16)

Then the Ie of the MET are satisfied (see Theorem 4.2.10), providing us
with the Lyapunov spectrum S('P,I') = {(Ai, di )i~), ... p), a 8-invariant set
LI c graphE of full I' measure and a splitting

TxM = E)(w,x) Ell··· Ell Ep(w,x),

(w,x) E LI.

As we want to use the ergodic theorem to prove the existence of the limit
in (6.5.15), the first task is to determine all invariant measures St2/L of St.2tp
which are lifts of IJ, as every number

qualifies as a possible rotation number.
As mmal, we freely identify a measure St2IJ on [l x St2AI with marginal
J.L on {} x M with its factorization St 2 IJ(w,x) obtained from

St21'(dw,dx,dn) = St21'(w,x) (dn),,(dw,dx).
Recall that St2IJ is invaria.nt under St 2tp if awl only if for each t. E IR

St2'P( t, w, x )St21'(w,x) = (St21' )e, (w,x)

/I-''"S.

We also need to consider the RDS F 1,2tp induced by Ttp on the flag bundle

F),2M:= UxEM F),2(Tx M),
where F),2(Tx M) is the manifold of flags I = (V c p), in which V and p arc
subspaces of TxM of dimension 1 and 2, re~pectively.
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We now need for the remainder of this subsection the following
Assumption: Let the RDS

i.p

under f-t have simple Lyapunov spectrum.

See Remark 6.5.15 for a discussion.
Undcr thi~ a.."isnmptioll all Oseledcts space~ Ei are one-dimensional. For
each pair (i,j), 1 S i,j S d, i < j, the spaces E,(w,x) and Ej(w,x) uniquely
define a (measurable) random plane field p,j(w, x) := span(E,(w, x), Ej(w, x))
and a random flag field fiJ(W, x) := (Ei(W, x) C pi,(W, x)). The invariance of
the E~ IS implies the invariancc of Pij and hj or, equivalently,

G,J1.ij.lw.x)(dp) := Op,jlw.x)(dp),

F,.,J1.,j,lw.x)(df):= 0f"lw,x)(df)

are lifts of IL. Moreover, F 1 ,2f-tij lift~ G 2f-tij from n x G 2M to {} x Fl,zM. We
now lift F1,2/Li] further from n x F1,zM to n x StzM.
Given a flag f = (V C p) E F,.,M, we select n = (u, v) E St,M from f
"'" follows: Choose u E V, Ilull = 1, and v E p, IIvll = 1, (u, v) = O. These
two vectors give rise to four possible orthonormal frames of P selected from
f, namely: nl = n = (u, v), n2 = (-u, v), n3 = (-u, -V), n4 = (u l -v). Here
nl and na have the same orientation, while nz and n4 also have the same,
but opposite, orientation.

6.5.6 Lemma. (i) Let G := {g, = id,g"g3,g4} be the group of diffeomorphisms of St,M defined by gin = n" i = 1, ... ,4. Then G e; Z~ is an Abelian
group which is isomorphic to the Klein group of four elements. G acts freely
on the left on St,M.
(ii) The group G commutes with the RDS St,,!, and F",M e; St,M/G.
Hence St,M is a 4-fold covering of F,.,M.
Proof. (i) can be easily checked.
(ii) follows from the definition of St,,!, and the fact that G commutes with
o

6.5.7 Lemma (Lift of Measure from Flag to Stiefel Bundle). Let
f(w,x)
(V(w,x) C p(w,x)) E F",M be an invariant random flag, i. e.
let
F'.''!'(t, w, x)f(w, x) = f(e,(w, x)).
Then the invariant measure F1 ,2f-t(w,x) = 6f(w,x) can be lifted from n x FI,2M
to fl x St,M to yield exactly NU) ergodic invariant measures, where NU) =
1, 2, or 4. More specifically:
(i) NU) = 1: There is exactly one ergodic lift St'l' given by
St2f-t(w,x)

1

=

1

'4 L g6n(w,x) = '4 L 6gn (w,x) ,
gEG

gEG

where n(w,x) = (u(w,x),v(w,x)) is an arbitrary measurable selection from
f(w, x) with u(w, x) E V(w, x).
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(ii) NU) = 2: There are exactly two different ergod,c lifts St21,1 and
SI21l2 given by

where H = Hi = {91, 9i} for i = 2,3,4 is a two-element subgroup of G and
nl(w,x) = (UI(W,X),V1(W,X)) is some measurable selection from f(w,:r) with
u,(w,x) E V(w,x).
Moreover,

(ajar H = {9},92} or H = {91,lj4}, St2/L(w,x)' k = 1,2, charge .., pomt.., with
different orientation.
(bloT H = {91,93}, St21J(w,x)' k = 1,2, charges points with the same orientationj

(iii) NU) = 4: There are exactly four different ergod,e lifts dCS(Ti/",d by
the Dirac measures
St21L7w,x) =

OgknO(W,X),

k

= 1, ... ,4,

where no(w,x) = (uo(w,x),vo(w,x)) is an invariant mcasnra!Jic ,.,election from f(w, x) wilh uo(w, x) E V(w, x), i. e. SI''!'(t, w, x)no(w, x) =
no(e,(w, x)).
Proof. The same reasoning as in Remark 6.2.2 givc!') the existencc of an
ergodic lift v of" f(w,x) to n x St2M. By Lemma 6.5.6(ii) all elements of the
set {911 }9EG are also lifts. The set of 9 E G for which gv = v is obviously a
subgroup H of G.
Now the following possibilities aril'le:
(i) NU) = 1: H = G: Take some measurable selection n(w, .e) from
f(w, x) and write
4

lI(w,x)

= Lai(W, X)9i On(w,x) ,

4

0 S O'i(W,X)

s 1,

i=l

Lai(W,X) = I.
i=l

Equating weights in 9211 = II yields 0:'1 = 0'2 and 0:'3 = 04 IHl.S., while
equating weights in 9311 = II gives a1 = 0:3, hence ai(w,x) =~.
(ii) NU) = 2: H = Hi = {gl, g;}, i = 2,3,4: To fix idea." consider
H = H2 (the other cases arc similar). Put VI := II and 112 := 9311 = 94V i- v.
These two measures are ergodic, hence singular, so that there arc l'lubsets
rk(W,X) in the 4-point fibre over f(w,x) for which v(w.x)(rdW,.T)) = "ik.
Now take a measurable selection nl(w,x} E r1(w,x) such that 1tl(W,:C) E
V(w, x). Since 92rl = r l , 93rl = 94r1 = r 2, vI has the form

(G.G.17)
Applying 92 to both sides of (6.5.17) gives

al

= "2 =

~. As a result.,
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1

=

1
2(On,

+ g20n,),

V

2

=

1
2(g30n,
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+ g4 0n,).

(iii) NU) = 4: H = lid}: The four ergodic measures Vi . - 9W, i
1, ... ,4, are all different, hence singular. Their support Ti = {nil is thus
one-point, and vi = Og,nt' In particular, St2rp(t,w,x)ni(w,x) = ni(et(W,x))
for i = 1, ... ,4.

0

With this lemma, we have determined all possible lifts of the Dirac measure
supported by the canonical flag f = f<, := (Ei C Pij), Pij := span(Ei' E j ),
from the flag bundle F 1 •2M to the Stiefel bundle St2M.
On the other hand, Iij projects to the canonical invariant plane Pij E
a2 M. Applying the usual argument, the possible lifts of the corresponding
M are either
Dirac measure to
(1) one measure ~(op+ + 0p-)' or

ct

'J

'J

(2) two Dirac measures on PD and Pij, respectively.
M (the projection
Finally, on the principal SO(2, IR)-bundle St 2M --+
identifies all frames of the same orientation),
- cllses (i) and (ii)(a) of Lemma 6.5.7 on St2M project to case (1) on
aiM, while
- cases (ii)(b) and (iii) project to case (2).

at

6.5.8 Proposition (Rotation Number of Invariant Measure). Let <p
be the local C 1 RDS on M generated by the RDE (6.5.12). Let I-' be an
ergodic <p-invariant measure satisfying the integrability condition {6.5.16}.
Assume that rp under Ii has simple Lyapunov spectrum.
Then (V f(), -) E L' (St21-') for any lift St21-' of I-' from Jl x M to Jl x
St 2l'vf., i. e. the rotation number of St2f.J"

is finite.
More specifically, consider the N ij := N(hj) measures St2J.t~j constructed
in Lemma 6.5.7 from the canonical frame Iij = (Ei C Pij). Then we have
{i} for N ij = 1, p(St2I-'i)) = 0,
{ii)(a} for N ij = 2 and case {a}, p(St2I-'Tj) = 0 for k = 1,2,
{ii)(b} for N i, = 2 and case (by, p(St2/";j) = -p(St21-':j),
{iii} for N ij = 4, p(St21-';j) = p(St21-'[j) = -p(St21-':j) = -p(St2I-'tj )·
Proof. The integrability assertion follows from I(Vfu,v)l:S
(i) We have

IIVfll E Ll(I-').

p( St21'ij) =

~

{

«Vfn,v)

+ (Vf(-u),v) + (Vf(-u),-v) + (Vfu,-v))dl-'

JUXM

which va.nishes since (u, v) t---+ ('\1 Iu, v) is bilinear.
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(ii) and (iii) arc also simple consequences of bilincarity.

[l

Rotation Numbers for Canonical Planes
As a first step towards an MET for rota.tion
rotation numbers exist for canonical planes
Pij(W,X) :=span(Ei(w,x),E)(w,.~)),

IlI1IIlbcr~

we now proW' that

i <j, 1<: i,j <: d.

However, the MET does not supply these plam~s with a canonical fraruc
(or orientation). We hence start by measurably selecting an arbitrary frame
11ij = (u, v) E tr-1(Pij) from Pij. To determine to which invariant measure
on St2M the orbit St2'P(t)nij is attracted, we constrnct a. canonical fralllc
iiij = (fi,ii) in Pij from nij = (u,v) as follows:
If Projij : Pij ----+ Ei denotes projection onto Ei along E j , take

ftij = (it, '1) :=1- (proji)(U), v).
We can assume without loss of generality that Projij(U) i- 0, otherwise we
use (-v, u) to start with. Note that since U E E i , iii) is a selection from the
flag !ij, i. e. it is one of the four (canonical) frames selected from hj in the
way used in Lemma 6.5.6, and nij and iiij give Pij the same orientation.

6.5.9 Theorem (Rotation Numbers for Canonical Planes). Let the
RDE Xt = f(Otw, Xt) on a Riemannian manifold M with d = dim AI ~ 2
satisfy the assumptions of Theorem 2.2.14 and denote by 'I' the local C l
RDS generated by it. Let {L be an ergodic r.p-invariant rneasur'c which satisfies IIV fll E £1(1'), implying the validity of the IC of the MET. Assume
that the RDS 'I' under I' has simple Lyapunov spect",m.
Then each canonical plane Pij = span(Ei, E j }, 1 :S i < j :S d, oriented
with an arbitrary frame nij, has a rotation number P(Pl J ) = Pi), the absolute
value of which is a fixed non-random number which is Uni(J1Lcly ddc71nined
by the unoriented Pij and the sign of which is uniquely dete77nined by Ow
orientation.
More specifically, Pij is determined as follows: Let I., = (Ei CPu) be the
corresponding canonical flag and let N ij = 1,2,4 be the number of ways it
can be lifted to an invariant measure on St2M.
(i) If N ij = 1, or if N ij = 2, but the mca8ures charyc frnmcti with different
orientation, then Pij = 0 irrespectivc of any orientation.
(ii) If N ij = 2, but the measures charge frames with the same or-lcuiaJiou,
or if Nij = 4, then
Pi,(W,X) = {
where

p(St,p,L),
-p(St,!";)),

(w, x) E Ai"
(w, x) rt A,),

6.5 Rotation Numbers

{(w,x): nij(W,X) E SUppSt2!';j},
{(W,X): ni,(W,X) E SUppSt 2!'), USUppSt2!'~,},
and 7!tj is the canonical fmrne associated with
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N ij = 2,
N ij =4,

nij.

Proof. If nij(w,x) = ft 1 j(w,x), then nij(w,x) E suppSh/.L~j,(w,x) for some
me(l:;ure, hence by the ergodic theorem

p"

~

lim
T-+=

~

r (\I f(8,(w, x))u(t), v(t))dt ~ r
T

T Jo

exists.
If ni,(w,x)
n,,(t):~

(\I fu, V)d(St2!,:j)

J nxSt2M

i' ni,(w,x), we prove that, with ni,(t)
(il(t),ii(t)),
lim -1
T

T-+oo

~

iT

:~

(u(t),v(t)) and

(\I f(8,(w, x))u(t), v(t))dt

(6.5.18)

,0

1
lim -T

T-+oo

loT (\If(8 t (w,x))u(t),v(t))dt.
0

We have

\(\1 fu, v) - (\I fu, v)\

<: 11\1 fll(d(u, u) + d(v, v))
211\1 fll d(u, u),

the lattcr being true because for two orthonormal frames (u, v) and (u, i/) in
the same plane, d(v, i/) = d(u, 1L),
I3y Lemma 6.5.1O(i) following this proof,

lim
t-+=

~ logd(u(t),u(t)) ~
t

{ A, - Ai < 0,
-00,

so that part (ii) of Lemma 6.5.10 gives the equality (6.5.18).
The remaining assertion:5 immediately follow from Lemma 6.5.7 and
Proposition 6.5.8,
0
To prepare the lemma needed in the above proof, we come back to the RDE
(6.5.12) for >p and (6.5.13), respectively (6.5.14), for T>p.
By the rcalnoise version of the titatements preceding Theorem 6.4.3, using
polar coordinates in TOM = UXEMT~M) (6,5.13) turns into the equivalent
coupled RDE
St ~ Sf(8 t (w,x),St)
(6.5.19)
for the angular part, where Sf is the vector field on S M induced by T f on

T M, equivalently
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(G.o.20)

and

r, =

(Vf(B,(w,x))s"s,),',

(G.G.21)

for the radial part. The RDE (6.5.19) generates an RDS S'P on SM ove, B.
Inserting Sip into (6.5.21) and solving it gives the Lyapunov exponellt of
v E r;:M as a time average (writing s =
and s(t) = S'P(t).,),

lRr

liT

>.(w,x,v) = lim -T
T..--+oo

0

(Vf(B,(w,x))s(t),s(t))t1t.

(6.5.22)

6.5.10 Lemma. Let'P be genemted by {6.5.12} and let I' be an e,yodu; 'P'
invariant measure for which {6.5.16}, hence the MET, holds, with correspond·
ing e·invariant set .d of full" measure. Let for (w, x) E .d, 0 fc 1I(w. ].) =
(j)r~IVi(W,X) E TxM = (j)f~IE,(w,x) and define

i o ;= min{i 2: 1;

Vi

fc

Of,

io;= mill{i > io; 11, fc O}

P + 1 if the latter set is empty).
(i) If des, s) = lis - 811 = distance in TxM and If we wrif.c s
s'o = II~::II' set) = 8'P(t)s and Sio(t) = S'P(t)s,oo then for (w,.];) E.d

(jo

;=

(iii If f;

n x SM -> IR

is such that

If(w, x, s) - few, x, 8)1 :S L(w, x) des, s)

with L

E

L 1 (,,),

and if for some lift S" of"
1

lim -T

T-too

fT f(e,(w,x),s'o(t))dt

io

=

f

fdS"

inxsAf

S".a.s.,

then also

1 T
lim -T
f(e,(w, x), s(t))dt =
f d SI'
T-too io
jnxsM

r

r

8,,·a.s.

Proof. (i) Since

d (S,sio ) =
where

4(S,Sio)

II S-Sio II

=2

is the angle between sand

·

SIll

I

Sio.

«(S,s,o)1
2

'

and since

· (
)1 Ilv/\vi,,11
IS1l1«
s, sin = IIv111l1l,,, \I '
the statement follows immediately from (the obvious manifold version of)
Corollary 5.3.7.
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(ii) By
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as~umptioIl,

I+.{

(J(B,(w, :r), 8(t)) - !(B,(w, x), S,,(t))dtl

~

<::

(T L(B,(w,x))d(s(t),s,,(t))dt.

T 10

(6.5.23)

By (i) t.here is, for any € > 0, a To(w, x) < 00 such that d(s(t), 8,,(t)) <:: 0/4c
for all t::> To, where c = fnxM L(w,x)dp, < 00. Thus for T::> To
1
T

-

],T L(e,(w,x))d(8(t),S'o(t))dt <:: --Tl],T L(e,(w,x))dt.
0

4c

To

By t.he ergodic theorem,
which

+I:!' Ldt

--t C

l],T Ldt<::2c

T

To

J.L-a.s., so there is a T1(w,x) <

00

for

for all T::> T,.

T,

Finally, choose T 2(w,x) <

-1

T

iT'
0

00

such that for all T 2: T2

0
L(e,(w, x))d(s(t), s,,(t))dt < -.

2

This makes the right-hand side of (6.5.23) less than 0 for all T::> max(T, , T2).
o

Rotation Numbers for Arbitrary Planes
Our final ~teps towards an MET for rotation numbers are now (i) to prove
the existence of the rotation number for an arbitrary plane, and (ii) to show
that this rotation number is a random variable whose possible values are just
the canonical rotation numbers Pij.
Let now p = p(x) E G 2 (Tx M) be an arbitrary plane. We will determine
the "strongest" of the canonical planes Pij(W,X) in TxM such that P "has a
component in direction of Pij" .
Let, as usual, v = EB1=lVi E TxM = EBf=lEi(w,x) be the decomposition
of a vector according to the Oseledets splitting. Introduce the subspaces
d

F,(w,x)

:=

LEj(w,x),

Fd +,:= {O}.

We define the following indices for P E G 2 (Tx M}:

io(w,x,p):= min{i: there exists v E P with Vi -I- O},
= i1(w,x,p}:= min{i > io: there exists v E P with Vi -I- O},

io =
il
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i, =

i,(w, x, p) :=

min{i > io : vt i- 0 for ~ome V E]I with
{ d + I, if above set is empty,

jo =

jo(w,X,p):=

min{i: there exists v E pn F io + 1 with

it(w,x,p):=

min{i > jo: Clv E pn F,,,+I with v,
{ d + I, if above set is ctllpty.

it

=

i

Vi

{lIn

i- O},

I=- O},

O},

We have

1 ~ io < it S)o <]1 :S d + 1,

and

2:S it :S i2 :S d + 1.

The next three lemmas are analogues of Lemma 6.5.10
St2M I respectively.

Ull

G'}.AI, FI,2111 awl

6.5.11 Lemma. The orbits p(t) := G''P(t)p and p,,,),,(t}:= G,'P(t)p,,,),, s(d.·
isfy

.. (t)) = { rnax(A"
- A,,,,
A), - A),,} < 0,
· ~ 1og d( p (t) ,PtOJo
I1m
\
\
0

it < )0,
it = )0.
(6.5.24)
where d(p"p,) is the distance of the two planes PI, p, E TxAf considcH:d as
t-+oo

t

Ail -

Ajo

< ,

elements of the projective space P(I\'TxM).
Proof. We represent a plane p = span(u, v) as the clement in p(A2T.r.Af)
corresponding to u A v E J\ 2Tr;M. The Ol:ieledets splitting in /\2TAI is given
by $i,jEi A E j (see the manifold version of Theorem 5.3.1). The relative
position of p to this splitting is described by our inclice~ a.."l

where Uio E
Hence

EiO! uit

E Eil! il E F il + 11 Vjo E EjO!

p = Uio A Vjo + Uio A vjJ +

Uil

V)I

E Ejl and

fj

E

F)I+l.

A Vjo + .. ' ,

where ... represents an element whose exponential growth rate is strictly
smaller than min(Aio +Ajl1 Ail +Ajo)· The strongest component of pis UinAvjll·
For the second strongest component, we have to distinguiKh the following
cases;
(i) i l < jo: Then either (a) Ail +Ajo 2: AilJ+AjJ, or (b) Ail +Ajo < Ai o +AjJ.
In case (a), Lemma 6.5.10 (applied to I\'TM) yields

lim

t ...... co

~t logd(p(t),p'ojo(t))

In case (b), again by Lemma 6.5.10,

. 1
hm -Iogd(p(t),p,,,jo(t)) = Aj, - Aj" = max(Ai' - A'o,A" - Aj,,} < O.

t ...... oo

t

.

(ii) i l = )0: Now
Uio

A

vjJ;

thus

Uil

A Vjo = 0, so that the second strongc~t cOlnponent is
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lim -logd(p(t},Pi,,),,(t}} = Aio + A), - (Ai"

t-+oo

t.

+ Ajo) =
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Aj, - Ajo <

o.
o

We HOW look at frames inside the planes and study their exponential convergence. Let n = (u, v) be a frame in p. Assume without loss of generality that
fi,1o := projiou -I O. Let v be the only unit vector in p n F jo +1 such that (ti, v)
and (iLio'V) have the same orientation, put Vjo:= projjov and

Note that 7tiojo is one of our standard frames in Piojo since Uio E Eio and n
and niuju have the same orientation.
As an intermediate Htep, we consider thc orbits of

f := (V C p) = (span(u) C p),

fi O ),,:= (Eio C pio)o)'

ulldcr F 1 ,2tp in F1,2N1.

6.5.12 Lemma. The orbits f(t):=F1,2'P(t)f and fiojo(t):=F1,2'P(t)J;ojo satisfy
. 1
hm -logd(J(t), f."o(t)) = rnax(A" - Ai", Aj, - Aio) < 0,

t-HXJ

t

(6.5.25)

wher'c

with d 1 the distance in P(TxM) and d2 the distance in p(/\2TxM).
Proof. By definition, it :S i 2 • We have to distinguish two cases:
(i) i2 :S jo: Then it = i 2 · Indeed, in this case V C Eio + Fi2 . Since
P n F io + 1 C Fju and P is spanned by V and P n F io + 1 , it follows that p C
E tu + Fi2 · Thus it 2: i 2 , so it = i 2 .
I3y Lemma 6.5.10,
. 1
hm -logd1(V(t),Eio(t))

t-+oo

t

= Ai,

- Aio = Ai, - Aio'

This and Lemma 6.5.11 give the result.
(ii) i2 > jo: Then i l = jo· In fact, V C Eio + Fi2 c Bio + Fjo' Since
p n F io + l C Fj{), it follows that P C Eio + Fjo; hence it 2: )0 and finally
it = jo. The result follows again by combining Lemma 6.5.10 for d 1 and
Lemma 6.5.11 for d2 ·
0
The final step now consists of lifting this result from F1,2M to St2M.

6.5.13 Lemma. The orbits n(t):=St2'P(t)n and nio)0(t):=St2'P(t)nioio satisfy
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lim

t-+oo

~t logd(n(t),n'oJ,,(t)) =

rnax(A., - A.",A). - A),,) < 0,

(6.5.26)

where d(n" nz) = d(f" fz)·

Proof. By Lemma 6.5.11, d(f(t), f',,;o(t)) is small for large t. For every sllch
t, there exists an open subset Ut of F1,zAtJ that trivializes thc bundle 1r
StzM -+ F"zM and such that f(t), h'J,,(t) E U,. Let \1S check that nU) awl
nioio(t) are in the same component of 1T- 1 (Ut ).
For large t, d1(V(t),Eio(t» is small and, moreover, by our choice ofnio.
d(u(t). u.,(t)) is small in T~("w,x)M. This implies that n(t) is either in the
component which contains niOJo(t) = (Uio(t),Vjo(t)) or ill the cOIllponcnt
which contains (Uio(t), ~Vjo (t»). Howevcr, by our choice of v, and since orieutation is unaltered by projection and orthonorma.lization, the first possibility
is true. Thus, for large t,
d( n( t), n,O)o (t)) = d(f( t), f'''J'' (t)),

and the w;sertion follows from Lemma 6.5.11.

D

We are finally in a position to derive the main result of this .subsection.
6.5.14 Theorem (MET for Rotation Numbers, Real Noise Case).
Let the RDE X, = f(O,w, x,) on a Riemannian manifold M with d = dim AI ~
2 satisfy the assumptions of Theorem 2.2.14 and denote by 'P the local C'
RDS generated by it. Let J1- be an ergodic ip-invariant measure which satisfies
11\7fll E L' (1"), implying the validity of the IC of the MET. Assume that the
RDS ip under J1- has simple Lyapunov spectrum.
Then (\7 f(-)·,') E L' (StZl") for any lift Stzl" of I" from [Ix AI to fl xStzAI
and there exists a e-invariant set c fl x M oj JlLll Jt meaSlLn; such thnt on
for any plane p E
M the rotation number oj P,

Gt

r

1
p(p) = lim -T
T-tOCl

r

iT (\7
0

f(e,(·))u(t), v(t))dt ,

(G.5.27)

exists. Here n(t) = (u(t), v(t)) = Stz'P(t)n with an aTbitmT.'! n E "-'(1').
The quantity p{-) is a random variable on [I x
AI which take .. on
only finitely many values, namely the d(d - 1)/2 rotation number.. Pi) of the
(properly oriented) canonical planes p.; = span(E" E J ) for I :0 i < .i :0 tl
determined in Theorem 6.5.9.
More precisely,
p(p) = PioJ!!'

Gi

where Pioio is the rotation number for PloJo' the "stmngest" canonicnl plauf
IIcontained" in p and oriented by nioio.

r

Proof. Let be the subset of the validity of the MET for which the ergodic
theorem on n x StzM for any lift StZJL hol(h;. The only :-;tatcmcnt. which
needs to be proved is that

tL5 Rotation Numbers

iT

lim -1
T---+oo

T

0

(V' !(e,(w, x))u(t), v(t))dt

1
lim -T

T ...... oo
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iT
0

(V' !(e,(w, x))u,,(t), vi, (t))dt.

But this follows from Lemma 6.5.10 since

I«V' flu, v)

-

«V' flu"" vi,) I s:: IIV' III (d( u, u,,) + d( v, vi,,))

and, for large t and a certain constant c, by Lemma 6.5.13,

d(u(t), u,,,(t))

+ d(v(t),v,,, (t)) s:: cd(n(t), n,,,,,, (t))

-+ 0 exponentially fast.

o
Theorem 6.5.14 tells us that the rotation numbers Pij of the canonical planes
= span(Ei' E j ) are the basic ones and that any other plane p has a rotation
number pep) that picks the value Pi) whenever p has Pij as its "strongest"
component. We thus have exactly the same situation as for the Lyapunov
exponents of tangent vectors in the classical MET. Also note the striking
similarity between (6.5.22) and (6.5.27).
Also, the rotation number p(p) for an oriented plane p E G~ M is uniquely
determined, while for an unoriented plane it is only determined up to its sign.

Pij

Particular cases:
(i) Our results apply also to the deterministic situation Xt = f(xd, where
tt is a measure invariant under the local flow r.p(t) generated by f on M.
There is, however, in general no simplification.
(ii) If ;t(dx,dw) = ox,(dx)l"(dw) (i.e. Xo is a nonrandom fixed point of
few, .)), we can restrict our considerations to the tangent space TxoM ~ ]Rd,
and thus to G 2 (lR d ), F 1 •2 (lR d ) and St2(lR d ). In this case vet) = T<p(t,w,xo)v
satbfies

lit = A(Otw)vt,

A(w):=

&/~ x) Ix~xo

(iii) For d = 2, there exists a unique rotation number Pl2 for t.p and Jl.
The particular Crule I,(dx, dw) = tlx,(dx)ll'(dw) leads back to the concept of
rotation numbers for linear systems in JR2 by which we started our discussion
in Subsect. 6.5.1. Choosing the standard frame n = (el' e2) in JR2 and an
invariant mC3.'iure 1-'1 on 8 1 realizing .AI, p(JR 2) = P12 = E"l (A(·)u,v).

6.5.15 Remark (Lyapunov Spectrum not Simple). At this moment,
we are not able to prove the existence of rotation numbers for a situation
where the Lyapunov spectrum is not simple. This is due to the lack of knowledge about the dynamics of the cocycle Tc.p inside a higher-dimensional Oseledets space E i . As Example 6.5.4 shows, there can be continuously many
different rotation numbers in one Oseledets space.
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The assumption of simple spectrum iH, however, "generically trut''' for
"truly random" situations as noise tends to split multipliciticH. Evidence for
this claim has been found in many situations, see, c. g. Arnold and Nguyen
Dinh Cong [30] for products of random matrices and Remark 6.2.15.
•

6.5.3 Rotation Numbers for SDE
With the preparations of Subsect. 6.5.1 and with the real noise case of Suhsect. 6.5.2 in mind, the concept of rotation numher ill the white noise Ca.o.;e
should now be rather evident. For more details, examples and dil-iCIll-isiolll-i seC'
Ruffino [296, 297J and Arnold and Imkeller [20J.
We restrict ourselves to the linear ca.o.;c since it already revea.ls t.he necessary modifications of the real noise concept.
Let
no

m

dXt = Aoxtdt +

L AjXt

0

L AjXt

dW/ ::::0:

j=l

0

(6.5.28)

dlV/

j=O

be a linear SDE in IRd with d 2: 2, generating the linear ROS CPo Then the
RDS 8t,p induced on the Stiefel manifold 8t,(d) of orthonormal 2-fralJles
n = (u, v) is generated by the SDE
m

dnt = ~ A.,(nt)

0

(6.5.29)

dW!,

j=O

where the lift A.j(n) to 8t,(d) of the linear vector field A,x inl!l." is explicitly
given by the d x 2 matrix
A.j(u, v) = (A,u - (Aju, u)u, Ajv - (Ajv, v)v - «A,u, v)

+ (A j ", u))u).
(6.5.30)

The SDE for

Ut

and

Vt

are hence, respectively,
m

dUt = ~(A,ut - (A,Ut,Ut)Utl odWl,

(6.5.31)

j=O
m

dVt = ~(Ajvt - (Ajvt,vt)Vt - «A,Ut,Vtl

+ (A,VtoUt))Ut) odW(.

(6.5.32)

j=O

If nt = ntgt, where fit is the parallel
C?S at
( Slnat

-

trn.l1~portcd

initial fraIlll'

1/.,

and gt

sin at ) E 80(2 IR) then
cos at
'
,
on

dat

= (odUt,vt) = v; odUt =

~(A,Ut,Vt) odW;,
i=O

and we naturally arrive at the following definition of t.he rotation mllnhcr of
the oriented 2-plane p E Gj (d) under P:

6.5 Rotation Numbers
T

m

p(p):= lim.!:. { (adu"v,) = lim
T-HXJ T
T-+co

10

L -T1 10{
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T

(A]u"v,) adWl,

(6.5.33)

.
)=0

provided the stochastic integrals in (6.5.33) make sense and the limit exists.
We again have the statements of Proposition 6.5.3 since od{Utt Vt} =
(adu" v,) + (u" adv,).
It is more difficult to assure the existence of the rotation number in the
SDE case because of the following technical problem which we already encountered in Subsect. 6.2.2: If we mimic the procedure in Subsect. 6.5.2 leading to the MET for rotation numbers, we have to solve the SDE (6.5.29)
for random initial values, e. g. nij chosen in Pij = span(Ei! E j ), which are
ill general not :F- -measurable. This calls for the use of anticipative calculus.
We quote the main result of work (see [20]) which is still in progress.

6.5.16 Theorem (MET for Rotation Numbers, Linear White Noise
Case). Consider the linear SDE {6.5.28} and assume that the smallest closed
subgroup ofGI(d, JR) generated by the matrices Ao, .. . , Am is equal to Sl(d, JR)
or Gl+(d, JR). Then:
{i} The Lyapunov spectrum of <P is simple. The distributions of the forward
flag, the backward flag and of the Oseledets spaces (E), ... , Ed) have C=
densities with respect to the canonical Riemannian volume of the respective
state spaces.
(ii) The rotation numbers P(Pij) = Pij of the canonical planes Pij :=
span(Ei! E j }, 1 ~ i < j::; d, oriented by some nij, exist and are given by
Pi] = (

(R(u,v)

+ D(u,v))d(St2/Lij),

1uxSt<].(d)

where St 2 J.'ij is a certain lift of the invariant Dirac measure in fij := (Ei C
Pi]) from F),2(d) to St,(d),
1

R(u,1I) := (ADu, v)

Rj(u, v)

+2

f;
m

Rj(u, v),

(Aju, A]v) - (Aju, v)(A]v, v) - (Aju, u)(Ajv, u)
-2(A]u, u) (A]u, v),

+ (A;u, v)
(6.5.34)

and D( 1L, v) is an additional Straton01rich-Skorokhod correction term.
(iii) The mtation number p(p) for every plane p E Gi(d) exists, and
p(.) is a random variable on [} x Gt(d) which takes on the values Pij' More
specifically,
p(p) = Pi,j"
whe1,€ io and)o are determined as in Theorem 6.5.14.
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(iv) In particular,
PI2

=

r

R(IL, V)d(St2IJ),

lSt'l{d)

where St 2 v is the marginal of the :F- -measurable invariant mr.a8urr. 8t 2 1l'12
from (ii).
Further, for each deterministic plane p E cj (d)

p(p) =

ll'-a. s.

Pl2

(v) In dimension d = 2 the unique rotation number of JR.2 with canonical
orientation is given by

P= r

((AOU'V)

+

lSI

~ I=(A)u,v)((Ajv,v) -

(A)U'U))) dV(u),

j=l

where v is a solution of the Fokker-Planck equation on 8 1 and v = (-U2' Ul).
Proof_ We will only sketch the very technical proof and refer to [20] for
details.
(i) For the simplicity of the spectrum see Remark 6.2.15. The existence
of the densities was proved by Imkeller [179].
(ii) Hard work using Malliavin calculus is needed to prove the existence
of P(Pij) and an explicit form of the correction term D(u., v).
If, however, n is:F--measurable (e. g. constant), then (AjUt. Vt) is a semimartingale, and
rT(Ajut,v,)odWl = rT(Aju"v,)dWI

10

10

+~

T
r

210

Rj(u"v,)dt,

where the Stratonovich-It6 correction term can be calculated by Htandard
methods to be equal to (6.5.34).
Taking time averages, the Ito integral cancels due to the following
lemma (for a proof see e. g. Liptser [243: Theorem 1]) applied to M,
f~ (Aju", v,,}dWl·
6.5.17 Lemma. Let M be a local square integrable martingale. Then

r= d(M),

10

(1

+ t)2 < 00

. M,
hm - = 0 IP'-a. s.

'*

t-too

t

For an :F--measurable n = (u,v) E 7r- 1 (p) we arrive at

liT

p(p) = lim -T
T-too

(existence provided).

0

R(u" v,) dt

(6.5.35)
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(iii) The difficult part of the proof is to carryover Lemma 6.5.10 to time
averages of anticipative Stratonovich integrals.
(iv) Since 1'12 is F- -mea..'iurable, the correction term D(u, v) vanishes and
we can u"c (6.5.35) and the ergodic theorem.
Further, due to the existence of densities (see (i)) for each fixed p, io(P) = 1
and jo(p) = 211'-a.s., hence p(p) = P12 II'-a.s.
(v) For d = 2 further terms in R(u, v) vanish, as can be easily checked.
Since by our a..')sumptions the hypoellipticity condition 6.2.25 is valid, the
Fokker-Planck equation on 8 1 either has a unique solution v, or has exactly
0
two symmetric solutions which give the same average.

Part III

Smooth Random Dynamical Systems

TW.L~

Chapter 7. Invariant Manifolds

Summary
Thi~ longest and technically most complicated chapter of the book is devoted
to the theory of invariant manifolds of RDS. OUf aim is to give an up-to-date
picture which is as complete and as reliable as possible.
For the whole chapter we usc a "dynamical" method which today is widely
used in the deterministic case and was carried over to RDS by Wanner [340].

The idea is to work with a scale of Banach spaces of orbits with certain
exponential growth rates by which invariant manifolds can be characterized.

The advantage of this method is (besides yielding global invariant manifolds
and their regularity) that it also gives the Hartman-Grobman theorem for
RDS, thus technically unifying the whole chapter.
After explaining the problem (Sect. 7.1) and doing various preparations

to simplify the main work (Sect. 7.2), the long Sect. 7.3 is devoted to the
construction of global invariant manifolds (Theorem 7.3.1 for unstable man-

ifolds, Thcorem 7.3.10 for stable manifolds and Theorems 7.3.14 and 7.3.17
for center manifolds). The moral of the two key technical lemmas 7.3.3 and
7.3.6 is that all one has to do is solving affine difference equations by the
variation of cOllstants formula.
The outcome of these constructions are invariant manifolds which are just
Lipschitz-continuous no matter how smooth the RDS under consideration is.
We will improve the regularity by playing with the parameters in the scale

of Banach spaces. To accomplish e. g. C k stable manifolds for a C k RDS one
has to place two parameters a < b into the gap between the two Lyapunov
exponents at which the spectrum is split such that also ka < b - which
for k > 1 is not always possible and is the origin of the "gap conditions"

(Theorem 7.3.19).
In Sect. 7.4 we complete the picture by showing that the splitting of the
Lyapllllov spectrum between any two exponents yields foliations of invariant manifolds (Theorem 7.4.1). These can be used as nonlinear coordinates
to topologically decouple the nonlinear RDS into blocks according to the
(linear) splitting of the MET (Theorem 7.4.4). There is just one more step
to (topologically) linearize all blocks having non-zero Lyapunov exponents
(Hartman-Grobman Theorem 7.4.12).
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Due to very restrictive conditions, global invariant manifolds rarely exist. In contrast, local invariant manifolds Ilsually do exist (Thcon~1ll 7.il.G),
and some can be dynamically characterized and cxtcnded to )!;lobal objects
(Theorem 7.5.13).
We hope that after all thiD the rcad{~r will enjoy stlHiyillg" til(' ('xalllpies ill
Sect. 7.6.

7.1 The Problem of Invariant Manifolds
Suppose cp is a C k RDS, k 2: 1, with two-sided time 011 a d-dinH'llsiullill
Riemannian manifold M. Let IL be an ergodic invariant mea.<.;ure of cp
such that Tcp satisfies the IC of the MET. Consider the Lyapullov spectrum S(CP,I1) = {(.Ai,d i )i=l, ... ,p} of cp under 11 a.nd the invariant splitting
TxM = E8f=lEi(w,x), where (w,x) is from the inva.riant set.1
x AI of
"good" points, which has full J.L measUre.
Now choose 0 i- A c {.Al, ... ,.Ap } and consider

en

EA(w,x):= EIld,EAEi(w,x) C TxAf.
This is a subbundle of TM of dimension dA := Ei:A,E/1 til which is invariant
under Tcp,
T<p(t,w,x)EA(W.X) = EA(e(t)(W,x)).
where e(t)(w,x) = (9(t)w.<p(t.w)x) is the corresponding skew product How.
The problem of invariant manifolds consists of "bending EA down" froIll
T M to the manifold M, that is, of "finding nonlinear analogues" of EA. More
precisely: We seek (local) C k submanifolds MA(W. x) with x E AfA(w, x) with
the following properties:
(i) Local closeness of MA and EA: TxMA(w,x) = EA(W.X).
(ii) Invariance under '1': <p(t,w)MA(w,x) = MA(e(t)(W, x)) (locally).
(iii) Dynamical characterization: We aim at characterizing the points y E
MA(W, x) by the exponential growth rate of d(<p(t, w)y. <p(t, w)x) as t -+ ±oo,
where this rate should be related to the Lyapunov exponents of of tangent
vectors v under Tcp collected in A. See Fig. 7.I.
The invariant manifolds arc of utmost importance for the study of the
dynamical behavior of cp. For example, they allow us to reduce an flUS to
a lower-dimensional manifold to study stability. Since we try to obtain the
nonlinear object MA from the linear object E A , invariant. manifold theory is
part of what is called local theory.

Particular cases:
(i) If A consists of all negative, vanishing, pm;itivc, lIoll-positive or

IlOll-

negative Lyapunov exponents, we obtain the random versions of the following
five "classical" invariant manifolds: the stable, center, um;tablc, center-stable,
and center-unstable manifold, denoted respectively by !lIs, AI..." Afll , Ales,
Mcu. We also call the random versions of these manifolds ciassi,ml sta.ble
manifold, classical center manifold, etc.

7.1 The Problem of Invariant Manifolds
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EA(8,(w,x)) = T",(t,w,x)EA(w,x)
CT",,(t,w)x M

8,(w,x)

Ah(w,x)

c M

Fig. 7.1. Invariant manifold MA(W,X) tangent to E;\(w,x)

(ii) If A is any interval from the spectrum, i. e. if for some 1 :S i :S j :S p,
At) = {Ai> ... > Aj}, then Eij = Eek;>";:::>'k~>'J Ek and Mij tangent to Eij
is called the center manifold. For i = 1, we obtain the unstable manifold
!v!l). For j = p, we obtain the stable manifold M ip and fqr i = j, we obtain
the Oseledets manifold !vIi tangent to the Oseledets space E i . The invariant
manifold MlP(w, x) has dimension d and will be a random neighborhood
of x, possibly equal to M. We sometimes add the attribute generalized to
distinguish these manifolds from their classical versions.
(iii) We could select more general subsets A from the spectrum of <p under

/" e.g. A = {A"A p } if p:> 3. However, it will in general not be possible to
obtain smooth (or even Lipschitz continuous) invariant manifolds tangent to
such an E A , as deterministic counterexamples show (see Aulbach and Wanner
[47: Sect. 7]). But see Remark 7.4.5.
Our program for this chapter is to construct the global and local center
manifolds Mij of a C k RDS 'P under an invariant measure J.t. We stress that
this construction is based on the information provided by the MET for T'P
and j.L, hence depends in particular crucially on J.t.
Invariant manifold theory for RDS based on the MET is an important part
of smooth ergodic theory. It was started in 1976 with the pioneering work of
Pesin [274, 275[. He constructed the classical stable and unstable manifolds of
a (deterministic) diffeomorphism on a compact Riemannian manifold preserving a measure which is absolutely continuous with respect to the Riemannian
volume. His technique to cope with the non-uniformity of the MET (random
norms, c-slowly varying functions) can be adapted to RDS and will also be
used by us. Ruelle [292] removed the smoothness condition on the measure
and generalized the con~tf1lction to Hilbert manifolds [293].
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Ruelle's work paved the way for the fin-;t da.':illicai stahle invariant. maTlifold theorem for RDS generated by an SDE on a compact manifold dill' to
Carverhill [89] (the invariant measure ill still restricted to a solut.ion of the
Fokker-Planck equation). Boxlcr [79] developed a classical cent('r 1I1Clilifold
theory for general RDS in IRd.
Dahlke [120, 121] was the fin;t to construct the center manifolds All) for a
discrete time RDS on a compact manifold, in particular, the invariant manifolds tangent to a single Oseledets space. A similar result for a dcterlllillistic
diffeomorphism was obtained by Pugh and Shub [282].
Wanner [339, 341, 340] constructed global (and local) center manifolds
by a method developed earlier by Aulbach and Wanller (see WalllH'r [338],
Aulbach and Wanner [46, 47]) for cOIllltructing inva.riallt subhumllcs of lIonalltonomous dynamical systems. We will adopt Wanner's techlliqnc here. The
drawback, however, of this method is that it only yields Lipschitz-contiImolls
manifolds even for C k RDS. In order to prove that the invariallt manifolds
are indeed C k (provided a gap condition holds if k ;::: 2), we carryover a
method developed by Vanderbauwhede and Van Gils [333] and Hilger [171[
(based on a contraction mapping theorem for a scale of Banach spaces) to the
random case. The same method was also used by Siegmund [317] to prove the
C k property of integral manifoldll for nonautonomom:i differential equations).
Classical stable and/or unstable manifolds for RDS ulldcr vuriOIlS cotl(litions and for various purposes were also constructed by I3rin and Kifer [82],
Gundlach [164] and Arnold and Kloeden [28]. A new method l"illg a ralldom fixed point theorem is used by SchmalfuB [311]. For an account of Pesin
theory see Katok and Strelcyn [201] (for the deterministic case) and Liu awl
Qian [244] (for the random case).
Let us mention some related work for nonautonomOlls dynamical systcms:
For skew product flows over a continuous DS on u compact space, a program
analogous to the above can be formulated, but now bascd on exponential
dichotomy and the Sacker-Sell spectral theory (see Remark 4.2.9) ill place of
the MET. Essential parts of such a program have been carricd out, see c. g.
Sell [316J for generalized center manifolds and Yi [348, 349] alld Chow alld Yi
[99] for the classical manifolds. However, due to the built-in continuity and
uniformity, constructions for skew-product flows are, though similar, teclmically simpler than those for RDS. See also Bronstein [83] and Colonius a.nd
Kliemann [105] for more nonautonomous constructions.

7.2 Reductions and Preparations
Our aim is to construct the invariant manifold AIA(w,x) a..-; a graph
EA(w,x) " y >-+ mA(w,y) E EA'(W,X) in the EA(W,X), EA,(w,x) coordinate system, where AC is the complement of A in thf' spectrum S(cp, 11.),
i.e. EAc(W,X) := EBi:)'i~AEi(W,X) (on a manifold N!, the graph descrihes
exp;:' MA(W, x».
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To facilitate the actual com;truction, we go through a ~cries of preparatory
:step:s to :simplify the :state :space, the invariant mea.sure J1. and the linearized
cocycle Ttp, and finally make certain standing assumptions on constants.

7.2.1 Reductions
Reduction of the State Space from M to IR d
Uy Nash's theorem, every smooth Riemannian manifold M of dimension d
can be isometrically embedded into lR. 2d + 1 (into IR2d if M is compact) endowed
with it.s standard Riemanuian structure. We hence have a mapping

g: (M, (-,.)) -+ N

:=

g(M) C (1R 2d +1 , (-, -)8)

which is an isometric diffeomorphism between M and N. In particular, N is
a.n embedded closed submanifold of lR. 2d+ 1 with

(It, v) = (Txg(u), Txg(v))s

for all x E M, u, v E TxM.

Now if 'P is a C k RDS on M with invariant measure J1. satisfying the Ie
of the MET, then 1/) := g('I') is a C k RDS on N = g(M) with invariant
measure v = g(JL), also satisfying the Ie. Moreover, the Lyapunov spectrum
is preserved under 9 (since IITgll = 1) and the Oseledets splitting of 1jJ is

Tg(E,).

It is well-known that every closed smooth submanifold N of IR 2d + 1 has a
tubular neighborhood

Uc(N)

:= UXEN{Y E

1R 2d + 1 :

lIy - xii < r(x)},

r: N -+ (0, (0),

where r is a smooth function. If N is compact, then r can be taken to be
constant. We want to construct an extension 1/J of 1/J from N to 1R2d +1 which is
trivial outside a tubular neighborhood Ur(N), i. e. 1/J(t,w)x = x, such that its
Oselcdets splitting at T q (x)1R 2d + 1 is Tg(Ei(w,x)), with the exception that the
(possibly trivial) Oscledcts space corresponding to the Lyapunov exponent 0
has to be augmented by the (d + I)-dimensional normal space T g1x)N. As a

result, 5(;j;, v) = 5('1',1') U {O}, where the (possibly zero) multiplicity of the
Lyapunov exponent 0 has to be increased by d + 1.
At present we only know how to do this extension for the case where N is
compact, time is continuous and 1/J has a generator, which we consider now.
For any x E IR 2d + 1 let p{x) be the nearest point in N such that the line
between x and p(x) is orthogonal to Tp(x)N. Let X: IR. ----+ IR+ be a Coo bump
function with X(O) = 1 and X(·) = 0 outside [-r, rl. If an RDS 1jJ on N is
generated by an RDE Xt = f(Btw, x,) or an SDE dx, = 2::;:0 f,(x,) 0dwl,
we extelld the generator from N to 1R.2d + 1 as follows: In the RDE case define

j(w,x):= x(lIp(x) - xll)f(w,p(x)),
and ill the SDE case define

x

E

1R 2d

+"
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ij(x):= x(lIp(x) - xll)f,(p(x)),

X

E lR 2d + 1 , j = 0, ... ,m.

The corresponding RDS ¢ has the same regularity a." 1jJ, it leaves Nand t.he
measure 1/ invariant and has the Lyapunov spectrum described above. For
details in the SDE case sec Carverhill [89: Pl'. 281 and 285].

Reduction of General Invariant Measure to Dirac Measure at 0
For RDS in JRd there is the following improvement of Lemma 1.4.8.

7.2.1 Lemma (Every Invariant Measure is Dirac at 0). Let r..p be a
C k RDS in JRd over the DB () with invariant measu.re /1.. Consider the following extension of 8: tl := [l X lRd ,
:= F 0 s, ii(t)w - 8(t)(w,J:),
Ii':= 1'. Then

:t

q;(t,w)v:= ",(t,w,x + v) - ",(t,w,x)
k
is a C RDB over iJ which haB invariant measu.re 60 .
Further, T", satisfies the Ie of the MET with respect to I' if and only
if Tq; does for lio, and S("" 1') = S(q;, liu), whzlc for the Oscledets splitting
E,(w, x) = x + E,(w, 0).
The simple proof is left as an exercise.
This lemma enables us to do the construction of the invariant manifolds at
a fixed point of our cocycle. This is without loss of generality. For, if we have
constructed the invariant manifold MA(W, 0) for (jJ at :c = 0, we can recover
the invariant manifold MA(w,x) for", at any "good" point (w,x) E L\ by
putting
MA(W,X) = xo(w) + MA(W, 0) = x + NIA(w, x, 0).
One easily checks that MA is rp-invariant if and only if AlA is (jJ-invariant.
The result is that we can assume that r..p is a C k RDS in IRd with 'P(t,w)O =
0, hence Dt.p(t,w,O) =: cp(t,w) i::; a linear cocycle over () and we can split 'P
at 0 into a linear cocycle and a nonlinear part,

",(t, w, x) = <I>(t, w)x + ",(t, w, x),

(7.2.1 )

where ",(t,w,x):= ",(t,w,x) - <I>(t,w)x consists of the terms of higher than
linear order, satisfies ",(t, w, 0) = 0, D",(t, w, 0) = and </)(0, w,:t) == 0.

°

Discretization of Time
As the main proofs will be done for discrete time only, we consider ill Sects.
7.3 to 7.5 in case of continuous time the embedded discrete t.ime cocycle

",(n, w, x) = <I>(n, w)x + ';,(n, w, x),

n

E

:1:,

(7.2.2)

where 1jJ(n,w,O) = 0 and D1jJ(n,w,O) = 0, and show that the discrete time
objects (invariant manifolds and foliations, decoupling and lincariziuR homeomorphisms) are indeed also the continnons time ones.
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,,(w):~

,,(1,w),

cocycle~
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'P and P are given by their time-one map-

A(w):~

P(l,w),

F(w,x):~

1j!(l,w,x),

(7.2.2) iH equivalcnt to the random difference equat.ion

x,,+,

~

,,(Bnw,x,,)

~

A(O"w)x"

where A: [) --> G/.(d,ll!.) , F(w,O)

+ F(O"w,x,,),

~

Xo ~ x,

() and DF(w,O)

~

nEZ,

(7.2.3)

o.

7.2.2 Preparations
Random Norms, BlockwDiagonalization of Linear Part
Wc a."isume throughout that the linear cocyclc P in (7.2.1) ~atisfies the IC of
the MET and that (without loss of generality) the MET holds on all of [)
without exceptional set.
Our next aim is the improvement of contraction and expansion properties
of P t.hrough the u~e of random norms (~ee Sect. 4.3) and it~ simplification
through the choice of an adapted bru:;i~.
Let Il!.d ~ Er(w) Ell ... Ell Ep(w) be the Oseledets splitting of P. Recall
that for a given con~tant K > 0, we can construct a new norm Ilxli . . ,w which
crucially improves the uniformity in the behavior of P because of

(7.2.4)
Dy choosing an adapted ba."iis (see Corollary 4.3.12) we define a coordinate
transformation P(w) such that

$(t,w) ~ P(O(t)w)P(t,w)P(w)-' ~ diag($,(t,w), ... ,$p(t,w))
is Lyapunov cohomologous to P and block-diagonal, where the blocks are
cocycles on Il!.d. with one-point spectrum {(Ai, di)}. Note that the cocycle $
is for continuolls time in general only measurable with respect to t. This is,
however, irrelevant at this stage as the cOIl~truction of random norms (which
requires continuity in t) is done on the original p.
The main advantage of fj, over P is that its Oseledets spaces are obviou~ly
detcrminiHtic, namely
E,(w) ~ {OJ x ... x {OJ X Il!.d. x {OJ x ... x (OJ C Il!."-

\Ve will tacitly use the identification Ei ~ JR.d; and 4>IE ~ 4>iIRd;.
The nonliuear cocycle (7.2.1) in the new coordinate~ is

<I'(t, w, :r) ~ $(t, w)x

+ ,j;(t, w, x).

Again, i.p is in general only merumrable with respect to t.

(7.2.5)
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The random coordinate transformation pew) illcinccs a ralldom

Ei

1101'111 Oil

~ IRd i via

(7.2.<;)
where

Ei

3

xi

= (0, ... ,0, x t , 0, ... , 0) ~ ;r 1 E lR d "

and P{w)-lXi E Ei{W), We extend this definition to IRd by taking the 1norm (which allows simpler estimates than the 2-llonn, bnt is related t.o it
by deterministic constants)
p

\lx\l~,w:=

L

Ilxill~,w'

:i;

= EDf=l:f:

j ,

J'!

d
E IR ,.

(7.2.7)

t=1

By Lemma 4.3.13, there is for each c > () an c-slowly varying raudolll variable
R,: fl-. [1,00) such that

Hence the norm [[ . 11~,w defined in JRd by (7.2.6) and (7.2.7) is in the same
relation to the standard norm 11 . II 3..<; the original random HorIll II . II" ,w: For
each c > 0 there exists an c-slowly varying random variable ere; : ft --+ [1, (0)
such that
1

C,(w) IIxll :S Ilxll~,w :S

By our definitions, the cocyclc
under the norm (7.2.7).
As a result, for an interval

cP

C,(w)llxll·

also ~:>atisfies the uniform est.imate (7.2.4)

Ai) = (Ai> ... > A) j,

1:S i :S j :S p,

from the spectrum of S(1)) = S(<1') and with

E- A,] -- E-IJ-, .,-

ffij
E-- ,....,
\.J.}k=i t =

lR d ,

X .,. X

JR d ),

we have the estimates

t :>

(J,

(7.2.8)

t :S

(J.

(U.9)

and
From now on we drop the bar over the transformed ohjects and the sllperscript
of the norm. We hence have arrived at a nonlinear cocycle tp(t,w,.r) =
<1'(t, w)x + ',b(t, w, x) on the nonned bundle (JR d, II . IIK.w) which is me'l.'lIrahle
in (t,w) and C k in x. It satisfies ",(t,w,D) = D and D",(t,w,O) = <1'(f,w),
where the linear cocycle
I
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diag(<p\(t,w), ... , <pp(t,w))

is block-diagonal and satisfie:; the estimates (7.2.8) and (7.2.9) for any A ij .

A Scale of Banach Spaces
We follow Wanner [3401 (and many others) and define Banach spaces of functions with a geometrically weighted sup norm which allows for exponential
growth of their elements.
7.2.2 Definition (Weighted Banach Spaces). Consider (]Rd, 1I·11.,w), let
11'± ~ 11' n]R± and n, (i > 0. Define for each wEn
X!i+.w

:~ {y: 11'+ -->]R" rncf",urable: Ilgll~+,w :~ supi1~'llg(t)II..'e')w < oo},
t~O

X n - ,(J+- ,w :=

{g: 11' -->]Rd rne""urable: Ilglla-,~+,w:~ sup(llglla-,w, IIgll~+,w) < oo},
and
Xo;,w:= XO-,Q+,w·

We write X(J+ ,w(EA ) etc. if]Rd is replaced by EA etc. We write X(J+ ,w,Z+ etc.
if we want to emphasize tha.t time is Z+, etc. We denote by
X#+ :~

{g: 11'+ --> IRd measurable: IIgll~+ :~ supi1~'lIg(t)1I < oo},
t~O

ctc. the corresponding Banach spaces based on the (nonrandom) Euclidean
norm.

•

An element 9 E XO+ ,w grows at most like j3t forward in time, i. c. there is a
random variable C+(w) 2: 0 such that
Ilg(t)II.,'e')w:O; C+(w)(i',

t 2: 0,

and is said. to be (/j+ ,w) -bounded!. An element 9 E Xa-,w grows at most like
n,t backward in time, i.e. there h; a random variable C-(w) 2: 0 such that

lIy(t)II.,oe,)w :0; C~(w)o',

t:o; 0,

and is called (n-,w)-b()undcd. Both properties characterize an element 9 E
Xn'·,i::J+,w as being (n-,{3+,w)-bvunded (sec Fig. 7.2). Note that the spaces
also depend all K, > 0 which i:; suppressed in our notation.

I

Aulhach and Wanner [47: Sect. 3] use the name {3+ -quasibounded.
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n-,w

:-1+,1.<.-'

Fig. 7.2. The space X o -. J3 +,w for a

< 1 < (j

7.2.3 Lemma (Scale of Banach Spaces). (i) For mch n, /-J > 0 and C(!ch
wE fl, X o - ,w, X{3+ ,wand X o ·- ,{3+ ,ware Banach space,';.
(ii) For each W E fl, they form a scale of Banach spaces in the following
sense: If 0: :-:; 0: and {3 :-:; 13 we have the continuous embedding,.;
X~+,w ~ X~+,w'

Xa-,w ~ X,,-,w,
Xa-p,w ~ X,,-,~+,w'

1I·llw,w,
II'II,,-,w::: 11'lIa-,w,
II'II,,-,tl+,w::: 1I·lIa-,(!+.w'
lI'II~+,w:::

(iii) If 9 is (13+, w) -bounded, then for each E > 0 it is (fJ + E) + -bonnd,'d in
the Euclidean norm of ]Rd. Conversely, if 9 is {3+ -bounded in the Euclidean
norm, then for each E > 0 it is (({3 + E)+, w)-bounded.
Similarly, ifg is (a',w)-bounded or (,,',{3+,w)-bounded.
Proof. (i) is clear.
(U) The continuous embeddings follow frOID the inequalities between the
respective norms, which immediately follow from their definitions.
(iii) We have 9 E X{3+,w if and only if there is a random variable C(w) 2: 0
such that Ilg(t)II.,,(tiw ::: C(w){3t for all t 2: O. Further, for each 0 > 0,
the random and Euclidean norm are related by B,(w)'lll . Ikw ::: II . II :::
Bo(w)1I ·\I",w, where Bo is a 8-s1owly varying function. Hence for any t 2: (}

IIg(t)11 :::

B,(9(t)w)lI9(t)II,,8(tiw ::: B,(w)C(w)({3c')t ~ K,(w)(fJ + E)'

a

if we choose ~ log !!.p. and K, = B, C.
Similarly for all other cases.

o
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7.2.4 Remark (Weighted Banach Spaces and Lyapunov Index).
Let

A(g)

:=

.

1

hmsup -log IIg(n.w)11,
n--+oo

n

.
1
A(g)w:= hmsup -logllg(n,w)llo.w
n--+oo

n

he the Lyapunov index of g( n, w) in the Euclidean and the random norm,
re~pcctively. Then we have the following elementary relations:

(i) If 9 E X~+.w or E X~+, then the Lyapunov index of 9 satisfies A(g) S
log(l and A(g)w S log (i.
(ii) A(9) S logil

=

{::::::::} 9 E X(t3+t")+ for all €

A(g)w S logil

=

9 E X(~H)+,W for all

> O.

E:

>

°

•

Selection of Constants
In this last preparatory step we choose (and then fix) two parameters related
to the Lyapunov exponents )'1 > ... > Ap of P.
Choice of 1'1-. We first choose the constant 1'1- > 0 which enters into the
construction of the random norm II . IIK,W small enough so that the intervals
[Ai - 1'1-, Ai + I'1-j, i = 1, ... ,p, do not overlap, and in the hyperbolic case (all
Ai -:I 0) none of them contains O. Henceforth we will suppress 1'1-, writing just

1I·lIw'
It turns ont that it is more convenient to consider the exponentiated
intervals
[O:t,J3t] = [eA'-\eAi+Kj, i=1, ... ,p.
By our preparations, the block Pi of the linear cocycle P satisfies

IIp,(t,w)llw,O(t)w S (e",+")t = ill,

t ~ 0,

al,

t S D.

and

IIp,(t,w)IIw,O(t)w S (e",-")t =

More generally, for any i, j with 1 ~ i ~ j ~ p, A = Aij = {Ai> ...
and Eij the corresponding deterministic invariant subspace,

> Aj}

t ~ 0,

(7.2.10)

aj, t S 0.

(7.2.11)

IIp(t,w)IE'jllw,O(t)w sill,
and

IIp(t,w)IE'jllw,O(t)w S
I3y the cocyele propcrty for t - t =

°(7.2.10) implies

IIp(t, W)IE" IIw,o(t)w ~ ill,

tS

°

and (7.2.11) implies

IIp(t,w)IE'jllw,O(t)w ~

aj, t

~ 0.
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o.

Choice of
In order to cope with the growth due to the lIolliillcarit..y F of
the difference equation (7.2.3) we illtroduce a constant. 0 sll<~h that.
2
06
. ("I-li
< < mIn
--2-"

..

,""-l-Ii,,,n,,-O),
2
2

i. e. the closed intervab

[0, - 6,/3, + 6],

i = 1, ... ,p,

do not overlap, and O'p - 0 > O. In the hypcrbolic case we
that none of these intervals contains 1.
The interval

ill addit.ioll

aSSlllllC

is called the spectral gap between AHI and AI' See Fig. 7.:J. This choice of "
and 0 remains unaltered during the proofs.
To describe this preliminary work with a single word we introduce the
following notation.

0

•

A,

A,

A,

~

~

~

A, -

"

A, +,..

K.

A2 - K A1 + K A]

-1\

Al +h

"
n,

,

~,+'

-

...

(

OJ -

fj

0-

~,

,

E-.

+.
......,....,
f

j _]

...

c.\.,

~

(

0, -

......,....,

0-

,

~,+6

,"

a,

~,

~

(

0'2 -

)

fJ

Ih +fJ

(
r.t]

~

r,

f,

c', IJ,
'=t='L-

a,

fh

I

-.

Fig. 7.3. Selection of constants for the construction of invariant manifolds

7.2.5 Definition (Prepared RDS). Let <p be a IIlc(\..,urable RDS Oil the
normed bundle (Rd, \l·lIw) with two-sided time and the propprty <p(t ,w. 0) = II.
Let cP denote a measurable linear RDS on (IRtl, 1I·llw) (if t.p is C I iu.r we always
choose cfJ(t,w) = Dr.p(t,w,O)) and define the "nonlillear part" ~) of c.p by

ljJ(t,w,x):= ",(t,w,x} - p(t,w}J:,

so that
",(t,w,x) = p(t,w}x

+ ljJ(t,w,x},

1jJ(t,w,lI} = 0

)

fh +fJ
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Assume that 1> = diag(q,l,' .. ,pp ) is block-dia.gonal and has a spectral theory
such that (7.2.10) and (7.2.11) hold. Let the constants" and fJ be chosen as
above. We call such an RDS (more precisely, the linear part tP with respect
to the random nonH II· IIw) prepared.
•
\Ve summarize our findings from above.

7.2.6 Proposition (Linear Equivalence to Prepared RDS).
Eve7"!! C' RDS 'P with two· sided time and fixed point 0 such that the linear
RDS <P(t,w):= D'P(t,w,O) satisfies the IC of the MET is linearly equivalent
to a prepared RDS 0, i. e. there is a measurable map P: fl-+ GI(d,lR) such
that
P(B(t)w)

0

'P(t,w) = ",(t,w)

0

P(w).

P defines a Lyapunov cohomology between the linear parts iP and rj,.
More specifically, the random norm l\·\\w and the random coordinate transfonnation P(w) can be chosen in such a way that for each £ > 0 there is an
E-slowly varying random variable BE : fl -+ [1,00) such that

1
B,(w) IIxll
and

<: IIxll w <: B,(w)lIxll

B,~w) <: IIP(w)±'11 <: B,(w).

In particular, if 0(',w,x) E Xf3+,w or E Xo:-,w then for each E > 0 or 0 <
0, 'P(',w,P(w)-'x) = P(O(·)w)-'",(-,w,x) E X(~h)+ or E X(o_,)-,
n~,<;pectillr.ly. Similarly in the reverse direction.

[ <

7.3 Global Invariant Manifolds
In this inevitably very technical section we construct unstable, stable and
center main folds for a. C k RDS with fixed point O.
In a first step (Subsects. 7.3.1 to 7.3.4) we construct manifolds which are
just Lipschitz-continuous even if the RDS is C k . Later (Subsect. 7.3.5) we
will Hhow that these manifolds have in fact the same regularity as the RDS
'P.
The COllstmctiollS are first done for discrete time and then carried over
to contitnlOlIs time in Suhsect. 7.3.4.
Throughout Subsccts. 7.3.1 to 7.3.4, we do not need to assume that ~ is
C 1 . Rather, we only need to assume now that ~ is prepared in the sense of
Definition 7.2.5. The corresponding generating random difference equation is

(7.3.1)
where F(w,O)

=

o.
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For given Aii C 5(p), 1 :S i :S j :S p, we seek all invariant manifold Al1j(w)
of <p which is a graph in the (deterministic) ij ,
coordinate system, where

E Eb

Eij :=

{OJ x ... x {OJ

X JRd,

x ...

X

lRd ,

X

{OJ x .. x {O} '" lR d , x ...

X JRd"

with random norm

L

i1 x ijilw:=

Ilxkilw,

;rkElRd "

Xij=(Xi,""X)),

i"5:k"5:j

and

Eb := IR

d

,

x ."

X IRdi-1 X

{O}

with random norm
i1 xbllw:=

X '"

x {O}

L

i1 x kilw,

X

IR dJ + '

X ... X IRdl',

k¢{i,j]

and

The basic idea of the construction of Afij(w) is to collect the initial values x of
'P-orbits 'Pew, x) of "similar" asymptotic behavior a.'i the P-orbits pC w)xij
on E ij .

7.3.1 Construction of Unstable Manifolds
Main Result. Structure of Proof
We will first construct the unstable manifolds All) for 1 ::; j < 1>
continuous invariant graphs.
Here is our main result.

(lli

Lipschitz;

7.3.1 Theorem (Global Unstable Manifold Theorem). Let the RDS
'P with discrete time 1I' = Z be prepared and generated b,7f the difference equa-

tion {7.3.1}. Assume

IIF(w,x) - F(w,y)i1.w

S Lllx - Yllw

for all

x,y E

JRd,

(7.3.2)

where

[) S L < 8/2.
Choose any j with I S j < p, let A+ = AI) = (AI > ." > A)} be the
corresponding spectral interval o/p, put E+ := E lj , x+ := :Clj = (:r\ .. .. , :rj),
E- :=
= E j + 1 ,PI x- := xtj = (Xj+l,.'" x,,), choose a ('onstant (L in the
spectral gap to the left of A +,

ED

a := aj E Tleft = [(31+1

+ 8, "J

-

81,
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and define tlu: set
(7.3.3)

Then
(i) M+(w) i.' a topological manifold of dimension dimE+ = d, + .. . +dj ,
called the unstable manifold corresponding to the intenJal A+. It is independent of the particular choice of a.
(ii) M+(w) iB a gmph in E+ GJE-,
M+(w) = {x+GJm+(w,x+): x+ E E+},

with the following properties:
1. m + : fl x E+ -4 E - is measurable.
2. m+(w,O) = O.
:1. m+ i8 globally Lipschitz continuous in the random norms of E+ and E-,

wher-e the constant

L(1i - L)
D(L) = 0(1i _ 2L)

is independent of j.
(iii) Af+(w) is invariant under VJ, i. c.

Sec Fig. 7.4.

E-,llllw

II

x+

)

E+,II·lIw

Fig. 7.4. The unstable manifold M+(w) and its graph m+(w,·)

7.3.2 Remark. (i) It is important to note that F is part of a cocycle, hence
thc norIl! II . lIow on the left-hand side and II . IIw on the right-hand side of
(7.3.2).
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(ii) Since F(w,O) = 0, the Lipschitz conditioll (7.3.2) implic:-; :-;uiJlinear
growth of F,
IIF(w, x)liow <:: Llixll w , ;r E lIl."(iii) If F(w, x) '" 0, then M+ (w) = E+ with trivial graph 11/+ (w, ... ' )
In this case the result is true even for (j = 0.

=O.

(iv) We will call a definition of the form (7.3.3), (7.3.47) awl (7.:UiO) a
dynamical characterization of the corresponding set. Hellce Lhe HIlHtal)1e (st.(I.bIe, center) manifolds are dynamically characterized (hy exponential growt.h
conditions on their orbits).
•
The proof of Theorem 7.3.1 is quite involved, so we will break it. lip int.o a
number of simpler steps.
By our preparations, the linear part A is block-diagollal,

A= (

A+
0

0) ,

A-

where

A+=diag(A1, ... ,A,),

A- =diag(AH1, ... ,A p ),

and the nonlinear part carl be written a....,

Our random difference equation (7.3.1) takes the form

+ -- A+(O" W) xn++F+(O" W, Xn+.-)
, .rTI '
xn+l

(7.3.4)
(7.3.5)

The two equations are coupled through their nonlinear parts and from now
on will be called, respectively, the unstable and stable equation.
Again by our preparations, putting Q:= aj, /3:= iJ]+I,

where we have j3 + (j < a -

(j

for our choice of

(j.

By our a.'">smnpt.ion (7.:1.2),

We will now construct the ullstable manifold A.J+(w) of (7.:3.4) awl (7.:t5) as
a graph x+ I----t x- = m+(w,x+) in the E+, E- coordinate system (the
result of this construction is formulated in Proposition 7.3.7). The main
idea is to assure, for each wand x+ E E+, the cxistcllce of a IIlliq\l{~ clement x- = m+(w, x+) E E- which is characterir.cd by the growth property
tp(., w, x+, x-) E Xa- ,w' where a E [fJ + 15, n - bj is arbitrary.
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Here is a 6-step program for com;tructing the unstable manifolds M+:
1. Solve the ullstable equation (7.3.4) for some initial value x+, but for the

generally "wrong" ,table part ~-(w) = (~-(n,w))nEZ- E Xa-,w(E-).
The reHult i, ~+(w,x+) E Xa-,w(E+).
2. InHert this solution ~+(w, x+) into the stable equation (7.3.5). It turns
out that there is exactly onc solution 1]-(w,x+) E Xa-,w(E-) (which
picks it!; initial value x- = 1}-(O,w,x+)).
3. Prove that the operator Tw,x+ : Xa-,w(E-) -+ Xa-,w(E-) defined
by ~-(w) 1--+ 1}-(w,x+) is contracting, hence has a unique fixed point
~;(w,;r+) E

Xa-,w(E-).

4. For each w a.nd x+ E E+, the point x- = m+(w,x+) := ~;(O,w,x+) E
E- is the uniquely determined point for which cp(',w,x+,x-) E Xa-,w
(dynamical characterization).
5. Thc function (w,x+) 1--+ m+(w,x+) is measurable and independent of the
particular value of a E [iJ + 6, " - 61.
U. ,A,1+(w) has the other properties (Lipschitz-continuity, invariance)
claimed in Theorem 7.3.1.
We will give an operator formulation of this program in Subsect. 7.3.5.
Two Key Technical Lemmas

We will first deal with the crucial step 2 of the above program.

7,3.3 Lemma (First Key Technical Lemma). Consider the random difference equation
X n+l

=

A(onw)xn+f(n,w,xn)+fo(n+l,w),

nEZ,

(7.3.6)

in (lR d , 11·llw) with measurable GI(d,lR)-valued A and measumble f and fo.'
As.<mmc that there arc constant,.; (j > 0 and L 2: 0 such that for each fixed w

IIA(w)llw"w S iJ,

(7.3.7)

and

f(n,w,O) = 0,

IIf(n,w,x) - f(n,w,y)II, .. +,w S Lllx -

,> iJ +

yll, .. w'

(7.3.8)

L.

Then the following assertions hold:

2

Note t hat this difference equation is in general only solvable forwards in time
and docs not necessarily generate an RDS.
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(i) If fo("w) E Xo-,w, then there exists exactly one .,0IntUin of (7.:I.Ii)
which has the property ~(·,w) E Xo-,w and

(7.3.!))
Moreover, w I-t ((n,w) is measurable for each n E Z.
(ii) If, moreover, fohw) E X,)"w, then the solution of part (i) satisfies
~(·,w) E Xo,w and

11~("w)lIo,w

,

s ,_ ({3 + L) Ilfu("w)llo.w.

(7.:1.10)

(iii) If M(w) := SUPn>! ,-"lIfo(n,w)II."w < 00 (cqnt1lalcntly, fuC,w)
Xo+,w), then all solutions-of {7. 3. 6) on:/:+ satisfy >p(·,w,x) E X,+.w and

,
,
+ ,_ +

s IIxllw + ,_ (f3 + L)M(w)
S
(iv) Two solutions

6

Ilxll w

(f3

L) Ilfo("w)lIo+.w'

E

(LUI)

(7.:1.12)

and ~2 of (7.3.6) defined on:/:- sati8jy

(7.:1.13)
Proof. (i) We prove the existence and uniqueness of a ('y-, W)-hOUIHlccl solution of (7.3.6) in three steps.
Step 1: Let fo = 0 and L = 0 (hence f = 0). Then (7.3.6) rednces to the
linear random difference equation
x n +! = A(O"w)x",

Xu

= ~([), w),

whose solution is
~(n,w) = <P(n,w)~(O,w),

n E:/:,

where tP is the linear cocycIe generated by A. The trivial solution ( = 0 is
certainly ('Y- ! w)-bounded. We show that this is the only onc.
Indeed, since by assumptiollll<P(n,w)llw,."w S {3n for all n 2 0, ally other
b- ,w)-bounded solution satisfies for each n < by thc cocyclc property

°

11~(O,w)lIw

Letting n -4 -00 yields ((0, w) = O. Hence the trivial solution is tilt' only
solution in X-y_ ,w' It is in fact in X,)"w'
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Step 2: Let now 10 E X o- ,w, but ,till L = 0 (hence 1 = 0). Now (7.3,6)
is the affine equation
X,,+l

= A{O"w)x" + lo{n + l,w),

Xo = €(O,w).

solution of this equation is certainly unique. For, if ~1)
arc ,olutions in Xo-,w, then € := €l - 6 E Xo-,w satisfies €(n + l,w) =
A{O"w)€{n,w), hence € = 0 by step 1.
As to the existence, the variation of constants formula gives the solution

A

(-y~)w)-bounded

6

€(n,w):=

I:"

<P{n - i,Oiw)/o{i,w),

n E Z.

(7.3.14)

l=~OO

In particular,

o

€(O,w) =

I: <P{i,W)-l/o{i,w).
1=~OO

These expressions make sense. For example, for n :S 0

finally
"(

II€(-,w)llo-,w <; --(3 II/o(-,w)lIo-,w·
"(-

(7.3,15)

Step 3: Con,ider now the full equation (7.3.6). We define the (nonlinear)
operator

(7.3.16)
where 1J(W) is the unique solution in X,/- ,w of the affine equation

X"+l = A{O"w)x"

+ 10{n + I,w),

(7,3.17)

where

10{n + I,w):= I(n,w,€(n,w)) + lo(n + l,w)
(i. c. with the possibly "wrong" sequence
right-hand side).

(~(n,w))

in the nonlinearity of the
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We have to make sure that Jo("w) E Xo-,w provided €(·,w), fo("w) E
Xo-,w' Indeed, for each n S 0, by (7.3.8),

-y-nIlJo(n, w)II.·w
S

-y-nll/o(n,w)II.·w + -y-nll/(n - I, w, «11 - 1, w))II,.w

S -y-nll/o(n,w)II.·w + -y-nLWn -1,w)II",-,w
S -y-nll/o(n,w)II.·w + ~ (-y-(n-I)II€(n - I,wlll",·,w + 11€(O,w)llw).
Thus
(7.3.18)
Hence by step 2, the "wrong" affine equation (7.3.17) has a llIliqlH' ("(-,w)bounded solution 1], and thus the operator Tw in (7.3.16) is wcll-defilH_'d. Step
2 also yields the estimate

hence together with (7,3.18)

IITw€("w)lIo-,w S

2

-y f3

(~II€(-'Wlllo-,w + Ilfo("w)II,-w).

(7.3.19)

The operator Tw is for each w a contraction in the Banach space X)- .w' This
can be seen as follows:

solves the affine equation

(n + l,w) = A(onw)(n,w) + Jo(n + l,w),

(7.3.20)

where

10(n+ 1,w);= l(n,w,6(n,w)) - 1(1I,w,6(n,w)).
An estimate completely analogous to the one leading; to (7.3.1H) yields
-

L

II/o(-,wlllo-,w S ;y11€Il"w) -€zC,w)II,-.w,
hence Jo("w) E X,-,w'

(7.:l.21 )
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Applying step 2 to the (-y- ,w)-bounded solution (of (7.3.20) gives

1i((.,w)llo-,w '"

~{3llfo(-,w)lIo-,w.

"'(-

(7,3,22)

Recalling the definition of ( and combining (7.3.21) and (7.3.22) finally
gives

If...., > (3 + L, Tw is a contraction, hence has a unique fixed point Chw) E
X-y- ,w' By defiuition of Tw , Ch w) solves equation (7.3.6) on Z-, hence on
all of Z.
It remains to estimate the norm of the fixed point C(·,w). By (7.3.19),
(7.3.23)
whence

which is (7.3.9).
To complete the proof of part (i), we still have to show that w >-> C (n, w)
is measurable for each n E Z. We do this by appealing to the following useful
lemma.

7,3.4 Lemma (Measurability of Fixed Point). Let for all wEn,
(Bw, 11·lIw) be a Banach space of sequences ~ = (~(n)), n E Z(±), ~(n) E IIl. d ,
such that the evaluation mapping ~ >-> ~(n) is continuous for all n. Let for
each w
Tw: Bw -+ Bw
be a contruction such that if (~(n,w)) is a sequence of measurable functions
for which ~(-,w) E Bw, then ~(n,w) := Tw~(·,w)(n) is measurable for all n,
Denote by C(·,w) E Bw the unique fixed point ofTw·
Then w >-> C(n,w) is measurable for each n.

Proof. We start with
recursively define

~o(n,w)

=0 (which is obviously measurable) and

whose right-hand siue, hence left-hand side is measurable by assumption.
By the Banach fixed point theorem, for all w

C(-,w) = lim

k .... oo

~k(·,W).

The continuity of the evaluation mapping (H (n) implies that also
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C(n,w) = lim

k~=

~.(n,w)

,

and so as a pointwise limit of measurable fUllctions, C(n,·) is Ilwa.'mrahle.
o

We apply this lemma as follows: Choose Bw = X y . ,w' The evaluatioll mapping is clearly continuous since

Further,
n

~(n,w):= Tw~(·,w)(n) =

L

<P(n - i,9'w)!.,(i,w),

where

]o(n + I,w):= f(n,w,~(n,wll

+ fo(n + l,w).

Since 1 and 10 are assumed to be measurable, the measurability of ~(n,·)
implies that of ~(n, .).
This completes the proof of part (i) of the lemma.
(ii) Let now fo(-,w) E Xo,w' In step 2, the (-y',w)-bollnded solution is
defined on all of Z and the estimate leading to (7.3.15) abo holds for all
nEZ, implying
W"w)llo,w

s "(-I'
~lIfo(-,w)lIo.w

This can be used in step 3 to derive (7.3.23) with '"'I instead of '"'1-, from which
(7.3.10) follows.
(iii) We now solve equation (7.3,6) with initial value Xo = x = ~(O,w)
forwards in time and assume that M(w) < 00.
By the variation of constants formula, for all n 2: 0,
n

E{n, w) = <P(n, w)~{O, w)

+L

<P{n - i, 9'w)(f{i - I, w, W - I, w))

+ fo{i, w)),

i=l

where the summation is not present if n = 0. By the assumptions (7.3.7) and
(7.3.8),

\lE(n,w)lI,nw
n

s

{3nIlE(O,w)lIw

+ Lf3n , ' (LIIW -1,w)II,.·,w + lIfn(i,w)II"w)'
i=l

hence
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trnll~(n,w)lIe"w

1I~(O,w)lIw + ~ ~lrillw,w)II.'w + ~ ~ G)i M(w).

<:

With the ahbreviations

A(n)

.-

rrnIlE(n,w)II."w,

IIE(O,w)llw + ~ ~

r(n)
r(O)

IIE(O,w)llw,

.-

we arrive at

L

A(n)

(~)' M(w),

n-l

L

<: r(n) + -

f3

.

A(.),

n 2: 0.

(7.3.24)

i=O

We now require a clh;crete time version of the Gronwall-Bellman lemma.

7.3.5 Lemma (Discrete Time Gronwall-Bellman Lemma). Let b 2:
0, a(n) 2: and c(n) 2: for n 2: 0, and suppose that

°

°

n-l

a(n)

<: c(n) + b L a(i),

n 2: 0.

i=O

Then for all n 2: 1
n

a(n)

<:

(1

+ b)nc(O) +

L(1 + b)"-i(c(i) - c(i - 1)).
i=1

A proof can be found in Wanner [338: pp. 68-701·
Applying this to (7.3.24) yields for n 2: 1

A(n)

L)n

<: ( 1 + 7i

r(O)

n (

+L

1+

7iL)n-, (r(i) -

r(i - 1)).

t=l

After

~OIIle

elementary manipulations we obtain for n 2: 1

This estimate holds trivially also for n

=

O. Hence altogether, putting

E(O,w) = x,
'Y

11€(·,w)llo+.w = II'I'(-'w)xllo+,w <: IIxllw+ 'Y _ (13+ L)M(w),
which is (7.3.11).
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(iv) If 6 and 6 are solutions of (7.3.6) on Z-, hence OIl Z, then ( := <I -(.,
solves
(7.:J.25)
where

i(n,w,x):= f(n,w,x + <2(n,w)) - f(n,w,(,(n,w)).
Equation (7.3.25) is of the type of equation (7.:1.6) with III = 0, alld j choarly
satisfies condition~ (7.3.8). We thus have for all nEZ, ill particular for /I < (),

((n+ l,w) = A(onw)((n,w) + j(n,w.«(n,w)),
whence

11((n + l,w)II,"+,w <; (!3 + L)Wn,w)II,,,w,
and after -n steps

equivalently
I

1I((n,w)II,,,w 2 ( !3 + L
Now the a.o;sumption "I

)-n 1I((O,w)lIw.

> {3 + L implies (~)

-tl

< C:l~L)

-t!

for all 11 < 0,

consequently

116(n,w) - 6(n,w)II,"w 2 'Ynll(l(O,W) - 6(O,w)llw,

all n <; O.
o

For step 1 of the program for the construction of the lln:-;table manifold we
need the following lemma which is "dual" to Lemma 7.3.3.

7.3.6 Lemma (Second Key Technical Lemma). Coft.';ideT the mndom
difference equation
Xn+l =

A(onw)xn + I(n,w,x n ) + Io(n + l,w),

Tl

(7.3.26)

E Z,

in (IR", II 'lIw) with measumble GI(d,IR)-valued A and measumble I arulIo·
Assume that there are constants 0' > 0 and L E [0,0::) such that JOT rach fixed
w
(7.:).27)

and

f(n,w,O) = 0,

Ilf(n,w,x) - f(n,w,y)II,,,+,w <; LII·T - yll,,,w

Then we have:

file"

(7.3.28)

(o) For all wEn and nEZ, x H A(onw)x + I(n,w,:e) +
+ l,w)
defines a bimeasumble bijection of IR d , hence (';vr.ry initi(ll valne 1Jroblnn /01'
equation (7.3.26) can be solved on all 01 Z.
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Let

0<

<

"I

('< -

L.

Tlwn the following nssertions hold:

(i) If M(w) := SlIPn>1 'Y-nllfo(n,w)lIonw < 00 (equivalently, fo("w) E
Xo+ .w}, then there exists -exactly one solution of (7.3.26) which has the proper·ty ((·,w) E Xo+.w and
(7.3.29)
W N ~(n,w) i.'; measurable for each n E Z.
(ii) If, moreover, fo("w) E Xo,w, then the solution of part (i) satisfies
~(-,w) E X o.w and

Mar'cover,

II(C,w)llw:S

"I
Q

_

L _

'Yllfo(-,w)lIo,w,

(7.3.30)

(iii) If fo("w) E Xo-. w, then aU solutions of (7.3.26) on Z- satisfy
'P(-'w,x) E Xo-. w and
1I'P("w,x)llo-.w:S

IIxllw+ ('<- "IL -"I IIfo("w)lIo-,w.

(tv) Two solutions ~l and

(7.3.31)

6 of (7.3.26) on Z+ satisfy
(7.3.32)

Proof. (0) We refer to Exercise 2.1.3 for the characterization of those timeone mappings which define an RDS with two-sided discrete time.
Let wand n E Z be fixed and for each Z E ]Rd define the operator

by

T".w .• x

:=

A(onw)-l z - A(O"w)-1 f(n,w, x) - A(onw)-l fo(n

+ l,w).

We have

IITn,w,zx ~ Tn,w,zyllon w
:S IIA(onw)-lllon+'w,onwllf(n,w,x) - f(n,w,y)llon+'w
L

:S -llx
- yllonw.
('<
Since we have assumed that L < 0:, the operator Tn,w,z is contracting, hence
has a unique fixed point ~(n,w,z). As a pointwise limit of measurable functions, this fixed point is measurable in (w, z) for each n.
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By definition,

~(n,w,z)

flllfilb

A(onw)~(n,w,z) =

z - I(n,w,((n,w,z)) - fu{n + l,w),

hence for all n,w, z there exists a unique meflliurable solution
equation

z = A(onw)((n,w, z)

~(n, w.

z) of

+ I(n,w,((n,w, z)) + lu(n + I,w).

(i) The proof is analogous to the one for LeIIlma 7.3.3(i). Asslllllption
(7.3.27) implies that the linear cocycle generated by A satisfies

114>(n,w)lIw,,"w <; an

for all n <; O.

Further, in the analogue of step 2 (L = 0), the unique solutioll
of the affine equation

~(w)

E X.., + ,w

Xn+l = A(onw)xn + lo(n + l,w)
is

00

((n,w) = -

L

4>(n -i,eiw)/o(i,w),

nEZ,

i=n+l

in particular
00

~(O,w) = - L4>(i,w)-l/o(i,w).
i=l

That this makes sense if fa E X1'+ ,w can be seen a,s follows: For n 2: 0

f (;;)

<;

-n+i M(w)

i=n+l

-1- M(w) <
<>-1
We thus obtain
1I~(·,w)II,+

"

w

00.

1

<; - - M(w),

ex -

"f

(7.3.33)

which is the analogue of (7.3.15).
The proofs of (ii), (iii) and (iv) are analugolls to their cOllllt<'rparts ill
Lemma 7.3.3, hence are omitted.
L1

Construction of the Unstable Manifold Al+

By means of the two Key Technical LemlIl<lli, we are now a.ble to construct
a random graph x+ 1--+ x- = m+(w,x+) in the E+, E- coordinate system,
the elements of which are dynamically characterized in a way that q\lalifk~s
them as members of the unstable manifold M+ (w).
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We collect the main part of the work in the following proposition.

7.3.7 Proposition (Graph of Unstable Manifold). Let the conditions
of Theorem 7.S.1 be satisfied. Fix a E r"ft = [13;+1 + 6, Uj - 6].
Then for each wand x+ E E+ there exists a unique element x- =
m+(w,x+) E E- which depends measurably on (w,x+) and is independent of the particular value of a such that the cocyele <p generated by
the coupled pair of equations {7.3.4} and {7.3.5} has the property that
<p-(·,w,:r+,m+(w,x+)) E Xa-.w(E-), equivalently <p(·,w,x+,m+(w,x+» E
Xa-,w'

Proof. We follow the program (steps I to 5) formulated at the beginning of
this subsection.
Step 1: We choose ~-(·,w) E Xu-,w(E-) and consider the unstable equation (7.3.4) with the "wrong" stable component in the right-hand side,

+ F+(onw,x~,C(n,w»,

.T~+I = A+(O"w)x~

xt = x+ E E+

(7.3.34)

Equation (7.3.34) satisfies the assumptions of the Second Key Technical
Lemma 7.3.6 with

f(n,w,x+):= F+(onw,x+,C(n,w») - F+(onw,O,C(n,w»
and

fo(n

+ I,w)

:=

F+(onw,O,C(n,w».

Indeed, (7.3.27) is satisfied for A+, furthermore f(n,w,O) = 0 and

IIf(n,w,x+) - f(n,w,y+)lIon+,w S Lllx+ - y+llonw,
so that also (7.3.28) holds. Lemma 7.3.6(0) tells us that each initial value
problem for (7.3.34) can be solved on all of Z.
We now make sure that we can apply part (iii) of the Second Key Technical
Lemma 7.3.6 by proving that our assumption ~-(-,w) E Xa-,w(E-) implies
that fo(-'w) E Xa-.w(E+). We have for all n E Z

a-(n+I)llfo(1I+ l,w)llon+'w S
thus

(~) a-nIIC(n,w)ll,nw,

L

IIfo(·,w)lIa-.w S ;;-1IC("w)lIa-.w'
Hence Lemma 7.3.6(iii) applies: If 0 < I = a < U - L (which holds true for all
a E [Ii + 6, " - 61 under the condition L < 6), then any solution ~+ (., w, x+)
of (7.3.34) is ill Xa-.w(E+) and

+

,+

II~ (·,w,x )lIa-,w S
The last two estimates yield

IIx + IIw+

a

u_L_a11fo("w)lla-,w'
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Step 2: The arbitrary (- (', w) E Xa- ,w(E-) a.wl the corrcf';pondinJ,!; f';oiution {+(., w, x+) E Xa-,w (E+) of step 1 are now inserted into the Iloillinl..'ar
part of the stable equation (7.3.5). We obtain
x;;+l = A-(onw)x;;

+ F-(enw,~+(n,w,x+),C(lI,w)),

The assumptions of the First Key Technical Lemma
(7.3.36) with f = 0 (hence L = 0) and
fo(n

+ l,w):=

E Z.

11

7.3.:~

(7.:l.3G)

arc satisfied for

F-(enw,~+(n,w,x+),C(n,w)),

provided 'I = a > {3 (which is automatically the cAse).
Thus Lemma 7.3.3(i) applies if fo("w) E Xa-.w(E-), which we are going
to verify now,
We have for any n E Z

implying

We have estimated the first term on the right-hand side of the last ineqna.lity
in (7.3.35), resulting in

L

+

L(a - a)

_

Ilfo(-,w)lla-,w:S -llx
IIw + a( a -L- a )II( ("w)lla-,w·
a
Hence by Lemma 7.3.30) there exists a unique solution
Xa-,w(E-) of (7.3,36) and its norm satisfies

1J-

(7.3.37)

C, W, ;1:+)

E

Together with the estimate (7.3.37) we obtain

II~

-( ',w,x +)11 a-,w:S

L
+1
L(a - 0)
a_{3l1 x Iw+ (a-{3)(n-L-o)

II E-( ',W )11 ",w'

(7.:1.38)
Step 3: Steps 1 and 2 allow us to define for each fixed wand :1:+ E E+
the operator

by
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Tw,x+C(',w) = ~-(·,w,x+).
We will now prove that Tw x+ is contracting.
We choose initial valu~s xi,x! E E+ and E1'(l E Xa-,w(E-), and
determine the solutions fiCw,xi) and Ei(·,w,xi) of equation (7.3.34) according to step 1. The difference

satisfies
1I~+1 = A+(O"w)y~

+ F+ (W'w, y~ + ~i, G) -

F+(flnw, ~i, ~1)'

(7.3.39)

yt

= xt - xt. Equation (7.3.39) satisfies the
with initial value (+(O,w) =
assumptions of the Second Key Technical Lemma 7.3.6 with

alld

10(11+ I,w):= _F+(flnw,~i'~l) +F+(8"w,~i,G),
provided L < 0: - a (which is implied by L < 0).
lienee Lemma 7,3.6(iii) applies to (7.3.39) and yields

Now let ~1 = TW'X +~1 and
Xn-,w(E-) solves
j

~2

=

TW'X +G· The difference

~,-

2

x;;+1 = A-(O"w)x;; +p-(flnw,~t,G) - p-(flnw,~i'~l)'

- ryl- E

(7.3.41)

Equation (7.3.41) satisfies the assumptions of the First Key Technical Lemma
7.3.3 with 1 = 0 and

10(11 + I, w)

:=

P- (flnw, ~t (11, w, xt), ~2) - P- (flnw, ~i(n, w, xi), ~1)'

The same rea,,;oning which lead to (7,3.37) yields

L +
+
L(cr - a)
_
_
1I/0("w)lIa-,w:O; -lIx,
-x1Ilw + ao:(
L -a )II~, -~llla-,w'
a
We hence can apply Lemma 7.3.3{i) which results in

The latter combined with (7.3.42) finally gives

(7,3.42)
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<- - Tw.xi"
<-II a-.w <_
liTw.xi'z

a _L

fJllx z+ -

X+I Ilw

L(a- a)

+( a- (J)( ( l - L

(7.".,1")
" 0

__

-(1, )1I~z -(llIa-.w

We now look for an upper hound in (7.3.43) which holds for allY value of
a E [.8 + 8, ( l - 8]. An elementary calculation shows that for sHch an (l

L(a-a)
L
< --.
(a-fJ)(a-L-a) - o-L

c--='c-~~~

The final estimate is thus: For all a E

IITw,xi~2

L

IfJ + 0, n

-

01

and L < I)

L

- Tw.xi~llla-.w :S Jllxi - xillw + 0 _ L IIG - ~ll1,,-w

(7.344)

For the particular choice x+ := xi = xt, (7.3.43) reduces to
(7.:3.45)
Thus Tw,x+ is contracting if L < 6/2 which we have a.ssumecl.
Hence there is a unique fixed point ~;(·,w,x+) E Xa-,w(E-) of Tw,;r+'
Step 4: Put m+(w,x+):= ~;-(O,w,x+) E E-.
Starting our procedure with f;, determining the corresponding
with
initial value ~:-(O,w) = x+ and using the definition of Tw,x+, we ohtain a
solution
(~;,~;) = 'P(·,W,X+,111+(W,X+))

€:

of the pair of equations (7.3.4) and (7.3.5) sueh that the point x
m+(w, x+) E E- is the uniquely determined point (see step 2) for which
'P-("w,x+,x-) E Xa-.w(E-).
As ~+(.,w,x+,m+(w,x+)) E Xa-,w(E+) is automatically true (see fitep

1) and as
hence

it follows that even 'P("w,x+, m+(w, x+)) E Xa- ,w'
Conversely, 'P(·,w,x+,x-) E Xa-,w implies that 'P-C,w,:r+,.r-) E
Xa-,w(E-). The latter is the case if and only if x- = m+(w,:l;+). COllSCquently, for prescribed wand x+ E E+, X = (x+, m+(w, x+)) is the ll11iquc1y
determined initial value for which the orbit of the coc,Ycle t.p has the property
'P(',w,x) E Xa-,w' We have thus proved the dynamical characterization of
the graph,
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AJ+(w):= (x+ E!J1TI+(w,x+): x+ E E+} = (x E Ill. d : <P(',W,X) E Xa-,w}'
Step 5: The measurability of (w,x+) H m+(w,x+) follows again as in
the proof of Lemma 7.3.3(i) by applying Lemma 7.3.4.
That m+(w,x+) docs not depend on a E III + 6,a - 61 can be seen as
follows: Assume at, U2 E [fJ + 0, Q - 0] with al > U2' By Lemma 7.2.3, al > a2
implicl:i X III~ .w y X U ~ ,w . Hence if ~- is (al,w)-bounded, then it is (ai,w)2

bounded. Dy the uniquenel:is of the (ui, w)-bounded solution, mt! (w,x+) =
m~2(w,:z;+).

0

Step 6 of our program remains to he carried out.
Completion of the proof of Theorem 7.3.1:
(i) That M+(w) is a t.opological manifold with the corresponding dimenl:iion is a consequence of the fact that it is a Lipschitz-continuous graph in
E+ E!J E-.
(ii) Thc measurablity of m+ was proved in Proposition 7.3.7.
The trivial solution cp(., w, 0) = 0 is (a-,w)-bounded, hence by uniqueness
m+(w,O) = O.
For t.he Lipschitz-cont.inuity of m+(w,·) we ut.ilize t.he estimat.e (7.3.44)
which for the fixed points takes the form

Our assumption L < 0/2 implies
L
6 - 2L
I - 6 _ L = 6 _ L > 0,
hence

_
II~".

-

_
L(E - L) +
~1,.lla- ,w S 8(8 _ 2L) Ilx, -

+
Xl

IIw.

This implies in particular that

11m

+

+
(w,x,) -

+

m

+
L(8 - L) +
(w,XI )lIw S 8(8 _ 2L) Ilx,

-

+
Xl

Ilw.

(iii) Invariance of M+(w): We have to prove that

<p(n,w)M+(w) = M+(O"w)

for all nEZ, wEn.

(7,3.46)

This is equivalent to the two relation))
(a) <p(I,w)M+(w) C M+(Ow),
(b) <p(-I,w)M+(w) c M+(O-IW).
Indeed, since <p(n,w) is a cocycle of homeomorphisms of Ill.d, (a) and (b)
imply
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from which (7.3.46) follows for n = 1 and n = -1, and tim, for all n E Z.
Proof of (a): Let x E M+(w). We want to show that "'( 1, w, x) E AJ+(Ow).
By the dynamical characterization, x E AJ+(w) if and only if ",C,w,,:) E
X a - ,W. By the cocycle property,

",(n+ l,w,x) = ",(n,Ow,,,,(l,w,:r)).
Since the left-hand side, hence the right-hand side is in Xn-,w, ip(l,w,:r) E
M+(Ow).
Proof of (b): By the cocycle property

",(n,O-'w,,,,(-l,w,x)) = ",(n -l,w,:r).
If x E M+(w) then the right-hand l:)ide, hence the left-hand side is in Xu-,w,
thus ",(-l,w,x) E M+(O-'w).
This completes the proof of Theorem 7.3.1.
0

As a by-product, we have the following dynctmiral properties of orbits of
starting on M+(w).

ip

7.3.8 Corollary. Let the conditions of Theorem 7.3.1 be satisfied. Choose
x E M+(w). Then for any 0 < 'I::; 01] - b

b-L

1I",(n,w,x)lIenw::; 'In b _ 2Lllxllw,

n::; 0,

and hence

Proof. We again utilize the estimate (7.3.44) which for
xj = 0, x = x+ EBm+(w,x+) and "Y instead of a yields

n ~ 0 and xi

11",-(n,w,x)lIenw::; 'Inll",-(·,w,x)lIo-,w::; 'InD(L)II·r+llw.
On the other hand, by (7.3.35),

11",+(n,w,x)llenw

::; 'In (lIx+llw + b ~ L11",-(.,w,x)lIo-.w)
::;

Adding up, we obtain

since

'In(l+D(L)b~Jllx+llw

= :1.'+,
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L
0- L
l+D(L)+D(L)O_L = 0-2L'
Now choose n 2: O. By the cocycle property and the first estimate,

IIxll w= 11'1'(0, w, x)lIw

II '1'( -n, Onw)<p(n,w, x)llw
<;

0- L

,,(-n 0 _ 2LII<p(n,w,x)II,"w,

which is equivalent to

o

7.3.9 Corollary (Flag of Unstable Manifolds). Let the conditions of
Theorem 7.3.1 be satisfied. Then we obtain a nested sequence of unstable
manifolds
Mll C Ml2 C ... C M lj C ... C M lp = JRd
corresponding to the backward filtration of the MET for CP,
En

= Vp-

C ... C Eli

= Vp+l _ j

C ... C E 1p = V1-

= JRd.

The above inclusions are embeddings of submanifolds.

Proof. The inclusions follow from the dynamical characterization of the unstable ma.nifolds and the embeddings of the corresponding Banach spaces
(Lemma 7.2.3).
That the inclusions are embeddings follows from the representation of the
manifolds as graphs.
0

7.3.2 Construction of Stable Manifolds
The reader will certainly be able to imagine that the stable manifolds can be
constructed in a completely analogous "dual" procedure with the help of the
two Key Technical Lemmas (now we need the finer estimates using M(w) in
Lemma 7.3.3(iii) and 7.3.6(i). We will hence omit the proof and immediately
state the final result.

7 .3.10 Theorem (Global Stable Manifold Theorem). Let the RDS 'I'
with discrete time 1f = Z be prepared and generated by the difference equation
(7.3.1). Assume

IIF(w,.T) - F(w,y)lI,w <; Lllx where

Yllw for all

X,Y E JRd,
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O:S L < 0/2.
Choose any i with 1 < i :S p, let A- = Ail' = {Ai > ... > ApI &" fhe
corresponding spectral interval ojq" put E- := E lp , X- = (x, • ...• x p ), E+ :=
Ei~ = E 1,i_1I x+ = (Xl, ... , xi-d, choose a constant b in the spedml yap t.o
the right of A - ,
b:= b, E r,ight = [ili + O,Qi_l - 5j,
and define the set

M-{w) = Mip{W):= {x E JRd: <p{-,w,.,) E X"+.w}'

(7.3.,17)

Then

(i) M-(w) is a topological manijold oj dimensiun dim E- = d l -+- ... -+- lip.
called the stable manifold corresponding to the intenJal A - . It is indq)end(~nt
of the particular choice of b.
(ii) M-{w) is a graph in E- (j) E+,
M-{w) = {x- (j)m-{w,x-):

X-

E

E-},

with the following properties:
1. m- : n x E- ---)- E+ is measurable.
2. m-{w,O) = O.
3. m- is globally Lipschitz continlLous in the random norms oj E- and E+,

where the constant

D{L) = L{o - L)
6(0 - 2L)
is independent oj i.
(iii) M-{w) is invariant under <p, i. e.

As another by-product, we have the following dynamical properties of orbits
of <p starting on M-(w).

7.3.11 Corollary. Let the conditions oj Theorem 7.3.10 Iw 8afi..'IJicd. Choo.w'
x E M-(w). Then for any '(::: ili + 6

li<p(n,w,x)II,"w:S '(": ~ 2~lixllw,
and hence

11::: n,
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7.3.12 Corollary (Flag of Stable Manifolds). Let the

conditions of
Theorem 7.3.10 be satisfied. Then we obtain a nested sequence of stable manifolds
Mpp C M p _ l •p C ... C M ip C ... C M lp = 1R"
corresponding to the forward filtration of the MET for.p,

Epp =

v/ c ... C Eip =

Vi+

C ... C

E1p = V1+

= ]Rd.

The above inclusions are embeddings of submanifolds.

We finally combine the Corollaries 7.3.8 and 7.3.11 in the following corollary,
the result of which is shown in Fig. 7.5.

7.3.13 Corollary (Disjoint Decomposition of Spectrum).
Let the conditions of Theorems 7.S.1 and 7.3.10 be satisfied, assume that
the Lyapunov spectrum of q, is not one-point and choose 1 ~ j < p. Denote by M+(w) the unstable manifold corresponding to the spectral interval
A+ := {AI> ... > Aj} and by M-(w) the stable manifold corresponding to
the complementary spectral interval A- := {Aj+l > ... > Ap}.
Then

Proof. Let 0 i x E M+(w) n M-(w).
Since x E M+(w), Corollary 7.3.8 applies: For II = u J

1I'P(n,w,x)II,"w 2: b"lIxllw,

-

8,

n 2: 0,

where C = (8 - L)/(8 - 2L).
Since x E M-(w), Corollary 7.3.11 applies: For 12 = (3j+1

+ 8 < II,

E-,II'llw

~

•.....

---------------:::-==--=--+-~==--------~

E+(w),11 . IIw

IW(w)
Fig. 7.5. Stable and unstable manifolds do not intersect except at 0
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Combining these cHtimatcH and uHing

CJ

IIxll w i- 0,

:S C' for all n :> O.

which is a contradiction.

u

7.3.3 Construction of Center Manifolds
We now complete our program of constructing global invariant. manifolds by
proving the following theorem.

7.3.14 Theorem (Global Center Manifold Theorem, Discrete
Time). Let the RDS r.p with discrete time 11' = Z be preparcd and gcnerated by the difference equation (7.3.1). Assume
IIF{w,x) - F{w,y)lIew:S Lllx - yllw

for' all

x,y E !Rd.

(7.3.48)

where

0<L<3-0),5.'

(7.3.49)
2
Consider for any i, j with 1 :S i:S j:S p the int(;rvai Aij = {A, > ... > Aj}
from the spectrum of <P, choose constants

aJ E n,ft

= [11;+1 + 8, oJ

- 8],

bi E r"ght = fiJi + 8, n,_. t

-

81,

and define the set

MiJ{w)

:=

{x E IRd

(7.3.50)

:

(see Fig. 7.6) so that
(7.3.5 I)

Then:

(i) Mij{W) is a topological manifold of dimension dim Eij = d i + ... + dj •
called the center manifold corresponding to the interval Ai}' It i.<; independent
of the particular choice of aj and bi •
(ii) For (i,j) = (l,p), M 1p {w) = !Rd. For (i,j) i' (I,p), AliJ{w) IS a gmph
in Eij EB

ED,

Mij{W) = {XijEB71t,}{w,x,}): :I:i} E E,}},
with the following properties:
1. 1Y"tij : fl x Eij ---* Ei] is measumble.
2. mij{w,O) = O.
3. ffiij is globally Lipschitz continuons in the
3

Note that

3- v'5
2

= 0.38197 ... <

~.

mnr/oUl nOTlIl..'i

of 1-,',.1 and E,~,
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whrrc tlu: constant

2D(L)
C(L):= 1 _ D(L)'

L(o - L)
D(L) = 8(0 _ 2L) < 1,

is independent of (i,j).

(iii) l\1'J(w) is invariant under!p, i. e.

n E Z.

Fig. 7.6. Dynamical characterization of the center manifold

Mij

Proof. Assume the situation of Theorems 7.3.1 and 7.3.10.
To single-out nontrivial cases we assume that 1 < i :::; j < p and introduce
the notations E+ := El,i-l, EO := Ei,j and E~ := Ej+1,Pl so that lRd =
E+ EB EO EEl E-. These are nontrivial subspaces.
Under the conditions Lip(F(w, '))w,ow S Land L < 0/2 we have constructed the followillg invariant manifolds:

a.nd

We now define for each wand

hy

XO

E

EO

the operator
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Tw,xO ( x + ,x -)..- (-(
Tn W,X 0.
,x -) ,Tn +( W,X +.0))
,.r .
We check under which condition this is a contraction. U:;illg the
continuity of m- and m+, we obtain

Lipschitz~

IITw,xo(X+, x-) - Tw,x" (y+, y- )llw
:s Ilm-(w,xO,x-) - m-(w,xO,y-)lIw
+lIm+(w,x+,xo) - m+(w,y+,xO)lIw

:s

D(£) (1Ix- - y-lIw + Ilx+ - Y+llw)
D(£) lI(x+,x-) - (y+,y-)llw.

Hence Tw,xo will be a contraction if D(L) < 1, equivalently L2 -38L+(f2 > O.
Since we also need L < fJ/2, the latter is the case if and only if

Under this condition there exists a unique fixed point

(xt, x:-)

= mO(w, XU) = mO,+ (w, XU) EEl mO,- (w, Xll)

E E+ ED E-

which depends measurably on (w, xU). By definition of Tw,xo, this fixed point
has the properties

(7.3.02)
and
(7.3.53)
d

(7.3.52) means that the point xOEllmO(w, XO) E IIl. lies on Af- (w) and (7.3.53)
means that it lies on M+(w). Thus

MO(w)

.-

Mil(W)

= {XO Ell mO(w, xo) : xO E EO}
= {x E IIl. d : <pCw,x) E X n - ,w n X b,+ wI·

M+(w) n M-(w)

)

'

Clearly mO(w, 0) = 0 by uniqueness.
We will now calculate the Lipschitz constant of mO(w, .). Let Xll, Jl E EO.
Since the Lipschitz constants of m+(w,·) and rn- (w,·) are known to be D(L),
we obtain

IImo,+ (w, xo) - mO,+ (w, yO)lIw

:s
:s
and

IIm-(w,xo,mo,-(w,xo)) - m-(w,yO,mo'-(w,yo))lIw
D(L) (ilxo - yOllw + IImO,-(w,xo) - rno'-(w,yo)lIw),
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IImu,- (w, xU) - mU' - (w, yO)lIw
<: IIm+ (w, mO,+ (w, xO), XU) - m+(w, mO'+ (w, yO), yO) IIw

<: D(L) (11xO - yOllw + Ilmo,+(w,xo) -

mO'+(w,yo)lIw)'

Addition of both estimates yieldt-;

IImU(w, XU) - mO(w, yO)llw

<: D(L) (211 xO- yOllw + IImo(w,xO) -

mO(w, yO)llw)

.

Since we made surc that D(£) < 1, wc finally obtain

11m°(w,x °)-m0 (w,y U)lIw<:

2D(L)
U
I-D(L) IIxO-y Ilw.

We leave the proof of the invariance of MU(w) as an exercise to the reader.
o

7.3.15 Remark. (i) If F(w,x) '" 0, then Mij(W) = Eij with trivial graph
mil (w, Xtj) ::= o. In this case the result is true even for 0 = O.
(ii) For i = j we obtain an invariant manifold Mi(W) "tangent" to the
Osclcdets space E i • which we call Oseledets manifold.
(iii) Note that the restriction on the Lipschitz constant of F is less severe
for the construction of the unstable and stable manifolds than it is for the
center manifolds.

•

We now combine Corollaries 7.3.8 and 7.3.11 and obtain a more precise dynamical description of the orbits on the center manifold (see Fig. 7.7).
7.3.16 Corollary. Let the conditions of Theorem 7.3.14 be satisfied. Choose
x E Mij(W).
Then for any choice of aj and bi such that aj ~ D:j - 0 < f3i + 0 'S bi

and

~billxllw <: 1I'P(n,w,x)llenw <: Cajllxll w,

n

<: 0,

when: C = :~2~ > 1.

7.3.4 The Continuous Time Case

Our program is completed if the RDS has discrete time. However, the continuous time ca.<.;c can ea.,ily be reduced to the discrete time case.
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Fig. 7.7. Dynamical description of an orbit ill

MiJ

7.3.17 Theorem (Global Center Manifold Theorem, Continuous
Time). Let
(7,3,54)
<p{t,w,x) = 4> (t,w)x+,p{t,w,x), tEIR,
be an RDS with 'I/J(t,w,O) =
Assume

a which is prepared according to Definition 7.2.5.

sup 1I,p{t,w,x) - ,p{t,w,y)lIo(t)w:O; Lllx - Yllw,

(7.3.55)

099

where

L<3-v'5 0
2

.

Then the invariant manifolds Mij(W) constructed for the embedded di.<;crdc
time RDS
<p(n, w, x) = 4>{n, w)x + ,p{n,w, x)
are also the invariant manifolds for the continuous time RDS (7.3.54). In
particular,
<p{t,W)Mij{W) = Mi,{O{t)w) for all t E IR

and
Mij{W) = (x
Proof.

E

IR": <p{',w,x) E Xb;,w,R+

nx";.w,. }.

0) We first prove the invariance of J\Ji ) (w): First
sup 114>(t,w)lIw,o(t)w:O; e"+' =:

C

<

obHcrve t.hat.

00.

O::;t::;l

Consider x E Mi,{w). First take n E Z+ and 0:0; t.:O; L We write 0" := ti{n).
By the cocycle property,
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'1'( n, B( t)w, '1'( t, w, x))
'1'( t, B"w, 'P(n, w, x))
<1'(t, B"w)'P(n, w, x) + 1/J(t, B"w, 'P(n,w, x)).

I-lellcc

(c + £)II'P(n, w, x)II.·w
(c + £)bill'P(-,w,x)lIb+
"

~

1I'P(n, B(t)w, 'P(t, w, x))I1,",(t)w

~

W

z+·

,

Analogously, for n E Z-,

1I'P(n, B( t)w, '1'( t, w, x)) 1I ••• (t)w ~ (c + £ )aj 11'1'(-' w, x) 11.-j ' w, z- .
By the discrete time dynamical characterization of Mij(W),

'P(t,w,x) E Mij(B(t)w)
Represent a general t E IR as t = [tJ
then

'P(t,w,x)

+ s,

= 'P([tJ,B(s)w,'P(s,w,x))

for all t E [O,IJ.

°

~

E

s < I. If 'P(s,w,x)

Mi,(BltIB(s)w)

E

M(B(s)w)

= Mij(B(t)w),

by the discrete time invariance.
So far we have proved that

'P(t,w)M,,(w) c M'j(B(t)w)

for all tEll!..

Since cp(t,w) is a homeomorphism of IR d , the invariance of Mij(W) follows as
in the proof of Theorem 7.3.I(iii).
(ii) We finally prove the continuous time dynamical characterization. It
suffices to show that
sup bi"II'P(n,w,x)II •• w <

00 { = }

nEZ+

sup bitll'P(t,w,x)lle(t)w <

00

(7.3.56)

tER+

amI the analogous statement on Z- /lR-.
Now for n E Z+ and U ::; t :S 1, as above,

where

fl,:= sup bit = max(l,
O~t~l

b~)'
i

This means that (7.3.56) holds, which finishes the proof.

o
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7.3.5 Higher Regularity
Main Result. Structure of Proof
Consider a prepared RDS with discrete time given by

<p(n,w,x) = 4>(n,w)x + ",(n,w, x),
where 1/J( n, w, 0)
tion

=

nEZ,

0, equivalently, generated by the random difference equa(7.3.57)

where

A(w)

= 4>(I,w),

F(w,x);= ",(I,w,x),

F(w,O)

= o.

In the previous subsections we have constructed the global center manifolds
Mij of t,p "tangent" to E ij , provided the nonlinear part F has a Lipt>chitz
constant Lip(F(w, '))w,9w ::; L with L "small enough". "Tangent" to Eij
meant so far that Mij(W) = {Xij ffi mij(w,Xij) : Xij E Eij} is a Lipschitzcontinuous graph in the Eij ffi Eli coordinate system of lR d with a "small"
Lipschitz constant.
Suppose our prepared RDS is such that <p(I,w,') E Diffk(JRd) for some
k ~ I, in particular, F(w,·) is C k and A(w) = D<p(I,w,O), hence DF(w,O) =
0. Our method does not allow for using this additional information to prove
that Mij(w) is more regular than Lipschitz, and is in fact tangent to Eij in
the classical sense, i.e. ToMij(W) = E ij , equivalently Dmij(W,O) = O.
We will now show that the invariant manifolds Mij are indeed C k if the
RDS is - for the case k > 1 under the provision that the spectral gaps to the
left and to the right of the block Aij = P'i > ... > AJ } are "wide enough"
(gap condition). Siegmund [3(7) gives a detailed and clear exposition for the
case of nonautonomous deterministic differential equations.

7.3.18 Definition. Let F: [} x JRd --+ JRd be a measurable function.
(i) If F(w,.) is continuous, we say that F(w,') E w if there is a finite
random variable Lo (w) ~ 0 such that for all w

cg.

IIF(w, ')II~ := sup IIF(w, x)111Jw S Lo(w).
xERd

(ii) Let F(w,') be C k for some k ~ 1. We say that

F(w, -) E

C:.

w

;= C:«JRd, II· IIw), (JRd, II· lI,w))

if for each q with 1 ::; q::; k there is a finite random variable Lq(w)
that for all w

IIF(w,·)II:!.;= sup IID'F(w,x)lIw.'w S L,(w).
xERd

Here D'F(w, x) is the q-th derivative of F(w,') at x,

~

a such
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DqF(w, x)

E

C(q)((JR d

JRd,

X .•. X
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II· IIw), (JRd, 1I·lIow)) =: C(q),

where e,(q) is the space of continuous q-linear operators ~ndowed with the
operator norm, and JRd X ••• X JRd has norm Ilxllw := sUP'9~q Ilx,lIw' We
have C(') = C( (JRd, 11·llw), (JRd, 11·lIow)), C(') := C(JRd x JRd, JRd) 90' C(JRd , C('»)
and C(q) 90' C(JRd, C(q-'») in general.
(iii) The space

C;((Eij , 1I·lIw), (Eb, 11·lIw))
is defined analogously as the space of random functions between the corresponding spaces for which the derivatives of order 1 :<; q :<; k are bounded by
_
finite random variables.
Suppose F(w,')

Eel wand there is a deterministic constant Ll such that
IIF(w, ')II~

= sup

IIDF(w, x)lIw,ow :<; L •.

xERd

By the mean value theorem, this implies

IIF(w,x) - F(w, y)llow :<; L.llx - Yllw.
Hence the Unstable and Stable Manifold Theorems 7.3.1 and 7.3.10 hold
provided L. < 0/2, while the Center Manifold Theorem 7.3.14 holds provided
L. < 3-,.,(50.

7.3.19 Theorem (Global Smooth Invariant Manifold Theorem).
(A) Discrete time case: Let k 2 1 and let <p be a prepared RDS with
discrete time 1I" = Z such that <p(I,w,·) E Diffk(JRd). Let the generating
difference equation be

x n+. = A(onw)xn +F(onw,xn),

nEZ,

where A(w) = D<p(I,w,O), F(w,O) = 0 and DF(w,O) = O. Assume that
F(w,·) EeL and that there is a deterministic constant L. such that

IIF(w, ')II~

sup

:=

IIDF(w, x)llw,ow

:<; L.,

xERd

where the bound L. satisfies
L.

< O.

3-

v'5

(7.3.58)

:= -2-0.

Consider for any i, j with 1 :::; i :::; j :::; p the center manifold
Mij(W) = (Xij

Ell mij(w,Xij)

corresponding to the interval Ai, =
spectrum of <P.

: Xij

P'i > ... >

E

Eij}

Aj} from the Lyapunov
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Then the following assertions hold:
(i) Mij(W) is a C' manifold, more precisely
mij(w,·) E eWE'j, \I·\lw), (Eb,
with

,
\lmij(W,·)\lw:=

\I·llw))

0 - L,
sup \lDmi)(W,X,))\lw.w S 2-,- - .
U - 2L1

XjjEE.j

(ii) The manifold Mi)(W) is tangent to E ij , i. e. ToMi'(w) = E,), equivalently Dmij(W,O) = O.
(iii) Higher regularity: Suppose k ::> 2 and the following gap conditions
are satisfied:
1. The spectral gap rdgh. := [13, + O,Oi_' - 0] to the right of Ai, is wide
enough such that we can choose two numbers b, b E rright with b < b for
which, moreover, also bq < b for every q = 2, ... , k (no condition for
i = 1, i. e. for the unstable manifolds).
2. The spectral gap 11.ft := [13;+, +0, OJ - 0] to the left of A,; is wide enough
such that we can choose two numbers a, a E rleft with a < a for which,
moreover, also a < a q for every q = 2, ... , k (no condition for j = p, i. e.
for the stable manifolds).
Then there exists a constant Ok E (0,0'] such that if L, < 0., Mi,(w) is a C k
manifold, more preCisely,
mi;(W") E ek«Eij , 11·llw), (Eb,

11·llw)).

In particular, if for 1 S q S k, DqF(w,O) = 0, then also Dqm.;j(w, 0) = O.
(B) Continuous time: The statements in part (A) are also valid for a
prepared continuous time RDS
<p(t,w, x) = <p(t,w)x + .p(t,w, x),

t E JR,

where <p(t,w,·) E Diffk(JRd), <p(t,w) = D<p(t,w,O), .p(t,w,O)
D.p(t, w, 0) = 0, provided .p(-, w,·) EeL, where now for 1 <; q <; k

0 and

\I.p(·,w, ')\I~:= sup sup \lDq.p(t,w,x)llw,9(t)w,
099xERd

and there is a deterministic constant L1 such that

and L, satisfies the condition L, < Ok from (A).

7.3.20 Remark (When are the Gap Conditions Satisfied?). (i)
If
intr,;gh. n (0, I] ,< 0 then the first gap condition is automatically satisfied
for all kEN. In particular, the stable manifolds M ip with Ai < 0 (in particular, the classical stable manifold Ms) are C k (if the remaining conditions are
met).
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If intr•• ft n [1,00) i' 0 then the second gap condition is automatically
satisfied for all kEN. In particular, the unstable manifolds M 1j with Aj > 0
(in particular, the classical unstable manifold Mu) are C· (if the remaining
conditions are met).
(ii) Let some Lyapunov exponent vanish, Ai = 0, and consider the classical
center manifold Me = Mi,i tangent to E i . Then Q = Qi = e-II: < 1 < ell: =
fl, = fl, and r'i.h' = [fl + 6,
6], 1I.ft = [fli+1 + 6,,, - c5J. It will hence
not always be possible to satisfy the gap conditions for a given k ? 2.
•

"'-I -

Part (B) of Theorem 7.3.19 is a by-product of Theorem 7.3.17. We hence can
restrict ourselves to the proof of the discrete time case, part (A).
We will prove Theorem 7.3.19(A) only for the unstable manifolds M+ =
M 1j for j < p. There is a similar "dual" proof for the stable manifolds M- =
Mip , hence the smoothness result for Mij follows from Mij = M Ij n M ip '
The reader should recall the notations of Subsect. 7.3.1, in particular A+,
E+, x+, E-, x-, a:= aj, {3:= {3j+l and

a:=aj

E

1I.ft

= [fl+6,a-6].

Our random difference equation (7.3.57) takes the form of the following
coupled pair of the so-called unstable and stable equation (see (7.3.4) and
(7.3.5)):
X~+l

= A+(enw)x~ + F+(Bnw,X~,X~),

X~+1 = A-U';nw)x;;

xt

+ F-((rw,x~ ,x;;), xi)

= x+,

(7.3.59)

x-.

(7.3.60)

=

The corresponding linear cocycles satisfy

114>+(n,w)lIw,9 n w 'S ,,",

n 'S 0,

114>-(n,w)llw,9 w 'S fl",
n

n ~ O.

Our assumption (7.3.58) assures that Theorem 7.3.1 holds. We now give an
operator formulation of its proof.

Operator formulation of the construction of the unstable manifold:
In order to find the invariant manifold M+ we have solved the following
equation (which for convenience we write down for all n E Z) in X a- WI given
wEn and x+ E E+:
'

C(n,w) =

L"

L~=l .p+(n - i, Oiw)Ftw'

n >'0,

0,

n=O,

- 2::?=n+l .p+(n - i, eiw)Ftwl

n < 0,

4>-(n-i,O'w)r(O'-lw,W-I,w)),

i=-OCI

where for reasons of display we have used the abbreviation
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in the (+) equation.
This equation is derived from steps 1 and 2 of our 6-step program of
Subsect. 7.3.1, where we have inserted the explicit solution of the initial value
problem of the unstable equation (7.3.59) and the explicit form (7.3.14) of
the unique solution in X.- ,w of the stable equation (7.3.60) (see First Key
Technical Lemma 7.3.3). The graph of the invariant manifold is then obtained
as m+(w,x+) = ~-(O,w).
We write the above equation in the following succinct operator form:
~(w) = S(w)x+

+ K(w)NF(W)~{W),

~(w) E X.-,w'

(7.3.61 )

The operators S{w), K{w) and NF{W) are defined as follows:

S{w): E+ .... X.-,w,

x+

H

~(w):= CV+{·~w)x+),

K{w): X.-,w .... X.-,w,
where (again for nEZ, but used only for n :S 0)
L~~l.p+{n-i,Oiw)(+{i,w),

K{w)({w)(n) =

+ 0, . i
+.
- L'~n+l.p (n -.,0 w)( (.,w),
(
L~~-oo .p-{n - i, O'wW{i,w)
{

0

n>

0,

n=O,
n < 0,

)

Because of its importance for the study of regularity, the last operator N F(W)
deserves a name of its own.

7.3.21 Definition (Nemytskii Operator). (i) Let !(n,') : JRd .... JRd be a
sequence of functions. The Nemytskii operator corresponding to this sequence
is defined as

N f : (JRd)Z --> (JRd)z,

Nf{()n+1:= !(n, (n).

(ii) For the case !(n, x) := F{onw, x) the Nemytskii operator N F{W) corresponding to the random function F is defined by N F{W)(()n+l := F{onw, (n).
Clearly NF{W)O = 0 if F{w,O) = o.
•
Note that the Nemytskii operator N F(W) is solely determined by the nonlinear
part F of the RDS.
In the language of these operators Proposition 7.3.7 states that for each
wand x+ equation (7.3.61) has a unique solution (w,x+) E Xa-,w which
depends measurably on (w, x+). In other words, the operator 1- K{w)N F{W)
is invertible in X a - ,wand the unique solution can be represented as

. ({w,x+) = (I - K{w)NF{WW'S{w)x+'
We first prove that the definitions of S{w) and K{w) make sense.

(7.3.62)
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7.3.22 Lemma. (i) The opemtor S(w) : E+ -+ X,-,w is a bounded linear
operator for any, ::: a (in particular, for, = a E rloft) and

(ii) The opemtor K(w): X,-,w -+ X,-,w is a bounded linear opemtor for
any, E (/3, a) (in particular, for, = a E rloft) and

in particular

a-6

IIK(w)II.-,w::: -6-

for all a E rloft.

Proof. (i) Since by Lemma 7.2.3(ii), Xa-,w '-+ X,-,w for, ::: a and the
inclusion mapping is a bounded linear operator with norm::; 1, it suffices to
prove the claim for 'Y = 0'.
S(w)x+(n) = <fj+(n,w)x+ is definitely linear. For n::: a

IIS(w)x+(n)II •• w:::

11<fj+(n,w)llw,o.wllx+llw::: anllx+llw,

whence IIS(w)lIa-,w ::: 1.
(ii) First observe that

Let n < O.
(a) We first consider the (+) component: We have
o

0

L

II

i=n+l

Hence for

"y

L

<fj+(n - i,e'w)~+(i,w)llo·w:::

<

an-'II~+(i,w)llo'w'

i=n+l
0',

It follows that

(b) We now consider the (-) component: We have for /3 < ,

,-nllt
t=-=

whence

<fj-(n - i,e'w)C(i,w)II •• w::: .

t

(~) n-' ,-'IIC(i,w)llo'w,

t=-=,
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II(K(w)~(wWII,-,w
Altogether, for f3 < '( <

=a

E Tleft

~f3l1nw)II,-,w.
'(-

Q,

IIK(w)~(w)II,-,w :S max
For any '(
norm.

:S

= [f3 + 8, Q -

C: '(' '(: (3) 1I~(w)II,-,w'
8]' (Q - 8) /8 is a uniform bound for the
o

The Nemytskii Operator
Since bounded linear operators are Coo, equation (7.3.61) indicates that the
smoothness of the Nemytskii operator NF (w) determines the smoothne..-;.<; of
the unstable manifold M+(w).
Indeed, if NF(w): Xa-,w -+ Xa-,w were C k , the implicit function theorem
would imply that the right-hand side, hence the left-hand side of (7.3.61),
hence x+ ..... ~-(w, x+)(O) = m+(w, x+) is Ck.
However, even if F is C k , NF(w) is in general not differentiable (for a
deterministic counterexample see Siegmund [317: Sect. 5.2]). The way out is
to play with the scale parameter a E rleft and consider N F(W) as an operator
from X a-.w into a bigger space Xb-,w, where b E neftI but b < a. For k > 1
this is the origin of the gap condition.

7.3.23 Proposition (Regularity of Nemytskii Operator). (i) Continuity: Let F(w,') E
with deterministic bound Lo. Then for all a > 0
and c :S 1, the opemt~r NF(W) : Xa-,w --+ X,-,w is well-defined, and is
continuous for c < 1.
(ii) Lipschitz continuity: Let Lip(F(w, '))w,'w :S L, for some deterministic
constant L,. Then for all 0 < b:S a, NF(W) : Xa-,w --+ Xb-,w is Lipschitz
continuous with

cL

L,

IINp(w)(~) - NF(W)(ry)lIb-,w :S -;II~

- rylla-,w'

CL

(iii) Differentiability: Let F(w,') E
with deterministic bound L,.
Then for all 0 < b < a, NF(w) : Xa-,w'--+ Xb-,w is C I , more precisely
NF(W) E C~(Xa-,w,Xb-,w), with
(DNF(W)(~)ry)n+' = DF(onw,~n)ryn'

~ = (~n)' ry = (ryn) E Xa-,w,

and

where on the right-hand side of the first inequality, D N p(w )({) is interpreted
as an C(JRd)-valued sequence in X(*r,w'
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(iv) C'-smoothness: Let F{w,·) EeL for some k > 1 with deterministic
bound Ll and random bounds Lq{w) fo~ 2 :S q :S k. Choose a, b such that
0< b < a q forallq = 1, ... ,k. Then Np{w) : Xa-,w ~ Xb-,w is C k , more
precisely NF{w) E C~{Xa-,w,Xb-,w)' with
DqNF{W)('): Xa-,w -> ,e(q) {Xa-,w x ...

X

Xa-,w,Xb-,w) =: ,e(q)

given by

and we have

..

for I :S q :S k, where in the second term of the last inequalities, DqNF{W) is
interpreted as an C(qLvalued sequence in X( • )-

'

w'

Proof. (i)(a) NFtw) well-defined: First note that since IIF{w, ')II~ :S L o, for
any sequence { E (JRd)Z

sup IINF{W){{)nll.n w = sup IIF{on-lw,{n_IlII.nw

IINF{w)({)lh - ,w

n~O

:S

Lo <

n$O

00.

Thus

NF{W): (JRd)z -> Xl-,w '-+ Xc-,w,

0 < c:S 1,

and finally NF{w): Xa-,w -> Xc-,w is well-defined for any a > O.
(i)(b) Continuity: We want to prove continuity of { H NF{W)({) at the
arbitrary, but fixed reference point £,0 E Xa- W'

For{EXa-wandNEZ+,

,

IINF{w)({) - NF{W){{o)IIc-,w
supc-nIlF{on-lw,{n_l) - F{on-lw'{~_l)ll.nw
n::;O

where we have used the fact that c :S 1.
Let E: > 0 be given. To control the infinitely long tail of the sequence
(F(onw, (n)), we now need to make the crucial assumption that c < 1, under
which we can choose an N E Z+ big enough such that 2cN La < E:. The
finitely many remaining terms are estimated by making use of the continuity
of F{w, .).
Since F(w,') is continuous, there exists a 8(w) > 0 such that

max

-N$.n$.O

provided

IIF{on-lw,{n_Il - F{on-lw'{~_l)ll.nw < E,
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Now
ll~

-

~olla-.w

supa-nll~n - ~~llo"w
n$;O

2:

sup

a-nll~n - ~~llo"w

-N-l$;n$;-l

2: Cl(a)C(w),
where Cl(a) = min(aN+l,a) > O.
Summing up, for e > 0 choose Ol(W):= Cl(a)o(w). Then
II~

-

~olla-.w < Ol(W) "'" llNF(w)(O - NF(W)(~o)IIc-.w < e,

proving the continuity of Np(w): Xa-,w -+ Xc-,w for any a > 0 and c < 1,
as claimed.
(ii) Lipschitz continuity: For 0 < b :S a
IINF(W)(~)

- NF(W)(ry)llb-.w
llNF(w)(~) - NF(w)(ry)lla-.w
supa-nIlF(on-lw, ~n-tl - F(on-lw, ryn-l)llO"w

:S

n$;O

Ll supa-nll~n_l - ryn-tllo"-'w

:S

n$;O

Ll

~ll~-rylla-.w'

:S

Since NF(W)(O) = 0, it aiso follows that

(iii) Differentiability:
Step 1: Let again 0 < b:S a and let F(w,·) EeL with constant L l . Hence
DF(w,·) E CL(1Rd,C(lRd)). We can thus define' a candidate for DNF(W),
namely
.

where

~

>-t

N~ll(w)(~)

By part (i) of this theorem, ~

=:

>-t

ry,

ryn+l:= DF(enw,~n).

N):l (w)(~) is defined for ail 0 < b :S a, and

continuous for all 0 < b < a. Further, again for all 0 < b $ a,

(7.3.63)

Step 2: There is, however, a second interpretation of N~l l (w) (0 for fixed
{ E Xa -

,w,

namely as a linear mapping between Banach spaces,
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N~I)(W)(~) : Xa-,w --+ Xb-,w,
defined by

We claim that for b S a, N~I)(w)(O E C(Xa-,w,Xb-,w) and, moreover,
(7.3.64)

Indeed,

IINV)(w){~Mb-,w

~ sup
(~) -n IIDF(on-lw, ~n_l)II"-'w"'wa-n+1l11)n_ll1 •• -'w
n::;O a
.

S

a

111)1I~- ,w IIN~I)(w)(~)lIm-,w'

S

Step 3: Let now 0 < b < a. We now prove that NF(W)(') is differentiable
at any ~ E Xa-,w, and that DNF(W)(~) = N~I)(W)({).
Let {, 11 E Xa-,w, and b::; a. By definition,

IINF(W)(~ + 1))

-

NF(W)(~) - N~I)(w)({Mb-,w

supb-nIlF(on-1W,~n_l

+ 1)n-Il -

F(on-1W,~n_l)

n::;O

-DF(on-l w, {n-Il1)n-lll.·w
-.

supb-nll
n::;O

* 1I.·w.

Since F(w,·) E C~ w we can apply Taylor's formula in JRd,

(1 DF(w, x + ty)dt)
1

F(w,x + y) - F(w,x) =

y ,

to obtain

IIF(on-1W, ~n-l
=

+ 1)n-Il - F(on-l w, ~n-l) - DF(on-lw, ~n-Il7Jn-ll1.·w

III (DF(on-lW,~n_l

It follows that

+ t7Jn-Il -

DF(on-lW,~n_l)) dt 7Jn-Iil.·w.
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supb-nll
n~O

* 11.·w

111)lIa-,w
a

l'

sup

(b)-n
a

0 n$.O

IIDF(9n-1W,~n_1

111)lIa-,w
a

sup

099

+ t1)n-,) -

DF(9n-1W,~n_')II"_'w"'wdt

IIN~')(W)(~ + t1)) _ N~')(W)(~)II

• _ .

(.) ,w

By step 1, Xa-,w => ~ H N~')(w)(~) E X(~r,w is continuous, provided b < a.
That is, for c > 0 there exists a 0 > 0 such that

IINj,'\w)(~ + t1)) - Nj,')(w)(~)II(~r,w < c
whenever II~ + t1) - ~lla-,w ~ 111)lIa-,w < o.
As a result, NF(W) : Xa-,w --> Xb-,w is differentiable for all 0 < b <
a and DNF(W)(~) = N~')(W)(~). Further, since by step 1, X a-. w => ~ H
DNF(W)(~) E Xm-,w is continuous, by (7.3.64), Xa-,w => ~ H DNF(W)(O E

.c(Xa-,w,Xb-,w) is continuous. Finally, by (7.3.63) and (7.3.64), NF(w) E
Cl(Xa - ,w, X b - ,w)'
(iv) Ck-smoothness: By induction on q = 1, ... , k.
0
Proof of the Smoothness of Invariant Manifolds
With the knowledge on the operators S(w), K(w) and NF(W) summarized in
Lemma 7.3.22 and Proposition 7.3.23 we return to equation (7.3.61),
~(w) =

S(w)x+

+ K(w)NF(W)~(W).

7.3.24 Proposition. Let Lip(F(w, '))w"w ~ L, and'Y E ({3, a).

(i) K(w)NF(W) : X,-,w --> X,-,w is Lipschitz continuous with Lipschitz
constant
. ((
LIp K(w)NF w)) ~ I =

L,

. (

mill 0:-"(,,,(-

(3)

It.

In particular, for'Y = a E n.ft = [(3 + 0, a - oj, I ~
(ii) For I < 1, I - K(w)NF(w) : X,-,w --> X,-,w is a homeomorphism
and its inverse

has Lipschitz constant :S 1:1·
(iii) The solution set E+ of equation (7.3.61) in E+ x X,-,w is

{(x+,!/i(w)S(w)x+): x+
and its projection onto IRa

= E+ Ell E-,

E

E+}
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is given by

(7.3.65)
We also have

m+(w.x+) =

o
L

.p-(-n.Onw)r(On-l w• (lji(w)S(W)X+)n_l).

n=-oo

Proof. (i) This immediately follows from Lemma 7.3.22(ii) and Proposition
7.3.23(ii) (putting 'Y = b = a).
(ii) If Lip(K(w)NF(w)) S I < 1. then 1- K(w)NF(w) is invertible and

lji(w)

= (I -

=

K(w)NF(WW '

= L(K(w)NF(W))n: X,-,w'"

X,-,w'

n=O

A global Lipschitz constant of lji(w) is obtained from
II(K(w)NF(wlt(~)

- (K(w)NF(w)t(ry)II,-,w S lnll~ - ryll,-,w

E~=o [n = 1~1' Hence IP(w) is in particular continuous, thus a homeomorphism.
(iii) This is just the formal expression of our procedure leading to Theorem 7.3.1 to determine M+(w). Since lji(w) is Lipschitz and all the other
operations in (7.3.65) are linear and bounded (hence C=). the Lipschitz con0
tinuity of m+(w.·) can be read-off.

as

For the Ck-smoothness of m+(w •. ) an inspection of (7.3.65) reveals that we
need lji (w) to be C k . Our hope is that this follows from the fact that N F (w) :
Xa - ,w --+ Xb~ ,w is C k whenever 0 < b < aq for q = 1, ... , k (Proposition
7.3.23(iv)) - provided we can meet the gap condition. i. e. we can choose
b. a E Tleft with the properties of Theorem 7.3.19(iii)(2).
The smoothness of lji(w) can be deduced from a contraction principle
on a scale of Banach spaces which was developed for the deterministic case
(which suffices since w is fixed here). e.g. by Vanderbauwhede and Van Gils
[333: Theorem 3[. Hilger [171: Theorem 6.1J and Chow and Yi [99[. see also
Siegmund [317J. It allows to show smooth dependence of a fixed point on
parameters.
We follow Vanderbauwhede and Van Gils [333J and quote their Theorem
3 without proof.
7,3.25 Theorem (Contraction Theorem on Scale of B-Spaces),
Let Yo. Y. Y, and A be Banach spaces with norms denoted respectively by
11·110. II ,11. 11·11>. I· [. such that Yo is continuously embedded in Y and
Y is continuously embedded in Y, . We denote the embedding operators by
Jo : Yo ... Y and J : Y ... Y, . Consider a fixed point equation
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y
where

1 : Y x A -+ Y

= I(y, A),

(7.3.66)

satisfies the following hypotheses:

(HI) J 1 : Y x A -+ Y, has a continuous partial derivative Dy (J f) : Y x A -+
C(Y, Y,J with
Dy(J f)(y, A)
for some 1(') : Y

X

= J f(1) (y, A) = 11') (y, A)J
A -> .c(y) and fi') : Y

X

for all (y, A) E Y x A

A -> .c(y,).

(H2) 10: Yo x A -> Y, (Yo, A) >-+ fo(yo, A) := I(Joyo, A) has a continuous
partial derivative D,fo : Yo x A -> C(A, Y).

(H3)

There exists some", E [0,1) such that
III(y, A) - I(y, A) II $

"'lIy - yll

for all y, y E Y, A E A

and

III(')(y,A)1I $ "',

IIfl')(y,A)II, $ '" for all (y,A) E Y x A.

(H4) It follows from (H3) that (7.3.66) has for each A E A a unique solution
y = y(A) E Y. Suppose that ii(A) = Joiio(A) for some continuous yo: A -+ Yo.
The hypatheses allow us to consider the following equation in .c(A, Y),
(7.3.67)
because of (H3) this equation has for each A E A a unique solution A(A) E
C(A, Y).
Then under (HI) to (H4), the solution map y : A -> Y of (7.3.66) is
Lipschitz continuous and ii, := Jy : A -> Y, is C' with
Dy,(A) = JA(A),

for all A E A.

(7.3.68)

As an application of this theorem, we can finally prove Theorem 7.3.19.

Proof of Theorem 7.3.19: We restrict ourselves to the C' case; the C k
case for k 2: 2 is in principle proved by induction on q = 1, ... , k using
Theorem 7.3.25 at its full strength (see Vanderbauwhede and Van Gils [333:
Sect. 5J for the autonomous deterministic case and Siegmund [317J for the
nonautonomous deterministic case).
We now fix W E [} and suppress it for ease of notation. Put A = E+
with generic element). = x+, Yo = Y = X a - with generic element y = €~
Y1 = X b-, where a, b E r 1eft with b < a. The embedding operators are
J o = id : X a - '-> X a - and J = Ja.b : X a - '-> X b-. Our equation (7.3.66) is
(7.3.61),
~ = I(~,x+) = Sx+ + KNF(~)'
We now verify the conditions (HI) to (H4) in our case.
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(Hl) The function Ja,bl : Xa- x E+ --t X b- defined by Ja,b/{~, x+) =
+ Sx+ h"" a continuous partial derivative with respect to ~ which
is even independent of x+ and can be represented by
KNF{~)

D<(Ja,bf){~, x+)
where for each

~ E

= Ja,bl(1){~, x+) = Il'){~, X+)Ja,b,

X a- and x+

E

E+

J<l){~,x+) = K DNF{~) E C{Xa-,Xa-)

and

Il'){~,x+) = K DNF{~) E C{Xb-,Xb-).

This holds by Lemma 7.3.22{ii) and since by (7.3.64), DNF{~) E
C{X,-, X,-) for any 'Y > O.
(H2) 10 = I : X a- x E+ --t Xa- defined by (~,x+) H Sx+ + KNF{~) has
a continuous partial derivative with respect to x+ which is even independent
of ~ and x+ and is given by
(~, x+) H

Dx+ I : X a- x E+ --t C{E+, Xa-),

S.

This f~llows from Lemma 7.3.22{i).
(H3) (a) We first prove that I is uniformly contracting. Indeed, by Proposition 7.3.24{i) for any a E neft
1I/{~,x+) - l{ry,x+)lIa-

IIKNF{O - KNF{ry)lla~

L,

TII~

-1)lla-,

and,,:= Ldb < 1 if and only if L, < b, which follows from (7.3.58).
(b) The other two estimates follow by Lemma 7.3.22{ii) and from the
estimates (7.3.63) and (7.3.64).
..
.
(H4) Since in our case Yo = Y, hypothesis (H4) follows from (H2).
Hence Theorem 7.3.25 applies. The result is as follows: Denote, as above,
by x+ H ~(x+) = !/is{x+) E X a- the unique solution map of equation
~ = Sx+ + KNF{~), i.e.!/i = (I - KNF)-l Then:
1. !/is: E+ --t X a- is Lipschitz continuous and ~l := Ja,b!/iS : E+--t X bis C 1 .

2. The derivative of x+

H

Ja,b!/iS{X+) is given by

D{Ja,b!/iS{X+)) = Ja,bA{X+)

E

C{E+,Xb-)'

where A{x+) E C{E+, Xa-) is the unique solution of

(I - K DNp(!/i8{x+)))A = S
i.e. A{x+) = (I - K DNp(!/iS{X+)))-1S.
Denoting by "0 : X,- --t IRd the projection ~ H ~o and by ,,- : IRd --t Ethe projection x = (x+ 1 x~) H x- ,
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the derivative at x+ is

whence

IIDm+(x+)1I S

IIA(x+)11 S 1 ~ C'

where C S 6~L ' yielding part of the bound of Theorem 7.3.19(i). Moreover,

Dm+(O) = "-"OJa,bA(O).
Since S(O) = 0, hence <PSeO) = 0 and thus DNF(<PS(O» = (DF(O"w, 0» = 0
by assumption, we have A(O) = S, and Dm+ (0) = 0, i. e. M+ is tangent to

r,

0

7.3.26 Exercise (Higher Order Derivatives). We can derive higher order derivatives of m+ at x+ = 0 by differentiating the defining operator
equation <P(S(x+» = S(x+) + K NF(<P(S(X+))) at x+ = 0, cf. Siegmund
[317: Korollar 8,4J.
•

7.3.27 Remark (HOlder Continuity). Inspecting the proof of Hilger
[171] for the deterministic case, one can convince oneself that the following result holds: If the RDS is C;,~ and the gap conditions are augmented
by the requirements that also bk+t: < b and a < a k +£, then the invariant
manifolds are also Ck,t:. The moral is that there is no loss of regularity in the
_
construction of invariant manifolds.

7.3.6 Final Global Invariant Manifold Theorem
In this subsection we "undo" our preparations: We carryover the main invariant manifold results from Subsects. 7,3,1 to 7.3,5 to our original, unprepared
C· RDS <p with fixed point 0, considered in JRd with Euclidean norm,
By Proposition 7,2,6, <p is linearly equivalent to a prepared RDS denoted
by <p,

P(O(t)w) a <p(t,w) = <p(t,w) a P(w).
7.3.28 Theorem (Global Invariant Manifold Theorem). Let <p be a
C' RDS (k 2: 1) with two-sided time and ",(t, w, 0) = 0, represented by

",(t,w, x) = <I'(t,w)x + I/J(t,w,x),
where <I'(t,w) = D<p(t,w,O), hence l/J(t,w,O) = 0 and DI/J(t,w,O) = O.
Suppose that <I'satisfies the IC 01 the MET, Let 8(<1') = {(A;, d;);~" ... ,p)
be the Lyapunov spectrum, JRd = E,(w) Ell··· Ell Ep(w) be the splitting 01<1'
and A;; be any interval from 8(<1')
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Consider the corresponding prepared RDS if! presented by
if!(t,w, x) = <P(t, w)x + ,)/(t, w, x),
and assume that if! satisfies the conditions of the Smooth Invariant Manifold
Theorem 7.3.19. Let for any 1 SiS j S p Mij(W) be the C' center manifold
of if! and put
Mij(W) := p(W)-1 Mij(W).
Then
(i) Mij(W) is invariant under 'P,
'P(t,w)Mij(w) = Mij(O(t)w).
(ii) Mij(W) is an embedded C' submanifold of JRd tangent to Eij(W) =
Ei(W) Ell··· Ell Ej(w) of dimension di + ... + dj , given by a C' graph in the
Eij(w) Ell Fij(W) coordinate system, where Fij(W) := EIl'~li,jIE.(w).
(iii) Mij(W) is dynamically characterized as follows: For any aj E
intr"ft = (l1j+! + 6,uj - 6), bi E intr'ight = (l1i +6,Ui_1 - 6)
Mi,(w) = {x E JRd : 'P("w, x) E X.j,b;}'
Proof. Everything carries over from the prepared RDS via the linear isomorphism x = P( w) - I x. The dynamical characterization follows from Proposition 7.2.6 and Lemma 7.2.3.
0

7.4 Invariant Foliations, and the Hartman-Grohman
Theorem
Our aims in this section are the following: (i) We first exhibit a whole foliation
of invariant manifolds corresponding to a section of the Lyapunov spectrum
of tP into a "stable" and "unstable" part. (ii) We use this foliation as a new
coordinate system to also decouple (block-diagonalize) the nonlinear part
of the RDS. (iii) We finally linearize all blocks with a non-zero Lyapunov
exponent (Hartman-Grobman theorem).
We basically follow Wanner [340: Sects. 3.3--3.4J.
7.4.1 Invariant Foliations
We assume the situation of Sect. 7.3, in particular the conditions of the Global
Center Manifold Theorems 7.3.14 (11" = Z) and 7.3.17 (11" = JR).
Suppose the Lyapunov spectrum of tfJ is not one-point and is split into the
disjoint nonvoid intervals A+ = {AI> ... > Aj} and A- = PHI> ... >
Ap}, with corresponding splitting JRd = E+ Ell E-. The unstable manifold
M+(w) and stable manifold M-(w) are given by
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M+(w) = {x E JR": <p(·,w,x) E Xo-. w },
M-(w) = {x E JR": <p(·,w,x) E X,+,w},

where "I E r = [11;+1 + 0, "; - oj and the manifolds do not depend on the
particular value of "I. By Corollary 7.3.13,

We now want to study the asymptotic behavior of orbits which start off tho!:)e
manifolds.
For example, consider the case where ip is hyperbolic and the spectrum
split at 0, equivalently in the gap with 1 E intr. Then the orbits starting on
M-(w) approach 0 exponentially fast forwards in time (choose "I < 1), while
the orbits starting on M+ (w) approach 0 exponentially fast backwards in time
(choose 1 < "I). However, if x </. M-(w)UM+(w) we expect that <p("w, x) approaches M+(w), in fact a certain reference orbit <p(·,w, P+(w)x) on M+(w),
exponentially fast forwards in time and a reference orbit <p(·,w,P-(w)x) on
M- (w) exponentially fast backwards in time. This is indeed the case and
these reference points P±(w)x E M±(w) are uniquely determined (see Fig.
7.8).
We will prove that, given x E ]Rd, all initial values with the same reference point y:= P+(w)x form an invariant manifold M-(w,y) and all initial
values with the same reference point z ;= P-(w)x form an invariant manifold M+(w, z). These two manifolds have exactly the point x in common, so
that (P+(w)x,P-(w)x) are nonlinear coordinates of x. All these manifolds
hence form a foliation (i. e. have local product structure). We will use the
corresponding nonlinear coordinate system in Subsect. 7.4.2 to decouple the
nonlinear RDS into a (+) and a ( -) part.

r

7.4.1 Theorem (Foliation by Invariant Manifolds). (A) Discrete time
case: Let <p be a prepared RDS with fixed point 0 generated by the random
difference equation

(7.4.1)
which satisfies the conditions of the Global Center Manifold Theorem 7.3.14.
Assume that the Lyapunov spectrum of cP is not one-point and split into
nonvoid A+ and A- with the corresponding invariant manifolds M+ and
M-.
Then there are uniquely defined measurable mappings p± : fi x JR" --+ JRd
such that for each wE fi:
(i) p±(w) := p±(w,·) : JR" --+ JR" is continuous and satisfies P±(w)O =
0, P±(w)(JR") = M±(w) and p±(w)2 = P±(w) (i. e. P±(w) are nonlinear
projections). FUrther,

7.4 Hartman-Grobman Theorem

IIP±(w, x)llw $ 1 _

~(L) Ilxll w,

L(6 - L)

D(L)
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(7.4.2)

= 6(6 _ 2L)"

(ii) The mappings P±(w) are invariant, i. e.
P±(O(t)w) o <p(t,w) = <p(t,w) oP±(w) for all t E Z.
(iii) The preimages of any point x E M±(w), i. e. the sets
M-(w,x):= p+(w)-l({X}),

X

M+(w,x):= r(w)-l({x}),

x E M-(w),

E

M+(w),

are graphs E- 3 z- >-> m-(w,x,z-) E E+ and E+ 3 z+ >-> m+(w,x,z+) E
E-, respectively, which are measumble in (w,x,z±), continuous in (x,z±),
and Lipschitz continuous in z± with constant D(L), hence are embedded submanifolds of R".
(iv) The manifolds M±(w, x), x E M'f(w), are dynamically characterized
as follows: For arbitrary -r E r
M+(w,x)

= {z E lit": <pCw,z) -

<p(',w,x) E X,-.w},

M-(w,x) = {z E lit": <p(',w,z) -<p(',w,x) E X,+,w},

x E M-(w),.
x E M+(w).

In particular, M±(w,O) = M±(w).
(v) The manifolds M± are invariant, i. e.
<p(t,w)M±(w,x) = M±(O(t)w,<p(t,w,x)) for all t E Z,

x E M'f(w).

(vi) If the RDS <p is C k , k 2: 1, and satisfies the hypotheses of Theorem
7.3.19 then the invariant manifolds M±(w,x) are embeddedCk submanifolds
of lit" and the graphs (x,z±) >-> m±(w,x,z±) are k times continuously differentiable with respect to z± .
(B) Continuous time case: Let
<p(t,w,x) = </i(t,w)x +.p(t,w,x),

t E lit,

be a prepared RDS satisfying the conditions of the Global Center Manifold
Theorem 7.3.17. Assume the situation described in part (A).
Then all assertions of part (A) hold for Z replaced with lit.

Proof. We restrict ourselves to the proof of part (A). Part (B) can be reduced
to part (A) by arguments similar to those used for the same purpose in
Subsect. 7.3.4.
The fact that we want to study the RDS <p with respect to an arbitrary
reference solution 1p(·,w,x) (in general not the trivial solution) forces us to
make an excursion to general nonautonomous random difference equations.
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"
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P-(w,x)
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M+(w)
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Fig. 7.8. Foliations by invariant manifolds
Step 1: Let x E IRd be fixed. Our ultimate aim is to prove that there is a
unique point P±(w, x) E M±(w) with the property that the difference of the
orbits with initial values x and P±(w,x) satisfies

rp(·,w,x) -rp(.,w,p±(w,x)) E X,±,w'
To see this, we have to study for the fixed parameter (w, k, x) E [} x Z
the difference equation of perturbed motion, i. e.

Zn+1 = A(onw)zn + !(n, (w, k, x), Zn), Z, = z,

nEZ,

X

IRd

(7.4.3)

where, denoting by 4'(-, w, k, x) the solution of the original random difference
equation (7.4.1) with initial value Xk = x,'

!(n, (w, k, x), z) := F(onw, Z + rp(n, w, k, x)) - F(onw, rp(n,w, k, x)),
which is measurable in (w,x,z), continuous in (x,z) and satisfies

!(n, (w, k, x), 0) = 0,

1I!(n, (w,k,X),Zl) - !(n,(w,k,x),z,)I1 •• +'w S Lllz1 - z,II.·w'
Denote the solution of (7.4.3) with initial data (I, z) and parameters (w, k, x)

by';;(·,(w,k,x),l,z).
4

We will make use of the fact that r.p(n,w,k,x) = r.p(n - k,Okw,X) later in step 4
of the proof.
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Note that <p is a solution of (7.4.3) with parameter values (w, k, x) if and
only if <p+<p(·,w, k,x) is a solution of (7.4.1). In particular, the solution <p =
of (7.4.3) corresponds to our reference solution <p(·,w,x) of (7.4.1) ..
With this well-known trick, the study of our original RDS in a neighborhood of the arbitrary reference solution '1'(', w, x) is transferred to thestudy of
the neighborhood of the trivial reference solution z = 0 of the nonautonomous
equation (7.4.3).
While this trick in general fails to simplify the situation, it is successful in
our case: It can be easily checked that the two Key Technical Lemmas 7.3.3
and 7.3.6 and all constructions based on them remain valid if the "correct"
difference equation (7.4.1) generating an RDS is replaced with (7.4.3), which
has the "wrong" nonlinear part, hence does in general not generate an RDS
(Wanner [340J has formulated all results for this more general case of a random difference equation in his Chap. 2). The price we have to pay is that the
invariant manifolds for the fixed point z = 0 become time (and parameter)
dependent, hence bundles. For instance, the unstable and stable manifolds
are now the bundles

°

M±(w,k,x) = {(n, z±

(JJ

ffi±(n, (w, k,x), z±)) : n EZ,z± E E±},

of graphs and are dynamically characterized as
M- ± (w, k, x) = {(n, z) : '1'(.,
(w, k,x), n, z) E X,.,w}'

°

The graphs have the property ffi±(n,(w,k,x),O) =
and have the same
Lipschitz constant, namely D(£), for any (w,k,x) with respect to the norm

II· lIe'w'

In the remainder of the proof we need slight variations of arguments already presented in great depth in Sect. 7.3, so we take the liberty of omitting
some of the details.
The measurability of (w, X, z±) >--t ffi±(n, (w, k, x), z±) follows as before
from Lemma 7.3.4, but now with w replaced with (w, x).
We now verify the continuity of (x, z±) >--t ffi±(n, (w, k, x), z±). The continuity with respect to x is a consequence of Lemma 5.3 of Wanner [340J
on the continuous dependence of a fixed point on a parameter. This fact and
(Lipschitz) continuity with respect to z± uniformly in x yield joint continuity
with respect to (x, z±), as claimed.
The general flow property for the solution <p of (7.4.3) and the dynamical
characterization of M±(w, k, x) obviously imply that M±(w, k, x) is invariant
in the following sense: If (n,z) E M±(w,k,x), then (p,<p(p,(w,k,x),n,z)) E
M±(w,k,x) for any p E Z.
The dynamical characterization of M±(w,k,x) also has the consequence
that for any (w,k,x)
-M-+ (w,k,x)nM
(w,k,x) = {(n,O): n E Z}.

Step 2: We now transfer the constructions from (7.4.3) back to the original
equation (7.4.1), thereby dropping the tilde from M and ffi.
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We define manifolds M±(w, k, x) via the graphs

m±(n, (w, k, x), y±) := m±(n, (w, k, x), y± - cp± (n, w, k, x))

+ cp"(n, w, k, x).

These graphs m± enjoy the same measurability, continuity and Lipschitz
conditions as those proved above for m±.
The manifolds defined by these graphs are dynamically characterized as

M±(w,k,x) = {(n,z): cp(·,w,n,z) - cp(·,w,k,x)

E XO'f,w}'

They are cp-invariant in the sense that if (n, y) E M±(w, k, x), then
(p,cp(p,w,n,y)) E M±(w,k,x) for any p E Z.
In particular, since cp(·,w,k,O) = 0 for all k E Z,

M±(w,k,O)

=

M±(w,O,O)
{(n, z) : cp(·,w, n, z) E XO'f,w}
{(n, z± Ell m±(n, (w,O,O), z±)) : nEZ, z± E E±}.

Step 3: We now construct the "base points" P±(w,k,x) and for reasons of
symmetry restrict ourselves to P+(w, k, x).
The idea is to just intersect the k-fiber of M- (w, k, x) with the k-fiber of
M+(w, 0, 0). To detect points in the intersection, define an operator

Tw,.,. : E+ -> E+,

z+

>-t m- (k,

(w, k, x), m+(k, (w, 0, 0), z+)).

It has contraction rate D(L)2 < 1, hence has a unique fixed point
{+(w,k,x) E E+ which is measurable and depends continuously on x.
By the definition of the operator Tw,.,., the fixed point {+ fulfills

thus
Define now

Hence for every (w, k, x), P+(w, k, x) is the uniquely defined point in
that

- (k,P+(w,k,x)) E M+(w,O,O), and
- (k, P+(w, k, x)) E M- (w, k, x), i. e. for which
cp(·,w,k,x) - cp(.,w,k,P+(w,k,x))
The base point P- (w, k, x) is similarly constructed.

E Xo+,w'

]Rd

such

7.4 Hartman-Grohman Theorem
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For the proof of (7.4.2) note that

1I~+{w, k, x) II ••", :S

1_

~{L)21Ixll.'''''

so

IIP+(w, k, x)II •• ", :S (1

+ D(L))II~+{w, k, x)II.·", :S

~(L) IIxll.''''·

1_

Analogously for IIP-{w,k,x)II •• ",.
Step 4: We finally use the fact that (7.4.1) generates an RDS, i. e.
k

,.

k

<p(n,w, k, x) = <p{n - k,O w,O,x) = <p(n - k,O w,x).
This implies for the graphs of the n-th fiber of M±(w, k, x) that

m±(n, (w, k,x),') = m±(n - k, (Okw, 0, x),-).
We hence can put without loss of generality k

=

(7.4.4)

0, thus consider just bundles

M± depending on (w,x) only. Their O-fiber is denoted by
(7.4.5)
and is dynamically characterized by

Mcf'(w,x) = {z

E

IRd : <p(',w,z) -<p(',w,x) E X,T,,,,}.

(7.4.6)

In particular I we recover

M±(w) = Mcf'{w,O) = {z

E

IRd : <p(.,w,x) E X,T,,,,}.

Using (7.4.4), the construction of P±(w, k, x) in step 3 also yields

P±(w,k,x) = p±(Okw,O,x).
We hence put

P±(w, x) := p±(w,O, x)

E

Md'(w,x) n M±(w).

(7.4.7)

Since obviously p±(w, x) = x for all x E M±(w), X E M±(w) is its own ba.'le
point. We collect all z E IRd with this prescribed ba.'le point x E M±(w),

M'f(w,x):= {z

E

IRd : P±(w,z) = x} = p±(W)-l({X}).

By (7.4.6)

M'f(w,x)

= {z E IRd : <pC,w,z) -

and by (7.4.5), M'f(w, x) is a graph,

<p(·,w,x)

E

X,±,,,,},

(7.4.8)
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With (7.4.7) and (7.4.8) we finally have obtained the objects figuring in Theorem 7.4.1.
The manifolds M±(w,x) have the regularity claimed in (iii). The dynamical characterization in (iv) also gives (v). Parts (i) and (ii) immediately follow
from our construction.
Part (vi) basically follows, as the C k property of M±(w) in Subscct. 7.3.5
does, from a contraction theorem in a scale of Banach spaces which gives
smooth dependence of the fixed point on the parameter z±. However, we
refrain from giving more details. Recall that for k > I, the spectral interval
r has to be wide enough to satisfy the two gap conditions of Theorem 7.3.19.
o

7.4.2 Remark. As deterministic counterexamples show, even for smooth
RDS the continuous dependence of M±(w,x) on x can in general not be
improved to C 1 dependence.
.
•

7.4.2 Topological Decoupling
We continue to consider the situation of the last subsection. For each x E IRd
we have constructed the base points

P+(w, x) = ~+(w, x) Ell m+ (w, ~+(w, xl) E M+(w),
P-(w,x) =

~-(w,x)

EIlm-(w,C(w,x)) E M-(w),

where ~±(W,X) are the fixed points of certain operators T~:z: : E± 4 E± (see
step 3 of the last proof).
Since P+(w, x) lies on a graph in E+ EEl E-, it is uniquely determined by
its coordinate ~+(w,x) E E+. Similarly P-(w,x) is uniquely determined by
~-(w,x).

We thus have a mapping
g(w)
X

= g(w,·) : JRd -> JRd,

H g+(w, x) Ell g-(w, x) = ~+(w, x) Ell C (w, x) E E+ Ell E- = JRd,

such that by Theorem 7.4.1 (w,x) H g(w, x) is measurable and x H g(w,x)
is continuous.
Our original prepared RDS tp is for discrete time generated by the pair of
random difference equations
X!+1
X~+1

=

A+((rw)x~ +F+(9nw,x~,x;;),

(7.4.9)

A-(9 w)x;; + F-(9nw,x~,x;;),

(7.4.10)

Il

coupled through their nonlinear parts F+ and F-.
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We claim that if <p(.) is a solution of (7.4.9) and (7.4.10) with initial value
Xo = x, then

cp(n) := g(onw, <p(n))
is a solution of

+
zn+l

A+ (onw)z;; + F+(onw, z;;, m+(onw, z;;)),

(7.4.11)

Z;+l

A-(onw)z;;-

+ F-(onw,m-(onw,z;;-),z;;-),

(7.4.12)

with initial value Zo = g(w, x).
Indeed, let Xn = <p(n,w,x) solve (7.4.9), (7.4.10). Then by the invariance
of p± (Theorem 7.4.1(ii)), p±(onw, xn) = z; EB m±(onW, z;) are also solutions of (7.4.9), (7.4.10) on M±(onw). Hence z;; solves (7.4.11) and z;;- solves
(7.4.12).
Now note that the pair (7.4.11), (7.4.12) is simpler than the original pair
(7.4.9), (7.4.10) since their nonlinear parts, hence their right-hand sides, are
decoupled from each other.
Summing up, we assign to each orbit 'P(·,w,x) a pair of two orbits: the
orbit <p(-, w, p+ (w, x)) moving on M+ and being identified with its E+ coordinate given by (7.4.11) and the orbit <p(·,w,P-(w,x)) moving on M- and
being identified with its E- coordinate given by (7.4.12).
We will now prove that this assignment is in fact one-to-one and onto,
more precisely: g(w) is continuously invertible, hence a random homeomorphism, so that it defines a topological equivalence between cp and <po

7.4.3 Proposition (Topological Decoupling into Two Blocks).

(A) Discrete time: Assume that the conditions of Theorem 7.4.1(A} are
satisfied. Then:
(i) The mapping g(w) : IRd -+ IRd defined above is a random homeomorphism of IRd (i. e. g(w) := g(w,·) E Homeo(lRd)} with g(w,O) = O. For
Z = z+ EB z-, the inverse g-l(W, z) is the unique point in the intersection of
the manifolds M-(w,z+EBm+(w,z+)) and M+(w,z-EBm-(w,z-)) from the
invariant foliation.
(ii) 9 defines a topological equivalence between the RDS <p generated by
(7.4.g) and (7.00) and the RDS cp generated by (7.4.11) and (7.4.12), i. e.
we have
g(O(t)w) 0 <p(t,w) = cp(t,w) 0 g(w), t E Z.
(7.4.13)
(iii) The random homeomorphism 9 satisfies the estimates
1

"Bllxllw:S IIg(w,x)llw :S Bllxll w ,

~lIxllw :S IIg-1(w,x)lIw :S Bllxll w,
where B = B(L,6) 2: 1. As a consequence, if "I > 0 is arbitrary, a solution
<p("w,x) of (7.4.9) and (7.4-10) is (,,!±,w)-bounded if and only if the corresponding solution cp(·,w,g(w,x)) of (7.4-11) and (7.4-12) is (,,!±,w)-bounded.
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(iv) The invariant manifolds M±(w) of'" are mapped by g(w) to the linear
subspaces E± ,
hence E± are the corresponding (linear and detenninistic) invariant manifolds oN·
.. (B) Continuous time case: Assume that the conditions of Theorem
7.4.1(B) are satisfied.
Then all assertions of part (A) hold for", represented by the pair

",+(t, w, x+, x-)
",- (t, w, x+, x-)

=

P+(t, w)x+ + 1/I+(t, w, x+, x-),
p-(t,w)x- +1/I-(t,w,x+,x-).

and ip represented by the pair
ip+(t, W, z+)
ip-(t,w,z-)

P+(t,w)z+
p- (t, w)z-

+ 1/I+(t,w, z+, m+(w, z+)),
+ 1/1- (t,w, m-(w, z-), z-).

Proof. Since we again apply methods which have been elaborated in detail
before we permit ourselves to be quite brief. In particular, we restrict ourselves to the discrete time case, leaving the reduction of the continuous time
case to the discrete time case as an exercise to the reader.
(i) By definition, g(w) is continuous. We now prove that for any given
z = z+ EB z-,

. M-(w, z+ E9 m+(w, z+)) n M+(w, z- E9 m-(w, z-))
is a one-point set: A point y+ EB y- is in this intersection if and only if it is
a fixed point of the operator

Tw,z : E+ E9 E- ---+ E+ E9 E- ,
y+ E9 y- >-+ m- (w, z+ E9 m+(w, z+), y-) E9 m+(w, z- E9 m- (w, z-), y+).
This operator is contracting with constant D(L) < 1, and, by the usual
argument, its unique fixed point yew, z) is measurable with respect to (w, z)
and continuous with respect to z. From the way we constructed P±(w, x) it
is clear that g(w) 0 g(w) = g(w) 0 g(w) = idR " From this it follows that g(w)
and g(w) are one-t<rone and onto.
(ii) That (7.4.13) defines a topological equivalence follows from the fact
that g(w) is a random homeomorphism.
(iii) is derived in the usual manner from the fact that both g(w,x) and
g-l(W, z) are fixed points of contracting mappings.
.
(iv) is an immediate consequence of (iii) and the dynamical characterization of the unstable and stable manifold.
0
By using Theorem"7.4.3 in an induction on i = 2, ... ,p we arrive at the best
possible topological decoupling result based on the MET.
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7.4.4 Theorem (Topological Decoupling).
(A) Discrete time case: Assume that the conditions of the Global Center
Manifold Theorem 7.3.14 are satisfied. Let the prepared RDS <p be generated
by the p coupled random difference equations
Xi,n+l

= Ai(onW)Xi,n +Fi(onW, Xl,n.""

xp,n), nEZ, i = 1, ... ,p. (7.4.14)

Then there exists a random homeomorphism g(w) : JRd -> JRd with g(w)O =

o such that <p is topologically equivalent to the RDS <p,
g(B(t)w) ° <p(t,w) = <p(t,w) og(w), tET,

where <p is generated by the following set of p decoupled random difference
equations:
Zi,n+l

=

Ai(onW)Zi,n

+ Fi(onW, Zi,n EB mi(onW, Zi,n)), n'E Z,

i ~ 1, ... ,po
(7.4.15)

Here
Mi(w) = {Zi Ell mi(w, Zi) : Zi E E i }
is the Oseledets manifold IItangent" to E i .
(ii) The random homeomorphism 9 satisfies the estimates
1

"Bllxllw s

IIg(w,

x)lIw S Bllxllw,

1

"Bllxllw S IIg- 1 (w,x)llw S Bllxllw,
where B = B(L, 0) 2: I.
(iii) All invariant manifolds Mij(w), 1 SiS j S p, of <p are mapped by
g(w) to the linear subspaces E ij ,
g(w)Mij(w) = Eij,
hence the Eij are the corresponding (linear and deterministic), invariant manifolds of <p.
(B) Continuous time case: Assume that the conditions of the Global Center Manifold Theorem 7.3.17 are satisfied. Let the prepared RDS <p be repre,
sented by the p coupled equations

Then the statements of part (A) hold for {7.4.16}, where <p is now represented by the following set of p decoupled equations:
(7.4.17)
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7.4.5 Remark (More Invariant Manifolds, but not Lipscbitz). In
Theorem 7.3.14 we have constructed the (p-I)(p+2)/2 invariant manifolds
Mij(W) with Lipschitz continuous graphs, corresponding to spectral intervals

Aij .
But the RDS <jI generated by (7.4.15) has 2P - 2 nontrivial invariant subspaces E(1 = E9iEuEil where a C {I, ... ,p} is nontrivial. The homeomorphic
images

are topological manifolds which are invariant for cpo However, these manifolds
are in general not Lipschitz continuous, as deterministic counterexamples
show (c!. Aulbach and Wanner [47: Sect. 7]).
•
We can now derive the random version of the reduction principle which is a
key statement of center manifold theory: Suppose the Lyapunov spectrum of
~ is cut at a negative point b < I). Then the stability behavior of equations
(7.4.9) and (7.4.10) for t --> 00 can be reduced to the one of the "unstable"
equation (7.4.11).

7.4.6 Definition (Stability). Let 'P be an RDS of continuous mappings in
IRd A reference solution 'P(', w, xo) is called stable (with respect to the random
norm 11·lIw) if for any e: n --> (0,00) there exists a 8: n --> (0,00) such that
sup 1I'P(t,w,x) - 'P(t,w,xo)II'(t)w < e(w)
O:5t<oo

whenever IIx - xoll w < 8(w). The reference solution is called asymptotically
stable if it is stable and, in addition, if for any x with IIx - xoll w < 8(w)
lim

H~

11'P(t, w, x) -

'P(t, w, xo)II.(t)w = O.

If the reference solution is stable, and if there exists a c < 0 such that for
any x with IIx - xoll w < e(w)
1I'P(t,w,x) -'P(t,w,xo)II'(t)w ~

it is called exponentially stable.

e"

for t::: T(w, x),

•

7.4.7 Corollary (Reduction Principle). Assume that the top Lyapunov
exponent of ~ satisfies
,)" ~ 0
and take A+ = {,),.} and A- = {,),2 > ... > ,),p}. Then the trivial solution
of (7.4.9), (7.4.10) is stable (unstable, asymptotically stable, exponentially
stable) if and only if the trivial solution of the reduced equation (7.4.11) on
E, is stable (unstable, asymptotically stable, exponentially stable).

Proof. Consider discrete time. Proposition 7.4.3(iii) implies that 0 is stable,
etc., for cp if and only if it is stable, etc., for 'fJ.
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Equation (7.4.12) describes an RDS on the stable manifold M-(w). Since
ip- of (7.4.12) tends to 0
exponentially fast, more precisely
'Y

< 1, Corollary 7.3.11 implies that every solution

Because

the stability behavior of qJ is exactly reflected by that of ip+.

o

7.4.3 Hartman-Grobman Theorem
We can now improve the result of the last subsection: Not only is the ,RDS
<p topologically equivalent to an RDS ip which is block-diagonal, but even to
an RDS whose blocks corresponding to non-vanishing Lyapunov exponents
are linear. This is the key statement of a random version of the HartmanGrobman theorem due to Wanner [340[.
We prepare its proof by a lemma which is an application of the First ,Key
Technical Lemma 7.3.3. Except for the final theorem we will restrict ourselves
to discrete time.
7.4.8 Lemma. Consider the random difference equations

= A(onw)xn + J,(n,w,x n )

(7.4.18)

Xn+l = A(onw)xn + h(n,w,xn ),

(7.4.19)

Xn+l
and

in (lRd , 11·llw) with measurable Gl(d,lR)-valued A and measuroble J, and h
Assume that there are constants (3 E (0,1), M ~ 0 and L E [0,1 - (3) such
that for each fixed w
IIA(w)llw,9w $ (3,

J,(n,w,O)

= 0,

sup 11J,(n,w,x)119nHw $ M,

i

= 1,2,

xERd

and

IIf.(n,w,x) - J;(n,w, y)1I9nHw $ Lllx - yll9nw,

i = 1,2.

Finally assume that all solutions of (7.4.18) and (7·4.19) exist on all of Z
and that the solution with initial data (k,x), denoted by <p(i)hw,k,x), is
continuous with respect to x.
Then for every (w,k,x) there exists a uniquely determined point
H(w, k, x) E lRd such that

<p(2)(·,w,k,H(w,k,x)) - <p(l)(·,w,k,x) E X"w,
where
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X"w

= {~: Z --+ JRd:

1I~1I1,w:= sup lI~nll.nw < 00).
nEZ

The function (w, k, x) ....-.t H(w, k, x) is measumble, continuous with respect to
x and satisfies the estimate

2M
IIH(w, k, x) - xll.·w :S 1 _ (3 _ L'
FUrther, if ~(1)(.) is a solution of {7.4.18}, then ~(2)(.) = H(w, .,~(l)C)) is a
solution of {7.4·19}.
Proof. Consider the random difference equation

x n+1 = A(onw)xn

+ f(n,w, k,x n) + fo(T! + 1, w, k, x),

(7.4.20)

where

I(n,w, k, x) := h(n,w, x + <p(l)(n, w, k, x)) - hen, w, <p(l)(n, w, k, x)),
and

lo(n + 1, w, k, x) = h(n,w, <p(1)(n, w, k, x)) - j, (n, w, <p(l)(n, w, k, x)).
Equation (7.4.20) depends on the parameter (k,x), it is solvable on all of
Z and satisfies all the assumptions of the First Key Technical Lemma 7.3.3
with "I = 1 and
IIfo(·,w,k,x)II"w:S 2M.
Hence by the Key Technical Lemma 7.3.3(ii) there is a uniquely determined initial data (k,ry(w,k,x)) (depending measurably on (w,x) and continuously on x) for which the solution <p(3)(·,w,ry(w,k,x),k,x) of (7.4.20) is
in X1,w and
1I<p(3) (·,w,ry(w,k,x),k,x)II"w:S 1-2M
{3 _ L'
hence

2M
IIry(w, k, x)II.·w :S 1 _ (3 _ L'

(7.4.21)

Note that <p(3)(.) is a solution of (7.4.20) for the parameter values (k, x) if
and only if <p(3)(.) + <p(l)(·,W, k,x) is a solution of (7.4.19). Hence

H(w, k, x) := x

+ ry(w, k, x)

is the uniquely determined quantity for which

<p(2)(·,w,k,H(w,k,x)) -<p(l)(.,w,k,x) E X w'
"
Moreover, the mapping (w,x) ....-.t H(w,k,x) is measurable and continuous
with respect to x since (w, x) H ry(w, k, x) is so. By its definition and (7.4.21),
H satisfies the required estimate.
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As to the last assertion, let ~(1)O be an arbitrary solution of (7.4.18), set
x := ~(l)(k) and C(n) := 'I'(2)(n, w, k, H(w, k, x)). Then C _~(l) is a solution
of (7.4.20) which is (l,w)-bounded.
Now let n E Z be arbitrary and put x' := H(w,n,~(l)(n)). We proved
above that x· is the unique point in IRd for which
'I'(2)(.,w,n,x') -'I'(1)(.,w,n,~(1)(n)) E Xl,w'

The identity ~(1)O = 'I'(1)(·,w,n,~(l)(n)) implies
~'(.) - 'I'(l)(.,w,n,~(l)(n)) E Xl,w,

hence by uniqueness CO = 'I'(2)(·,w,n,x') and x' = H(w,n,{(1)(n)) =
C(n). Since n E Z was arbitrary, we are done: H(w,·, ~(l)(.)) is indeed a
0
solution of (7.4.19), namely CO.
As an intermediate step we linearize an RDS with a stahle fixed point 0 by
means of the last lemma.

7,4,9 Proposition (Topological Linearization of Stable RDS). Let 'I'
be a prepared RDS with discrete time and fixed point 0 generated by the random difference equation
Xn+l = A(Bnw)x n + F(Bnw,x n ),

F(w, 0) = O.

nEZ,

(7.4.22)

Suppose that the linear RDS <J> generated by A has top Lyapunov exponent
Al < 0, so that by our preparations IIA(w)llw,9w (3:= (31 = e"+< < 1.
Assume further that the nonlinear part F of 'I' satisfies the following conditions: There are constants L E [0, 1 - (3) and M ~ 0 for which

:s

:s M

sup IIF(w,x)1I9w
xERd

and
IIF(w, x) - F(w, y)1I9w

:s Lllx -

Yllw,

x, y E JRd.,

Then the RDS 'I' and <J> are topologically equivalent, i. e. there exists a
random homeomorphism h(w) : JRd ---t JRd with h(w)O = 0 such that
.
h(B(t)w) 0 'I'(t,w) = <J>(t,w)

0

h(w),

t E Z.

Moreover, h has the property of being "near-identity" in .the
following
.,
'. ,sense:
2M
'2M
.
IIh(w,x) -xllw:S 1-(3- L' IIh-l(w,x)-xllw:S 1-(3-L'

and h(w, x) E JRd is the uniquely determined point for which
<J>(·,w)h(w,x) - 'I'(·,w)x E Xl,w'

Proof. We apply Lemma 7.4.8 twice: First with I1(n,w,x) = F(onw,x) and
h = 0 yielding H(w,k,x) = H(OkW,O,X) and a second time with 11 = 0 and
h(n,w,x) = F(onw,x) yielding iI(w,k,x) = iIWw,O,x). Put
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h(w,x):= H(w,O,x),

h(w,x):= H(w,O,x).

Both h and h are measurable with respect to (w,x) and continuous with
respect to x.
We are done if we can prove that h(w) = h- 1 (w).
This is accomplished by applying Lemma 7.4.8 a third time, now with
!t(n,w,x) = h(n,w,x) = F(onw, x). There is hence a unique mapping
h'(w,x) such that

"'(',w,h'(w,x)) - "'(',w,x)

E

X 1 ,w,

namely h·(w,x) = x. On the other hand, the above definitions of h and r~
say that also
<P(',w)h(w,x) - "'(',w,x) E X 1,w,

as well as

"'(',w, h(w, h(w, xl)) - <P(·,w)h(w, x)

E

Xl,w.

But then

"'(',w, h(w, h(w, xl)) - ",{-,w, x)

E

X 1 •w.

By the uniqueness statement of Lemma 704.8,

h(w, h(w, x)) = h'(w,x) = x,

all x E lR"-

Similarly

h(w, h(w, x)) = x,

all x E lR d •

Hence h(w) = h- 1 (w).
That h and h- 1 map respective orbits to each other follows from the last
statement of Lemma 7.4.8.
0

7.4.10 Remark. There is an obvious dual version of Lemma 7.4.8 and
Proposition 7.4.9, applying to an RDS '" generated by (7.4.22) and its linear part <1>, but now for the case that the smallest Lyapunov exponent of
<I> satisfies Ap > O. Then Cl := Cl p = e',-< > 1, IIA(w)-ll1ew,w S a-I and
the constant L has to satisfy L E [0,0 - 1). Now the Second Key Technical
Lemma 7.3.6 has to be used. We leave details to the reader.
_
7.4.11 Proposition (Topological Linearization of Hyperbolic RDS).
Let", be a prepared RDS with discrete time and fixed point 0 generated by the
random difference equation

Xn+! = A(onw)xn

+ F(onw, Xn),

nEZ,

F(w, 0) = O.

Suppase that the linear RDS <I> generated by A is hyperbolic.
Assume further that there is a constant M 2: 0 such that
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sup IIF(w,x)llew:S M
xERd

and a constant L ::0: 0 such that L(1
in Theorem 7.3.14, and
IIF(w, x) - F(w, Y)llew

+ C(L)) <

:s Lllx -

3-2,!56,

yllw,

where C(L) is given

x, y E JRd

Then the RDS <p and .p are topologically equivalent, i. e. there exists a
random homeomorphism h(w) : JRd -> JRd with h(w)O = 0 such that
h(B(t)w) 0 <p(t,w) = .p(t,w) 0 h(w),

t E Z.

:s :s :s

Moreover, for any 1
i
j
p, the center manifolds M'j(w) of <p are
homeomorphically mapped onto the linear subspaces E ij , the center manifolds
of.p,
h(w)M'j(w) = E,j.
Further, the unique invariant measure of c.p is 00, the Dirac measure at O.

Proof. We first apply Theorem 7.4.4 according to which <p is topologically
equivalent via a random homeomorphism g(w) to the RDS 'P generated by
the system (7.4.15) of p decoupled equations.
Now each block satisfies the conditions of Proposition 7.4.9 or its dual
(see Remark 7.4.10). Hence the RDS 'P. generated by the i-th equation is
topologically equivalent to the linear RDS .p, generated by A,. Denote the
corresponding random homeomorphism by ki(w). The random homeomorphism
h(w, x) := (Ii! (w, g, (w, x)), ... , Ii.(w, g.(w, x)))
serves our purpose.
A measure J.Lw is r,o-invariant if and only if the measure Vw := h(w)J,£w is
CP-invariant. But the only invariant measure of a hyperbolic RDS is 50, cf.
Corollary 5.6.3.
d
We now treat the classical C 1 case and also "undo" the preparations.

7.4.12 Theorem (Hartman-Grohman Theorem). Let <p be a C! RDS
with discrete or continuous time and fixed point 0 so that'<p(t,w,x) =
D<p(t,w,O)x + ",(t,w,x) with ",(t,w,O) = 0 and D",(t,w, 0) = O. Suppose
that the linear RDS D<p satisfies the Ie of the MET and is hyperbolic.
Assume that the nonlinear part if;(t,w,·) (for discrete time P(w,.) :=
if;(I,w,.)) of the corresponding prepared version of <p fulfills the following
conditions:

(a) There exists a constant M 2: 0 such that
forT

=

Z:

sup IIP(w,x)lIew:S M,
xERd

for T = JR :

sup sup 1Iif;(t,w,x)lle(t)w:S M.
09::;:1 xERd

(b) There exists a constant L ::0: 0 such that L(1

+ C(L)) <

3- ,!56
2

and
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forT=:I'::

sup IIDF(w, X)lIw,9w :S L,
xERd

for T

= IR :

sup sup IID,ji(t,w,x)lIw,9(t)w :S L.
O:-:;t$lxERd

Then cp is topologically equivalent to its linear part Dcp at x

=

0, i. c. there

exists a rondom homeomorphism h(w) with h(w)O = 0, such that
h(O(t)w) 0 <p(t,w) = D<p(t,w,O) 0 h(w),

t E T.

Moreover, all invariant manifolds Mij(W) are homeomorphically mapped

by h(w) onto their linear counterparts E,,(w),
Further, the unique invariant measure of cp is b'o, the Dirac measure at O.

Proof. (i) We first assume that the RDS is prepared. The mean value theorem implies that the assumptions of Theorem 7.4.11 are satisfied. Hence
there ts a random homeomorphism Ii(w) such that

Ii(O(t)w)

0

<p(t, w) = D<p(t, w, 0)

0

Ii(w),

which also maps the invariant manifolds Mij(W) homeomorphically onto Eij .
(ii) If cp is not prepared, we use Theorem 7.2.6 and switch to the corresponding prepared RDS <p. If P(w) denotes the random linear isomorphism
of Theorem 7.2,6 then

h(w) := P(w)-'

0

Ii(w)

0

P(w)

certainly defines a topological equivalence of <p and D<p(O), as a simple calculation shows. Since P(w)M,j(w) = M'j(w), the proof is completed.
0
7.4.13 Remark (Hartman-Grobman Theorem, Non-Hyperbolic
Case). In the non-hyperbolic C' case, the equation of the decoupled system (7.4.15) and (7.4.17) which corresponds to the vanishing Lyapunov exponent cannot be simplified further. Under the assumptions of Theorem
7.4.12 with the only exception that now A" = 0 for some io, the RDS <p
ts topologically equivalent in general not to D<p =: <P = (<P" <Pc, <p.), but to
(f!:,;, (<P"(f!c, <p.), where <p"c•• := <PIE".,., E"c,. the stable/center/unstable
space of <P and (e, g. for discrete time) (f!czc := <Pczc + Fc(zc + mc(zc)),
Ec(w) '3 Zc ..... mdzc) E E,(w) Ell E.(w) the C' graph of the classical center
manifold Mc(w) of <p,
A measure p., is cp-invariant if and only if the image measure ilw is $invariant, which is the case if and only if suppilw C Ec(w) and il is ~cinvariant. Hence nontrivial invariant measures of cp are supported by the
classical center manifold Mc(w) of cp. In particular, if cp has an invariant
measure which is different from b'o, then the point 0 cannot be hyperbolic .

•

.
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7.4.14 Remark (Topological Versus Smooth Linearization). We
stress that even for smooth RDS, the linearizing homeomorphism is in general not a diffeomorphism. The problem of linearizing a Coo RDS by means
of a Coo diffeomorphism is part of the normal form problem treated in Chap.
8. It tUrns out that even in the hyperbolic case, obstructions to linearization
_
in the form of "resonances" appear.

7.5 Local Invariant Manifolds
Although the outcome of our invariant manifold theory developed in Sect.
7.3 is very satisfactory, this is not at all the case for the assumptions'we
have to impose, as some of these drastically restrict its use in applications.
Recall that for a C· RDS 'P with two-sided time and fixed point 0 ~e put
<1>(t,w):= D'P(t,w,O) and write 'P(t,w,x) = <1>(t,w)x+1/1(t,w,x), where 1/1 is
C· in x and has the properties 1/1(t,w,O) = 0 and D1/1(t,w,O) = o. We first
need the not very restrictive and inevitable assumption that cP satisfies the Ie
of the MET - without this assumption there would be no invariant manifold
theory for RDS at all.
Our further assumptions and their drawbacks are:
- First we "prepare" the RDS <p: We block-diagonalize tP by means of
a linear random coordinate transformation P(w) whose "construction" (i. e.
measurable selection) needs the knowledge of the Oseledets spaces of <1>, which
is hardly ever available. Then we introduce the technically very convenient
random norm II . IIw, the construction of which also needs the knowledge of
Oseledets spaces as well as Lyapunov exponents - altogether an extremely
unrealistic situation.
- Next we impose a global Lipschitz condition with a deterministic constant L on the nonlinearity ;p of the prepared RDS <p, but formulated in terms
of the random norm. This constant L has to be sufficiently small, where smallness is measured in terms of the gaps in the Lyapunov spectrum of tP. For
the Hartman-Grobman theorem we need in addition a uniform deterministic
bound M on ¢, also measured by means of the random norm.
However, there is a satisfactory way out: the construction of local invariant
manifolds under conditions which are quite general and are met in most
applications, to which this section is devoted. Our method will be to replace
the nonlinearity '¢ of <p by a new one,
which is of the same regularity class
and agrees with 1/1 in a neighborhood U of 0, but satisfies the assumptions
for the existence of global invariant manifolds. We call the intersection of the
global manifolds for <p with the neighborhood U the local manifolds of 'P.
(The problem then is what those manifolds mean dynamically for the RDS

;p,

'P. )
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7.5.1 Local Manifolds for Discrete Time
The existence of local invariant manifolds can be proved in great generality
for discrete time. We hence start again with a C k RDS <p with fixed point 0
generated by
Xn+l = A(onw)xn + F(onw,x n), nEZ,
(7.5.1)

where A(w) = D<p(w,O), F(w,O) = 0 and DF(w,O) = 0, and the linear
cocyc1e <P generated by A satisfies the Ie of the MET. In view of Propoeition
7.2.6 we can without loss of generality assume that I.{J is prepared in the sense
of Definition 7.2.5.
Truncation of Nonlinear Part
7.5.1 Lemma. Let F(w,·) : JRd --+ JRd be a C k function with F(w, 0) = 0 and
DF(w,O) = O. Then for any fixed M E (O,ooJ and L E (0, (0) there exists a
random variable p: fl--+ (O,IJ and a function F(w,.) : JRd --+ JRd such that
(a) F(w,x) = F(w,x) for all x E Bp(w), where

Bp(w) := {x E JRd : IIxll w ~ p(w)},
(b) F(w,·)

EeL,

more preciselv

IIF(w")II~:= sup IIF(w,x)1I9w ~ M,
xER"

(void if M = (0) and F(w,·)

EeL,

more precisely

IIF(w, ')II~:= sup IIDF(w,x)lIw.9w ~ L.
xER"

Proof. (i) We fix a C"" cut-off function X : JRd --+ JRd with the following
properties:
Co := sup IIx(x) II = 1,

X(x)

xER"

Ilxll ~!,
W' IIxll 2: 1.
X,

={

x

Note that all derivatives of X are bounded, so

Cq := sup IIDqx(x)1I <

q

00,

2: 1.

xER"

(ii) Now define for

E

>0

Xe(x) : JRd --+ JRd,
Clearly sUPxER' IIXe(x)1I =
5

Xe(x):=
E

EX(~X) =

x,
{

and the chain rule yields

See Definition 7.3.18 for the spaces C:,w'

IIxll ~ i,
II xII 2: E.
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sup IIDx,(x)1I ::; CI .
xERd

(iii) We now construct a Euclidean ball KR(w) = {x E IRd : IIxll :<:; R(w)}
in which F(w,') and DF(w,.) have certain prescribed bounds.
Denote by BI : n -t [1,00) the I-slowly varying function which connects
the Euclidean and the random norm}

First choose RI(W) > 0 such that in case M < 00
M
eBI W

RJ(w):= max{r: IIF(w,x)1I ::; - - (-) for allllxll ::; r}.
This is possible since F(w,O) = 0 and F(w,·) is continuous. Clearly RJ is
measurable. In case M = 00 take Rl = 00.
Now choose R2 (w) > 0 such that
L

R2(W):= max{r: IIDF(w,x)11 ::; C eBJ(w)2 for allllxll ::; r}.
J
Again, this choice is possible since DF(w, 0) = 0 and DF(w,') is continuous.
In addition} R2 is measurable.
(iv) We now define R(w):= min(RJ(w), R 2(w), 2B,(w)) and

F(w,x):= F(w, XR(w) (x)),
and verify the assertions about P.
Since XR(w) is Coo} P is of the same regularity class as F, hence Ck.
Clearly
F(w,x) = F(w,x) for all x E K R(w)/2'

By definition}

and

-

sup IIF(w,x)11 =
xERd

sup

M

IIxll:5R(w)

IIF(w,x)lI:<:; - B
( )'
e

hence

IIF(w, ')II~

= sup
xERd

Similarly,

IIF(w, X)1I9w ::; M.

1 W
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sup IIDF(w,x)lIw,ew ~ eBl(w)' sup IIDF(w,x)1I

IIF(w, ')II~

xERd

xERd

= CleBl(w)'

IIDF(w,x)1I ~ L.

sup
IIxIISR(w)

Putting p(w) := ,:~(2) ~ 1, F(w,x) = F(w,x) also holds in the p(w)-ball
Bp(w) with respect to random norm since

Bp(w) = {x

E IR

d

:

Also, for 2 ~ q ~ k, IIF(w")II~
hence F(w,·) E Ck w'

Ilxll w ~

p(w))

C

KR(w)/"

= SUPxER' IIDqF(w,x)lIow

~ Lq(w) <

00,
0

Construction of Local Manifolds
7.5.2 Proposition (Local Invariant Manifolds, Discrete Time).
Let <p be the prepared C· RDS generated by (7.5.1) and let L < 3-,v'5 fJ .
Choose p = p(L) > 0 according to Lemma 7.5.1 (case M = 00) and put

U(w) := Bp(w) = {x

d
E IR :

IIxll w ~

p(w)}.

Then:
(i) cp(w, x) := A(w)x + F(w, x) is the time-one mapping of a prepared C·
RDS which satisfies the assumptions of the Global Smooth Invariant Manifold
Theorem 7.3.19. Denote the corresponding global manifolds by M,,(w).
(ii) We have
<p(n,w,x) = cp(n,w,x)

for all x

E

U(w), n

E

[Tu(w,x), Tri(w,x)],

where

Tri(w,x) := sup{n E z+ : <p(k,w, x) E U(O·w) for all 0 ~ k ~ n} 2: 0,
Tu(w,x):= inf{n E z-: <p(k,w,x) E U(O·w) for alln ~ k ~ O} ~ 0
denote the moment before the first exit forwards/backwards in time from the
neighbarhood U.
(iii) For each N E N there is a radius PN(W) > 0 such that, setting
UN(w):= BpN(w) = {x
<p(n,w,x) = cp(n,w,x)

d

IIxll w ~ PN(W)},
x E UN(w), Inl ~

E IR :

for all

Equivalently,

lim Tri(w,x) =

x--+o

(iv) We call

00,

lim Tu(w,x) =

x--+o

-00.

N.
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M!j'(w) := M'j(w) n U(w)
the local invariant manifold of r.p C01T'esponding to the spectral interval
Aij = {Ai > ... > Aj} tangent to Eij . It is locally invariant under r.p in
the following sense: If x E M!j'(w) then <p(n,w,x) E M!j'(onw) for all
n E [T,,(w, x), T.t(w, x)].
See Fig. 7.9.

Mij'(w)

=

M'j(w) n U(w)

U(w)

F(w,x)

= F(w,x)

Fig. 7.9. Local invariant manifold

Proof. (i) We show that <jJ(w,·):= A(w) + F(w,.) E Diffk(]Rd).
As in the proof of part (0) of the Second Key Technical Lemma 7.3.6 we
prove invertibility of <jJ(w) by studying for each (w, x) E n x]Rd the operator

Tw,,:]Rd -+ ]Rd,

x >-+ A(W)-l z - A(W)-lF(~,x).

Since IIA(w)-1119w.w <: 0<;1 and 6 was chosen in Subsect.7.2.2 to satisfy
< ~, the operator is contracting with uniform rate L/2a.
By the well-known fact that the fixed point x· (z) of a uniform contraction
f : X x Z -+ X of class C k depends in a Ck-way on the parameter z (see
Chow and Hale [100: Theorem 2.2]), the result follows.
(ii) If Xn E u(onw) then F(onw,x n ) = F(onw,xn)' implying xn+! =
X n + 1, similarly backwards in time. Hence the orbits of rj; and r.p coincide at
times n ± 1 if they do so at time n, and if Xn E u(onw).

a
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(iii) Choose an arbitrary N E ]\/ and consider for Inl «: N the mappings
x>-t <p(n,w,x). Since they are continuous (even Ck) and <p(n,w,O) = 0, there
exists a PN(W) > 0 for which

1I<p(n,w,x)1I9nw «: p(onw)

for all

Inl «: N,

provided x E UN(w) = BpN(w) = {x E JR" : Ilxll w «: PN(W)}. For those x
clearly Tj(w,x) <': N and Tif(w,x) «: -N.
(iv) The local invariance immediately follows from the rp-invariance
of Mij(W) and the fact that <,ii(n,w,x) and <p(n,w,x) coincide for n E

ITif(w,x), Tj(w, x)].

0

7.5.3 Remark. (i) Although the ball U(w) = Bp(w) only depends on '1', the
function P depends on the particular cut-off function X in the proof of Lemma
7.5.1, and so do its invariant manifolds Mij(W). This is the case even for the
part of these manifolds in the intersection with U(w), where P = F, since an
orbit starting in U(w) can go in and out in the course of time. Thus the local
invariant manifolds M!jC(w) generally depend on the cut-off function X.
(ii) There is no general dynamical characterization of local invariant manifolds. Hence so far they are purely geometrical objects tangent to the subspaces Eij characterized (not uniquely) by their local invariance.
(iii) The local invariance can also be expressed as follows: For N E ]\/ take
UN(w) according to Proposition 7.5.2(iii). Since <p(n,w)UN(w) C u(onw) for
Inl «: N, we have

<p(n,w)Mlj'(w)

= M)j'Ww)

for all - N

«: n «: N

on the intersection of both sides with the set <p(n,w)UN(w).

•

There is, however, the following observation which is very important in bifurcation theory, namely that "small" solutions always lie on certain local
invariant manifolds, irrespective of the cut-off function.

7.5.4 Proposition. Let the conditions of Proposition 7.5.2 be satisfied. Let
x E U(w).
(i) IfTif(w,x) = -00," then x E Mlj'(w) for any local unstable manifold
for which Aj «: 0 and for any cut-off /unction.
(ii) If Tj(w, x) = 00, then x E M)~'(w) for any local stable manifold for
which Ai <': 0 and for any cut-off /unction.
(iii) IfTif(w, x) = -00 and Tj(w, x) = 00, then x E M)j'(w) for any local
center manifold for which Aj ~ a ~ Ai and any cut-off function. In particular,
if Ai = 0 for some i and Tilcw, x) = ±oo, then x E M:o,(w) = M)i'(w), a
classical local center manifold, for any cut-off function.
Proof. (i) We have Tif(w,x)
6

= -00 if and only if

This, like the other conditions in parts (ii) and (iii) of this proposition, is a
condition on cp only.
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for all n::; 0,

hence .,o(n,w,x) = rp(n,w,x) for this x E U(w) and all n E Z-. Now
-

Ml'(W)

= {x E IR d : rp(·,w,x)
E X.-,w},

where a E rj = [,6j+1 + J, O:j - JI C (0,1), is the dynamical characterization
of this manifold. We try our x E U(w) with TiJ(w,x) = -00. Then

11.,0(·, w, x)lIa- ,w

11'1'(', w, x)II.- ,w =

sup a-nllrp(',w, x)lI, nw
nSO

::;

supa- n p(9 n w)::; 1 < 00,
nSO

where we have used the fact that a::; 1 and p(w) ::; 1. As a result, x E Mlj'(w)
no matter which cut-off function was used for <p.
The proofs of (ii) and (iii) are completely analogous.
0
The moral of Proposition 7.5.4(iii) is that those initial values whose cp-orbits
never escape the ball U forwards and backwards in time (this is the meaning
of "small" here) are the common core of all local center manifolds.
We collect our findings in the following theorems.

7.5.5 Theorem (Local Invariant Manifold Theorem, Discrete
Time). Let 'I' be the C· RDS with discrete time and fixed point 0 generated
by {7.5.1}. Assume that Drp satisfies the IC of the MET.
Then for each interval Aij from the Lyapunov spectrum of Drp, 'I' has local
invariant C k manifolds MljC tangent to E ij .
Proof. We switch to the prepared RDS .,o(n,w) = P(9 nw)orp(n,w)oP(w)-1
and construct its local invariant manifolds MljC(w) according to Proposition
7.5.2. Then Mi]'(w) := p(W)-l Mij'(w) are the corresponding local invariant
0
manifolds of '1'.
7.5.6 Theorem (Local Hartman-Grohman Theorem,Discrete
Time). Let 'I' be a Cl RDS with discrete time and fixed point 0 generated by
{7.5.1}. Assume that P:= Drp satisfies the IC of the MET.
.
{i} Suppose P is hyperbolic. Then 'I' is locally topologically equivalent to
P, i. e. there exists a random homeomorphism h(w) with h(w,O) =' 0 and a
neighborhood U(w) of 0 such that

h(9 nw,rp(n,w,x)) = p(n,w)h(w,x)
and all n E [TiJ(w,x), TJ(w, x)l.

for all x E U(w)
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(ii) If <P is not hyperbolic, then <p is locally topologically equivalent to
the RDS ~ = (4)>,,,,~c,4>>u), where 4»""c,u = 4>IE~.c."J Es,c,u denotes the
stable/center/unstable space of <P and <P, = <P, + F,(z, + m,(z,)). Here
E,(w) ;) z" >-+ m,(w, z,) E E,(w) Ell Eu(w) is the classical C' center manifold of a correspanding cut-off RDS <p.

Proof. A brief outline of the proof for the case (i) will suffice: We first move
to a prepared RDS by a linear isomorphism P(w), then use Lemma 7.5.1 and
replace the nonlinearity F = tp-~ with a cut-off P satisfying the assumptions
of the global Hartman-Grobman Theorem 7.4.12. We next linearize the RDS
<P = <P+F according to Theorem 7.4.12 by a random homeomorphism which
maps all Mij(W) homeomorphically to E ij . Let Bp(w) be the closed ball inside
0
of which <P = <p. Then U(w) := P(w)~lintBp(w) serves our purpose.
7.5.7 Remark. (i) The local topological equivalence in Theorem 7.5.6 can
be brought into the following form: For each N E N there exists a neighborhood UN(W) of 0 such that (in case (i))

h(onw,<p(n,w,x)) = <P(n,w)h(w,x)

for all x E UN(W),

Inl S; N.

(ii) IlSmall" invariant measures: We have the following extension of the
global statements in Theorem 7.4.12 and Remark 7.4.13. If a <p-invariant
measure J.I. is "small" in the sense that for some N E N, sUpPJ.l.w c UN(W), then
necessarily J.l.w = 00 in the hyperbolic case, while h(w)J.l.w is 4'c-invariant in
the non-hyperbolic case. In particular, if tp has a "small" nontrivial invariant
measure then ~ cannot be hyperbolic. This is relevant for bifurcation theory
of RDS, see Theorem 9.2.3.
•
7.5.2 Dynamical Characterization and Globalization
In extension of Proposition 7.5.4, we would expect that small enough initial
values x of <p-orbits which decay exponentially fast to 0 have T;i(w,x) = 00,
and are natural candidates for elements of any local classical stable manifold
M!OC(w) tangent to Es = EBi:>'i<oEi . This is indeed the case, provided the size
of u(onw) can be controlled in the sense that it cannot shrink to zero at a
geometric rate. This gives rise to an additional assumption on the nonlinear
part F of tp which is not present in the deterministic case.

7~5.8 Definition (Tempered Ball). The ball U(w) = Bp(w) = {x E IRd :
~ p(w)} is called tempered (with respect to 0) if p is a tempered random
variable in the sense of Definition 4.1.1, i. e. if
.
1
hm -logp(onw) =0.
n--+±co n

IIxll w

•

Since p::S 1 our cond.ition excludes the case lim inf logp(8 n w)/n = ~oo. AIl)o,
the property of U being tempered or not is a property of the nonlinear part
F of <p.
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7.5.9 Proposition (Dynamical Characterization of Local Manifolds). Consider the prepared C k RDS <p generated by (7.5.1). Choose a
constant L < 3-2,(50, construct the ball U(w) = Bp(w) according to Lemma
7.5.1 and local invariant manifolds Mtr(w) according to Proposition 7.5.2.
Assume, in addition, that U is tempered.

(i) Consider the local stable manifold Mi;O(w) for A, ::: 0 in U(w) and
select bi E rdgh' n (0, 1).
Then there exists a closed ball V(w) := Br(w) C U(w) such that

M:;o,dyn(w) := Mi;O(w) n V(w)
has the following properties:

.

Mioo,dyn(
) ~+()
~·rth
d
ip
w,
.lU W,X = 00. r'U
er, MiOo,dyn().
ip
W tS ynamically characterized by <p as follows: For x E V(w),
~
rOr
any x

E

x E Mio"dyn(
ip
W)

{::::::}!p (',w,

x ) E X bi ,w'

y

Consequently, Ml;c,d n(w) is a piece of the local stable' manifold which is

dynamically characterized solely by <p, hence is independent of the choice of
the cut·off function.
.
Finally, M:;"dyn(w) has the following forward invariance property:

<p(n,w)Mi;"dyn(w) C M!;'(O"w)

for all n E Z+.

(ii) Consider the local unstable manifold Mlj'(w) for Aj > 0 in U(w) and
select aj En,,, n (1, 00).
Then there exists a closed ball V(w) := Br(w) C U(w) such that
M~;"dyn(w) := Mlj'(w)

n V(w)

has the following properties:

~
) ~",.rth er, Mio"dyn()
rOr
any x E Mioo,dyn(
1j
W,
.lU (W,X ) -_ -00. L''U
1j
W is dynamically characterized by <p as follows: For x E V(w),

io"dyn (W )
x E M1)·

{::::::} <p ( ., W,

x ) E X a-j , w'

y

Consequently, M1jc,d n(w) is a piece of the local uns~able manifold which is
dynamically characterized solely by <p, hence is independent of the choice of

the cut-off function.

Finally, M~jC,dyn(w) has the following backward invariance property:

<p(n, w)M~;o,dyn(w) C Mlj'(O"w)

for all n E Z-.

Proof. (i) Fix i with Ai < 0, choose bi < 1 and a cut-off function and
construct M,p(w). Choose x E M,p(w). We have x E M,p(w) if and only if
<i{,w,x) E X b+; ,w' By Corollary 7.3.16,
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1I<p(n,w,x)lI,nw:S Cb7l1xll w,
where C =

~-L

6-2£'

Hence for x

1I<p(n,w,x)lI,nw :": b7,
b7:S p(onw)

~ 0,

M,p(w) n BIle

E

Clearly

n

-

=

n

~

O.

1
10gb, :S -logp(onw)
n

and -00 < log b, < o.
Now we use our assumption that U is tempered: We have ~ log p( (}nw) -+ 0
(n --+ 00), hence there exists an n,(w) such that b? :S p(onw) for all n > n,(w),
implying

1I<p(n,w,X)II,nw :S p(onw)

for x E M,p(w) n BIle,

n > n,(w).

Now choose a ball V(w) := Br(w) C BIle such that for all x E V(w), the
latter is true also for the remaining finitely many indices 0 :S n :": n,(w). This
is possible because cp(n,w, 0) = 0 and x H cp(n,w,x) is continuous.
We now prove that M:;"dyn(w) := V(w)nM,p(w) serves our purpose: Take
x E M:;"dyn(w): Then by construction <p(n,w,x) = ",(n,w,x) E u(onw) for
all n ~ 0, thus TJ(w, x) = 00.
As to the dynamical characterization, note that x E M~;c,dyn(w) C
M,p(w) is equivalent to <p(·,w,x) E X b+ w' which because of TJ(w, x) = 00 is
equivalent to ",(·,w,x) E X b+ w'
;'
The forward invariance ~~operty immediately follows from the forward
invariance of Ml~'(w) and the fact that the orbit ",(n, w, x) of x E M:;"dyn(w)
never leaves u(onw).
The proof of (ii) is completely similar.
0

7.5.10 Remark. (i) The proof shows that uniformly on M:;"dyn(w),
1I",(n,w,x)lI,nw :S b7

for all n

~

O.

(7.5.2)

(ii) We have "flags" of dynamically characterized local stable (for )" < 0)
and local unstable manifolds (for ),j > 0), similar to Corollaries 7.3.9 and
7.3.12.
(iii) We always have MJ~'(w) = U(w). For ),1 < 0, M~;"dyn(w) = V(w) C
U(w) is a ball around 0 such that (7.5.2) holds for some b l < 1 and uniformly
for all x E Yew). This uniform exponential decay to 0 also holds in the
_
Euclidean norm.
It remains to be investigated when the nonlinearity F of i.p admits a tempered
ball U(w) = Bp(w) such that

sup
IIxllw';p(w)

Put

IIDF(w,x)lIw"w:S L.

(7.5.3)
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M(W,T):= sup IIDF(w,x)llw,6w.
IIxll_",r

The function r H M(w,r) is continuous and increasing with M(w,O)
and the biggest possible p is

= 0,

p(w) = SUp{T:S 1: M(W,T):S L}
It is hence the steep increase of M(w, .), thus of DF(w, .), near 0 which is
dangerous as it forces p to be small.

7.5.11 Lemma (Sufficient Condition for Temperedness). Let

M(w, T):= sup IIDF(w, x)llw,6w :S "(W)Tq
IIxll_ ",r

for some q > 0 and 0 :S r :S ro, where log+" E Ll(II'). Then logp E Ll(II'),
hence U = Bp is tempered. We can in particular choose q = 1 and

,,(w):=

liD' F(w, X)lIw,6w.

sup
IIxll..,$ro

Proof. We have log pEL 1 (11') if and only if for any e

>0

00
1
00
LII'{log- ~ ne} = LII'{M(-,e- n,) ~ L}

n=l

But for each

F:

p

> 0 there is some

II'{M(·,e-n')~L}

< 00.

n=l

F:l

> 0 such that
:S

1I'{"~Len,q}

:S

1I'{log" ~ log L + neq}
1I'{log+" ~ ned,

the latter from a certain index no on.
The second statement follows from the first one and the mean value theorem.
o

Dahlke [120, 121) introduced an integrability condition on the second derivar
tive of a random diffeomorphism <p on a compact manifold for exactly the
same reason as we do: to obtain a dynamical characterization of local stable
and unstable invariant manifolds (see his Lemma 3.2).
In Proposition 7.5.9 we have obtained a dynamical characterization of
certain local invariant manifolds for RDS which do not satisfy the global
assumptions. This dynamical characterization is exactly the same as the one
by which we defined invariant manifolds at the outset in Sect. 7.3. We hence
could try the definition

M;p(w) := {x E JRd : ",,(·,w, x) E Xb;,w}, Ai < 0, bi E rdgh' n (0, 1), (7.5.4)
and
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M;j(w):= {x E JRd: <p(·,w,x) E X aj- •w}' Aj > 0, aJ E

neft n (1,00),

(7.5.5)
for stable or unstable invariant sets7 for cpo By the cocycle property, these sets
are indeed invariant, i.e. <p(n,w)M!p(w) = M!p(onw) and <p(n,w)M;j(w) =
M;j(O"w) for all n E Z.
In particular, if Ai < 0 is the biggest negative Lyapunov exponent or if
Aj > 0 is the smallest positive exponent, we can define the classical stable
and classical unstable set M;(w) and M~ (w) as particular cases of (7.5.4) and
(7.5.5).
The above definition also makes formally sense for Ai 2: 0 and Aj :'S. 0,
but then the corresponding orbits are permitted to grow exponentially fast,
hence no connection with our local constructions in a neighborhood of a can
be expected.
There is, however, a second concept to arrive at stable and unstable invariant sets: namely to globalize a local manifold, i. e. to start from a local
manifold as a nucleus and collect all initial values whose orbits eventually
enter this local manifold.
7.5.12 Proposition (Globalization of Local Manifolds). Assume that
the conditions of Proposition 7.5.9 are satisfied.
(i) The set
M:~(w):=

U<p(n,w)-'Mi;"dyn(Onw)
n;:::O

of initial values whose orbits eventually enter M!;C,dyn forwards in time is
an immersed submanifold of IRa of the same regularity and dimension as
Mi;"dyn (w).
(ii) The set

M;j(w)

:=

U<p(n,w)-l Mttdyn(onw)
nsO

of initial values whose orbits eventually enter M~jc,dyn backwards in time
is an immersed submanifold of JRd of the same regularity and dimension as
M:j"dyn(w).
Proof. We only consider (i). We need to prove that (Wn(w»n>O contains an
increasing subsequence, where the closed sets

Wn(w)

._ <p(n,w)-lMi;,·dyn(on w)
,"(-n onw)MiO"dyn
(onw) ,n> 0,
tp

T'

consist of those initial values whose orbits are in M!~c,dyn(onw) at the fixed
time n ?: 0 (and then never leave Ml~c afterwards forwards in time).
7

We do not know yet whether these sets are manifolds.
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y

It suffices to show that for Wo{w) = M1;c,d n(w) there exists an no =
no (w) such that

M1;c,d y n{w)

c

'P{no,w)-IM1;c,dyn((r~ow)

and then to repeat the argument.
By the construction of V(w) =

B,(w)

!I<p(n,w, x)lle.w ~ b7

in Proposition 7.5.9

for all x E Mi;"dyn(w).

We now choose no(w) such that b~o < r(Onow) which is (infinitely
often) possible since limsuPn~~ logr(onw)/n = 0 (we possibly have
liminfn~~ logr(onw)/n = -00, as V need not be tempered). For this no,
the above is true.
Consequently, for each w, M:~(w) is the monotone union of the "discs"
'P(nk,w)-1 M1;c,d yn{on k w) for some increasing subsequence ink} which sat-:isfies limk~oo logr(onkw)jnk = O. Hence M:~{w) is an injective immersion of
the Euclidean space E ip such that ToM:~(w) = Eip , see Pugh and Shub 1282:
~31.

0

The next theorem is the "climax" of invariant manifold theory for RDS: It
says that the above two concepts of defining stable and unstable invariant
sets are the same.
7.5.13 Theorem (Stable and Unstable Invariant Manifold Theorem). Let<p be aC' RDS (k ~ 1) with discrete time and fixed point 0 generated by (7.5.1). Suppose that D<p satisfies the IC of the MET. Let S(D<p) =
{A 1 > ... > Ap} be the Lyapunov spectrum and let JRd = E, (w) EB ... EB Ep (w)

be the splitting of D<p.
Consider the corresponding prepored RDS <p(n,w) = p(onw) 0 <p(n,w) 0
p(w)-1, choose a constant L <
and construct the ball U(w) = Bp(w)
according to Lemma 7.5.1, assume that U is tempered, construct the dynamically defined local stable and unstable invariant manifolds Iifi;"dyn(w)
and M~jc,dyn(w) according to Proposition 7.5.9 and consider'M1;C,d yn(w) :=
) an d M1oc,dyn(
).= P(W )-1M-1)
I~',dyn( )
P(W ) -1 Iiflo"dyn(
'P
W
1)
W.
W ",
(i) For each i such that Ai < 0,

3-/"&

M:p(w) = M:~(w) =: Mip(W),
and Mip(W) is called the stable manifold of the RDS <p corresponding to the
spectral interval Aip = {Ai > ... > Ap}. It is of the same regularity class as
M);'(w) and tangent to Eip at O. It is dynamically characterized by
Mip(W) = {x E JRd: <p(',w,x) E X b+ w},

,'

where bi is any number less than 1 in the spectral gap rright
to the right of Ai. Mip(W) is invariant under <po

= [Pi +6, 0::';:-1 -6]
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(ii) For each j such that Aj > 0,
M{,(w)

=

M{j(w)

=:

Mlj(w),

and Mlj(w) is called the unstable manifold of the RDS '" corresponding to
the spectral interval A lj = (>.1 > ... > Aj). It is of the same regularity class
as MljC(w) and tangent to Elj at O. It is dynamically characterized by
M'j(W) = {x

E

IR d : ",(·,w,x) E X a j- , w},

where aj is any number bigger than 1 in the spectml gap

rleft =

[{Jj+l +<5, O'j-

oj to the left of Aj. M'j(W) is invariant under ",.
(iii) We have "flags" of stable (for A, < 0) and unstable (for Aj > 0)
manifolds similar to Corollaries 7.3.9 and 7.3.12, but now immersed in ench
other.

Proof. We only deal with part (i) and can assume without loss of generality
that", is prepared.
We first prove that M;p(w) C M;~(w). Let x E MIp(w). Then by definition
of Xbt,w there exists a number C(w, x) such that

1I",(n,w,x)lIe"w S b?C(w,x)

for all n? O.
It again follows from the fact that limsuPn~oo logr(8 nw)/n = 0 that there
exists an no = no(w, x) for which b~OC(w, x) ::; r(Onow), hence

11",(no,w,x)lIe"ow S r(8 no w),
i.e. y:= ",(no,w,x) E V(8 no w).
Now by the cocycle property, <p(., (rOw, y) E Xb; ,9"ow. But then by Propoloc
) .ImpI'
Sl't'IOn 759(')
. . I, Y E Mip' dyn(nno
u w!
ymg x E M"
ip (W) .
Conversely, let x E M:;(w). Then there exists an index no = no(w, x)
for which y := lP(no,w,x) E M~;c,dyn(onow). Hence, again by Proposition
7.5.9(i), ",(.,8 no w,y) E X b + e"ow and by the cocycle property ",(·,w,x) E
Xb!,W! which proves x E M:;(w).
0
7.5.14 Remark (Alternative Dynamical Characterizations). (i) We
also have

M,p(w) = {x E IRd : ",Cw, x) E X b;},

bi E intr"ght n (0, 1),

M'j(W) = {x E IR d : "'(',w,x) E X aC, }'

aj E intIieft n (1,00).

and

(ii) The classical stable and unstable manifolds M,(w) and Mu(w) are
particular cases of the above. If D",(n,w,O) is hyperbolic, the following dynamical characterization is equivalent to the ones given in Theorem 7.5.13
and part (i) of this remark:
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= {x E JRd: <p{n,w,x) --+ 0 M n --+ 00 exponentially fMt}

(i. e. x E M,{w) if and only if lim sUPn-->= ~ log 1I<p{n, w, x)ll. < 0) and

Mu{w) = {x E JRd : <p{n,w,x) --+ 0 M n --+ -00 exponentially fast}

•

(either in the Euclidean or the random norm).

7.5.15 Corollary (Asymptotic Stability in Probability). Assume the
conditions of Theorem 7.5.13 and A, < O. Then the classical stable manifold M.{w) is a neighborhood of 0 (its domain of attmction). Moreover, 0 is

asymptotically stable in probability.
Proof. We only need to prove that 0 is asymptotically stable in probability
(for stochastic stability theory for SDE see Khasminskii [206J and Arnold

[8]).
Using Remark 7.5.1O{ii) for the Euclidean norm, we have for some b, < 1
uniformly for x E V{w)

1I<p{n,w,x)1I :S

C{w)b~

for all n ~ O.

For each given e > 0 choose first no such that C(w)b~O < e with high probability, then choose x small enough to make the finitely many remaining terms
< e with high probability (using continuity in x and <p{n,w,O) = 0). This
implies
lim ll'{w: sup 11<p{n,w,x)1I > e} = 0 for all e > 0,
:r-t0

n2:0

i. e. stability in probability.
Further, since V{w) = B,(w) with r{w) > 0 ll'-a. s. ,
lim ll'{w: lim <p{n,w,x)

:r-+O

n-+oo

= O}

~

lim ll'{w: x E V{w)}

:r-+O

= 1,

i. e. we have asymptotic stability in probability.

o

7.5.3 Local Manifolds for Continuous Time
As local invariant manifolds can be constructed for local RDS, we start for
'][' = JR with a local C k RDS

'1': D --+ JRd,

(t,w,x) >-+ <p{t,w,x),

DC JR x

{l

(see Definition 1.2.1), hence

<p{t,w): D{t,w) --+ R{t,w) = D{-t,B{t)w)
is a C k diffeomorphism. Define the strictly invariant set

E{w):= ntERD{t,w) C JRd
of never exploding initial values (see Sect. 1.8).

X JRd
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To go on, we assume that <p possesses an invariant mea.~ure 11, (for a
sufficient condition see Corollary 1.6.13). Then necessarily Il-w(E(w)) = 1
I'-a.s., in particular, E(w) oF 0.
We can reduce J1.w to the Dirac measure do by Proposition 7.2.1, but now
the extension is not to n x IRd, but to Ii = graphE. We have v =
E
D(t,w) = D(t,w) - x for all t E IR, hence E E(w). We now write again w
instead of W, and x instead of v.
We hence can assume that ",(t,w) : D(t,w) -+ R(t,w) is a local C k RDS
with ",(t,w,O) = 0, hence both D(t,w) and R(t,w) are open neighborhoods
of O.We put <P(t, w) := D",(t, w, 0) which is a global linear RDS for which we
assume that the IC of the MET are satisfied and write

°

°

",(t,w, x)

= <P(t, w) + 1/>(t, w, x),

1/>(t,w,O)

= 0,

= 0.

D1/>(t, w, 0)

In view of Proposition 7.2.6 we can always pass to a prepared

(7.5.6)

<p if necessary.

7.5.16 Theorem (Local Invariant Manifold Theorem, Local Hartman-Grohman Theorem, Continuous Time). Let the continuous time
RDS", given by (7.5.6) satisfy the following conditions:
(i) There exists a global C k RDS .p,

.p(t,w,x)

= <P(t,w)x + ,j;(t,w,x),

,j;(t,w,O)

= 0,

D,j;(t,w,O) = 0,

which satisfies the sufficient conditions of the Global Invariant Manifold Theorem 7.3.28.
(ii) On a closed ball U(w) = Bp(w) = {x E IRd : IIxll w S p(w)} we have
",(t,w,x)

= .p(t,w,x)

for all x

and
lim T.j(w,x)

x~o

= 00,

E

U(w), t

E

(TiI(w,x),T.j(w,x)),

lim TiI(w,x)

x~o

= -00.

Here
T.j(w,x):= sup{t E IR+ : ",(r,w,x) E U(Orw) for all

°S

(7.5.7)

r

S tj,

and
TiI(w,x):= inf{t

E IR- : ",(r,w,x) E

U(OrW) for all t S r S OJ.

Then the continuous time analogue of the Local Invariant Manifold Theorem 7.5.5 holds for <p, and its local invariant manifolds M}jC(w) enjoy all

the properties stated in Subsects. 7.5.1 and 7.5.2 for the discrete time case.

Further, if.p satisfies the conditions of the Global Hartman-Grobman
Theorem 7.4.12, then the continuous time analogue of the Local
Grobman Theorem 7.5.6 holds for "'.

/{artman~

The discrete time" proofs hold verbatim for the continuous time case, with
only one exception: The fact that", is now a local RDS causes the following
modification of Invariant Manifold Theorem 7.5.13:
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(a) The stable manifold Mip satisfies

M,p(w)

C

E+(w):= n,~oD(t,w)

and fulfills (instead of the full invariance property)

<p(t,w)M,p{w) = MiP(8(t)w)

n R(t,w),

t

~

o.

n R(t,w),

t

~

o.

(b) The unstable manifold M 1j satisfies

and

<p(t,W)Mlj(W) = Ml,(8(t)w)

Note that it follows from assumption (ii) of the last theorem that for .each
T

> 0 there exists a radius iJT(w) such that, putting UT{W) =
<p(t,w,x) = ",,(t,w,x) for all x E UT(W) and

BpT(w),.

It I ~ T.

The question remains as to which RDS meet the requirements of Theorem
7.5.16. In the discrete time case, every RDS has local invariant manifolds of
the same regularity and satisfies the local Hartman-Grohman theorem. This
is due to the availability of truncation techniques for the nonlinear part in
the neighborhood of a fixed point. Those truncation techniques do not seem
to be available for a general continuous time RDS.8
However, what we really truncate in the discrete time case is the nonlinear
part of the generator (time-one mapping) of the RDS. This procedure has of
course its continuous time analogue. We will hence investigate whether RDE
and SDE can he cut-off on the level of their vector fields so that the RDS
they generate meet the requirements of Theorem 7.5.16.
For the RDE case, a quite satisfactory answer is given by Wanner [340:
Sect. 4.21 for the Lipschitz case which can be carried over to the C· case (we
use the less clumsy 8t instead of 8(t)).

7.5.17 Theorem (Local Invariant Manifolds for RDE). Let

x, =

A{8,w)x, + f(8,w, x,),

f{w,O) = 0, D f(w, 0) = 0,

(7.5.8)

where f E L~(n,C·) and A E Ll(I'), entailing that (7.5.8) generates a local
C· RDS of type (7.5.6) and the RDE X, = A(8,w)x, generates a linear RDS
P which satisfies the Ie of the MET.
Assume further that P = diag(P., ... , pp) is prepared with

8

It is not known to the author whether such techniques exist for deterministic
flows.
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<P;(t,w)

= A;(O,w)oP;(t,w),

i

= 1, ... ,p.

(7.5.9)

Then all a.sertions of Theorem 7.5.16 hold.
We refrain from reproducing the very technical and long proof. Its key idea
is as follows: Replace f with a specially manufactured j in such a way that
:i:, = A(O,w)x, + j(OtW, x,) generates a global C k RDS <p. By the variation of
constants formula rjJ can be represented as

<p(t,w)x = oP(t, w) (x

+ [ oP(s, W)-' j(O,w, <p(s, W)X)dS) .

The Gronwall-Bellman lemma applied to the last expression and to the corresponding expression for D<p shows that the assumptions (i) and (ii) of
Theorem 7.5.16 are satisfied.
We have discussed in Subsect. 6.2.2 (see Corollary 6.2.9) when assumption
(7.5.9) can be satisfied.
For the case of an SDE Carverhill [89[ (following Ruelle [292]) established
the existence and regularity of classical local stable manifolds for SDE on
compact Riemannian manifolds and for invariant Markov measures.
Carverhill's result was used by Baxendale [60: Theorem 5.1[ to prove the
existence of classical local stable manifolds for
m

dX'=Lf;(x,)odWl,

!;(O)=O,j=I, ... ,m.

j=l

in ad for the Dirac measure 60 by replacing the!; with compactly supported
j; which agree with the!; inside a ball.
However, general criteria are still missing, but work is in progress (e. g.
by Mohammed and Scheutzow [258]).

7.6 Examples
In this section we collect several mainly pedagogical examples in which invariant manifolds can be constructed explicitly without reference to general
existence theorems. In cases where we write generators, we restrict ourselves
to the white noise case.
7.6.1 Example (Explicitly Solvable Scalar SDE). The explicitly solvable scalar SDE

dXt

=

(axt - xf')dt + aXt 0 dWtt

0, a E

IR, N ~ 2,

is treated in great detail in Subsect. 2.3.7, Example 4.2.15 and Subsect. 9.3.1,
to which we refer. All invariant measures, their Lyapunov exponents and their
_
invariant manifolds can be explicitly determined.
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7.6.2 Example (Affine RDS with Hyperbolic Linear Part). We refer to Subsect. 5.6.2 for a detailed presentation of the following: Let <{'(t, w)x =
<l>(t,w)x + 1jJ(t,w) be an affine RDS in IRd whose linear part <l> satisfies the
IC of the MET and is hyperbolic, and whose additive part 1jJ satisfies the
assumptions of Theorem 5.6.1(i). Recall that all these assumptions are automati cally satisfied for the affine RDS generated by
m

dXt =

L (A,xt + b,)

0

dWt'

j=O

with dx t = E;:o AjXt 0 dwl hyperbolic. Then there exists a unique I{Jinvariant measure J.Lw = OK(W) whose spectrum, splitting, stable and unstable invariant manifolds and invariant foliation were explicitly determined in
Corollary 5.6.4.
•

7.6.3 Example (Induced RDS on 8 d - 1 , pd-l, and Gk(d)). Let'<l> be 'a
linear RDS with two-sided time and let .p be the nonlinear Coo RDS induced
on Sd-l by P via

<l>(t,w)s
<l>(t,w)s:= 1I<l>(t,w)sll'
This RDS is extensively treated in Sect. 6.2. We determine all 4'-invariant
measures in Theorem 6.2.3 and for each such measure we explicitly det~rmine
the spectrum and the splitting in Theorem 6.2.20. On this hasis one can easily
construct the corresponding invariant manifolds.
Suppose for simplicity that the ergodic ~-invariant measure fi, realizes the
simple Lyapunov exponent Ai" and jlw = &,(w), s(w) E 8 d - 1 n Ei'(W) (the
latter is always possible over an extension of (j, see Theorem 6.2.6). Hence jJ
is hyperbolic under jl with spectrum 5(8,.p, p.) = {(Aj - A", dj)j~I'''''P;#i,}
and Oseledets spaces

Ej(w,s(w»
j

= span(v -

(v,s(w»s(w): v E Ej(w» C T,(w)8 d -

1

= s(w).L,

01 i o·
The Oseledets manifold tangent to Ej(w, s(w» clearly is

Mj(w, s(w» = 8 d -

1

where span+(E,s) := span(av
manifold is

n span+(Ej(w), s(w»,

+ (3s : v

j

E E,a E 1R,{3

01 i o,
> 0). The stable

M,(w,
s(w)) = 8 d-l n span + (!llj>i, E j (w), s(w»

and the unstable manifold is
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Mu(w,s(W))
= 8 d-1 nspan+ (EIlj<ioEj(w),s(w)).

We leave the analogous case of the RDS induced by a linear one on projective
space pd-. to the reader. The RDS induced on the Grassmannian manifold
Gk(d) can be treated similarly on the basis of Subsect. 6.3.1.
•

7.6.4 Example (Fractional Linear Transformations). The mapping T
which assigns to each one-dimensional subspace spanned by (:) E JR2\ {OJ the
value ~ E i. := lRU{ oo} is a homeomorphism between p1 and JR. The action

A

induced by a matrix A = ( ; : ) E Gl(2, JR) on p' and the corresponding
fractional linear transformation Z H fA(Z) := ~:;~ on lR commute, TO A =
fA 0 T. Assume that the linear cocycle tP(t,w) on lR 2 with two-sided time
satisfies the Ie of the MET and is hyperbolic with spectrum ~. > ~2 and
splitting JR2 = E.(w) Ell E 2(w). Then .p has exactly two invariant measures,
namely the random Dirac Ameasures at E1 (w) (with exponent ).2 - ).1 < 0
and stable manifold p' \ {E2(W)}) and at E 2(w) (with exponent~. - ~2 > 0
and _unstable manifold p' \ {E.(w)}). Hence the cocyele <p(t,w) = f~(t,w)
on lR (with values in the three-dimensional Lie group of fractional linear
transformations) has the two "random fixed points" z,(w) = T(E,(w)), which
are the only <p-invariant measures, with corresponding stable and unstable
manifolds.
•

7.6.5 Example (Three RDS on the Unit Circle). (A) Additive noise:
Let 8' = JR/2rr'll '" [0, 2rr] (boundary points identified) and consider the SDE

dXt

= fo(xt)dt + II (Xt) 0 dWt = b(xt)dt + udWt

(7.6.1)

on 8', where fo(x) = b(x);j!;, lI(x) = u! and where b is smooth with
b(2rr) = b(O) and u # O. Equation (7.6.1) generates a global Coo RDS <p.
(i) The generator of the corresponding diffusion process for time lR+ ,

u 2 d2

d
L+ = b(x) dx

+ '2 dx2'

is elliptic, hence there is a unique stationary measure with a smooth positive
density P.(x) solving (L+),p. = 0 given by

P.(x) = Cexp

(:2

{b(Y)dY)

(1+

1; : {exp (-

:21"

b(U)dU)dY) ,
(7.6.2)

where
{3

= exp

(:2['

b(X)dX) ,

'Y

=

t

exp ( -

:2 [

b(Y)dY) dx.

The Lyapunov exponent of T<p (which solves dVt = b'(x,)Vtdt) under PI is
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A(p.)

=

1"
o

p'(x)') dx S 0,
= -~'1"
-"--(

b'(X)PI(X)dx

2

0

PI x
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where the second equality follows by integration by parts (or from formula
(6.4.25)).
We have A(PI) < 0 if and only if b is not constant, in which case the
y:- -measurable <p-invariant measure p.~(dx) corresponding'to PI consists of
finitely many atoms of equal mass (Le Jan [227: Proposition 2], and Crauel
[110: Proposition 2.6]). The stable manifold is an open neighborhood of these
points, which cannot contain the whole segment between two adjacent points
(if p.~ is a Dirac measure, the stable manifold is a proper subset of 8 1).
We have A(pJ) = 0 if and only if b(x) '" b E IR if and only if PI(X) = ,~,
in which case the RDS consists of the random rotations
<p(t,w)x = x

+ bt + W,(w)

mod 27l'.

(7.6.4)

The <p-invariant Markov measure corresponding to PI (x)dx is hence I-'t(dx) '"
Pl(x)dx. It is the unique 'P-invariant measure, and all of 8 1 is the center
manifold for any x. For the particular case b = 0 and a = 1, the generator of
the diffusion process is L+ = Ll = -G:r, hence dXt = dWt defines Brownian
motion on 8 1 .

4

4

(ii) Similarly, the diffusion process defined by (7.6.1) for time lR-has
generator

d

L- = -b(x) dx

~'d'

+"2 dx'

and its unique stationary measure has density P2(X) given by (7.6.2), with b
replaced by -b. The formula for the corresponding Lyapun~v exponent for
<pi -.) is given by (7.6.3) with -b instead of b. Finally, the Lyapunov exponent
.
of <p is (see Sect. 5.5)
~, ('. P'

{'.

A(p,)

= Jo

b'(x)p,(x)dx

= "2 Jo

(x)'
:,(x) dx ;:: O.

(7.6.5)

We have A(p,) > 0 if and only if b is not constant, in which 'case the'F+:
measurable J..L~ corresponding to P2 is concentrated on finitely m'any' atoms
of equal weight, and A(p,) = 0 if and only if b(x) '" b if and only if PI (x) =
p,(x) = ,~, leading back to (7.6.4).
'.
(B) Gradient Brownian flow on 8 1 : The following example is a particular
case of Example 7.6.6, but studying it together with (A) is quite instructive.
Consider the SD E

dXt

=

sin Xt

0

dwl + cos Xt 0 dwl

(7.6.6)

on 8 1 , which generates the gradient Brownian flow on 8 1 . The (forward as
well as backward) generator is, with h(x) = sinxd~' j,(x) = cosx£',
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1,

'(

1 d'

1

L = "i(f, (x) + f, x)) = "i dx' = "ill,
so that the one-point motions are Brownian motions on 8 1 , and thus arc
statistically identical with the one-point motions generated by (7.6.1) for
b=Oandu=l.
Both Fokker-Planck equations have the unique solution p(x) = ~, but the
Lyapunov exponents of the corresponding <p-invariant measures
= JX1 (w)
and I'~ = Dx,(w) are, directly by formula (6.4.25), or by Theorem 7.6.7 below,

It!

1 = --2'1
>'(1") = --Ii" ((divsinx d )' + (div cos xd- )')-dx
20

dx

dx

2"

+4·

and >'(1") =
The stable manifold of I'~ is M,(w,x,(w)) = 8' \ {x,(w)}, and the unstable manifold of I'~ is M u (W,X2(W» = 8' \ {x,(w)).
Comparing cases (A) (b = 0 and u = 1) and (B) we learn that Brownian
motion on 8 1 can be the one-point motion of completely different RDS and
that invariant measures and their Lyapunov exponents cannot be "seen" by
the generator of the corresponding diffusion process. Case (B) also shows
that the same RDS can be stable under one invariant measure, but unstable
under another one.
(C) Carverhill's noisy north-south flow: An example related to (A) and
(B) was treated by Carverhill [89J: Consider on 8' "" JR/2"Z the SDE
dx t = - sin Xt dt

+ udWt .

The two stationary measures p, and p, are given by (7.6.2) with (J = I and
b(x) = -sinx for Pi, respectively b(x) = sin x for P2. By (7.6.3) and (7.6.5),
>'(p,) < 0 and >.(p,) > O.
But for this example one can prove, as in (B), that the corresponding <pinvariant measures j.£~ and J1.~ are Dirac measures at Xl(') E F- and X2(') E
F+ and the stable and unstable manifolds are as in (8).
•
1.6.6 Example (Gradient Brownian Flow on Compact Manifold
Embedded in JRd). Let M be a k-dimensional compact Riemannian manifold isometrically embedded in JRd, d ~ 2. A standard way of obtaining
Brownian motion on M is to consider the vector fields iJ(x) which are orthogonal projections to TxM of the unit vector fields ej(x) restricted to M,
equivalently J;(x) = gradej(x). The SDE
d

dXt = Lfj(xt) 0 dW!

(7.6.7)

j=l

on M has generator L+ = ~Ll (see Elworthy [138]), hence the one-point
motions are Brownian motions on M, and the unique stationary measure is
normalized Riemannian volume p(dx) = vo~Mdx.
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The global flow of C= diffeomeorphisms of M (global C= RDS <p) generated by (7.6.7) is called gradient Brownian flow, and its ergodic theory
and "stochastic geometry" has been the subject of numerous studies up-to
date. See, for example, Baxendale [56, 55], Carverhill, Chappell and Elworthy ]93], Chappell [98], Arnold and San Martin [33], Bougerol [75], Elworthy
[139, 140], Elworthy and Yor [145], Elworthy and Rosenberg [144]. As the
material would easily fill a small monograph, we cannot be self-contained
here, but will only quote some pertinent results.
We first deal with the Lyapunov spectrum of <p under the forward Markov
measure J1.1 corresponding to p( dx). Corresponding formulas are given in Sect.
6.4. The calculations and estimates are facilitated by the fact that for the
gradient Brownian flow
d

LV'!;(x)!,(x) == O.
j=1

Formula (6.4.25) for the sum of the Lyapunov exponents gives
A,,(J.I')

I
= -21M
vo

1.

d
L(div!;(x»2dx

M j=1

I
= -21M
VO

1. L(Lle;(x»2dx,
d

M i=1

from which Chappell's result [98] follows:
(7.6.8)
where ax : TxM x TxM --+ (TxM)l. is the second fundamental form of M, I is
the largest non-zero eigenvalue of Ll (which is negative) and we have equality
in (7.6.8) if and only if !Lle; = Ie; for all j = I, ... ,d.

For the top Lyapunov exponent we obtain the formula

(7.6.9)
where Pp is an ergodic lift of p to PM (which exists by compactness; if M
has dimension d -1, then Pp is unique with suppPp = PM, see Arnold and
San Martin [33: p. 61]) and Ric(u, v) denotes the Ricci curvature.
Now assume M = 8 d - 1 (r) = {x E Ill.d: IIxll = r}. Then (7.6.7) reads

(7.6.10)

ox(u,v) = -~(u,v)~, Ric(u,v) = ~(u,v), I = _(d_I)/r 2 , and
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,

ld-l

1

,

>.,(" ) = ---= -->."(,,
) < 0,
2 r2
d-l

(7.6.11)

i. e. <p has a negative one-point spectrum under ,,'. Bougerol [751 hM shown
that among all hypersurfa.ces it is only the spheres which possess a one-point
spectrum and that the spectrum is simple in all other cases.
However, all this holds for the F- -measurable invariant measure p.~ :=
limt~~ <p( -t, w)-'p (which for the unit sphere will be determined below).
Taking into account that the diffusion on !R- of the SDE (7.6.7) also has
generator L- = ~L1 (hence (rp(-t")XhER+ are Brownian motions), there is
a second rp-invariant measure p.2 which is F+ -measurable and obtained by
,,~= lim <p(t,w)-'p .

.....

~

Since L+ = L- we also have PL+ = PL-, hence

>.,(,,2) = _>.,(,,') and >.,,(,,2) = ->.,,(,,') 2 o.
For M =

8"-' c !R",

Interpreting and augmenting the results of Baxendale [551 within this framework gives the following.
7.6.7 Theorem (Ergodic Theory of Gradient Brownian Flow on
8"-'). Let M = 8"-' = {x E!R": IIxll = l} c!R" and let the 8DE

"

dx, = ~ (ej - (x" ej)x,) 0 dW!
i=l

generate the gradient Brownian flow <p on 8"-'. Then
. (i) <p{t,w) E G, where G is the Lie group of orientation preserving conformal diffeomorphisms of 8"-'.
(ii) rp has ~actly two invariant measures, namely
,,~(dx) = ox,(w)(dx),

x, E F-,

ll'{x, E·} = p(.),

,,~(dx) = Ox,(w)(dx),

x2 E F+,

1l'{X2 E .} = Po.

and
where p(dx) is the normalized Riemannian volume of Sd-I. In particular, Xl
and X2 are independent.
Further, ,,' is stable with one-point spectrum >., (,,') = while ,,2 is
unstable with one-point spectrum >., (,,2) = ";'.

d;'.
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(iii) The stable manifold of XI (w) is M.(w, XI (w)) = 8"-1 \ {X2(W)}, while
the unstable manifold ofx2(w) is Mu (W,X2(W)) = 8"-1 \ {XI(W)}.
Proof. Parts (i) and (iii) are taken from Baxendale [55]. For part (ii) (and
Ji2, say) all we have to prove is that for any f E C(8"-I,lR)
lim
t-+oo

Jr

f('P(t,w)-'x)p(dx) = f(x2(w)),

lI'-a.s.

(7.6.12)

8<1-l

The limit on the left-hand side exists by the usual martingale argument and
defines a <p-invariant measure (Crauel [110: Proposition 3.1]).
For d 2: 4, (7.6.12) follows from the fact that for each fixed x E 8"-1,

lim 'P(t, .)-I X = X2(-),

H=

lI'-a.s.

For d = 2 and 3, however, the latter is not true [55: Theorem 6.4]. Property
(7.6.12) nevertheless holds: It follows from the considerations prior to equation (6.2) in [55] that for t large enough, 'P(t,w)-I compresses "most" of 8"-1
(in the sense of Riemannian volume) into any given small neighborhood of
X2(W), which implies (7.6.12).
Suppose there were another ergodic invariant measure JL besides JL 1 ,2.
Then its support C(w) := sUPPJ.Lw is, on the one hand, an invariant random
closed set, but on the other hand Jiw is supported by the stable/unstable
manifold of Xl,2(W), which is a contradiction.
0

•
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Summary

Normal form theory is at the heart of the theory of nonlinear deterministic
and random DS. Its aim is to simplify (ultimately linearize) a DS by means
of a smooth coordinate transformation. This is fundamental e. g. in bifurcation theory. However, obstructions against transforming away certain terms
called "resonances" appear, so that the "simplest possible" form is in general
nonlinear.
Here we develop normal form theory for RDS which was initiated by engineers and physicists almost 20 years ago. It turns out that the coho~ological
equations that need to be solved to eliminate terms are now random affine
difference or differential equations, so that we can use Qur results: from, Sect.
5.6. Resonances now take the form of integer relations between LY1;'opunov
exponents.
"
As a preparation we give a brief introduction into deterministic normal
form theory in Sect. 8.1. Then normal form theory for discrete time RDS
is presented in Sect. 8.2, the main statement being Theore~ 8.2.11. The
RDE case is dealt with in Sects. 8.3 (Theorem 8.3.7 for the nonresonant
case and Theorem 8.3.10 for the resonant case). In Sect. 8.4 we present the
random analogue of a very successful procedure for simultaneously ,obtaining
the normal form, eliminating the stable variables from the center equations
and determining the center manifold (Theorems 8.4.1 and 8.4.3). We apply
this procedure to the noisy Duffing-van der Pol oscillator in Subsect. 8.4.3.
The SDE case is treated in Sect. 8.5, where we have to cope 'fith anticipative
data (Theorem 8.5.1).

8.1 Deterministic Prerequisites
In 1892 Poincare initiated a technique for simplifying a nonlinear system in
the neighborhood of a reference solution by a smooth change of coordinates,
today called theory of normal forms. In the deterministic case, the reference
solution is almost exclusively assumed to be a fixed point (sometimes a periodic solution), while in the random case the reference "solution" can be an
arbitrary invariant measure.
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For later use we present a brief introduction into the deterministic theory (for recent presentations see e. g. Anosov and V. I. Arnold [2], Vanderbauwhede [332[, Wiggins [346[ or Katok and Hasselblatt [200]).
Suppose <p : IRd --> IRd is a Goo diffeomorphism with <p(0) = 01 The
normal form problem for <p is to find a Ceo diffeomorphism h : lR d ---t lR d with
h(O) = 0 such that
1/I=h- 1 ocpoh
is "as simple as possible" (to be specified later) in a neighborhood of o. Since
D1/I(0) = (Dh(O))-l 0 D<p(O) 0 Dh(O), and Dcp(O) is considered simplest possible if the matrix representation is in Jordan canonical form, it is reasonable
to assume without loss of generality that D'P(O) is in Jordan canonical form,
and h is near-identity, i. e. Dh(O) = id. Then D1/I(0) = Dcp(O) for any such h.
Put in terms of the Ceo classification of diffeomorphisms, we look for
that element "p in the Ceo equivalence class of <p which is "simplest possible"
in a" neighborhood of O. The result, called normal form of 'P, is the natural
generalization of the Jordan canonical form to a diffeomorphism at a fixed
point. The ultimate aim of normal form theory is the linearization of 'P, i. e. to
find an h such that 1/1 = Dcp(O). The Hartman-Grobman theorem states that
near a hyperbolic fixed point a local G ' (hence in particular: GOO) diffeomorphism <p is topologically equivalent to its linear part by means of a local
homeomorphism h . The question whether h can be chosen to be smooth has
a negative answer in general (Sternberg's theorem, see below).
The general deterministic procedure along which we develop the random
case is as follows: Since <p and h, hence "p, are ceo, they have Taylor expansions at 0 of any order, and also formal Taylor series expansions tp, it and 1b
(which ·might have radius of convergence equal to 0 since Ceo functions need
not be analytic - the reason these power series are called "formal") .
. Our first step is an inductive procedure to determine for each N :2 2 a
near~identity N-jet HN such that if we use it as a coordinate transformation
then in the Taylor expansion of 1/1, 1/I(x) = !/iN(x) + O(lxI N + 1 ), the N-jet
!/iN(x) = Ax + L:~=21/1n(X) is "as simple as possible". In applications, this
N-jet !/iN is the main object of interest.
The second step is to determine full formal power series it and 1b which fit
into the formal power series relation (also called "formal equivalence") 1b =
it-I ot.j>o h, such that if is "as simple as possible". 1b is then called the formal
normal form of <po It will turn out that all invariants of formal equivalence
are already determined by the linear part Dcp(O) of the diffeomorphism cp.

1

Deterministic as well as stochastic normal form theory makes statements about
germs of Coo diffeomorphisms or vector fields, i. e. equivalence classes of Coo
diffeomorphisms or vector fields which coincide in a neighborhood of O. However,
for ease of presentation we ignore this point.

8.1 Deterministic Prerequisites
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The third step is to assure that there are indeed Coo diffeomorphisms h
and 1/J having the formal power series expansions determined in step 2 as
their formal Taylor series. The answer is always affirmative (Borel's lemma):
The lourth and final step is to prove that if two Coo diffeomorphisms have
the same formal Taylor series expansion at 0 they are indeed Coo equivalent
by a near-identity h. The main classical result is Chen's theorem: If D<p(O)
is hyperbolic and <p ~ 1/J formally, then <p ~ 1/J smoothly. In particular, we
obtain Sternberg's smooth linearization theorem provided the nonresonance
conditions (8.1.5) hold.
Let for n 2: 2
d

l\I~:= {T= (T" ... ,Td) E (Z+)d: ITI:= LTi =n}.
i=l

Denote by x T:= X;lX;2 "'X~d

the scalar monomial in d variables· of degree

ITI = n. Then

Hn,d := Hn,d(JR d) = {f = L

x TIT : IT

E

JRd}

TEN~

is the vector space of homogeneous polynomials of degree n in d variables
with values in JRd. We also write ITI = n for T E l\I~. Observe that
LI := LI(n, d) =

so

LI = dim Hn,d(JR 1),

#l\I~ =

( n

+~ -

1 ),

D = dim Hn,d(JR d) = LId.

A basis F = (Ul, ... ,Ud) in JRd and the basis (xT)ITI~n of Hn,d(JR 1 ) ~ JR"
give a basis (x T F) := (XrUi)i=l, ... ,diITI=n in Hn,d, while
d

Hn,d 3 I = L

L/;,TXTUi ~ kF(f) = (kF(fT))I*n = (fi,T) E JRD

Irl=n i=l

(column vectors, ordered lexicographically) identifies Hn,d with IRD, D = Ll.d,
where kF is the mapping which assigns F coordinates (respectively (x T F)
coordinates) to an element of IRd (respectively Hn,d).
There is the following "canonical" choice of a scalar product in Hn,d (see
Vanderbauwhede 1332]): If F is a basis in JRd, put

ITI=n

Irl=n

where (x,y)s := Z=~=l XiYi is the standard scalar product in IRd and 'T! :=
'Tl!···'Td!. This makes (Hn,d,(',')F) a Euclidean space in which the basis

(x T F) is orthogonal.
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It will turn out to be very convenient for our purpose to identify Hn,d =
Hn,d(lR d) with the tensor product of Hn,d(IRI) and IRd (for basic facts see
Sect. 5.4),
where the above choice of bases induces the basis with elements x'T 0 Ui in
Hn,d(Rd) and the isomorphism induced by the coordinate mappings maps this
basis to the standard basis !;®e, E 1R-'I®lRd. The above scalar product in Hn,d
can also be obtalned by lifting the scalar products (x, y) := Z=ITI~n T!XTYT in
Hn,d(R I ) ~ IR-'I and (X,Y)F:= (kF(X),kF(Y))S on JRd to the tensor product
(see Lemma 5.4.1(vii)).
Let a linear mapping in lRd be represented in the basis F by a d x d matrix
A. We now define the basic cohomological operator on Hn,d by C(A)n!(x) :=
A!(x) - !(Ax) (the definition is motivated later by the relation (8.1.4)). It is
important to note (but often not clearly said) that this operator depends on
the choice of the basis F in lRd . This fact is often disguised by the assum ption
that A is in Jordan canonical form in the standard basis of lR d . The point
is that the definition of f(Ax), ! E Hn,d, depends on the particular matrix
representation of the linear operator.
If a basis F in lRd is chosen and the above identification Hn,d ~ ]RLl ® IRd
is made, the cohomological operator C(A)n of a d x d matrix A on the space
Hn,d is given as the following Kronecker product (see Sect. 5.4)

C(A)n = It ®A- N(A)n

®I"

(8.1.1)

where II and 12 are L1 x L1 and d x d unit matrices. The L1 x L1 matrix N(A)n
is defined by

N(A)n = (N~;)(A)),

(Axr =

L

N~~)(A)x".

(8.1.2)

1.,.I=n

In particular, the entries of N(A)n depend nonlinearly on the entries of A.

8,1.1 Example. For d = 2 and n = 2 we have L1 = 3, hence D = 6. If
F = (UI, \12) is a basis ofIR2 the corresponding six basis vectors of H 2,2(1R2) =
H2,2(IRI) ® 1R2 ~ IRs are xi ® e, for T = (2,0), XIX2 ® e, for T = (1,1) and
x~ ® ei for r = (O,2L where i = 1,2. Further,
II ® A =

(~o ~0 A~),
a11 a 21

allan

+ a12a21

alZa22

hence
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N(A),01, =
0
ail
0

ail
0
2allal2

alla21

0

a~l

0

all a 21

0

0

2a2la22

0

0

2a21a22

all a22

+ a12a21

0
a12a22
0

2a lla12

0
ai2
0

0
ai2

all a22

+ a12a21
0

a~2

a12 a 22

0

0

a~l
0

a~2

•

8.1.2 Lemma. Let A, B be d x d matrices and let n 2 2. Then:

(i)

IIN(A)nll :S cllAlin

for the operator and Hilbert-Schmidt norm, where the constant c is indepen-

dent of A.
(ii)
N(1,)n = 1"

N(AB)n = N(B)n N(A)n,

hence

N(A-1)n = N(A);;l

for A E GI(d,JR).

(iii) With the scalar product (x, y) := Z=ITI~n r!xTYT in JR<I,
N(A)~ =

N(A')n,

where A' = A' is the tronspose of A. In particular, if U is orthogonal then
so is N(U)n.
(iv)
N(AB)n 0 Iz = (N(B)n 0 Iz)(N(A)n 0Iz)
and
N(A -1)n 0 Iz = (N(A)n 01,)-1

for A E Gl(d, JR).

Proof. (i) By the definition of N(A)n,
d

N(n)
= '~
" c11
'Tf7
1111=n

II a";'

lJ '

i,i=l

where I' = (I',j), 11'1 = Z=:.j~ll"j, I"j E N, and the matrices I' and constants
cl1 depend only on T and a 1 but not on A.
Consequently,

(N~~))z

d

:S Cl(

d

L II a;;")z:s Cz L (II
IJ.lI=ni,i=l
d

::;

C3

L (L

(a~;l",,/n)n

1111=n i,i=l

Jl.~i alit

IJ.lI=n t,j=l

since the geometric mean is less than or equal to the arithmetic mean. Thus
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d

(NS:»)2 :::; C4(

L

a;j)"

= C411 AIIHS

i,j=l

and
Similarly for the operator norm.
(ii) By the definition of N(AB)n,

((AB)xr

=

L

N(AB)"x"

=

L L

N(A)PTN(B)"px".

Ipl=n 1p.I=n

Equating coefficients gives

N(AB).T

=

L

N(B).pN(A)PT'

Ipl=n

(iii) follows by an elementary calculation, see Vanderbauwhede
(iv) follows from (ii) and Lemma 5.4.1(iii).

[3321.
0

8.1.3 Remark. (i) In case A = diag(a" ... ,ad),
I, ® A = diag(A, ... , A) = diag(a" ... , ad, .. . , a" ... ,ad),
N(A)n = diag(aT)ITI=n'

N(A)n ® 12 = diag(a T1,)ITI=n,

where aT = all ... a~d.
(ii) If A is block-diagonal, then so is N(A)n ® 12 •
(iii) If A is upper (or lower) triangular then N(A)n ®I2 is lower (or upper)
triangular.
•

For example, for d = n = 2 and A = diag( a" a2)

C(Ah = diag(al - a~, a2

- ai, al - ala2, az - alaZ, Ul - a~, az - a~).

We come back to the equation ¢ = h -1

0 '{' 0

h, or

h(¢(x)) = ,{,(hex)),

(8.1.3)

where ,{" ¢ and hare C~ diffeomorphisms with '{'(O) = ¢(O) = h(O) = 0 and
Dh(O) = id, hence A := D'{'(O) = D¢(O). In this relation '{' is given and h
has to be chosen to make the resulting ¢ as simple as possible.
Expansion into formal Taylor series at 0 yields
'{'(x) ~

L '{'n(x) = Ax + L '{'n(X) ,
n=l

n=Z
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00

00

n=l

n=2

411

L ,pn{X) = Ax + L ,pn{x),

,p{x) ~
and

00

h{x) ~

00

L hn{x) = x + L hn{x),
n=l

where 'Pn, tPn, hn E Hn,d' Inserting these expansions into equation (8.1.3) and
equating coefficients yields the cohomological equations

C{A)nhn = ,pn - kn ,

n

= 2,3, ... ,

(8.1.4)

where k2 = 'P2, and for n 2: 3, k n E Hn,d only depends on the terms 'P2, ... ,<fJn,
h 2 ,···, hn-l! and tP2, ... , tPn-l> and C(A)n is the cohomologic8.1 operator
introduced above. Hence a recursive algorithm is possible for determining
h21 1/;2) ... , hnl 1/Jn,'" from successively solving equation (8.1.4) for'n =
2,3, ... , n, ... on the basis of data either given at step n, or determined in
previous steps.
The cohomological equation (8.1.4) is a linear equation in Hn,d' The spectrum of C{A)n is

E{C{A)n) = {Ai - AT : i =

1, ... ,d; ITI =

n},

where AI, ... , Ad are the eigenvalues of A, and AT := AIl ... A~d. If 0 ¢
E(C(A)n)' equivalently if the "nonresonance conditions" of order n
d

Aif:;AII"'A~d,

l:Si:Sd,

'Tl,···,'TdEZ+,

l'TI:=L'Tj=n2:2,
;=1

(8.1.5)
are satisfied, then the cohomological equation can be uniquely solved for any
right-hand side tPn - knl in particular for our favorite choice tPn = 0. for any
kn .
Otherwise, if 0 E E(C(A)n), we have "resonance" of order n. In this case
we split the space

Hn,d

= R{C{A)n) fJJN,

where R{C{A)n) denotes the range of C{A)n and N is any complement of
R{C{A)n). This arbitrariness in the choice of N makes the normal form nonunique. Now the choice 1/;n = a is in general not possible anymore: Write
kn = k;:- fJJ
determine h n by solving C{A)nhn = -k;:- and put,pn =
The latter term cannot be eliminated if kn cj. R{C{A)n), irrespective of the
choice of N, and is part of the normal form ,p of ",.
There is the following "canonical" choice of N (see Vanderbauwhede
[332]): Use the scalar product in Hn,d introduced above. Then C(A)~ =
C(A·)nl where A· = A' is the transpose of A. We hence have the orthogonal
decomposition

v,;,

v,;.
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H n," = R(C(A)n) ffiN(C(A')n),
where N(C(A')n) denotes the kernel of C(A-)n.

8.2 Normal Forms for Random Diffeomorphisms
8.2.1 The Random Cohomological Equation
We follow Arnold and XU [40J. Let <p be a COO RDS in IR" with time 'I' = Z,
time one mapping <p(w):= <p(I,w) and with fixed point 0, <p(w)O = O.
In contrast to the deterministic case, the assumption of a fixed point at
o is without much loss of generality for an RDS with an invariant measurc,
see Lemma 7.2.1.
Assume throughout that D<p(·, 0) satisfies the Ie of the MET.
8.2.1 Definition (Random Coordinate Transformation). A mcasurable mapping h: x IR" -+ IR" is called a (near-identity) random coordinate
transformation if h(w,.) E Diff oo (IR"), h(w,O) = 0 and Dh(w,O) = id.
•

n

The normal form problem for the RDS !.p is now to determine a random
coordinate transformation h such that the smooth random equivalence
"¢(w) = h- 1 (Ow) ° <p(w) ° h(w), equivalently

h(Ow, "¢(w, x)) = <p(w,h(w,x)),

(8.2.1)

makes '!jJ "as simple as possible", with the ultimate aim of smooth linearization, "¢(w,x) = D<p(w,O)x.
We stress that !.p, Dcp(·, 0) and 'IjJ are generators of cocycles (in particular,
<p(w): {w} X IR" -+ {Ow} x IR"), while h(w) is a "static" coordinate transformation in the fiber {w} X IR". This will be important for the interpretation
of the cohomological equation.
8.2,2 Remark. Equation (8.2.1) implies that also

"¢(n,w) = h(onw)-l

° <p(n,w) ° h(w),

nEZ.

It is, however I in general not true that normal forms perpetuate from time
one to arbitrary times n E Z. So if 'IjJ(l,w) = 'IjJ(w) is "as simple as possible",
this might not be the case for "¢(2,w) = "¢(Ow) o "¢(w). For a discussion and
•
a deterministic counterexample see Remark 5.9 of Arnold and Xu [40j.

Let
'lin,"

:=

{f : n -+ H n ," measurable}

be the vector space of random homogeneous polynomials of degree n 2: 2 in
d variables with values in IR".

~.2
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We next select (and then fix) a random basis F(w) = (Ul(W), ... ,Ud(W))
of IRd adapted to the Oseledets splitting of D<p{-, 0) to "simplify" D<p(w, O) so
that in the F(w), F(Ow) bases the matrix representation A(w) of D<p(w, 0) is
block-diagonal and the change from the standard basis to the random basis
F(w) is a Lyapunov cohomology (see Corollary 4.3.12).
The random basis F(w) oflRd gives rise to the random basis (x T F(w))ITI~n
on H n,d, so a random homogeneous polynomial f E 'Hn,d has the coordinate
representation
d

few) = L

xTfT(W) = L

Lfi.T(W)XTUi(W),

Irl=n i=l

hence

The function kF : 'Hn,d --+ RP = random variables with values in IRP, D =
Lld, given by f{-) H kF(.)(f(·)), is a linear isomorphism and allows us to
identify 'Hn,d and 'RP. Starting with Hn,d ~ R..:10 IRd, we also have 'Hn,d ~

1? 4 01?d.
Since the matrix representation of D<p(w, 0) in the bases F(w) and F(Ow)
is denoted by A(w)
kF(9w)(D<p(w,0)x) = A(w)kF(w)(x).
8.2.3 Definition (Random Cohomological Operator and Equation).
Let F(w) be a random basis of IR"- The linear operator

C(A)n : Hn.d --+ Hn,d
defined by

f(',x)

H

g(O·,x) := A(·)f(·,x) - f(O·,A(·)x) = C(A)nf(·,x)(O.)

is called the (random) cohomological operator. It depends on the random
basis F(w) and is given in Hn,d ~ 1?4 01?d by

k F(9w)(C(A)nf) =
(It 0 A(w))kF(wJ<j(W)) - (N(A(w))n 0 12 )kF(9wJ<j(Ow)).
Here the Ll x Ll matrix N(A(w))n = (N(A(w))T') is defined via (A(w)xY =
LI'I=n N(A(w))'TX'.
Any equation of the type C(A)nf = g is called a (random) cohomological
equation.

•

We stress that the appearance of 0 makes C(A)n a true bundle mapping, i. e.
we cannot define C(A)n "fiberwise" as a mapping few) H C(A(w))nf(w).
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Introducing the linear operator

U : tin,d --> tin,d,

f{w)

H

(U f){W) := f{Ow),

a'succinct form of the cohomological operator (suppressing wand n) is

C{A) = 1, 0 A - (N{A) 0 I,) 0

u.

(8.2.2)

Note that, due to their origin, the two terms in (8.2.2) are of different character:
- 1, 0A{w) is the generator of a cocyele and maps {w} x Hn,d to {Ow} x
Hn,d, while
- N{A{w))n x I, has its origin in a coordinate transformation and maps
{1Iw} x Hn,d to itself.
We now follow the deterministic procedure and expand the three mappings <P, hand ¢ in equation (8.2.1) as formal Taylor series at O. For this we
write the coordinate transformation h{w) in the basis F{w), F{w), but the
cocyeles <p{w) and ¢(w) in the bases F{w) and F{Ow), so x = (Xl, ... ,Xd)'
will be the coordinates in F{w). This yields

<p{w,x) ~

00

00

n=l

n=2

L <Pn{W,X) = A{w)x + L <Pn{W,x),
00

¢(w,X) ~

L ¢n{W,X) = A{w)x + L ¢n{W,x)
n=2

n=l

and
n=l

n=2

where <()n, Wn, hn E 1in ,d·
Inserting these expansions into equation (8.2.1), equating coefficients and
keeping track of the fibers yields, analogously to the deterministic case, the
following result.

8.2.4 Lemma. The terms of order n of the formal power series expansion
of ¢ are successively given by the terms of order n of <P and h and lower order
terms. More specifically, ¢1{W) = <PI{W) = A{w) and

C{A)nhn = ¢n - k n ,

n

~

2.

Here
kn{w) = Tn «<p{w) - A{w)) 0 Sn_Ih{w)

+ Sn_Ih{OW) 0 Sn_I¢{W)),

where Tn(J) denotes the terms of order n in the formal Taylor expansion of
f and SN(J) := L,;:~l Tn(J) is the N-jet of f·

8.2 Normal Forms for Random Diffeomorphisms

8.2.5 Example. For d = 1 we have L1 = D
n ~ 2. For some random ba.'lis F(w) = (u(w)),

= 1,

hence Hn,l ~

<p(w, x) ~ A(w)x + <p,(w)x' + <P3(W)X 3 + ... ,

A(w)

]Rl
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for all

oF 0,

+ h,(w)x' + h3(w)x3 + ... ,
>/;(w, x) ~ A(w)x + >/;,(w)x' + >/;3 (w)x 3 + ....
h(w,x) ~ x

Hence
k,(w)

= <p,(w),

k3(W)

= 2<p,(w)h,(w) + 2A(w)h,(Ow)>/;,(w),

and
(C(A)nhn)(Ow) = A(w)"(A(w)'-n - U)hn(w).

•
As a final step, we remedy the fact that the cohomological operator is not
the generator of a cocycie.

8.2.6 Proposition. Let C(A)n be the cohomological operator in 1in ,d corre·
sponding to A.
(i) C(A)n can be written as
C(A)n = (N(A)n 0 I,)(M(A)n - U),

where
M(A(w))n:= N(A(w)-l)n 0 A(w)
maps w to Ow, hence is the generator of a cocycle, while N(A(w))n 01, maps
Ow to Ow.
(ii) If A generates the cocycle P, then N(A-l)n generates the cocycle
N(p-1)n and M(A)n:= N(A-l)n 0A generates the cocycle
M(p)n:= N(p-l)n 0p.
(iii) Let the Lyapunov spectrum of the cocycle P generated by A be S(A) =
(Ai) (the Lyapunov exponents listed with their multiplicities) and its splitting
be (Ei)' Then the MET holds for N(A-1)n and its spectrum is S(N(A- ' )n) =
{-(A, T) : ITI = n}, where (A, T) := L:t~l AiT,. Further, the MET also holds
for M(A)n which has spectrum
S(M(A)n) = {A, - (A, T) : Ai E S(A),
and splitting

ITI =

n}
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EEl

HA =

G. 0 E i ,

A E S(M(A)n),

(J.I,i):A,+J.I=A,A.ES(A),J.lES(N(A -l )Ol)

where G. denotes the splitting of N(A-I)n'

Proof. (i) By Lemma 8.1.2 and the rules for the Kronecker product given
in Lemma 5.4.1 (omitting the subscript n, but indicating the fibers of the
mappings)

C(A)

(N(A) 0 I 2)6w,6w ((N(A) 0

I2).~,6w(I1 0 A)w,6w - Uw,6W)

(N(A) 0 I 2)6w,6w ((N(A)-I 0 I 2)6w,6w(h 0 A)w,6w - Uw,6w)
(N(A) 0 h)6w,6w ((N(A- I ) 0 A)w,6w - Uw,6w).
Note that N(A-I) in the last line maps w to Ow since it is the product of II
(which is part of a cocyele) and N(A).~,.w·
(ii) By Theorem 5.4.2(iii), Al 0 A2 generates .pI 0.p2 if Ai generate .pi,
i = 1,2. Thus it remains to prove that N(A- I ) generates N(.p(n,w)-I) =:
B(n,w). But by Lemma 8.1.2

B(n + k,w)

N(.p(n + k,W)-I)
N(.p(k, w)-I.p(n, Okw)-I)
N(.p(n, Okw)-I) N(.p(k, W)-I)
B(n, Okw)B(k, w).

(iii) In view of Theorem 5.4.2(ii) and our preparations it remains to prove
- t 1R". If

the statement on N(A(w)-I): 1R"

A(w) = p(OW)-1 B(w)P(w)
is a Lyapunov cohomology, then hy Lemma 8.1.2(i) so is

N(A(w)-I)

= N(P(Ow))N(B(w)-I)N(P(W))-l

Hence the MET holds for N(A- I ) in the hasis F if it holds in the standard
basis, which is again assured by Lemma 8.1.2(i).
To calculate the spectrum of N(A -1) we use singular value decomposition
in lRd and IRa. 1 both endowed with the scalar product introduced above. Hence
there are orthogonal d x d matrices Uk and Vk for which

.p(k, w) = U.(w)diag(b l (k,w), ... , bd(k,w))Vk(W),
where bl(k,w) 2: ... 2: bd(k,w) > 0, and
. 1
hm -klogbi(k,w)=A"

k->~

Thus

i=I, ... ,d.

8.2 Normal Forms for Random Diffeomorphisms
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Vk(W)'diag(8i(~,w))Uk(W)'

and, applying the operation N(-) to the last line and using Remark 8.1.3(i),

N(4)(k, W)-I)

= N(Uk(w)')diag(rT(k,w))ITI=nN(Vk(w)').

By Lemma 8.1.2(iii),

N(4)(k, W)-I) = N(Uk(w))'diag(rT (k,w))ITI=nN(Vk(W))',
i.e. we have a singular value decomposition of N(4)(k,w)-I). By the
Furstenberg-Kesten theorem, the Lyapunov exponents of this cocycle are

k~'! ~ (- tTilOg8i(k,w))
,=1
d

- LTiAi = -(A,T).
i=l

o

8.2.7 Example. (i) For d = 2 and n 2: 2 we have L1 = n + 1, N~ = {T =
(k, n - k) : k = 0, ... , n} and D = 2(n + I). If A has simple spectrum
SiAl = {AI> A2}, then the spectrum

S(N(A-I)n) = {-kAI - (n - k)A2 : k = 0, ... , n}
is simple, but in the spectrum

S(M(A)n) = {(l- k)AI ' (n - k)A2' (I -l)A2 - (n -l)Al : k, 1 = 0, ... ,n}
only the exponents for k = 0 and l = n are simple, while the remaining 2n
exponents have multiplicity 2 (put 1 = k - 1).
.
Also, hyperbolicity does in general not carryover from Ato M(A)n: Even
if Al > 0 > A2, 0 E S(M(A)n) if and only if -A,fAl = (k - I)/(n - k) for
some k = 2, ... , n -1. Further, 0 E S(M(A)n) for some n2: 2 if and only if

-A,fAI E Q+.
(ii) If, however, M(A)n is hyperbolic for some n 2: 2, then necessarily A
is hyperbolic, since by Proposition 8.2.6(iii)' (I - n)Ai E S(M(A)n) for any
i=l, ... ,d.

_

8.2.8 Definition (Resonance, Nonresonance). The linear cocycle ~
generated by A in IRd is called resonant of order n 2: 2 if 0 E S(M(A)n).
Otherwise it is called nonresonant of order n.
_
8.2.2 Nonresonant Case
We now formally linearize 'P by determining a formal power series of a coordinate transformation h for which we can solve
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successively for n = 2,3, ... in 1i""d for the choice 1/J",
successive cohomological equations

= -kn'

C(A)nhn

n

= O.

This leads to the

= 2,3, ....

With the representation of C(A)n from Proposition 8.2.6(i), this is equivalent
to
(U - M(A)n)h n = (N(A -1)n 0 I,)k n =: gn, n = 2,3, ... ,
where L(A)n := U - M(A)n is also called cohomological operntor, and finally
Uh n = M(A)nhn

+ gn,

n = 2,3, ...

(8.2.3)

or, fiberwise,
hn(Ow)

= M(A(w))nhn(W) + gn(W),

n

= 2,3, ....

Solving for it amounts to looking for a stationary solution of the random
affine difference equation in lR D

For the nonresonant case we can readily use our results from Theorem 5.6.5(i}.
Let us recall Definition 4.1.1 according to which a random variable f is
called tempered from above with respect to 0 if

lim -11Ilog+ IIf(O(t)w)1I

t-+±co

t

=0

holds Il'-a. s. We will also make use of Lemma 4.1.2.
8.2.9 Proposition. If A is nonresonant for some n ~ 2 and if 9", E 1i""d is
tempered 2 (equivalently, if k n is tempered), then there exists a unique h n E
1in ,d (explicitly given in Theorem 5.6.5(i)} which solves equation (8.2.3).
Moreover, h", is also tempered.

Proof. The existence and uniqueness statement is from Theorem 5.6.5(i} .
. That the statements about 9", and k", being tempered are equivalent follows by Lemma 8.1.2(i), which gives

logllgnll:S logc+nlogIlA- 1 11 + logllknll.
log IIk n ll :S loge + nlog IIAII + log IIgnll,
and the fact that A and D<p(-, 0) are Lyapunov cohomologous.

2

Henceforth we omit the words "from above" throughout Chap. 8.

o
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8.2.10 Corollary. Let N 2 2. Let A be nonresonant of order n for 2 S

n S N and suppose that in the Taylor expansion <p(w, x) = A(w)x +
L:~~2 <Pn(w, x) + O(lxIN+') at 0 of order N, all <Pn are tempered. Then there
is a unique near-identity N-jet HN(w,x) = x+ L:~~2hn(w,x) with tempered
coefficients h n (hence is a local analytic diffeomorphism) such that <P is trans,
formed by HN to 1jJ, whose N -jet in the Taylor e:qxznsion of order N is linear,

ljJ(w, x) = A(w)x + O(lxI N +1 ).
Proof. All we have to prove is that all hn are tempered provided all 'Pn are.
But this follows inductively from the formula for k n in Lemma 8.2.4, the fact
that sums and products of tempered random variables are tempered (Lemma
4.1.2) and from Proposition 8.2.9.
0
8.2.11 Theorem (Formal Linearization of Random· Diffeomor-·
phism). Suppose that the linear cocycle generated by D<p(-,O) is nonresonant
of any order n ~ 2, i. e.

Ai

#

(A,T),

Ai E S(D<p(·, 0)),

IT122,

and that in the formal random Taylor series of the random diffeomorphism
<p(w) ~ A(w)x + L: n>2 <Pn(w, x) at 0, all <Pn are tempered. Then there is a
mndom coordinate transformation h(w) with a uniquely determined formal
random Taylor series h(w, x) ~ x + L:n>2 hn(w, x) where all hn are tempered
and h formally linearizes <p, i. e. the formal random power series of ljJ(w) =
h(Ow)-l 0 <p(w) 0 h(w) is A(w)x.
This is clear provided we can solve the third step of the normal form pnr
cedure, namely find a random diffeomorphism with the prescribed formal
random power series. This is assured by the following random ,version of a
result of Borel.
8.2.12 Lemma. Given ho = 0, h,(w, x) = x, h n E Hn.d, n 2 2. Then there
is a mndom coordinate tmnsformation h whose formal mndom Taylor series
expansion has the coefficients Tnh = h n .
The proof is just an w-wise version of the deterministic proof given by Vanderbauwhede [332: p. 1421 and is thus omitted.
With the above procedure, infinitely flat terms of <p at cannot. be detected as they do not appear in formal power series. A random version of
Sternberg's linearization theorem would assert that in the above situation
<p(w, x) and A(w)x are indeed smoothly equivalent by a random coordinate
transformation h(W, x). However, such a theorem is still lacking.

°

8.2.3 Resonant Case
We now treat the case where we have resonance of order n, i. e. a E S(M(A)n).
In our adapted random basis
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M(A)n =

M(A);t

o

o

~

M(A);;

o

o

M(A)~

(

where M(A);t, M(A);; and M(A)~ are the unstable, stable and neutral block,
respectively. In this basis, the terms of order n of the formal Taylor series
fulfill

o
M(A);;

o

These are three decoupled equations, of which we can solve the first two by
the techniques of the preceding subsection: Put 1/.I;t = 0 and 1/.1;; = 0, then
there is a unique h-:; and h;; provided g;t and g;; are tempered, which we
assume.
There remains to be considered the neutral part

1/.1~ = (M(A)~ - U)h~

+ g~,

S(M(A)~) = {O}

(8.2.4)

The corresponding cohomological equation is

Uh~ = M(A)~h~

+ g~ -1/.1~

(8.2.5)

and the cohomological operator Ln := U - M(A)~ maps tempered random
variables into tempered random variables, hence

Ln('Tn) C Tn,

Tn:= {I

E 1i n,d

:

I

tempered}.

The "only" problem hence is to describe Ln(Tn). This is an extremely complicated question. For the case A = I we obtain M(A) = I, hence the classical
cohomological equation (U - I)h = 9 which is important in various contexts
and has a rich literature (see Katok and Hasselblatt [200: Sects. 2.9 and
19.2]). '.
Arnold and XU [40J have worked out a Hilbert space set-up for equations
(8.2.4) and (8.2.5). However, we prefer to present the cleaner continuous time
version of it in Sect. 8.3.
In practice, one need not worry so much about solving equation (8.2.5):
We can always satisfy it by choosing h~ = 0, hence ?jJ~ = g~.

8.3 Normal Forms for Random Differential Equations
Let I and 9 be vector fields in Rd with 1(0) = g(O) = O. They are called
smoothly equivalent,. I ~ g, if the local flows 'P and 1/.1 generated by x, =
I(xt) and x, = g(x,) are smoothly equivalent, i. e. if there is a coordinate
transformation h for which locally

8.3 Normal Forms for RDE
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<p(t) 0 h = h 0 1/;(t) .
Differentiating this gives the equivalent infinitesimal form

f

0

h = Dh 0 g.

(B.3.1)

Deterministic normal form theory for vector fields now seeks an h for which
9 is "simplest possible" .
Normal forms for vector fields which are periodic in time have been
worked out using Floquet theory by V. l. Arnold [44] and 10088 [IBO]:For the
quasiperiodic case see Chow, Lu and Shen [101] and the references therein.
Analogously, if our RDS 'I' is generated by an RDE X, = f(8,w, x,), there
are obvious practical reasons for transforming the RDE (and not the resulting
cocycle) into normal form. This problem will be addressed here, based on
Arnold and Xu [43]. For the SDE case see Sect. B.5.
8.3.1 The Random Cohomological Equation

We refer to Sect. 8.1 for basic facts about deterministic normal form theory,
which we will freely use. We add that in the vector field case the formal
Taylor series have to be inserted into equation (8.3.1) and the deterministic
cohomological operator is

adnA: Hn,d .... Hn,d,

hn'H (adnA)hn(x):= Ahn(x) - Dhn(x)Ax. (B.3.2)

This operator depends linearly on the entries of A. Introducing a basis F in]Rd
and using the basis (x')I'I~n in Hn,d(IR') gives a basis (x'F) in Hn,d(lR d ) =
Hn,d(lRl) 0lRd ~ 1R" 0lRd ~ IRD and the D x D matrix representation of
adn(A) is
(B.3.3)
adnA = It 0A - T(A)n0h
where hand 12 are unit matrices in lRLl. and lR d , respectively, and T(A)n is
the LI x LI matrix describing the linear mapping on Hn,d(IR') ~ 1R" given by
_

h-

L
Irl=n

,

h,x

L L

8(x')
h,~ajkXk

Irl=nj,k=l

J

d

H

,

=: T(A)n(h).

8.3.1 Example. For d = n = 2, LI = 3 and D = 6

),
hence
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2a12

0
2all
0

0
0
0

2a12
0
0

2all
0

T(AJ,®I2 =

all

a21

0

0

a21

0
0

0

2a21

+ a22

0
2a22
0

+ a22
0

all

a'2

0

0

a'2

0
0
0
2a21

0
2a22

•
Let now

x, =

!(B,w, x,)

(8.3.4)

be an RDE in R" for which !(w, 0) = 0 and !w(-'·) := !(B.w,·) E Llo,(iR,C~).
By Theorem 2.2.1 (8.3.4) generates a local C~ RDS 'P over B, more precisely,
'P(t,w): D(t,w) --> R(t,w) is a local C~ diffeomorphism with fixed point O.
We want to classify RDE by smooth equivalence. Let

x, =g(B,w,x,)
be a second RDE generating a local RDS ..p. We say! and 9 are smoothly
equivalent, ! ~ g, if the corresponding local RDS 'P and ..p are smoothly
eq,uivalent by a random coordinate transformation h,

'P(t,w) 0 h(w)

=

h(B,w) o..p(t,w).

(8.3.5)

It is crucial to realize that at time t we have to apply the coordinate transformation h(B,w,-).
Assuming for the moment that h = (d/dt)h(B,w, x) exists, we obtain by
differentiating (8.3.5) with respect to t the equivalent infinitesimal form

!(B,w, h(B,w,x))
or

g(B,w,x)

=

Dh(B,w,x)

=

h(B,w, x) + Dh(B,w, x)g(B,w,x)

-1

(f(B,w,h(B,w,x)) - h(B,w,x)).

.

(8.3.6)

As in the mapping case, normal form theory for RDE now consists of choosing

h so as to make 9 "as simple as possible", the ultimate aim again being
linearization, g(w, x) = A(w)x.
The linear cocycle 4>(t,w) := D'P(t,w,O) on TolR" 9< lR" is generated by
the linearized RDE

v, =

A(B,w)v"

A(w):= D!(w,O).

(8.3.7)

We assume throughout that A E L'(II'), so that the MET holds for 4>.
Now the first obstacle appears on the linear level. As a preparatory step
we try to make (8.3.7) "as simple as possible", in particular to choose a
random basis adapted to the splitting of cP which block-diagonalizes not only
P, but also A, so that on each of the Oseledets spaces we would have an RDE
which is decoupled from all others.
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This might, however, not always be possible. But
(i) if A(w) '" A is deterministic, A as well as exp(tA) are in Jordan
canonical form in the same basis;
(ii) if A(O,w) is periodic with respect to t, then thanks to Floquet theory
there is a random basis F(w) in which the generator of the cocycle is constant

and in Jordan canonical form (see Example 4.1.13 and 10088 [180: Lemma 4]);
(iii) if q, has simple spectrum, then (over a possibly extended DS) we can
find a basis of random eigenvectors which diagonalizes (8.3.7) (see Corollary
6.2.9).
We assume from now on that the best possible choice F(w) for simplifying
the linear RDE (8.3.7) has been made. The nonlinear random transformation
y = h(w,x) by which we want to simplify (8.3.4) can hence be near-identity,
i. e. a random coordinate transformation in the sense of Definition 8.2.1.

The functions f(w, .), g(w,·) and h(w,·) have formal random Taylor series
expansions at 0 given by
~

~

f(w,x) ~ L

fn(w,x) = A(w)x + L

n=1

fn(w,x),

n=2

~

~

g(w,x) ~ Lgn(W,x) = A(w)x+ Lgn(W,X)
n=1

and

n=2

~

h(w,x) ~ L

~

hn(w,x) = x

+L

n=1

hn(w,x),

n=2

where fn' gn, hn E 1i. n,d'
Inserting these expansions into equation (8.3.6) and equating coefficients
yields (the calculations are as in the deterministic case) the following result.

8.3.2 Lemma. The term of order n 2 2 of the formal power series expansion
of 9 is given by

d

gn(O,w, x) = adnA(O,w)hn(O,w, x) - dt hn(O,w, x)

.

+ kn(O,w, x),

(8.3.8)

where
and
Pn

= Tn {Sn_l(! -

A) a Sn_l(h - id) - DSn _ 1 (h - id)Sn_l(g - An

is a polynomial of the lower order terms fk' 9k, hk' 2 ::; k ::; n - 1, of j, 9
and h, respectively. Here Tn(!) denotes the term of ordern of f, Sn(!) is the
n-jet of f and adnA(w) is the genemtor of a linear cocycle in Hn,d defined
by (8.3.2) and (8.3.3).
For example, k2 =
etc.

12,

k3 =

h -

Dh2 g2, k4 =

J. + 12 a g2 -

Dh2 g3 - Dha g2,
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8.3.3 Definition (Random Cohomological Operator, RDE Case).
The linear operator
d
Ln := dt - adnA(B,w)
acting on Hn,d-valued stationary stochastic processes of the form h n (f}tw),
which are absolutely continuous with respect to time t via

is called the random cohomolo9ica1 operator in Hn,d.
With this definition, the system of equations (8.3.8) reads
(8.3.9)

•

called the system of random cohomological equations.

We have to solve (8.3.9) successively for known kn, and hn chosen to make
gn simplest possible. The most desirable choice of 9n is gn = 0, resulting in
the task to solve the random co homological equation

in ll n ,d, equivalently, to search for stationary solutions of the hierarchical
system of affine RDE

itn =

adnA(B,w)h n + kn(B,w),

n = 2,3, ...

°

In case gn = for all n, kn = in + E2::;p,q:pq=n i p 0 h q .
. In order to apply our basic Theorem 5.6.5(ii) we need to know the spectrum S(adn(A)) of the cocyele generated by adnA in terms of the spectrum
S(A) of A.

8,3.4 Proposition. Let 4' A denote the linear cocyele generated by the RDE
V, = A(8,w)v, with Lyapunov spectrum S(A) = (Ai) (the Lyapunov exponents
listed with their multiplicities). Then:
(i) The linear cacyele 4'-T(A)n in JR" generated by -T(A)n is
4'-T(A)n = N(4'-A)n,
where N(A)n is defined in (8.1.2). Moreover, the MET holds for <P_T(A)n
and
d

S(-T(A)n) = {-(A,r):

Irl =

n},

(A,r):= LAiri'
1=1

(ii) The linear cocyele <PadnA in JRD 9! JR" 0 JRd generated by adnA =
1, 0 A - T(A)n 0 1, is

8.3 Normal Forms for RDE
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= N(P_A)n<:9PA =P-T(Al n <:9PA·

Moreover, the MET holds for
S(adnA)

PadnA

and

= {Ai - (A, T) : Ai

E S(A), ITI

= n}.

Proof. (i) We have
d
dt h(P_A(t,W)X)

d
Dh(p_A(t,W)X) dt(P-A(t,w)x)

Dh(p_A(t, w)x)( -A(8 t w)P_A(t,W)X)
- Dh(y)A(8tw )yIY~"-A (t,wlx'
The matrix version of this states that u = N(lP_A)n solves tit =
-T(A(8tw))nUt and thus by uniqueness N(P-A)n = P-T(Ak
The statements about the MET and the spectrum follow from Proposition
8.2.6(iii).
(ii) The generator of the cocyele P -T(Aln <:9 PAis ad"A by Theorem
5.4.2(iii) (RDE case). The statements about the validity of the MET and the
spectrum follow from Proposition 8.2.6(iii).
0

Let n 2 2. We call the matrix A nonresonant of order n if 0
resonant of order n otherwise.

<t S(adnA),

8.3.2 Nonresonant Case

We can immediately apply Theorem 5.6.5(ii) and obtain
8.3.5 Proposition. Let A be nonresonant of some order n 2: 2 and assume
that k n E 1I.n ,d is tempered. Then the cohomological equation

has a unique solution h n (8 t w) which is absolutely continuous with respect to
t (explicitly given in Theorem 5.6.5(ii)}. In addition, h n is also tempered.

8.3.6 Corollary, Suppose N 2 2, and A is nonresonant of order n for
all 2 :S n :S N. Assume jurther that in the Taylor expansion f(w, x) =
A(w)x + L~~2 fn(w,x) + O(lxIN+1) of order N, all fn are tempered. Then
there is a unique near-identity N -jet HN(w, x) = x + L~~2 h.(w, x) (hence
is a local analytic diffeomorphism) with tempered coefficients hn' such that f
is transformed by HN into g given by equation (8.3.6) with a linear N-jet of
the Taylor expansion of order N, g(w, x) = A(w)x + O(lxIN+1).
The proof just repeats the arguments used for Corollary 8.2.10.
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8.3.7 Theorem (Formal Linearization of RDE). Suppose A is nOnT,"sonant of any order n ;::: 2 and all fn in the formal Taylor series expansion
of f are tempered. Then there is a random coordinate transformation with a

uniquely defined lormal random Taylor series, h(w, x) - x

+ l:::'=2 hn(w, x),

where all h n are tempered, and h formally linearizes f, i. e. the formal power
series expansion 01 9 in equation (8.3.6) is A(w)x.

The proof follows from the last corollary and Borel's lemma 8.2.12.
The full Sternberg linearization which would also transform away infinitely flat terms of I at 0 is not yet available.

8.3.3 Resonant Case
In the case of resonance we propose a functional analytic setting for the
random cohomological operator which also allows for duality theory similar
to the deterministic case.
For any (deterministic or random) basis F(w) in JRd (and thus
(x TF(w))ITI=n in Hn,d) we endow the fiher Hn,d over w with the scalar product

(I(W),g(W»F(w) :=

L

T!(kF(wMT(W)), kF(w) (gT (w»)s,

ITI=n

where I(w) = l:ITI=nxTlTo g(w) = l:ITI=nxTgT, (x,y)s:= l:1=lXiYi is the
standard scalar product in JRd and kF(x) are the coordinates of x E JR d
in the basis F. We can as usual identify I(w) E (Hn,d, (', ')F(w» with
(kF(w)(lT(W)))ITI=n E (JR D, l: T!(',' )8), where this identification is an isometry. The above random scalar product makes nx Hn,d a non-trivial Euclidean
bundle.
We now endow the space 1i n .d of Hn,d-valued random variables with the
topology of convergence in probability with distance 6U, g) given by

6(1, g) =

IIII - gill

:=

I/(w) - g(w)lhw)
lEI + I/(w) - g(w)lhw)'

This makes (1£n,d, 6) a Frechet space. The subset

.c~,d:= {f E 1£n,d:

lilli' =

«(I,f):= lE(lO,f('»F() < oo}

is a real Hilbert space with scalar product «(I,g» := lE(f(.),g(.»F(.) which
is densely and continuously embedded in (1£n,d,6) with IIIIIII S 11/11·

8.3.8 Proposition. Assume A E L2(ll'). Then:
(i) The random cohomological operator
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d
Lnh(O,w) = dt h(O,w) - adnA(O,w)h(O,w),

is a densely defined linear opemtor in .c~

d'

(ii) The adjoint L~ of Ln in C~,d is '

L~ =

-1t -

adnA(O,w)',

i. e. ((Lnf,g» = ((f,L~g», f, 9 E V(Ln) = V(L~).
(iii) We have an orthogonal decomposition

C~,d

= R(Ln) ffi N(L~).

Proof. (i) A E L'(II') implies adnA E L'(II'). The multiplication of h by adnA
is thus in .c~,d for any essentially3 bounded h. The bounded polynomials are
obviously dense in .c~ d' It thus suffices to prove that there is a dense set of
bounded elements h E.c~ d for which t ~ h( (}tw) is C= with all derivatives
'
bounded lP-a. s.
Take an arbitrary bounded IRP -valued random variable h. Choose for each
kEN a Coo bump function 'Pk : lR --> lR+ with SUPP'Pk C [-11k, 11k] and
f~;~k 'Pk(t)dt = 1 and put

hk(w) := ]l/k 'Pk(t)h(O,w)dt.
-11k

The integral exists II'-a.s. since h E L1(1I'),
£2. For,
IE IIhk - hll'

Ill:l:

IIhkll oo

:s IIhll oo , and hk --> h in

'Pk(t)(h(O,w) - h(W))dtll'

=

IE

:s

]l/k 'Pk(t)1E Ilh(O,w)

-

h(w)II'dt

-11k

-->

0 for k -->

00.

The latter holds since due to the measurablity of (t,w) H O,W, the group of
isometries Uth := h 0 (}t is strongly continuous with respect to t E lR in £2
(i. e. continuous in mean square) (see Appendix A.I).
We now prove that t ~ hk((}tW) is C= with bounded derivatives of any
order. Differentiating hk((}tW) m times with respect to t for fixed k and W
gives, using standard theorems,

l/k
dm
gm(w) := ]
(_1)m d m
'Pk (s)h(O,w)ds,
-11k
t
and 9m is bounded.
3

The word "esentially" will henceforth be supressed in the proof.
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(ii) We check the formula for L~ for the dense set of test functions I, 9
of the type constructed in step (i).
The scalar product (".) F(w) on Hn,d is tailor-made to yield
(adnA(w)/(w),g(W))F(w) = (f(w),adnA(w)"g(W»F(w) (see Vanderbauwhede
[332]). Taking 11':(.) on both sides gives

= ((f,adnA'g».

((adnAI,g»
Further, by definition

d
((d/,g»

d

L

T!II':(dtl(8,w)I,~o,g(w»s

ITI=n

=

. 1
T! hm -II': (f(8,w) L
t
ITI=n
t-+O

I(w), g(w»s

(II': lim = lim II': by L 1 continuity, see step (i»
t-+O

t-+O

. 1
T! hm -II': (f(w), g(8( -t)w) -

L
L

ITI=n

t-+O

t

g(w»s

d
T!1E (f(w), - dtg(8,w)I,~o)s

ITI=n

d
((f, - dtg»·

The fact that V(Ln) = V(L~) is proved by standard methods.
(iii) This is a well-known fact from Hilbert space theory.

0

8.3.9 Corollary. II A E L'(IP') is nonresonant 01 order n, then N(L~) =
{OJ.
Proof. Clearly I E N(L~) if and only if I is a stationary solution of
= -adn A(8,w)' ft. Suppose that 0 <I- S( -adnA'). Then I 0" 0 is the
only stationary solution of this equation (see Corollary 5.6.3). By Theorem
5.1.1(i), S(-adnA') = -S(adnA), so A is nonresonant of order n if and only
if -A* is.
0

it

The converse statement "N(L~) = {OJ implies 0 <I- S(adnA)" is false in
general, see the examples in Subsect. 8.3.4. Also remember that nonrC1;ionance
of some order implies hyperbolicity of A.
The orthogonal decomposition
C~,d = R(Ln) fB N(L~)

is marred by the fact that 'R.(Ln) is in general not closed. Furthermorc, thc
term kn E lI. n,d in the equation gn + Lnhn = kn to be solved is in general
not in .c~,d' This makes the concept of €-normal form (defined in the next
theorem) necessary. To simplify the situation, we restrict ourselves to the
case S(A) = {OJ of total resonance, hence S(adnA) = {OJ for all n 2.

e:

8.3 Normal Forms for ROE
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8.3.10 Theorem (Approximate Normal Form, Resonant Case).

Consider the RDE
Xt = f(Otw, x,),
where in some basis A E L2(1I') and SiAl = {O}. Then for each c > 0
there is a random coordinate transformation x >-> h(w, x) with formal Taylor
coefficients Tnh E C~ d for all n ~ 2 such that the formal Taylor series of the
right· hand side of '
Xt

= g(O,w, x,) = Dh(Otw, x')-'(J(O,w, h(Otw, x,)) -

is in €-normal form, i. e. for each n ;:::: 2 there is a 9n =

g;:

E

h(Otw, Xt))

g;:- €a r/,! E .c~,d with

c, rt! E N(L~) and Illgn - Tnglll ::; c.
By Lemma 8.3.2, Tng + LnTnh = kn , where kn was

1<.(L n ), IIg;:1I ::;

Proof.
determined by
preceding steps, and Tnh can be chosen to make Tng simplest possible. First
move the equation from Jin,d into .c~,d by replacing k n with kn = k-: €a T« E
1<.(Ln) IJJN(L~) = C~ d which satisfies Illkn - knlll ::; c. Approximate
by
i:;: E 1<.(Ln) with Ilk;:' - i:;:11 :S c and solve LnTnh = i:;: in C~ d' Finally put

k;:

~=(~-~)IJJ~.

'

Having determined all Tnh E .c~ d we again invoke Borel's lemma 8.2.12
to find a diffeomorphism h.
'
0

Random Averaging
The idea is to define an averaging operator (projection) on .c~,d which, applied to the right-hand side of a cohomological equation Lnh = f I singles out
the part of f that is not in 1<.(Ln). The ideal situation would be an orthogonal
projection onto N(L~) with null space 1<.(Ln).
The following two possibilities offer themselves as generalizations of the
deterministic case (see Vanderbauwhede [332]):

(1r'f)(w,X)

r P-A' (t,w)-'f(Otw,P_A' (t,w)x)dt,

= T--+oo
lim ~
T fo

T

liT

(1rf)(w,x) = lim -T
T--+oo

PA(t,W)-' f(Otw,PA(t,w)x)dt.

(8.3.10)

(8.3.11)

0

The interpretation of (8.3.10) and (8.3.11) is as follows: We average in the
w-fiber over all values that we obtain by
(i) moving (w, x) in the w-fiber with the skew-product flow to
(O,W,P_A·(t,W)x) and (O,W,PA(t,W)X), respectively, both in the Otw-fiber,
(ii) and then moving back to the w-fiber by applying the inverse of the
cocycle CP-A~ and CPA, respectively, to the result of (i).
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In the deterministic case, averaging works only under special conditions
on A (e. g. semi-simplicity and spectrum on the imaginary axis). Similarly in
the random case, see the examples in Subsect. 8.3.4 for illustration. Observe
that even in the case where A is deterministic and A = -A'" (for which
(8.3.1O) and (8.3.11) coincide)

liT

(7rf)(w, x) = lim -T
T-+oo

e-'A f(O,w, e'Ax)dt

0

is a random transformation.
8.3.4 Examples
8.3.11 Example (One-Dimensional Case). For d = I we have LI
I, hence H•. 1(JR1) ~ JR1 (basis x'eIl for all n 2 2, and

adnA
Ln =

:t

= ad.A' = -(n -

+ (n -1)A(O,w), L~

and

PadnA(t,W) = exp

(-(n -

I)

l'

=

I)A,

-~ + (n -

=

=D

I)A(O,w)

A(O.,w)ds) .

Assuming A E L1(1I'), the MET yields S(A) = {'\},'\ = lEA and S(adnA) =
{{n - I)'\}. We have resonance of all orders if and only if ,\ = O.
We first consider the nonresonant case A =I O. By Proposition 8.3.5 and
Theorem 8.3.7, we can formally linearize the RDE by a random coordinate
transformation h with tempered coefficients hnl provided the coefficients In
of I are tempered. To be more specific, the cohomological equation of order

n
itn = -(n - I)A{O,w)h n + k.(O,w)
has a unique (tempered) stationary solution given by

,\ > 0,

,\ < O.
We next consider the resonant case ..\ =
determine
N(L~) = {stationary solutions of

j,

a and
=

assume A E L2 (IP). We

(n - I)A(O,w),,},

which amounts to finding initial random variables
generality by ergodicity) for which

I

(>

a without

loss of
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J(OtW) = J(w) exp (n - 1)

or, putting 9 = 10gJ, for which

9t =

g(Otw ) - g(w)

l'

A(O,w)dS) ,
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(8.3.12)

(n -1)A(Otw), or

= (n -

1)

l'

(8.3.13)

A(O,w)ds.

We have hence arrived at the following basic problem of algebraic ergodic
theory: When is the helix H(t,w) = J~ A(O,w)ds a coboundary (see Remark
5.6.7)? It is clear that two solutions of (8.3.13) differ only by a constant,
hence either dimN(L~) = 0 for all n 2: 2, or = 1 for all n 2: 2.
Consequently,
N(L') = {

{O},

n

IRfn-l,

if H is not a coboundary,
if H is a coboundary.

Here J is the solution of (8.3.12) for n = 2 (unique up to a constant factor).
For necessary and sufficient conditions on A for the solvability of (8.3.13)
see Orey [2671 and Arnold and Wihstutz [381. A typical case for which (8.3.12)
has a solution is when t H A( (}tw) is the derivative of an absolutely continuous
stationary process, A(Otw) = (d/dt)B(Otw), in which case J(w) = eB(wl,
hence N(L~) = IRe(n- 1 lB. We can use the approach developed in Subsect.
8.3.3 if we assume that B E L~.
We now try random averaging for the case A = 13 with B E Loo and put
k = 1"-1. One easily checks that the "Ansatz" (8.3.10) gives a projection ,,'
with range R(,,') = N(L~j = IRk, but with the wrong null space N(7r') =
R(L~) = (k- 1 ).L However, (8.3.11) yields
"J(w)

=

I1T

lim -T
T--+oo

0

J(Otw)exp«n -1)(B(Otw) - B(w»)dt

= k-l(W)'EJk

with R(,,) = N(Ln) = IRk- 1 and N(,,) = k.l = R(Ln). Thus, although" is
in general not orthogonal, J -"J E R(Ln ), "J E N(Ln}, and we have the (in
general non-orthogonal) splitting .c~ 1 S"! L2(1I') = R(Ln) ffJ N(Ln). Further,
,,' is the adjoint of" and the proje~tion is orthogonal (,,' = ,,) if and only
if B = const if and only if A = O.
For a nonrandom A we have ,\ = A. In the nonresonant case A =F 0
we can linearize the RDE, so the normal form of Xt = f(Btw, xt} rv AXt +
2::=2 fn(Btw)xr is Xt = AXt. In the resonant case A = 0, N(L~) = IR 1, and
the €-normal form is deterministic, Xt = g(Xt) rv 2:~=2(lE kn)x~.
Note that this example also covers the quite frequently observed case
where A has simple spectrum. We can then diagonalize A and thus all matrices appearing in our theory by choosing a random basis of eigenvectors. The
problem hence splits into D scalar problems of the type just considered. _
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8.3.12 Example (A Two-Dimensional Resonant Case). Assume that
d = 2 (hence 4 = n + 1 and D = 2(n + 1)) and

A=

(~a ~) =

-A',

a,.

0,

is deterministic. WeidentifyJR2 withCviax = (Xl,X2)' H xl+ix2 = T{x) =
z, so that T{Ax) = -iaT{x). We identify ?i n,2 with the space of Cn+l-valued
random variables via
n

In{w,z) = L,f~k)zn-kzk.
k=l

As S{A) = {OJ we have S{adnA) = {OJ (with mUltiplicity D) for all n ::> 2,
hence we are in the resonant case.
One easily checks that L~I = 0 translates into n + 1 scalar complex RDE
i~k) = (n - 2k - l)ia/~k),

k = 0, 1, ... , n.

Hence a stationary solution of such an equation satisfies
l~k){8,w) =

e'a(n-2k-l), I~kl(w),

k

= 0, ... , n,

(8.3.14)

i. e. I~k) is an eigenfunction of the group Ud{w) := 1{8,w) of unitary operators in L2{1I', <C) corresponding to the eigenvalue a{n - 2k - 1). Recall that
the set of eigenvalues of an ergodic Ut is a subgroup of the additive group
IR (countable if L2 is separable) and that every eigenvalue has mUltiplicity
1, the eigenfunctions satisfy iii = const and are mutually orthogonal (see
Cornfeld, Fomin and Sinai [106: p. 327]).
Thus
n

N{L~)

=

{L,/~k)zn-kzk: I~k) eigenfunction of U,
k=O

corresponding to eigenvalue a{n - 2k - 1), k = 0, ... , nj.
We have nontrivial solutions certainly for n = 2k+ 1, namely C I, but possibly
also for other cases, as e. g. Bt = rotation by the angle {3t in n = 8 1 shows
(exercise!). Such terms do not exist in the deterministic case. This clearly
illustrates that random normal form theory depends on the interplay between
the dynamical system 8 and the linear part A of the RDE.
Averaging according to (8.3.1O) and (8.3.11) is identical in this case and
yields for the components of In E L 2 (II', cn+ 1 )

8.4 Normal Form and Center Manifold

lim
T-+oo

T
r
f~k){O,w)e-iQ(n-2k-')'dt
T 10

~

=
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"f~k){W)
Ef~k),

{

t

n

k)

,

n = 2k + 1,
n,.2k+1.

Ak)

This limit exists in L2 and JP-a. s. , and
has mean zero and satisfies
(8.3.14) (see Doob [128: p. 517]). In this case" is indeed the orthogonal
•
projection onto N(L~) with null space R(Ln).

8.4 Simultaneous Normal Form and Center Manifold
Reduction for Random Differential Equations
The desire to simplify engineering and physics DS which are perturbed by
noise has prompted numerous publications (see, e. g. Coullet, Elphick and
Tirapegui [107], Nicolis and Nicolis [262J, Schoner and Raken [314][315J, Sri
Namachchivaya and Lin [323J, and the references therein). All authors have
worked exclusively in a center/stable situation and with a smallness parameter multiplying the noise terms, thus providing a stochastic normal form as a
small perturbation of the deterministic one. See Sri Namachchivaya [322] for
a survey, which also comments on the older literature, and Subsect. 8.4.3 .
.We will now follow Arnold and XU [41J and connect our general approach
developed in Sects. 8.2 and 8.3 (which is independent of any smallness assumptions) with the existing physics and engineering literature by presenting
a random analogue of a very successful procedure proposed by Elphick et
al. [135J for simultaneously obtaining the normal form, eliminating the stable variables from the center equations and determining the center manifold
(Subsect. 8.4.1). This connects also with the invariant manifold theory for
RDS (see Chap. 7).
In Subsect. 8.4.2 we will deal with the case of a smallness parameter where
the undisturbed system is allowed to be random. In Subsect. 8.4.3 we treat
the particular case of a deterministic differential equation perturbed by small
noise, and calculate the normal form of the Duffing-van der Pol oscillator with
small noise, both for the pitchfork and the Hopf regime.
8.4.1 The Reduction Procedure
As in Sect. 8.3 we consider the RDE in IRd

x, =

f{O,w, x,)

(8.4.1 )

for which f(w,O) = 0 and fw E L'o,(iR,COO) (if we only go up to a fixed order
N 2: 2, then fw E L'o,(iR,C N+') suffices). Then (8.4.1) generates a local Coo
(or eN +l) RDS with fixed point x = 0 and the linearized RDE
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Vt = A(Btw)Vt,

A(w):= Df(w, 0),

(8.4.2)

generates the linear cocyele <P. We assume throughout that A E L' (1'), so
that the MET holds for <P.
We follow the deterministic philosophy and assume that we are in a center/stable situation, i. e. the Lyapunov spectrum of tl> is

>.,

= 0>

>., > ... > >'r.

The general case requires obvious modifications of our procedure.
We define the center and stable invariant spaces by E,(w) := E,(w),
E.(w) := E,(w) $ ... $ Er(w), so that we have the invariant splitting

!Rd = E,(w) $ E.(w),

<P(t,w)Ec,.(w) = Ec,,(Btw),

and dim Ec,s(w) = dc,s, dc + ds = d.
We next assume that a basis F(w) = (Fc(w), F,(w)) exists which blockdiagonalizes the linear part A(Btw) of f(Btw,x) into a center block and a
stable block (for conditions see Subsect. 8.3.1) and the basis transfer matrix
is a Lyapunov cohomology. In this basis

The coordinates in this basis are x = (~:) and by the coordinate mapping
Ec(w), E.(w) and !Rd = Ec(w) $ E,(w) are identified with !Rdo , !Rd. and
JRd = JRd c · X 1Rd~ with the standard bases, respectively.
The homogeneous polynomials in Ec(w), Es(w) and JRd are written in the
bases x~FC(W), x;Fs(w) and xT F(w), where T is a multi-index, by which we
identify those polynomials with the corresponding ones in !R do 9! !Rdo X {O},
!Rd. ~ to} X !Rd. and !R d = !R"" X !Rd., respectively.
We now formulate the elimination procedure of order N 2: 2 for which we
need the following Taylor expansions of order N (suppressing the argument

w):
N

f(x)

Ax +

L

fn(x)

+ O(ixIN+1)

n=2

where fn(x) is a random homogeneous polynomial of degree n in x with values
in lR d and the J;;/(X C1 Xs) are random homogeneous polynomials of degree
n = p+q which have degree p E to, 1, ... , N} in x" degree q E {O, I, ... , N}
in XlJ and with values in JRd
C 8
•
•
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Similarly, for the random near-identity polynomial h(x) = x
degree N we have

We replace x in (8.4.1) by h(x) = x

+ H(x)
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+ H(x)

of

and obtain the new RDE

X, = g(O,w, x,),
where
g(O,w,x) = Dh(O,w, x)-l (f(O,w, h(O,w, x)) - !h(O,w,x)).

(8.4.3)

If f is C N + 1 then so is 9, with corresponding Taylor expansion. However, we
try to choose h such that 9 has Taylor expansion

()
9 X

=

(AcXc)
A.x.

(

+

L:;;~2g~(XC) + O«lxcl + Ix.I)N+1)
)
+ O«lxcl + Ix,I)N+l)

L:f..q)'P+F2.q?:1 g~q(xc, x.)

.
(8.4.4)

8.4.1 Theorem (Normal Form and Center Manifold for ROE).
Let N 2 2 and assume that the coefficients of the Taylor expansion of f
of order N are tempered. Then there are random polynomials of degree N
with tempered coejJici~ntsJ namely

- H(w,x) with values in Rd and H(w,xcox,) = O«lxcl + Ix,1)2),
- gC(w,x c ) with values in Ec(w) '" Rd c X {OJ and gC(w,x c) = O(lxcI2 ),
- g'(w,xc,x,) with values in E.(w) ~ {OJ x Rd. and g'(w,xcox,)

O(lx,I(lxcl + Ix,I)),
such that:
(i) The near-identity transformation
( ) =x+Hw,x
( ) = ( xc)
xHhw,x
Xs
tronsforms X,

= f(O,w, x,)

+

(HC(W, Xeo x,))
H'(
)

w, Xc,X s

into

+ gC(O,w,x c) + O«lxci + Ix,I)N+l),
A,(O,w)x. + g'(O,w, Xco x,) + O«lxcl + IX.I)N+l),

Xc = Ac(O,w)xc

i, =

where gC can be made "as simple as possible".
(ii) The manifold in Rd given by

Mc(w);=

{(~c) + H(w,xeo O); Xc E Rdcj

- is locally invariant for the truncated normal form equations
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= A,(O,w)x, + g'(O,w, x,) ,
:t, = A,(O,w)x, + g'(O,w, x" x,),
x,

(8.4.5)

(8.4.6)

- has the property ToM,(w) = I!.d<, in particular dim M,(w) = d" and M,(w)
approximates a local center manifold at x = 0 of the original RDS up to
terms of orner Ixcl N and is locally attmcting.
Proof. (i) As in Sect. 8.3 (and suppressing w), we replace x in (8.4.3) by
h(x) = x + H(x) and obtain

f(x

+ H(x))

=

x

+ (Dx<H)x, + (Dx.H)x, + :t H(x"x,).

(8.4.7)

Now we replace x by g(x), plug our Taylor expansions for f, h and g into
equation (8.4.7), equate coefficients and separate the center and the stable
components. For (P,O) = (1,0) and (0, 1) we recover A,x, = A,x, and A,x, =
A"x". For (P, 0) with 2 ~ P ~ N we obtain for the center component

:t H;;"(x,) - A,H;;"(x,) + Dx<H;;"(x,)A,x, =

-g~(x,) + R;:"(x,)

(8.4.8)

and for the stable component

~ H;o(x,) -

A,H;o(x,) + Dx<H;o(x,)A,x, = R;o(x,).

(8.4.9)

For (p, q) with 2 ::; p + q ::; Nand q 2: 1 we get for the center component

! H~q(xc,

X.'I) -

AcH~q(xc, xs) + DXcH~q(xc, xs)Acxc

+Dx.H~q(x" x,)A,x, = n~q(x" x,)

(8.4.10)

and for the stable component

:tH;q(xc,Xs) -

AsH~(xc, xs) + DXcH~(xc, xs)Acxc

+Dx.H;q(x" x,)A,x, = -g;q(x" x,)

+ R;q(x" x,). (8.4.11)

Here the ~~ depend only on jpq and on Hpl,qll 9~', 9;', for p' +q' ~ p+q-l.
The strategy is hence to solve equations (8.4.8) to (8.4.11) step by step,
starting with p + q = 2 and then increasing p + q by 1 at each step.
We now look at the four equations (8.4.8) to (8.4.11) separately.
1. Equation (8.4.8): This is our well-known cohomological equation for
I

A"

(:t - adpA,(O,W)) H~o

=

-g~ + n;:".

Since we are in the resonant case, we could use our theory of c-normal forms
from Subsect. 8.3.3 and choose H;;" such that g~ E N
+ adpA~). But we
are also free to choose

(1.

8.4 Normal Form and Center Manifold
H~ = 0,

hence g~ = R~,
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2 ~ P ~ N.

2. Equation (8.4.9): This is also a cohomological equation corresponding
to the linear cocycle <P:,o generated by 1,0A, -T{A,)p012 having Lyapunov
spectrum {A2,' .. , AT}' Ai with multiplicity di (P+~-l). It is thus stable,and
equation (8.4.9) has the unique stationary solution

H;c,{w) =

l~ <P:,o{t,W)-' R:,o{O,w)dt,

2 $ p $ N.

3. Equation (8.4.1O): This is again a cohomological equation, corresponding to the linear cocycle <P~q generated by 1, 0120A,-T{A,)p0/201a -/,0
T{A,)q 0 1a in the polynomial space Hp,dJJR ' ) 0 Hq,d. (JR') 0JRd•. and having
Lyapunov spectrum {- I::~2 r,A, : Irl = q}. So all exponents are positive,
.
and the unique stationary solution of (8.4.1O) is thus

H;q{w) =

-l~ <P~q(t,w)-lR;;q{O,w)dt,

2 $p+q $ N, q

4. Equation (8.4.11): Since we do not care about an
we simply choose

H;q = 0,

hence g;q = R~q,

optim~

~ 1.

choice

o~

g;q

2 S P + q S N, q?. 1.

(However, we could also solve the corresponding cohomological equation to
obtain g;q = 0 in the ij.on-resonant case and an element in the corresponding
kernel in the resonant case, hence a nontrivial H~. We will do this in Example
8.4.2).
iii) We have to show that if <p{t,w) is the local C~ RDS generated by the
truncated equations (8.4.5) and (8.4.6) then locally

<p{t,w)M,{w) = M,{O,w).
More precisely (assuming for the moment that we made the trivial choice
=
in equation (8.4.8)) we have to show that

H;;"

°

( )(
x,
) _ (
<p,(t, w)x,
)
<p t, w H'{w, x" 0) - H'{O,w, <p,{t,w)x" 0) ,
where <p, is the local RDS generated by the (decoupled) center equation
(8.4.5). While this is clear for the center component, differentiating the stable
component yields

A,H'{x" O) + g'{x"H'{x"O))

= d~' {x" 0) + Dx.H'{A,x, + g'{x,)).

Inserting the expansions for H8, g8 and gC and equating coefficients gives the
cohomological equations (8.4.9) for 2 $ p $ N, which are satisfied by our
construction.
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If He is nontrivial we also recover the cohomological equations (8.4.8).
The statement about the tangent space follows from H{w, :C n 0)
O{[xe[2). For the claim that Me approximate::; a local center manifold of
(8.4.1) we use the criterion of Theorem 5.1 of Boxler [80: Theorem 5.11. It is
locally attracting due to the negative spectrum of As.
0

8.4.2 Example (Two-Dimensional Case). Assume d
Hence we can diagonalize the linear part A,

A(w) = ( A,o(W)

= 2,

,)"

= 0 > ')',.

° ),

A,(w)

with Al = lE.Ae = 0 >..\2 = 1E.As. All equations are scalar.
For (8.4.8) we can make the trivial choice H;;n = 0 or proceed a." ill
Example 8.3.11.
For (8.4.9) we always have a unique solution given by

For (8.4.10) we have the unique solution

H;q(w) =

-10= (ex

p [((p - I)A,(euw)

+ qA,(euw))du)

R~,(Otw)dt.

For (8.4.11) we made the trivial choice H;q = 0 which mH,de the terms
= R;q survive. However, we could do better as follows: The corresponding
cocycle has spectrum

g;q

(1 _ 'I),)" { = 0,
> 0,

We hence keep the choice H;l
equation), but choose for q 2: 2

o (or

q = 1,
q 2: 2.

solve the resonant coholllological

H;q(w) =

-10= (exp [(('I - I)A,(euw) + PA,(OuW))dU) R;,(Otw)dt,
which implies

g;q

=

0 for 2 :S q :S N.

~.4

The final truncated

equation~
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are thus

N

Xc = Acxc

+ Lg~x~,
n=2

and the approximate center manifold (for the choice
XI": ~ "N
L...-n=2 H'
nO Xcn .

H~o =

0) is the graph
•

8.4.2 Parametrized RDE
For applicatioIl~ ill ~tocha..'itic bifurcation theory it is of considerable importance to trcat the case
(8.4.12)
Xt = I(Otw, Xt, fr)
of an RDE in IRa which smoothly depends on a parameter a E IRm. We assume
that 0 is in the neighborhood of a critical value Oc = 0 (say). We will obtain
the approximate normal form and center manifold of (8.4.12) (augmented by
the trivial equation fi = 0) as a polynomial in the variables (x, 0) E IRd x]Rm.
For simplicity we assume that

I(w, 0, fr) = 0 for all

fr E JRm

(8.4.13)

and that at Q = 0 we are in a center/stable situation, i. e. the cocycle 4J(t, w)
generated by
itt = A(Btw)vt, A(w):= Dxl(w, 0, 0),
(8.4.14)
has Lyapunov spectrum A1 = 0 > A2 > ... > Ar . These simplifying assumptions are basically without loss of generality. The general case requires
straightforward modifications of our procedure.
Assume finally that the decoupling of A as described in the last subsection
has been successfully carried out. We then have the following random version
of a rC",llt of Elphick et al. [135: Chap. III[:

8.4.3 Theorem Normal Form and Center Manifold for RDE with
Parameters). Let N ~ 2 and M ~ O. Assume that the coefficients of the
Taylor expansion of 1 in the variable (x, fr) 01 order N in x and order M in
o are tempered. Then there aTe random polynomials of degree N in x and M
in 0: with tempered coefficients, namely
- H(w,x,tt) with values in JRd and H(w,x"x"a) =
-

(1 .•,1 + Ix,1l 2 ),
g'(w,x" a) with values in Ec(w)
IxcI2 ),

O(lalUxcl + Ix,1l +

'" JRd, X{O} andgC(w, xc, fr) =

O(lfrllxcl+

- gS(w,:re,xs,o) with values in Es(w) ~ {O} x IRd& and g8(W,X C'x s ,0:) =

O(lx .• I(lnl + Ixcl + Ix,I)),

such that:
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(i) The near-identity tmnsformation

x" n))
) (X') + (HC(w,
H'( "
)
w, .r.e.

xHh(w,x,a)=x+H(w,x,a =

Xn

Xs

X,~,

n

transforms It = f((}tw,xt,Q) into

+ g'(O,w,x"a) + O«lx,1 + Ix"I)N+l + InI Al +1 ),
+ g'(O,w,x"x"a) + O«lxcl + Ix,Il N+1 + InI Al +1 ),

X, = A,(O,w)x,

i, = A,(O,w)x"

where gC can be made "as simple as possible".
(ii) The manifold in IRd X IRm given by

M,(w):=

{(x,~a)) +H(w,x"O,a): (Xc, a) EIR'"

x IRm}

- is locally invariant for the truncated normal form equations
Ic

=

Ac(l~tw)xc -I- gC(()tW, Xc,

i, = A,(O,w)x,

Q),

6:

= 0,

(8.4.15)

+ y"(O,w, :,;" ",,, a),

(8,4,IG)

- has the property ToMc(w) = IRd(" X IRTrl, in particuitl1, dim AIr{w) = (Ie -I- 'm,
and M,(w) approximates a local center manifold at C,;, n) = (0,0) of Ih"
original RDS augmented by Q = 0, up to terms of onler Ix('I N -I- Inl /If! awl
is locally attmeting,

Proof. (i) Let the corresponding Taylor expansions of
suppressed) be
f(x,a) = Ax+

L

J,

It. and

gr.,~

(with w

fnr(x,a) +O(lxI N +1 + InI Af + 1 ),

l< .. <N

05. r $M

l::';p+q:"S:N,0:"S:,.:"S:M
(p+q,r);<'(l,Oj

l:"S:n:"S:N,O:"S:r:"S:M
(",r);<'(l.Oj

l:"S:p+q::';N,0:"S:r:"S:M
q?l, (p,r);<'(O,O)

Here Inr is a random homogeneous polynomial of degree n -I- r which is
homogeneous of degree n in x and of degree T in 0: with values in IRd; Hpqr
is a random homogeneous polynomial of degree p -I- q -I- l' which is of degree
p, q, r in Xc, Xs, ct, respectively, with valueH in IRd = !R d ,. X IR d .,; g~lr is of
degree n -I- r, but of degree nand r in Xc and 0:, respectively, with va.lues ill
JRd c X {O}j and finally g~qr is of degree]J -I- q -I- r, but of degree p, q, l' in :/:("
d
X S , Q, respectively, with values in {O} x IR •.

8.4 Normal Form and Center Manifold
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As in the proof of Theorem 8.4.7, we insert our expansions into equation
(8.4.7), equate coefficients and separate center and stable components. We
obtain structurally the same equations, the difference being that the appearance of a gives rise to a factor (r+~-l) for the dimensions of the corresponding
polynomial ~paces. The result is as follows:
For (p,O,r) with 2 S l' S Nand 0 S r S M we obtain

~H;or(xc,a) -

AcH;or(xc,a)

+Dx,H;o,(x"a)Aoxo = -g~,(xo,a) + R~or(xo,a)

(8.4.17)

and

~ Hi~or(Xr' n)-AsH;or(xc, a)+Dx"H;or(x c, a)Acxc =

R;or(x c, a). (8.4.18)

For (p,q,r) with 1 S p+q S N, q 21, 0 S r S M, (p+q,r)

+Dx<::H~qr{xc, Xs, a)Acxc

oF (1,0), we get

+ Dx~H;qr(xc, Xs, a)Asxs

= R~qr(xc, Is, 0:)

(8.4.19)

and

~H;qr{Xc, Xs, a) -

AsH;qr(xc, xs,a)

+DxcH;qr{Xc, Xs, a)Acxc + Dx~H;qr(xc, Xs, a)Asxs
= -g;qr(X c, Xs, 0:) + R;qr(x c, Xs, a).

(8.4.20)

Here the R~q~ depend only on jpqr and on Hp+1,q,rl-l, Hp'q'r " g~/rl, 9;'qlrl
for p'::; p, q'::; q, r'::; r, pi +q' +r' S:p+q+r-l.
The step by step strategy to solve these equations is as follows: Start
with r = O. Then equations (8.4.17) to (8.4.20) reduce to equations (8.4.8) to
(8.4.11) which have been solved above. This determines H pqo , 9~o and 9~o.
Note that for (p, q, 0) = (1,0,0) and (0,1,0) we recover the linear parts. In
the next step put r = 1 and solve all equations for 1 ::; p + q ::; N I and so
forth to r = M.
For r 2: 1, the above equations have the same structure as those for
r = 0, so hpqr, 9~r and 9;qr will have the same structure as hpqo 1 9~o and
9;qo' The presence of 0: amounts to having (r+~-l) equations with the same
cohomological operator instead of one for r = O.
Note finally that due to our assumption (8.4.13), Roor = 0 for all r 2 0,
which results in the fact that we do not have terms of the type (0,0, r) in H
and g' and of type (0, r) in gO. Also, as g' only appears in equation (8.4.20)
for which q 2: 1, there arc no terms of the form 9;or.
(ii) See the proof of the corresponding fact of Theorem 8.4.1.
0
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8.4.4 Remark (New Terms in Parameter Case). For Usc in Subsecl.
8.4.3 we look at those equations among (8.4.17) to (8.4.20) that do not appear for a = 0. For r = 1, the lowest possible triples are (1,0,1) and (0,1,1).
These will lead to corrections of order 1 in a of the linear parts of the transformation h (so it will be near-identity only for a = 0) as well as of the linear
parts of the resulting equations. More precisely, the linear part of h has the
form

while the RDE start with

Xc = (Ac(O'W) +

L

aJ?!!(B,W)) Xc +"',

l~~~m

X, = (A,(O'W)

+

L

aiRi(B,W)) x,

+ "',

l~i:Sm

8.4.3 Small Noise: A Case Study
By "small noise" we mean that the parametrized random vector field
f{w,x,a} in the RDE {8.4.12} is deterministic at the critical value (l' = o.
This is of course a particular case and we will not reiterate ollr procedure.
Let us stress that in the small noise case the linearized equation (8.4.14)
is also deterministic. Consequently, all cohomological operators appearing
in our procedure are of the form -9t - B, where B is a deterministic linear
operator. But note that the corresponding cohomological equations arc of the
form (1ft - B)h(O,w) = f(O,w), hence have stationary processes as solntions.
The prototypical Duffing-van dcr Pol oscillator

(8.4.21 )
under the influence of parametric and additive noise ha.':i been the subject of
numerous investigations (see Arnold, Sri Namachchivaya and Schellk-Hopp(~
137], Schenk-Hoppe 1302, 303, 3041 and the references therein). For" < 0
fixed and {3 the bifurcation parameter, the system (8.4.21) exhibits a Hopf
bifurcation for {3 = O. For (3 < a fixed and Q" the bifurcation parameter, it
undergoes a pitchfork bifurcation at Q" = o.
To reduce complexity, we will treat a particular case of parametric noise:
Let the parameter a be replaced by a + O"~(t), where ~(t,w) = ~(Btw) is
a zero mean stationary stochastic process and a is an inten~ity pammeter.
With x = (~), the perturbed version of (8.4.21) is

M.4 Normal :F'orm and Center Manifold

.

;l:t
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= ( 00

The lineariultion of (8.4.22) at x = 0 is
(8.4.23)
in particular for a

=

0,

. (0 f31)

1h

=

0'

(8.4.24)

Vt·

The Pitchfork Scenario Under Small Random Perturbations

Put for simplicity f3 = -1. Then the eigenvalues of (8.4.24) are (-1 ±
VI + 4a)/2. We treat (a,a) as a small two-dimensional parameter and will
determine the simultaneous stochastic normal form and center manifold reduction of (8.4.22) for small x, a and a.
As a first step we diagonalize the linear part of (8.4.22) at a = a = 0
yielding (writing again x for the new coordinates)

(6

Xt

~1) x + flOlOXIO' + flOOlXla + !OllOX2 a + !OlOlX2 a

+hoooxl + hlOoxix2 + !1200XIX~
(8.4.25)

/(()tw,xt,a,aL

where, putting b:= C~)!
flOlO = b,

1
folO! = y'2E(t)b,

hoot = E(t)b,

faooo

= -b,

h100

= -J2b,

denoting the coefficient of xix~akal. Note that here d = 2, de = dB = 1,
=:: 0, As =:: -1. We seek the transformation (depending
time and chance)

/pqkl

Xe = Xl, Xs = X2, Ae
OIl

X H

X

+ H(Otw,x,a,a)

= (

x,

+ H'(Otw,x"x"a,a)

XII

+ HS(OtW,xC,x8,a,a)

)

which tranfonw; (8.4.25) into

x.• =

x, =

y'(OtW,X" n, 0-)

-x,

+ g'(Otw,x"x"a,a) +O((lx,1 + Ix,IJ N+! + (Ial + laIJM+1).

The result for N = 3 and M
form

+ O((lx,1 + Ix,I)N+! + (Ial + laIJM+!),

=

2 is: The transformation H

=

(Z:)

has the
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H8

(H:001 (1
+

+ H:002(12~V2o: + Hfouo:a + 2V2( 2 ):r: c

h H'
( -2+ 1201(1 +

,2 + 9V2,
2) 2
-4-o:+HI211o:a-8v2o:
r;;

H 1202 (1

XcT.~

+ (V2+H 3001 (1+Hjo02(12_7V20 + Hjolloa-47V2( 2 ) X;~
'
H'0302(1 2+ '14 0
+ (H0301(1+

4
+ If"03110(1-"30

2) .3

X$.

The truncated stochastic normal forms are

Xc

= 9C

=

(~a + 9~002a2 + 0 + 9~01l 0:(1 - O,2)X c

(8.4.2G)

+(-1 + 93001(1 + 93002a2 + 30 + 930110a -180'2)x~,
Xs

= -Xs+9 s

(-1+9~1020"2 -~0"-O:+9~1l10'0"+(2)X8
+(2 + 921010" + 921020"2 -70' + 921110(1 + 26(2)x~X8.

In equation (8.4.26) the coefficients are as follows:
c

91002

(0 W) ~(t,w)Hs (0 W)
t
=
v'2 1001 t 1

g;Oll(O,W) =

~H!OOl(O,W) - ~(t,W),

g~OOl(O,W) = ~(t,W) - hHi'oOl(O,W),

-10~(t,w) + ~H3001(OtW) +4hH~101(O,W)
+ ~H!OOl (O,W) -

hH!Oll (O,W),

~.4
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3H8'0' (O,w)HfoOl (O,w)

-V2Hfoo2(O,W) + V2~(t,w)H81Ol(O,W)
+V2H,oOl(O,W) where

1 e'(-V2~(8,W))d8,
0
=

Hloo,(w) =

, ()

= -

HOWl W

H300l (w) =

~(HloOl(O,w))2,

10r= e -,~(s,w)d
v'2 s,

1 -4V2~(s,w) +
1
1 e'(-2~(s,w)Hloo,(O,w))d8.
0
= e" (

H'Oll(W) =

3H100' (O,w))ds,

0
= e'(2V2(s,w) - 2H100, (O,w))ds,
0

Hioo,(W) =

=

The approximate stochastic center manifold is the graph

given by
1rLc(W, Xc,

0:,

a} =

V2a + H10ll(w)a" + 2V2a')x, +
(V2 + H,OOl (w)" + H'002(W)'" - 7V2", + H'Oll(W)"''' - 47V2(2)x~.

(H100'(w)" + H 1002 (w)u2 -

The computational effort for thc~e results is enormous and could only be
accomplished by using the computer algebra program MAPLE. There are
106 cohomological equations to be solved to determine the coefficients. These
cohomological equations fill 18 pages and can be found in an appendix of
a reprint version of [41]. The very complicated explicit expressions of the
coefficients Hjo02 and HjOll 8..<; functions of lower order terms can also be
found there.
The scalar center equation (8.4.26) can now be utilized for stochastic
bifurcation theory of the original two-dimensional system (8.4.22), similarly
as in Xu [3471. See Subsect. 9.4.3.

The Hopf Scenario Under Small Random Perturbations
We now assume that
varies ill the interval

0:

< 0 is fixed and f3

i~

the bifurcation parameter which
"damped eigenfrequency"

Iii! < v' -40: so that the
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Wd:= ')-a-(32/4
is well defined. We follow [37] and obtain the normal form for small :r, {J and
(J.

The eigenvalues of (8.4.24) are ~ ± iWd which arc purely imaginary for
j3 = o. We have d = de = 2, while the stable component is not prescllt.
All cohomological equations are thus resonant (in the random sense, i. e. all
Lyapunov exponents vanish). Our recipe for thcir solution is as follows: If in
a cohomological equation
B)H = -G + R, R is a random process, we
choose H = 0 and G = R, while if R is nonrandom we search for a nonrandolll
H (we solve - BH = -G+ R) for which G is "as simplc as po:-;sible" by lIlcallS
of deterministic normal form theory (sec Sect. 8.1).
The truncated stochastic normal form for N = 3 and AI = 1 in polar coordinates (r,,), Xl = rcos,)" x2 = rsin,)" is (after formidable computational
efforts which we omit) as follows:

(ft -

wd

6+3(32 + - 1 ( -1 +
+ ---r,
4Wd

2Wd

3r; + (-1 + 5ri) cos 2,),

-2

-2

wd

2wd

r2
3r2)
--",cos41' - - ' sin21, O"~(t).
~d

2Wd

For a = 0 we recover the deterministic truncated normal form, from which
the Hopf bifurcation at (3 = 0 can be read-off.

8.5 Normal Forms for Stochastic Differential Equations
Normal form theory for SDE is confronted with the technical problem of the
appearance of terms which at time t are not measurable with respect to the
information available at that moment, but rather anticipate it. Thci"ie tcrms
originate as stationary solutions of affine SDE with a hyperbolic linear part
and a possibly anticipative additive part (sec Theorem 5.6.5 for the simplest
of such cases), but such SDE as well as their solutions are ruled out in cla..<.;sical
stochastic analysis.
This fact has been clearly seen (but not rigorously handled) by the pioneers of stochastic normal form theory (see Coullet, Elphick and Timpegui
[107J, Nicolis and Nicolis [262}, Schoner and Haken [314, 315], Sri Namachchivaya and Lin [323]). We follow Arnold and lmkellcr [21] and present
a rigorous treatment.
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8.5.1 The Random Cohomological Equation
We consider the SDE
m

dXt ~ L

Ij(Xt}

0

dW!,

Ij(O} ~ 0,

(8.5.1)

j=O

in IR d , where as mmal, dW? stands for dt and where iJ E Coo for a ::; j ::;
m. Then (8.5.1) uniquely generates a local Coo RDS 'P (Theorem 2.3.36)
and the domain D(t,w} and range R(t,w} of 'P(t,w} : D(t,w} - t R(t,w}
are neighborhoods of o. How many different such local RDS exist modulo a
smooth conjugacy?
The linear cocycle <P 1 (t,w} :~ <P(t,w} ~ D'P(t,w,O} on TolR d ~ IRd is
generated by the linearized SDE
m

dVt ~ LAjVt odW/,

Aj:~ D/i(O}.

(8.5.2)

J=O

The MET always holds for (8.5.2) giving the Lyapunov spectrum

We now conjugate the local RDS 'P generated by (8.5.1) with another local
RDS 1/J by means of a (near-identity) random coordinate transformation (see
Definition 8.2.1),

'P(t,w}

0

h(w}

~

h(9tw} o.p(t,w}

(locally),

(8.5.3)

where 1/) is generated by an SDE
m

dXt

= Lgj(9t ·,xt} odW!

(8.5.4)

j=O

and h is chosen such that the SDE (8.5.4) makes sense and its coefficients g,
are "as simple as possible" ) the ultimate aim being linearization, i. e.
m

dXt =

2: Ajxt a dW/.
j=O

Although it will turn out that the transformation Ji(t, ·,x) = h(Bt·,x) to
he applied at time t is in general not adapted to the filtration of W at t,
we proceed formally (and justify later): Applying the Stratonovich lemma to
(8.5.3) gives
d'Pt ~ dh t + Dh(9.. , .pt} 0 d.pt,
(8.5.5)
where dh t denotes the t differential of h(Bc, x). Inserting the differentials of

'Pt and <ii, into (8.5.5) yields
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m

m

L !;(h(O,., x,))

0

dWl = dh,

+ L Dh(O,·, X')9) (0, , x,) 0 dW;',

;=0

(8.S.G)

j=O

equivalently
m

L9j(O,.,x,)odW,'

(8.5.7)

;=0
m

-Dh(O,·, x,)-ldh, + L Dh(O,·,X,)-1 1,(h(O,., :r,)) 0 dWl
j=O

This is an equation for h and the 9j, where the choice of h is made sHch that
the 9j are the simplest possible.
We now make the simplifying assumption that we choose the canonical
basis in ]Rd. In other words, we leave (8.5.2) untOlichcd and refrain from
making it "as simple as possible" by choosing an appropriate (noll-adapted)
random basis (d. Corollary 6.2.17 for the diagonalization of a linear SDE ill
case of a simple spectrum).
We again make the formal Taylor series Ansatz

fJ(x) ~ A,x + L

I"n(x),

j = 0, ... ,111,

n=2

n=2

h(w, x) ~ x + L hn(w, x),
n=2

where hn E Hn,d, while 9j,n(-), hn (-) E 'lin,d.
Plugging this into equation (8.5.6) and equatillg coefficientH yields
identity for the linear part and for n ~ 2
m

all

m

L9j,n(0,.) odWl

=

;=0

L(adnAj)hn(O,.) odWl- dh,,(O,·)
j=O
m

+ L k"n(O,.) 0 dW,',

(8.5.8)

j=O

where

adnAj

: Hn,d

--t

Hn,d

is the linear operator defined by 11."

1-----+

(adnAj)hn(x):= Aj",,(x) - Dhn(x)A,x, in matrix form ad"A, = II 0 A, T(Aj)n 0 I, on Hn,d(IR d) ~ Hn,d(IR 1) 0IRd (see equation, (8.3.4) and (8.3.7))
and

kj,n = hn

+ Pn(/"k' 9"ko hk' 2 'S k 'S n -

1),

j = 0, ... , m.

(8.5.U)

Here Pn is a deterministic polynomial of the lower order terms of /j. !Jj and
h which is independent of j and given explicitly in Lemma ~.3.2.
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Wc now define the random cohomological operator (SDE case) by
m

(8.5.10)

dLn(hn):= dh n - 2)adnAJ)hn odW!,
j=O

acting on those Hn,d-valued stationary stochastic processes hn(Btw) for which

the expression in (8.5.10) makes sense. With this definition, (8.5.8) turns
into the system of random cohomological equations (suppressing the (Btw)
argumcnt)
m

dLn(hn)

=

~)kj,n - gj,n)

0

dW!

=:

dKn - dCn>

(8.5.11)

j=O

which have to be solved successively for n = 2, ... , for dKn known from
previous steps, and h n choosen to make dCn the simplest possible. The most
desirable choice is again dC'1 = 0, resulting in the task of solving the coholllological equations
dLn(hn) = dKn , n ~ 2,
in 1l 7l ,d or, equivalently, looking for stationary solutions of the affine SDE
m

dh n = 2)(adnAJ)hn

+ kj,n(9d) 0

n ~ 2,

dW!,

(8.5.12)

j=O

where k J ,n(9 t w) depends on the solutions of (8.5.12) of lower order 2 S k S
n - 1. We have kj ,2 = /j,2 deterministic, but for n ~ 3, kj,n is typically
random and not adapted to the filtration of W.
Let CPu be the linear cocycle on Hn,d generated by the SDE
m

dv,

=

2)ad n A J )v,

0

dW!,

n ~ 2.

(8.5.13)

j=O

The MET holds for <Pn (without additional assumptions) and gives the spectrum

S(<Pn) = {Ai - (A, T): Ai E S(<P,),

ITI =

n}.

This follows from Theorem 5.4.2(iii) (SDE case) and (ii), and from Proposition 8.3.4.
We know from looking at Theorem 5.6.5 that we have a chance of finding

a (unique) stationary solution of (8.5.12) provided the linear SDE (8.5.13)
is hyperboliC. We call the linear cocycle <P = <P, generated by (8.5.2) nonresonant of order n if this is the case, i. e. if 0 (j. S(P n ), resonant of order n
otherwise.
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8.5.2 Nonresonant Case

B.5.1 Theorem (Formal Linearization of SDE). G,ven
the
SDE
(8.5.1), assume that the linear cocycle gencmted by (8.5.2) is non1l:.'>fJnant of
any order n 2: 2. Then there is a mndom coordinate transfonnation h whose
fonnal Taylor series h(w, x) "-' x+ En>2 hn(w, x) is uniquciy dct(~nnincd and
has tempered coefficients hn' such thaCh Jormally linearizes equatiun {8.5.1}.
8.5.2 Remark. It is quite remarkable that at the bq~inllillg and at the end
of the above procedure we have two bona fide classical SDE, while the trall~
formation converting the solutions of the first into the solutions of the second
is anticipative.
_
The proof of Theorem 8.5.17 is quite complicated and i~ divided into three
steps, the first two of which are of technical naturc, while the third one (on
invariant measures of affine SDE) is of independent intcrest and also finishes
the proof of Theorem 5.6.5 for the white noise case.
Step 1: Boundedness of Moments of Solutions of a Hierarchical
System of Affine SDE
Our main task here will consist in proving that all processes in our hierarchical
system of affine SDE obtained by solving the cohomological equations step by
step for fixed initial conditions satisfy the conditions of the following lemma.
8.5.3 Lemma. Let u = (u(t, X))tE[O,l],XERd be an IRk-valued stochast1.c pT'Ucess which Jor fixed x is IfD~a. s. continuous with respect to t, is adapted and
satisfies the Jollowing two conditions:
Conditions (C): For any p 2: 2 and any compact set]{ C IRd then: exist
constants Cp and Cp,K E IR.+ such that
IE (sup lu(t, OW)
0$t9

sc

p,

IE (sup lu(t, x) - u(t, Y)I P ) S cp,Klx - YI P / 2

for all :c, Y E J\.

099

Then u is IfD-a. s. jointly continuous with respect to (t, :r), and Jor}J > d and
any compact set K C IRd there exist constants C p E IR+ awl q 2: 1 such that

IE (sup sup lu(t, x)IP) S Cp(diamK)".

(8.5.14)

xEK099

Proof. The joint continuity of u follows from (C) by Kolmogorov's continuity
criterion applied to the Cia, II-valued process x H u(·, x) with 1'/2 > d.
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(8.5.14) is a well-known implication of the fundamental continuity lemma
of Garsia, Rodemich and Rumsey, see for example Barlow and Yor [48], formula (3.b), or Arnold and !mkeller [191.
0
We now prove that condition~ (C) are passed on from u to processes obtained
from n by reasonable operations.
8.5.4 Lemma. Let n satisfy conditions (C), and let
v(t,x)

~

l'

u(s,x)dW.,

w(t,x)

~

l'

u(s,x)ds,

where W is a scalnr Wiener process. Then v and w satisfy conditions (C).

Proof. This is an immediate consequence of the Burkholder and HOlder
inequalities.
0
The following considerations will be crucial for the algorithm by which we
solve our hierarchical system of affine SDE. Let d l , d2 EN, and for a ~ i ~ m
suppose that (u~(t, Xt})tE!O,IJ,xl ERd l is a parametrized semimartingale with
decomposition

r'

Ui(t,X,)

~ in

m

Wi(S,Xl)ds

o

+ L:
j=1

1
,

vf(s,xl)dW1

(8.5.15)

0

with values in JRd 2 • Let, moreover, Bo, B I , ... ,Bm be d 2 x d 2 matrices and
denote by (<P(t))'ER the linear flow in lRd, generated by the linear SDE
m

dYt =

L BjYt

0

dW/'

(8.5.16)

j=O

We now consider the SDE
m

dx, ~ L:(Bjx,

Xo ~ x, E lRd ,.

+ uJ(t, x,)) 0 dWl,

(8.5.17)

j=O

Let ('P(t,X'))'ER be the flow generated by (8.5.17), the value of which at
d
X2 E IR. 2 will be written as !p( t, Xl )X2.
8.5.5 Lemma. Let Ui ~ (Ui(t, Xl))'Elo.ll,X,ER" be given by (8.5. 15}. Assume
that W t and v{ (hence 11,1), 0 ~ i ~ m, 1 ::; j ::; m, satisfy conditions (C). Let

r'

'P(t,x,)x,

~ in

o

m

,

p(s,xl,x,)ds+ L:l1/Jj(s,x 1 ,x,)dW;
j=1

0

be the semimartingale decomposition of the solution flow of (8.5.17). Then
'P, p and <I)J, 1 <; j <; m, satisfy conditions (C).

Proof. (i) We prove only the second of the conditions (C) for 'P.
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Let us start by writing the Ito form of (8.5.17). We have
m

~)B]Yt + lLi(t,x,))dWI

dYt

(8.5.18)

j=l

Now fix p 2:: 2 and a compact set K C ]Rdl X ]Rd2 . Then for any (Xj,:Z:2),
(YI,Y2) E IR.d1 x IR. d2 , Burkholder's and Jenscn'~ inequalities Clli well H..'-; the
hypothesis yield, with suitable constants CK and wit.h the abbreviation

/(t) := IE

sup 1'1'(8, XI)X2 - '1'('" YI)Y211'
( SEIO,tl

)

I~

(8.5.19)
To (8.5.19) we have to apply Gronwall's lemma to obtain with a suitable
constant Cp,K E IR.+

IE (sup 1'I'(t,X.jX2 - 'I'(t,YI)Y2IP) S cp ,KI(XI,X2) - (YI,Y2)11'/2 (8.5.20)
tEIO,11

.

This is the second of the conditions (C) for '1'.
(ii) Next observe that according to (8.5.18) for any i E [0, IJ and (XI, :(2) E
IR.d1 x IR. d2

,pi (t, XI, X2)

=

B) '1'( t, X')X2

+ (i, x,),
lL)

m

p(t,Xl,X2)=

(

m

) 'I'(t'XI)X2+2~vj(i,X,).
1
1
BO+2~B;

Hence by our hypotheses and (8.5.20),
welL

,pi

and p satisfy the conditions (C) as
0

Next we show that conditions (C) are inherited from u and its characteristics
to a polynomial of u and its characteristics.

8.5.6 Lemma. Lei

U(i, x) =

m

['

j=l

0

t

L io Vi (8, x)dW] + 10 W(8, x),js,

t E [0, iJ, x,' E IR d "

0

take values in IR.d2 and assume that u, v j and w satisfy condition,,; (C), Let p
be a polynomial in the variable y E ]Rd2 • If

m

L

(pau)(t,x) =

J=I

then po 1L, qj and

T

1t
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,t

+ in

a
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r(s,x)ds,

0

also satisfy conditions (CJ.

Proof. First note that, by Iters formula, qJ and r are of the same structure
(1.<; po u. Hence it suffices to prove the conditions for po u.
Due to Holder's inequality, it is evidently enough to consider the case of a
rcal-valued u and a polynomial p of the form p(y) = yl for some lEN. Then
for YI, Y2 E lR
'-1

P(Yl) - pry,) = (Yl - y,) Ly~y~-1-k·

(8.5.21)

k=O

Now observe that by conditions (C) for any x E 1R.dl

(sup lu(t, X)IP) S c

IE

(8.5.22)

p

tE[O,!]

for a suitable constant cp E ]R+. Then (8.5.21) and an application of Holder's
inequality obviously allow us to deduce conditions (C) for pou from (8.5.22)
and the conditions (C) for u.
0

8.5.7 Lemma. Let u = (u(t,x))tElo,IJ,XER' with values in ll!.d satisfy conditions (C), let (P(t))tER be the linear flow generated by (8.5.16) for d, = d,
and let W be a scalar Wiener process. Then the processes

v(t,x) =

l'

p(s)-l u(s,x)dW,,,

w(t,x) =

l'

p(s)-l u(s,x)ds

satisfy conditions (C).

Proof. p(t)-1 satisfies the SDE
m

dp(W 1

=-

L

p(W 1 B J a dWl,

prO)

= I.

j=O

Hence for any p 2: 1 we have (sec Remark 6.2.12)

IE

(sup IIp( W ll1p) <

00.

(8.5.23)

tE[a,I]

Then it is clear that Burkholder's inequality, Holder's inequality and (8.5.23)
imply that v and w satisfy conditions (C).
0
We finally come to the announced hierarchical system of affine SDE. Let
(dn)nEN be a sequence of integers. For 0 :::; j :S m and each n E N, let Aj,n be
a d n x d n matrix and let Pj,n be a polynomial in the variables (Xl!'" ,xn-d E
]Reil X ... X IR d "-l with Pj,I = bj E ]Rd l a fixed vector. Then our hierarchical
system of affine SDE is as follows:
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m

L)Aj,lX}

+ pj,l) 0 dWl,

x5 =

Xl E IR d1 ,

(8.5.24)

j=O
m

dX;

L:)Aj,2X;

+ PJ,2(X})) 0 dWl,

XG =

:1:2

E IR d 'l,

(8.G.2G)

J=O
m

dx~

L(Aj,nXr

+ PJ,n(X}, .. . , .T~-l)) 0 dH'i,

(8.0.20)

j=O
Xo

=

Xn

E IR d .. ,

The algorithm for successively solving this system is as follows: Let (<Pn(t))tER
be the linear cocycle in IRd n generated by the linear SDE
m

dy~ =

L Aj,nY~

0

dW/,

Yo = Yn E IR

d

(8.0.27)

".

j=O

We first solve the first affine SDE (8.5.24). Denote the resulting affine cocyclc
by ('Pl(t))tER which by the variation of constants formula is given by

Then we insert the cocycle 'Pl(t)Xl into the second equation (8.5.25) in place
of xl which gives a non-autonomous affine SDE whose solution flow is denoted
by <P2(t, xt), etc. At step n insert <PI (t)Xl, ... , 'Pn-l (t, Xl, ... , Xn -2)X n -l into
the nth equation (8.5.26) which gives a non-autonomous affine SDE
dx~ =

(8.5.28)

m

~)Aj,nX~

+ Pj,n('I'l (t)X1,' .. ,'I'n-1 (t, X"

. .. ,X n _2)Xn_,))

0

"Wi,

j=O

with initial conditions x(j = Xn E IRd... Denote the solution flow of this
equation by 4'n(t,Xl, ... ,X n -t}.
Note that the first n affine SDE considered as one equation generate the

C= RDS
'1'( t)(Xlo ... ,xn ) = ('1'1 (t)X1' 'l'2(t, X,)X2, ... , 'l'n (t, X" ... , Xn-1 )Xn).
(8.5.29)
8.5~8

as

Lemma. For n EN represent the solution of the nth equation (8.5.28)
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~t vn(s,xl, ... ,xn)ds
~

+L
J=l

1
t

U'](S,Xl, ... ,xn)dWj.

0

Then for any n EN, 'Pn as well as v71 and uj, 1 :S j :S m, satisfy conditions
(C).
Proof. We use induction on n.
The a..<;sertion holds for n = 1. This is an immediate consequence of
Lemma 8.5.5, choosing Uj = bj .
Let us now assume that the assertion holds for 'PI,." ,'Pn-l and their
characteristics. Consequently, Lemma 8.5.6 yields that all the components of
Pj,n('Pl (t)Xl" .. , 'Pn-l (t, Xl,· .. , X n -2)Xn -l) and their semimartingale characteristics satisfy conditions (C). Hence Lemma 8.5.5 applies and gives conditions (C) for 'Pn as well as for uj and vn .
0
8.5.9 Lemma. Let for t E IR

and for n ~ 2 and (Xl, ... , xn-d E IRd l X ... X IRd,,-1 let
(8.5.30)

Then X" satisfies conditions (C).
Proof. This is an immediate consequence of Lemmas 8.5.8, 8.5.6 and 8.5.7.
o

Here is our final and main result of step l.
8.5.10 Proposition. Consider the hiemrchical system of affine SDE introduced in (8.5.24) to (8. 5. 26}. Then for any n :>: 2 and p > d 1 + ... + d n - 1
and any compact set K C IRd l X ." x IRdn-l there exist constants cn,p E IR+
and q ~ 1 such that

IE (

sup
(XI , ... ,Xn_l

sup IXn(t,xl, ... ,xn_dIP)

:s; Cn,p(diamK)q,

(8.5.31)

)EK tEIO,l]

where Xn is defined by (8. 5. 3D}.
Proof. Combine Lemma 8.5.9 with Lemma 8.5.3.

o
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Step 2: Inheritance of Temperedness
We first study the inheritance of temperedncsH (from above) (Definition 4.1.1)
in case tempered vectors are inserted into random fields. Property (8.5.14)
will playa crucial role hereby, as indicated by the following leJnma.
S.5.11 Lemma. Let (X(Y))YER"

be a II'-a. s. continuous random field with
values in IRd:l for which the following condition holds: For p > d 1 and any
compact set K C IRd l there exist cp E lR+ and q ?: 1 such that
IE (sup IX(Y)I P ) S cp(diamK)'.

(8.5.:12)

yEK

Let Y be a random vector with values in

JRdt

and for

A"m := (w En: IY(B,w)1 S mexp(t£),

E

> 0, mEN lrt

t E

JR+).

Then there exists a constant cE,m E R+ such that for any n E Z+
IE

(IA ..

sup

m

I(X(Y))(O")IP) S c"m exp(n£q),

tE[n,n+l]

where p and q are related by {8.5.32}.
Proof. For W E AE,Tn and t E

tn, n + 1]

we have

IY(O,w)1 S mexp(iE:) S mcxp(£)exp(n£).
Hence due to (8.5.32)
IE

(IA ..

m

IX(Y)(O,W)

sup
tE[n,n+l]

S IE
::;

where

(IA ..

sup

m

IX(Y)I")

yElle"""

cp(diamBE,m,n)q,

(8.5.3;~)

B"m,n:= (y E lR d, : Iyl S mcxp(E)cxp(n£)}.

But diamBE,m,n ~ Cd1,£,mexp(nE), with a constant depending just on d 1 • E
and m. Hence the desired inequality follows readily from (8.5.33).
D
8.5.12 Proposition. Let (X(Y))YERd l be a JP-a. s. continuous random field
with values in lRd:l for which the following condition holds: For p > d 1 and
any compact set K C lRdt there exist cp E lR.+ and q 2: 1 slLch that
IE (sup IX(y)I P ) S cp(diamK)".

(8.;'.34)

yEK

Let Y be a tempered random vector with values in lRdl . Then the lR. d2 -valw:d
random vector X (Y) is tempered.
Proof. Define AE,m as in Lemma 8.5.11. We shall prove that
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1

Inn ~ log+ IX(Yj(Otw)1 = 0,
t

t-+(X)

remarking that the behavior for t -----t -00 can be treated similarly. Since Y is
tempered, A,,= t fl (m t 00) !'-a.s. for any 0 > O.
Let € > 0 be given. We have to prove that there exists a 0(';) > 0 such
that for any mEN we have

(8.5.35)
(8.5.35) will indeed imply temperedness since A'(,I.=
and any e

t fl, !'-a. s. , for m t

00

> O.

To prove (8.5.35), let 0, <I > 0, m, n 'E N be given. Then by (8.5.34) and
Lemma 8.5.11
!'(A,,= n {

1

sup
tE{n,n+l]

~ log+ IX(Y)(O")I
t

<:: !'(A,,= n { sup

> o})

IX(Y)(O")I > exp(rn;)})

tE[n,n+lj

<:: IE (IA,,_ exp( -npo)

sup

IX(y)(O'-)I")

tE[n,n+l]

<:: cm" exp(nqo - npo)
Now choose 0 <

~.
q

= em,' exp(n(q<l - po)),

Then for all mEN the Borel Cantelli lemma yields

This clearly implies (8.5.35) and completes the proof.

o

As a second issue we study the inheritance of tempercciness by geometric
series.

8.5.13 Lemma. Suppose X is an JRd-valued tempered random vector. Let
(Tn)nEN be a sequence of random linear operators in lR d with negative Lyapunov index, i. e. for some deterministic (3 > 0
.
1
hmsup -log II Tn II <:: -/3,
n-+(X)

Then

n

00

Y =

I: T,,(X oO(n))
n=O

is absolutely and geometrically convergent and tempered.
Proof. Choose e > 0 such that 2E < (3. Then by the assumptions, from a
certain index non, IITn II (X oO(n)) < exp((20 - /3)n) from which the convergence statements follow. As to the temperedness of Y, there exists a random
variable RE; such that for t E IR
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00

n=O
00

S

R,

L exp(m -

(3,,) exp(e(n + III))

n=O

1

R, 1-exp2£( ( 3 ) exp(fltl),
which clearly implies that Y is tempered.

o

Step 3: Invariant Measures of a Hierarchical System of Affine SDE
We return to the setting of a hierarchical system of affine SDE introduced
above and determine its invariant measures.
So let (<p.(t))tER be the linear cocycle in ]Rd, generated by (8.5.27). The
MET holds for Pn, giving its Lyapunov spectrum S(P71)' Having in mind our
cohomological equations in the nonresonant case, we assume that all these
cocycles are hyperbolic, i. e. a f/. S(4J n ) for all n E N. Denote by 11";: (11";~) the
projection whose range is the unstable (stable) space and whose kernel is the
stable (unstable) space of P n . For convenience we recall the following; facts
(see Sect. 4.3).

8.5.14 Lemma. Assume that the coeycle 4J n is hyperbolic. Then there exists
a constant (3. > 0 such that

and

lim sup ~ log 117r~<Pn(-k)-111 S -(3nk--+oo

k

We first consider the affine SDE of order onc, thereby proving part (iii) of
Theorem 5.6.5.

8.5.15 Theorem. Consider the affine SDE in

]Rd,

m

dx1 = L(A j ,IX1

+ bJ ) 0

dWi

(8.5.36)

j=O

and assume that the corresponding linear cocycle c[>l generated by fly: =
dW/ is hyperbolic. Then the affine cocycle l{J1 generated by
(8.5.36) has a unique invariant measure, namely the random Dime measure
/.Lw=o~dw)' i.e. wehavei..pl(t,·)6 =6oBt. Here~l =~fEB~lL with

E;:o Aj,lyi 0

=

~1 = L7r1 o<Pl(-k)-I(Xi 08_.),
k=O

(8.5.37)
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00

~r = - ~>'r 0 <p1(k)-1(Xi

0

Ok),

(8.5.38)

k=O

where

The sequences in (8.5.37) and (8.5.38) converge lP'-a. s. absolutely and geometrically, and the limits {i and {y as well as 6 = {f $ {yare tempered
random vectors.

xt

Xl and
are
tempered by Proposition 8.5.12 since a constant vector is tempered. Hence
Lemrnru; 8.5.13 and 8.5.14 yield that ~1 and ~r exist and are tempered. Thus
{I is tempered.
(ii) We now check that 15(1 is invariant, i. e. that IPdt, ')6 = 6 oOt. This is
equivalent with
(Or )<,'1 (t, ')6 = {:,U( Oe). Using the variation of constants
representation of 1P1 and the fact that for k E Z+
Proof. (i) We first prove the statements on temperedness.

rr:'u

we obtain, after some rather lengthy but elementary manipulations,

A similar argument holds for the stable component.
(iii) The uniqueness of the invariant measure is a consequence of hyperbolicity and was proved in Theorem 5.6,1.
0
Now suppose that 6, .. , ,{n-l are tempered random vectors with values in
lR dl ". "lR dn - 1 , respectively, such that p,i = 15(" 1 SiS n - 1 is the unique
invariant measure of the ith equation of our hierarchical system of affine SDE.
We now study the nth SDE
m

dx;' = ~)Aj,,,x~

+ Pj,,,('I'l (t)6, .. . ,'1',,-1 (t, ~1'''' ,~n-2)~n-Il) 0 dWl

j=O

(8.5.39)
in IIl. d ". Note the fundamental fact that the validity of Lemma 8.5.3 implies
the substitution rule for Stratollovich integrals (see Arnold and Imkeller [19:
Corollary 1]): If ~ is any random variable, then u(t,~) (though nonadapted)
is Stratonovich integrable and
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r' u(s,~)odW, = Jor' U(S,X)OdW.1

Jo

.

(8.".40)

XO=IJ

Hence the anticipative affine SDE (8.5.39) makes sense, and it generatcs an
affine cocycle <Pn(t, { I I " " ~n-d. We now determine its invariant IHCIlSUff'.

8.5.16 Theorem. Suppose all equations of the hierarchical system oj allinc
SnE have a hyperbolic linear part. Then each 0/ the equations has a unique
invariant measure. This measure is a random Dirac measure (statioHar'Y solution) whose supporting random variable can be obtained stcp by .'itrp fJY
determining ~l according to Theorem 8.5.15, inserting <PI (t)€1 into the scrond SDE, etc., where the stable and unstable componcnt of {n oj the nth
equation {8.5.39} are given by
00

~~ = L>~ oPn(-k)-l(X;;- oO_k),

(8.5.41 )

k=O
00

~~ = -

L 7r~

0

P n (W 1 (X:

0

(8.5.42)

Ok),

k=O

where

The sequences in {8.5.41} and {8.5.42} converge JP'-a. s. absolutely and geometrically, and the limits {! and {~ as well as {n = €! EEl €~ arc tmnpc70cd
random vectors.

Proof. Since Proposition 8.5.10 holds, and since ({I, ... ,{n-t} is a tempered
vector, Proposition 8.5.12 applies, thus X r-; and x;t are tempered. HCllce by
Lemmas 8.5.14 and 8.5.13, the series in equations (8.5.41) and (8.5.42) have
the convergence properties claimed, and the limits {~,U arc tempered. Hence
finally ~n is tempered.
Invariance of {n is proved as in Theorem 8.5.15, a.nd ulliqllelwss n.'" in
Theorem 5.6.1.
0
8.5.17 Remark. (i) By means of the substitution rule (8.5.40),
be written as

~t

can abo
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(;' = -

fl°°
j=o
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Pl(W 1 (7rf(0,.)b,)odW/,

0

where the integrals exist as the JP-a. s. limits of the non-adapted Stratonovich
integrals J~T and J: for T -+ 00. Similarly for ~n'
(ii) Again by the substitution rule (8.5.40), the cocycle (8.5.29) evaluated
at ~ := (~1'"'' ~n) is equal to the solution of the first n equations with
non-adapted initial value ~, and is the unique stationary solution of these
_
equations, 'I'(t)~ = ~ 0 Ot.
This completes the proof of Theorem 8.5.1. We close with an example.
8.5.18 Example (One-Dimensional Case). This is the white noise version of Example 8.3.11. For d = 1, /In,l 9:: JR.l (choose the basis xned
for all n 2: 2. The linearization of the SDE dx = L:'I'=0 J;(x) 0 dWj is
dv = 2:7=0 Ajv 0 dW j whose explicit solution is
m

p(t,w) = exp(Aot

+ LAjWl(w)).
j=l

Hence). = Ao is the Lyapunov exponent. FUrther I adnAj = - (n - 1 )Aj , and

S(Pn) = {-(n - I)>'). We have nonresonance for all n if and only if >. oF O.
The unique stationary solution of the nth cohomological SDE
m

dh" = L{{adnAJ)hn

+ kJ.n(B,.)) odW/

j=O

is

L:'I'=0 f~= exp{{ n - 1) L:;:o At WiJkj,n (0,.)

>. > 0,
- L:j~o fooo exp{{ n - 1) L:;:o A, Wi)kj,n (0,.) 0 dWl, >. < O.
0

dWi',

8.5.3 Small Noise Case
Simultaneous Normal Form and Center Manifold Reduction
We are now in a position to carryover the procedure of Sect. 8.4 from the RDE
to the SDE case. We will, however, not repeat details and just emphasize that
all nonresonant (anticipative Stratonovich) cohomological equations in the
SDE analogues of Theorems 8.4.1 and 8.4.3 are solved as in the nonresonant
case of Subsect. 8.5.2. We make the convention that for all resonant equations
we make the trivial choice Hpq = 0 and Hpqr!J = O. This mathematically
rigorous procedure finally justifies earlier important work on normal forms
for SDE mentioned at the beginning of this section.
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Small Noise on Parametrized SDE
In stochastic bifurcation theory one needs to study

all

SDE

m

(~.:;.43)

dXt = fo(xt,a)dt+<7 Lf,(xt,a) odW!
jo:=l

in ]Rd, where the smooth vector fields /j(x, 0') smoothly depend on a parameter 0: E lR m and (1 E lR is a (small) intensity parameter. We assume that
h(O,a) = for all a E IRm '0 that the linearization of (8.5.43) is

°

m

dVt

= Ao(a)vtdt+<7 LAj(a)vtodWI,

A j (,,)

= Dxf,(x,")lx~o,

0 S j S m.

j=1

(8.5.44)

Assume further that for (0:, (1) = (0,0) the deterministic equation

is in a center/stable situation and has been brought into Jordan canonical
form by a (deterministic) coordinate transformation, so that IRd = IR. d , X IR. d •

. t h·
. spI··
e mvanant
1ttmg f or A0

IS

=

°

(AS

Ao0) .

We treat (0',(1) E IR m+1 as a small parameter and seck the norlllal form
and center manifold reduction for small (x, 0:, (1). All cohomological operators
(hence all linear cocycles) are now deterministic and of the form

We add the trivial equations dO' = 0 and dn = 0. The re:;ult is given by
the (we hope rather obvious) white noise analogue of Theorem 8.4.1: The
truncated center equation is
m

dXe=Agxcdt+ L9j((h·,xe,0:,(1)odWl,

dn=O,

d(1=O,

j=l

and the approximate center manifold is the graph

where 9j and me are random polynomials of order N in Xc and AI in (0:, (1).

8.5.19 Example (Dulling-van der Pol Oscillator with White Noise).
We now consider the white noise version of the example in Subsect. 8.4.3,
to which we refer for notations.
Replacing 0: by O:+(1Wt (W symbolically stands, as usual, for white noise)
and putting f3 = -1 in ii = ay + f3iJ - y3 - y'y gives the SDE ill IR'
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~)X,odW',
(8.5.45)
with

lineari~ation

at x = 0 given by

(~ ~ 1 )

dv, =

v, dt

+a

(~

n

(8.5.46)

v, 0 dW,.

The calclliation~ are formally the same as in the RDE case. We introduce the
auxiliary processes U, V, X and Y which are the stationary solutions of the
scalar SDE
dU, = -U,df + dW"
dV, = V,dt + dW"
and

dX, = -X,dt+dU" dY, = -Y,dt+U,odW,.
Note that V anticipates the future of W. The analogues of the RDE expressions given above are now

~=

W,

H IDO ! = -V2U,

HalO! = -

~V,

H30U! = -4V2U - 3V2X, H!oo2 = 2V2Y,
= -UW,
g1011 = -U - W, g3001 = 2U + W,
gloo, = (-3UV - 4Y - 2U - U 2) + (-4U - 3X - V)W,
groo2

a.nd
g3011 = (-15U -7X - 4V) -lOW.

Inserting these expressions into the center equation (up to terms of order 3
in Xc and 2 in (a,a)) yields

dX e =

(a - aaU - a')xedt + (a - a'U - aa)xe 0 dW,
+(-1 + 2aU - a 2(3UV + 4Y + 2U + U 2)
+3a - aa(I5U + 7X + 4V) - 18(2)x~dt
+(a - a 2(4U + 3X + V) - lOaa)x~ 0 dW,.
(8.5.47)

Note that this is an anticipative SDE since V is anticipative.
The approximate center manifold is the graph
rnc(w,xc,a,a) = Xs given by

(XC!

a, a)

t---+

+ 2V2a2yo - V2a
+2V2aa(Uo + X D) + 2V2( 2)xe
(-V2aUo

+(V2 - V2a(4Uo + 3Xo)
+a 2H 3002 - 7V2a + aa H 3011 -

47V2(2)x~,

where Hlo02 and H3011 are certain anticipative random variables.
The scalar center SDE (8.5.47) can now be utilized for stochastic bifurcation theory of the original two-dimensional SDE (8.5.45) in the neighborhood
of 0: = 0, sec Subsect. 9.4.3.
•
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Summary
In this chapter we investigate "qualitative changes" in parametrized families
of RDS and call these studies "stochastic bifurcation theory" .
The first problem is to develop a mathematical formalization (called Dbifurcation) of "qualitative change" which is connected to the stability of
an RDS under an invariant measure (i. e. to the Lyapunov exponents) and
reduces to the deterministic definition of bifurcation in the absence of noise
(Subsect. 9.2.1). We propose as a first task to study the branching of new
invariant measures from a family of reference measures at a parameter value
at which the reference measure has a vanishing Lyapunov exponent. We also
discuss an older concept on the level of densities in state space (called Pbifurcation) and discuss its relation with D-bifurcation (Subsects. 9.2.2 and
9.5.1).
As the theory of stochastic bifurcation is still in its infancy, we proceed
mainly by way of instructive examples.
Sect. 9.3 treats explicitly solvable one-dimensional examples of stochastic
transcritical and pitchfork bifurcation. In Subsect. 9.3.4 we prove a general
criterion for a pitchfork bifurcation in dimension one using the theory of
random attractors, to which we give a brief introduction.
Sect. 9.4 is devoted to the study of the prototypical noisy Dufling-van der
Pol oscillator. We report on the state of the art as far as rigorous results are
concerned and also present numerical findings supporting conjectures about
the "correct" scenario of stochastic Hopf bifurcation.
Sect. 9.5 is devoted to the only available general condition (due to Baxendale) for a D-bifurcation out of the fixed point x = 0 (and an associated
P-bifllrcatioll of the new branch of measures) in a family of SDE in Rd.

9.1 Introduction
Despite of its rapid development in the last decade and the fact that it is
probably the most relevant part of the whole theory of RDS, bifurcation theory of RDS is still in its infancy. There are few rigorous general theorems
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and criteria, and many phenomena have been "proved" only uy cOlllputer
simulations, or for particular models. Nevertheless, this chapt.er was included
although it is less self-contained and less mathelllat.ically rigorous than the
rest of the book.
The interest in understanding the changes encountered ill a deterlllinistic
bifurcation scenario "in the presence of noise" is historically at the beginlling
of the theory of RDS, and ha.<; been One of its strong driving forccs.
This interest arose in the 1960's and promptcd numerous investigat.ions
by engineers (S. T. Ariaratnam, F. Kozin, Y. K. Lin, N. Sri Namachchivaya,
C. W. S. To, W. Wedig, and many othcrs), physicists and chemists (W.
Ebeling, P. Coullet, R. Graham, H. Hakcn, K. H. Hoffmanu. W. Horsthcmkc,
R. Lefever, M. Lucke, F. Moss, G. Nicolis, E. Tirapeglli, K. Wicscufdd, a.wl
many others), and mathematicians (L. Arnold, P. Baxendale, R. Khasminskii,
W. Kliemann, P. Kloeden, G. Papanicolaou, M. Scheutzow, a.mong others).
In particular, bifurcations "delayed" or "advanced" by noise, "bifurcation intervals") and the "disappearance" of branches from the deterlllinistic
bifurcation diagram were observed numerically, experimentally, auJ by approximations based on averaging and scaling mcthoJs.
The literature is so vast that the reader is referred to the book by Hursthemke and Lefever [175} (for the phenomenological approach, see Subsect..
9.2.2), and to the review papers by Arnold and Boxler [10[ (for the literature
prior to 1986), Sri Namaehehivaya [322[, Wedig [342[ (for the literature prior
to 1990) and To et al. [330, 331], to Moss and McClintock [2591 and the
references therein.
What is stochastic bifurcation theory (or more preciscly: bifurcatioll theory of RDS)? As with other notions for RDS, it should be an extcnsion and
generalization of deterministic bifurcation theory, to which it should reducc
in the absence of noise.
We hence ask what bifurcation theory of deterministic dynamical systems
is about. Of the numerous books on this subject, several provide cxccllellt
background, including the now classical book by Guckenheimer and Holllle!'
[162]' and those of V. l. Arnold [45], Chow and Hale [100], Hale and Ko<;ak
[167], Ruelle [295] and Wiggins [3461·
The general term "bifurcation" is used to describe "qualitative changes"
in the phase portrait (orbit structure) of parametrized families ('P(~) of dynamical systems, e. g. those generated by a family of differential equations
(9.1.1)

which occur when the parameter 0: is (slowly) varied. The vague llOlioll of
"qualitative change" has been successfully formalized by using the concepts
of topological equivalence and structural stability: A parameter valuc no is
called an abstract bifurcation point of the family 'Pn: if the family is not structurally stable at 00, i. e. if in any neighborhood of 0:0 t.here arc paramet.cr
values 0: such that !.po. is not topologically equivalent to 'Pno.
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If we replace topological equivalence by local topological equivalence (for
example, in the neighborhood of a particular point), we arrive at the definition
of a local abstmct bifurcation point.
Thi~ ab~tract definition of "qualitative change" via structural instability
doe~ not indicate which "qualitative change" actually happens at a bifurcation point of a family. For example, when there is "bifurcation" in the narrow
sense of the word, i. e. when some invariant object splits into several such objects (after all, "bifurcation" means "splitting into two"), then we drop the
word "abstract" and just speak of a bifurcation point.
We now turn to the most elementary and classical local bifurcations,
namely those of equilibria (fixed points), in particular the saddle-node, transcritical, pitchfork, and Hopf bifurcation. The modest aim of this chapter is
to discover their stochastic analogues.
To begin with, assume from now on that Ja(O) = 0 for all " E IRk, and
that f depends smoothly on ct. How do we detect the bifurcation of the
family of reference fixed points x = 0 at eta, meaning the coexistence of 0
with at least one other small solution Xl =f:. 0 (e.g. another fixed point, limit
cycle, etc.), in a neighborhood of eta?
It i~ futH to search for this phenomenon at parameter values ao for which
X = 0 is a hyperbolic fixed point of i.{JOIO' i.e. for which the linearized system
<Pa(t) := D<pa(t, 0) generated by
Q

(9.1.2)
is hyperbolic for et = eta. The reason is that hyperbolic fixed points are
structurally stable for any family (<Po). Since for all" close to "0 by the local
Hartman-Grobman theorem !.pOi and ifJ o are locally topologically equivalent
in a neighborhood Uo C IRd of 0, the family (<Po) is locally structurally stable
at eto.
Moreover, x = 0 cannot "bifurcate" at eto in the narrow sense either:
Since, in the case of hyperbolicity, the only bounded solution of (9.1.2) is the
trivial solution, the local Hartman-Grobman theorem implies that the only
solution of (9.1.1) which stays in UOI for all time is also the trivial solution
<Po(t,O) =0.
Consequently, a necessary (but not sufficient) condition for the bifurcation
of small solutions out of the fixed point x = 0 at et = eta is that the matrix Ano
is not hyperbolic, i. e. has eigenvalues on the imaginary axis. If, in addition,
Ao is hyperbolic for some et in each neighborhood of eto, then eto is a local
abstract bifurcation point which may also be a local bifurcation point.
The simplest possible cases (for a scalar parameter et E JR, and at eta = 0
here) are the following: As 0: increases from negative to positive values,
(a) either a simple real eigenvalue ..\(a) of Aa increases from negative
to positive values, with >'(0) = 0 and d>'(a)!dalo~o > 0, while the rest of
the spectrum of An remains in the left-hand side of the complex plane C
(allowing for the transcritical and the pitchfork bifurcations),
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(b) or a pair of complex-conjugate eigenvalue" >'1,,(a) = (3(a) ± iw(a} of
Aa moves from the left-hand side to the right-hand side of C, crossing the
imaginary axis at " = 0 with positive speed d{:i(a)/dala=o > 0 (allowing for
the Hopf bifurcation).
There are very efficient means of further reducing the search for bifurcations of the trivial solution at 0 = 00:
(i) Center manifold theory tells us that it suffices to investigate the system
on the center manifold, which is decribed by a differential equation ill the
center space of Aao with dimension 1 in ca."ie (a) and dimension 2 ill case (h).
(ii) This low-dimensional system can be simplified further by nOfmal form
theory (in fact, steps (i) and (ii) can be carried out simultaneously, sec Elphick
et al. [135]).
(iii) A persistence theorem assures that without loss of generality the
normal form can be truncated beyond low order nonlinear x terms, from
which the bifurcation behavior can be often easily read off.
The simplest possible truncated normal forms for the above mentioned
elementary bifurcation scenarios of the fixed point x = 0 are (for a scalar
parameter 0 E lR and at 00 = 0):
- saddle-node bifurcation l : :i: = 0 - x 2 in IR\
- transcritical bifurcation: :i: = ax - x 2 in JR.l,
- pitchfork bifurcation: ± = ax - x 3 in JR.\
- Hopf bifurcation: T = ar - r 3 , iJ = 1 + ar2 in polar coordinates of JR. 2.
In all scenarios with a trivial reference solution, bifurcation is accompanied by an "exchange of stability". The reference solution loses its stahility
at the bifurcation point, while the bifurcating solutions are stable.
An analogous situation holds for families of mappings, where the perioddoubling (or flip) bifurcation h"" to be added to the catalogue of element.ary
bifurcations of a fixed point, whose truncated normal form is x ~ 'Pa(X) =
(-1- a)x + x 3 in lRl, the second iterate of which has two stable fixed points
±y'a for" > O.

9.2 What is Stochastic Bifurcation?
9.2.1 Definition of a Stochastic Bifurcation Point
In complete analogy to the deterministic case, stochastic bifurcation theory
studies "qualitative changes" in parametrized families 'PCl of RDS, c. g. those
generated by a family of SDE
m

dx, = f!f'(x,)dt

+ L fj(x,)

0

dW/,

(9.2.1 )

"E IRk

i=l
How can we formalize "qualitative change" in this situatiou?
I

Here x

= 0 is a fixed

point of 'Po. only for the parameter value n

= O.
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In order to mimic determini:;tic rea..<;oning we need the definition of (local) topological equivalence of RDS introduced in connection with the (Local)
Hartman-Grobman Theorems in Chap. 7. For a systematic study of topological dynamics of RDS see Nguyen Dinh Cong [261].
As in the deterministic case, we add the word "abstract" if the bifurcation
point of a family of RDS is a point of structural instability and omit it if we
have a bifurcation point in the narrow sense, see below.

9.2.1 Definition (Abstract Bifurcation Point). (i) Let ('PaLER' be a
family of continuous RDS on ]Rd. A parameter value no is called an abstract
bifurcation point of the family if the family is not structurally stable at no,
i. e. if in any neighborhood of no there are parameter values 0' such that <Pcx
and 'Po!) are not topologically equivalent.
(ii) Let ('Pn)aER' be a family of local continuous RDS on IRd with fixed
point 0. A parameter value no is called a local abstract bifurcation point of the
family, if the family is not locally structurally stable at ao in a neighborhood
of 0, i. e. if in any neighborhood of no there are parameter values 0' such that
'Po and 'Pao are not locally topologically equivalent in a neighborhood of 0 .

•
We now tUrn to stochastic bifurcation in the narrow sense. As invariant mea:;ures are the random analogues of deterministic fixed points, we should start
our investigations by finding necessary and sufficient conditions for the bifurcation of a family of invariant measures fLa' What objects do we expect
to bifurcate out of ILa at a (local) bifurcation point no? Again analogous to
the deterministic case, the simplest pos:;ible choice is a new family Va #- fLa
of (small) invariant measures.

9.2.2 Definition (D-Bifurcation Point). Let ('Pa)aER' be a family of local C 1 RDS in IRd with a respective family of ergodic invariant measures
(Ita). A parameter value aD is called a local dynamicaP, or D-bifurcation
point of ('Pa,JJcx)o:ElR:k, if in each neighborhood of QD there is an a for which
there is an invariant measure Va f- J-la with Va --+ JJaD (in the topology
of weak convergence) as 0' ----+ QD. One could also require that Va converges to jJ.aD in the Hausdorff sense, i. e. that in addition to the above,
lirna~aD d(suppvalsuPPltaD) = 0, where d(AIB) := sUPzEA d(x, B) is the
Hausdorff :;emi-Illetric.
_
See Fig. 9.1.
We fnrther simplify the situation by assuming that (<PoJaERk is a family
of local C' RDS all having the fixed point x = 0. The family Ita = 0o, a E IRk,
is thus a family of ergodic reference measures.
We linearize the local RDS 'Pa at x = 0 and obtain the family of linear
cocycles p,,(t,w) := D'P,,(t,w,O). We assume that the IC of the MET are
satisfied by q,a for all a, providing us with the Lyapunov spectrum
2

See the n('xt subsection for the re8.'lon for using of the word "dynamical".
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invariant measures

aD

Fig. 9.1. D-bifurcation point of a family of

rncasure~

and the splitting

One basic difficulty is that even if we assume that '-Po depends smoothly on n,
the Lyapunov exponents, their multiplicities and the Oseledcts spaces will in
general depend only measurably on Ct". Perhaps the most extreme expression
for this is a result by Arnold and Nguyen Dinh Cong [301.
On the other hand, in many situations in which small perturbations of a
given cocycle contain "enough randomness", the Lyapunov exponents, their
multiplicities and even (in a certain sense) the Oseledets spaces depend COlltinuously on the size of the perturbation. The most general result supporting
this is one by Ochs [2651 (generalizing an earlier result of Ledrappier allu.
Young [231]), and such continuity is found in many applications (sec the
examples in this chapter).
We now prove that a parameter value 0:0 for which the linearization p(~O
is hyperbolic can never be a local D-bifurcation point.
To be more specific, consider a family (i.pa )aER" of C 1 RDS with discrete or
continuous two-sided time '][' and fixed point such that (x, 0') H i.pn(t,w, x)
is C 1 and the derivatives are continuous with respect to (t, x, (l).
We mimic the deterministic procedure and study the augmented RDS on
IRd x IRk defined by

°

0(t,w,(x,a)):= ('I'u(t,w,x), a),

(x,o) E IRd X IRk, t E 11'.

(9.2.2)

The RDS (j; is CI, it ha.-; fixed points (0,0') and its linearizatioll at (0,0) is
given by

9.2 What is Stocha.'.:;tic Bifurcation'?

if>(t,w):= D(x,a)0(t,w, (0,0)) =

(<Po(~,w) id~').'
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(9.2.3)

where <Pu(t,w) := Dx'Pu(t, w, 0). if> satisfies the Ie of the MET if and only if
Po docs, which we assumed. The spectrum and splitting of J.i can be obtained
from that of Po in an obvious manner by increasing the (possibly zero) multiplicity of a. vanishing Lyapunov exponent by k and augmenting the (possibly
trivial) cenler space E,(w) of <Po to E,(w) x IRk.
If U is a set, we call a measure p U-small if suppp cU.

9.2.3 Theorem (Necessary Condition for D-Bifurcation Point).
As.mme the situation ju..<;t described. Assume further that rp satisfies the Local Hartman-Grubman Theorem 7.5.6 (discrete time) or 7.5.16 (continuous
time) at (0,0), respectively. Suppose there exists a family v:;:(dx) fc oo(dx)
of IPet-invariant measures such that the rp-invariant measure vw(dx, d{3) =
v:;:' (d,r) x Oa, (dr!) is UT(w)-sma1l 3 for some "1 and some T > o.
Then necessarily Po is non-hyperbolic, i. e. A = 0 is among its Lyapunov
exponents.
Proof. All invariant measures of rp clearly have the form vw (dx,d{3) =
v:;(dx) x Oa(d{3) , where v:;:(dx) is 'Po-invariant. If v:;:' (dx) x oa, (d{3) fc
oo(dx) x oa, (d{3) is UT(w)-small for some "1 then <Po cannot be hyperbolic for
the following rea..'lon: In the hyperbolic case the only (ergodic) invariant measures of if> are of the form oo(dx) x oa(d{3). By the local Hartman-Grobman
theorem, this carries over to UT(w}-small measures of Ij).
0
This theorem convinces us that our approach towards stochastic bifurcation
is "correct in the sense that
- it reduces to the deterministic concept in the absence of noise, and
- it ties the phenomenon of local branching of a family of invariant reference measures at a parameter value CiD to the stability of the reference
measures in a neighborhood of CiD'
Hence we will have to search for parameter values for which one (typically the largest, for the stochastic Hopf bifurcation also the second largest)
Lyapullov exponent changes its ~ign.
11

9.2.2 The Phenomenological Approach
We now present an alternative and older approach towards stochastic bifurcatioll.
Scientists have been observing in numerous experimental, numerical and
analytic studies "qualitative changes" of probability densities Pa which are
stationary for the forward Markov semigroup corresponding to the SDE
(9.2.1), i. c. which are solutions of the Fokker-Planck equation
3

UT(W) is the neighborhood of (0,0) defined in the text following the HartmanGrohman Theorems.
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L:po = 0,

Lo =

fo + ~ f(fy)2,

(U.2.1)

1=1

where L~ is the formal adjoint of the generator Let; here we have writ.t.('11 Ln
in Hormander form.
For example, the stationary density can exhibit transition from a llIlimodal (one peak) to a bimodal (two peaks) or crater-like form, see Fig. !J.2.
Also, the number and location of extrema of Pn fl...>'; functions of (t atHl their
"bifurcations" have been carefully studied. For a systematic treatment and
survey see Horsthemke and Lefever [175] (who call such phenomena "UOL.'iCinduced transitions"), Arnold and Boxler [IOL and Sri Namachchivaya [322].
Many case studies can also be found in the proceedings volume [174] edited
by Horsthemke and Kondepudi.
This concept can be formalized based on the ideas of Zeeman [352, 351]
according to which two probability densities are called equivalent if there are
two diffeomorphisms f3, 'Y such that P = f3oqo"f. This gives rise to a notion of
structural stability based on this equivalence and thus of a point of structural
instability of families Po: of densities which captures the abovc-mcntiorwd
observations. For example, the transition point CYp from a unimodal density
Po: to a bimodal density is such a point of structural instability.
We call such a phenomenon phenomenological, or P-bifurcation, and
the corresponding parameter value Op a phenomenological, or P-hifnrcntioll
point - in distinction to the concept introduced in Definition !J.2.2, which we
called dynamical, or D-bifurcation 4 , and denote the corre~ponding parameter
value by 0D.

0< Op

a

= O:p

0:

>

Op

Fig. 9.2. P-bifurcation point of a family of densities

Besides being basically restricted to the white or r.Jarkovian noise case,
the concept of P-bifurcation has the following severe drawbacks.
4

The term "dynamical bifurcation" has also been used in a different c:ontext,
namely for phenomena obtained by letting the bifurcation pnmmetcr 0 = nU)
deterministically depend on time, for example, by augmenting i:, = !,,(:r,) by
at = c for small c. See Benoit (66] for a survey.

9.2 What is Stochastic Bifurcation?
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(i) First, the concept is static since the stationary density po.(x)dx measures the ru-;ymptotic proportion of time spent by a typical solution <po:(t,w)x
of (9.2.1) in the volume element dx. Hence, Po: has figuratively "forgotten"
any dynamics of <Po:. 5
(ii) Second, Po: is an object determined by the one-point motions t t----t
rpa(t,w)x of <POt and can thus in principle not be related to the stability of
<Prt which if; a property of the two-point motions t H (<pOt(t,w)x,<po:(t,w)y)
for:r f- y, in infinitesimal form of D<po:(t,w,x)v, hence is a property of the
Lyapunov exponents.
(iii) The underlying concept of invariant measure is too narrow. Stationary measures for the forward Markov semigroup are in a one-ta-one correspondence to invariant measures which only depend on the past (forward
Markov measures, see Sect. 1.7), but there are typically many more invariant measures. Restricting ourselves to stationary measures leads to "missing branches" in bifurcation diagrams (representing non-Markovian invariant
measures), and prevents us from understanding stochastic bifurcation.
Is there a connection beween the two types of bifurcation? In general,
there is not. We will next present an example of a family of RDS undergoing
a P-bifurcation, but not a D-bifurcation, and then an example where the
converse occurs.
In Sect. 9.5, however, we will reveal a surprising connection between the
two concepts.

Additive Noise: P-Bifurcation, but not D-Bifurcation
If xo(t) is a solution of a differential equation, and if this equation is "disturbed by noise", we call the noise multiplicative with respect to xo(t) if xo(t)
also solves the disturbed equation. Otherwise the noise is called additive with
respect to this solution. It is just called additive if it is additive with respect
to any solution of the undisturbed equation. For example, the noise {t in
it = (0: + (1~t)Xt is multiplicative with respect to = 0, but additive
with respect to x = ±y'fr for a > O.
Consider the scalar SDE

xt

dXt = f(xt)dt

x

+ g(xtJ 0 dWt = (f(Xt) + ~g(Xt)g'(Xt))dt + g(xtJ dWt (9.2.5)

with smooth coefficients f and g. Assume further that the conditions of Theorem 2.3.38 are satisfied which ensure that ±oo are non-exit boundaries and
hence that (9.2.5) generates a local smooth RDS <P which is forward, hence
strictly forward complete. The generator of the forward Markov semigroup
of (9.2.5) is
1
•
d
1
d2

L

=

(f(x) + 'ig(x)g (x)) dx + 'ig(X)2 dx 2 '

so the Fokker-Planck equation is
5

Zeeman [352J himself says at the end of his paper: "It seems a pity to have to
represent a dynamical system by a static picture" .
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L'p

= -(U + ~gg')p)' + ~(g'p)" = o.

(9.2.G)

We assume for simplicity that g(x) > 0 for all x E IR (ellipticity, illlplyillg
that there is at most one stationary probability) amI also assume positive
recurrence implying that there is exactly one stationary probability with
smooth density given by

r

N
(
2f(y) )
p(x) = g(x) cxp J g(y)2 dy ,
o

(9.2.7)

where N is a normalization constant.
We can explicitly calculate the Lyapunov exponent of the nns '-P generated by (9.2.5) under the stationary measure with density p (morc precisely,
under the invariant measure I-Lw which corresponds to p - but p.w is not needed
for the calculation). For this we solve the linearized SDE

dv, = f'(x,)v,dt

+ g'(x,)v, 0 dW,

coupled to (9.2.5) to obtain
v, = voexp

([U' + ~gg")(x,)ds +

[g'(X,)dW.)

and finally (for example, under the assumption that g' is bounded, and
~gg" E Ll(p(x)dx))
,\ =

1

(f'(x)

+ ~g(x)g"(X))p(x)dX.

l' +

(9.2.8)

Integrating the last expression by parts and using the explicit expression
(9.2.7) for p we finally arrive at formula (9.2.9) of the following theorelll.

9.2.4 Theorem (Scalar RDS with Additive White Noise is Always
Stable). Assume that the Fokker-Planck equation (9.2.6) of the SDE (9.2.5)
with g(x) > 0 (all x E Il!.) has a (necessarily unique) solution p(dx) = p(:r)d:r
with density (9.2.7). Then:
(i) The Lyapunov exponent of p is given by
(9.2.9)
Hence the RDS <p generated by (9.2.5) is always exponentially .'Itable nndf'.r
p.
(ii) The <p-invariant forward Markov measure flw = limt-too r.p( -t, w)-l p
corresponding to p is a Dirac measure, I-Lw = 8a(w), and A(w) := {a(w)} is the
random attractor of If' in 1R in a universe of sets which contains all bounded
deterministic sets (see Definition 9.3.1).
(iii) The RDS <p has no other invariant measure besides IJ.. w .

9.2 What is Stochastic Bifurcation?

(iv) For any initial measure 7r E P(IIl.) and 7r,(-) :=

lim 7r, = P = lEo. = lI'{a E

Hoo
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JR P(t,x, ')7r(dx),

.J.

(9.2.10)

Proof. (ii) The measure J.Lw is ergodic since p is (Theorem 1.7.2), and is
a Dirac measure by Theorem 1.8.4. The remaining statement is proved by
Crauel and Flandoli [118: Corollaries 3.3 and 3.5[. See also Subsect. 9.3.3.
(iii) By a result of Crauel [114: Corollary 4.4[ all invariant measures of
a continuous RDS having a random attractor in the universe of bounded
deterministic sets are supported by this attractor. Since the attractor is a
onc-point set, it can carry only a Dirac measure.
(iv) By dominated convergence and the fact that by the definition of the
attractor, 'I'(t, O_,w, x) ...., a(w) for all x E 1Il., for any f E Cb(lIl.)

lim 7r,(f) =

t--too

/.1E
IR

lim !('I'(t,O_",x))7r(dx) = IEf(a(-)).

t-too

o

The fad that p is globally stable in the sense that it attracts arbitrary initial
measures has been observed much earlier (see Horsthemke and Lefever [175:
Sect. 6.ID by using the relative entropy

Vet) := -

J

dp

log d7r, (x)7r,(dx) ~ 0

as a Lyapunov function and proving that d~;t) :S. 0 always, and < 0 if and
only if 7rt cf p.
9.2.5 Example (Effect of Additive Noise on a Pitchfork Bifurcation). For
dx, = (ax, - x~)dt + ()"dW"
a E 1Il., ()" cf 0,
the unique stationary measure has density

Po,.(x) = N

Ix' )

Q ••

exp ( ()"' (ax' - "2) .

For fixed ()" cf 0, the density is unimodal for a < 0 and bimodal for a > O.
Hence the family (Pa,O" )aEIR undergoes a P-bifurcation at O!p = 0 for each
()" cf O.
The Ie of the MET is satisfied, and the Lyapunov exponent of the RDS
ip",(J under Pa,(J is
},o,. =

a - 3 /. x'Po .• (x)dx,

which, by formula (9.2.8), is strictly negative for all values of

()" cf O.

O!

E lR and
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The P-bifurcation of the densities Po.,(J at O:p = 0 jl:i what remains of the
pitchfork bifurcation at 0: = 0 present for a = o. However, there is 110 Dbifurcation, since the measure J.L~,C1 = Da .... ,,,.(w) corresponding to Pn,(1 is the
unique invariant measure of 'Po.,(J and always has negative Lyapullov exponent. One can thus say that "additive noise destroys a pitchfork bifurcatioll"
- which is the title of the paper by Crauel and Flandoli [118].
•

D-Bifurcation, but not P-Bifurcation
Baxendale [56] considers the following family of SDE on the two-dimensional
torus M = T2 = Sl X 8 1 :
4

(9.2.11)

dXt = 'Lfj(xt) odWl,
j=l

where, with x =

(Xl,X2)

E M,

fJ'(x):= sinxl(cosaaa + sinn
Xl

a
),
a X2

a

a

a Xl

a 1:2

f!l(x):= COSxl(cosn- +sina- ),
f3(x):= sinx,(-Sina

a
+
a Xl

cosa~),
Dx'2

.
0
a
f:t(x) :=coSx,(-sllla- +coso- ),

oXl

ox2

and 0: E [0, ~]. For all 0: we have L = !Ll, hence a.ll of the out-'-point Illotions
are Brownian motions, and the Fokker-Planck equation docs not depend 011
0:. Its unique solution p is the normalized Lebesgue measure on A!.
However, the smooth global RDS 'Pa generated by (9.2.11) docs depend
on a. For example, the sum of the two Lyapunov exponent.'" of 'Po: under p is
'\1(a) + ,\,(n) = -(cosa)',
and the top exponent satisfies >'-1 (0:) < or = or > 0 if and only if n < or
= or > 0.845. Hence aD = 0.845 is an abstract bifurcation point.. Computer
simulations indicate that it is a D-bifurcation point. Thus through thi~ example it is shown that a ~ystem can exhibit a D-bifurcatioll withont allY
phenomenological change in the invariant mea~ure for all values of 0'.

9.3 Dimension One
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9.3 Dimension One
We continue the ~tudy of the example treated in Subsect. 2.3.7 and Example
4.2.15 from the point of view of stochastic bifurcation. It suffices to treat the
prototypical CaEes N = 2 and N = 3 (see Arnold and Boxler [12]), which
amounts to invc~tigating the effect of white noise added to the bifurcation
parameter a in the truncated normal forms Xt = aXt - x; and Xt = aXt .r:; of the transcritical and pitchfork bifurcations, respectively. Then we will
consider the ~a.ddle-node ca.."ie, Xt = a - x;, and the effect of real noise.
9.3.1 Transcritical Bifurcation

For N

=

2 we have

dx, = (ax, - xi)dt

+ rJX, 0

dW"

which is solved by

'Po{t,w)x =

xeot+aWdw)
,
.
1 + x fo eos+aW.(w)ds

The ergodic invariant measures are:
(i) J1~ = 150 for all 0:,
(ii)
= OKe>(W)' where

v::

We have IE Ko =

Q.

_ (foOO eot+aWdw)dt) -1,

Q

(J~= eO'+UW,(W)dt)-'

a> O.

< 0,

Solving the forward Fokker-Planck equation

yields
(i) Po = do for all a,
iii) for a > 0

x> 0,
x :S 0,
where

N

_, -F
_ (2a)
(rJ 2)20/U'
-2

0:

0-2

We do not find a solution for a < 0 corresponding to IEv~{dx) = qo{-x)dx.
Tilis is due to the fact that for Q < 0, Ko is F+ -measurable (we could,
however, find v n by solving the backward Fokker-Planck equation).
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The family of marginal densities (qu:)n>O of (vtt)n>O clearly 1l1l(1('rgoes
<t
,
P-bifurcation, as shown in Fig. 9.3, at the parameter value O!p = y: While
qa is decreasing in x with pole at x = 0 for 0 < () < 01', it is a unimodal
function with qo(O) = 0 for Q > Qp.
A similar phenomenon holds for the marginal denliitics for a < () at -0: 1'.

L-----------~x

x

(l<~

Q=~

Fig. 9.3. P-bifurcation of qa at

O:p

=

x

,

T

The Lyapunov exponent of the linearized SDE
dVt = (Q - 2xt)vtdt + aVt

0

dW,

with respect to the two invariant measures is (see Example 4.2.15):
(i) For P.0 = 00, >.(p.0) = Q,
(ii) for VO = 0•• , >.(v a ) = Q - 21E,," = - Q .
We hence have a D-bifurcation of the trivial reference mea'iure 60 of the
family of local RDS (<{JOI)aER at QD = O. The final bifurcation diagram of the
stochastic transcritical bifurcation is given in Fig. 9.4.
For each of the invariant measures we can also easily determine the invariant manifolds:
(i) For p,a = b"o, the stable manifold for 0' < () iH the random interval M~(w) = (KOI(W),oo) (which is F+ -measurable)' the center lllRUifold for Q = 0 is M~(w) = JR, and the unstable manifold for " > 0 is
M;:(w) = (-00, "a(w)) (which is F- -measurable). For" = 0, the orbit behavior is very interesting: While for any x f- 0, IPo(t, (J_tW, x) ---t 0 as t ---t 00,
which can be obtained e. g. for x > 0 from

'Po(t,8- t w,x) S

1

~o----

J-t eaW~(w)d8

and Lemma 2.3.41, we have, again for x > 0,
liminf'Po(t,w,x)
t-+OCI

= 0,

limsuP'Po(t,w,.r)
t-too

= 00,

since the corresponding diffusion process on (0 1 00) is (null) recnrrent. For
details see Remark 9.3.7.

9.3 Dimension One
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invariant measures

@

®
: -Ctp

:

........

........

.

CtD

=0

Ctp

= .'
T

q(t(-')

"

-;{~-~

Fig. 9.4. Bifurcation diagram of the transcritical bifurcation

(ii) For the ~econd measure va, the unstable manifold for Q < 0 is
N:;(w) = (-00,0), and the stable manifold for Q > 0 is N;:'(w)
, = (0,00).
Why do we have a P-bifurcation of (qa)o::>O at Qp = 0'2 ? This turns out
to be a large deviations phenomenon which is explained in Subsect. 9.5.1:
Define the p-th moment Lyapunov exponent of a linear RDS if> by

. 1
g(p):= hm -loglElI4>(t,w)vIl P,
t-too

t

pEtRo

In our case, using the explicit solution of the linearized SDE at x = 0,

It has been shown by Baxendale [60, 63] that the marginal distributions
(qo:)o::>o of the new branch (vO::)o::>o of invariant measures undergo a Pbifurcation in a neighborhood of x = 0 at that parameter value Qp for which,
the second zero of p ~ 90(1') is at p = -dimIRl = -1, hence at ap = 0'2
(see Fig. 9.G). The intuitive rea.')on is as follows: Although the trivial solution
:1: = 0 becomes unstable at the D-bifurcation point aD = 0, the repulsion
from 0 or the attraction by ""0 are too weak for small a > 0 to move the
"most probable value" of a typical trajectory of the nonlinear system 'Po::
away from O. The new branch vO: is finally "freed" from the old reference
branch 60 for a > Op.
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9o{P)

p= -~

p

-1

Fig. 9.5. The p-th moment Lya.punov exponent

9.3.2 Pitchfork Bifurcation
For N = 3 we have

which is solved by
(9.3.1)

The ergodic invariant measures are:
(i) For 0: ::S 0, the only invariant measure is J-L~ = 60·
(ii) For 0: > 0, we have the three invariant forward Markov lllca,sures
11-'3 = 60 and v±,w = 6±. . o(w), where

We have IE K~ =

Q.

Solving the forward Fokker-Planck equation

yields

(i) Po = 00 for all
(ii) for

Q

>0

CI,

9.3 Dimension One

and
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q;;-(x) = q;;(-x),

where N(-;l = r (~) a-'2Ot/a •
Naturally the invariant measures v~.C.) = O±Ko(W) are those correspondHence all invariant measures are Markov
ing to the stationary mcru;ures
IllC(\.'illrcs.
The two families of densities (q;)a:>o clearly undergo a P-bifurcation at
,
the parameter value Op = T - which is the same value as for the transcritical
ca.<;e, since the SDE linearized at x = 0 is the same in both cases.
The Lyapunov exponent of the linearized SDE
2

q;.

dv, = (a - 3x;)v,dt + av,

0

dW,

with respect to the three measures is (see Example 4.2.15):
(i) For ,;,0 = 60 , .\(,,0) = ",
(ii) for v±,w = 6±K,,(W)' "\(VO) = 0: - 3IEK~ = -20:.
Hence, we have a D-bifurcation of the ,trivial reference measure 60 at
0:D = 0 and a P-hifurcation of v,% at O:p = T. The final bifurcation diagram
of the stochastic pitchfork bifurcation is given in Fig. 9.6.

inwuiant measures

+
q. ( \

I \
/

J.t

0

= 00

Fig. 9.6. Bifurcation diagram of the pitchfork bifurcation

"--
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The invariant manifolds arc a..'i follow~:
(i) For p,o. = 00, the stable manifold for n < 0 is Al.:~(w) = JR, the cpntcr
manifold for Ct = 0 is M~(w) = lR (for the orbit bchavior see thc trallscrit.ical
case and Remark 9.3.7) and the unstable mallifold for 0:' > 0 is the random
interval M;:(w) = (-Ka(W), Ko(W)), whieh is F- -lIlc'L"lfahlc.
(ii) For the two other mcasurcs v±; which exist for 0' > 0, t.he stable
manifolds are N;,"+(w) = (0,00) and N~'-(w) = (-00,0), respectively.

9.3.3 Saddle-Node Case
The perturbed version of Xt =

Q

da;, = (Q - x;)dt

x; is

-

+a 0

dW"

"E IR,

(J

> O.

We put formally x = ~ and use x = (Q+a~t't) _x 2 to arive at the undamped
stochastic linear oscillator ii. - (Q + a {Vt)u = O. For z = e~) =
we obtain
the SDE

dz, =

(~

n

z,dt

+ (~

Explosion of (9.3.2) is equivalent to u =
(9.3.3) onto SI,

Zl

n

z, 0 dW,

C:),

(9.3.3)

becoming 0, or the projection of

(9.3.4)
crossing the angles "'f = arcta.n ~ = ±%. Linear SDE of the type (9.3.3) and
their projections onto SI have been extensively investigated, see c. g. Arnold,
Oeljeklaus and Pardoux [32]. It follows that in ollr case (9.3.4) is positive
recurrent on Si, equivalently all solutions IPo.(t,w):r of (9.3.2) explode IP-a. s. ,
i.e. Eo(w) = 0 for all Q E Ill..
Why does the saddle-node bifurcation "disappear'l after perturbation by
white noise? The general intuitive reason is that even if a is small l the
perturbed parameter a + aWt can become "big", hencc hm-; a global effed. OIl
the behavior. The resulting behavior of the perturbed system at sOllie fixed
value Ct is a nontrivial "mixture" of the deterministic behavior for the variolls
frozen parameter values. In the saddle-node case, white noise always pushes
the system to negative parameter values where it explodes.
We can avoid this by using real noise properly scaled dowll wit.h (), see
Subsect. 9,3.5.
9.3.4 A General Criterion for Pitchfork Bifurcation
As we will now use the theory of random attractors, we first give a hrief
introduction to this subject.
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The investigation of random sets which attract many other (deterministic
or random) sets is an important new line of research and part of the topological dynamics of RDS. A'ci in the deterministic case, random attractors
encapsulate information about the long term behavior of the system and the
study of their "qualitative change" is part of bifurcation theory.
Random attractors have been introduced and studied simultaneously by
Crauel and Flandoli [117, 119] and SchmalfuB [307, 309, 310]. For further
results see also Arnold and SchmalfuB [36], Crauel [115], Crauel, Debussche
and Flandoli [116], Debussche [124], and Flandoli and SehmalfuB [151]. A
Ilseful8ynopsis and applications to the bifurcation theory of the noisy Duffingvan der Pol oscillator (see Sect. 9.4) arc given by Schenk-Hoppe ([304: Chap.
2] and [306]).
We follow the approach of SchmalfuB and define a random attractor only
relative to a "univen:ic" of sets which are attracted. This more flexible notion
allows us to capture local phenomena by separating disjoint invariant sets.
The following definitions are not the most general, but are adapted to our
purpose'ci.

9.3.1 Definition (Universe, Absorbing Set, Attractor, Domain of
Attraction). Let <p be a continuous two-sided local RDS on a Polish space

x.
1. A universe D i'ci a collection of families (D(W))WEf2 of non-empty subsets
of X which is closed with respect to set inclusion (i. e. if DI E V and
D,(w) C D,(w) for all w then D, E V).
2. A set BED is called absorbing in D for the RDS <p, if B absorbs all sets
in V, i. e. for any D E V there exists a time to = to(w, D} such that

",(t, B_tw)D(B_tw) C B(w)

for all t ? to.

3. A (global) (random) aUractor of '" in V is a random compact set A E V
with the following properties:
a) A is strictly invariant, ",(t,w)A(w) = A(Btw) for t E 11';
b) A aUracts all sets in V, i. e. for all D E V,
lim d(",(t,B_tw)D(B_tw)IA(w)) = 0,

H=

where d(AIB) := sUPxEA d(x, B) is the Hausdorff semi-metric. The universe D is called a domain of attraction of A.

•
We stress that the definitions of absorbing and attracting are based on moving
points from time -t to time a (and not from a to t). This enables us to study
the ""ymptotic behavior"" t -+ 00 in the fixed fiber at time O. Note that 3(b)
implies
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lim d(<p(t, ·)D(·)IA(O,.)) =

H=

°

in probability.

In general this cannot be improved to JP>-a. s. convergence, see Remark 9.:t 7.
Here, are some basic results of SchmalfuB [308] awl Sdtellk-Hopp~ [304.

3061·
9.3.2 Proposition (Existence and Uniqueness of Random Attractor). Let 'P be a continuous local two-sided RDS on the Polish space X, and
let V be a universe. If there exists a random compact abso1'biuiJ sd D E D
which is strictly forward invariant, i. e. which satisfies <p(t, w)ll(w) c ll(O,w)
for t > 0, then there exists a random attractor A with domain of attraction
V, given by
A(w) := nt~o<p(t, O~tw)ll(O~tw) = n,,~o<p(n, O~"w)13(O~"w).

Furthermore:
(i) A(w) C E(w), E being the set of never exploding initial values of <p,
and D(w) C E+(w) := nt>oD(t,w) for any D E D, whe"e D(t,w) denotes
the domain of <p(t,w).
~
(ii) If C E D is strictly invariant, then C(w) C A(w). In particular, tlte
attmctor is unique in D and if E E D, then A(w) = E(w) for all wE 0.
(iii) If B(w) is connected for any w, then so is A(w).
(iv) If f.L is rp-invariant and if for any e > there exist8 (l Dr E V fOT'
which ,.,(D,) ~ 1 - E, then ,.,(A) = 1.
(v) If <p(t,O~,.) is:F~ -measurable for all t ~ 0 and II is:F~ -1nmsamble,
then A is F- -measurable too.

°

9.3.3 Theorem (Sufficient Condition for Stochastic Pitchfork Bifurcation). Consider the scalar SDE
dXt = (axt -

xr + 9(Xt))dt + aXt

0

dW"

tr

# 0,

(9.:1.5)

with parameter 0: E IR, where 9 is smooth and satisfic8
Clx· :S X9(X)

:s C,x'

for some C l :S C, < 1 and all x E Ill..

(9.3.6)

Then (9.3.5) generates for any a a smooth local RDS <Po which is strictly
fonnard complete. Moreover, the family (rpa)oER undergoes a stochastic pitchfork bifurcation at aD = O. More precisely:
(i) The family f.La = 80 of invariant measuICs has Lyapunov exponent
>.. = 0:, hence loses its stability at O:D = 0. For 0' :::; 0, 80 is thr unique
invariant measure, and Aa(w) = {o} is the mndom attmctor of rpn on IR in
the universe of all families (C(w))wEJ] of subsets of Ill..
(ii) For 0: > 0, there are exactly two additional inva7"iant 7Ilm:mrc.<; fm'
'Po: v+o , W = 8ff.o+( W ) with K~ > 0, and v~ , W = 8"'",-( W ) with ,..,-:;
< O. Bulh
,
measures are F- -measurable and have negative Lyapunov c:cponcnts. Further',
A~(w):= {,,~(w)} is the random attmctor of<p" on the state space (0,00) in
the universe of all families (C(W))WEJ? of subsets of (0,00) whirh are frmpercd
from below (in particular, containing all detcrministic sds bounded away from

0).
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Similarly, A;;(w) := {,,;;(w)} is the mndom attmctor of 'Pa on the state
space ( -00,0) in the universe of all families (C(w) )WErl of subsets of ( -00,0)
which are tempered from below.

We call a family (C(W))WE!l of subsets of (0, (0) tempered from below if there
exists a random variable r > which is tempered from below and C(w) c
[r(w), (0) for all w, similarly for (-00,0). As before, a family (C(W))WErl of
:mbsets of IRd is called tcmpered from above if it is a subset of a random ball
IJ,(w) = {x E II!.d : IIxll :S r(w)} with a radius r tempered from above (see
Subsec\. 4.1.1).

°

9.3.4 Remark. (i) Condition (9.3.6) means that 9 represents the higher
order terms. In particular, it implies that g(O) = g'(O) = g"(O) = O.
(ii) In contrast to the deterministic case, where one only needs local conditions on 9 in a ncighborhood of 0, we have to impose the global condition
(9.3.6).
•
We prove this theorem in two steps:
(i) We first prove the existence of the random attractors.
(ii) Then we show that they are one-point sets.
9.3.5 Lemma. Consider the scalar SDE

dx, = (ax,

+ f(x,))dt + ax, 0

(9.3.7)

dW"

where f is smooth and satisfies

xf(x) :S bx'

+c

for all x E II!.,

where a + b < 0,

c2

o.

(9.3.8)

Then:

(i) (9.8.7) generates a smooth local RDS 'P which is strictly forward complete.
(ii) tp possesses an attractor A = [a-, a+] in the universe of random
compact subsets of 1R tempered from above.
Proof. (i) Uniqueness of the solution follows from the local Lipschitz property of the coefficients. Forward completeness, hence (in lR) strict forward
completeness follows from

a' + f(x)) + a'x' :S K'(1 + Ixl'),
Gihman and Skorohod [159: Chap. 2, § 6, Remark 31.
x(ax + "2x

sec e. g.
(ii) We construct an absorbing set as follows: Observe that
dX; = 2(ax;

+ x,J(x,))dt + 2ax; 0

x; satisfies

dW,.

Since ax' + xf(x) :S (a + b) x' + c, and by the comparison theorem (Ikeda
and Watanabe [178: Chap. 6]) we have
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1'P(t,w,x)I'::; ljJ(t,w, Ixl'),
wher~

1j; is the RDS generated by

dz, = 2((a + b)z,

+ c)dt + 2(Jz, 0

dW,.

The last SDE is affine with stable linear part, hence its unique invariant.
measure is the Dirac measure supported by

and It attracts all points with exponential speed (sec Subsect. 5.6.3).
It follows that in case c> (which is without loss of generality)

°

is an absorbing set in the universe of random compact sets which arc tempered
from above.
0
Proof of Theorem 9.3.3. We baEically follow [361.
(i) We use Lemma 9.3.5. For" < 0, put a = a and f(x) = -x' + g(x).
Then xf(x) = -x· + xg(x) ::; (-1 + C,)x· ::; 0, so that condition (9.3.8)
holds with b = c = 0, but a + b < 0. For 0: = 0, choose any a < and put
f(x) = -ax - x 3 + g(x). Since xf(x) ::; -ax' + (-1 + C,)x<, there exists II
constant c = c(a, C,) such that xf(x) ::; c. For a > choose a = -a and
f(x) = 2ax - x 3 + g(x) ::; c, hence b = 0, but a + b < 0.
The result is that for all 0: E IR, (9.3.5) is strictly forward complete and
has an attractor in the universe of random compact sets which are tempered
from above.
We will now show that An actually attracts any family C(w). Assumc
x > and use the estimate _x 3 + g(x) ::; -(1 - C,)x 3 to compare (9.3.5)
with the explicitly solvable SDE

°

°

°

dy, = (ay, - (1 - Cz)y[)dt

+ (JY, 0 dW,

to obtain (see (9.3.1))

l'Pa(t,w,x)I'

::;

1 + 2(1 - C2 )X 2

J; e2n.~+2"W.(w)d.<;

e2ot+2aW!(w)

Hence

9.3 Dimension One

1'I',,(t,O-,w,x)1 2 :S

0

1

2(1 - C2) L, e2,,"+2uW.(w)ds

=:

r,,(t,w ) .
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(9.3.9)

It follows from the fact that the right-hand side of (9.3.9) is independent of x
that 'Po maps any set after positive time t > 0 into a subset of the compact
interval [-r,,(t,w),r"(t,w)[.
For u < 0, Tn(t,W) --7 0 exponentially fast as t --7 00, thus any set is
shrunk to A" = {O} exponentially fast.
For" = n, ro(t,w) --> 0 as t --> 00 by Lemma 2.3.4l.
(ii) For (Y > 0,
r

n(t ,w) t

1

b2(w)2 '- ----cn---,.-,--,...,....- 2(1 _ C2 ) J~oo e2nl+2uWI(w)dt'

so that, by the comparison theorem,

A,,(w) = [a;:;(w),a~(w)]
F\lrthcrmore,

[-b 2 , b2 ]

C

[-b 2(w),b 2(w)].

is strictly forward invariant under 'Po.

since

'I'"(t,w)b 2(w) :S 1/1,,(t,w)b2(w) = b2(O,w), where 1/1" is the dominating RDS.
Let now" > 0 and x > O. We have just proved that (0, b2 ] is strictly
forward invariant.
On the other hand, applying the transformation y = 1/x 2 , (9.3.5) is
transformed into

(9.3.10)
dy, = (-2"y, + 2 + h(y,»dt - 2"y, 0 dW"
where h(y) = -2g(x)/x 3 = _2y3/2g(y-l/2) :S -2C" where we have used
the left-hand side of condition (9.3.6). Also, 2(1 - Cd ::: 2(1 - C 2 ) > O.
Comparing (9.3.10) with the corresponding stable affine SDE

dz, = (-2<>z,
we conclude that the interval

+ 2(1

- Ct})dt - 2"z,

0

dW"

1
0

'= (0 2(1 - C )
e2,,'+2UW,(W)dt]
(0'b_1_]
,
1_
t (w)2·
00

is strictly forward invariant for (9.3.1O), hence

is strictly forward invariant for 'Pn. Finally, the intersection [b1> b2 ] of the two
intervab is non-void since C1 ::; C 2 , strictly forward invariant and obviously
F- -measurable.
Again by the comparison theorem, B = [~b1' 2b 2 ] is an absorbing set for all
families tempered from below. Hence there exists an attractor A;t = [ai, a2]
in this universe which is F- -measurable.
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Similarly for x < O.
The following re~mlt of Crauel and Flandoli [118] implie:-; that, t.he abovp
attractors Ao and A! (0: > 0) arc one-point :-;ets. Since hy Propo:-;itioll D.:I.2
the attraetor supports all invariant mea.'iures, the Dira.c lIlCf\.'i\1TC on thl' at.tractor is the unique invariant measure. It is a Markov rnea.'·mrc. For 0' > 0,
the Lyapunov exponent of the two non-trivial mcasures is negative hy Theorem 9.2.4. This concludes the proof of Theorem 9.3.3.
0
9.3.6 Proposition. Suppose I.{J is a continuous local RDS generated by an
SDE on an interval I C R such that the associated Markov ficmiymup Iw:.,
a unique stationary probability measurc. Suppose furtheT that C is (l .<;tridiy
invariant random compact set which is F- -measlLrable. Thcn C is a aHf-point
set.
Proof. Since C is a random compact set which is F- -measurahle, :r-l-(w) ;=
maxC(w) and x-(w) := minC(w) :::; x+(w) are F- -lllea:mrable (choose a.
countable dense set of F- -measurable selections, sec Proposition I.G.3). COlltinuity of t ~ cp(t,w) and injectivity of t.p(t,w) for all t and w illlply that
t.p( t, w) is order preserving, Thus, by the strict invariance of C,

J1;

for all t E JR. Hence the two invariant measures
:= ox± (w) arc Markov
measures. Their expectations give rise to two stationary mea.<;ures which,
by assumption, have to be identicaL This would be contradicted by lP{w :
x-(w) < x+(w)) > O. Hence x:= x- = x+, and C(w) = (.r(w)).
0

9.3.7 Remark. Caution: For a = 0 (and 9 = 0, say), the attractor An =
{O} is not attracting forward in time, In fact, 0 and 00 arc both natural
1
(repelling) boundaries for the diffusion process all (0,00) since J0 R(J:)d.c =
J
00 and
R(x)dx = 00, where

It

R(x) = exp( -

J

x

1

a(y)
C
")
b(y) dy) = -;: exp(:r: /a

;2

and a(x) =
X - x 3 and b(x) = ~x2 are derived from the Ito form of
(9.3.5), see Gihman and Skorohod 1159: Chap. 5, § 21, Theorem 11. Hence
the diffusion process is (null) recurrent in (0, (0), and for a.ny :1: > 0, lP-a.:-;.
liminf'l'o(t,w,x) = 0,
t --+ 00

lim"IP'I'o(t.w,x) =

00.

t -HXl

However, limt--+oo t.p(t, ()_tW, x) = 0, which implies that tp(t, w, :r) ----)- 0 ill probability. This supports the sensibleness of our dcfinition of an attrar:tor.
_
9.3.8 Exercise (Criterion for Stochastic Transcritical Bifurcation).
By similar arguments, we can establish a transcritical bifurcatioll at 0" = 0
for the family
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dx, = (ax, ~ xi
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+ g(x,))dt + (TX, 0 dW"

where !J is smooth and satisfies

For (t > 0, we find a one-point attractor in (0,00), and for a < a we find a
ollc-point repcllor (an attractor under inverse time) in (-00,0). The details
_
are left to the reader as an exercise.
9.3.5 Real Noise Case

Transcritical and Pitchfork Bifurcation
0: and {3 in Xt =
noise, we obtain the RDE

If the parameters

i, = (a

O:Xt -

{3xfi, N 2:

+ E(O,w))x,

2, arc perturbed by real

~ ry(O,w)x{".

(9.3.11)

We ""sume that E, 'I E L', lEE = 0, and Il'(ry ¥ 0) > O.
The RDE (9.3.11) can be explicitly solved by the same technique as its
white noise version (see SubHect. 2.3.7), and the local Coo RDS <Po. it generates
is
xeat+St(W)

x o-t 'l'a(t, w)x = - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - . . . - c , . ,lj(N
-cc
1)'
N
1 J~ ry(O,w)e(N-l)(a,+S,(w))ds
1
+
(N
~
l)x
(
)
(9.3.12)

where we use the abbreviation

S,(w):=

l'

E(O,w)ds.

We can read off from the expression (9.3.12) the explosion time, the domain
and the range of <Pa(t, w), the set Eo., and the invariant measures. We can
also calculate their Lyapunov exponents and finally determine the bifurcation
behavior of the family ('I'a)aE'"
For a thorough study of the transcritical case N = 2 and pitchfork case
N = 3 see Xu [347].
If we confine ourselves here to the case 7] == 1, hence to the RDE

x, =

(a

+ E(O,w))x,

~ x{",

lEE = 0,

we obtain exactly the same results as for the SDE (2.3.13), with W t replaced
with St.
The corresponding result for a = a is not so easy to obtain, but follows
from the following lemma which a.lso is of independent interest.
9.3.9 Lemma. Let

EE L' (1') with IE ~

= O. Then
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1

00
eS'(W)dt

=

DO

l'-a.8.,

where St(w):=

1t ~(O,W)tl8.

Stochastic Saddle-Node Bifurcation
The saddle-node scenario of Xf =
noise, see Subsect. 9.3.2.
If, however, we consider

0: -

Xt = a(1

x; dhmppears if

0'

is perturl){~d by white

+ ~(Btw)) - xi,

(!l.:1.13)

*,

where ~(w) E [a,bj, a > -1, the situation is different: Putting again.r =
we obtain the undamped random linear oscillator it - 0:(1 + ~(OIW))11 = 0,
whose first order form is

it

= (a(1

+~(BtW)) ~) Zt,

Z

=

(~),

(9.3.14)

with angular part

"It = -

sin' 'Yt

+ a(1 + ~(Btw)) coo' 'Yt·

(9.3.15)

Explosion of (9.3.13) is equivalent to "( crossing the anglcf> ±~. It follows that
Eo = 0 for a < and that Eo = {OJ.
If we assume that = !(ry), where 1] is an elliptic diffuf>ion process on a
compact manifold and! is smooth and not constant, we can us(~ the results
of Arnold, Kliemann and Oeljeklaus [27: Example 0.1] saying that (9.3.14)
has a simple spectrum .AI > 0 > '\2 = -.AI. Then

°

e

Eo = [d~,dtJ
where

for a > 0,

" < "(0- (w) <O<"(n+W( )
do± = tan,o±
, -"2
<"
2'

and 'Y; are the angles of the two different Oseledeto spaces of (9.3.14). The
two ergodic invariant measures of (9.3.13) for () > 0 arc

I'~,w = Jd;;(w)

with A(I'~) = -21E tan 'Y';'

Since d~ --+ 0 as o:.!. 0 we can say that (9.3.13) exhibits a stochastic saddlenode bifurcation with the familiar bifurcation diagram.
9.3.6 Discrete Time
In discrete time 'll' = Z( +) , the first task should be to study the effect of noise
on the bifurcation scenarios of the families of difference eqna.tions .r/!+ 1 =
ipa(x n ), where ipo(x) = x+ox-x N (in particular, N = 2 (tra.nscritical), N =
3 (pitchfork)), '1'0 (x) = -x-ax+x 3 (period-doubling), and '1'"(3:) = 3:+"-'"
(saddle-node). Obvious choices would be additive lloise or parametric Boise
in the sense that the deterministic bifurcation parameter n is replaced by
a + a~n' ((n) a zero mean stationary sequence. Unfortunately, there is no
explicit expression for the nth iterate of such a mapping here.

9.4 Noisy Duffing-van der Pol Oscillator
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There is an abundance of case studies on the effect of parametric noise
on the logistic map, i. e. of the random difference equation

where (rn) is a stationary sequence, of which we only quote the following: In
a survey by Lucke [245: Chap. 6], the case Tn = T(l + <T~n) with small <T is
studied around r = 1 (deterministic transcritical bifurcation of a new fixed
point Xo = r;l) and r = 3 (period-doubling bifurcation of a limit cycle from
the fixed point xo). Lucke gives (physicist's style) expansions of all interesting
quantities in powers of the noise intensity a. Additive noise on the logistic
map is also discussed.
Hess, Kiwi, Markus and Rossler [170] study the case where rn is a twostate Markov chain or a periodic function with states A and B, and explore the incredibly complex behavior in the A-B plane. See also Lasota and
Mackey [226: Chap. 101 and the references therein.

9.4 Dimension Two: The Noisy Duffing-van der Pol
Oscillator
9.4.1 Introduction. Completeness. Linearization
The deterministic nonlinear DujJing-van der Pol equation

ii = ay + (3y + '(y3 + 6y'y + <y3, 0:,(3, '(,6, < E JR,

(9.4.1)

113..<) become a paraqigm for mathematicians, physicists and engineers. There
arc numerous physical and engineering problems whose dynamics are described by (9.4.1) for some parameter values (some of these problems have
been listed in [37]).
In particular, for '/ = c = we obtain the van der Pol equation and for
8 = c = 0 we obtain the DujJing equation.
The bifurcation behavior of this equation with parameter (0:, {3) E }R2,
which exhibits pitchfork, Hopf and global bifurcations, was investigated by
Holmes and Rand [1731.
By putting for simplicity "t = b = -1 and c = 0, i. e. by considering

°

ii = ay + (3y - y3 - y'y,

a, (3 E JR,

(9.4.2)

and perturbing the remaining parameters and the right-hand side of (9.4.2)
by real or white noise, we arrive at the noisy, more specifically, the random
(for real noise), or stochastic (for white noise) DujJing-van der Pol equation,
respectively,
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(9.'1.3)

where <1" <1" and <13 arc inten,ity parameters, ~(t) ;= (~,(t),6(t),(,(f» is
a stationary stochastic process or white noise, a.nd n, {J E IR are bifurcalioll
parameters.
As a first order system for x = (~~) = (~), (9.4.3) takes the form

x"

X,

x,

=

(a

(9.4.4)

+ <1,6 (t))x, + (/3 + <1,6(t»x, - xl- xix, + <13(,(t).

The bifurcation behavior of this and related equations ha.'l received cOllsiderable attention since the early 1980's. Of the earlier work ou P-bifurcatioll
we mention just Ebeling, Herzel, Richert and Schimansky-Geier [134] (for
the case (11 = (12 = 0 and white noise) and the references therein, and for
more recent reviews Arnold, Sri Namachchivaya and Schenk-Hoppe [37], and
Schenk-Hoppe [304, 306J.
(Strict) Completeness of the Noisy Duffing-van der Pol Equation

We first will study the possible explosive behavior of the local RDS

tp generated by (9.4.4) and recall the notion of (,trict) (forward/backward) completeness from Definition 2.3.37. We take the following results from Schenk-Hoppe
[303,304J.

9.4.1 Proposition (Random Duffing-van der Pol Equation).
Suppose the stationary stochastic process ~(t) = (~,(t),6(t),6(t» has locally integrable trajectories. Then the random DufJing-van deT Pol equation
(9.4.4) genemtes a local C= RDS'P which has the following proper/ies:
(i) 'P is strictly forward complete for any (0,/3,<1,,(7,,<13), i. e. D(t,w) =
]R' for all t 2: 0;
(ii) Assume there exist constants CI, C2 > such that

°

Then for arbitmry
for all t > O.

Q

and /3, 'P is not backward complete, i. e. R(t,w)

£;

]R'

Proof. (i) The idea of the (pathwise) proof i, as follows: For a given RDE
of the type Xt = f(~(t,w),Xt) with locally integrable ~(-,w), we try to find a
Lyapunov function V : IRd ----t R+ such that V(x) ---+ 00 a.'i 1I:.cll ----+ 00, and for
which
dV(x,)

~;= (DV(xt),f(~(t,w),Xt»

S c,(c,

+ 1I~(f.,w)II)(C3 + V(.T,),

with constants CI , C2, C3 2: o. Then the Gronwall-Bellman Lemma D.3.4
applied to the integrated form of the last inequality in the time interval
[0, T] yields that Xt exists up to the arbitrary time T, thus establil->hing .strict
forward completene&~.
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In our case, the Lyapunov function V{x} = xt + 2x~ can be used. The
details are left to the reader.
{ii} The reasoning is based on the following deterministic argument
(Proposition 5.1 in [303]): Given the differential equation Xt = f(t,xt) (in
the sense of Caratheodory) possessing a unique local continuous flow 1 assume that there exists an unbounded domain G C IRd and a function
V E Cl(G,IR+) such that (a) G is forward invariant under the local flow
and (b) LV(x,t):= (DV(x),f(t,x)) S -I for all x E G and
O. Then
T(X) S V(x) < 00 for all x E G, where T(X) is the explosion time of the
solution with initial value x at t = 0.
Indeed, define Tn := inf{t::: 0: IIXtll "n}. Then Tn t T, and by (b)

t:::

V(XtATn) - V(x) = lATn LV(x"s)ds S -(tATn).
Letting n --+ 00, the positivity of V gives -V(x) S -(t A T) for all t > 0,
hence T :::; V{x}.
We apply this result to the random Duffing-van der Pol equation with
reve"ed time (t replaced by -t) as follows: Choose G = {x E 1R2 : Xl :::
E
} where c E (0, I) is arbitrary, but fixed, C = C(Cl,C2,£,0',,B) is
C,:Z:2 2:
sufficiently large and V(x) = -L.
The result is that
x,

xi-

I'{T-(W,X)::: -C2}::: I'(A) > 0 for all x E G.
The details are once again left to the reader.

o

9.4.2 Proposition (Stochastic Duffing-van der Pol Equation). The
stocha.'itic Duffing-van der Pol equation

dX2

(axl

+ {3x2

+/71Xl 0

-

(9.4.5)

xr - XiX2)dt

dwl +

/72X2 0

dWt2 +

/73 0

dwl

generates a local Coo RDS 'P which has the following properties:
(i) 'P is forward complete for any (0', (3, /71,0"2,0"3);
{ii} If "2 = 0, or if "I = "3 = 0 then for any value of the remaining
parameters, <p is strictly forward complete, but <p is not backward complete.

Proof. (i) We apply the following generator condition of Schenk-Hoppe [304:
Theorem 1.2.3] for the completeness of a dissipative second order SDE: Consider a d-dimcIlsional second order stochastic Ito differential equation formally written as
(9.4.6)
Ii = fly, y) + g(y, y)\V,
where f ; lR d X lR d --+ lR d and 9 : lR d x JRd --+ JRdxm are locally Lipschitz
continuous and W is an m-dimensional Brownian motion. We rewrite (9.4.6)
"" a 2d-dimensional Ito SDE for x = (Xl,X2) = (y,y) as
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dx,
dx,

X2 dt ,

f(x)dt

(9.4.7)

+ g(x)dW"

which has the infinitesimal generator

Let V: JRd x JRd -> JR+, V(X"X,):= E(XloX,)+h,(lIx,II), be a C' fuuct.ion,
where E(Xl,X2) 2: 0 for all (XI,X2) E lR d x lRd and hI is a non-negative increasing function with hI (t) t 00 as t t 00. Assume that there exi.st COllstants
ell C2, C3 2: 0 and a non-negative incre~'iing function h2 : lR+ -+ IR+ snch
that for all (Xl, x,) E JRd x ll!.d

LV(x" x,) <; c, + c, V(x" x,) + C3h,(lIxdll
and that for all sufficiently large fixed c > 0

lim h,(et) =0.
h,(t)

Hoo

Then the maximal solution of (9.4.7) is complete.
The proof of this theorem consists in applying Dynkin's formula and tli('
estimate for LV to V(X,(tIlTn),X,(tIlTn )), where Tn:= inf{t::: 0: IIX,(t)1I :::
n}, and then the Gronwall- Bellman Lemma to arrive at lilIl n -+ oo IP'{ Ttl < T} =
OforallT>O.
We apply this theorem to our SDE (9.4.5), whose ,Ito forIn is obt.ained

't,

by replacing!3 by!3+ ~,,~. We choose E(x"x,) =
/.,,{llx,lI) = IIx,II',
h2 == O. Then the estimate for LV is satisfied for Cl = \a\ +
+ a:~, C2 =
2{1<>1 + 1!31 + "I + ,,~), and C3 = O. The details are left to the reader.

ar

(ii) The proof of strict forward completeness is accomplished by converting
the SDE into an RDE and then by proving the strict forward completeness
for the RDE as follows:
Consider the case 0"2 = O. Then the Stratollovich SDE (9.4.5) can 1)('
written as a Lienard equation

(x,
dX2

1 3
+ !3x, - 3x,)dt,

(ax 1

-

xI)dt

+ alXI 0 dW/ + 0"3 0 dwi

(9.4.8)
l

,

where Y = Xl and iJ = X2 +t3Xl - !x~, whose Ito-Stratollovich correction term
is zero. Taking al = a3 = 1 for simplicity and applying the transforma.tion

z(t):= x,(t) - x,(f)W! - Wi'.
we convert (9.4.8) into the (pathwise) nonautonolllOllH ordillary differential
equation
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(9.4.9)

We apply the idea of the proof of Proposition 9.4.1(i) to (9.4.9), using the
Lyapunov function V(Xl,Z) =
+ 2Z2. Details arc again left to the reader.
Similarly, if 171 = 173 = 0, by using the transformation z(t) =
cxp( -<72W,2)X2(t), the SDE (9.4.5) can be converted into an RDE whose
strict forward completeness can be checked.
We finally have to prove that (9.4.5) is not backward complete. This can
be seen for the case 172 = a by reversing time in (9.4.9) and applying the
proof of Proposition 9.4.1(ii). Here

xi

I'(A) =
holds for any

1'{1<71Wt'I + 1<73 Wt" I <:: Cl

Cl, C2

for all t E [0,C21}

>0

> 0,
G = {(Xl'Z) E 1l!.2: Xl?: c,Z?: x~-'},

where E E (0,1) and c is big enough, and V(Xl'Z) =

I'{w:
for all X = (Xl, Z) E G.

-C2

t. The result is that

<:: r-(w,x)} ?: I'(A) > 0
o

9.4.3 Remark. (i) It is an open problem as to whether or not the general
stocha....tic Duffing-van der Pol equation is strictly forward complete.
(ii) Noisy Duffing equation: By omitting the term _y2iJ in equation (9.4.3)
we obtain the random/stochastic Duffing equation

(9.4.10)
In the random c..,e, if~" ~2' 6 are locally integrable, then equation (9.4.10)
is strictly forward complete and strictly backward complete for all parameter
values Q, /3, 171, 172, 173.
In the stochastic CMe, (9.4.10) is forward and backward complete for
arbitrary parameter values. Moreover, it is strictly forward complete and
strictly backward complete if 172 = 0 or if 171 = 173 = 0.
(iii) Noisy van de, Pol equation: By omitting the term ~y3 in equation
(9.4.3) we obtain the random/stochastic van der Pol equation
(9.4.11)
In the random case, if 6,6,6 are locally integrable, then equation (9.4.11)
is strictly forward complete, but not backward complete, for all parameter
values ct, ii, 171, 172, (73·
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In the stochastic case, (904.11) is forward complete for arbitrary parallle\.el'
values. Moreover, it is strictly forward compl(~te, but lIot hackward COIHpll't,(>
J~=O,illJ~=~=O.

•

Assumption: To reduce complexity, we will henceforth treat only the ca..'ie
= 0'3 = 0 and write 0'1 = 0', 6 = E (Msnmcd. locally integrable) and
WI = W. Thus, for the remainder of this section, our equations hecome
0'2

(9.4.12)
for the real noise case and

dx = ( -xt

~ Xfx, ) <it + (~ ~) xdt + a (~ ~)r

for the white noise case.
Both systems generate a local Coo RDS
plete, but not backward complete.

i.{J

0

dW, (9.4.13)

which is strictly forward

COlll-

Linear Analysis
The linearized RDS Dip is generated by the linearization of the auove equations, namely in the real noise case by

-~f ) v+ (~ ~) v+a~(t) (~ ~) v

(!).4.14)

and in the white noise case by

dv

=(

,

0

-3XI - 2XIX2

0, ) vdt +

-Xl

(

~)llOd\Vt.

0

0:

(9.4.15)
For any invariant measure Il, the trace formula gives Al (Jl)+,).,2(Jl) = (j-lE/,:rr.

In particular, for

JJ,

= 00

we obtain AI(OO)

+ A,(tlu) = /3.

We also need the eigenvalues of the linearization of the dctenninistic sys-

tem (/1 = 0) at x = 0,

. = (0

Vt

"

which are

~

)

Vt,

fJ2

For "'4 + 0: > 0, we have two real eigenvalueH, while for
a pair of complex-conjugate eigenvalues

AI,' =
where

/3i1 -

Wd

~±

iWd,

Wd:=

7,:l + n

< () we have

J-~' -",

represents the "damped eigenfrcquency" of the linear HystelH jj -

City = O.
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We recall the following well-known facts for the deterministic Duffing-van
dcr Pol equation (9.4.2):
- Fur the frozen parameter Q < 0 and the bifurcation parameter {3 increa...'iing across {J = 0, the trivial solution x = 0 undergoes a Hopf bifurcation
at (J = 0 with a stable limit cycle for (J > 0 bifurcating out of x = O.
- For the frozen parameter {3 < 0 and the bifurcation parameter Q increa.... ing across ex .= 0, it undergoes a pitchfork bifurcation at ex = 0 with two
stable steady states (±y'Q,0) for a > 0 bifurcating out of x = O.
In the remaining part of this section we want to study the changes occuriug in these scenarios when the noise is "switched on".
9.4.2 Hopr Bifurcation
What is Stochastic Hopr Bifurcation?
Com;iuer, for example, equation (9.4.13) for Q < 0 frozen and with {3 increasing across {3 = O.
On the phenomenological level of the Fokker-Planck equation, computer
simulations (Schenk-Hoppe [302]) show that for (J sufficiently negative, the
Dirac measure 80 is the only stationary measure. Increasing {3, we witness
the premature birth of a nontrivial stationary density PtJ at {3 = {3Dl < O.
This density has a pole at x = O. If we increase {3 even further, this density
undergoes a P-bifurcation at {3 = {3p, where the pole disappears and from
which on it becomes crater-like (the parameter interval [{3Dl, (3p] was called
"bifurcation interval" by Ebeling et al. [134]) (see Fig. 9.7 for which (Jm =
-0.06 ... and (Jp = 0).
As will be explained in Subsect. 9.5.1, (3p is that parameter value for
which the moment Lyapunov exponent
.

1

g(p) := hm -loglE 11<P(t,w)vIl P
t-+(X)

t

has its second zero at p = -2 = - dim 1R'. By Proposition 9.5.6 applied to
our case (9.4.15), (Jp = 0 (sec also Example 9.5.11).
What happens on the uynamicallevel? Extensive simulations of the RDS
'PtJ, its random attractors and invariant measures [302, 37J lead us to believe
in the following D-Hopf bifurcation scenario:
1. It is a general observation that noise splits deterministic multiplicities
of eigenvalues. For {32 < -4a (which we assume) and (j = 0, the deterministic
linear system has two complex-conjugate eigenvalues ~ ± iWd, which amounts
to just one Lyapunov exponent )" (0, (J) = (J /2 with multiplicity 2. For" # 0,
however, the linearized SDE
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x

to'

3

"

-0.5

-0.5

{J

~

-0.3

(i

~

-(UJ:!

"
(i ~ O.O:!

{J~OO
x 10"

{J

~

0.3

Fig. 9.7. Stationary density in the Hopf regime for

dVt

(3
0:

~

2.0

= -1 and

~ (~ ~) Vt dt + u (~ ~) Vt

0

(1

dlV,

= 0.5

(9.4.16)

has two different simple Lyapunov cxponent~ >'~(a, (3) (see Aruold. O('ljckla\l~
and Pardollx [32]), which ,atjs[y .\,(u,fll + .\2(0", fl) ~ fl. For slIlali 0" we ntH
use the asymptotic expansions given by Pardoux awl Wihst,lIt7, [270: TlwOlT'lIl
4.1] and others, namely
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9.4.4 Theorenl (Small Noise Expansion of Lyapunov Exponent,
Case of Complex Eigenvalues). Let
a
dx, = ( b

-b)
a

Xt

dt + a

L AjXt
m

0

dW!,

J=1

where a, bE JR., b i=- 0 and Aj = (a{lhx2J j = 1, ... , m. Then as a
top Lyapunov exponcnt Al (a) sati,<;jic8
2

.\1 (a)

=

a+~

HI

L

((all - a~,)' + (al, + a~I)2) + 0(a 4 )

--7

0 the

(9.4.17)

J=1

and the mtation number satisfies

whcre c is somc constant such that be ::; O.

For our

ca.'iC

this yields
(9.4. IS)

and for the rotation number

1'(",(1)

= W" -

ca 4
Wd

-

+ 0(a 6 )

for some c > O.
For the real noise case a similar expansion holds: For example, if E(t) =
](1}(t»), where ry(t) is all elliptic diffusion on a compact manifold and f is
~rnooth and not constant, then the spectrum of the linear RDE is simple
(Arnold, Kliemann and Oeljeklaus [27]), and for lEE = 0
(J

a'

.\1 ,(a,(J) = - ± - , S(2Wd)
,
2
SW
d

+ 0(a 4),

(9.4.19)

where S(·) is the spectral density of E{t) (Ariaratnam and Sri Namachchivaya
[5]). Expression (9.4.19) matches the result (9.4.1S) for the white noise CaEe
where S(u) == 1. Furthermore, the rotation number expands as

ca'

pea, /3) = Wd - - , T(2wd) + 0(a 4),
Bwd

where TC) is the sine spectral density of E(t) (see Example 9.5.12).
Consequently, at the deterministic bifurcation point f3 = 0 we have for
t.he white lIoise case, neglecting O(a 4 ) terms,
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i. e. at f3 = 0 the top exponent has already crossed 0 and is positive.
It follows from (9.4.18) that the top Lyapunov exponent changes sign at
f3VI = ~: + O(a 4 ) < 0 and the second Lyapullov exponent changes sign at

13D2 = -~: + 0«14) > O.
2. For f3 < f3Vb 0'0 is stable, it is the unique invariant mca.... ure, alni
Ap = {O} is the attractor of the RDS 'P~ in jR2.
3. We have a first bifurcation from 0'0 at {3 = (J V1 < () of a :-;tahle ergodic measure v l (a,{3)w = ~(ax(l)(w) + O'_x(J)(w)), which is a CUIlV(~X comhination of two Dirac measures, sitting on the two "boundary points" of the
one-dimensional unstable manifold of x = 0, which is a sruldle point. This situation persists for /3 E (13Dl,13D2)' As shown above, at lip = 0 E (Ilm,li D2 ),
VI undergoes a P-bifurcation. 150 and vI are both Markov measures. Hctlce
p = lE vI solves the Fokker-Planck equation. The attractor Aj3 in (the univer:-;e
of tempered sets of) ]R2 is the closure of the unstable manifold of x = 0, the
two "boundary points" supporting the measure VI. In the puncturcd plane
]R2 \ {O}, the attractor
(in the universe of simply connected tempcred
sets) consists of the two-point set suppv 1 .
4. At f3 = f3V2 > 0, we have a second bifurcation from 0'0 of a IIlcm-illrc
v 2 (a,f3)w = ~(ax{2)(W) + a_ X(2)(w)), which is again a convex combination of
two Dirac measures. v 2 is a saddle point, i. e. has a positive and a negative
Lyapunov exponent, while 150 has two positive exponents.
For f3 > f3V2, the stable measure vI is supported by the "boundary" of the
unstable manifold of v 2 . The closure of this unstable manifold is an invariallt
I'circle" around x = 0 ("random limit cycle") and supports both measures v 1
and v 2 • On this "circle", we have hyperbolic dynamics (vI is attracting, and
v 2 is repelling), in contrast to the deterministic case, where the dYllamic!'i
on the limit cycle is just rotation, and the invariant measure is unique. The
interior of the "circle" is the two-dimensional unstable manifold of O. Its
closure is the attractor Ap in ]R2. It carries all three invariant measures. In
the punctured plane ]R2 \ {O}, however, the attractor
is the invariant
"circle" , on which we have two invariant measures, in particular, the nnique
Markov measure vI. See Fig. 9.8 (where Q = -1 and a = 1.5).
The next four Figs. 9.9 to 9.12 show the deformation of a grid of
points ( "discrete Lebesgue measure") by the mappinp; x I----t y( - f" W) -1:t =
r.p(t,(}_tw)x as t -----+ 00 (with 0: = -1, a = 0.5 and time incremcnt O.OOl).

Ag

Ag

The whole scenario (see Fig. 9.13) has been vcry well established IlI1Il1Orically for real and white noise (Schenk-Hoppe [302, 305, 304], Arnold, Sri
Namachchivaya and Schenk-Hoppe [37]). The task is now to prove it mathematically, but so far this has been only partly accomplished.
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"

Fig. 9.8. Lyapunov exponents, invariant measures and attractors in the Hopf
regime

Attractors and Invariant Measures
We first present a general theorem on the existence of a random attractor in
the real noise case obtained by Schenk-Hoppe [304, 306].

9.4.5 Theorem (Existence of Attractor, Real Noise Case).
Consider the local C= RDS <p genemted by the mndom Duffing-van der Pol
equation (9.4.12), where m := 1E1~(t)1 < 00. Then for arbitmry pammeter
values (a, iJ) E IR' and 1"1 < 7;'" <p possesses a mndom attmetor A(w) in IR'
in the univer8e of all families (C(w»wE" of subsets oflR' which are tempered
from above. Moreover, the attmctor is measurable with respect to the past Fand supports all <p-invariant measures.
Proof. By Proposition 9.3.2, all we have to construct is an absorbing set
which is tempered froUl above. We follow the procedure described and carried
out in [304, ?]:
(i) We first find a "Lyapunov function" V : ]R2 ~ ]R+ which is continuous,
surjective, has the property that pre-images of bounded sets are bounded, and
satisfies a differential inequality of the form
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Fig. 9.9. Supports of invariant measures and attractors in the Hopf regime for
13 = -0.3 < 13Dl = -0.06 ...

dV('P~;W'X))

S ryl (t)V('P(t, w, x))

where IEryl(t) < 0 and IElry2(t)1 <
In our case, we can use

+ 712(t),

00.

742

V(x ) = 24 Xl

+ Xl

- XIX,

3

+ :lX2'2

After some elementary estimates (exercise) we obtain that

dV('P~;W'X))

S (-1 +

7~IIW)I)V('P(t,w,x)) +c,

where e = c(a,f3) is a positive constant.
(ii) The affine RDS 'f;(t,w) generated by the RDE

.
Zt

= (-1

associated with (9.4.20) satisfies

71~1

+ TIW)llzt + c

(9.4.20)
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Fig. 9.10. Supports of invariant measures and attractors in the Hopf regime for

13m = -0,06." < 13 = -0,03 <

f3p

=

°

O:S V('P(t,w,x)) :S ",(t,w, V(x)),
and h3.-'" a unique stationary solution with initial value
0

0< r(w) := c

-00

et -

I.' ZI:d 1{(8~w)ldSdt < 00,
t

:.I;

/

which is exponentially stable, hence is the attractor of 1jJ in the universe of
sets in IR+ (or JR) which are tempered from above. FUrther, for any e > 0,
the set [0, (1 + €)r(w)] is absorbing (exercise) for", in this universe,
(iii) We now "lift" these findings to the original RDS I.{J: By our assumptions on V (fulfilled for our particular choice),

B,(w)

:=

V-l([O, (1

+ €)r(w)])

is a compact random set which is absorbing in the universe of pre-images
D = V-I (D 1 ) of sets DI in IR+ tempered from above. This universe contains
in particular all sets in IR2 tempered from above, since their image under the
polynomial V is tempered from above.
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Fig. 9.11. Supports of invariant merumrcs and attractors ill the Hopf regime for
{3 ~ {3p ~ 0

Hence, we can apply Proposition 9.3.2 and the proof

L...,

complete.

D

9.4.6 Remark. (i) The proof furni,hes the e,timate
A(w)

c V-I([O,r(w)j).

(ii) There is so far no analogue of the above theorem for the white noise
case. The existence of an attractor was established for the purely additive
white noise case (<71 ~ <72 ~ 0) of (9.4.5) by Schenk-Hoppe [3114. ?].
•
9.4.7 Remark (Invariant Measures). Under the conditions of Theorem
9.4.5, all invariant measures are supported by A. There exists at ICCI•..,t OIH~
invariant measure supported by A (Theorem 1.6.13), and since A is F-measurable there is at least one invariant forward Markov llwasurc supported
by A (Theorem 1.7.5).
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Fig. 9.12. Supports of invariant measures and attractors in the Hopf regime for
(i = 2 > (im = 0.06 ..

Further, since 'P is a local homeomorphism, the boundary 8A(w) of A(w)
is a random (see Schenk-Hoppe [304: Lemma 2.7.4]) compact invariant set
which also supports an invariant measure. Since 8A is .1'- -measurable, it also
supports an invariant forward Markov measure.
_
We now give partial answers to the question of the structure of A in the first
regime (J < (JDl, and in the third regime (J > (JD2 (again taken from [306]).
Unfortllnately, as yet there are no rigorous results for the intermediate
regime f3DI < f3 < fJD2.
9.4.8 Theorem (Attractor for (J < (JDl)' Consider the local Coo RDS 'P~
generated by the random Duffing-van der Pol equation (9.4.12), where m :=
1E1~(t)1 < ()(). Take for .,implicity Q = -1. Then for arbitrary parameter values
(J E (-2,0) and (J which satisfy
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crater

pole at zero

v'
60
....

~

/i

- -v'

60

do saddle

stable

60 unstable
vi stable

,,1 stable

v 2 saddle

Fig. 9.13. The full stochastic Hopf bifurcation diagram

1"1 < Ja

2 - If:II
2m 1 + IllI'

(9.4.21)

the attractor A~ of 'P~ in the universe of all subsets uf JR.2 tcmpered /m1n
above is A.o = {O}, and 80 is the unique invariant measure uf 'P~.
Moreover, all orbits 'P.o(t,lLtw,x) and 'P~(t,W,X) tend to zcro exponentially fast as t -+ 00.
Proof. (i) We need the extra condition 011 {3 and a for bounds
punov exponents '\1,2 of the linearized RDE

.
Vt

=

(

-1

0

+ ,,~(t)

~

011

the Lya-

) Vt,

which is the random harmonic oscillator. This becomes clear through the
estimates
-~2 - ~, < A2 <
-~ + ~"
(9.4.22)
- A, <
-2
where
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which hold for any f3 E (-2,2) and <7 f' O·
To prove (9.4.22), we use the Lyapunov function V(v) = v? - (3VIV2 + v~,
for which V(v) 2: 0 since f3 E (-2,2), and V(v) = 0 if and only if v = O. This
yields
dV(v(t»
dt
= f3V(v(t» + <7(2v,(t)v,(t) - f3v,(t)')~(t).
Since

2 -21f3lllvll' S V(v) S 2 +21f3l l1vll '

(9.4.23)

and 12v,v, - f3vll S (1 + 1f3l)lIvll' we obtain

(f3 -

~ IW)I)V(v(t»

S

dV~(t»

S (f3 +

~ IW)I)V(v(t)).

Comparing V(v(t» with the solutions of the exponentially stable linear RDE
dominating from above and below, and using (9.4.23) gives

~2

--yS

liminf~logllv(t)1I
t-+oo t

S

limsuP~logllv(t)11
t-+oo t

S

i!.+-y,
2

for any (random, possibly non-adapted) initial value Vo. This proves (9.4.22).
(ii) We now prove that the attractor (which exists by Theorem 9.4.5)
is equal to A~ = {O}. By step (i) and conditions (9.4.21), both Lyapullov
exponents of the invariant measure <5"0 are negative.
Now we use the non-negative Lyapunov function

Vex) =

6+f3
1 , f3
1 ,
x , + 'lx, + 2"x,x, + 'lx,
-u
4

for the nonlinear equation which yields

dVd;tl S (f3

+ ~ IW)I) V(Xt),

since V(x)?: i(2 - 1f3l)lIxll' for -2 < f3 < O.
Comparing with the associated linear RDE we see that x
tially stable with rate ~ + -y < O.

=

0 is exponen0

It is much harder to show that in the third regime, {3 > /3D2, there exists an
attractor which does not contain x = O.

9.4.9 Theorem (Attractor for f3 > f3D2). Consider the local C= RDS 'P~
,generated by the random Duffing-van der Pol equation (9.4.12), where m :=
1E1~(t)1 < 00. Take for simplicity Ct = -1. Then for arbitrary parameter values
if E (0,2) and <7 which satisfy
(; We gave conditions under which A2 < Al at the beginning of this subsection, see
(9.4.19).
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10"1 < ~ 2 -/3

(!IA.2·1)

2m 1 +(3'

Ag

there exists an attractor
for <Pff restricted to the p""etunA plane IR' \ {O}.
in the universe of all tempered subsets ofIR2 \ {O}.
FUrthermore,
supports all invariant rneasun:s of 1.P11 in I~? \ {O}.

A3

A family (C(w) )wE!l of sub~ets of IRd \ {O} i~ called tempered if it is cont.ailll'ci
in an annulus {x E IRd \ {O} : r(w) ~ IIxll ~ R(w)) slIclo that l' is l<'mpl'!'<'"
from below and R is tempered from ahove.
Proof. In order to avoid unnecessary repetition, we will just sketch til(' proof
and refer the reader to [306] for details.
(i) By using an appropriate Lyapunov function VI ami comparing with
a dominating exponentially stable affine RDE we obtain an absorbing set
Bl = VI-I([O, (1 + edRd) tempered from above. This ensures the existence
of an attractor in the sets of}R2 tempered from above.
Oi) We now use another Lyapunov function V2 , and apply the procedurl'
of step (i) to W(Xt), where
1

W := V

:

IR2 \ {O} --+ IR+ \ {o}.

2

We arrive at an exponentially stable affine RDE dominating vF (;rd , IH-'Ilce
at a (non-compact) forward invariant set for the original V2 (:r:j) given hy
[(1 - t2)R 2, (0) which absorbs all sets tempered from below. lIenee B2 =
V2- 1 ([(1- e2)R2,oo)) is an absorbing set for all sets tempered from below.
(iii) Finally, the intersection B := Bl n B2 is a non-empty absorbing set
for all sets in JR2 \ to} tempered from below and from a.bove. That lJ is
non-void follows from the fact that both Bl and B2 absorb fixed poillts.
By comparing the Lyapunov functions VI and V2 it can be shown that
there are values of t l ' t2 E (0,1) for which B(w) is COO-diffeomorphic to a
random annulus around o.
0
Normal Form, Real Noise Case
Applying the linear tran::;formation

T:=

~2 ( -~

o

w,

w,

). Wd:=V-f:2-n,

to (9.4.12), linearizing at x = 0, and writing the lineari7.cd ROE ill polar
coordinates VI = r cos 'Y, Vz = r ::;in 'Y gives

Tt =

(~~(Sin2'Yt)W)) r"
2
2Wd

"rt

We immediately obtain the estimates

=

w" -

0"

-(1

2w"

+ cos 2"1, )«(1). (9.4.25)
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(9.4.26)

which (for a = -1) are sharper than the estimate (9.4.22).
In Subsect. 8.4.3 we calculated the (truncated) normal form of the random
Dulling-van der Pol equation (9.4.12) for fixed <> < and small (x,{3,,,) in
polar coordinates.
In order to obtain a more tractable, simpler RDE we omit further higher
order terms from the normal form of Subsect. 8.4.3 and arrive at the simplified
normal form equations

°

(9.4.27)

'r,

(9.4.28)

These equations were derived by a scaling argument in [37], where extensive
numerical simulations were also made. It was shown that the bifurcation
behavior of the simplified normal form equations (9.4.27) and (9.4.28) is
qualitatively the same ru; that of the full equation (9.4.12).
To demonstrate that equations (9.4.27) and (9.4.28) are indeed more
t.ractable than the original equations (after all, they differ from the linearized
equations (9.4.25) by only one term), we study their attractor.
We write
±

~~ (t)

:=

°

{3"

'2 ±

2Wd

1((1)1.

and note that by (9.4.26) A, < if lE~t < 0, and A2 >
The radial part obviously satisfies the estimates
~iJ(t)r,

-

°if

lE~iJ

> 0.

.
1 3
+
1 3
21',
<:: 1', <:: ~~(t)r, - 21',·

Using the right-hand side it follows from Subsect. 9.3.5 that {a} is the attractor, provided lE~t <:: 0, which by (9.4.26) assures that both Lyapunov
exponents of 80 are less than or equal to zero.
Further, the .stochastic process y = 1/r 2 satisfies the RDE y = -2f/r 3
which yields
-2~t(t)y,

+ 1 <:: y, <::

-2~iJ(t)y,

+ 1.

Solving the corresponding dominating affine RDE and transforming back to
,. we ",e that the attractor A~ of the normal form (9.4.27) and (9.4.28) is
contaiIled in the compact forward invariant set

(9.4.29)

where £ E (O, 1), and the right-hand side, respectively the left-hand side of
this ctitimate is omitted if lE7J~ :S 0, respectively if lE7J{3 :S O.
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This leads to the following theorem (see Schenk-Hoppe [304: Sect. 3.4[).
9.4.10 Theorem (Attractor for Normal Form). Suppose ( E /}. Theu
the following holds:
(i) The truncated normal form equations (9.4.27) and (9.4.28) gcnmLtc
a local Coo RDS 'P~ which is strictly forward complcte.
(ii) <PfJ has a random attractor A/3 which attract,<; all families of subsrts
of JR.'. Further, A~ = E~, E~ the set of never exploding initial values of 'Prl.
and AfJ supports all invariant measures. We have

A { = {O}.
~ c B~."

IEryt SO,
IEllt > O.

(9.1.30)

where B/3,£ is the random ball with radius defined by the right-hand side of
(9.4.29). Moreover, for IEryt ~ 0, the upper bound on the nt/metor tends to

zero.
(iii) If IEryi3 > 0, the RDS has an attract or A~ in the subsets oj the
punctured plane JR.' \ {O} which are tempered Jrom below. The attractor is
contained in the annulus defined by (9.4-29), and A~ ~ A,l.

Proof. (i) Strict forward completeness can be proved as a.bove U~illg the
Lyapunov function V(r) = r'.
(ii) The ball whose radius is the right-hand side of (9.4.29) is tempered
from above, and attracts all families tempered from above. Hence there is a
unique attractor which is tempered from above.
To prove that A/3 = EfJ it suffices to show that E/3 belongs to the corresponding universe, i. e. is tempered from above. Due to strict forward COIIlpleteness, E~(w) = Et(w) := n«oD(t,w). Using r S (11~I(t) + 1)r - r'/2
we see that EfJ is contained in the set of never exploding initial values of the
dominating RDE. The latter set, hence the former, is tempered from above.
It follows that A/3 = EfJ attracts JR2, hence all other families of subsets of
JR.'.
(iii) The annulus (9.4.29) is an absorbing set which is tempered in the
punctured plane JR.' \ {O}.
0
Computer simulations show that the RDS <PfJ behaves exactly as described
at the beginning of Subsect. 9.4.2: The attractor is A~ = {O} for A, ({J) S 0,
it is a one-dimensional set if A2(11) < 0 < A,(l1) , and finally for A2(1) > 0,
AfJ is a (topological) random ball around x = 0, while A~ is a (topological)
circle, with 8AfJ = A~. We are, however, not able to prove this yet.
9.4.3 Pitchfork Bifurcation
What is Stochastic Pitchfork Bifurcation?
Consider now, for example, the SDE (9.4.13) for {3 < 0 froZCIl, whilc
up across Q' = O. Denote the corresponding RDS by ipQ'

0' IIlOV<~S
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On the phenomenological level of the Fokker-Planck equation, computer
simulatiolls [302] show that for Q up to (and to some extent beyond) Q = 0,
the Dirac measure 80 is the only stationary measure. Increasing a well beyond
0, we witness the delayed birth of a non-trivial stationary density Po; at
0' = aD > 0. This density has a pole at x =
(which persists for all a> aD)
and two pronounced peaks shifted away from as a: increases (see Fig. 9.14,
for which aD = 0.125 ... ).
On the dynamical level, the trivial measure 00 is the only invariant measure for a: :S aD, and Ao; = {OJ is the attractor of the RDS tpo; in JR 2 • 80
loses its stability at a = aD, where the top Lyapunov exponent Al(u,a)
hecomes positive, and we witness the bifurcation of one (!) new ergodic invariant measure VI = ~(ox(w) +o_x(w)) which is stable. It is supported by the
two "boundary points" of the one-dimensional unstable manifold of x = 0,
the closure of which forms the attractor Aj3 in JR 2 . The attractor in the punctured plane JR2 \ {OJ (in the universe of simply connected tempered sets) is
A~(w) = (±x(w)) (see Fig. 9.15, where j3 = -1 and" = 1.5).
The deformation of a grid of points by x ~ tp( -t,w)-lX as t -t 00 is
shown in Figs. 9.16 and 9.17 (with fJ = -1, u = 0.5 and time increment
0.001).
Why does only one measure bifurcate, in contrast to the bifurcation of two
new steady states (±JQ,O) in the deterministic case? The intuitive reason
is as follows: Assume a > - ~, so that the eigenvalues of the deterministic

°

°

~:>ystem are real and distinct. It might, however, happen that a:+u{(t) < -~
with positive probability (which is always the case for white noise, {(t) = Wt,
irrespective of the size of u). This means that the noisy system is pushed into
parameter regions where there are complex-conjugate eigenvalues, hence it
picks up rotation which makes it impossible to distinguish between x(w) and
-x(w). This will not occur if we assume that the real noise {(t) satisfies

-/f -

a{(t) >
a, in which case we have the bifurcation of two new stable
Dirac measures o±x(w)' This phenomenon demonstrates again that stochastic
bifurcation is typically not local with respect to parameters.
What can we say about the location of aD? The two different Lyapunov
exponents of the linearized SDE (9.4.16) satisfy ),,(",<» +),2(",a) = j3 < O.
Their second order asymptotic expansion for a > -~ (which we assume)
for small a was obtained by Pardoux and Wihstutz [270: Theorem 5.3], and
ot.hers.
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a

"

= 0.0

0:

= 0.2

0' = 0.45
0: = O.G
Fig. 9.14. Stationary density in the pitchfork regime for (j = -1 mHI

(T

=

(l.;)

9.4.11 Theorem (Small Noise Expansion of Lyapunov Exponent,

Case of Real Eigenvalues). Let

where al > a2 and Ai = {aLhx2'
Lyapunov exponent >"1(a) satisfies

.i

= 1, ... ,m. Then

a8

(J

-----t

0 the top

(!J..I.:Il)

In our case,

'2iJ ± ~j'
-::) +n'f

,,'
(0A.:l2)
(IF
) +0(,,1).
8 4 +n'
For the real noise case, a similar expansion holds: For cxampk, if ~(f) =
!(1J(t)), where TJ(t) is an elliptic diffusion on a compact manifold awl .f is
smooth and not constant, then the spectrum is simple. ami for IE E = ()
'\1,2(<1,<» =
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Vi

"'
"~----------------------~~~-------------t-·0.5

-,
.q

,

"

"D

Fig. 9.15. Lyapunov exponents, invariant measures and attractors in the pitchfork
[(>gilllP

Ii
.\I.2(T,n)~-±
2

r;::' ,,'

4
(9.4.33)
-+<>'1' ~'
Shyp(vli'+4a)+O(a),
4
8(,+<»

where Shyp(a) :~ 210 C(t)e-atdt, and C(t) ~ 1E~(t)~(O) is the correlation
function of ~(t) (see Liicke and Schank [246] and others [16]). Note that, with
F denoting the spectral distribution of ~(t),
00

roo C(t)t,a'dt ~ ": /.00 ~dF('\)
> o.
a +,\

io

7r . U

(9.4.33) Illatches the white noise result (9.4.32) where Shyp(a) =0 1.
Consequently, at the deterministic bifurcation point a = 0 we still have
(for the white noise case) Ada, 0) = -~+O(a4) < 0, and the top Lyapunov
eXpOllent changes sign at
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Fig. 9.16. Supports of invariant measures and at tractors ill the pil<"hfork regim(,
for a = 0 < aD = 0.125.
1

OlJ

= - 2(3"

2

+ 0("

4

) > Il,

while the second exponcnt remains alway~ less than /"J < O.
We now ~earch for a P-bifurcation point O:p of Pm i. e. for a pnrlulleter
value 0: at which thc moment Lyapunov exponellt sati~:·;fies go,n( -2) = O.
Using Proposition 9.5.6 (see Example 9.5.11) Huch a value does not ('xist
since gu,~( -2) = -(3 > O.
Unfortunately, not much of the above nUIllerically obsl'l"vcd bifmcilt ion
scenario has been rigorollsly proved.
Normal Forms, Real Noise
In Subsect. 8.4.3 we have derived the trullcated scalar ('('Htpl' H.DE for I. he
pitchfork scenario uncler small real noise perturlmtions for the parallleter
value f3 = -1. In a new coordinat.e system (again dellot.ed h.v (;r 1, :r:,d) gi \Til
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Fig. 9.17. Supports of invariant measures and at tractors in the pitchfork regime
for a = 0.2 > O".D = 0.125.

by the eigenvectors VI = (1,0)' and V2 = ~(1,-1)' corresponding to the
eigenvalues a and -1 of the deterministic linearized equation at the bifurcation point a = 0, the truncated RDE for the center variable z = Xl is

it = (" + O"W) -

,,2

+ 0"2~1 (t) + (lO"172(t))Zt + (-1 + 3" + 0"~3(t))zl (9.4.34)

(we have skipped for simplicity the a 2 , aa and a 2 terms in the coefficient of
z:~) where ~ E L2 (we want to use spectral theory of stationary processes)
and 1E~
awl

= 0, '11 (I.) = },W)1/(t),
17(1.) =

~2(t)

=

-V2e- t

},~(t) - ~(t), 1/3(t)

= W) -

V2~(t),

[too e'l;(s)ds.

The scalar HDE (9.4.:~4) CHnllOW he utilized to study the bifurcation behavior
of the original two-dimensional random Duffing-van cler Pol equation (9.4.12).
We first calculate the Lyapunov exponent )..c(a, a) of (9.4.34) for 00. We have
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= 0, and IE ry3 = O.

Hence
2

-X,(a, a) = a - ,,' -

~ Sh'yp(l) + h.o.t.,

which completely agrees with the expansion of Al (0", 0') given in (9.4.:33) for
(3 = -1. In particular, we recover >. . . (a, 0') = 0 if nJ) = ~Sh'yp(l) + O(a 4 ).
The nonlinear scalar equation (9.4.34) has the general struct.ure 2;, =
~l(t)Zt -6(t)zr, hence can be explicitly solved, see Subscct. 9.3.:> for details.
In particular, assume 1~(t)1 ~ AI. Then all the l}t arc also \)01111(h'd. alld
there is a constant C > 0 such that whenever 1<>1. lal <: C, <> + a((I) > (so that the original system cannot pick up rotation), and (At) = 1 - :In -

t

ary3(t) > 0 (so that the RDE (9.4.34) is strictly forward cOlliplete). Theil we
have the stochastic pitchfork scenario for (9.4.34). In part.icular, for n > (lV,
there are two new stable Dirac measures v± = O±z{w). Dy a persistence argument, the original random Dulling-van der Pol equation undergoes a stochastic pitchfork bifurcation at aD, and the new Dirac mCaSlll"f'S bifurcating uut.
of x = 0 are supported by points ±x(w) which can be represented in the
deterministic (Xl, X2) = (Xc, Is) coordinate system a!)

x(w) = (z(w), rn,(w, z(w), a,,,)),
where me is the center manifold determined in Suhsect. 8.4.3. A treat.lllent.
of this situation including computer simulations was dOlle hy Xu [347].

Normal Forms, White Noise
In Example 8.5.19 we have derived the truncatcd scalar center SDE (8.5.47)
for the pitchfork scenario of the stochastic Duffing-van dcr Pol equation for
f3 = -1 and small a and (J. In the coordinate systcm described in the real
noise case, after dropping the a 2 , aa, and a 2 terms in the Z:l coefficient we
obtain

dZ t

(or - or' - QaU,)ztdt

+ (a

- em - a'U,)z,

0

tlW, (9.4.35)

+( -1 + 3a + 2aU,)zZdt + az( 0 dW,.
Here Ut is the stationary Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process solvillg rlU, = - U, fit +
dWt , which is adapted.
Equation (9.4.35) can now be utilized for stocha.-;tic bifllf('atioll theory of
the original two-dimensional SDE (9.4.13).
Linearizing the SDE (9.4.35) at z = 0 gives
dVt = (0: -

0:

2 -

aaUt)Vt dt

which yields the Lyapunov exponent

+ (a

- (Ya - (J2U,)V/.

0

(lltl,.
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.\;(0', n) =

0' - 0'

where we have used

1,·

u,~ odW8 =

U

2

i'

-

11t

.
a 2 hm
t-HX) t

UsdWs

.0

t
+ 2'

0
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0'2,
Us a dWs = a - a 2 - 2

and

11'

lim t---+oo

t

0

U, dW,

= 0.

This is in full agreement with the asymptotic formula (9.4.32) for the top
Lyapunov exponent >'l(n, a). Tn particular Ac(O', 0:) = 0 if aD =
+ 0(0'4).
The SDE (9.4.35) can be explicitly solved by converting it by means of
Y = - ~ into an affine SDE, see Subsect. 2.3.7. However, the presence of the
term O'z3 a dW entails that all forward orbits explode, and E(J',Ot = {o}. We
believe that this reflects the (inevitable) presence of rotations.

;2

The Noisy Duffing Equation

Beginning already at an early l:itage of the subject, great efforts were devoted
to the study of the bifurcation behavior of the parameter-driven damped
anharmonic oscillator (also known as the Duffing equation)

ii

= (a

+ <1W))y + (JiJ - y3,

(9.4.36)

which is (9.4.10) for the particular case <12 = <13 = 0, <11 = <1 and ~l(t) = ~(t)
(locally integrable) real or white noise.
Ily Remark 9.4.3 (ii), the RDS generated by (9.4.36) is global in both
cases, for all parameter values (0:, f3, (i).
For f3 < 0 frozen, (i = 0 and a the bifurcation parameter, (9.4.36) undergoes a pitchfork bifurcation at a = 0, where the two new steady states
(±J(i, 0) bifurcate out of x = 0. For <1 i' 0, the linear analysis is the same
as for the noisy Duffing-van cler Pol equation. Physicist's style small noise
expansions for the "stability threshold" aD > 0, the bifurcating "solutions"
and their moments are given by Lucke and Schank 1246], and Lucke 12451.
Ariaratnam and Xie [6, 7] give, for the white noise case, an exact formula (in
terms of the stationary measure on 8 1 ) and a small noise expansion of the
top Lyapullov exponent, and investigate for a > aD the bifurcated solution
of the Fokker-Planck equation by the method of stochastic averaging.
The top Lyapunov exponent as a function of f3 and a for a = -1 and
the bifurcation diagram with respect to the parameter a was numerically
calculated for the white noise case by Wedig [344, 343] and investigated analytically by Ilaxendalc 163: Example 8.61.
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9.5 General Dimension. Further Studies
9.5.1 Baxendale's Sufficient Conditions for D-Bifurcation and
Associated P-Bifurcation
We will now present a general criterion for a D-bifurcatioll of a branch of
forward Markov measures out of the fixed point 0 for a family of SDE in IRd.
and for a subsequent P-bifurcation of the new branch in a neighborhood of
O. These results were obtained by Baxendale in two profound papers [60, 63],
on which this subsection is based. As the matter is very technical, and since
most proofs in the above papers are based on earlier results from [641 and
[61}, we have decided not to reproduce the proofs here, but rather to give
a complete and self-contained formulation of the re~mlts with some intuitive
explanations,
Let
m

dXt = L fi(Xt)

0

dW!

j=O

1

=

(fo(Xt)

m

m

+ '2 L

Dt,"fj(x,))dt + L fj(xt) dW!

)=1

(9.5.1 )

)=1

(dW,o = dt) be a family of SDE in JR" with a E JR (which is only chosen to
simplify presentation - all results arc true for ex in an open set of some IRk)
for which (a,x) >-> fj(x) is Coo, and where Dtg(x) := L:~~1 f'(x){/;;(x)
Hence (9.5.1) generates for each a a local Coo RDS 'Po.
The associated (possibly explosive) Markov diffusion process :r:~) (j')
~a(t,·,x), t E R+, in lRd has generator
m

L" = fo

+!2 "\'(J")'
=
~ J
j=l

d

8

~

ax,

"\' b~i=1

82

d

+!2 "\'
a~'--,
~
axkax,

where
d

(9.5.2)

k,l=l

O(r)'

b~(x) = (fo(x))' + ~ LL(fj(x))ktf-(X)
m

j=lk=l

and

Xk

m

a~'(x) = L(mx))k(fj(x))'
j=l

We now assume that

fo(O) = !flO) = ... = f::'(O) = 0 for all a

E

JR,

(9.5.3)

so that J.la = 00 is an invariant measure for !.po. for all 0' E JR. This branch of
trivial measures will serve as a reference branch from which we will study
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the bifurcation of a new branch of measures Vo: supported by IRd \ {OJ at the
parameter value aD at which the reference measure becomes unstable.
To this end we linearize the SDE (9.5.1) at x = 0 and obtain the linear
SDE
m

dllt

= Aovtdt

+L

Ajvt a

dwl

j=1

= (AC;

+ ~ f(Aj)')vt dt +
j=1

f

Ajvt dW!,

(9.5.4)

j=1

where A~l = DfY(O) is the .Jacobian of fjo. at x = O. The SDE generates the
linear RDS 4'o(t,w) = D'P,,(t,w,O).
The diffusion process v?(v) = Po.(t, ·)v, t E jR+, has generator DLO:, say,
given by

Note that DLO: only depends on the values of the coefficients ao: and bo:
of LO: (hence on the values of the vector fields fY) in an arbitrarily small
neighborhood of x = O.
We refer to Sect. 6.2 for a detailed treatment of Po:o In particular, the
MET holds for P a without further integrability conditions, and under the
Lie algebra (or hypoellipticity) condition

dimCA(h

o,... ,h::')(s)=d-1

forallsEpd-l,

where hj(s):= Ajs - (Ajs,s)s on pd-l are the projected vector fields, the
top Lyapunov exponent AO = A? satisfies
,X0 =

.

1

Inn -log II4'o(t,w)vll

t-too

t

for all v

i' 0,

Il'-a.s.,

(9.5.6)

and the moment Lyapunov exponent

gOrp)

:=

. 1
11m -log E 114'" (t,

t-too

t

')vll",

(9.5.7)

p E lR,

is well-defined (i. e. the limit exists and is independent of v i- 0). It is wellknown that gO: is a convex analytic function of p satisfying gO(O) = 0 and
(dg" /dp)(O) = A", see Fig. 9.18. Clearly A" and g"(p) control the ll'-a. s. and
p-th moment stability of the linearized RDS Po:. In addition, gO: is the Legendre transform of the rate function for large deviations of log iiPa(t,w)vll
away from An (see Arnold, Oeljeklaus and Pardoux 1321, Arnold and Kliemann 1261, Stroock 13251, Baxendale 1581, and Baxendale and Stroock [64]).

t
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It turns out that "v:t and gCt also control the behavior ncar 0 of the IlOlilillear process <Pa(t, 'IX). For the following theorem see Baxendale [63: Theon'III

2.8J.
9.5.1 Theorem. Assume that for some fixed no E IR. the followmg C01ulitioll.,<;
on the SDE (9.5.1) are satisfied:

(HI) Condition "at infinity": There exist functions J. 9 E C(TItri) with
g 2: 1, positive constants c and R and a neighborhood N = N(no) of no
such that for each a E N the Markov process !..po:(t, ·,x), t 2: O. is cmnpletr
and there exists f" E C'(JRd) "atisjying 0 :S f" :S f, L"!" + 9 :S c, and
La f"(x) + g(x) :S 0 jor IIxll 2: R.

(H2) Condition "between infinity and zero": For all r > 0 and x I 0
there exists T > 0 such that Po.O(T, X, Br) > 0, where po: denotes thr- Markov
transition probability with genemtor L", and Be := {x E JRd : lI:ell :S r}.
(H3) Condition "at zero": Let .cA(A~ll,.,., A~;n(v) = Itt!! for all 11 i- O.!
Then the following hold:
(0) There exists an open interval U = Ult.fh) 3 no snch that for nil
a and ga are well-defined through (9.5.6) and (9.5.7), n H A" 's
Q E U, A
continuous in U, and 0' H gO:(p) is continuous in U for melt p E IR.
(i) If Aa < 0 for some" E U, then the local RDS'P" satisfies
II' {w : lim sup
t--+oo

~t logil'Pa(t,w, x)1I :S A"} =

t

for all x

I n.

(9.0.8)

In particular, there is no other stationanj measure in lR d \ {O} for the Afar'kov
process generated by Lo. and the stable manifold oj x = a is dnuic in IR. d .
(ii) If Ao. > a for some 0' E U, then there exist.') a unique probnhility
measure Va on JRd \ {OJ such that
II' {w: lim
T--+oo

.t.
T

10r u('Po(t,w,x»dt = 1.
T

Rd\{O}

,,(y) V,,(d Y )}

=I

jor all bounded measurable functions u : JRd \ {OJ -+ JR and all x I O. In
particular, Vo is the unique stationary measure on IRJ \ {a} for the A/m'kov
process generated by L O •
Finally, there exists a unique "'10 > a such that yn( -"'In) = 0, and constants 80 > 0 and Ka E (0,00) for which
(9.S.tO)

7

For a weaker version of condition (H3) see Baxendale [fi:t: Sect.. 2J,
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go

-d

p

Fig. 9.18. The p-th moment Lyapunov exponent

(ill) If A" = 0 for some" E U, then there exists a "-finite (but not finite)
measure I/o. on IR. d \ {O}, unique up to a multiplicative constant, such that
T

.
f.o u("'o(t,w,x))dt
lP w· hm .
{ . T->= IoT lI("'o(t,w,x))dt

=

IR'I{o} U(Y)Vo(dY)}

I"I{o} lI(Y) vo(dy)

=1

(9.5.11)

for all bounded measurable I/o.-integrable functions ti, V : IR. d \ {OJ --+ lR with
J v dl/a =F 0 and for all x =F 0. In particular, Va is the unique, up to a
multiplicative constant, stationary measure on lR d \ {O} for the Markov process
generated by La. Moreover, l/a(lR d \ Br) < 00 for all r > 0, and there exists
a Co E (O,oo) such that

(9.5.12)
Suppose that in addition to the Il.'3sumptions (HI), (H2) and (H3) the
SDE (9.5.1) is non-degenerate in JRd \ {O}, for example in the sense that
dim £A(J;' , ... ,J::,)(x) = d for all

X" 0, "E IR.

Then Theorem 9.5.1 gives a complete classification of the diffusion process
'Po.(t,., x) on lR d \ {OJ as positive recurrent, null recurrent, and transient
according to ,\0. being positive, zero, or negative.
For d = 1 the statements of the theorem apply to <Po restricted to one of
the invariant sets (-00,0) and (0,00).

D-Bifurcation
We will now specify a certain scenario in which va actually bifurcates out
of the trivial reference measure. The following is a reformulation of part of
Baxendale's Theorem 2.13 in [63].
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9.5.2 Theorem (Sufficient Condition for D-Bifurcation).
Suppose that there exists an QD E II!. for which the conditions (III), (I12) ,
and (liS) of Theorem 9.5.1 are satisfied, and that the funetwn g zn (lIl)
satisfies 9(X) -+ 00 as Ilxll-+ 00. Then the following holds:
Assume that ).OD = 0, and that there if; an open interval Ult, fh) :1 O'lJ
(contained in the interval U of Theorem 9.5.1(0)) such that A" < () Jor
aE (.olIaD), and)'O >Oforo:E (O:D,fh). Thenlimu_h.D),rt =0, andi.ff01'
a>

O:D, Vo

denotes the unique stationary measure of Theorem 9.5.1{ii)

lim

Vo.

=

Iloo

= 80

(!J.5.13)

O!OD

in the topology of weak convergence of probability mea.<mre.'l in JR.d. Hence the
family <Po undergoes a D-bifurcation of the new branch of forward Markov
measures lIa from the branch of trivial measures flo = 80 at Ow pum7llckr
value aD where the trivial measure loses its stability.
Further, for a E (aD, fh) the nontrivial zero ~'Ya of gU Jigunng in Theorem 9.5. 1 (iii) fulfillB
lim 'Yo = O.
(9.5.14)
O!OD

9.5.3 Remark. Assume the situation of the last theorem. Why can the generator La. of the one-point motions IPo(t, "x) "feel" that v = 0 become::; unstable for the linearized RDS tPo; at a = aD, and give birth to a non-trivial
solution of the Fokker-Planck equation (LO)*lIo = 0 for 0: > aD? The principal reason is that the quantities ).0; and gO are determined by the law of
the one-point motions tPo(t, ·)v which i~ determined by DLo; given by (9.5.5)
and hence by LO; (in fact, by the coefficients of LO in an arbitrarily small
neighborhood of 0). The smaller Lyapunov exponents are, however, not determined by the one-point motions of tP o . See Arnold [8] for a discu::;sion of
one-point versus flow quantities,
_
9.5.4 Remark (Rate of Convergence to Dirac Measure). A::;sume
the situation of Theorem 9.5.2. Baxendale [63: Theorem 2.13] also determined the rate at which 110. approache::; the Dirac measure in (9.5,13): Let
IIOD denote the unique a-finite stationary measure of 'POD on JR.d \ to} for
which the constant in (9.5.12) is
2

GaD =

Then

v.-'
"0
.
1
hm \vo; =

o.J..aD /\0

in the sense that

linD

(9.5.15)
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for all continuous functions u : IR d \ {OJ --+ IR satisfying u(x)/g(x) --+ 0 as
Ilxll --+ 00 and u(x)/lixIIP --+ 0 as x --+ 0 for some p > O.
This rmmlt incorporates the a-finite stationary measure
furcation scenario at a = aD.
It is still unknown whether the measures
have negative top Lyapunov exponent.

V OD

into the bi•

E (aD,;32), are stable, i.e.

Veo a

P-Bifurcation
Assume again the situation of Theorem 9.5.2. Then (9.5.10) holds for all
E (OD, ;32). W(~ now compare the mass assigned by Vo to Br \ {OJ with that
assigned by the Lebesgue measure,
0'

Leb(B, \ {OJ) = Leb(B,) rd,
where Leb(Bll is the volume of the unit ball B, in IRd Theorem 9.5.1(ii)
yields (possibly with a different constant Ko)

_1_ r ",-d < vn(B, \ {OJ) :S Kar"o-d
Ka
- Leb(B, \ {O})

for 0 < r < 00

,

(9.5.16)

implying that

r va(B, \ {OJ)
,'';heb(B, \ {OJ) =

{oo,
0,

if 10 < d,
if 10 > d,

(9.5.17)

°

while the ratio remains bounded away from
and CXJ for 10 = d. Hence,
Baxendale's result allows the following interpretation, where we use the term
"P-bifurcation" in the sense of the qualitative change of Vo in a neighborhood

of 0 just described (for a discussion of the concept see Subsect. 9.2.2).

9.5.5 Theorem (Sufficient Condition for P-Bifurcation). Assume the
situation of Theorem 9.5.2. Assume further that there exists an Qp E (aD, i31l
for which lop = d, but 10 < d for a < Q'p, and 10 > d for Q' > Q'p, and let
Vo be the nnique stationary measure of 'Po in JRd \ {O}.
Then the family of Vo undergoes a P-bifurcation at
by {9.5.17}.

Q'

= Q'p

in the Hense

c:q!7~sscd

Baxendale's findingH are collected in Fig. 9.19.
There is a simple criterion for gO( -d) = 0, for which we recall the following facts:
Consider the linear SDE
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invariant measures

VO

(lp

=d

"fap

Fig. 9.19. D-bifurcation and P-bifurcation
m

dXt = AoXtdt

+

2: A)Xt

0

dW!

)=1

in JR" and ""sume that dim.cA(ho, ... ,hm)(s) ~ d -1 for all s E p"-I.
where hj(s) := Ajs - (Ajs, s)s is the projection of the linear vector field
x ......-t Ajx onto pd-l. Then the p-th moment Lyapunov exponent g(p) =
limt->oo log IE IIp(t, ·)vIl P , p E JR, is well-defined and independent of v f. o.
Further, the determinant Ll(t,w):~ detP(t,w) satisfies the scalar SDE

t

m

dLl, ~ (traceAo)Ll,dt

+ 2)traceA;)Ll, 0

dWI

j=1

which has the solution (Liouville's equation)
detP(t,w)

~ exp (traceAO)t + t,(traCCA))wt(W))

and the p-th moment Lyapunov exponent
h(p)

1

~ lim -loglEldetp(t,·)IP ~ (traceAo)p+
t400

t

~

0). Let the above Lze alyebra

1 m

2 L(traccA))',
)=1

hence

~

j==1

9.5.6 Proposition (Criterion for g( -d)
condition be satisfied. Then
g(-d) ~ h(-I) ~ -traccA o +

' m
P2 "'(tmceA))'.

(9.5.18)

9.5 General Dimension. Further Studies

1
y(-d) = 0 <=* traceAo = 2

Proof. For equation (9.5.18)
2.14)(i1].

~ee
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m

L)traceAj )2.

(9.5.19)

j=1

Baxendale and Stroock [64: Corollary
0

9.5.7 Remark (P-Bifurcation on the Level of Densities). Let
I/o:
have a smooth density Po. in IR.d \ {OJ 8. Then under certain circumstances
it follows from Theorem 9.5.5 that the family of densities Po: undergoes a Pbifurcation at 0' = Op in a neighborhood of in the sense of Subsect. 9.2.2:
For O'D < 0 < 0'1', Po: has an (integrable) pole at x = 0, Po:p approaches a
finite positive limit as X --+ 0, and for O'p < 0 < /31, limx-+oPa(X) = (see
Fig. 9.2).
•

°

°

9.5.8 Remark (Local Dimension of Va at x = 0). The
qual·
itative change of Vcr at O'p can also be predicted by looking at the local
dimension of Vcr at x = 0, defined by

lim logvQ(Bc \ {O}) = ''Yo,
log r

r-+O

and comparing it to the local dimension d of the Lebesgue measure.

_

9.5.9 Remark (Why is There a P-Bifurcation at up?). Consider the
scenario assumed in Theorem 9.5.5. When Q passes through QD from left
to right, the top Lyapunov exponent A. cr of the reference measure J1-cr = 80
becomes po~itive, hence x =
becomes "repelling" for IPcr(t,·, x). Since by
condition (HI), the Markov process cannot explode, it is bound to build up
a stationary measure Vcr in IR.d \ {OJ. For 0' ~ QD > small (hence A.cr > 0
small), however, the estimates show that IPcr(t", x) still spends a large amount
of time in small punctured neighborhoods of 0, hence the mass of the occupation measure is large around 0 compared to the mass of the Lebesgue
measure.
Only if 0 > Op, hence 'Yo > d, delicate estimates show that the percentage
of time spent in a small punctured neighborhood of 0 becomes small compared
to its volume, and the new stationary measure of the nonlinear RDS IPcr is
finally "freed" from the control by the linear RDS tP o .
We find it quite remarkable that the condition for the P-bifurcation of Vcr
is a condition on the one-point motions of the linear RDS if>crl obtained by
linearizing IPcr at x = O.

°

8

A sufficient condition nnder which

°

lIo

has a smooth density in

]Rd \

{O}

is that LOis hypoclliptic, which is implied by the Lie algebra condition
dim£A(f,7, ... ,1:;)(,,1 = d for all x '" O.
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The sequence of two bifurcations at 0' = O'.D and at some poi lit. n = n /'
was observed by physicists, and the interval [aD, (trj wa.'l called bifurcation
interval (see e. g. Ebeling et al. [134]).
•

Examples

9.5.10 Example (Stochastic Pitchfork and Transcritical Bifurcation
in Dimension One). We can verify the assumptions and statements of this
subsection for the SDE

dx, = (tlX, - x;)dt

+ ax, 0

dW"

which is treated
, in great detail in Subsect. 9.3.2. Let llS only add that. (9.5.19)
gives (Xp = T' and the a-finite measure at O'.D = 0 t.o which ~(j;t"(:l')d:r
converges in the sense of Remark 9.5.4 as ()t .t 0 has dew,ity

2 1
x

x'

qri(x) = - - exp(--)
2
(12

a

on (0,00), and ~q~(x) -+ qt(x) as ()t t 0 for all x> 0, with the analogous
situation on (-00,0). Remember that for 0: = 0, the diffusion is null recurrent
on (0,00), but nevertheless limo!-oq~ = 60 , and {OJ is the attractor inIR?
For the analogous results for the transcritical case (see Su bsect. 9.3.1)
dXt = (()tXt - x~)dt

+ aXt 0

dWt

we restrict our considerations to the state Hpace [0,(0).

•

9.5.11 Example (Hopf and Pitchfork Bifurcation for the Stochastic Duffing-van der Pol Equation). We briefly retllrn to the bifllfcatioll
scenarios of the stochastic Duffing-van der Pol equation dealt with at length
in Subsects. 9.4.2 (Hopf bifurcation) and 9.4.3 (pitchfork bifurcation). Due
to the lack of rigorous results we have to rely on a small noise analysis of
X:l to determine the (first and second) D-bifurcation paint. The point of Pbifurcation can, however, be calculated explicitly by means of (9.5.19): Since
here m = 1, traceAo = f3 and traeeA I = 0, we obtain h(1') = fip, and
h( -1) = 0 <=> f3 = O. We thus have a P-bifurcation at lip = 0 in the
Hopf case and no P-bifurcation in the neighborhood of x = 0 in the pitchfork
case since 9(-2) = h(-l) = -f3 > 0, hence d = 2 > '" > 0 for all values of

•
9.5.12 Example (Averaged Duffing-van der Pol Equation in the
Hopf Scenario). Starting with the random Duffing-van cler Pol equation
(9.4.12) with 0: < 0 fixed and {3 the bifurcation parameter, a..'';sllllling that
<t satisfies E<t = 0 and certain strong mixing conditions (see Khaslllinskii
[2041, or Freidlin and Wentzell [152: Chap. 7, §9]), scaling the state, the noise
intensity and the dissipation as X -t EX, a -t ca, and {J ---t £'2{1, I"CHpectively,
the method of stochastic averaging states that the saInt ion of the so transformed original RDE (9.4.12) can be approximated in distribution on a time

tl.5 General Dimension. Further Studies

interval of length O(
coordinates is
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-b) by the solution of an averaged SDE which in polar
(Ao - Rri)dt + 0"1 rt 0 dwl,
(-a + Sr;)dt + 0", 0 dW;

(9.5.20)
(9.5.21)

(for details see Arnold, Sri Namachchivaya and Schenk-Hoppe [37]). The parameters here are
(j,
2

.\0=-+0""

1
6 + 3(i
R=-, S = - - , a=",(2wd),
2

O"~ = "I (2Wd) +2"2(0),

4Wd

"1(-) =

,
0"1

~2 (..'!...-)' S(-), "2(-) =
2Wd

= "1( 2wd),

(..'!...-)' T(·),

1
-2

2Wd

where the sine and cosine spectral densities are defined, respectively, as

T(z) = 210= C(t)sinztdt,

S(z) = 210= C(t)cosztdt,

C(t) =

lE~o(t

and

= 0 was treated by Baxendale [63: Example 8.4[.

0",

being the covariance function of (t. The case a = -1, S = 0

The system (9.5.20), (9.5.21) can be explicitly solved by first solving
(9.5.20) via the transformation u = ~ and then inserting this solution into
(9.5.21). This permits a complete explicit analysis of the averaged system.
The only invariant measures are the following two Markov measures:
(i) For all (j E JR, I'~ = 60 , with Lyapunov exponents AI(60 ) = A,(60 ) =
AO = ~ + ai, and g(p)

pAo

=

+ r;ar· Hence

(jD = -20";

The rotation number is p( 60 )
Oi) For (J > (iD,

where
,,~(w) :=

=

< 0,

(Jp = O.

-a.

1

J2R J~= exp(2( .\ot +

0"1

Wi ))dt

,

which is the disintegration of the solution of the Fokker-Planck equation with
density in Euclidean coordinates given by
(J

1'=1+-,.
2

"I

The density has an integrable pole at x = 0 for i3D < i3 < /3p, the finite
maximum 'YJ at the origin for /3p, vanishes at zero and has a maximum value
",
away from zero for /3 > /3p, as predicted. The a-finite stationary measure at
f3v has density
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Po

o.

®

@
f3 = -2o-t
>'0 = 0

Fig. 9.20. Bifurcation diagrarn of the averaged system

2"
PaD ( Xl, X,) = ,(Xl
al

+ x,) -1 exp

(R,
+ ,)
a
-,(Xl

X,)

.

1

The linearization of the averaged equations in (1R. 2 \ {O}) x]R2 can abo be
explicitly solved (the details are left as an exercise, ~ec [37)). Thi~ yields the
Lyapunov exponents )1} (v,B) = 0 (since angular dh;tanccs are preserved) ami
A,(va) = -2Ao < O.
The overall picture is thus the following:
(i) For f3 < f3D, all trajectories converge to 0 with exponcntial speed
.Ao and rotation number -a. The attractor in JR2 is in}. For /3 = (3 D , the
attractor is still {OJ.
(ii) For f3 > f3D, the attractor in the punctured plalle ]R' \ {OJ (for sct.s
tempered from below) is the random circle with radiu;; K{:1(W), and the rotation number of the nonlinear system is

lim 4>(t) = -a
t-HX}

t

+ !iAo
R

if.

(this rate vanishes for .Ao = ~a). Further, 1E1i~ =
Thc final hiflll"catioll
diagram for the averaged system is shown in Fig. 9.20.
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While the original random Duffing-van cler Pol equation in the Hopf
regime undergoes a sequence of two D-bifurcations out of the trivial solution
at. pojnt~ where the two different Lyapunov exponent~ of 00 change their sign,
the averaged equation only has one D-bifurcation ~jnce, due to averaging, 00
h<1.... a one-poillt Lyapunov spectrum.
_

9.5.2 Further Studies
The Stochastic Lorenz Equation
The deterministic Lorenz equation

(9.5.22)

> 0 (the Prandtl number), T > 0 (the Rayleigh
number), and b > 0 (a geometric factor), is extremely well investigated (see
e. g. Guckcnhcimer and Holmes [162], Sparrow [321], or almost any other
book on dynamical systems, and the references therein). The equation is
dissipative, hence forward complete, and has a global attractor in]R3 which for
certain parameter values (e. g. for s = 10, T = 28 and b = 8/3) is exceedingly
complicated (often called "strange attractor").
For 8 and b fixed and T the bifurcation parameter, we have the following
elementary local bifurcations in (9.5.22):
-- For 0 < 1" < 1, the origin is the global attractor.
At r = 1, the origin undergoes a pitchfork bifurcation, and two nontrivial
fixed points
ill IR:1 with parameters s

,,+ =

(Jb(r - 1), ylb(r - 1), r

- 1),

x-

=

(-ylb(r - 1), -Jb(r - 1), r

- 1)

a.re born.
At r = s(:+~+~O) (we assume s > 1 + b) the two nontrivial fixed points
.r± becomc unstable and undergo a (~ubcritical) Hopf bifurcation.
We now look at the case where the bifurcation parameter T is perturbed
by white noise (say), i. e. we study the SDE

-,

d.r =

(

~

-1

o

~
-b

) xdt

+(

-X~X3
XIX2

)

dt

+" (

~a

oo

o

0)
0

xodWt.

0

(9.5.23)
The bifllfcatiolJ theory of thi, SDE Was studied by Sri Namachchivaya [3221
and Keller [202]. Keller proved the existence of a stationary measure and of a
random attractor, also for more general stochastic perturbations, and made
cxtcm;ive IllllIlcrical studies.
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Let us calculate the ~tochastic D-hifurcation point corre~pondillg t.o the
pitchfork bifurcation point r = 1. The linearization of (9.5.23)
atx=Ois

determini~tic

s

oo )

-I

o
The deterministic

v"it

+ <7

-b

eigcllvaluc~

arc

a3

(0 0 ~)
n
I
()

0
0

v,odW,.

(9.5.24)

= -b and

s+I
I ,,-~~~~-~
al.2 = --2~ ± 2V(s + 1)2 - 48(r - I).
The third equation in (9.5.24) i~ always stahle and decollpled from the first.
two equations which, after transformation of the drift mat.rix to diagollal
form, reads

du,

=(

a,0

o ) u,dt+<7--s
al - a2

a2

(I

(9.;'.2;')

-1

For small intensity parameter (7 Theorem 9.4.11 yields for the top Lya.PUllOV
exponent of (9.5.25) and of (9.5.24)
82

a, - "2 (8 + 1)2 _ 48(1 _ r) + 0(<7 ).
(72

A, (r, a) =

,

4

(9.5.26)

,

For T = 1, )'1 (1, (7) = - 0"2 (s~ 1)2 < 0, i. e. the origin is still expollcntially
stable, and the pitchfork bifurcation is delayed to the parameter value 1"D for
which A,(rD,a) = 0 which is, using (9.5.26),
2

8

4

rD=I+a 2(8+1) +0(<7).
Since the moment Lyapunov exponent function g(p) of (9.5.25) satisfies
g( -2) = -traceAo = s + 1 > 0, there will be no parameter value l' > 1"[J for
which we have a P-bifurcation of the Hew stationary mca."lure in a neighborhood of x = O.

The Stochastic Brusselator
After the discovery of oscillatory chemical reactions by Belousov and
Zhabotinskii, the Brussels school (see Nicolis and Prigogine [263: Chap. 7])
proposed the following "simplest possible" differential cquatioll for the COHcentrations Xl and X2 of reactants of a chemical reaction SdH'llJC which Ulldergoes a Hopf bifurcation:

X,

x,

a- (b + I)Xl + xix"
(9.5.27)

Here a, b > 0 are parameters, of which b i~ the bifurcation parameter. This
model became known as the BrusselatoT, and has been Olie of the paradigms
of nonequilibrium dynamics.
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The syst.em (9.5.27) ha..<; a unique fixed point at Xu = (a, ~) which is stable
for 0 < b < a 2 + 1 and mu;table for b > a 2 + 1. At b = a 2 + 1, the fixed point
Xu l1!1dcrgoe~ a Hopf hifurcation.
If we perturb the bifurcation parameter b by white noise (say), we obtain

the SDE
( a - (b +
I ._
b

("I

l)Xl +

Xl -

2

X1X2

3:;X2 ) dt

+a

(-Xl)
Xl

0

dW

t·

(9.5.28)

Note that the noi~e on f) i:-; additive noise with respect to the fixed point Xu (see
Sub:-;ect. 9.2.2 for the definition of additive and multiplicative noise), hence
the mathematically rigorous methods developed so far cannot be applied.
The effect of noise on the Hopf scenario of the Brusselator was studied by
Lefever and Thrncr [232, 2331 using a.'3ymptotic methods. They showed that
the sta.tionary density undergoes a delayed transition from a beU-shaped to
a crater-type form.
The latter wa..r.; made more precise in the systematic numerical study by
Arnold, Bleckert and Schenk-Hoppe [91. They also demonstrated that "parametric noi~e destroys the deterministic Hopf bifurcation" in the following
sense: For all vallle~ of the bifurcation parameter b and the noise intensity
a > 0 the local RDS generated by (9.5.28) has a unique invariant measure.
This measure is a random Dirac measure whose top Lyapunov exponent is
negative and who:-;c support is the global random attractor. See Example
(9.2.5) for a similar phenomenon in dimension 1.

Part IV

Appendices

Appendix A. Measurable Dynamical Systems

A.I Ergodic Theory
Thi~

is a summary of :;ome well-known facts on ergodic theory which can be

found in most of the many excellent books on the subject, e.g. in the books
by Cornfeld, Fomin and Sinai [1061, Krengel [220], Maiie [249], Petersen [276],
Rudolph [291]' Sinai [318], Walters [3361.

Probability Space ([.1,.1',1'). Let [.1,< 0 be an abstract set, .1' a a-algebra
of subsets of [I and I' a probability measure on F. The pair ([.1,.1') is called
a mcasumble space and the triple ([.I, .1', 1') a probability space. A probability
space is said to be complete if the a-algebra F contains all subsets of sets of
probability O. In this book we do in general not assume completeness of our
probability space, unless explicitly stated.
A a-algebra F is called countably generated if there exists a countable
family [ = (An)nEN C .1' such that the a-algebra a(E) generated by it equals

F. A probability space ([1,.1',1') is said to be countably generated if there
exists a countable family [; c :F such that for each A E :F and c > 0 there
exists an A, E [ for which I'(A I!. A,) < c. The latter is equivalent to
U([.I,F, I') being separable for alll:S p < 00. If .1' is countably generated,

then ([.1,.1',1') is countably generated for any 1'.
A set ii E .1' with 1'( ii) = 1 is called a set of full measure and a set N E .1'
with I'(N) = 0 is called an exceptional set or null set. A function f : [11 -->
[.I, of two measurable spaces ([.11,.1'1) and ([1".1',) is called measumble if
f- 1(F2) C .1',. It is called a bimeasurable bijection if it is measurable and
measurably invertible.

Time 'lI'. We will study families of mappings indexed by the elements t of a
set 'If called time. The most general time could be a measurable (semi)group ']['
{i.e. 11' is endowed with a a-algebra T rendering the (semi)group operations
measurable). However, in this book 'II' exclusively stands for the following
(additive topological) (semi)groups:
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- '][' = lR.: two-sided continuous time,
(~ometime~ '][' = 1R- := -IR+): ()nc-sid(~d cont1-nuulI.s !.imc,
- '][' = Z := {O, ± 1, ±2,. .}: two-sided discrete tinue,
- 'II' = Z+ := {O, 1,2, ... } (HometimeH 'II' = Z- := -Z+ or T = N

- 11' = 1R+

{I, 2, ... }): one-sided discrete time.
'][' is always endowed with its Borel a-algebra B(1[').
Measurable Dynamical Systems 1. A family (8(t))/ET of lIIappiugs of
(fl, F) into itself (such self-mapping~ are al~o called tmn.'lfonnali01u;) is ('ailed
a measurable dynamical system with time '][' (or measurable (.w:mi)jlo1iJ if1r is
a (semi)group) if it satisfie~ the following three conditions:
1. (w, t) H 8(t)w i, merumrable 2,
2. 8(0) = id" = identity on fl (if 0 E 'II'),
3. (Semi)flow property: 8(8 + t) = 8(8) o8(t) for all

B,

t E 'II'."

It follows from condition 1 that B(t) : [l ---t n is measurable for all t E 1I'
as a section of a mea.'mrable mapping (for discretc time this is cquivalent
to condition 1). If 'II' is a group, conditions 2 and 3 imply that all 8(t) are
measurably invertible with 8(t)-r = 8( -t).
If 'II' is discrete then 8(n) = 8n , n E 'II', where 8 := 8(1) i, the time
one mapping. In this case the measurable DS consists of the iterates of a
measurable mapping (in case 1[' = Z+ or N) or a bimeasurahle bijection 0 (ill
case 11' = Z). Conversely, every such mapping gcneratc8 through its iterates
a measurable DS.
For continuous time 1[' = Itt or Itt+ we often llse the less clumsy notation
8, instead of 8(t).
Measure Preserving Transformations. Let (j be a measurable llHtppin~
of (f.?r,J:i,ll'r) to (n2 ,F2 ). The measure 8ll'r on F2 defined by 8ll'r(A) :=
IPd(j-l(A)}, A E :F2 ) is the image of 1FI with rClJpect to O. The mapping
j H j08 =: Uj is an isometry of LP(n2,F2,8ll'r) to U(nr,F"ll'r), 1 <; l' <;
00, and J j08dll'r = J jd(8ll'r). A mcw;urablc mapping 8 of (nr,Fr,ll'r) to
(.lt2, :F2, If'>2) with Oll\ = IP2 is called a homomorphism of thc corresponding
probability spaces. It is called an isomorphism if, in addition, it is mcasurably
invertible. A homomorphism of (S?,F,IP) to itself (i.e. a mea.'mrahle map 0
with 0](» = IF) is called an endomorphism and IP is said to be invariant with
respect to O. An endomorphism which is mca..,urably invertible is ('aIled all
automorphism. For an automorphism we also have 0- 1IP = lP'.

1

2

3

"DynamicaISystem(s)" is henceforth abbreviated as "OS".
a-algebras with respect to which measurability is to be uuderst.uod are lIot meHtioned in case they are clear from the context, e.g. ill product. spRces W(' tab~
the product a-algebra and in topological spaces we t.ak{' the nord a-<tlgehrn
generated by the open sets.
a means composition.
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A llll,,",urable DS (O(t))'ET on a probability space (fl,F,II') for which
O( t) i~ an enuolllorphisIll is called a measure preserving or metric DS
and is denoted by E =(fl,F,II',(e(t))tET) or, for short, by eo or e. If 11' is
discrete, 1P is invariant with respect to «(}(t))tEt if and only if it is invariant
with respect to e := e(I).
Let E be a metric DS with continuous time. Then the (semi)group (Ut)tE'f
of isometrics of U(fl, F, 11'), 1 ~ P < 00, defined by f H Uti := foe" is
strongly continuous with respect to t E 11' (Krengel [220: Theorem 6.13]). As
a consequcncc, for each measurable f, the measurable stationary stochastic
proccss (sec Appendix A.3) t H f(e,.) is continuous in probability.

(,Heh

Invariant Functions and Sets. Let (fl, F) be a measurable space. A Juncfirm f is called invariant with respect to the measurable self-mapping (} of
(fl,F) (with respect to the rneaHurablc DS (e(t))'ET) if f(ew) = f(w) for
all w E fl (f(8(t)w) = f(w) for all t E 11' and all w E fl). A set is called
invariant with respect to f) (or (f)(t))tET) if lA is invariant, i.e. if f)- I A = A
(or O(t)-1 A = A for all t E 'JI'). An invariant set of a measurable DS consists
of whole orbits or trajectories, i.e. (8(t)wltET C A if w E A. The family of
mellsurable invariant scts of 8 (or (8( t) )'ET) forms a sub-a-algebra I C F. A
set A is called forward invariant with respect to e (or (8(t))'ET) if A c 8- 1 A
(or A C 8(t)-1 A for all t E 11'+, where 11'+ := 11' n ll!.+), equivalently' eA c A
(or e(t)A C A for all t E 11'+). An invariant set is clearly forward invariant.
Notions Mod IP'. If for two measurable functions II, h on a probability
space (fl,F,II') the set {w : ft(w) = j,(w)) E F has full measure we say
that Il = h mod P. A measurable function f is called invariant mod lP'
with respect to the endomorphism e (the metric DS (fl, F, 11', (e(t))'H) ) if
f 0 8 = f mod 11' (f 0 O(t) = f mod 11' for all t E 11' where the exceptional
set Nt can depend on t E 'JI'). A set A E :F is called invariant mod 1P with
respect to the endomorphism e (the metric DS (fl,F,II', (e(t))'ET) ) if lA is
invariant mod 11', equivalently if II'(A t, e- 1A) = 0 (if II'(A t, e(t)-1 A) = 0 for
all t E 11'). The family Ie of sets invariant mod 11' is a a-algebra (depending
on 11') with I c Ip c F, where I. and I are related as follows:

Ip = {B E F: there is an A E I with II'(A

t,

B) = OJ.

For the proof of this relation one needs the fact that to each real-valued
Illeasurable function f invariant mod 1P with respect to the metric DS
(fl,F,II',(O(t))'ET) there is a function = f mod 11' which is invariant. In
particular, to each set A E F invariant mod IID with respect to a metric DS
there exists a set A = A mod IP' which is invariant. In c~e of discrete time
take j ;= liIll sUPn_HXJ f 0 f)n and ill the case of continuow:i time set

1

<j

Here and at Illany other occasions we use the following elementary relations:
::J A, f(r'(A)) c A, r'(J(A)) = A if f is injective, and
f(f-'(A)) = A if f is 1>urjective.

r '(f(A))
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f(w):= lim ess sup{f(B(s)w): s::> f),
Hoo

the "ess sup" taken for fixed w with respect to Lebesgue IIICH~.mrc
A forward invariant set is clearly invariant morl JP> for any JP>.

Oil

1f'.

Ergodic Theorems, Let (n, F, (O(t))'ET) be a Illc,,-,urable DS aud kt
a real-valued measurable function. Define
(i) for1r=2+:
.

J be

1 n-l

n,:= {w: hm - ' " J(Bkw) =: J(w) exists),
n-+oo n ~
k=O

(ii) for 1r = 2
,,-1

2. L
n-+oo n

{w: lim

f(Bk w) =: f+(w),

k=O

n-1

2. L
n-+oo n

f(O-kw) =: J-(w) both exist, and

lim

k=O

f+(w)

J-(w)

=

Then nf E T. and J is invariant on
(iii) For 1r = IR+: Let

F(w)

:=

f

f(B(t)w) dt,

1

J(w)).

=:

nf.
Fo(w):=

n

S,,(w):=

f

[f(B(t)w)[ ,Lt,

n-t

f(B(t)w) dt =

o

L

F(Bkw),

k=O

and

n,

.-

{w: f(B(·)w) locally integrable, lim

n-+oo

2.n PO (B"w) = 0,

1
lim -S,,(w) =: f(w) exists).

n-+oo

Then

n

n/ E :F is forward invariant, J is invariant on nf

11'

lim t-+oo

t

0

and for all

.

f(B(s)w) ds = f(w).

(iv) For T = IR: Let, with the notations of the

CaEC

1r = IR+

W

E f} f
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1

(w: f(O(·)w) is locally integrable,

lim -Fo(onw) = 0,

n-+±oo n

1
1
lim -Sn(W) =: f+(w) and lim -S_n(w) =: f-(w)

n-+oo n

n-+oo n

both exist, and J+(w) = J-(w) =: J(w)}.
Theil

Hj

E I,

1 ii:i

invariant on il j and for all

11'

lim t-+oo

t

0

11

f(O(s)w) ds = lim t-+oo t

W

E ilJ

0
f(O(s)w) ds = f(w).

-t

The (Birkhoff-Chintchin) ergodic theorem states that if (O(t))'ET is a measurable DS on ([I, F), then for any O-invariant probability II' on ([I, F) and
any f E £1([1, F, 11")
I. 1I"([lf) = 1,

J (defined outside [If by J(w) = 0) is a version of 1E(fII) for 11' = Z,
11' = Z+ and 11' = JR, and a version of 1E(fIIp) for 11' = JR+,
3. if f E LP for some 1 :S p < 00, then J E £P and convergence to J also
holds in LP.
2.

We also need the following extended version of the ergodic theorem: If
only
E £1, then stillll"([lf) = 1, provided we allow J(w) E JRU {-Do}.
Bllt we only have J+ E L'.

r

Ergodic Dynamical Systems. A metric DS ([I,F,II', (O(t))'ET) is called
ergodic if all sets in I (equivalently, all sets in Ip) have probability 0 or I.
Equivalently, a metric DS is ergodic if and only if all invariant functions
(invariant functions mod P) are constant mod !P. As a result, the limit fin
the ergodic theorem will be constant on an invariant set (invariant set mod
II' only for 11' = JR+) of full measure if the system is ergodic.
Let for a measurable DS ([I,F, (O(t))tET), I(O) denote the convex set of
O-invariant probabilities and let £(0) denote the ergodic measures in I(O).
Then two elements 11'" 11', E I( 0) are either equal or differ already on the
<1-algebra I. In particular, different elements of £(0) are mutually singular
and £(0) coincides with the extreme points of the convex set I(O).
We will often restrict ourselves to the ergodic case on the grounds of the
existence of a decomposition of an arbitrary invariant measure into ergodic
components. For example, we have the following ergodic decomposition theorem (see Deuschel and Stroock [126: Theorem 5.2.16)): Let ([I,F, (O(t))'ET)
be a measurable DS. Assume in addition that {} is a Polish space and that
for each fixed t E 11', O(t) : [I -+ [I is continuous. Then for each II' E I(O)
there is a probability Pr on £(0) for which
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1'(.) =

r

Q(.) l'P(dQ).

JEle)

An ergodic decomposition theorem for compa.ct metric fl and lllCi\..."u·ahlp 0
is given by Mane [249: Chap. 11.61. For Lebesgue spaces sec Hukhlin [2H!II.
Isomorphisms of Metric DS. Two probability Hpaces (Sltt F i , 1P, ), i =
1,2, are said to be metrically isomorphic if there exiHt sets Sli of fulllP, mcasure and an isomorphism 1/1 from (ii" fh nFl, I'd to (fl" fl2 nF2, 1',). Two
metric DS (fli' F i , lPi' (fl i ( t) )tET), i = 1,2 (with the same time) are mdTically
isomorphic if there exists a metric isomorphism 'IjJ of the corresponding probability spaces with sets iii of full measure which arc forward inva.riant. [or
one-sided time, ami invariant for two-Hided t.ime, sHch that Oil Sll

Factors and Extensions. The probability ~pace (fl, F, IP) is a /(J.do1" of
(fll' F 1 , lP'i) (and the latter is called an extension of thc former) if there cxist
sets fl, iiI of full measure and a homomorphiHtn 'IjJ of ({ll, Sli n FI, IP I ) to

(ii, ii n F, 1').

Given a metric DS (n, F, 1', (O(t))'ET)' it is called a fador of the metric DS
(n"F"I'" (O,(t))'ET) (and the latter is called an extension of the fonner)
if this holds for the corresponding probability Hpaces with Hcts fl, sll of full
measure which are forward invariant for one-sided time. and invariant. for
two-sided time, and a homomorphism "IjJ : {h -t fl sa.tisfying 011 iii

1/IoO,(t) = O(t)

01/1, all t E 1r.

We say that fl 1 (·) covers 0(·). Two metric DS arc isomorphic if and oIlly if
they are factors of each other. Factors of metric DS OIl Lebesguc spaces are
determined by invariant sub-a-a.lgebras, and a mctric DS with a fact.or allows
a skew product representation.
Natural Extension. In the theory uf randum dynamical systellls it is very
advantageous to have a model of the noiHc which has two-sided time. Twosided time can be achieved basically without loss of generality by extending a
metric DS with one-sided time. This procedure is known ru; natural extension
and was carried out for discrete time and a Lebesgue space (fl, F, IP) 1>),
Rokhlin [290: §3J. See also Cornfeld, Fomin and Sinai [106: p. 240J and Sillai
[318: p. 271.
Let 11' = Z or JR., put 1f+ = Z+ or JR.+ and let

17+ = (n+,F+,II'+,(O+(t))'ET')
be a metric DS with one-sided time. The metric DS 1-- = (n. F, 11'. (!lU))'ET)
with two-sided time is called a natural extension of 17+ if
(i) 17+ is a factor of the DS 17 restricted to 1f+,
(ii) the a-algebra 9 := 'IjJ-l(F+) is exhausti1w ill t.he following S(,IlSC:
a(fl(t)Q' : t E 1['+) = F mod !P. Here 'IjJ iH the homomorphism oeeming, ill (i).
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A natural extension exists and is unique up to isomorphisms for discrete
time and ([l+ , F+) a standard measurable space or ([l+, F+, J?+) a Lebesgue
space. Further, E is ergodic if and only if E+ is, and E and E+ have the
Hame entropy (sec Rokhlin [290: pp. 23 and 26]).
If E =(f.?, F, 1', (O(t))'ET) is a two-sided metric DS, then Et =
(fl, F, 1', (B(t))'ET+) is a one-sided metric DS and E is the natural extension
of Et with associated homomorphism 'IjJ = ida. A new DS with one-sided
time on f.? call be defined by a sub-a-algebra g+ c F with O(t)-'g+ c g+
for t E 11'+ Now E{ = (f.?,g+,I',(O(t))'ET+) is a factor of Et, again with
associated homomorphism 'IjJ = ida. Its natural extension is the two-sided
DS with F replaced with 9 := a(O(t)g+ : t E 11'+), which is a factor of E.
For the canonical metric DS on path space with shift corresponding to a
stationary stocha.-;tic process there is a more direct extension from one-sided
to two-sided time, see Appendix A.2.
Lebesgue Spaces. A probability space ({l, F, F) is called Lebesgue space
(see the pioneering work [288, 289] of Rokhlin) if it is metrically isomorphic
to a probability space which is the disjoint union of an at most countable
(possibly empty) set {Xl, X2, ..• } of points each of positive measure and the
space ([0, s), C, A) (possibly absent), where C is the a-algebra of Lebesgue
me'l.Surable subsets of the interval [0, s) and >.. is Lebesgue measure. Here
s = 1 - L:Pn, Pn = measure of the point X n .
As ergodic theory becomes more satisfactory for Lebesgue spaces and
since this class covers many applications some books on ergodic theory deal
exclusively with Lebesgue spaces, e.g. Petersen [276] and Rudolph [291].
Standard Measurable Spaces. A measurable space (f.?, F) is called standard measurable space (sometimes also called Borel space) if it is isomorphic
(by mcans of a bimeasurable bijection) to a Borel subset of a Polish space
(see Zimmer [353: Appendix A] or Parthasarathy [272]). In particular, the aalgebra F of a standard mea.-;urable space is countably generated and countably separated. For any probability I' on a standard space (f.?, F), define F P
to he the I'-colllpletion of F. Then (f.?, F P , 1') is a Lebesgue space.
Almost Periodic Functions and DS. A subset of IR is called relatively
dense if there is an L > 0 such that each interval of length L contains an
element of the set. For a function f : IR --+ lR d and € > 0 a number T E 1R is
called an e-almost period of I, if I/(t + T) - 1(t)1 < e for all t E IR.
A function f : lit --t ]Rd is called almost periodic (in the sense of H. Bohr)
if (i) f iH continuous and (ii) for each c > a the sct of c-almost periods of f
is rclativdy dense. For details see Dunford and Schwartz [132: IV.B].
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An almost periodic function is bounded and uniformly cont.in\lOlls. Let

H(f) := {I(- + t) : t E JR} be the hull, i.e. the set of all trallslales of f E
Cb(JR, JRd). Then f is almost periodic if and only if the closure H(f) of H (f)
is compacts. If this is the case, H (J) consists of almost periodic functions
and has the structure of a compact Abelian Polish group G with unit (' = f.
The group operation is defined as follows: For.Q = ft· + t) all£! h = ft· + s)
put 9 * h = ft· + 8 + t), for 9 = Iimf(· + t n ) and h = limf(· + .",,) put
9 * h = limf(· + tn + 8").
We associate to an almost periodic function f the following canonical
metric DS: Let 11' = JR, n := G = H(f), F the Borel O"-algebra of G, O(t)w :=
w(-+t) the translation of w by t. Then (t, w) >-> O(t)w is continuous and hence
measurable. The normalized Haar measure of G is the unique O-illvariallt
probability. Under Il', 0 is ergodic. Particular cases: (i) G = Tl (l-t.orus for f
periodic), (ii) G = T" (n-torus for f quasi-periodic).
Noise modeled by this DS is of particular interest as it is in the intersection
of topological dynamics and ergodic theory and is a fin,:t step beyolu} periodic
excitation.

A.2 Stochastic Processes and Dynamical Systems
Several classes of stocha.<;tic processes (c.g. stationary processeH, processes
with stationary increments, in particular Brownian motion (white noise))
which occupy strategic positions in probability theory are linked to metric DS,
which will be briefly surveyed in this section. Our motivation is that metric
DS constructed in this section enter as noise into parameters of difference or
differential equations, this way generating a random dynamical system, see
Chap. 2.
There is an abundance of good texts from which we quote freely, (UU} of
which we only mention Bauer [52], Breiman [811, Doob [128], Dudley [131],
Durrett [133], Ganssler and Stute [156], Gihman and Skorohod [160], Karlin
and Taylor [1981, Meyn and Tweedie [253], Wentzell [345].
Basic Definitions. Let (n, F, Il') be a probability space, (E, £) a measurable
space and 11" 10 a set. A family ~ = (~,)tET of random variablcs €, : [! -> E is
called a stochastic or random process with parameter set or time 1r and statf'.
space E. In this book time 1r is equal to one of the additive (scmi)grollps N.
Z+, \R+, Z-, JR-, Z, R For fixed w the function ~.(w) given by t >-> ~t(w) is
called a sample function (trajectory, path). The mapping ~ given by w >-> (w)
into (ET, £T), where

:;; H(f) is compact if and only if f is periodic (exercise).
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ET:=

II E,
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£T.=
£,
. to.
~

tET

is mca..<·mrablc. Note that
E T , i.e. sets of the form
Z =

As x

II

[T

is generated by the algebra of cylinder sets in

E = {w

E

ET: (w(t,), ... ,w(tr))

E

As},

tET\S

where S = {it, ... , t r } E ~o ('Ir), the family of non-void finite subsets of 1l', and
As E £8 Put 1", := ~I". The stochll.'ltic process ~t given by the coordinate
functions ~t(w) = w(t) on (fl,P,F) := (ET ,£T,I",) is called the canonical
realization of~. We have 1fD{ = ltD!, in which case the two stochastic processes
~ and ~ are called equivalent. Two processes are equivalent if and only if their
finite-dimensional distributions (Le. the distributions I"s of ~s on (ES,£S))
are the same for any S E \Il,('lI').
For two processes ~, ~ on the same probability space, ~ is called a version or modification of ~ if I"(~t = ~t) = 1 for all t E 'lI'. They are called
indistingni.,habie if {w : ~t(w) i' €t(w) for some t E 'lI'} c N with N E F
and 1tD( N) = O. Indistinguishable processes have JP'-a. s. the same trajectories,
while versions can have disjoint sets of trajectories. Versions are indistinguishable for discrete time and also in the case of continuous time if E is a
Hausdorff space and the processes have ]pi-a. s. continuous (or right/left continuous) trajectories.
Let (I"S)SE'!lo(T) be a projective family of finite-dil)lensional distributions
(projective meaning that if SI C S2 then PSI = 7r~~Ps.;p 7r~: the canonical projection from E S2 to ESl). Then Kolmogorov's celebrated fundamental
theorem states that there is a stochastic process ~ = (~t)tET on some probability space (n, .1', JP') whose finite-dimensional distributions are the prescribed
ones - provided (E,£) is a Polish space with its Borel tT-algebra (or more
generally: (E,£) is a standard space).
Canonical Realization on Path Space. Shift. For any stochastic process
we can switch to the equivalent canonical realization (n,:F,p) = (ET,£T,IP)
and ~t(w) = w(t).
Define the transformations O(t) : ET -+ E T , t E 'lI', by

O(t)w(s) := w(t + s),

s, t E 'lI'.

The ma.pping O(t) is £T, [T measurable. More precisely: If

£; := tT(w(u) : s <:: u <:: t),

s

<:: t,

then O(U)-l£; = £!t~, so that O(u) is £!i~, £,! measurable for all s ~ t. 0 is
tin" filtered with respect to the filtration
Further, 0(0) = id (if 0 E 'lI'),
O(s + t) = 0(8) 0 8(t), from which for two-sided time O(t)-1 = O( -t) follows.
The transformations are called the unilateral (for one-sided time) or bilateral
(for two-l:iidcd time) shift transformations.

£;.
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If (E, £) is a topological space with its Borel a·algeora, then the Illlilat.el"(ll
shift W 1-4 8(t)w is continuous for each fixed t E '[' in the product topolOKY of
ET and the bilateral shift is even a homeomorphisIll. Notc, however, that in
the uncountable case [T <;: B(E T ).
For discrete time 1I' = N, Z+, Z, the mapping (t,w) 1-4 O(t)w is tri\'ial\~'
measurable, hence (ET,[T, (8(t))tET) is a merummble OS.
For continuous time 11' = IR. or jR+ the canonical reali"atiOIl h<'l_o..; ('('rtain
defects which make the model useless for our purposes, e.g.
(i) many interesting sets (namely those whose <it'script.ioB dep{'lIds Oil all
uncountable number of t's) are not in £T,
(ii) the mapping (t,w) H 8(t)w is not B(1I') 13 [T,I'T mC"-'llfable wh('newr
£ contains a non-trivial set.
The following is a procedure for obtaining an equivalent realization for
continuous time without the above deficiencies: If flo 'i £T, but IP* (flo) = I,
where
1I"(no):= inf{II'(A): flo C A, A E [ll
is the outer measure of flo, we can go down from (fl,F,lP) = (E1r,£T,IP) to
the space (no, non[T, 11'0), where 11'0 (no nA) := II'(A) is the unique probability measure on flo n £T which has the same finite-dimcnsional dil:itributioliS
as P. The coordinate functions ~t(w) := w(t) on both spaces define equivalent
stochastic processes, but all trajectories of the second process are ill flo. We
will now describe some important cases for which there are also convenient
criteria for 1I"(no) = 1.
Canonical Spaces C(JR., JR. tn ) and C(JR+, jRm). First consider the CH!';e 1[' =
!R. Let n := C(IR, !R~) C (IR~)R (IRon could be replaced by a Polish space E).
Clearly fl 'i (Bm)R. Endow fl with the compact open topology given by t.he
complete metric
,

d(w,w)

~ 1 Ilw-w'lI"
:= ~ 2" 1 + Ilw - w'lln' IIw-w'lln:= sup

Iw(t) -w'(t)I·

~n:::;t::;'1

n

This makes a Polish space (in fact, a Frcchet space). TIle Borel a-algebra F
is the trace in n of the product u-algebra (Bm)R, so F = a(w(t) : t E !R). The
set n c (!R~)R is invariant with respect to the group of shifts (O(t))tER. For
fixed t E 11', 8(t) is a homeomorphism and (t,w) 1-4 8(t)w is continlIolls, thus
(see Dudley [131: Proposition 4.1.7]) measurable. Therefore (fl, F, (8(1) )'EO)
is a measurable DS. We have the natural filtration

F: := u(w(u) : " SuS I.),

"S I.

with 8( u) -1 F! = .F!t~, hence 8 is filtered with respect to :F.~.
A criterion for lP'"'(fl) = 1 is Kolmogorov's cTitrnon (see ('.g. i<llllila [22iL
p. 31]).

A.3 Stationary Processes
For 1I' = IR+, CtlJa!ogom; statements hold for
cluulges.

n=
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Canonical Spaces D(JR,IRnI) and V(lR+,JRTn). Many important classes of
possibly discontinuous stochastic processes {like (semi) martingales , Markov
processes, processes with independent increments) have trajectories which
are cadla9 (or "cadlag" after the French "continu a droite avec des limites it
gauche"). The set of cadlag functions on 11' = JR with values in JRm (which
cuultl be replaced hy a Polish space E) is defined by

fI

~

V(JR, JRm) :~
{w E (JR",)R : For all t E JR

limw(.<)~:
stt

w(t-), limw(s)
s.l.t

~

wet) exist}.

Clea.rly [J f/. (8 m)R. Each wEn is measurable, bounded on bounded intervals and has only (at most countably many) discontinuities of the first kind
(jumps). It is regularized at jumps to be right-continuous.
fI ~ V(JR, JR"') can be made a Polish space (the so-called Skorokhod
space) (for details see e.g. Billingsley [69: Chap. 3], Jacod and Shiryaev [186:
Chap. IV], or Ethier and Kurtz [147: Chap. 3]). The Borel ,,-algebra F is the
trace in [I of the product ,,-algebra (8m)R, so F ~ ,,(wet) : t E JR). C(JR, JRm)
is continuously imbedded in V(lR, IRm) and the relative Skorokhod topology
in C is the C topology.
The set n c (JRTn)1R is invariant with respect to the group of shifts
(O(t))tER' For fixed t E JR, Ott) : fI --+ fI is a homeomorphism and (t,w) >-+
O(t)w is continuous, thus measurable. Therefore (fI,F, (O(t))'EIR) is a measurable DB. We again have the natural filtration F! := a(w(u) : s ::; u :S t),
s :S t, with 8(U)-lF; = F!t~, so that 8 is filtered with respect to.r;.
For criteria for 1"(fI) ~ 1 sec e.g. Billingsley [69: Chap. 3] or Ganssler
and Stute [156: pp. 283ff.].
For 1I' = 1R+, analogolls statements hold for fl = V(1R+, JRTn) with obvious
changes.

A.3 Stationary Processes
Canonical DS Corresponding to a Stationary Process .. A stochastic
process E, with time 1I' and state space (E,f) is called stationary if for all
t, tl, ... , tr E 1[' we have IP t1 +t , ... ,t r H = IP t ], ... ,t r . An equivalent, but more
concise way of saying this is HUlt OIl (ET, £T, 1P,d

O(t)l'(

~

1'(

for all t E 11',

i.e. the shifts are mea..<;ure preserving. For discrete time, a stationary stochastic proce.ss gives rise to the canonical metric DS
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For continuous time, this model is inadequate (HCC ahove). However, ill
many relevant cases the stationary process ( can be realized 011 C(JR., I1~.m)
(C(IR+, IRm)) or V(IR, IRm) (V(IR+, IItm)), and in those c,,-'es we consider the
canonical metric DS on the re::;pective space introduced above.
Conversely, if E is a metric DS and f : (n, F) -+ (E, £) is mea.,urahle thell
(t(w) := f«(J(t)w) is a measurable stationary stoch<llitic proce1'is. A stocha.'itic
process is called measurable if the mapping (t,w) t---+ (t(w) is meo.<mrahle.

Canonical DS for Processes with Stationary Increments. A process
( with continuous time 1r = IR or IR+, ::;tate space JR.1rI alld with ~o = 0 is
said to have stationary increments if for any t] ::; ... ::; tr the distribution of
«(t:t+t - (tl+t, ... ,(t,,+t - (tr_1H) is independent of t E T. III case ~ can be
realized in C(IR, IRm) (or C(IIt+ , IItm), V(IR, IItm), V(IIt+, lit'")) we consider the
Borel set
n = Co(IR,IIt"'):= {w E C(IR,IR'"): w(O) = O}
with its relative topology and Borcl a-algebra F. vVe redefine t.he shift. so
that it leaves n invariant by

ott) : n -+

n,

O(t)w(s):= w(s

+ t) - w(t), .', t E lit.

Then (J(t) is a homeomorphh;m for each t and (t, w) t---+ 8(t)w i1'i continnous,
hence measurable. With the natural filtration now defined as

F! := a(w(u) -

w(v) : s 'S

11,

v'S t),

we have B(U)-l F; = F!t~, so (J is filtered with respect to F!.
Similarly for the cases Co(1R +, IItm), Vo(lR, IR m) and Vo(IIt+, lR"').
( has stationary increments if and only if its distribution IP'e 011 fl is
shift invariant. The corresponding metric DS is the canonical one for ~. The
canonical process (t(w) := w(t) is ,a helix over (J, i.e. satisfies identically

(t+ .• (w) = (.(w)

+ (t(8(s)w).

Every stochastically continuous proces::; with ::;tationary independent increments and (0 = 0 can be realized on Vo(IR, IRm) and give::; thus rise to
a canonical metric DS (see Ganssler and Stute 1156: p. 298J). Since hy the
zer(}-one law the tail a-algebra TOO is trivial mod lP', the DS is ergodic (::;ee
below).

Canonical DS for Brownian Motion/Wiener Process/White Noise.
The only processes with stationary and independent increllleIlt.s which call
be realized on Co (lit, IItm) have the form
(t = tA

+ Ct,

where ,\ E lR m and G t b a Gaussian process with statiolmry indt'l>Clldcllt.
increments, Go = 0 and G t - G s "'-' N(O, It - "'Ia), with a E JR.'Hxm llOllnegative definite.

A.3 Stationary Processes
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A standard Brownian motion or Wiener process (Wt)tER (Le. with tw(}sided time) in IR. m is a process with Wo = 0 and stationary independent
increments satisfying W,_ - W.q "-' N(O, It - sll). The corresponding measure IP
on (17, Fl, where 17 = Co (JR, JRm) and F is the (uncompleted!) Borel <T-algebra
on fl, is called Wiener measure, the probability space (J?, .1', IP) is called
Wiener space. The corresponding canonical (ergodic) metric DS describes
Brownian motion or (Gaussian) white noise as a metric DS.
We stress that (t, w) H e( t)w is not B 0 F P , F P measurable, where F' is
the complction of :F with respect to Wiener measurc. 6
This canonical DS describing Brownian motion/Wiener process/white
noise is one of the fundamental objects of this book since it drives stochastic
differential equations.

Invariant and Tail <T-Algebra. Let E = (17,F,ll', (e(t))'ET) be one of the
canonical DS introduced above, with the canonical filtration :F!, s ::; t. Let

and for tw(}-sided time
T-IX) := ntE1[':F~IX)'

be the tail a-algebras (T- oo : remote past, Too: remote future). These aalgebras are e-invariant, e(t)-lT= = T=, e(t)-lT_= = T_=. Recall that
I C I'M' C :F are the a-algebras of invariant sets and mod IP invariant sets of
the DS. Then
(i) if 'If is one-sided: Ie T= (hence Ip C T= mod ll' 7),
(ii) if 'If is two-sided: Ip C T= mod ll', and Ip C T_= mod ll'.
Consequently, if one of the tail a-algebras is trivial mod I?, E is ergodic.
For example, if 1[' is discrete and IF' = p"f is a product measure or if 1P corresponds to a process with stationary independent increments, then Too is
trivial mod I? by Kolmogorov's zer(}-one law.

Natural Extension of Canonical DS. We can always assume that the
canonical DS described a.bove have tw(}-sided time thanks to the existence of
the following natural extension from one- to tw(}-sided time (for the general
method see Appendix A.I).
(i) Discrete time CaBe: Suppose E+ = (Ez+,[z+,ll'+,(e+(n))nEZ+) is a
canonical one-sided time metric DS, where (E, £) is a standard measurable
~pace, and (9+(n)w+h = wt+n is the one-sided shift. Define a 9-invariant
probability ll' on the measurable DS (EZ, [z, (e( n) )nEZ) with two-sided time
aoS follows: On a typical cylinder put

(j

7

The mapping (t,w) r l O(t)w is, however, (80 F)IJxr,:P' measurable, where J.t
is any a-finite measure on 8 (e.g. Lebesgue measure). See Kager [193: Lemma
3.35J.
A c B mod IP' means that for each A E A there is aBE B with IP'(A 6 B) = o.
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lP{W:wnl E A1"",wnr EAr}:=
IP+{w+ :W~I+N E Al, ... ,W~,.+N EAr}.
where we have chosen N 2: 0 so big that Hi + N 2: 0 for i = 1....• 1'.
This projective family of finite-dimensional diHtributioIlH uniquely ext.cnds
by Kolmogorov's theorem to a probability lP' OIl £z which by const.ruction is 8-invariant. The resulting two-sided canonical metric DS E =
(EZ, £z, IP, (O(n))nEZ) ill the natural extension of 17+, with homomorphism
1jJ: E Z --> E Z + given by W = ( ... ,W_I,WO,WI, ... ) H 1jJ(w) := (WU,WI,"') =
w+, The a-algebra 9 = 1jJ-l(£Z+) = a(w n : n E Z+) is exhaustive sincc
<1(8(n)9 : n E Z+) = a{w n : n E Z) = £'.
(ii) Continuous time case: Now our one-sided metric DS 17+ is olle of the
canonical DS desribed above on n+ = C(IR.+, IRtn), V(JR.+, IR. m), Co (IR+, IR.m) or
V o (1R.+, JRm). By the same procedure as for discrete time, using Kohnogorov's
theorem, we can naturally extend it to a canonica.l metric OS E on fl =
C(lR, lR m), etc. Here the homomorphism 'IjJ : n -+ [l+ is the restrictioll of a
function W from IR to lR+,

A.4 Markov Processes
Basic Definitions. Let 1I' = Z+ or lR.+, let (E, £) be a standard spac(' lind
let (PdtET be a tmnsition function on (E,£), i.e. Pt(x, B) is a krrnd for
each fixed t (P,(·,B) is measurable for each fixed B E £ alld P,(J',') is a
probability on £ for each fixed x E E) with Po(x, B) = JAB) and
P,+t(x, B) =

~ P,(y, B) P,(x, dy),

for all s, t E 11"

(Chapman-Kolmogorov equation). Let p be a probability on £. Then there
exists a unique probability ll' p on the canonical space (n, F) = (ET. £T) sHeh
that the coordinate process (t(w) = wet) is a (homogeneous) Markov 1J1'(Jcess
with respect to the natural filtration F6 = a({s : 0 ::; ,<; :S t) with transition
function (Pt)tET and initial distribution p, i.e. it satisfim; for any ,<; :S t and
any measurable f : E --> lR+
IEp(f(~,)IFo) =

P,-,f((,)

ll'p-as.,

where Pd(x) := IE fey) Pt(x,dy) is the scmigronp of positiV(' Iillear
tors corresponding to the kernel (Pd and lP'p is given 011 cylinders by
ll'p(~" E

O\)(,l'a-

B" ... ,~,_ E Be) =

r r lBrr p( dx o)P,.(XU, dx

JEJB

l)P"_,,(x,,d.1"2) .. 1',._,,_,(.I", ... ,.d.I",).

l

where tl :S t2 :S ... :S tr and B 1 ,· .• , Br E £, and extended to £1f hy
Kolmogorov's theorem (for 1[' = Z+, Ionescu Tulcea's theorPlll ('ould he IIs('(1
which works for any measurable space (E. E)).

A.4 Markov Processes
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With JID x := Pox the Pv[arkov property on the canonical space reads: For all
t 2: 0 a.nd mea.';mrable f : n -----t lR.+

IEp(j 0 B(t)IF6) = IE,,! il'p-a.,.
In pa.rticular, for any

J:

E E, t 2: 0 and measurable

IEx(j 0 B(t)IF6) = IE,,!

f 2:

0

iI',,-a.,.,

i. c. (fl, F, (II'")IEE, (~')'ET) form, a Mar·kov family with transition function

(P')'EY.
Stationary Measures. Feller Processes. The measure P p is B( t) invariant
(i. e. the Markov process is stationary) if and only if p is Pt-invariant or
stationar-if) i. e.

1'(.)= Lp,(X,.)p(dX)

forall

t:::O

(t = 1 suffices if 1[' = Z+). When does Pt admit a stationary p?
Supposc (E, [) is a Polish space with its Borel a-algebra and let Cb(E)
be the Banach space of bounded continuous real-valued functions on E. If
(i) P,Cb(E) c Cb(E) for all t ::: 0,
(ii) lim,"o 11Ft! - fll = 0 for every f E Cb(E) (only for 11' = JR+),
the scmigroup Pt and the associated Markov process are called Feller.
A Feller transition function Pt admits a stationary p if and only if the
seqllellCe
x
{
n::r~, P.(x, .), 1[' = Z+,

Pr(-) =

1
r
1'10 P,(x,·)dt,
ha.<; a limit point in the topology of weak convergence for T -----t 00 for some
;r, E E, and every such limit point is a stationary probability.
For discrete time 'll' = Z+, a standard state space (E, E), a transition
probability Pt and a stationary p we naturally extend (see above) to two-sided time 11' = Z and obtain a metric DS Ep := (EZ, [z, il'p, (B(t))'El) where
thc coordinate process ~n(w) = Wn satisfies the Markov property on all of Z.
Further, the sub-a-algebra 'IPp of mod JID p B-invariant sets satisfies 'IPp C a(~o)
mod JID p, i. e. for Markov processes) invariant sets can be "seen" in state space.
This is the basis of the equivalence of the concept of invariance and ergodicity
for Ep introduced in Appendix A.I and the following state space concept:
Call a hOllllded mcasurable function 9 on E p-invariant if Pt(g) = 9 p-a.s.
for all f E Z+. A sta.tionary p is called ergodic if all p-invariant functions are
nHistallt fHLS. 13y t.he above, there is a one-to-one correspondence between
p-invariant functions 9 and mod IP' p B-invariant functions h via 9 0 ~o = h .
Hence p is ergodic if and only if JID p is ergodic (sec Meyn and Tweedie [253:
Chap. 171 or Kifer 1207: Sect. 1.2]).
1\

It i.s impurtant to distinguish between Pt-invariant measures and invariant mea-

sures for dynamical systems. This is the reason why we introduce the name
"stationary" for the forilier.
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Every stationary p on a standard space has an ergodic dpcolllposit iOIl
011 the space of all
stationary measures concentrated on the ergodic :;tationary measures (sce
Kifer [207: Appendix A.I] for 11' = Z+ and Skorokhod [320: ~1.21 fur 11' = JR+).
When does a Markov process with continuous time 1I' = JR+ admit a
cadlag version? Suppose E is locally compact with a countable ha.'·;e (thus
Polish), let Co(E) be the Banach space of continuou:; real-valued functions
vanishing at infinity. Then a Markov process which is Feller in Co(E) (see the
above definition with Co(E) instead of Cb(E») admits a cadlag version, more
precisely a version on V(JR+, E), where E is the one-point compa.ctification
of E by the point 00.
If d is a metric on E and lim,"OsuPXEK ip,(x, (y: d(x,y) > El) = 0 for
every E > 0 and every compact set K C E, then (can be realized on C(IR., E).
If thus p is stationary for the semigroup Pt which is Feller in Co(E) we
obtain by natural extension a canonical metric DS Ep Oil V(IR., E).
p(.) = J1](.)dvp(1]), where vp is a probability measure

Appendix B. Smooth Dynamical Systems

Throughout Appendix 0, time '][' is always equal to JR.

B.1 Two-Parameter Flows on a Manifold
B.1.1 Definition (Smooth manifold). A d-dimensional manifold Mis
(i) a topological manifold in the sense that M is a Hausdorff topological
space which is locally Euclidean of dimension d and has a countable base of
open sets. It follows that M is locally connected, locally compact, normal,
metrizable by a complete metric, paracornpact and separable (hence Polish)
with countably many connected components (see e.g. Boothby [74: pp. 6-U]).
We assume once and for all that M is connected.
(ii) It is smooth in the sense that the changes between local coordinates
are Coo functions. The choice of a Coo structure is without loss of generality
for us, since in most situations we need at least a C 1 structure on M. But
on a paracompact manifold M there is a Coo structure subordinate to a Ck
,truelme of M for 1 <: k < 00 (Whitney).
•

B.1.2 Definition. A (two-parameter) continuous local flow on a manifold
At is a continuous mapping

'P: D -) M,

(8, t, x) H 'P",(x),

Dc JR x JR x M

an open set,

such that:
(i) For each s E JR, x ~ M

D(s,x):= {t E JR: (s,t,x) E D) = (c(s,x),t+(s,x))
is a.n open interval of IR containing s,
(ii) 'P is a local flow in the following sense:
1. 'Ps,.~ = idA! for all S E IR,
2. for all s E JR, x E M and u E D(s, x), we have t E D(u, 'P"u(x)) if and
only if t E D(s, x), and in this ca,''>e the two-parameter local flow property
holds:

If the lIlappinglJ
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'I'"t : D"t --+ M,

D"t:= {x EM: (H, t, :e) E D}, :r

c-)

'1'",1 (,r),

(which are continuous) arc C k , k 2 1 (i.e. k tillles diffefCntiable with I'l'SI)(,(·t
to x and the derivatives are continuous with rpspcct to (s, i,.r)), 1,1\(,11 t.h('
local flow is called C k .
The local flow is called a global flow, or just It flow, if D = lR x lR x AI
(or, equivalently, if D(s,x) = lR for all (.'),£) E lR. x AI, or if D.~., = Al for all
8,t E IR),
•

B.1.3 Theorem. Let !f?,<i,t(:r) be a local coutirw.ou,c;/CJ.: fto1/!. The1/.
(i) the function (s,x) I-t t+(s,x) E (8,+00] is lomer' ... emi('()nti1l1wu,,~. (J.nd
the function (s,x) I-t t-(s,x) E [-00, s) is upper .~cmiconf:in1lo1l,",
(ii) for all t E D(",x)

D(s, x) = D(t, 'I'"t(x)),
(iii) for all (8, t) E IR x IR the mapping
!f?s,t : DR,t ---t Dt,s,

,[

I-t

tfs,,(J:),

k

is a local homeomorphism/C dijJeomoT]JhisTTl and

,n- 1

-

't's,t -

,n

'D t,.~ --+ D .~,"

c-)

'I',~:(x) = 'l'1'(X)

't't,8'

(iv) The mapping
(",t,x)
is continuous/C k .
A proof of these facts can be ba.'lically founu in AIIlHnll [1: p. 13,tfL] or
Hartman [168: p, 94f[l,

B.2 Spaces of Functions in

]Rd

B.2.! Definition. Let k E Z+ and 0 :::; 6 :::; 1. Let Ck,J be the Frechet ~pace
of functions f : IRd ---t IRd which arc k times continuollsly differentiable and
(for 8 > 0) whose k-th derivative is locally a-Holder continllom; (for () = 1
locally Lipschitz continuous), with seminonns

Ilfllk,o;K:=

I:

Slip

ID"f(x)1.

O::;lnl::;k xEJ(

IIfll..';K

:=

IIfllk,o;K

+

I:
lol=k

Slip
x,yEK,x;:f.y

ID"f(:r) - D"f(y)1
1:< - III'

where K is a compact convex subset of lR. d ,
multi-index, 10:1 = 0:1 + ... + (I'd, and

0: =

((\'\, ... , (1<1)

0<0<;1,

E (Z+)'I is a

B.2 Spaces of Functions in lR d

DO f(x) = D~f(x) = (a)
Xl 01
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alai
(a)
f(x).
Xd Od

• ••

A complete metric is given by

'(f ' ) .- ~ ~ IIf -

I

9I1k#"
,.1.- n=l
0 2n 1 + Ilf _ g II k,o,K
. n '

where (/\n) is some increasing sequence of compact convex sets exhausting
IR. d. The topology of Ck,o is ca.lled the compact-open topology. While Ck,o
is separable (hence Polish), the space Ck .o for 0 < <5' :::; 1 is not separable
(sec Kufner, John and FuCik [221: Chap. 1]). We have for any k E Z+ resp.
k - 1 E Z+ and 0 :::; E, <5' :::; 1 the continuous inclusions

We will sometimes write Ck := Ck,Q and will say that f E Cex:> if f E Ck for all
k 2: 1. Composition (/,g) t--+ fog is continnousinC k for k E {O,l, ... ,oo},
and Clr is a Polish scmigroup.
•

B.2.2 Definition. Let
Diffk(lR d ) := {J E Ck
pllt for k = 0

:

I

bijective and

r

1E

Ck },

Homea(lRd ) := Diffo(lRd) ,

endowed with its relative compact-open topology. A complete metric generating the same topology is given by

where p is any complete metric of Ck , making Diffk(JRd)/Homeo(JRd) a
Polish group with respect to composition, the group of C k diffeomorphisms/homeomorphisms of JRd.
•

k

C;,'

B,2.3 Definition. Let E Z+ and 0 ~ <5 ~ 1. Let
be the Banach space
of functions f : lR d -+ IR,d which are in Ck,o and for which the norm
II/lIk.o := sup I/(XI)II
xERd

1I/IIk., := IIllIk,o

+

L

1+

X

+

L

sup IDa I(I~ ~

lal=k xi-y

sup IDa l(x)l,

1:<:;lol:<:;k xERd

~a l(y)l,

0 < <5

~ 1,

Y

is fillite. We have for any k E Z+, respectively k - 1 E Z+, and 0 :::;
the continllolls inclusions

1:7, <5' :::;

1
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and sometimes write

C: := C;,o.

•

B.2.4 Definition. Let k E Z+ and 0 <: b <: I. Let Llo,·(JR,C"') he t.iLl' set.
of measurable functions f : IR X IRd -7 IRd for which

- f(t,') E Ck ,' for every t E JR ("for Lebesgue·almost all t" would snilicl'),
- for every compact set I< C ]Rd and every bounded interval la, b] C IR
b

!.lIf(t,,)lIk,':Kdt<oo,

(1l.2.1)

With the seminorms given by (B.2.1), Lloc(IIt,Ck,O) is a Frechet space, \Ve
have the continuous inclusions

Lloc(iR,C k ,,) <-> L1o,(iR,C"O) <-> L1o,(JR,C k -

1

,,),

The Frechet spaces Lloc(IIt,C;'O) arc defined analogom,ly and obey ana.lo)!;olls
inclusion properties.
_
B.2,5 Definition. Let k E Z+, 0 <: b <: 1, f
JR X JR" -t JR" and let
(t, x) >--> f(t, x) be continuons, We say that f E CO:k,' if
- for each t E JR, f(t, ,) E C",,
- in case k 2: 1 the derivatives D~ f( t, x) arc continuous with rcsppcL to (t, :r)
for all 1 <: 1<>1 <: k,
- in case 0 > 0, for 10:1 = k the derivatives are locally o-Hiilder cOHtinllOIlS
(for 0 = 1 locally Lipschitz continuous) with respect to J:.
The spaces are Frechet with seminorrns
the continuous inclusions

SUPa<t<b

Ilf(t, ')111.:,.5;1< and we have

- -

Further,

CO:k ,' <-> L1oc(iR,C"'),
The last inclusion is clear by the fact that local Holder continuity of f(t,x)
with respect to x is equivalent to uniform Holder continuity on compact sets
[a, bj x K (see e, g, Amann [1: p, 102]),
We say that f E C~:k" if f E CO:k,' and for each t E JR, f(t, ,) E

ct·"

•

B.2.6 Remark. Observe that we have (following KUllita [224]) huilt into tile
definition of our ~paces C:'.5 that its elements arc permitted to he Ilnhollwkd,
but with at most linear growth, i.c. for each f E C;'.5 there are constHuts n
and f3 such that for all x E JRd

If(x)1 <: "Ixl + rJ,
It implies that for

f

E L1oc(JR,C;")

B.3 Differential Equations in IR.d

If(t, "')1 S a(t)lxl

555

+ (3(t)

with locally integrable o{), j3(.). Thi1) Iltrick" allows a more elegant formulation of the conditions for the existence of global flows.
•

B.3 Differential Equations in ]Rd
In studying differential equations Xt = J(t, xt} and their solutions we will
adopt the dynamical systems or flow point of view: Rather than studying a
particular solution for given initial values, we consider the totality of solutions
starting at arbitrary times s E lR and at arbitrary points x E IR.d. We then
look at the mappings defined by Uinitial value x at time s goes to solution
of Xt = J(t, xd at time t". There is a basically one-to-one correspondence
between (local) continuousjC k two-parameter flows 'Ps,t. which are absolutely
continuous with respect to t, and differential equations.
We say that t I--t 'P.~,t.(x) solves or is a solution of Xt = J(t,Xt) (sometimes
called solution in the sense oj Caratheodory, see Aulbach and Wanner [47]),
or that the differential equation generates the flow 'Ps,t, if it satisfies

'P.",(:r) = x

+

J,' f(n, 'P"u(x)) dn

(B.3.1)

for all t E D(s, x), an open interval of JR. containing s (this interval is all of
II!. in the global caEe). Note that (B.3.1) implies 'P",(x) = x for all s and x.
If the solution is in fact differentiable with respect to t and satisfies for

t

E

D(s,x)
d
di'P,.,(x)

= f(t, 'P",(x)),

'P,.,(x)

= x,

(B.3.2)

it is called a classical solution of Xt = J(t, xd.

B.3.! Theorem (Local Flow from Differential Equation). Consider
the differential equation
x, = f(t,x,)
(B.3.3)
in IRd.
(i) If f E Lloc(lI!., CO,I), then (B.3.3) uniquely generates through its maximal solution a local continuous two-pammeter flow 'P,~,t.
(ii) If f E Ltoc(lI!., c·,O) for some k 2' I, then (B.3.3) uniquely generates
a local C"" flow. The Jacobian oj 'P8,t at x,

uniquely solves the vari<ltional equation Vt = D f( t, xr)vt, i. e. we have Jor all
t E D(s,x)
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D<P"r(x)

~ 1+

l'

System~

DI(u, <P.",,(.r)) D<p",,(.r) du,

where DI(t,x) :~ (af~(',x))
E IR dxd is the Jacobian of I(t,:r). Finftlly, the
uX,
determinant det Di.ps,t(x) satisfies Liouvillc'~ equation
det D<p",(x)

~ cxp

l'

trace Df(u, <P.,.u(X)) du,

t

E

D(." .r).

(iii) If f E CO;O,l, then the solution of (i) is classical. Morr prrrisdy,
i.ps,t(x) is Lipschitz continuous in the variable (s, t, x) and iB C 1 with rrspect
to t.
(iv) If f E CO;k,O for some k 2: 1, then the solution of {Ii} i" claSSIcal. The
Jacobian and its determinant satisfy the classical versions of the variationnl
and Liouville's equation, respectively.
The proof of this theorem can be brusically found in many textbooks, see ill
particular Amann [I], Coddington and Levinson [102] or Walter [330].
B.3.2 Remark. (i) Even if f(t,.) is Coo with respect to x the solution
IPs,t(x) is in general only absolutely continuous with n~~pcct to t.
(ii) To assume that f(t,·) E Ck for each fixed t E IR. is in general not.
enough to guarantee the result.
(iii) The integral equation (B.3.1) and the differential equation (Il.:l.2)
are always with respect to the argument t for fixed s. Initial time .<; play~ the
role of a parameter and is fixed. In IPs,t, s always denotes the initial time llO
matter whether s ::; t or s 2 t.
(iv) The maximal solution <p",(x) has the property that if t+(s, :E) < 00
then

lim

ttt+(s,x)

similarly for t-(s,x) >

1<p"r(x)1

~ 00,

•

-00,

B,3,3 Theorem (Global Flow from Differential Equation),
Consider the differential equation {8.3.3} in ll!.d
(i) Suppose f E L1oc{IR, C~,l )jLloc(IR., C~,o) or, more gencmlly, ,'mpposc
f E L]oc(lR, CO,l )/L]oc(lR, Ck,O) and

°

If(t,x)1 :0 Q(t)lxl

+ fJ(t)

(B.3.4)

with a 2 0, f3 2
locally integmble. Then (B.:J.3) uniquely generates a
continuousjC k flow.
(ii) Suppose f E C~;O.l jC~;k,O or, rnor-e generally, suppose f E CO;(),1 jCO;k,O
and (B,3.4) holds. Then (8.3.3) uniquely genemte8 a classir:al rontinuousjC k
flow.
The fact that the linear growth condition (D.3.4) implies a global sol\ltion
follows from the Gronwall-Bellman lemma which we state for cOIlV<'lli(,ll(,('.

0.4 Autonomous Case: Dynamical Systems
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D.3.4 Lemma (Gronwall-Bellman Lemma). Let a,x: [tl,t,1 --> JR+ be
conlinu01L.'i and let b : [t 1 , t2J --+ 1R+ be integrable. If

:r(t) ::; (1(t)

+

j' /J(8)x(s)ds

for all t

E

[tlo t,J ,

"
then

x(t)::; a(t)

+

j.' a(8)/J(s)exp (1,' b(u)dU) ds

for all t E [tl,t,],

and the right-hand side is finite. If a(·) is increasing, then

x(t)::; a(t)exp

(l

b(S)dS)

for all t E [tl,t,l·

We now deal with the inverse problem of when for a given flow <Ps,t there
exists a differential equation Xt = f(t, Xt) which generates it.

D.3.S Theorem (Differential Equation from Flow). (i) Let <P,,' be a
local continuou8 flow for which t I----t <Ps,t(x) is differentiable at t = s for
all x. Put
d

J(s,x):= di<P.",(x)I,~,.

Then f i8 measurable, t --> <p",(x) is differentiable for all t E D(s,x) and
d
di<P.",(x) = f(t, <p",(x»,

<p",(x) = x.

(ii) Let <p,,' be a local continuous flow for which t --> <p",(x) is absolutely
continuous with respect to t E D(s, x) for all x. Then there exists a measurable
function f : JR x JRd --> JRd for which for all x
<p",(x) = x+ [f(U, <p"u(x»du,

t E D(s,x).

The result is that we have a basically QIK"-to-one correspondence between
two-parameter flows and non-autonomous differential equations.

B.4 Autonomous Case: Dynamical Systems
If the differential equation is autonomous, Xt =

f(xd, then clearly f E

Llo,(JR,C~") if and only if f E C~;k" if and only if J E C~", similarly for
Ck ,6. This means that we are always in the case of classical solutions.
Hence, if e.g. f E C~' 1 the differential equation uniquely generates a continuous flow <Ps,t. Dy substituting v = u - s we obtain

55t;
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I'",,(.r) ~.r -I-

Ir'

S.YS!t'IIIS

f(I',.,,(·r))tfu ~.r

-1-./"r'

thus by uniqueness of solut.ioB
(11.1.1)

hence the one-paramet.er family ..p{t) := 'PO,! sat-islies 1hI' oJl\'-paJ"iUll\'1 I'r !low
property 1'(t)I'("')" ~ 1'(1 -I- .<).r.
A two-parameter flow with t.he ext.flI propert.y (n .. 1. I) ohlains Ill(' Ililtl\\'

dynamical systeul.

B.4.1 Definition (Dynamical system). A lor·al
sysf,rm 1 011 a mallifold AI is a COIltillllOIlS mapping
I' : D

-t

AI,

(I ..r)

H

where D C IR. x AI is open, such t.hat for (,Heh
D(,,):~

{t E 1R: (t,.r) E

DJ~:

("(In.11Il1J.()1I.~

rI.'IIIII!IIII·OJ

1'(1).,'.
;1"

E 1\1

(T'(.r).T'(.,·))

is an open interval of IR containing 0 (llid 'P sat.islips till' f()lhIWill1-', (·()]!!Ill jlJIIs:

1. 1'(0) = idA!,
2. For all J: E AI and all s E D(.r) t.hl' local How propt'rly holds: WI' ha\"\'
t E D('P(s).r) if and only if t +.') E D(;c), awl ill I.hat (·,I....w

If the mapping (t,:r.) f--t ~(t):r is k t.imes cOllt.illllOllsly (lifft,rt'llli<lllit' willi
respect to .7:, where k :2' 1, the local continllOIlS dynamical sysklll is callt'd
Ck.
If D = IR x AI (equivalently, if D(.T) ~ IR for all .r EM or if /J(I) ~ M
for all t E IR, where D{f):= {.r E AI; (t,.'I:) E /J}) titt'll tl](' lond tiYllilllliC"al
system is called (global) dynamir:nl ,~yst(;m.
_
The sets D(:r) C IR and D(t) C AI from Definit.ioll B.·I.I Hl"(' opt'll ,1S st'cliOllS
of the open set D. We have t E D(:r)
:r E }J(t). implying /)1.") ~ {I :
x E D(t)) and D(t) ~ {x : I E D(:r)).

=

B.4.2 Theorem. Let'P be a loml continuuu.~/CA- D8011 a manifold AI. 'l'lU·1I
(i) x ~ T+(X) E (0, +00] is luwe1· ,~emi(,()lIh1/'l/.Ous (lnd .r f.~ T (.r:) E
[-00,0) i8 upper' 8cmicontiuuu1ls.
(ii) for all (t, :c) E D

D(:r)
(iii) for all t
1

~

I -I- D(I'(I).c).

E IR

"Dynamical system" is abbreviated as "DS".

I~.,I

i\IILI111(jJII()II:-; (~;) •..,(':

])YIl1U1licai Sysklll:-;

il.'J!l

",(I) : /)(1) ._, U( -I)
i.~

local ho/ll('(J1/I.017}hi.~/II/(.'k dijTcorrwTphism and

/I,

(/'It) U'I' 1I/.(/ppi1lY (f,.I') H ~(I)'-IJ~ = ~(-t);J: is conlimums/C k .

For

H

proof sec ('. g. Amanll [1: pp. 100ff.l.

B.4.3 Theorem (Local DS from Vector Field). (i) IJ f E CO,I, then
Ih(' dijJ('n~1/.fi(/,l ('(]1wlion ;i'I = f(;I',.) in IRd generates through its unique maxi-

/fIal da8siml.'iolul.io1l (t, .1:) H ip(t):r u.local cont.inuou,,> DS which is Lipschitz
willi. 1'('Spcct to (t,x) and C 1 with respect to t.
(ii) If f E C k , k ? 1, then til,(? local DS is C k . In this case D<p(t)x satisfies
[O('(J.Uy the uo1t-(luf.onomo1ts

1;,

~

variational equation

DJ(<p(t)x)v,.

Vo

~

id., ,

and Limwille '8 e(J'Ilul'ion

r'

detU",U)" ~ cxp io troccDJ(<p(8);r)d8.
If for t.hl' maximal local solution T+(X)
the II
lim I<pU):rl ~ 00 or
ttr~

(.r)

<

00

lim

t.j.T-(X)

or T-(.1:) >

1<p(t)>:1

-00

for some x,

~ 00.

B.4.4 Theorem (Global DS from Vector Field). Suppose
f E C~·I/ct,() for somt, k =2: 1. More .qpnerally, supfXJse f E CO,l/C k ,O and
for MJlne

c()n.~tants ft,

(1 =2: 0

IJ(.T)I

<: "1>:1 + f3 Jar all x E JR:".

Then the difJer-cntial equation Xt = f(xt) in JR.d uniquely generates a
continumLs/C k DS. If f E C~:'o, then (<p,D<p) is a C k - 1 DS on IR.d x JR.d.
B.4.5 Theorem (Vector Field from DS). Let rp be a local continuous
DS.

(i) If t

H

~U):r is differentiable at t

=0

for all x, then, pntting

y i8 YC1I.t:1'(I,ted by i'/ = f(:rr) and t I---t <p(t)x is differentiable for all t E D(x)
and all ,/'.
(ii) If t I---t <p(t)x i,<; absolutely continuons for t E D(x) and all x, then
there exists a measurable function f : IRd --+ IRd for which for all x

[)GO

AJlpt~lIdix

B. SlIJ()ol.h Dynamical

SySI.('ltl ....,

1c

/)(.,).

A com;equcnce of the ahove is I.hat. the da..'is('s of DS alld aulollOll101\S differential eqnations (vector lipids) at"(' ba.'ii(",dl~· lilt' SHillf'. s.\"ll!\)o\ica!!.\· wriltt'll
"-'

dynamical

SYSI('IIIS

= ('xp(Vt'Cl(lr lidtb).

B.5 Vector Fields and Flows on Manifolds
The definitions B.L2 and I3.4.1 above are alreatl.Y fOrlllnlah'd for I.ht' IIlmlifo\d
case. \Ve claim that all local results stated above for IRtf will n'lllllill \";did fur
the case where lR d is rl'p\aced by It manifold lIf. As mosl. I.hinp;s an' ohvious.
we will he quite bripf.
Let now Al be a d-dimensionalmH.nifold. For 1 ::; k:S x II'! X k (M) Iw II}('
separable Frcchet space of C k vector fields. \Vt' wi!! ("ollsid('r 1l0IHIUIO[lOIIlO1]S
differential equations it = f(t, .rt) on AI wit.h ri!!,ht-halJd sid"

1: IF:

-t

)'k(AI),

t c-+ 1(1.,·)

.0

1(1).

(B.S.I)

The spaces CO:LJ = CO:k ,6(lR. X II!, TA!) ("all HOW IH' dt'lil}('d (s('(' K1I1I11;1
(224: pp. 185ff.]) a.". those functions (D.id) for which IR x AI :J (I . .r) H
f{t)(x) E TxA1 is, fora.ny chart over which TM is loca.lIy triviiliiZt'tl. ill CO:b\
(the space introduced ill Definition 13.2.5).
The spaces Lloc(lR,C k ,,,) = Lllle(IR.,Ck,<I(M, I'M)) call alsu \)t' ddin('d a:-;
tho~c functions (13.5.1) for which t. i--7l\f(t)IIk.,);!\· is locally intq!,rahl(' for any
compact j{ C AI. Here the seminorms llfllk,<I;J{ of a wc\.or field f E J.:/,-(M)
are defined in an obviolls manuer by covcrill~ 1\" 1lY tilli!.!'l.\" IWIll)' charts over
which TAl is trivialized, and then using Defiuition 13.2.1.
The space Ck(Af, N) of C k mappings J 1\1 --+ .V, II!. I\' 11l:llIifolds.
o ::; k ::; 00, with its C k compact-open topology can he silllilarl.v ddillt'd (SCt'
c.g. Baxendale [54: Sect. 2]). Ck(Af, N) i:-; a Polish span'. and Ck(l\!. jH) is il
Polish semigroup.
Further,

Diffk (AI) := {J E C'(AI, AI) : 1 bijective <lud

r'

E C'(M.'\{)}.

with
Homeo(M) := Diff"(AJ).

given the relative compact-open topolog:y, an' Polish groups. III fa("l. if p i:-; a
complete metric of Ck(AI, AI). then

d(J,g):= p(J,g)

+ p(r1,.'l-')

is a complete metric of Diffk(ll!)/HollH'o(Al). slill !!,t'lwnllill!!, til(, COlllPilt"t.open topology.

Lt,t, J bt'

fllllct.ioll as ill (B.G.I). We ('all a function i.p: IR x 1R x Af -4 AI,
.'iolu/:ion or j:t = JU, 3:/,) if for each test function h E
(,: (,H, lR), the spa('{' of real-vailled C'x; fllncliom; with compact support,
(.'i,

t, .1')

1----)0

It

~.~.f (.,.) ,l

(13.5.2)
It will iH' ('alled a ('{a.<;.'iim,i solnli.on if for each II. E Cj((A1)

"

dih('P,.,(.r)) ~ (f(t, ·)h)('P.",(.r)),

h('P,Ax)) ~ h(x).

(13.5.3)

\Vith t.hos(~ !lotions I,he existence Clwlnniqncness part of Theorem I3.3.1
holds verhat.im.
Ld, ~ be a local C! How on AI. Denot.e hy Tip, the derivative of ip, the
local ('ont.illllOIlS How 011 t.he tangent bundle T!vI which covers i.p and is on
fibl'rs defined hy t.he derivat.ive of 'Ps,/ at x E Ds,t,

rOJ' H local diH'eolllorphislll 'P for each x in the domain of
isoll!orph iSHl

\\'!H'!T

T'P(cr) : T,.M -> T~(x)M,

v c->

111

tp

the lillear

~ T:p(x)v,

is ddill('d by w(h) :~"(h(:pCr))), hE CJ!(M).
If 9 solves:i:t = f(t,xtl with f E L 1oc (1R.,C k ,O), then Tip is a local C k How which uniquely solves

1

(13.5.4)
where Tf(t,·) is the natllrallift. of the vector field f(t,') on AI to a vector
field 011 TAl, ill local coordillates Tf(t,x,v) ~ (x,v,f(t,x),Df(t,x)v).
If Al is it Riemannian manifold, we can use the Riemannian connection
t.o decompose TvT AI into horizontal and vert.ical components. Then T f( t, v)
ha..'1 horiwntal component (identified with) f(t,x) and vertical component
\7 J(t, .r)!!, where V denotes t.he covariant derivative of the vector field f(t,·)
at .r in direction 11 E TrA!' Equation (B.5.4) is then equivalent to the coupled
sy:st.clll of the original equat.ioll Xt = f(t,xd and the variational equation
,,; ~ 'V f(t, :p.",("))v,,
Hprc t.he n/).'iolutc (or covariant) derivative

v, ~ v E TxM.
v~

(13.5.5)

is taken along the integral curve

f c-> 'P.,.,(.r) ill the directioll of the vector field f(t,·) (scc Elworthy [138:

Appendix III or [139: p. 300[, Klillgellberg [213: Scct. 1.51).
The expression for t.he variat.ional equation (B.5.5) in a chart around
.I' E AI is

r,G',.!

B. Smoo111 Dynamical Syskills

t\pp(~lldix

,k

/I t

V,J' ~ iiI' + 1;',/'.

·k + rkJl'
J') I'",
iJ
IJ, = (n
V1

= 11,

iJ.I"

with sUIlllllation of repeated indict's.
Moreover,
d

div J(I, .r)

= t.ra('t'V J(I, ".)

,~

L (V J(I",,),',. ",),.
,-,-I

where (VI) is an orthollormal ba.o.;is of (TJ.M, (-, .).,.), and
r.quation: For t E D(.<;,.r)
det

T'-P.~,' (.x) =

exp

1t

eliv /('11., 'PS,1t{.r)) rill.

= exp

I'

W('

hav{' L/lJII"llIr

t.ract'\:' f( II.. ";,'.11 (.1')) rill.

A local C k flow on Al generated hy .1'1 = f(t,:I',) with f E L1<J('(lR.Ck.O)
i~ global if AI is compact, or if, by emhedding Al illto an lR. N , f(l.·) i~ Ill('
restriction of a vector field 1(1.·) on I\t N for which j E LI()(.(lR.CI~'·o).

Dynamical Systems on Manifolds
If f E Xk(AJ), then it = f(.fl) gencrat.('~

It

local C!.: DS. Tltl' til'rival j\"(' T;

sati~;fics

il t = Tf(vd,

1'0 = 11 E

TAl.

Ck - 1

and T<; is a
DS <l.'i well as a continllolls linear blllldl(' DS 011 j',H
DS!.p. If AI i~ a RielllauTliaulllunifold, then (13.S,G) is (,({uivalent. to .i'l
and the variational equation 1'~ = 'V f(.p(t)x)'O/., awl
det. T'P(t),T = cxp (' div J('P(")''') <1" = exp

~

=

r' tran'V !Ic;{<).r) ds.

Jo

I lIE'
f(.I'I)

0\'('1"
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